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THE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
1909
1909-1910-1911
FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS AT URBANA
First Semester, 1909-1910
Sept. 15, Wednesday, 8 a. m.
Sept. 20, 21, Monday and
Tuesday, 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m.
Sept. 22, Wednesday, 8 a. m.
Oct. 4, Monday, 4 p. m.
Nov. I, Monday
Nov. I, Monday
Nov. 18, 19, 20, Thursday to
Saturday
Nov. 24, Wednesday, 5 p. m.
Nov. 29, Monday, 12 m.
Dec. 2, Thursday
Dec. 6, Monday, 4 p. m.
Dec. 10, Friday
Dec. 22, Wednesday, 12 m.
Dec. 31, Friday, 5 p. m.
1910
Jan. 4, Tuesday, 12 m.
Jan. 27, Thursday, 8 a. m.
Feb. 3, Thursday, 5 p. m.
Entrance examinations begin
Registration days
Instruction begins. Freshman convo-
cation at 4 p. m.
Senate meeting
Latest day for announcing thesis sub-
jects
Latest day for formal announce-
ment of thesis subjects for mas-
ter's degrees and for professional
engineering degrees.
High school conference
Thanksgiving recess begins
Instruction begins
Illinois day
Senate meeting
Junior promenade
Holiday recess begins
Latest day for submission of out-
lines of proposed theses by candi-
dates for professional degrees in
engineering.
Instruction begins
Semester examinations begin
First semester ends
vni University of Illinois [1909-10
Feb. 4, Friday
Feb. 7, Mcnday, 4 p. m.
Annual sophomore cotillion
Senate meeting
Second Semester, 1909-1910
Feb. 7, 8, Monday and Tues-
day, 8 a. m. to 5. p. m.
Feb. 9, Wednesday, 8 a. m.
Feb. 12, Saturday
Feb. 25, Friday
March 2, Wednesday
March 8, Tuesday
March 24, Thursday, 12 m.
March 29, Tuesday 12 m.
April I, Friday, 5. p. m.
April 4, Monday, 4 p. m.
May 14, Saturday, noon
May 20, Friday evening
May 19, 20, 21, Thursday to
Saturday
May 21, Saturday
May 30, Monday
May, between 15 and 31
June I, Wednesday
June 2, Thursday, 8 a. m.
June 4, Saturday, noon
June 9, Thursday
June 12, Sunday
June 13, Monday
June 14, Tuesday
June 15, Wednesday
Registration days.
Instruction begins
Lincoln day
Annual military ball
University day
Annual meeting of Board of Trustees
Easter recess begins
Instruction begins
Latest date for filing completed
theses by candidates for profes-
sional degrees in engineering.
Senate meeting
Latest date for receipt by Dean of
doctors' theses
Interscholastic oratorical contest
Public school art exhibit
Interscholastic athletic meet
Military day
Hazelton prize drill
Annual inspection
Company competitive drill
Latest day for acceptance of theses
Semester examinations begin
Latest time for receipt by Dean of
certified masters' theses
Semester examinations close
Baccalaureate address
Class day, Senior ball
Alumni day
Thirty-ninth annual commencement
1910
June 20, Monday
Aug. 19, Friday
Summer Session
Instruction begins
Session ends
1909-10] The University Calendar IX
igio First Semester, 1910-1911
Sept. 14, Wednesday, 8 a. m. Entrance examinations begin
Sept. 19, 20, Monday and
Tuesday, 8 a. m. to 5
p. m.
Sept. 21, Wednesday, 8 a. m.
Sept. 21, Wednesday, 4 p. m.
Nov. I, Tuesday
Nov. 23, Wednesday, 12 m.
Nov. 28, Monday, 12 m.
Dec. 22, Thursday, 12 m.
1911
Jan. 3, Tuesday 12 m.
Feb. 2, Thursday, 5 p. m.
Registration days
Instruction begins
Freshman convocation
Latest day for announcing thesis sub-
jects
Thanksgiving recess begins
Instruction begins
Holiday recess begins
Instruction begins
First semester ends
Second Semester, 1910-1911
Feb. 6, 7, Monday and Tues-
day, 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Feb. 8, Wednesday, 8 a. m.
Feb. 12, Sunday
Feb. 24, Friday
March 7, Tuesday
April 3, Monday, 4 p. m.
April 6, Thursday, 12 m.
April II, Tuesday, 12 m.
May 19, Friday evening
May 18, 19, 20, Thursday to
Saturday
May 20, Saturday
May 30, Tuesday
May, between 15 and 31 •<
June I, Thursday
June I, Thursday, 8 a. m.
June 8, Thursday, 5 p. m.
June II, Sunday
June 12, Monday
June 13, Tuesday
June 14, Wednesday
Registration days
Instruction begins
Lincoln day
Annual military ball
Annual meeting Board of Trustees
Senate meeting
Easter recess begins
Instruction begins
Interscholastic oratorical contest
Public school art exhibit
Interscholastic athletic meet
Military day
llazelton prize drill
Annual inspection
Company competitive drill
Latest day for acceptance of theses
Semester examinations begin
Semester examinations close
Baccalaureate address
Class day, Senior ball
Alumni day
Fortieth annual commencement
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Governor of Illinois Ex Officio
CHARLES S. DENEEN Springfield
The President of the State Board of Agriculture. .. .£.r Officio
JOHN M. CREBS Carmi
The Superintendent of Public Instruction Ex Officio
FRANK G. BLAIR Springfield
TERM EXPIRES
WILLIAM L. ABBOTT, 139 Adams Street, Chicago 191
1
DR. CHARLES DAVISON, 103 State Street, Chicago 191
MRS. MARY E. BUSEY, Urbana 1911
MRS. CARRIE ALEXANDER-BAHRENBERG, Belleville... 1913
FRED L. HATCH, Spring Grove 1913
A. P. GROUT, Winchester 1913
MRS. LAURA B. EVANS, Taylorville 1915
ARTHUR MEEKER, Union Stock Yards, Chicago 1915
ALLEN F. MOORE, Monticello 1915
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
William L. Abbott, 139 Adams Street, Chicago President
William L. Pillsbury, Urbana Secrtary
Henry A. Haugan, State Bank of Chicago, Chicago Treasurer
Professor S. W. Shattuck, Champaign Comptroller
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EXECUTIVE COMxMITTEE
William L. Abbott, Chairman ; Mrs. Carrie Alexander-
Bahrcnbcrg; Albert P. Grout.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Agriculture—Fred L. Hatch, Chairman
;
John M. Crebs, A. P.
Grout.
Building and Grounds—William L. Abbott, Chairman ; Fred L.
Hatch, Mrs. Laura B. Evans, Dr. Charles Davison, Allen F. Moore.
Finance—A. P. Grout, Chairman; Mrs. Mary E. Busey, Arthur
Meeker.
Instruction—Frank G. Blair, Chairman; Mrs. Laura B. Evans,
Allen F. Moore.
Library—Mrs. Carrie Alexander-Balircnberg, Chairman; Frank G.
Blair, Allen F. Moore.
Students' Welfare—Mrs. Mary E. Busey, Chairman; Mrs. Laura
B. Evans, Mrs. Carrie Ale.xander-Bahrenberg.
School of Pharmacy—Dr. Charles Davison, Chairman ; William
L. Abbott, Mrs. Mary E. Busey.
College of Medicine—Dr. Charles Davison, Chairman; William
L. Abbott, Mrs. Mary E. Busey.
Engineering—Fred L. Hatch, Chairman; William L. Abbott,
Arthur Meeker.
ADVISORY BOARDS
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
S. C. Yeomans, Chicago; W. H. Gale, Chicago; Samuel Coffin-
berry, Peoria; Frank Thomas, Cairo; H. W. Giese, Bioomington.
agricultural experiment station
College Section : E. D. Funk, President Illinois Live Stock
Breeders' Association, Shirley; J. P. Mason, President Illinois State
Farmers' Institute, Elgin; C. A. Rowe, President Illinois Corn
Growers' Association, Jacksonville; Lewis N. Wiggins, President
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Illinois State Dairymen's Association, Springfield ; R. O. Graham,
President Illinois State Horticultural Society, Bloomington ; C. E.
GuLLETT, President Illinois State Florists' Association, Lincoln.
Live Stock Section : A. P. Grout, Winchester ; Jos. Fulkerson,
Jerseyville ; Jacob Zeigler, Clinton ; John H. Kincaid, Athens
;
E. D. Funk, Shirley.
Farm Crops Section : C. A. Rowe, Jacksonville ; J. H. Coolidge,
Galesburg; S. W. Strong, Pontiac; L. F. Maxcy, Curran; H. J.
Sconce, Sidell.
Soil Section : Ralph Allen, Delavan ; A. N. Abbott, Morrison
F. I. Mann, Gilman
; J. P. Mason, Elgin ; W. E. Braden, Cutler.
Horticultural Section: John F. Jolly, Olney; H. A. Aldrich,
Neoga; W. S. Perrine, Centralia; J. Mack Tanner, Springfield;
R. O. Graham, Bloomington.
Dairy Section : C. F. Mills, Springfield
; J. A. Leland, Spring-
field
; J. P. Mason, Elgin ; Joseph W. Newman, Elgin ; Lewis N.
Wiggins, Springfield.
Florists' Section : J. C. Vaughan, 84-86 Randolph St., Chicago
;
J. F. Ammann, Edwardsville ; W. N. Rudd, Morgan Park; F. L.
Washburn, Bloomington; C. E. Gullett, Lincoln.
engineering experiment station
Conference Committee on Fuel Tests of Illinois Coals: A. Be-
ment, Fisher Building, Chicago, for Western Society of Engineers;
F. H. Clark, C. B. & Q. Railway, Chicago, for Western Railway
Club; Adolph Mueller, Decatur, for Illinois Manufacturers' Associ-
ation ; Carl Scholz, OM Colony Building, Chicago, for Illinois Coal
Operators Association; William L. Abbott, 139 Adams Street, Chi-
cago, for Board of Trustees, University of Illinois ; W. F. M. Goss,
Urbana, for Engineering Experiment Station.
Conference Committee on Electric Traction Tests: Wm. L.
Abbott, Chief Operating Engineer Chicago Edison Company, and
Trustee of the University of Illinois, 139 Adams Street, Chicago;
L. E. Fisher, Consulting Engineer, Danville; T. P. Gaylord, General
Manager Westinghouse Electric Company, 171 La Salle Street, Chi-
cago; B. E. Sunny, General Manager General Electric Company,
Chicago; W. F. M. Goss, Director of the Engineering Experiment
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Stat'on, University of Illinois; E. J. Berg, Professor of Electrical
Engineering, University of Illinois; Edward C. Schmidt, Associate
Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Illinois.
DEPARTMENT OF CERAMICS
A. W. Gates, Monmouth ; W. D. Gates, 602 Chamber of Com-
merce, Chicago; F. W. Butterworth, Danville; J. W. Stipes, Cham-
paign ; D. V. Purington, Chamber of Commerce, Chicago.
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND
CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS
President: Edmund J. James, Ph.D., LL.D., Office, Library Building
COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
President's House, University Campus, U*
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Vice-President, and
Professor of Botany 1007 West Green street, U.
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the Graduate School Director
of the Courses in Commerce, and Professor of Economics
iioi West Oregon street, U.
Eugene Da\'enport, M..A.gr., Dean of the College of Agriculture
and Professor of Thremmatology 805 South Wright street, C.
Oliver Albert Harker, A.M., Dean of the College of Law and
Professor of Law pop South Wright street, C.
William Edward Quine, M.D., Dean of the College of Medi-
cine and Professor of the Practice of Medicine and Qinical
Medicine 70j State street, Chicago.
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Dean of Men and Professor of
Rhetoric 928 West Illinois street, U.
William Freeman Myrick Goss, D.Eng., Dean of the College of
Engineering, Director of the School of Railway Engineering
and Administration, and Professor of Railway Engineering
611 West University avenue, C.
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., Dean of the College of Science
and Professor of Mathematics 310 East John street, C.
EvARTS BouTELL Greene, Ph.D. ,Dean of the College of Literature
and Arts and Professor of History 610 Orchard lane, C.
*U. stands for Urbana, C. for Champaign.
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George Washington Cook, B.S., D.D.S., Dean of the College of
Dentistry and Professor of Bacteriology, Pathology, and Thera-
peutics Corner 47th street and Kemvood avenue, Chicago
Lily Gavit Koi-Lock, Ph.D., Dean of Women
1106 West California avenue, U.
Other Administrative Offices
William L. Pillsbury, A.M., Secretary and Registrar. Office
Natural History Building. Office hours, 2 to 5 p. m.
506 West Elm street, U.
Samuel W. Shattuck, C.E., Comptroller. Office, Natural History
Building. Office hours, 3 to 5 p. m. 208 West Church street, C.
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Librarian and Director of the
Library School 704 South Lincobi avenue, U.
Nathaniel Hay, Purchasing Agent
917 West California avenue, U.
Oren Elmer Staples, Chief Clerk 700.; West Green street, U.
Joseph Morrow, Superintendent of Buildings
601 East Springfield avenue, C.
Evelyn Atkinson, Superintendent of Grounds
1305 West Clark street, U.
Burt Eardley Powell, Ph.D., Private Secretary to the President
904 West Illinois street, U.
James Herbert Kelley, B.S., A.M., Chief Clerk in the President's
Office lOOS West Oregon street, U.
SENATE
(The members of the Council of Administration are also members of the Senate.)
Samuel Walker Shattuck, C.E., Professor of Mathematics
208 West Church street, C.
Nathan Clifford Ricker, D.Arch., Professor of Architecture
612 West Green street, U.
Ira Osborn Baker, C.E., D.Eng., Professor of Civil Engineering
702 West University avenue, C.
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Entomology
I20g West Springfield avenue, U.
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Professor of Geology
601 East John street, C.
iQog-io] The University Senate xvii
Donald McIntosh, V.S., Professor of Veterinary Science
511 West Park street, C.
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., Professor of Municipal and Sani-
tary Engineering ion West California avenue, U.
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., Professor of Applied Chemistry
pjp West Green street, U.
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Professor of the Latin Language
and Literature, and Secretary of the Senate
406 West Hill street, C.
Charles Melville Moss, Ph.D., Professor of the Greek Languages
and Literature 806 South Mathezvs avenue, U.
Daniel Kilham Dodge, Ph.D., Professor of the English Language
and Literature 806 West Green street, C.
Albert Pruden Carman, Sc.D., Professor of Physics
go8 West California avenue, U.
*Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
*Edwin Grant Dexter, Ph.D., Professor of Education
*Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., Professor of Household Science
805 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Cyril George Hopkins, M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Agronomy
looi South Wright street, C.
Edmond Gustave Fechet, Lieutenant-Colonel U.S.A. (Retired),
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
20§ West Hill street, C.
*Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Professor of Animal Husbandry
Experiment Station Farm, U.
George A. Huff, Director of the Department of Physical Training
5/7 West University avenue, C.
Joseph Cullen Blair, B.S.A., Professor of Pomology
810 West Oregon street, U.
Wilber John Eraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Husbandry
lOOS South Wright street. C.
Thomas Edward Oli\er, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages
gi2 West California avenue, U.
Harry Sands Grindley, Sc.D., Professor of Animal Chemistry
91S IVest Green street, U.
*0n leave.
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Thomas Welburn Hughes, LL.M., Professor of Law
SO/' South IVriglit street, C.
Newton Ai.onzo Wells, M.P., Professor of Architectural Decora-
tion 803 West Oregon street, U.
Stephen Sheldon Colvin, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology.
gio JVest Oregon street, U.
James Wh.ford Garner, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
80^ West Oregon street, U.
Horace Adelbert Hollister, A.M., Assistant Professor, High School
Visitor 508 Orchard Lane, C.
James McLaren White, B.S., Supervising Architect, Professor of
Architectural Engineering 716 West University avenue, C.
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor of Industry and Trans-
poration 906^/2 West California avenue, U.
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law
1104 JVest Illinois street, U.
Edward John Lake, B.S., Assistant Professor of Art and Design,
Acting Head of Department 703 JVest Park street, C.
Edward Bartow, Ph.D., Professor of Sanitary Chemistry, Director
of the State Water Survey 1007 JVest Oregon street, U.
Guy Stanton Ford, Ph.D., Professor of Modern European His-
tory 1004 South Lincoln avenue, U.
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
()07 Nevada street, U.
William Albert Noves, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry, Director
of Chemical Laboratory 1005 Nevada street, U.
Chester Noyes Greenough, Ph.D., Professor of English
//op West California avenue, U.
Ernest Ritson Dewsnup, A.M., Professor of Railway Administra-
tion 8i3 West Hill street, C.
Edward Gary Hayes, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
9/5 Nevada street, U.
Philip Bovier Hawk, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry
801 JVest Nevada street, U.
William Chandler Bagley, Ph.D., Director of the School of Edu-
cation and Professor of Education 611 West Oregon street, U.
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Julius Goebel, Ph.D., Professor of German
gi8 Nevada sired, U.
Charles Henry Mills, Mus.S.B., F.R.C.O.Eng., Director of School
of Music po/ West Oregon street, U.
John Hancock McClellan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Histology
and Embryology, in charge of Department of Physiology
606 South Mathews avenue, U.
George Alfred Goodenough, M.E., Associate Professor of Mechani-
cal Engineering
6oy West Elm street, U.
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.D., Librarian and Director of the
Library School /'04 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Boyd Henry Bode, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
913 West Illinois street, U.
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
1004 Mathews avenue, U.
Henry Harkness Stoek, B.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineer-
ing 1003 West Green street, U.
Ernst Julius Berg, Ph. D., Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Head of Department of Electrical Engineering
Beardsley Hotel, C.
Susannah Usher, B.S., Assistant Professor of Household Science
1008 West Oregon street, U.
GENERAL FACULTY
(Which includes also the Council and the Senate.)
Edward Fulton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Rhetoric
7009 West California avenue, U.
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Associate Professor of Railway
Engineering. 903 West California avenue, U.
Elliott Judd Northrup, A.B., LL.B., Associate Professor of Law.
907 West California avenue, U.
David Hobart Carnahan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance
Languages. loio West Oregon street, U.
Frank Smith, A.M., Associate Professor of Zoology.
913 West California avenue, U.
Otto Eduard Lessing, Ph.D., Associate Professor of German.
1006 Nevada street, U.
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Ernest Julius Wilczynski, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathe-
matics. J106 IVcst California avenue, U.
John William Llyod, M.S. A., Associate Professor of Olericulture.
iijS Arbor avenue, C
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Associate Professor of Pomology.
1106 West Oregon street, U.
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology.
90J Nevada street, U.
Clarence Walworth Alvord, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History.
iioi West California avenue, U.
John Pascal Brooks, M.S., Associate Professor of Civil Engineer-
ing. 100^ IVcst California avenue, U.
Stuart Pratt Sherman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English.
~0/ IVcst California avenue, U.
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political
Science. 1004 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics.
1006 West California avenue, U.
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics.
1106 West California avenue, U.
Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English.
1002 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany.
9/5 West California avenue, U.
George Henry Meyer, A.M., Assistant Professor of German and
Assistant Dean of the College of Literature and Arts.
1104 West Illinois street, V.
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German.
705 West Green street, U.
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
and Assistant Director of Courses in Business.
601 East Daniel street, C.
Frances Simpson, M.L., BL.S., Assistant Professor of Library
Economy, Reference Librarian. 902 West Oregon street, U.
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, M.E., Assistant Professor of Machine
Design. 511 West Green street, U.
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics.
p/j West Nevada street, U.
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Jeremiah George Hosier, B.S., Assistant Professor of Soil Physics.
po7 West Illinois street, U.
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics.
po/ West California avenue, U.
Henry Lewis Rietz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
^0/ IVest California avenue, U.
Joel Stebbins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Astronomy.
1013 Nevada street, U.
Harry G. Paul, A.M., Assistant Professor of the English Lan-
guage and Literature. gO/' California avenue, U.
Richard Sydney Curtiss, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Organic
Chemistry. yii West Nevada street, U.
Anna May Price, A.AL, B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library
Economy. 903 South Busey avenue, U.
Alanson Phelps Wyman, B.S.A., Assistant Professor of Land-
scape Gardening. // East Van Burcn street, Chicago.
John Watrous Case, Assistant Professor of Architectural Design.
808 West Park street, C.
Frank Oliver Dufour, C.E., Assistant Professor of Structural En-
gineering. //J Davidson street, College Place, C.
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Strati-
graphic Geology 604 South Busey avenue, U.
James Herbert Gill, M.E., Assistant Professor of Machine Con-
struction. 410 West Illinois street, U.
John Charles Thorpe, M.E., Assistant Professor of Steam En-
gineering. 40/ East Main street, U.
*JoHN Wallace Baird, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
901 South Busey avenue, U.
Charles Wesley Malcolm, C.E., Assistant Professor of Structural
Engineering 908 West Nevada street, U.
James Harvey Pettit, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Soil Fertility
9i4y2 West California avenue, U.
William Dietrich, M.S.A., Assistant Professor of Swine Hus-
bandry 70/ West California avenue, U.
Fred Henry Rankin, Assistant Professor, Superintendent of Agri-
cultural E.xtcnsion J012 West California avenue, U.
•Resigned.
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Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding
604 East Daniel street, C.
Herbert Fisher Moore, B.S., M.M.E., Assistant Professor of Theo-
retical and Applied Mechanics 90S IVest Nevada street, U.
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electri-
cal Engineering /Oi" West Oregon street, U.
Edward Hardenbergh Waldo, A.B., M.E., Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering 604 West Main street, U.
Justus Watson Folsom, Sc.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
60^ West White street, C.
Anna Roberta Van Meter, A.B., M.S., Assistant Professor of
Household Science lOoS West Green street, U.
Laurence Marcellus Larson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His-
tory 301 East Davidson street, C.
Shelby Saufley Roberts, C.E., Assistant Professor of Railway
Civil Engineering 1018 Nevada street, U.
John Christie Duncan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Accountancy
^09 IVest Springfield avenue, U.
William Frederick Schultz, E.E., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
Physics 926 West Green street, U.
John Wesley Young, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
804 West Green street, U.
Ward J. MacNeal, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Professor of Botany
904 IVest Oregon street, U.
Fred Duane Crawshaw, B.S., Assistant Professor, and Assistant
Dean of College of Engineering 60^ West Clark street, U.
John Myron Bryant, B.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering 610 West Oregon street, U.
Charles Herschel Sisam, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics 609 South Busey avenue, U.
Albert Sherwood Wilson, A.M., B.D., Assistant Professor and
Assistant Director of the Library School
604 West Elm street, U.
Louis Dixon Hall, M.S., Assistant Professor of Animal Hus-
bandry /// East Chalmers street, C.
Cassius Clay Hayden, M.S., Assistant Professor of Dairy Hus-
bandry 904 West California avenue, U.
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Roy Victor Engstrom, B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics Qoy West Oregon street, U.
Francis Keese Wynkoop Drury, A.M., B.L.S., Assistant Professor
and Assistant Librarian 907 West Oregon street, U.
Arthur Stanley Pease, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics
1014 West Oregon street, U.
Fred Lemar Charles, M.S., Assistant Professor of Agricultural
Education 1104 West Oregon street, U.
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
908 West Illinois street, U.
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
iioS West Oregon street, U.
George Tobias Flom, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Scandinavian
Languages and Literature 611 West Green street, U.
John Driscoll Fitz-Gerald II, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ro-
mance Languages University Club, U.
Lewis Flint Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
917 Nevada street, U.
Charles Zeleny, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
606 South Matliezvs avenue, U.
William Albert Manning, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics I002y2 West California avenue, U.
ASSOCIATES
Charles Richard Clark, B.S., Associate in Architectural Con-
struction 705 East Chalmers street, C.
Ernest Milton Halliday, A.B., LL.B., Associate in English
loio West Oregon street, U.
Harrie Stuart Vedder Jones, Ph.D., Associate in English
lOio West Oregon street, U.
Arthur Romeyn Seymour, Ph.D., Associate in Spanish and Adviser
to Foreign Students 909 Nevada street, U.
Lawrence Gilbert Parker, B.S., C.E., Associate in Civil Engineer-
ing 107 East Green street, C.
Herbert Lucius Whittemore, B.S., Associate in Applied Meclianics
loi Chalmers street, C.
RuFUS Chauncey Obrecht, M.S., Associate in Horse Husbandry
J016 Nevada street, U.
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Walter Castella Coffey, M.S., Associate in Sheep Husbandry
60^ West Oregon street, U.
Louis Joh.v Paetow, Ph.D., Associate in History
713 IVcst Elm street, U.
Carlos Lenox McMaster, C.E., Associate in General Engineering
Drawing; Assistant to Dean of Men 103 East Green street, C.
Clarence Wzlliam Balke, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
805 Nevada street, U.
Willis B. Holmes, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
1005 South Fifth street, C.
Edward Joseph Fortier, A.B., Associate in Romance Languages
908 IVest Nevada street, U.
Arthur Robert Crathorxe, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
1113 South Fourth street, C.
George Foss Schwartz, A.B., B.M., Associate in Violin, Musical
History and Theory 711 West Healy street, C.
Frederic Walton Carpenter, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
1008 West Oregon street, U.
Arthur Donaldson Emmett, M.A., Associate in Animal Nutrition
707 West Illinois street, U.
Simon Litman, Ph.D., Associate in Commerce
go4 South Sixth street, C.
Thomas Reed Powell, A.B., LL.B., Associate in Political Science
University Club, U.
Edward Wight Washburn, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
210 West Park street, C.
Charles Christopher Adams, Ph.D., Associate in Animal Ecology
707 Nevada street, U.
Duff Andrew Abrams, C.E., Associate in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 709 South Fourth street, C.
Thomas Hamer Amrine, E.E., Associate in Electrical Engineering
609 South Colcr avenue, U.
Franklin Wales Marquis, B.S., M.E., Associate in Railway En-
gineering 205 West Hill street, C.
George McPhail Smith. Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
708 South Fourth street, C.
Henry Allan Glea.son, Ph.D., Associate in Botany
511 East John street, C.
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Orlo Dorr Center, B.S., Associate in Crop Production
510 East Daniel street, C.
Charlotte ^Mitchell Gibbs, A.B., Associate in Textiles
606 East Daniel street, C.
Melvin Lorenius Enger, B.S., Associate in Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics 301 South Babcock street, U.
Robert Lacey Borger, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
310 East Green street, U.
George Conrad Habermeyer, B.S., Associate in Municipal and Sani-
tary Engineering 1103 Euclid street, C.
Leonard Hegnauer, A.B., B.S., Associate in Crops
do/ West California avenue, U.
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Associate in Floriculture
1104 West Illinois street, U.
Nellie Esther Goldthwaite, Ph.D., Associate in Household
Science 1008 West Green street, U.
Nelson William Hepburn, B.S., Associate in Dairy Manufactures
1004 West Oregon street, U.
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Associate in the Classics
70/ South Sixth street, C
INSTRUCTORS
*Ernest William Ponzer, M.S., Instructor in Mathematics
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Instructor in German
90s South Buscy avenue, U.
Florence Nightingale Jones, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Lan-
guages go2 J Vest Oregon street, U.
David Leonard Scroggin, Instructor in Machine Shop
yoy West Washington street, U.
Isabel Eliza Jones, Instructor in Art and Design
302 West Church street, C.
Mrs. Constance Barlow Smith, Instructor in Sight Singing and
Ear Training, and in charge of Public School Methods
606 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Charles Francis Briscoe, A.M., Instructor in Botany
608 Soutli Busey avenue, U.
•On leave.
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Henri Jacobus Van Den Bfj^g, Instructor in Piano
no West Hill street, C.
Frank Gardner Wilson, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineer-
ing 1008 West Green street, U.
Claude Mallory Garland, B.E., Instructor in Mechanical En-
gineering 50^ West Green street, U.
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Instructor in Forge Shop
309 North Race street, U.
Winifred Forbes, Instructor in Violin
1309 West Springfield avenue, U.
Lewis Irving Neikirk, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
1004 South Mathews avenue, U.
James Alburn Chiles, LL.B., Ph.D., Instructor in German
looj IVcst Oregon street, U.
Albert Austin Harding, Instructor in Band Instruments
S08 East Daniel street, C.
Frederick Ellis, Instructor in Wood Shop
5// West Illinois street, U.
Alfred Rittscher Bench, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineer-
ing 210 West Park street, C.
Quitmar Shields Casper, Instructor in Foundry
gi2 North Walnut street, C.
Daniel Otis Barto, B.S., Instructor in Secondary School Agricul-
ture 919 Nevada street, U.
Harry Frederick Godeke, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineer-
ing Laboratory 503 West California avenue, U.
William Van Dunkin, M.E., Instructor in Machine Design
607 West High street, U.
Otis Orion Stanley, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Physiology
604 South Mathews avenue, U.
Harvey Ellison Murdock, M.E., Instructor in Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics 1104 South Third street, U.
Ralph Bethuel Slippy, C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
102 South Romine street, U.
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
622 South State street, C.
Edwin Lee Norton, Ph.D., Instructor in Education
University Club, U.
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Mary Minerva Wetmore, Instructor in Art and Design
511 West Church street, C.
Leo Gregory Hana, Instructor in Physical Training
311 East Green street, C.
Josef Wiehr, Ph.D., Instructor in German
1003 West Oregon street, U.
Stephen Faunce Sears, A.M., Instructor in English
1103 West Oregon street, U.
Henry Bernhard Dirks, B.S., M.E., Instructor in Mechanical En-
gineering <?/o West Park street, C.
Waldemar Matthaeus Stempel, A.m., Instructor in Physics
406 West Railroad street, U.
Harry Orson Allison, B.S., Instructor in Animal Husbandry
Sii East Daniel street, C.
James Elmo Smith, B.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Lincoln place, U.
Gertrude Evelyn Moulton, A.B., Acting Director of Physical Train-
ing for Women 903 West Illinois street, U.
Helen Isham, Ph.D., Instructor in General Chemistry
606 East Daniel street, C.
George Wellington Pickels, Jr., B.C.E., Instructor in Civil En-
gineering 906 West California avenue, U.
John Jefferson Richey, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
lOio West Oregon street, U.
George Rawson Wade, Instructor in Voice, in Charge of Vocal
Department 908 Nevada street, U.
Lois D. McCobb, Instructor in Voice
P07 South Gregory place, U.
Sarah Delano Morton, Instructor in Piano
904 West Oregon street, U.
John Giffin Thompson, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
404 East Oregon street, C.
May Elizabeth Floyd, Instructor in Piano
907 South Gregory place, U.
Charles Marshall Poor, Ph.D., Instructor in German
/09 West High street, U.
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Walter Clark Phillips, A.AI., Instructor in English
1104 West Illinois street, U.
Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D., Instructor in EngHsh
1104 West Illinois street, U.
RuFUS Mather Bagg, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
60J West Green street, U.
Virgil R. Fleming, B.S., Instructor in Applied Mechanics
306 East Chalmers street, U.
Fred Kuhlmann, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
go^ Nevada street, U.
Frank Walker Reed, Ph.D., Instructor in Astronomy
1103 West Oregon street, U.
Ray Thomas Stull, E.M., Instructor in Ceramics
975 West Illinois street, U.
John Ker Towles, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
1007 West Illinois street, U.
Ernest Barnes Lytle, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
go/ West California avenue, U.
Grinnell Jones, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
40C) East Green street, C.
Francis Marion Porter, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering
Drawing yii West Illinois street, U.
Florence Rising Curtis, Instructor in Library School
712 West Oregon street, U.
Helena Maude Pincomb, B.S., Instructor in Household Science for
Secondary Schools 712 West Oregon street, U.
Charles Fabens Kelley, A.B., Instructor in Art and Design and
Architecture goS Nevada street, U.
Gustaf Eric Wahlin, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
130S West Stougliton street, U.
Earl Lockridge Bradsher, A.M., Instructor in English
lOOl West California avenue, U.
Albert St. John Williamson, M.E., Instructor in Railway Mechan-
ical Engineering 70J West California avenue, U.
Terence Byrnes Cosgrove, A.M., LL.M., Instructor in Law
gii West Green street, U.
John McBride Knote, M.A., Instructor in Ceramics
602 West Healy street, C.
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Frank Chester Becker, A.B., Instructor in Philosophy
Universily Club, U.
Mary E. Fawcett (Mrs.) A.M., Instructor in English
100/ West Illinois street, U.
William Warren Stifler, A.B., Instructor in Physics
617 South Wright street, C.
Harry Gray Hake, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
509 South Fourth street, C.
Leonard Vaughan James, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineer-
ing 50§ East Green street, C.
Horace Fairchild Major, B.S.A., Instructor in Landscape Garden-
ing IJ08 West Oregon street, U.
Royden Earl Brand, B.S., Instructor in Dairy Husbandry
604 West Illinois street, U.
Walter Lee Gaines, B.S., Instructor in Dairy Husbandry
503 Daniels street, C.
Ralph Barnard Howe, B.S.A., Instructor in Pomology
907 West California avenue, U.
Mary Edith Williams, A.M., Instructor in Physical Training
for Women 901 South Busey avenue, U.
Clarence Eugene Noerenberg, A.E., Instructor in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 706 South Seeond street, C.
Laurie Lorne Burgess, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
409 East Green street, C.
Richard Henry Jesse, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in Industrial Chemistry
looi West California avenue, U.
George Earl Martin, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Draw-
ing 701 West Illinois street, U.
Ellen S. McCarthy, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
7007 West Illinois street, U.
Harvey W. Miller, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Draw-
ing 701 West Illinois street, U.
Davis Walter Morton, A.M., B.D., Instructor in Economics and
Accountancy 1117 South Third street, C.
Thomas Smith Taylor, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
905 West Green street, U.
Florence Mary Kirkup, Instructor in Voice
lOiS West Oregon street, U.
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Sophie Mary Voss, Mus.B., Instructor in Piano
405 South Slate street, C.
Harry Cole Kendall, B.S., Instructor in Railway Electrical En-
gineering 90s South Fifth street, C.
Fred B. Seeley, B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 606 California avenue, U.
George Paul Boomsliter, B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics /-oS South Second street, C.
Thomas Buck, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
609 South Busey avenue, U.
Archie Reed Alger, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
506 East White street, C.
Charles Elliott Henderson, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
903 Gregory place, U.
Charles Allyn Williams, Ph.D., Instructor in German
611 West Green street, U.
Robert Kent Steward, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering
Drawing /Oi West Illinois street, U.
Rudolph Weaver, Instructor in Architecture
936 West Illinois street, U.
James Charles Lund, B.S., Instructor in Metal Working
505 South Wright street, C.
Attilio Filippo Sbedico, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages
915 West Nevada street, U.
Edward H. Decker, LL.B., Instructor in Law
901 West Green street, U.
William Green Hale, B.S., Instructor in Law
810 JVcst Green street, U.
Paul Wright Gawne, B.S., Instructor in Wood Shop and Foundry
903 West Green street, U.
ASSISTANTS
Sada Annis Harbarger, A.m., Assistant in English
907 South Wright street, C.
Clyde Wilbur Emmons, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
no West Green street, C.
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George Ernest Carscallen, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
looz West Railroad street, U.
William Wells Denton, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
709 West High street, U.
Chester Hume Forsyth, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
61/ South Wiight street, C.
James Austin Coss, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
606 East John street, C.
Clarence George Derick, B.S., Assistant in Organic Chemistry
606 East John street, C.
James Everett Egan, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
go6 South Fifth street, C.
James Merion Duncan, Assistant in Wood Shops
yio South Walnut street, U.
John Barber Cook, Assistant in Forge Shop
302 South Busey avenue, U.
William Clarence Bradford, Assistant in Machine Shop
610 West Illinois street, U.
Harry Lovering Gill, Director of Track Athletics
510 West High street, U.
Rosa Lee Gaut, Assistant in Woman's Gymnasium
312 East Daniel street, C.
Jay Boardman Park, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
904 South Gregory place, U.
Jesse Melangthon Barnhart, B.S., Assistant Chemist in Dairy
Husbandry 707 West Illinois street, U.
ViDA LuciLE Collins, A.B., Assistant in English
907 South Wright street, U.
Winifred Almina Perry, A.B., Assistant in English
712 West California avenue, U.
Arthur Jerrold Tietje, A.M., Assistant in English
812 West Hubbard street, U.
Arthur Ray Warnock, A.B., Assistant in English
30^ East Green street, C.
Earl Kenneth Stracham, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
410 Chalmers street, C.
George Rhine J/.ckson, A.B., Assistant in English
looi California avenue, U.
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Arthur Leslie Owen, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
p/<? IVest California avenue, U.
Lewis McDonald, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Civil Engineering
V. M. C. A. building, C.
William George Eckhardt, B.S., Assistant in Soil Fertility
9/5 South Goodivin avenue, U.
Ora Stanley Fisher, B.S., Assistant in Soil Fertility
303 East Daniel street, C.
Alecandre Arsene Girault, B.S., Assistant in Entomology
1015 IVest Oregon street, U.
Loma William Goben, Assistant in Machine Shop
/OS South Coler avenue, U.
Axel Ferdinand Gustafson, B.S., Assistant in Soil Physics
1004 West Oregon street, U.
Paul Edward Howe, A.AL, Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
Room 321 Y. M. C. A. Building, C-
Jacob Garrett Kemp, A.B., Assistant in Physics
604 East White street, C.
Josephine Ellrod Kerr, B.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
North Market street, U.
Lenore Lydia Latzer, M.S., Assistant in Botany
goj South Wright street, C.
Clarence Chester Logan, B.S., Assistant in Soil Physics
60s South North street, U.
Arthur Lumbrick, B.S., Assistant in Crop Production
806 Gregory place, U.
Clyde Hadley Myers, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
61/ South Wright street, C.
Susan Martha Reed, A.M., Assistant in History
807 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Earl Archibald White, B.S., Assistant in Farm Mechanics
6/7 South Wright street, C.
James Edward Ackert, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
403 East Green street, C.
Ernest Winfield Bailey, A.M., Assistant in Plant Breeding
606 East John street, C.
Jessie Baldwin, A.B., Assistant in Botany
801 South Wright street, C.
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Charles Anthony Barnhart, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
508 South Race street, U.
Verna Brooks, A.B., Assistant in Physical Training
P05 West Illinois street, U.
Charles Oscar Chambers, A.M., Assistant in Botany
goS Nevada street, U.
William Walter Cort, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
50Q East University avenue, U.
Nina Belle Crigler, B.S., Assistant in Household Science
311 Daniel street, C.
George Bion Denton, A.M., Assistant in English
/09 West High street, U.
Ira Wilmer Dickerson, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Mechanics
806 South Gregory place, U.
Charles Elmer Durst, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
309 East Green street, C.
Karl John Theodore Ekblaw, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Me-
chanics 1014 West California avenue, U.
Lloyd Francis Nickell, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
309 East Green street, C.
Gertrude Niederman, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
403 South Wright street, C.
Carl William Parker, A.M., Assistant in Economics
901 West Green street, U.
Charles Chester Pearce, A.B., Assistant in Public Speaking
1103 West Oregon street, U.
George Earl Post, A.B., Assistant in English
1014 IJ'^est California avenue, U.
John Lossen Pricer, A.M., Assistant in Botany
405 West Healy street, C.
Harriet B. Rinaker, M.A., Assistant in Household Science
307 East John street, C.
Warren Albert Ruth, A.M., Assistant in Horticultural Chemistry
901 West Illinois street, U.
George Harvey Scott, A.M.. Assistant in Mathematics
310 East Green street, C.
Rhea Gordon Smith, B.S., Assistant in Clicmistry
904 South Gregory place, U.
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Harold Wilson Stewart, B.S., Assistant in Soil Survey
106 South Romitic street, U.
Samuel M. Thompson, A.B., Assistant in English
1015 West Oregon street, U.
Henry Clyde Wheeler, B.S.A., Assistant in Soil Survey
Marion Charlotte Landee, Assistant in Physical Training and As-
sistant in Public Speaking 1003 California avenue, U.
Frank Edgar Melvin, A.M., Assistant in History
805 South 'Goodzvin avenue, U.
Bessie Rose Green, A.B., Assistant in ZoologA-
401 South IVright street, C.
Homer Alvan Harvey, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
1103 IVest Oregon street, U.
Augustus Washington Hayes, B.S., Assistant in Soil Survey
103 East Green street, C.
Sidney Viel Holt, B.S., Assistant in Soil Survey
John Wesley Hornbeak, A.M., Assistant in Physics
811 IVest Springfield avenue, U.
Andrew Jacobson, B.S., Assistant in State Water Survey, Laboratory
50J East Clark street, C.
Delos Lawrence James, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Husbandry
/06 South Third street, C.
Ruth Kelso, A.M., Assistant in English
^01 West Oregon street, U.
Robert Joseph Kerner, A.M., Assistant in History
602 East Daniel street, C.
LeRoy Lang, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures
112 East Green street, C.
Thomas Erwin Latimer, A.M., Assistant in Economics
306 East Springfield avenue, C.
Ruth Leonard, Assistant in Physical Training for Women
911 JVest California avenue, U.
Arno H. Nehrling, Assistant in Floriculture
po/ West Illinois street, U.
Robert Howard Stevens, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
814 West Stoughton street, U.
Robert Douglass Glasgow, A.B., Assistant in Entomology
6ti West Stoughton street, U.
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Maurice Cole Tanquary, A.B., M.A., Assistant in Entomology
1207 West Main street, U.
Ira William Fisk, B.S., Assistant in Electrical Engineering
509 South Fourth street, C.
LoRA Atkins Henion, A.B., Assistant in English
924 West Illinois street, U.
Harry J. Corper, S.B., Laboratory Assistant in Physiology'
University Club, U.
Clarence Oran Gardner, A.B., Assistant in Political Science
lOOS South Third street, C.
William Henry Hyslop, A.B., Assistant in Physics
905 West Nevada street, U.
Mary Eula McKinney, A.B., Assistant in English
911 West Illinois street, U.
Wilfred Francis Langelier, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
JOOS West Illinois street, U.
Philip Augustus Lehenbauer, A.M., Assistant in Botany
306 John street, C.
George B. Norris, Assistant in Men's Gymnasium, in Charge of
Swimming
Fred Gray Allison, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
7/05 West Oregon street, U.
Jennie Adah Craig, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant in Library
6 IS West Springfield avenue, C.
Antoinette Helen Goetz, A.B., Loan Assistant in Library
1004 California avenue, U.
Annabel Hulbard, A.B., Catalog Assistant in Library
90^ South Gregory place, U.
Lucas Petron Kyriakides, A.B., Sc.D., Assistant in Chemistry
1103 West Oregon street, U.
Ida Louise Lange, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant in Library
70J South Third street, C.
George Roger LaRue, Sc.B., A.M., Assistant in Zoology
6i3 South Coler avenue, U.
Mary Hilda Roberts, A.B., Assistant in Library
1009 West Oregon street, U.
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L. M. BuRGHARDT, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
J310 IV. Springfield avenue, U.
LuTHKR Kmght, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
409 E. Springfield avenue, C.
F. W. Krkssman, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
210 E. Clark street, C.
C. E. Millar, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
406 E. Springfield avenue, C.
W. T. Murdock, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
S05 JV. Illinois street, U.
R. W. Savidge, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
jjoj IV. Oregon street, U.
J. W. Marden, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
904 S. Gregory street, U.
Ralph Potter, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
1004 JV. Green street, U.
C. J. Baker, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
1003 IV. Oregon street, U.
Edna M. Perry, Graduate Assistant in Zoology
yi3 VV. California avenue, U.
Ernest Thompson Ingold, B.S., Graduate Manager of Athletics
JI3 West Church street, C.
MILITARY INSTRUCTORS.
E. S. HiGHT, Instructor in Military Science.
J. D. Hood, Instructor in Military Science.
E. K. Stewart, Instructor in Military Science.
F. W. Weston, Instructor in Military Science.
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF CHICAGO
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President Urbana
William Edward Quine, M.D., LL.D., Dean and Professor of
Medicine and Clinical Medicine /oj State street
Daniel Atkinson King Steele, M.D., LL.D., Actuary and Profes-
sor of Clinical Surgery loj State street
Oscar A. King, M.D., Vice-Dean and Professor of Neurology,
Psychiatry, and Chnical Medicine 70 Madison street
Henry Parker Newman, A.M., M.D., Professor of Gynecology and
Clinical Gynecology 100 State street
G. Frank Lydston, M.D., Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery and
Venereal Diseases 100 State street
John Erasmus Harper, A.M., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology
and Clinical Ophthalmology Masonic Temple
James M. G. Carter, M.A., Sc.D., Ph.D., M.D., Professor Emer-
itus of Clinical Medicine First National Bank building.
Henry Turman Byford, A.M., M.D., Professor of Gynecology and
Clinical Gynecology 100 State street
William Allen Pusey, A.M., M.D., Professor of Dermatology and
Clinical Dermatology 70 Madison street
Thomas Archibald Davis, M.D., Professor of Surgery and Clinical
Surgery 979 Jackson boulevard
Frank Breckenridge Earle, M.D., Secretary and Professor of
Pediatrics and Clinical Pediatrics poj West Monroe street
Francis Roberta Sherwood, M.D., Professor of Surgery
700 State street
Adolph Gehrmann, M.D., Professor of Hygiene and Bacteriology
103 State street
William McIntyre Harsiia, A.B., M.D., Professor of Operative
and Clinical Surgery 103 State street
Maurice Louis Goodkind, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
i'ji'd Calumet avenue
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Fr.\nk Eldridge Wynekoop, M.S., M.D., Professor of Biology, His-
tolog>' and Embryology 1383 Monroe street
Carl Beck, M.D., Professor of Surgical Pathology 92 State street
George Peter Dreyer, A.B., Pli.D., Professor of Physiology and
Physiological Chemistry j8/2 Gladys avenue
II.xKRis Ellett Santee, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Anatomy
770 Warren avenue
John Linxoln Porter, M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
g3 State street
Albert John Ochsner, B.S., F.R.M.S., M.D., Professor of Clinical
Surgery 710 Sedgivick street
Alexander Hugh Ferguson, IM.B., CM., F.T.M.S., M.D., Professor
of Clinical Surgery 700 State street
Arthur Mills Corwix, A.M., M.D., Professor of Physical Diag-
nosis 1670 West Monroe street
Charles Sumner Bacon, A.M., Ph.B., M.D., Professor of Ob-
stetrics 426 Center street
Edward Franklin Wells, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
and Associate Professor of Medicine 4744 Woodlazun avenue
Charles Spencer Williamson, B.S., M.D., Professor of Clinical
Medicine and Associate Professor of Medicine loj State street
Bernard Fantus, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics, and Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
443 Marshfield avenue
William Lincoln Ballenger, M.D., Professor of Larj'ngology,
Rhinology and Otology /oj State street
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Professor of Medical Juris-
prudence 139 La Salle street
Bertha Van Hoosen, A.M., M.D., Professor of Clinical Gynecology
700 State street
Rachelle S. Yarros, M.D., Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and
Associate Professor of Obstetrics 700 State street
Frederick Tice, M.D., Professor of Diseases of the Chest and As-
sociate Professor of Medicine 70 State street
Charles Davison, M.D., Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery
los State street
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Botany
7007 West Green street, U.
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
7005 Nevada street, U.
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Albert Pruden Carman, Ph.D., Professor of Physics
go8 West California avenue, U.
Sanger Brown, M.D., Professor of Clinical Neurology
joo State street
William Fuller, M.D., Professor of Operative Surgery
100 State street
Joseph McIntyre Patton, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
34 Washington street
TwiNG Brooks Wiggin, M.D., Professor of Physical Diagnosis
700 State street
Herbert Bertram Wentz, M.D., Professor of Chemistry
242 South Robey street
J. Brown Loring, M.R.C.S., CM., M.D., Professor of Clinical
Ophthalmology 103 State street
William A. Fisher, M.D., Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology
Daniel Nathan Eisendrath, A.B., M.D., Professor of Surgery
IDS State street
Harry Oscar White, ^I.D., Professor of Anatomy
396 South Hoisted street
Charles Clayton O'Byrne, M.D., Associate Professor of Pa-
thology 1336 Washington boulevard
Lee Harrison Mettler, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Neu-
rology 100 State street
Richard Hunt Brown, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Lar-
yngology, Rhinology and Otology 70 Madison street
Marcus Patten Hatfield, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of
Clinical Pediatrics 42 Madison street
Stephen Gano West, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Gynecology
103 State street
William Elliott Gamble, B.S., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology
and Clinical Ophthalmology 103 State street
Channing Whitney Barrett, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Gyne-
cology and Clinical Gynecology 100 State street
Edward H. Ochsner, B.S., M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical
Surgery 710 Sedgzvick street
Edward Milton Brown, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical Sur-
gery 254 Ashland boulevard
AiME Paul Heineck, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical Surgery
872 South Trumbull avenue
Edwin Graffam Earle, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Medicine
92 State street
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Clarence Bruce King, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Neurology and
Psychiatry gS? Jackson boulevard
Mary Jeanette Kearsley, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical
Gynecology s(>4i Ohio street, Austin, Illinois
Edward Louis Heintz, Ph.G., M.D., Adjunct Professor of Materia
Medica 624 West Chicago avenue
John J. Quirk, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Venereal Diseases
los State street
LuDWiG Simon, Ph.B., M.D., Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics
los State street
Charles Edward Humiston, M.D., Associate Professor of Sur-
gery ij6 North Central avenue
Stella M. Gardner, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Microscopical and
Chemical Diagnosis 5641 Ohio street
Charles E. M. Fischer, F.R.M.S., M.D., Adjunct Professor of
Biology, Histology, and Embryology College
Herbert Gillett Harris, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical Med-
icine 279 Warren avenue
Arthur Henry Brumback, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Gynecology
Mary Gilruth McEwen, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical
Gynecology Evanston, Illinois
Gottfried Koehler, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical Pediatrics
Twenty-sixth and Indiana avenue
Joseph Beck, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology
and Otology 92 State street
Albert A. Lowenthal, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Clinical Neu-
rology /oj State street
William Lincoln Noble, M.D., Associate Clinical Professor of
Ophthalmology, Extra Neural 100 State street
Ralph Sherman Michel, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine,
Extra Neural 689 North Rohey street
Ulysses Grant Darling, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology
and Psychiatry 72 Madison street
Philip Bovier Hawk, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
801 Nevada street, U.
Richard Sydney Curtiss, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Organic
Chemistry 711 West Nevada street, U.
Mathias Joseph Seifert, M.D., Assistant Professor of Operative
Surgery /// Eugenie street
Emanuel O. Benson, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
1916 Evanston avenue
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Ephraim Kirkpatrick Findlay, cm., M.D., Assistant Professor
of Clinical Ophthalmology lOO State street
Frank Albert Phillips, M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical
Ophthalmology lOO State street
Henrietta Gould, M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Laryngol-
ogy, Rhinology and Otology los State street
Cecil V. Bachelle, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
268 East North avenue
Fred Drury Hollenbeck, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
i8s Rush street
Walter Clinton Jones, A.M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Sur-
gical Pathology 1352 Dakin street
Hiam I. Davis, M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry,
Extra Mural
John Weatherson, C.E., M.D., Assistant Professor of Physical
Diagnosis and Instructor in Senior Medicine 103 State street
Ward J. MacNeal, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriol-
ogy go4 West Oregon street, U.
John Hancock McClellan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physi-
ology University Club, U.
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
90^ West California avenue, U.
John Wallace B.\ird, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
901 South Busey avenue, U.
Wallace McMurray Burroughs, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Soy North Fairfield avenue
Waldemar Eberhardt, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Medicine
586 West Polk street
Robert Arnot Sempill, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology and Vene-
real Diseases 133 Clark street
John Michael Lang, M.D., Instructor in Gynecology
658 West Polk street
Rachel Hickey Carr, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
324 East Fifty-first bouievara
John Ralph Ballinger, M.D., Instructor in Neurology
680 West Division street
.\sA Nathan DeVault, Ph.G., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Laryn-
gology, Rhinology and Otology 70 State street
Phillip Henry Holmes, M.D., Instructor in Senior Medicine
103 State street
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LoL'is Ferdinand Alrutz, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
^131 Monroe street
George Albert Gardner, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
ioj8 Jackson boulevard
Solomon Eisenstaedt, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
4619 Viiiccnnes avenue
Frederick Baumann, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology and Ve-
nereal Diseases 103 State street
Anna Rose Lapham, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
4256 Langley avenue
Cornelius Larsen Lenard, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Sur-
gery g8g West Twentieth street
Frederick Walton Carpenter, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
1013 West California avenue, U.
Charles C. Adams, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
809 Nevada street, U.
Otis Orion Stanley, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Physiology
604 South Mathews avenue, U.
Willis B. Holmes, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
1005 South Fifth street, C.
Fred Carl Zapffe, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery
1^64 Lexington avenue
John Eddy Haskell, M.D., Instructor in Materia Medica
4643 Prairie avenue
George John Lorch, M.D., Instructor in Materia Medica, and
Clinical Medicine 490 West Chicago avenue
Henry Eugene Irish, M.D., Instructor in Materia Medica and
Therapeutics (5_'7 Grand avenue
Charles Humphrey Treadwell, M.D., Instructor in Electro Thera-
peutics 361 Forty-fifth street
Carl Westman, M.D., Instructor in Medical Gymnastics
92 State street
Howard O. Shafer, M.D., Instructor in Gynecology
448 North Clark street
Irving Herbert Eddy, M.D., Instructor in Gynecology
1205 Wrightwood avenue
Bernard Montrose Conley, M.D., Instructor in Neurology
Wilmette, Illinois
Samuel Joseph Russell, M.D., Instructor in Neurology
31 Washington street
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William F. Bernart, AI.D., Instructor in Venereal Diseases
42 Madison sired
Lester Miles Stearns, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Oak Park, Illinois
Eric Jacod Danek, ]\I.D., Instructor in Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics 7577 Lincoln avenue
James G. Carr, M.D., Instructor in Senior Medicine
gSg West Tzventy-sccond street
Egon Walter Fischman, M.D., Instructor in Senior Medicine
College
George Ludwig Alt, I\I.D., Instructor in Medicine
546 North Clark street
Maurice Lewison, M.D., Instructor in Neurology and Diseases of
the Chest Collt^ge
Siegfried Jackson, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
279 East North avenue
Arthur K. Stangland, M.D., Instructor in Senior Medicine
College
William H. Crede, M.D., Instructor in Diseases of the Chest
22gs North Hermitage avenue
James Garrety, M.D., Instructor in Diseases of the Chest
College
Francis Deacon, M.D., Instructor in Physiology
700 State street
Mark Twain Goldstein, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
700 State street
Frederick Hamilton Blayney, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Sur-
gery 576 IVest Madison street
Arthur Edgar Price, B.A., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery
George H. Van Dyke, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Gynecology
7<?5 Hastings street
William Gray Allen, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
7^^7 Roscoe street
MiNA McEachern, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
4731 Ashland avenue
Gilbert L. Bailey, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
College
Thomas P. Lynam, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
1968 West Madison street
Ulysses Grant Windell, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Surgery,
Extra Neural 966 JVcst Lake street
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SvENNiNG Dahi., M.D., Clinical Instructor in Surgery, Extra Neural
633 North Hoync avenue
Arthur W. Stillians, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology and Ve-
nereal Diseases
Charles Francis Yerger, M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
William Benjamin Hanelin, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Joseph Thomas Woof, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Charles Cornelius Clark, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery
William Butler West, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology and
Otology
Gilbert H. Wynekoop, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Histolog}', Biology,
and Embryology
John Roff Harger, M.D., Assistant in Clinical Surgery
James Graybeal, M.D., Assistant in Clinical Medicine
Edward Augustine Corcoran, M.D., Assistant in Junior Medicine
Frank John Fara, M.D., Assistant in Clinical Medicine
Mary B. White, M.D., Assistant in Gynecology
Francis McCord, M.D., Assistant in Gynecology
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
OFFICERS OF FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Oscar A. King, M.D., Chairman of Committee of Organization.
George Washington Cook, B.S., D.D.S., Dean.
Daniel Atkinson King Steele, M.D., LL.D., Actuary.
Charles Ervvin Jones, B.S., D.D.S., Secretary.
FACULTY
George Washington Cook, B.S., D.D.S., Professor of Bacteriology,
Pathology and Therapeutics, corner 47th St. and Kenwood Ave.
Donald MacKay Gallie, D.D.S., Professor of Operative Dentistry
and Operative Technic, 100 State St.
Finis Ewing Roach, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry and
Porcelain Art, Trude Building.
George Walter Dittmar, D.D.S., Professor of Clinical Operative
Dentistry and Superintendent of Infirmary, College.
Charles Erwin Jones, B.S., D.D.S., Professor of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics, College.
Frederick B. Moorehead, B.A., D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Sur-
gery, Chicago Savings Bank Building.
James Alfred Burrill, D.D.S., Professor of Orthodontia, 1104 Ma-
sonic Temple.
Oscar A. King, M.D., Professor of Neurology, 70 State St.
Daniel Atkinson K. Steele, M.D., LL.D., Consulting Surgeon,
Columbus Memorial Building.
Harry Oscar White, M.D., Professor of General and Regional
Anatomy, 404 Ashland Boul.
Jacob F. Burkholder, M.D., Professor of Physiology, 103 State St.
Frank E. Wynekoop, M.D., Professor of Histology and Microscopy,
1583 W. Monroe St.
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Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Professor of Dental Juris-
prudence, National Life Building.
Warren C. Hawthorne, B.A., M.S., Professor of Chemistry.
Seth E. Meek, M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Anatomy.
Louis E. Bake, D.D.S., Associate Professor of Operative Tech-
nology.
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Adjunct Professor of Oral Surgery.
Henry C. Lee, Ph.G., D.D.S., Adjunct Professor of Materia Medico.
Arthur G. Nauman, D.D.S., Adjunct Professor of Anatomy.
DEMONSTRATORS
Frank Ryan, D.D.S., Orthodontia Department.
Joseph A. Dunn, D.D.S., Operative Dep.\rtment.
Harry L. Jones, D.D.S., Operative Department.
Roden R. Duff, M.D., Department of Anatomy.
John R. Harger, M.D., Department of Anatomy.
J. n. Edgecomr, M.D., Department of Anatomy.
R. R. Rupert, Department of Anatomy.
David Alexander, M.D., Department of Bacterioi.ocv and Pa-
thology.
Carlton Cleveland, D.D.S., Extracting Department.
Le Roy Phifer, D.D.S., Operative Department.
R. A. Stone, D.D.S., Operative Department.
William H. Roth, Prosthetic Department.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
(Michigan boulevard and Twelfth street, Chicago.)
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph. D., LL.D., President Urbana
Frederick Marion Goodman, Ph.G., Dean of the Facuh^^ Profes-
sor of Materia Medica and Botany j6 East Tzvclfth street
Carl Svante Nicanor Hallberg, Ph.G., Professor of Theoretical
and Practical Pharmacy 36 East Tzvclfth street
William August Puckner, Ph.G., Professor of Chemistry
S6 East Tivelfth street
William Baker Day, PIlG., Secretary of the Faculty, Professor
of Histological Botany j6 East Tzvelfth street
Henry Horace Rogers, Ph.D., M.D., Lecturer in Physiology
Highland Park
Clyde Mason Snow, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
j6 East Tzvclfth street
Edmund Norris Gathercoal, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacognosy
36 East Tzvelfth street
Albert Henry Clark, Ph.G., Instructor in Chemistry
36 East Tzvelfth street
STANDING COMMITTEES
COUNCIL committees
Transfer of Credits—Professor Colvin, Chairman ; Professors
Hollister, Leutwiler, Mumford and Dr. Crathornc.
Committee on Attendance for Men—Professor Barton, Chair-
man; Dean Clark, Secretary; Professors Goodcnough and Curtiss
and Mr. Hegnauer.
Committee on Attendance for Women—Professor VanMctcr,
Chairman ; Dean Kollock, Secretary ; Professor Simpson.
Appointment of University Graduates
Chairman; Professors Smith and N. C. Brooks.
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Auditing Committee to Supervise the Financial Affairs of Student
Organizations and Publications—Professor J. P. Brooks, Mr. D. W.
Morton ; Seniors W. E. Ekblaw and I. A. I. Lindberg ; Junior,
Kimball Bannister.
Student Publications—Professor Rictz, Chairman ; Professors
Watson and Sherman.
Student Organizations and Activities—Professor Schmidt, Chair-
man ; Dean Kollock, Dean Clark, I^Iiss Isabel Jones and Professor
McClellan.
Board of Control for the Iltini—Professors Carnahan and Lloyd;
Seniors, Randolph Eide, W. E. Ekblaw, E. S. Pennebaker, J. R.
Fornof; Junior, R. W. Barawell.
Accredited Schools—Professor Bagley, Chairman ; Professors
Hollister, Baylcy, Paul, Dr. Washburn and Mr. Pillsbury.
On the Catalog—Dean Kinley, Chairman ; Dean Greene and Mr.
Pillsbury.
Discipline for Men—Dean Clark, Chairman (ex-officio) ; Pro-
fessors Barton, Stebbins, Crawshaw, Rankin and Northrup.
Discipline for Women—Dean Kollock, Chairman (ex-officio) ;
Miss Isabel Jones and Mrs. Fawcett.
Student Progress—Dean Clark, Chairman (ex-officio) ; Pro-
fessors Meyer, Young, Crawshaw, Mr. Hegnauer and Mr. Cosgrovc.
SEN.ME COMMITTEES
Educational Policy—Professor Frederick Green, Chairman; Pro-
fessors Bode, Hopkins, Kinley (ex-ofificio), Noyes, Talbot.
Library Administration and Policy—Professor Ford, Chairman,
Graduate School; Professor Blair, Agriculture; Professor Carman,
Engineering; Professor Miller, Science; Professor Fairlie, Philo-
sophical and Social Sciences ; Professor Goebel, Foreign Languages
;
Professor Windsor, Library.
Athletic Affairs—Professor Garner, Chairman; Professors F.
Green, Mumford, Harker and White.
STAFFS
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Librarian and Director of
Library School 704 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Francis Keese Wynkoop Drury, A.M., B.L.S.. Assistant Librarian
907 West Oregon street, U.
Beulah Agnes Burroughs, Secretary to Librarian
313 JVest Church street, C.
Order Department—
Robert Morrill McCurdy, A.B., B.L.S., Order Librarian
no JFest Hill street, C.
Jacob Hodnefield, A.M., Exchange Assistant
1307 West University avenue, U.
Lois Antoinette Reed, A.B., B.L.S., Order Assistant
809 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Clara Louise Gridley, B.L.S., Order Assistant
901 South Wright street, C.
Myra O'Brien, A.B., B.L.S., Order Assistant
712 West Oregon street, U.
Mary Hilda Roberts, A.B., Order Assistant
7009 West Oregon street, U.
Catalog Department—
Philip Sanford Goulding, A.B., Catalog Librarian
810 Nevada street, U.
Adah Patton, B.L.S., Catalog Assistant (classifier)
917 West Oregon street, U.
*Fleda DeVere Straight, A.B., B.L.S., Catalog Assistant
809 South Lincoln avenue, U.
Ida Louise Lange, A.B., B.L.S., Accessioner
703 South Third street, C.
Jennie Adah Craig, A.B.. B.L.S., Catalog Assistant
613 West Springfield avenue, C.
Annabel A. Hulburd, A.B., Catalog Assistant
907 South Gregory street, U.
•Resigned Dec. i, 1909.
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Reference Detai'tmetit—
Frances Simpson, M.L., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
902 West Oregon street, U.
Margaret Hutchins, A.B., B.L.S., Reference Assistant
606 West Green street, U.
Alice Sarah Johnson, B.L.S., Reference Assistant
718 West Church street, C.
Loan Department—
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Loan Librarian
501 Chalmers street, C.
P'rancks Margueirite Feind, A.B., B.L.S., Loan Assistant
1306 West Springfield avenue, U.
Florence Louise Brundage, A.B., Loan Assistant
70s South Third street, C.
Edith Emigh, Reserve Assistant
803 South Goodzvin avenue, U.
Antoinette Helen Goetz, A.B., Reserve Assistant
1004 California avenue, U.
John Simeon Cleavinger, Sunday Attendant
405 John street, C.
Binding Department—
Anne Davies Swezev, A.B., B.L.S., Binding Librarian
606 Daniel street, C.
Josie Batcheller Houchens, A.B., B.L.S., General Assistant
112 East John street, C.
Seminar Library Catalogers and Custodians—
Florence Rising Curtis, Library Economy
712 West Oregon street, U.
*Agnes Armstrong, A.B., B.L.S., The Classics
joio California street, U.
Herbert William Denio, A.B., B.L.S., Economics
70^ IVest Illinois street, U.
Departmental Library Curators—
Edith Leonard, A.B., Architecture
602 West Ilealy street, C.
Thomas Chester Angerstein, Law Library
502 Daniel street, C.
Chesley Matthew Walter, Assistant in Law Library
looi South Sixth street, C.
•Resigned Oct. i, 1909.
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Logan G. Griffith, Assistant in Law Library
S16 West ChurcJi street, C
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Eugene Davenport, ]\I.Agr., LL.D., Director
Cyril George Hopkins, Ph.D., Vice-Director
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Botanist
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Consulting Entomologist
Donald McIntosh, V.S., Consulting Veterinarian
Henry Lewis Rietz, Ph.D., Statistician
Catherine AIcCallum McIntyre, Secretary
In Agronomy—
Cyril George Hopkins, Ph.D., Chief
inoi South Wright street, C.
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Plant Breeding
604 East Daniel street, C.
Jeremiah George Mosier, Ph.D., B.S., Assistant Chief, Soil
Physics 90^ West Illinois street, U.
James Harvey Pettit, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Fertility
9i4y2 West California avenue, U.
*Albert Nash Hume, M.S., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
Jerome Edward Readhimer, B.S., Superintendent, Soil Experi-
ment Fields lOOS South Sixth street, C.
Orlo Dorr Center, B.S., First Assistant, Crop Production
310 East Daniel street, C.
William George Eckhardt, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
913 South Goodwin avenue, U.
Leonard Hegnauer, B.S., Assistant, Crops
607 West California avenue, U.
Axel Ferdinand Gustafson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics
1004 West Oregon street, U.
Ernest Van Alstine, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry
J105 West Oregon street, U.
Clyde Hadley Myers, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry
6iy South Wright street, U.
Joseph Paul Aumer, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry
7011/2 West University avenue, U.
Arthur Lumbrick, B.S., Assistant, Crop Production
S06 Gregory place, U.
•On leave.
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Ora Stani-Ky Fisher, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
30s East Daniel street, C.
Clarence Chester Logan, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics
60s South North street, U.
Jay Boardman Park, B.S., Assistant, Ciiemistry
904 Gregory flace, U.
Sidney Viel Holt, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
'
Augustus Washington Hayes, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
los East Green street, C.
Harold Wilson Stewart, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
106 South Roniiiie street, U.
Henry Clyde Wheeler, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
Gertrude Niederman, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry
403 South IVright street, C.
Rhea Gordon Smith, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry
go4 South Gregory place, U.
In Animal Husbandry—
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Chief
Experiment Station Farm, U.
Harry Sands Grindley, Sc.D., Chief, Animal Chemistry
9/1? IVest Green street, U.
William Dietrich, M.S., Assistant Chief, Swine Husbandry
/'Oi West California avenue, U.
Ward J. MacNeal, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Chief, Bacteriology
go4 West Oregon street, U.
Louis Dixon Hall, M.S., Assistant Chief, Animal Husbandry
/// East Chalmers street, C.
RuFus Chauncey Obrecht, M.S., Assistant Chief, Horse Hus-
bandry 1016 Nevada street, U.
Arthur Donaldson Emmett, M.A., Associate, Animal Nutri-
tion yo/ West Illinois street, U.
Walter Castella Coffey, M.S., First Assistant, Sheep Hus-
bandry 6oy West Oregon street, U.
Henry Orson Allison, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
311 East Daniel street, C.
Frederic William Gill, B.S., First Analyst, Animal Husbandry
601 West Illinois street, U.
In Dairy Husbandry—
Wilbur John Fraser, M.S., Chief
1003 South Wright street, C.
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Cassius Clay Hayden, M.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
904 West California avenue, U.
Jesse Melangthon Barnhart, B.S., Assistant Chemist, Dairy
Husbandry 707 West Illinois street, U.
Nelson William Hepburn, B.S., First Assistant, Dairy Manu-
factures 1004 West Oregon street, U.
RoYDEN Earl Brand, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
604 West Illinois street, U.
Walter Lee Gaines, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
503 Daniels street, C.
Delos Lawrence James, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
yo6 South Third street, C.
LeRoy Lang, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
112 East Green street, C.
In Horticulture—
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S. A., Chief
810 West Oregon street, U.
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Chief, Plant Breeding
1106 West Oregon street, U.
John William Lloyd, M.S. A., Assistant Chief, Olericulture
II 18 Arbor avenue, U.
Ralph Barnard Howe, B.S., Assistant, Pomology
90/ West California avenue, U.
Oscar S. Watkins, B.S., Assistant Chemist, Horticulture
1104 West Illinois street, U.
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Assistant, Floriculture
1104 West Illinois street, U.
Ira Sandford Brooks, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture
Y. M. C. A. building, C.
Arno H. Nehrling, Assistant, Floriculture
901 West Illinois street, C.
Ernest Winifield Bailey, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
606 John street, C.
Warren Albert Ruth, M.A., Assistant, Horticultural Chcmis-
901 West Illinois street, U.
Charles Elmer Durst, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture
309 East >Green street, C.
In Botany—
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Chief
1007 West Green street, U.
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
William Freeman Myrick Goss, M.S., D.Eng., Director
Roy Weaver Rutt, B.S., Assistant to the Director
Elizabeth Andrews Swift, A.B., Assistant Editor
The heads of the departments in the College of Engineering
special investigators
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., Assistant Professor in the de-
partment of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
go8 West Nevada street, U.
Kenneth Gardner Smith\ A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor (Me-
chanical Engineering) in charge of Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion Extension 903 South Color avenue, U.
John McBeath Snodgrass, B.S., Assistant Professor in the depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering 306 Davidson street, C.
Duff Andrew Abrams, C.E., Associate in the department of The-
oretical and Applied Mechanics jog South Fourth street, C.
Thomas Hamer Amrine, E.E., Associate in the department of Elec-
trical Engineering 609 South Coler avenue, U.
Franklin Wales Marquis, M.E., Associate in the department of
Railway Engineering 203 West Hill street, C.
Frank Lyman Busey, M.E., First Assistant in the department
of Mechanical Engineering 203 West Green street, U.
Wilfred Forrest Wheeler', B.S., First Assistant in the department
of Chemistry 1103 West Illinois street, U.
STATE LABORATORY OF NATURAL HISTORY
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Director
1209 West Springfield avenue, U.
Charles Arthur Hart, Systematic Entomologist
92s West Green street, U.
Mary Jane Snyder, Secretary 304 East Daniel street, C.
Grace Osgood Kelley, B.L.S., Librarian
J07 East Davidson street, C.
Robert Earl Riciiard.son, .A.M., Assistant in charge of Biological
Station Havana, III.
'Resigned.
'Deceased.
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STATE ENTOMOLOGIST'S OFFICE
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., State Entomologist
i2og West Springfield avenue, U.
Charles Arthur Hart, Systematic Entomologist
9^3 West Green street, U.
John June Davis, B.S., Assistant for Northern Illinois
3913 North Forty-second avenue, Chicago
George Ethelbert Sanders, B.S.A., Assistant for Central Illinois
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, Assistant for Central Illinois
LiNDLEY M. Smith, B.S., Assistant for Southern Illinois
413 West Main street, Carhondale
Alecandre Arsene Girault, B.S., General Field Assistant
Fred Talmage Wiley, A.B., Chief Horticultural Inspector
Lincoln place, U.
William C. Matthews, Artist
Ernest Harlen Scott, Stenographer
904 West Stoughton street, U.
Floy Way, Stenographer 705 South Third street, C.
STATE WATER SURVEY
Edward Bartow, Ph.D., Director 100/ West Oregon street, U.
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Consulting Bacteriologist
700/ West Green street, U.
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., Consulting Chemist
919 West Green street, U.
Arthur Newell Taldot, C.E., Consulting Engineer
ion West California avenue, U.
Lewis Isaac Birdsall, A.B., Chemist Y. M. C. A. Building, C.
Frank Baciimann, Bacteriologist 903 West Illinois street, U.
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Commission
Governor Charles S. Deneen, Chairman
Professor T. C. Chamberlin, Vice-Chairman
President Edmund Janes James, Secretary
Staff
Frank Walbridge DeWolf, Acting Director
007 West Oregon street. U.
EpWARp Bartow, Consulting Chemist in Water Analysis
J007 West Oregon street, U.
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Ulysses S. Grant, Consulting Geologist in Lead and Zinc Work
Northwestern University, Evanston
Samuel Wilson Parr, Consulting Chemist in Coal Investigations
9/9 West Green street, U.
Charles Wesley Rolfe, Consulting Geologist in Clay Investigations
601 East John street, C.
RoLLiN D. Salisbury, Consulting Geologist in Preparation of Educa-
tional Series University of Chicago, Chicago
J. A. Udden, Geologist in Charge of Deep Well Records
Augustana College, Rock Island
Thomas Edmund Savage, Geologist 604 South Busey avenue, U.
Stuart Weller, Geologist University of Chicago, Chicago
Edwin Fuller Lines, Assistant Geologist
7009 South Third street, C.
Raymond Silliman Blatchley, Assistant Geologist
714 West Park street, C.
Robert Y. Williams, Engineer in Charge Mine Rescue Station
303 West Washington street, C.
James M. Webb, Assistant in Mine Rescue Station
J002 West California street, U.
George Edward Carothers, Chief Clerk
777 West Park street, C.
William Henry Herron, Geographer U. S. and State Geological
Surve3's University Club, U.
MINE RESCUE STATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
William Freeman Myrick Goss, M.S., D.Eng., Dean
770J West Nevada street, U.
Harry Harkness Stoek, E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering
7005 West Green street, U.
Frank Walbridge DeWolf, B.S., Acting Director of State Geological
Survey 907 West Oregon street, U.
Joseph A. Holmes, Chief of Technologic Branch
George S. Rice, Mining Engineer
Robert Y. Williams, A.B., E.M., Mining Engineer
James M. Webb, Assistant
PART I
GENERAL INFORMATION

INTRODUCTORY
The University comprises the following colleges and schools,
part of them located at Urbana and part of them in Chicago. Those
at Urbana are
:
The Graduate School
The Colleges of Liberal Arts, including the College of Litera-
ture and Arts, and the College of Science, the School of Education,
and the Courses of Training in Business Administration.
The College of Engineering, including the School of Railway
Engineering and Administration
The College of Agriculture
The College of Law
The School of Library Science
The School of Music.
Those in Chicago are
:
The College of Medicine
The School of Pharmacy
The College of Dentistry.
In connection with the College of Agriculture the Agricultural
Experiment Station for Illinois is maintained at Urbana, partly by
State and partly by Federal appropriations.
The Engineering Experiment Station, established by the State
Legislature in 1903, is at Urbana, in connection with the College of
Engineering.
The offices of the State Laboratory of Natural History, State
Entomologist, State Water Survey and State Geological Survey are
located at Urbana.
The University Campus is within the corporate limits of Ur-
bana, the west edge of the Campus being the dividing line between
Urbana and Champaign. The post-office, express, and telegraph
services of both cities are, therefore, equally available for the Uni-
versity. The two cities are connected by an electric street railway,
which runs through the University grounds, with ten-minute service.
The University station of the Urbana post-office is in the Library
building.
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HISTORY
The University of Illinois is situated in Champaign county, in
the eastern central part of the state, between the cities of Urbana
and Champaign, and within the corporate limits of the former. It
is one hundred and twenty-eight miles south of Chicago, at the
junction of the Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
and St. Louis, and the Wabash railroads. The country around is a
rich and prosperous agricultural region. The cities of Urbana and
Champaign have, together, a population of about 20,000.
In 1862 the national government donated to each state in the
Union public land scrip in quantity equal to 30,000 acres for each
senator and representative in congress, "for the endowment, sup-
port, and maintenance of at least one college, whose leading object
shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning
as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts * * * * j,-,
order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
On account of this grant the State pays the University, semi-
annually, interest at the rate of five per cent on about $610,000 and
deferred payments on land contracts amounting approximately to
$35,000.
To secure the location of the University several counties entered
into competition by proposing to donate to its use specified sums of
money, or their equivalent. Champaign County offered a large
brick building in the suburbs of Urbana, erected for a seminary and
nearly completed, about 1,000 acres of land, and $100,000 in county
bonds. To this the Illinois Central Railroad added $50,000 in freight.
The state has from time to time appropriated various sums for
permanent improvements as well as for maintenance. The present
value of the entire property and assets is estimated at $3,300,000.
The institution was incorporated February 28, 1867, under the
name of the Illinois Industrial University, and placed under the
control of a Board of Trustees, constituted of the Governor, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the President of the State
Board of Agriculture, as ex-ofUcio members, and twenty-eight citi-
zens appointed by the Governor. The chief executive officer was
called Regent, and was made an cx-oMcio member of the Board and
presiding officer both of the Board of Trustees and of the Faculty.
In 1873 the Board of Trustees was reorganized, the number of
appointed members being reduced to nine and of ex-officio memben
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to two—the Governor and the President of the State Board of Agri-
culture. In 1887 a law was passed making membership elective, at
a general state election, and restoring the Superintendent of Public
Instruction as an ex-oMcio member. There are, therefore, now
three cx-oificio and nine elective members. Since 1873 the President
of the Board has been chosen by the members from among their
own number for a term of one year.
The University was opened to students March 2, 1868. The
number of students enrolled at this time was about fifty, and the
Faculty consisted of the Regent and three professors. In the course
of the first term another instructor was added, and the number of
students increased to 77—all young men.
During the first term instruction was given in algebra, geometry,
physics, history, rhetoric and Latin. Work on the farm and gardens,
or about the buildings, was at first compulsory for all students. In
March of the next year, however, compulsory labor was discontin-
ued, save when it was made to serve as a part of class instruction.
A chemical laboratory was fitted up during the autumn of 1868.
Botanical laboratory work began the following year. In January,
1870, a mechanical shop was fitted up with tools and machinery, and
here was begun the iirst shop instruction given in any American
university. In the summer of 187 1 the Wood Shops and Testing
Laboratory, burned on June 9, 1900, were erected and equipped for
students' shop work in both wood and iron.
On March 9, 1870, the Trustees voted to admit women as stu-
dents. In the year 1870-71 twenty-four availed themselves of the
privilege. Since that time they have constituted from one-sixth to
one-fifth of the total number of students.
According to the original state law, the usual diplomas and de-
grees could not be granted by the University, but certificates show-
ing the studies pursued and the attainments in each were given in-
stead. The certificates proved unsatisfactory to the holders, and
in 1877 the legislature gave the University authority to confer de-
grees and issue diplomas.
In 1885 the legislature changed the name of the institution lo
the University of Illinois.
In 1890 the Congress of the United States made further appro-
priations for the endowment of the institutions founded under the
act of 1862. Under this enactment each such college or university
received the first year $15,000, the second $16,000, and thereafter
was to receive $1,000 a year additional to the amount of the pre-
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ceding year, until the amonnt readied $25,000, which sum was to
be paid yearly thereafter.
May I, i8g6, the Chicago College of Pharmacy, founded in
1859, became the School of Pharmacy of the University of Illinois.
Its building is located at Michigan Boulevard and Twelfth Street,
Chicago.
Pursuant to action of the Board of Trustees, taken December 8,
1896, the School of Law was organized, and opened September 13,
1897. The course of study covered two years, in conformity with
the existing requirements for admission to the bar of Illinois. In
the following November, however, the supreme court of the state
announced rules relating to examinations for admission to the bar
which made three years of study necessary, and the course of study
in the Law School was immediately rearranged on that basis. On
February 9, 1900, the name of the School of Law was changed, by
vote of the Board of Trustees, to College of Law.
Negotiations looking to the affiliation of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of Chicago with the University, which had been
going on for several years, were concluded by the Board of Trus-
tees March 9, 1897. Accordingly the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons became, on April 21, 1897, the College of Medicine of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. The College is located at Congress and Honore
streets, Chicago.
In 1897 the matter of the reorganization of the University Library
was considered by the Board of Trustees, with the result that the
School of Library Economy which had been established in 1893 at
the Armour Institute of Technology in Chicago, was transferred
to the University, and the Director of that school was appointed
Librarian of the University Library. In accordance with these acts
the State Library School was opened at the University in Septem-
ber, 1897.
In accord with action taken by the Board of Trustees March 12,
1901, a School of Dentistry was organized as a department of the
College of Medicine. The School was opened October 3, 1901. The
name was changed to College of Dentistry April 27, 1905.
On January 30, 1906, the Board of Trustees created in the College
of Engineering a Department of Railway Engineering; on January
22, 1907, supplementing that action, it established the School of Rail-
way Engineering and Administration.
In 1900 the legislature made an appropriation for the establish-
ment of courses of training for business life, and, in accordance with
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that action, the Trustees approved the organiaztion of the Courses in
Business Administration, frequently given elsewhere under the name
of School of Commerce.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
The land occupied by the University and its several departments
embraces about 220 acres, besides a farm of 400 acres.
The Agricultural Building consists of four separate structures,
built around an open court and connected by corridors. The main
building contains offices, class rooms, and laboratories ; administra-
tion rooms ; and an assembly room with a seating capacity of 500.
The other three buildings are each two stories high. These buildings
contain, all told, 113 rooms. An adjacent glass structure serves
the departments of agronomy and horticulture.
The Agronomy Building is 50 by 100 feet in size, constructed
of brick and slate, trimmed with stone. It contains a field labora-
tory for crop work, in which yields of experimental plats are studied,
sample seeds are stored, and specimens are preserved.
The Armory, which has a clear floor space of 15,000 square feet
in one hall, is used for company drill.
The Astronomical Observatory is a brick building with extreme
dimensions of 75 by 55 feet. It has three wings and is surmounted
by a dome 25 feet in diameter. The building contains a 12-inch
equatorial telescope, a 3-inch combined transit and zenith tele-
scope, both by Warner & Swasey, and Brashear, two small equatori-
als, a Riefler clock, three chronometers, and a number of small in-
struments for student use.
The Auditorium is a brick and stone building for general meet-
ing purposes. It contains an auditorium seating about 2,200, and a
memorial vestibule. All general University exercises, including con-
vocations and the commencement formalities, are conducted in this
building.
The Beef Cattle Building is a one-story building of brick and
slate, trimmed with stone, 217 feet across the front, with a wing at
either end 33 by 49 feet ; the central portion rises two stories and is
used for the storage of feed. Other portions of the building are used
as quarters for the breeding herd of beef cattle.
The Central Heating Station is a brick building, 55 by 120 feet.
It contains boilers of 1,800 horse-power, which furnish steam for
heating and power purposes for the buildings on the Campus. An
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annex contains the pump room and the stock room. The pipes of
the heating system and the wires for power and light are carried
from tlie Central Heating Station to the several buildings through
brick tunnels. The length of tunnel thus far constructed is 4,425
feet. A new boiler and power house, now in process of erection, is
located north of the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. It pro-
vides for the immediate installation of two 500 horse-power boilers
and for an equipment of engines and dynamos. Temporary quarters
will be provided in this building for the University electric test car.
The Ceramics Laboratory is a two-story brick building in which
are provided a general laboratory, plaster room, pottery room, rough
grinding room, machine room, drawing room, library, recitation room,
chemical laboratory and office, all equipped with appropriate ap-
paratus.
The Chemical Laboratory is a three-story building, the ground
plan of which is shaped like the letter E. The extreme dimensions
are 230 feet along the front and 116 feet along the wings. The
middle rear wing contains the lecture amphitheater, which will seat
350. The end wings contain the general laboratories. The central
part of the building is occupied by offices, museum, class and sem-
inary rooms, supply rooms, and a number of special rooms for re-
search work. There is a basement, which contains the ventilating
plant and rooms for assaying and metallurgy. In this building are
also located the offices and equipment of the State Water Survey.
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory is a two-story brick build-
ing containing the storage battery and calibration rooms, laboratories,
shop, reading and recitation rooms. The University automatic tele-
phone exchange and the power and lighting plant of the University
are located in the wing.
Engineering Hall is a four-story building, with a frontage of 200
feet, a depth of "6 feet on the wings, 138 feet on the center, and a
net room area of 47,000 square feet. On the first and second floors
are the instrument rooms of the department of civil engineering and
the recitation rooms and offices of the departments of civil, electrical
and municipal and sanitary engineering; also the engineering lecture
room. On the third floor are the offices of the Dean of the College
and the Director of the engineering experiment station and the de-
partments of mechanical engineering and general engineering draw-
ing. The fourth floor is devoted to the architectural department.
The Farm Mechanics Building is a three-story brick structure
containing class rooms, offices, lecture rooms, drafting room.
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library, laboratories, tool and storage rooms. The third floor, which
is reached by an elevator, furnishes storage room for a greater part
of $16,000 worth of farm machinery loaned the College by various
manufacturing companies and used for laboratory work. The facili-
ties afforded by this building, with its equipment, make possible the
assembling, testing and adjusting of all the important machines used
in farm operations.
The Horticultural Building is a structure of brick and slate,
trimmed with stone, approximately 50 by 100 feet in size. It is used
as a field laboratory for horticultural tests, and contains sorting
rooms, cold storage, and a laboratory for the mixing of spraying
materials, as well as for other operations in connection with the
horticultural work.
The Law Building is the second oldest building in the Univer-
sity group. It was remodeled throughout in 1902, and has two stor-
ies and a basement. The upper floor contains the Law Library, the
students' conference room, the private offices of the members of
the Law Faculty and the Moot Court Room, a model court room
with a seating capacity of four hundred. On the main floor are the
recitation rooms, the Dean's offices and the Faculty room.
The Library Building is modern Romanesque in style, is built
of Minnesota sandstone, and measures 167 by 113 feet, with a
tower 132 feet high. The first floor, or basement, contains the
rooms of the catalog and order departments, the bound news-
papers, and the University Station Post-office. The second, or
main floor, contains the general reference room, the periodical
reading rooms, a small conference room, and the delivery room
which opens into the second story of the stack. The third floor
contains the study room, lecture rooms and office of the Library
School, the Classical seminar, the Bolter Collection of Insects, a
faculty study room, and offices for the librarian, and assistant
librarian. The five-story book stack is a rear wing to the building,
separated from it by a fire-proof wall. The delivery room is open
to the roof and is lighted by a dome of art glass; the lunettes are
decorated with frescoes symbolic of the oldest four colleges of
the University—Literature and Arts, Science, Agriculture, and
Fngineering.
The Laboratory of Afyplicd Mechanics is a brick building, having
a net floor area of 16,000 square feet. The front part contains the
materials testing laboratory and the rear wing contains the hy-
draulics laboratory.
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The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is a brick building with
a frontage of 120 feet, a total depth of 182 feet, and a net floor area
of 24,000 square feet. The front section is two stories high, and
contains offices, lecture and computation rooms, and a large instru-
ment room. Back of this are three bays. The middle bay is pro-
vided with a concrete testing floor and a lO-ton three-motor travel-
ing crane of 38-fect span. The north bay contains a 5-ton traveling
crane and for the present is used for laboratory work in connection
with the departments of civil and electrical engineering and theoret-
ical and applied mechanics.
The Men's Gymnasium is a three-story building of stone and
pressed brick, 100 by 150 feet. On the first floor there is a swim-
ming pool, 26 feet wide, 75 feet long, and 8 feet deep at the lower
end, lined with white enamel bricks. This floor contains, also, the
general locker room, which is fitted up with all-metal lockers, and
with shower, tub, and steam baths; rooms for the University athletic
teams ; a room for visiting teams ; a special dressing room for mem-
bers of the faculty; and offices for the physical director and athletic
instructors. The entire second floor is one large room, which is
fitted up with all the modern appliances for gymnastic exercises.
The third floor contains an elevated running track, 15 laps to the
mile, which is properly banked on the turns to secure the greatest
speed and comfort in running.
The Metal Shops occupy a one-story brick building, with a net
floor area of 12,000 square feet, containing a lecture room, two office
rooms, a machine shopj and a forge shop. The machine shop is
48 by 140 feet. Power is supplied by a 20-horse power electric motor.
A three-ton traveling crane of 12-foot span covers the center of the
floor for the entire length.
Natural History Hall is occupied by the departments of botany,
entomology, zoology, physiology, geology, and in part, mathematics,
together with the offices and equipment of the State Geological
Survey, the State Natural History Survey, and the office of the
State Entomologist. In addition the general administrative offices
of the University are temporarily housed in the building.
The Laboratory of Physics is a three-story brick building trimmed
with Bedford limestone. It is of fire-proof construction. The length
is 178 feet and the depth of the wings 125 feet. The first floor is
rectangular, the court space between the wings being used for the
large lecture rooms. A one-story annex, 78 by 28 feet, contains the
ventilating and heating fans and the machine shop of the depart-
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ment. The total available floor area, exclusive of the basement, is
about 60,000 square feet. The large laboratories and the recitation
rooms are mostly in the west wing. The east wing is of heavy-
construction and contains about 30 smaller laboratories for advanced
experimental work. The blue print department of the University
occupies rooms on the top floor of the building.
The Pumping Station of the University water-works is a brick
building, 38 by 73 feet, connected with the Central Heating Plant.
Four 8-inch wells, 145 feet deep, supply the University with water.
A masonry reservoir provides for a fire-reserve supply. The pumps,
tanks, and connections are arranged to give opportunities for ex-
perimental work and also to vary the working conditions in the
adjacent hydraulic laboratory. In this building is kept the equip-
ment of the University fire department, to which has recently been
added a new electric automatic hose and chemical wagon.
University Hall, the oldest of the University buildings, occupies
three sides of a quadrangle. It is devoted almost exclusively to
class rooms.
The Woman's Building is in New England colonial style of
architecture, of reddish brown brick, with white stone trimmings.
The central part of the structure is the woman's gymnasium. On
the lower floor there are a swimming tank, lockers, dressing rooms,
and baths. The upper floor is devoted to the main gymnasium,
which is 92 by 50 feet. The north wing of the building is given to
the department of household science, and the south wing provides
rooms for the social life of the women students. Adjacent to the
building is the playground, surrounded by shrubbery. It is equipped
with various pieces of apparatus, basket-ball, tennis, hockey courts,
divisions of green for lawn bowling, and room for games and
athletic sports.
The Wood Shop and the Foundry occupy a brick building which
has a net floor area of 16,000 square feet. The part of the building
devoted to the wood shop contains a bench room, lathe room, ma-
chine room, and various smaller rooms for lectures, exhibition pur-
poses, etc. The part devoted to the foundry has a large molding
floor traversed by a 5-ton traveling crane, and a large basement
room for storage of materials.
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LIBRARIES
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph. B., Librarian.
Franxis Keese Wynkoop Drurv, A.m., B.L.S., Assistant Libra-
rian.
The general University library includes all the books belonging
to the colleges and schools of the University which are situated in
Urbana. The libraries of the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry,
and the School of Pharmacy, are in Chicago, and are described in
connection with those institutions.
December i, 1909, the several libraries contained the following
number of bound volumes and pamphlets
:
Volumes. Pamphlets.
General library 144,921 20,313
State Laboratory of Natural History
library 7,200 17,900
Pedagogical library 8,000
Quine medical library 1 1,000
Pharmacy library 2,000
The General Library is housed, for the most part, in the Library
building and is for the use of the whole University. The corps of
instruction and administrative officers of the University, the graduate
students and the members of the senior class have direct access to
the shelves ; other students may have this privilege upon recommen-
dation of their instructors. All students have the direct use of
10,700 volumes in the reading rooms, and, in addition, graduate
students have the use of the seminar libraries. The library receives
1,67s periodicals. As a part of the General Library are included sev-
eral special collections
:
The University of Illincis collection, constituting practically the
archives of the institution, and including printed material illustrating
the history of the University, 270 volumes.
College Publications collection, comprising the catalogs, announce-
ments, reports, studies, etc., of other educational institutions, 3,500
volumes.
Theses collection, a complete file of the original copies of the
theses presented for graduation from the University of Illinois.
They are bound and filed by years; 1,500 volumes.
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United States Public Documents collection, being the congres-
sional or sheepbound set located here as a designated depository
library
; S,6oo volumes.
Specifications and Patents collection, a set of the United States
specifications and patents, including the Official Gazette of the Pat-
ent office, and the abridgments of the British office; 200 volumes.
The Dziatzko collection of Library Economy, bought in 1905,
the entire library of Karl Dziatzko, librarian of Gottingen Univer-
sity
; 300 volumes, 250 pamphlets.
The Dittenberger collection of the Classics, bought in 1907, the
entire library of Wilhelm Dittenberger, professor of Classical Phil-
ology in the University of Halle
; 5,600 items.
The Heyne collection, purchased by the University in 1909. It
consists of the philological library of Professor Moritz Heyne of
the University of Gottingen, containing about 5,000 items, principally
on German philology and literature.
The Karsten collection, principally on French and German phil-
ology and literature. This is the library of the late Professor Kar-
sten, presented by Airs. Karsten.
DEPARTMENTAL LIBRARIES
Practical use of the books has separated several collections from
the library building. Fifteen departments now have books perma-
nently in their care. Seminar rooms also are provided in the library
building and in University Hall.
MASON LIBRARY OF WESTERN HISTORY
The library of western history collected by Edward G. Mason,
Esq., long president of the Chicago Historical society, is in the
Public Library of the city of Champaign, and is accessible to Uni-
versity students.
USE OF THE LIBRARY
The general library is open week days during general sessions
of the University from 7 :50 a.m. to 10 p.m. It is also open, for
reading only, on Sundays from 2 to 6 p. m. Special opening hours
are provided for during the summer session and the recesses.
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LABORATORIES
Science—The botanical, geological, physiological, zoological,
and entomological laboratories are in Natural History Hall.
The ceramic laboratories are in the building of the same
name, already described.
The chemical laboratory occupies the building of the same
name, already described.
The physical laboratories are in the building of the same
name, already described.
The psychological laboratory, in University Hall, is provided
with apparatus for use in experimental study, research, and in-
struction.
Engineering.—The cement and road laboratories of the de-
partment of civil engineering occupy two rooms in the Mechan-
ical Engineering Laboratory.
The electrical engineering laboratory and the mechanical en-
gineering laboratory each occupies its own building, as already
described under "Buildings and Grounds."
The hydraulics laboratory and the materials testing labora-
tory occupy the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics.
Speci.vl Research Laboratories.—The chemical laboratory of
the Agricultural Experiment Station and the physical and bacterio-
logical laboratories for the examination of soils are on the third
floor of the Agricultural Building.
The State Laboratory of Natural History and the State Ento-
mologist's oihce are in Natural History Hall.
A laboratory for sanitary zvatcr analysis has been equipped with
the necessary appliances, and chemical investigation of the water
supplies of the state is carried on. It is in the chemical laboratory
building.
A laboratory of economic geology, for the investigation of clays,
lime and cement-making materials, building stones, road materials,
and all other mineral substances of economic value, has been
equipped with the necessary appliances for such investigations.
MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS
Agricultural.—The various agricultural departments maintain
collections illustrative of their work, prominent among which are
those showing typical specimens of standard varieties of corn, wax
models of fruit and vegetables, an extensive horticultural herbar-
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ium, specimens of breeds of live stock, a collection of farm
machinery, and exhibits of negatives and samples showing the prog-
ress of certain investigations, especially with fruit, crops and soils,
Art.—The University Art Gallery was the gift of citizens of
Champaign and Urbana. It is a collection of models for students
of art. In sculpture it embraces thirteen full-size casts of celebra-
ted statues, forty statues of reduced size, and a large number of
busts and bas-reliefs, making in all over 400 pieces. It includes
also hundreds of large autotypes, photographs, and fine engravings,
representing many of the great masterpieces of painting of nearly
all the modern schools, and a gallery of historical portraits, mostly
large French lithographs, copied from the national portrait gal-
leries of France..
Other collections of value to art students embrace a number
of casts of ornament from the Alhambra and other Spanish build-
ings, presented by the Spanish government; a set of casts from
Germany, illustrating German renaissance ornament; a series of
art works from the Columbian Exposition ; and miscellaneous
casts, models, prints, and drawings.
Botanical.—The herbarium contains about 65,000 mounted
specimens of plants. The flora of North America is fairly well
represented, the collection of species of flowering plants indigenous
to Illinois is practically complete, and a considerable collection of
foreign species has been made. The collections of fungi amount
to 32,000 named specimens and include a set of those most injuri-
ous to other plants, causing rusts, moulds, etc.
Commercial.—For its courses in industrial economics and com-
merce the University has a working collection of the materials of
commerce, a lantern and several hundred slides, a liberal supply
of political and industrial maps, diagrams and stereoscopic views
illustrating various phases of commerce and industry. Most of
the articles constituting the commercial museum are the gift of the
Philadelphia Commercial Museum.
Engineering.—The following departments of the College of
Engineering have collections, which are placed in rooms in Engi-
neering Hall.
Architecture.—A number of specimens of stone, brick, terra
cotta, sanitary fixtures, casts of moldings and of ornament are in
the collection, together with some specimens of industrial art,
models of structures, working drawings of important buildings,
1,000 lantern slides, 20,000 plates and photograplis, and working
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library, with classified collections of plates from the architectural
journals, and 2,400 stereoscopic views of buildings, etc. ; a complete
set of Hough's American Woods, 250 species shown by three sec-
tions each ; larger Hough's hand specimens of 300 American woods
comprising 3 to 4 pieces in each ; and a collection of builders' hard-
ware and fixtures.
Civil Engineering.—The civil engineering department has sam-
ples of iron, steel, wood, brick, and stone ; materials for roads and
pavements ; models of arches and trusses, one of the latter being
full-sized details of an actual modern railroad bridge. The depart-
ment also possesses a collection of photographs and blue-print
working drawings of bridges, metal skeleton buildings, masonry
structures, standard railroad construction, etc.
Electrical Engineering.—This department has a collection of
samples illustrating standard practice in the industrial applications
of electricity. There is also a rapidly growing collection of lantern
slides, photographs, blue-prints, drawings, pamphlets, and other
engineering data.
Mechanical Engineering.—This department includes in its equip-
ment, among other things, part of a set of Reuleaux models, mod-
els of valve gears, sections of steam pumps, injectors, valves, skel-
eton steam and water gauges, standard packings, steam-pipe cover-
ings, and drop forgings. There are also examples of castings, per-
forated metal, defective boiler plates, and set of drills, with numer-
ous samples of oil, iron, and steel. A large number of working
drawings from leading firms and from the United States Navy De-
partment forms a valuable addition to these collections.
Geological.—The geological collections are to be found in the
Natural History Building. Lithology is represented by type collec-
tions of rocks (9,000 specimens), arranged to illustrate Rosenbusch;
from Voigt and Hochgesang, L. Eger, and A. Kranz ; a type col-
lection from Ward ; 1,000 thin sections of rocks and minerals ; a
large number of ornamental building stones ; a stratigraphic col-
lection to illustrate Illinois geology, and a collection of Illinois
soils (104).
The mineralogical collection is especially rich in rock-forming
minerals, ores, and materials of economic value. It contains over
12,000 specimens selected to meet the wants of the students, and
575 crystal models, a considerable collection of gems and precious
stones, and one of polished marbles, granites, and other ornamental
stones.
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The paleontological collection (49,000 specimens) contains rep-
resentative fossils from the entire geologic series, but is especially
rich in paleozoic forms. It embraces the private collections of A. H.
Worthen (including 742 type specimens); Tyler, McWhorter ; Mr.
Hertzer ; the greater part of the collections made by the geological
survey of the state under Worthen ; 200 thin sections of corals ; the
Ward collection of casts, and a number of special collections repre-
senting the fauna and flora of particular groups.
Library Economy.—A collection of books and pamphlets on li-
brary science, of library reports and catalogs, of mounted samples
showing methods of administration in all departments, of labor-sav-
ing devices and fittings, and photographs and lantern slides illus-
trating the history of books and libraries, has been made by the Li-
brary School.
Pedagogical.—In the rooms of the department of education in
University Hall is a collection of illustrative material from the
manual training departments of various schools
;
photographs of
school buildings, drawings and constructive work by pupils in the
public schools, and the nucleus of a representative collection of ap-
paratus for the school laboratory.
Zoological.—The zoological collections have been specially se-
lected and prepared to illustrate the courses of study in zoology and
to present a synoptical view of the zoology of the state. Most of
them are placed in the new museum room in the Natural History
Building, and in adjacent corridors. The mounted mammals include
a collection of the ruminants of our country and representatives of
the other orders of Mammalia except the Sirenia. The same orders
are also represented by mounted skeletons.
The collection of mounted birds includes representatives of all
the orders and families of North America, together with a number
of characteristic tropical, Bornean and New Zealand forms. The
collection is practically complete for Illinois species. There is also
a collection of the nests and eggs of Illinois birds.
The cold-blooded vertebrates are represented by a series of
mounted skins of larger species, both terrestrial and marine;
mounted skeletons of typical representatives of the principal groups;
alcoholic specimens and casts. The alcoholics include series of the
reptiles, amphibians and fishes, the latter comprising about 300
species. The casts represent about seventy-five species, nearly alj
fishes.
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The Mollusca are illustrated by alcoholic specimens of all classes
and orders, and dissections showing the internal anatomy of typical
forms. There are several thousand shells belonging to 1,700 species.
The collection of Illinois shells is fair but incomplete.
The lower invertebrates are represented by several hundred dried
specimens and alcoholics and by a series of the famous Blaschka
glass models.
The embryology of vertebrates and invertebrates is illustrated
by several sets of Ziegler wax models and series of sections and
other preparations.
In addition to the above, the collections of the State Laboratory
of Natural History are available for illustrative purposes, as well as
for original investigation by advanced students.
ADMINISTRATION
Government.—The government of the University is vested by
lavvr primarily in the Board of Trustees. This Board consists of
nine members elected by the people for a term of six years. The
term of three members of the Board expires every second year.
Besides the elective members, the Governor of the State, the
President of the State Board of Agriculture, and the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction are ex-ofHcio members. •
The administration of the University is vested by the Trustees
in the President of the University, the Senate, the Council of Ad-
ministration, the Faculties of the various colleges, the Deans and the
Directors.
The President is the administrative head of the University.
The Vice-President has general oversight of the work of in-
struction in the University and acts for the President in case of his
absence or disability.
The Dean of the Graduate School has special supervision of the
work of the Graduate School.
The Dean of each college is responsible for carrying out all
University regulations within his college. Each Director is simi-
larly responsible for his school.
The Dean of Men acts as adviser to undergraduate male students
and is charged with general care of the conduct of these students.
The Dean of Women occupies the same position with regard to
undergraduate women students.
The Council of Administration is composed of the President,
the Vice-President, the Dean of the Graduate School, the Deans of
Men and Women and the Deans of the separate colleges. It con-
stitutes an advisory board to the President, and has exclusive juris-
diction over all matters of discipline. The Council does not deter-
mine educational policy; but when any matter arises which has not
been provided for by common usage, or by rule of the Senate, and
cannot be conveniently laid over till the next meeting of the Senate,
the Council may act upon the same according to its discretion.
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The Senate, composed of all full professors and of those mem-
bers of the Faculty in charge of separate departments of the various
colleges and schools, is charged with the direction of the general
educational policy of the University.
The Faculties of the colleges and schools of the University, com-
posed of the members of the corps of instruction of these colleges
and schools, have jurisdiction, subject to higher University authority,
over all matters which pertain exclusively to these organizations.
Organization.—For the purpose of administration, the Univer-
sity is divided into several colleges and schools. They are not edu-
cationally separate, but are interdependent, and together form a unit.
The colleges and schools are as follows
:
I. The College of Literature and Arts
II. The College of Science
III. The College of Engineering
IV. The College of Agriculture
V. The Graduate School
VI. The School of Library Science
VII. The School of Music
VIII. The College of Law
IX. The College of Medicine
X. The College of Dentistry
XI. The School of Pharmacy
XII. The School of Education
XIII. The School of Railway Engineering and Administration.
The College of Literature and Arts ofifers subjects* in philosophy
and arts, including:
1. Art
2. The ancient classical languages
3. English literature and language, including rhetoric
4. The Romance languages
5. The Germanic languages
6. The political and social sciences, including history, economics,
accountancy, statistics, sociology and science of government.
The work in social and industrial economics is so developed that,
taken in combination with other subjects, it furnishes
7. Courses in business administration
8. Mathematics
•Besides the subjects mentioned under each college and school, courses in
Military Science and Physical Training are provided in all colleges and schools
in Urbana.
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9. Philosophical subjects, including philosophy, psychology, edu-
cation and ethics.
ID. Household science and administration.
The College of Science offers courses in
—
1. General Science, affording opportunity to specialize in
:
1. Astronomy
2. Botany
3. Chemistry
4. Education
5. Geology (including mineralogy)
6. Household science
7. Library science
8. Mathematics
9. Physics
10. Physiology
11. Psychology
12. Zoology (including entomology).
2. Chemistry
Chemical engineering
Ceramics
Household science
Combined course in medicine and science
Combined course in engineering and science.
The College of Engineering offers courses in
—
1. Architecture
2. Architectural engineering
3. Architectural decoration
4. Civil engineering
5. Electrical engineering
6. Mechanical engineering
7. Mining engineering
8. Municipal and sanitary engineering
9. I^ailway civil engineering
ID. Railway electrical engineering
II. Railway mechanical engineering.
The College of Agriculture offers courses in
1. Agronomy
2. Animal husbandry
3. Dairy husbandry
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4. Horticulture
5. Household science
6. Veterinary science.
The Graduate School offers courses in : Agronomy, Animal
Husbandry, Architecture, Astronomy, Botany, Chemistry, Civil En-
gineering, Dairy Husbandry, Economics, Education, Electrical En-
gineering, English Language and Literature, French, Geology, Ger-
man, Greek, History, Horticulture, Household Science, Latin, Mathe-
matics, Mechanical Engineering, Mechanics, Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Philosophy, Physics, Physiology, Psychology, Political
Science, Railway Engineering, Sociology, Thremmatology, and
Zoology.
For further information see General Description of Courses,
in Part HL The distinctively graduate courses are usually num-
bered lor, 102, etc., under each subject, but some of the courses open
to undergraduates may also be taken for credit towards an advanced
degree. See Graduate School, page 154, and the special circular of
the Graduate School.
The School of Library Science, or the State Library School,
offers a course of study extending over five years, three of which
are in either the College of Literature and Arts or the College of
Science. The last two years are devoted to courses in Library
Science in the Library School. The full course leads to the degree
of bachelor of library science.
The School of Music offers courses in vocal and instrumental
music, leading to the degree of bachelor of music.
The College of Law offers a course of study leading to the de-
gree of bachelor of laws.
The College of Medicine offers a course of study leading to the
degree of doctor of medicine.
The School of Pharmacy offers courses in the branches necessary
to a scientific and practical knowledge of pharmacy, including
pharmacy, chemistry, materia medica, botany, physics, and physiology.
The courses lead to the degrees of graduate in pharmacy, and phar-
maceutical chemist.
The College of Dentistry offers a three-year course leading to
the degree of doctor of dental surgery.
The School of Education enrolls, at the beginning of their junior
year, students already registered in other colleges of the University
who are preparing to teach, and directs their work for the remain-
ing two years.
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The School of Raihvay Engineering and Administration offers
courses of study leading to the degree of bachelor of science in
railway civil, railway electrical, and railway mechanical engineering,
and also courses in railway transportation and in railway traffic and
accountancy leading to the degree of bachelor of arts.
The Courses in Business Administration virtually constitute a
school of commerce, and include courses in social and industrial
economics, banking, journalism, accountancy, consular service, and
railway administration.
ADMISSION
An applicant for admission to any of the colleges or schools of
the University must be at least sixteen years of age, and must offer
credit for fifteen units* of high school or other secondary school
work, so chosen as to include those prescribed for the particular
college he desires to enter. This credit can be secured by
(a) Examination (see page 34).
(b) A certificate from a fully accredited high school (see page
35)-
(c) Transfer from some other university or college (see page
43).
Of the fifteen units required for admission, the 5J/2 units in list
A are prescribed for admission to the freshman class in all the
colleges and schools of the University, and no substitutions are
accepted.
Prescribed by all Colleges
List A : Algebra lYz units
English composition i unit
English literature 2 units
Geometry, plane i unit 5J/2 units
Certain ones of the Qj^ additional units required for admission
are prescribed by individual colleges, as indicated in the following
list, and in no case is substitution allowed.
Prescribed by Individual Colleges
College of Literature and Arts: Total Prescribed
List A 5^ units
History i unit
Foreign languages 3 units gj^ units
Colleges of Science and Agriculture
:
List A 5^ units
Science 2 units 7J/2 units
•A unit is the amount of work represented by the pursuit of one prepara-
tory subject, with the equivalent of five forty-minute recitations a week, through
36 weeks; or, in other words, the work of 180 recitation periods of forty minutes
each, or the equivalent in laboratory or other practice.
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College of Engineering
:
List A 5>^ units
Solid and spherical geometry J^ unit
Physics I unit 7 units
College of Law
:
List A sVz units
English and American History i unit 6^ units
School of Music
:
List A 5^ units
History i unit
Foreign language 3 units
Music 2 units 1 1 J^ units
The remainder of the 15 units must be made up from the sub-
jects in Lists B and C. For the College of Literature and Arts, only
two units from List C may be offered. For the Colleges of Science,
Engineering and Agriculture, three units from List C are accepted.
No subject is accepted for an amount less than the minimum men-
tioned in the lists.
List B : Algebra 54 weeks ... i^ units
Astronomy 18 weeks ... 14 unit
Botany 18 or 36 weeks ^ or i unit
Chemistry 35 weeks. . . i unit
Civics 18 or 36 weeks Yzor i unit
Commercial geography 18 weeks. . . Yz unit
Drawing 18 or 36 weeks H or i unit
English composition 36 weeks ... i unit
English literature 36 to 108 weeks- i to 3 units
French 36 to 144 weeks i to 4 units
Geology 18 or 36 weeks Yz or i unit
Geometry, plane 36 weeks ... i unit
Geometry, solid and spherical.... 18 weeks... Y2 unit
German 36 to 144 weeks i to 4 units
Greek 36 to 108 weeks i to 3 units
History 36 to 108 weeks i to 3 units
Latin 36 to 144 weeks i to 4 units
Physics 36 weeks ... i unit
Physical geography 18 or '36 weeks ^ or i unit
Physiology 18 or 36 weeks Yior \ unit
Zoology 18 or 36 weeks Yi or i unit
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List C :* Agriculture 36 to 72 weeks i to 2 units
Bookkeeping 36 weeks. . . i unit
Business law 18 weeks. . . J/2 unit
Domestic science 36 weeks ... i unit
Economics 18 weeks ... Y2 unit
Manual trainingt 36 to 72 weeks i to 2 units
Description of Subjects Accepted for Admission
The amount of work in each of the above subjects, which cor-
responds to the minimum number of credits assigned, is shown by
the description of the subjects below
:
1. Agriculture.—Courses in agriculture should be arranged for
periods of not less than nine weeks each, any two of which may be
accepted for a half unit credit, providing the work covered by each
be so closely related in its parts as to constitute one of the gener-
ally accepted divisions now recognized in agricultural work, namely,
crops and crop production, soils and soil fertility, dairy husbandry,
animal types and animal nutrition, poultry, fruits and vegetables,
landscape gardening, farm mechanics. At least one-half the time
should be devoted to lalxjratory work, and nolc-books should be
presented.
2. Algebra.—Fundamental operations, factoring, fractions, sim-
ple equations, involution, evolution, radicals, quadratic equations and
equations reducible to the quadratic form, surds, theory of expo-
nents, and the analysis and solution of problems involving these.
3. Astronomy.—In addition to a knowledge of the descriptive
matter in a good text-book, there must be some practical familiarity
with the geography of the heavens, with the various celestial mo-
tions, and with the positions of the conspicuous naked eye heavenly
bodies.
4. Bookkeeping.—The bookkeeping unit for college entrance
should consist of a working knowledge of single and double entry
bookkeeping in the usual lines of business. The student should be
able to change his books from single to double entry, from individual
to partnership, and from partnership to corporate form of organiza-
*The subjects named in List C must be taught in accordance with specifica-
tions which are set forth in the High School Manual. Further information may
be had on application to the High School Inspector.
tin giving credit for Manual Training the University specifies that the work
is to be done by competent teachers, as determined by inspection, and that credit
shall not exceed one unit, or 360 forty-minute periods of work, including the
necessary drawing and shop work.
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tion. He should understand the use of the various books and papers
which arise in any ordinary business. He should know how to keep
a set of books, both single and double entry, in retail and in whole-
sale or jobbing business and manufacturing involving the use of the
voucher system. His work should be done under the immediate
supervision of a teacher, and he should devote at least ten periods
of not less than forty-five minutes each per week for one school year,
to this subject.
5. Botany.—A familiar acquaintance is required with the gen-
eral structure of plants, and of the principal organs and their func-
tions, derived to a considerable extent from a study of the objects;
also a general knowledge of the main groups of plants, and the ability
to classify and name the more common species. Laboratory note-
books and herbarium collections should be presented.
6. Business Law.—The amount of business law which is
accepted is indicated by the ground covered in any of the ordinary
text-books on the subject, such as Spencer's Elements of Commercial
Law, Burdick's Business Law and White's Elements of Com-
mercial Law.
7. Chemistry.—The instruction must include both text-book
and laboratory work. The work should be so arranged that at least
one-half of the time shall be given to the laboratory. The course,
as it is given in the best high schools in one year, respectively,
will satisfy the requirements of the University for the one-half
unit or one unit for admission. The laboratory notes, bearing
the teacher's indorsement, must be presented in evidence of the
actual laboratory work accomplished. Candidates for admission
may be required to demonstrate their ability by laboratory tests.
8. Civics.—Such amount of study on the United States consti-
tution, its history, and interpretation, as is indicated by any of the
usual high school text-books on civil government, is regarded as
sufficient for one term. The work may advantageously be com-
bined with the elements of political economy.
9. Commercial Geography.—The amount and character of the
work accepted in this subject is indicated by the scope of such books
as Redway's Commercial Geography, Adams's smaller book on the
same subject, the text-book of Gannett, Garrison and Houston, or
Trotter's work.
10. Domestic Science.— (a). An equivalent of 180 hours of pre-
pared work with at least two recitation periods a week in foods.
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(b) An equivalent of 180 hours of prepared work with at least one
recitation period a week in clothing, (c) An equivalent of 180 hours
of prepared work with at least two recitation periods a week on the
home. (Two periods of laboratory work are considered equivalent
to one period of prepared work.)
1. Of the above, (a) will be accepted as a unit's work.
2. Two half units taken from (a) and (b), or (a) and (c), or
(b) and (c) will be accepted as a unit's work. The work is to be
done by trained teachers with individual equipment, as determined
by inspection.
11. DR.\wixr,.—Free-hand or mechanical drawing, or both. Draw-
ing-books or plates must be submitted. Tlie number of credits
allowed depends on the quantity and quality of the work submitted.
12. Economics.—The principles of economics, with economic his-
tory, as given in any good elementary text-book.
13. English Composition and Rhetoric.—Correct spelling, capi-
talization, punctuation, paragraphing, idiom, and definition ; the
elements of rhetoric. The candidate will be required to write two
paragraphs of about one hundred and fifty words each to test his
ability to use the English language. This work counts for one unit.
14. English Literature.— (a) Each candidate is expected to
have read certain assigned literary masterpieces, and will be sub-
jected to such an examination as will determine whether or not he
has done so. With a view to a large freedom of choice, the books
provided for reading are arranged in the following groups, from
which at least ten units are to be selected, two from each group.
Each unit is here set off by semicolons.
I. The Old Testament, comprising at least the chief narra-
tive episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings,
and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and Esther; the
Iliad, with the omission, if desired, of Books, XI, XIII, XIV, XV,
XVII, XXI ; the Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books
I, II, III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII; Vergil's Aeneid. The Iliad,
Odyssey, and the Aeneid should be read in English translations
of recognized literary excellence.
For any unit of this group a unit from any other group may
be substituted.
II. Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice ; Midsummer Night's
Dream; As You Like It; Twelfth Night; Henry the Fifth; Julius
Caesar.
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III. Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's Vicar of
Wakefield; either Scott's Ivanhoe or Scott's Quentin Durward;
Hawthorne's House of Seven Gables; either Dickens's David Cop-
perfield or Dickens's Tale of Tvi^o Cities; Thackeray's Henry
Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; George Eliot's Silas Marner;
Stevenson's Treasure Island.
IV. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part i ; The Sir Roger de
Coverley Papers in the Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography
(condensed); Irving's Sketch Book; Macaulay's Essays on Lord
Clive and Warren Hastings; Thackeray's English Humorists; se-
lections from Lincoln, including the two Inaugurals, the Speeches
in Independence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public Address,
and Letter to Horace Greeley, along with a brief memoir or es-
timate; Parkman's Oregon Trail; either Thoreau's Walden or se-
lection from Huxley's Lay Sermons ; Stevenson's Inland Voyage
and Travels with a Donkey.
V. Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Book II and
III, with especial attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper,
Burns ; Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard and Goldsmith's
Deserted Village; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner and Lowell's Vis-
ion of Sir Launfal ; Scott's Lady of the Lake; Byron's Childe
Harold, Canto IV, and Prisoner of Chillon; Palgrave's Golden
Treasury (First Series), Book IV, with especial attention to Words-
worth, Keats, and Shelley ; Poe's Raven, Longfellow's Courtship
of Miles Standish, Whittier's Snow Bound; Macaulay's Lays of
Ancient Rome and Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum ; Tennyson's Gareth
and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, The Passing of Arthur; Brown-
ing's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought the
Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home Thoughts from Abroad,
Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, Herve
Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at a Villa—Down in
the City.
(b) In addition to the above the candidate will be required to
present a careful, systematic study, with supplementary reading, of
the history of either English or American literature.
(c) The candidate will be examined on the form and sub-
stance of certain books in addition to those named under (a). For
1909 to 191 1 the books will be selected from the list below. The
examination will be of such character as to require a minute study
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of each of the works named, in order to pass it successfully. The
list is:
Shakespeare's Macbeth ; Milton's Comus, L'Allegro, and II Pen-
seroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America, or Washing-
ton's Farewell Address, and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration;
Macaulay's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay on Burns.
The work outhned in (a), (b), (c) counts for two units.
(d) The three units in English composition, rhetoric, and litera-
ture, as described above, are required for all students. A fourth
unit may be obtained for one full year's additional work in the
study of English and American authors.
15. Frenxh.—One year's zvork.—The candidate must have a
thorough knowledge of elementary grammar and the irregular verbs;
must be able to pronounce correctly, and to translate simple spoken
French phrase. He must have read some 300 pages of easy prose,
including one modern comedy, and must be able to translate ordi-
nary French prose at sight.
Tzvo years' work.—In addition to the above, the candidate must
show proficiency in advanced grammar, the essentials of syntax, and
elementary composition. The reading of not less than 400 pages of
standard authors, including two plays of Moliere, is required.
Three years' work.—In addition to what has already been de-
scribed the candidate must have had further work in composition.
He must further have read not less than 500 pages of standard au-
thors, including Moliere, La Fontaine, and Hugo. Some acquaint-
ance with modern lyrics is necessary.
16. Geology.—The student must show familiarity with the prin-
ciples of dynamic and structural geology, and some acquaintance
with the facts of historical geology as presented in Scott's Intro-
duction to Geology, Brigham's Text-book of Geology, or an equiva-
lent, together with at least an equal amount of time spent in labora-
tory and field work. The laboratory work should follow one or more
of the lines indicated below, and note-books should be presented
showing the character and amount of work done. a. Studies of
natural phenomena occurring in the neighborhood which illustrate
the principles of dynamic geology. Each study should include a
careful drawing of the object, and a written description of the way
in which it was produced, b. Studies of well-marked types of crys-
talline, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, which will enable the
student to recognize each type and state clearly the conditions under
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which it was formed, c. Studies of minerals of economic value,
including the characteristics of each, its origin, and the uses to
which it is put. d. Studies of the types of soil occurring in the
neighborhood, including the origin of each and the cause of dif-
ferences in appearance and fertility.
17. Geometry.— (a) Plane Geometry. Special emphasis is placed
on the ability to use propositions in the solution of original numer-
ical exercises and of supplementary theorems.
(b) Solid and Spherical Geometry. Applications to the solu-
tions of original exercises are emphasized.
18. Germ.^n.—One year's zvork.—Elementary grammar. Besides
the work in grammar, the student should read not less than 150
pages of easy narrative or descriptive prose.
Two years' work.—In addition to the work outlined under the
one year's requirement, the pupil should know the syntax of cases,
uses of the subjunctive and infinitive, complex sentence structure,
uses of model auxiliaries and of participial constructions. As an
additional reading requirement, from 250 to 300 pages should be
translated. Prose composition.
Three years' work.—The third year's study should aim to secure
an easy reading knowledge of the language. Standard prose of the
grade represented by Freytag, Dahn, or Keller, not less than 100
pages should be read, together with selections from the easier classic
dramas. Schiller's Wilhelm Tell, or Jungfrau von Orleans.
Four years' work.—The fourth year of study should be devoted
to such works as Goethe's Iphigenic, Tasso, Hermann und Dorothea,
Schiller's die Braut von Messina, some consideration of the chief
lyric poets, prose composition, and some practice in theme writing.
The statement of requirements in each subject implies the use
of a substantial text-book, some elementary training in the use of
reference books, and some instruction in historical geography.
19. Greek.—To obtain one unit, the exercises in any of the be-
ginning books, and one book of the Anabasis or its equivalent, must
be offered. For two units, two books of the Anabasis and three of
Homer, or their equivalents, additional to the above, must be pre-
sented, together with an amount of Greek prose composition equal
to one exercise a week for one year. For three units the following
is required : Three additional books of the Iliad, three of the Odys-
sey, and books VI, VII, VIII of ?Icrodotus, or an equivalent from
O.ther authors.
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20. History.—No subjects are definitely prescribed in this de-
partment, but the following are recommended as best adapted to the
high school program
:
a. One year's work.—The history of England and of the United
States.
b. Tzvo years' zvork.—The following subjects or any of them:
The history of Greece and Rome, the history of England, the history
of the United States.
c. Three years' zcork.—One year in each of the three subjects
named in (b).
Elementary examinations will be offered in the following sub-
jects: (a) The history of England and the United States, (b)
The history of Greece and Rome, (c) General European history.
Advanced examinations may also be taken in any one of the subjects
above named, which has not been offered to meet the elementary
requirements. The examination in each of these sujects is in-
tended to cover one full year of high school work.
21. Latin.—First year's work.—Such knowledge of inflections
and syntax as is given in any good preparatory Latin book, together
with the ability to read simple fables and stories.
Second year's work.—Four books of Caesar's Gallic War, or its
equivalent in Latin of equal difficulty. The ability to write simple
Latin based on the text.
Third year's work.—Six orations of Cicero. The ability to write
simple Latin based on the text. The simpler historical references
and the fundamental facts of Latin syntax.
Fourth year's work.—The scansion of hexameter verse, six books
of Vergil, with history and mythology.
22. Manual Training.—The requirement for one-half unit is
the equivalent of 180 forty-minute periods in manual training fol-
lowing the syllabus prepared by the manual training section of the
high school conference.
2^. Physics.—One year's high school work covering the ele-
ments of physical science as presented in the best of the current
high school text-books of physics. Laboratory practice in elemen-
tary quantitative experiments should accompany the text-book work.
The candidate's laboratory note-book will be considered as part of
the examination.
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24. Physical Geography.—The amount and character of the
work required may be seen by referring to the texts of Gilbert and
Brigham, or Davis; the recitations must be supplemented by at
least an equal amount of time devoted to laboratory work. The
laboratory exercises should follow one or more lines such as are
indicated below. Each student should present a note-book showing
what he has done.
(a.) Studies in mathematical geography in which map and scale
only are used. These should embrace such topics as length of a
degree in longitude in various latitudes ; length and breadth of
continents, etc., in degrees and miles; relative latitude of places;
distances between cities, etc., in degrees and miles ; diflFerence in
length of parallels and meridians; problems in time; location of
time belts, etc.
(b.) Studies of local topographic features which illustrate the
various phases of stream work. Each study should include a drawing
or topographic map of the object and a full, clear description of
the way in which it was formed.
(c.) Studies of glacial deposits as shown in terminal and ground
moraines, kames, eskers, etc. ; distribution of dark and light colored
soils ; occurrence of lakes, ponds, gravel beds, clay banks, and water-
bearing strips of sand and gravel.
(d.) Studies of stream work as shown in the topographical
sheets which may be obtained from the United States Geological
Survey at nominal cost.
(e.) Studies of the form, size, direction and rate of movement of
high and low barometer areas, and the relation of these to direction
of wind, character of cloud, distribution of heat, and amount of
moisture in the air, as shown in the daily weather maps. Later
these studies should lead to the making of weather maps from the
data furnished by the daily papers, and to local prediction of weather
changes based on the student's own observation.
(f.) Studies of the climate of various countries compared with
our own, the necessary data being derived from such topographic,
rainfall, wind, current, and temperature maps as are found in Sydow-
Wagner's or Longman's atlases.
25. Physiology.—For one-half unit are required the anatomy,
histology, and physiology of the human body and the essentials of
hygiene, taught with the aid of charts and models to the extent
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given in Martin's Human Body (Briefer Course). For more than
one-half unit, the course must include practical laboratory work.
26. Zoology.—The instruction must include laboratory work
equivalent to four periods a week for a half-year, besides the time
required for text-books and recitation work. Note-books and draw-
ings must be presented to show the character of work done and the
types of animals studied. The drawings are to be made from the
objects themselves and not copied from illustrations, and the notes
are to be a record of the student's own observation on the animals
examined. The amount of equipment and character of surroundings
must, of course, determine the nature of the work done and the kind
of animals studied, but in any case the student should have at least
a fairly accurate knowledge of the external anatomy of each of eight
or ten animals distributed among several of the larger divisions of
the animal kingdom, and should know something of their life his-
tories and of their more obvious adaptations to environment. It is
recommended that special attention be given to such facts as can be
gained from a careful study of the living animal. The names of the
largest divisions of the animal kingdom, with their most important
distinguishing characters and illustrative examples, selected, when
practicable, from familiar forms, ought also to be known.
(a) Admission by Examination
Each candidate for admission by examination is required to pass
examinations on the subjects prescribed for the college to which
admission is desired, and on additional subjects to make a total
of 15 units.
Entrance examinations are on the subjects outlined on pages
26 ff., and are given at the University in accordance with the table
following. The scholarship examinations (see page 50) afford an
opportunity to pass a part of the entrance examinations before com-
ing to the Universit>'.
'Program of Examinations, September 14 to 17, 1910
All persons who wish to enter the University in September, 1910,
except those holding certificates of graduation from accredited
schools, and scholarship certificates, and those for whom a transfer
of all entrance credits from some other college or university has
already been approved, must present themselves at the Registrar's
•The examinations in 191 1 will probably be held September 13 to 16.
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office, Natural History Building, at g a. m., Wednesday, September
14. At that time application for admission will be received, and
applicants will be given all necessary directions as to examinations.
The program of examinations is as follows
:
Chemistry, i unit Wednesday 9:00 a.m.
Geology, y2 unit Wednesday 9 :oo a. m.
Astronomy, ^ or i unit Wednesday 11 :oo a. m.
History, i or 2 units Wednesday i :oo p. m.
Physical Geography, H or i unit Wednesday 3 :30 p. m.
English Literature, 2 units Thursday 8 ;oo a. m.
English Composition, i unit Thursday 10:30 a. m.
Latin, first unit, or second unit, or both Thursday i :oo p.m.
Physics, I unit Thursday 3 :30 p. m.
Algebra, ij^ units Friday 8:00 a.m.
Civics, ^ or I unit Friday 10 :30 a. m.
Geometry, Plane, i unit Friday i :oo p. m.
Geometry, Solid and Spherical, 14 unit Friday 2:45 p.m.
Physiology, Yz or i unit Friday 3 :30 p. m.
German, first unit, or second unit, or both Saturday 8:00 a.m.
German, third unit, or fourth unit, or both Saturday 10:30 a.m.
French, first unit, or second unit, or both Saturday 8:00 a.m.
French, third unit or fourth unit, or both. .. .Saturday 10:30 a.m.
Commercial Geography, J/2 unit Saturday 10 :30 a. m.
Latin, third unit, or fourth unit, or both Saturday i :oo p. m.
Botany, Yi or i unit Saturday i :oo p. m.
Zoology, ]^ or I unit Saturday 2 :3o p. m.
The time for examination in free-hand drawing, in Greek, and in
manual training will be arranged with candidates.
(b) Admission by Certificate from an Accredited Preparatory
OR High School
One wishing to enter the University from an accredited school
must furnish the Registrar an official certificate of his preparatory
work. If the certificate meets in full the requirements for admission
to the college or school in which the course which the candi-
date wishes to pursue is given he will be granted a permit to enter.
If the certificate is deficient, either because the school is not fully
accredited or because the candidate has not taken prescribed and
other acceptable work in sufficient amount, he may be admitted as
a "conditioned" student, provided the deficiencies do not exceed two
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units and arc not in work vvhicli should precede the prescribed
courses of the first semester. The conditioned student must clear
off all conditions before registering the second year.
Blank certificates and application for admission may be had of
the Registrar and should be filled and sent to him for approval
before the date of registration.
All high schools accredited by the University are in the accom-
panying list. They are not all accredited for the same amount of
work, or all for the same subjects. The University high school visi-
tor upon request inspects high schools not previously accredited,
when the request is accompanied with a report of the school which
shows that its course of study merits such inspection. The Univer-
sity accredits all work thus found sufficiently well done.
LIST OF ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
[Correct to December i, 1909.]
The following high schools, having all the prescribed units, and
enough others to make up the total number (15) of units required,
are in the list of fully accredited schools:
School Superintendent. Principal
Abingdon A. C. Butler Frank S. McCall
Aledo F. N. Taylor Ida H. Way
Alton R. A. Haight B. C. Richardson
Amboy C. I. Tilton Nita Robinson
Anna H. C. Fletcher E. Waller
Areola P. M. Hoke Imogene Shade
Ashland James G. Norris Clara Sinclair
Assumption Oren A. Barr Elsie A. Phinney
Atlanta H. H. Kirkpatrick Ella King Vogel
Auburn J. E. Demmer Frances Bunnel
Augusta S. D. Faris A. E. Decker
Augustana Coll. Acad. (Rock Island) G. A. Andreen, Pres
Aurora East C. M. Bardwell G. W. Kelly
Aurora West •A. V. Greenman Harold Steele
Batavia East H. A. Bone F. E. Ballard
Batavia West H. A. Bone Clara S. Buswell
Beardstown J. T. Gale J. A. Johnston
Belleville George H. Busick H. W. Brua
Belvidere N. E. D. Merriman Flora Fellows
Belvidere S. C. H. LeVitt Ruth Stricklcr
Bement H. A. Paine Lawrence Radford
Benton Twp. W. A. Cook
Biggsville Twp. J. H. Glaeser
•Deceased.
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School Supeeintexdent
Bloomington J. K. Stableton
Bloom Twp. (Chicago Heights)
Blue Island J. E. Lemon
'
Bradley Poly. Inst. (Peoria)
Burlington, la. W. L. Hanson
Bushnell Robert C. Hiett
Cairo T. C. Clendenen
Cambridge T. F. McLamarrah
Camp Point S. S. Simpson
Canton G. W. L. Meeker
Carlinville H. Ambrose Perrin
Carlyle M. N. Todd
Carrollton Edwin A. Doolittle
Carthage David H. Wells
Carthage Coll. Academy
Centralia Twp.
Cerro Gordo Chas. E. Kuechler
Champaign W. W. Earnest
Charleston DeWitt Elwood
Chatsworth H. L. Kessler
Chenoa Twp.
Chester Chas. H. Phillips
Chicago Mrs. Ella F. Young
Austin
Calumet
Crane, R.T. (M.T.H.)
Curtis
Englewood
Hyde Park
Jefferson
Lake
Lake View
McKinley
Marshall
Medill
So. Chicago
Tuley
Waller, Robert A.
Wendell Phillips
Chillicothe J. L. Robertson
Chrisman C. S. Montooth
Clinton H. H. Edmunds
Clinton, Iowa 0. P. Bostwick
Colfax J. II. Smith
Collinsville Tw P- C. H. Dorris
Covington, Ind. Edwin C. Dodson
Crystal Lake A. M. Shclton
Cuba F. 0. Pennington
Dallas City F. W. Henselmeier
Principal
William Wallis
E. L. Boyer
J. E. Lemon
T. C. Burgess, Director
H. M. Elliot
Miss L. L. Knowles
J. Earl Midkiff
Cora Maxfield
Bessie Allen
Ira P. Rinker
Margaret Hubbard
Harry J. Beckemeyer
James F. Pinkerton
C. B. Whitehouse
C. B. Newcomer
C. H. Elliott
Mata Roman
Lottie Switzer
W. R. Spurrier
Leila Brown
A B. Hiett
F. P. Allen
Geo. H. Rockwood
Avon S. Hall
Albert R. Robinson
Thomas G. Hill
James a^. Armstrong
Hiram B. Loomis
Chas. A. Cook
Edward F. Stearns
Benj. F. Buck
Geo. M. Clayberg
Louis J. Block
Albert A. Sabin
Chas. I. Parker
Franklin P. Fisk
Oliver S. Westcott
Spencer R. Smith
Catherine Scarry
Helen E. Booker
J. W. Browning
J. S. Mitchell
Lida J. Smith
A. E. Arcndt
Iva H. Mclntire
Minnie F. Adams
Mrs. A. W. Thomas
G. C. Williams
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School Supekintendknt
Danville L. 11. Griffith
Davenport, la. Frank L. Smart
Decatur H. B. Wilson
Dccrficld Twp. (Highland Park)
DeKalb Twp.
Delavan E. F. Nichols
Dixon W. R. Snyder
Dixon N. 11. V. Baldwin
Downer's drove G. C. Butler
Drury Academy (Aledo)
Dubuque, la. F. T. Oldt
Dundee E. C. Fisher
DuQuoin Twp.
Dwight Homer B. Dickey
Earlville John E. Clum
Hast St. Louis ;. E. Miller
Kdwardsville Heywood Coffield
Elgin Robert I. White
Elgin Academy
Elizabeth Clark C. Emry
Ellsworth (Xapervillc) F. W. Cole
Elmhurst H. C. Storm
Elmwood T. S. Henry
El Paso E. F. W. Cox, Jr.
El Paso W. W. P. Miller
Evangelical Proseminar (El unburst)
Evanston Twp.
Fairbury C. C. Whitcman
Fairfield James A. Porter
Farmer City C. C. Covey
Farmington A. J. Beatty
Ferry Hall (Lake Forest)
Flora N. N. Stevenson
Forrest B. R. Morris
Francis W. Parker School (Chicago)
Freeport S. E. Raines
Fulton Harry B. Price
Galena B. L. Birkbeck
Galesburg W. L. Steele
Galva F. U. White
Genesee Twp.
Geneva P.. A. Ellis
Genoa B. F. Kepner
Georgetown 0. P. Rees
Gibson City Chas. Condit
Gilman J. C. Reeder
Girard Clark Jones
Grand Prairie Sem. (Onarga)
Granite City L P. Frohardt
Pkincipal
C. E. Sawyer
George Edward Marshall
S. W. Ehrman
Richard L. Sandwick
1-. M. Giles
Rosa A. Tomm
C. J. Dye
Jessie F. Wheeler
E. Maude Manlcy
T. J. Davis
J. A. Anderson
Edna Beers
C. W. Houk
L. Grace Huff
H. G. Kneller
C. L. Manners
Chas. F. Ford
W. L. Goble
George N. Sleight
Clark C. Emry
Benj. F. Schirer
Jessie Penhallegon
Mary H. Watts
Eugenia Schmitt
Maye K. Steele
Daniel Irion, Director
W. F. Bcardsley
H. Alcna Wolfe
Chas. McCorkle
Jcannette L. Worthen
Mabel P. Cowdin
Frances Laura Hughes
Jessie Hanon
Susan Van Arsdale
Flora J. Cooke
L. A. Fulwider
Mrs. Pearl Bryning-Flatt
B. L. Birkbeck
A. W. Willis
Anne E. Edwards
H. B. Fisher
Ethel Burdoin
Agnes Williams
Alice Durland
Margaret Nicholson
Esther Massey
Mabel Cooper
H. H. Frost, Pres.
H. D. Waggoner
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School SUPERIXTEXDENT
Greenview H. L. Welker
Greenville C. N. Peak
Hamilton H. M. Billinsley
Harrisburg Twp.
Harvard B. L. Pilcher
Havana S. J. Curlee
Henry \V. E. King
Heyworth W. H. Kummer
Highland Oscar F. Weber
Hillsboro F. D. McKittrick
Hinsdale 11. E. Giles
Hittle Twp. (.irmington)
Hoopeston S. K. McDowell
Hume J. H. Trinkle
111. Woman's Col. Academy (Jacksonville)
Jacksonville W. A. Furr
Jennings Seminary (Aurora)
Jerseyville Joshua Pike
John Swaney School (McXabb)
Joliet Twp.
J. Sterling Morton, Twp. (Clyde)
Kankakee Franklin N. Tracy
Kansas C. E. Durgee
Keithsburg E. A. Huff
Kenwood Institute (Chicago)
Keokuk, la. William Aldrich
Kewanee R. G. Jones
Knoxville Geo. N. Bradley
LaHarpe T. W Everitt
Lake Forest Acad.
Lanark W. Hoffman
LaSalle-Peru Twp. (LaSalle)
Lawrenceville Twp.
LeRoy C. L. Kyner
Lewistown Marion X. Beeman
Le.xington Twp.
Libertyville
Lincoln Anthony Middleton
Litchfield A. S. Anderson
Lockport Twp.
Loda E. W. Powers
Lovington Twp.
Lyons Twp. (LaGrsinge)
McHenry W. F. Rice
McLeansboro W. C. Fairweather
Macomb James C. Burns
Maine Twp. (Dcs Plaines1)
Mansfield L. C. Ringeisen
Marengo George W. Muhleman
Pkincipai.
Fannie E. Gillan
Mamie E. Graff
Leona McAnulty
Harry Taylor
Mary M. Conlan
Mrs. S. E. Pierce
P. Marie Pfaff
M. \' . Turney
Ethel A. Keed
H. L. Cox
H. E. Giles
L. E. Engel
Milton M. West
James Murray
Jos. R. Harker, Pres.
G. H. Wilkinson
Bertha A. Barber
E. B. Shafer
I. A. Madden
J. Stanley Brown
H. V. Church
C. H. Kingman
Anna Steele
J. A. Alexander
Mrs. Isabel Buckingham
R. L. Reid
O. A. Rawlins
Nellie M. Krotter
Fanny Clary
W. M. Lewis
Mabel D. Schultz
T. J. McCormack
H. W. Hostettler
Florence Bullock
Frank E. Midkiff
J. G. Moore
C. R. Pugh
A. F. Trams
Paul M. Smith
H. W. Hurt
Edith M. Craig
Edgar S. Jones
R. W. Pringle
Agones Perry
H. M. Hinkle
Charles C. Wells
C. S. Stewart
Lena Beem
Ralph Noel
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SUPEKINTENDENT
J. \V. Asbury
D. Frank Fawcett
E. A. Collins
School
Marion
Maroa
Marseilles
Marshall Twp.
Martinsville E. L. McCabe
Mason City Arthur C. Hall
Mattoon G. P. Handle
Maywood & Melrose Park Twp. (Maywood)
Mendota East
Mendota West
Metropolis
Minonk
Molinc
Momence
Monmouth
Monticello
Morgan Park Twp.
Morgan Park Acad.
Morris
Morton Twp.
Mt. Carmel
Mt. Pulaski
Mt. Sterling
Mt Vernon Twp.
Moweaqua
Murphysboro Twp.
Nashville
Newman Twp.
New Trier Twp. (Kenilworth)
Nokomis Henry Buellesfield
Normal E. W. Davis
Northwestern Military .Xcademy (Highland Park)
Col. H. P. Davidson
Oakland G. W. Sutton
Oak Park & River Forest Twp. (Oak Park)
J. H. Light
E. H. Murray
F. C. Prowdley
William Hawkes
B. B. Jackson
B. A. Winans
C. E. Joiner
B. D. Remy
T. M. Birney
W. S. Booth
Frank E. Wolfe
L. M. Test
E. L. Lawson
C. W. Yerkes
Odell
Olney
Onarga
Oregon
Ottawa Twp.
Palestine
Pana Twp.
Paris
Paw Paw
Paxton
Pekin
Peoria
Petersburg
I'ittsfield
W. M. Vaughan
John A. Stevenson
J. H. Whitten
F. G. Taylor
H. B. Urban
E. B. Brooks
A. A. Franzke
O. J. Bainum
J. J. Crosby
Gerard T. Smith
H. E. Waits
O. H. Blossom
Principal
E. G. Lentz
J. McLeod
Laura M. Truscott
Ralph D. Kean
Paul E. Belting
Carrie Atkinson
J. F. Wiley
F. M. Crosby
Jennie McLaggan
Myra J. Howes
H. W. Corzinc
Grace Bookwalter
E. P. Nutting
Lyman J. McClintock
Mary Findlay
Alfred W. Gross
J. H. Heil
Harry D. Abells
J. S. Hunter
T. L. Cook
Harriett Berninger
Grace B. Wells
Susan Rebhan
J. M. Dickson
Myrtle Gregory
E. E. VanCleve
R. S. Merrick
0. C. Bailey
F. L. Sims
Nellie Seegar
John R. Pelsma
Dr. H. H. Rogers
Vera Turell
J. Calvin Hanna
Lillie Paisley
Bennet Y. Alvis
Alberta Sapp
Edith Rodkey
W. F. Mozier
J. M. Walters
W. E. Andrews
Bertha A. Miller
J. W. Holderman
V. E. Dudman
1. L. Conner
A. W. Beasley
Henry Stice
Nellie Moore
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School Superintendent
riainfield L. H. Darling
Piano M. G. Burton
Polo W,. L. German
Pontiac Twp.
Princeton Twp.
Prophetstown G. V. Clum
Quincy D. B. Rawlins
Rantoul E. H. Miller
Riverside A. F. Ames
Robinson Twp.
Rochelle L. A. Mahoney
Rock Falls E. 0. Phares
Rockford P. R. Walker
Rockford College Preparatory
Rock Island H. B. Hayden
Roodhouse H. T. White
Roseville Twp.
Rossville I. A. Smothers
Rushville Charles E. Knapp
St. Charles II. W. Monical
St. Mary's Academy (Joliet)
Sandwich W. W. Woodbury
Savanna Twp.
Saybrook L. F. Fulwiler
Shelbyville A. F. Lyle
Sheldon F. L. Holch
Southern Collegiate Inst. (.Mbion)
Sparta S. E. Reecher
Springfield J. II. Collins
Sterling Twp.
Stockton G. W. Menzimer
Streator Twp.
Sullivan O. B. Lowe
Sycamore S. T. Robinson
Taylorville Twp.
Terra Haute, Ind. James II. Tomlin
Thornton Twp. (Harvey)
Tiskilwa C. F. Miller
Tolono A. E. Hubbard
Tuscola Lewis Hoover
Upper Alton E. S. Eake
Urbana A. P. Johnson
Ursaline Academy. (Springfield)
\'andalia D. B. Fagcr
\'ermilion .Academy (V^ermilion Grove)
N'irden P. M. Silloway
Virginia Albert M. Santce
Warren O. E. Taylor
Washington E. E. Webster
Pkincipal
Viola H. Sonntag
E. A. Tappy
Mary C. Strickler
Arthur Verner
H. S. Magill, Jr.
W. F Stewart
C. R. Maxwell
T. H. Ziegler
J. O. Marberry
Marcia VanDuzer
Etta Grunewald
C. P. Briggs
Julia M. Gulliver, Pres.
H. E. Brown
Adelaide Dressel
A. C. Booz
Mark J. Sweaney
Nina M. Weinberg
Eva H. Gibbs
Mother M. Ignatia
Eleanor Johnston
Floyd T. Goodier
Agnes Bullock
A. M. Cannon
Josephine Van Dorsten
F. B. Hines, Pres.
A. V. Marker
F. D. Thomson
E. T. Austin
Pearl S. Green
Walter E. Ervin
Essie Chamberlain
Evangeline Shattuck
J. E. Wooters
C. J. Waits
L. W .Smith
C. F. Miller
Frances Butterfield
E. J. Belote
M. L. Flaningam
H. L. Diehl
Grover C. Hawk
Catherine A. Kellcy
Laura Mason
Olivette M. Buscr
C. H. Wright
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School
Watseka
Waukcgan Twp.
Waverly
Wenona
VV. Chicago
Western Illinois State No
Western Mlitary Academy
Wheaton
White Hall
Whiting, Ind.
Wilmington
Woodstock
Wyoming
Yorkville
SUPKKINTKNDENT
L. M. Ilaviland
H. A. Withee
C. W. Randall
Lewis A. Rcisner
rmal Academy (Macomb)
(Upper Alton)
J. B. Russell
J. P. Scheid
J. C. Hall
Leland C. Flanegin
C. E. Douglass
C. H. Marcy
E. C. Thomas
I'KINCIPAI,
Mary J. Laycock
W. J. Stebhins
F. S. Dennis
Elizabeth G. Pearce
Alfred Uayliss
Albert M. Jackson
Ella M. Gregg
Isabella Anderson
W. W. HoUiday
Evelyn B. Winbolt
W. E. Evans
Mima MacArthur
Follozving arc partly accredited schools:
Atwood
Bowen
Carmi
Casey
ICdinburg
Eureka
Forreston
Franklin Grove
Greenfield
Greenup
Griggsville
Hebron
Lacon
Lena
McLean
Madison
Milford
Neoga Twp.
Newton
Palatine
Princeville
Ridgefarm
St. Alban's School
St. Mary's School
Sheffield
Sidell
jtaunton
Washburn
Waterloo
Winchester
T. W. Samuels
H. C. Breese
Harry Blue
F. E. Crawford
J. Louis Hart
Samuel A. Edwards
Chas. E. Lowman
F. L. Bennett
H. G. Russell
H. G. Spear
L. W. Ragland
Lincoln Edwards
L. C. Smith
L. M. Carpenter
William Coleman
Louis Baer
J. IL Brewer
C. O. DuBois
M. L. Smyser
L. P. Baird
L. B. Coggeshall
(Knoxville)
(Knoxville)
J. H. Martin
Sherman Cass
Wm. E. Eccles
H. A. Ritcher
James A. Raibourn
B. F. Parr
Miss E. C. Hale
Deena Thompson
Geo. C. Coffey
Wm. G. Thompson
Ethel Crum
Juliet McMurry
Jane Parmalee
Helen G. Russell
Daniel Stipp
Roberta Amrine
Nora Borchers
Sue L. Wilson
Carrie M. Boling
Sarah Megowen
H. W. McCulloch
Gus S. Brown
Antoinette Girhard
Valentine Denton
Nellie E. Larson
Lucian F. Sennctt
Dr. W. C. Leffingwell
C. E. Rutherford
Irene Phillips
Alfred G. Heitman
Marie R. Way
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Schools Accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
Besides the above list for Illinois all schools of the North Central
group of states accredited by the above association are recognized
as on the accredited list of this University.
(c) Admission by Tr.xnsfer of Entr.\nce Credits from Other
Colleges or Universities
A person who has been admitted to another college or university
of recognized standing will be admitted to this University upon
presenting a certificate of honorable dismissal from the institution
from which he comes and an official statement of the subjects tipon
which he was admitted to such institution, provided it appears that
the subjects are those required here for admission by examination,
or real equivalents. The candidate should submit such papers to
the Registrar before the time of entrance.
Admission to Advanced Standing
After matriculation, an applicant may secure advanced standing
either by examination or by transfer of credits from another col-
lege or university.
1. By examination.—Advanced standing is only granted by ex-
amination, unless the applicant is from a fully accredited school.
In such case, credit may be obtained as explained in the next para-
graph.
2. By transfer of credits.—Credits of another college or uni-
versity, or from a fully accredited high school, may be accepted for
advanced standing. An applicant for such credit must present a
certified record of work done in the institution from which he comes,
and, except in cases of transfer from high schools, must also pre-
sent a certificate of honorable dismissal.
Admission as Special Students*
Admission as a special student may be secured on recommenda-
tion of the professor whose work is ^elected and the approval of
the Dean, according to terms prescribed by the individual colleges.
'For special students in the several colleges, see under such colleges.
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A special student is not matriculated ; he must be twenty-onet years
of age; he must pay a tuition of seven dollars and a half a semester
in addition to the regular incidental fee of twelve dollars. No one
may enroll as a special student in any college of the University
for more than two years except by special permission, application
for which must be made through the Dean of the college.
t Except in the College of Agriculture.
GRADUATION AND DEGREES
GRADUATION
The candidate for a degree must complete all the subjects pre-
scribed for graduation in his course, and when, in doing this, he
does not gain the necessary one hundred and thirty hours of credit
he must make up the deficiency by electing other subjects.
The combinations of studies under which a student may gradu-
ate are too numerous to describe; they are given to some extent
under the separate colleges and schools.
E.xaminations are held as often as in the judgment of the in-
structor, the necessities of the work require. Examinations are reg-
ularly given at the close of each semester, on the work of the semes-
ter, in all subjects except those the character of which renders ex-
amination unnecessary.
BACHELORS' DEGREES
A bachelor's degree is conferred upon any student who satis-
factorily completes the course of study described under one of the
various colleges and schools, and does either the first three years, of
the last year, of his work in residence at the University. If thf
student is in residence at the University for one year only, that year's
work must be taken in the college from which the degree is ex-
pected. No person will be recommended for a degree by the Faculty
of any college in the University unless he has been a regularly regis-
tered student in that college for at least one year. A candidate
for a bachelor's degree must pass in the subjects marked prescribed
in his chosen course, and must conform to the directions given
in connection with that course in regard to electives. In the Col-
lege of Literature and Arts, of Science, and of Agriculture, credit
of 130 hours is required for graduation. In the College of Engineer-
ing, in the College of Law, and in the Schools of Music and Library
Science the candidate must complete the course of study as laid
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down. Tlie number of hours required includes, for men, five in
military drill and tactics and two in physical training, and for women,
three in physical training. Men excused from the military require-
ments and women who do not take courses in physical training
must elect instead an equivalent number of hours in other subjects.
In all cases in which a thesis is required*, the subject must be
announced not later than the first Monday in November, and the
completed thesis must be submitted to the Dean of the proper college
by June i. The work must be done under the direction of the pro-
fessor in whose department the subject belongs, and must be in the
line of the course of study for which a degree is expected. The
thesis must be presented upon regulation paper, and is deposited in
the library of the University.
A student who has already received one bachelor's degree may
receive a second bachelor's degree, provided that all specified re-
quirements for both degrees be fully met, and provided also that
the course offered for the second degree includes at least 30 semes-
ter hours not counted for the first degree.
1. The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred on those who
complete a course in the College of Literature and Arts, or certain
courses in the College of Science.
2. The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred on those
who complete a course in the College of Engineering or of Agri-
culture. This degree is conferred on a graduate of the College of
Science who completes a course in ceramics and may be conferred
on graduates from other courses in this college on recommenda-
tion of the Faculty, as announced on pp. 98 fT.
3. The degree of Bachelor of Laws is conferred on those who
complete the course in the College of Law.
4. The degree of Doctor of Medicine is conferred on those who
complete the course in the College of Medicine.
5. The degree of Bachelor of Library Science is conferred on
those who complete the course in the School of Library Science.
6. The degree of Bachelor of Music is conferred on those who
complete one of the courses in the School of Music.
7. The degree of Graduate in Pharmacy is conferred on those
who complete the course in the School of Pharmacy.
8. The degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery is conferred on
those who complete the course in the College of Dentistry.
*See requirements for graduation in the various colleges.
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UNIVERSITY HONORS
The University gives public official recognition to such students
as attain a high grade of scholarship by the following system of
honors
:
Preliminary Honors are assigned on the completion of the
sophomore year. The number of persons to whom honors are
awarded may not exceed one-tenth of the membership of the sopho-
more class. The basis of assignment is the scholarship of the
student during the freshman and sophomore years. Preliminary
Honors afiford an opportunity for sophomores to secure recognition
for high scholarship without waiting for graduation. A condition
or a failure disqualifies a student for receiving these honors.
Final Honors are assigned on graduation. The basis for the
assignment is the scholarship of the student during the junior and
senior years. Not more than one-tenth of the senior class may
receive such honors. Final Honors are given to seniors in recogni-
tion of high scholarship, the terms being designed especially to
favor students whose preparatory education has been so imperfect
as to prevent them from receiving preliminary honors. A condition
or a failure received in the junior or the senior year disqualifies a
student for receiving Final Honors.
Special Honors are awarded at the close of the senior year.
No student may receive such honors who has not completed, before
the beginning of his senior year, at least twenty hours' work in the
subject, or group of allied subjects, in which the honors are pro-
posed; he must complete thirty hours' work in the same subject
or group of allied subjects, by the end of his senior year, do such
other work as the professor in charge may assign, and must pre-
pare an acceptable thesis. Special honors are planned for especially
brilliant students who prefer to concentrate their efforts upon a
special course. A student may be a recipient of both final and
special honors. No student is eligible for special honors, who, dur-
ing the period in which he is a candidate for the same, has received
a grade of less than eighty-five per cent in any subject.
The names of all students receiving honors appear in the Uni-
versity catalog.
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COxNTESTS AND PRIZES
Military Decorations
Bronze medals typical of the University and its Military De-
partment are awarded by the University to the members of the
Infantry Company, Artillery and Signal Detachments which shall
score the greatest number of points at the annual competitive drill,
held at some time between May 15 and May 31. The members of
the company rifle team making the highest score at gallery target
practice are also awarded medals. The medals so awarded become
the permanent property of recipients. A complete roster of the
winning organizations is published in the University catalog for the
following year.
THE HAZELTON PRIZE MEDAL
Captain W. C. Hazelton provided in i8qo a medal, which is
awarded, at a competitive drill held at some time between May 15
and May 31, to the best drilled student. Each competitor must have
been in attendance at the University at least si.xteen weeks of the cur-
rent college year; must not have had more than four unexcused
absences from drill ; and must present himself for competition in
full uniform.
The award is made for excellence in
:
1. Erectness of carriage, military appearance, and neatness.
2. Execution of the school of the soldier, without arms.
3. Manual of arms, with and without numbers.
The name of the successful competitor is published in the Uni-
versity catalog for the following year. He is given a certificate
setting forth the facts, and may wear the medal until the fifteenth
day of May following, when he must return it for the next com-
petition.
UNIVERSITY GOLD MEDAL
The Board of Trustees provides annually a gold medal which is
to be awarded at the annual competitive drill to be held near the
close of the year, to the best drilled student. Each student must
have matriculated in this University and must have completed one
semester's work in Military i with a grade of not less than 90, and
three semesters' work in Military 2 with a grade of not less than
95; and he must have an average standing of not less than 85 per
cent in all of his other studies for the preceding semester, which
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standing shall be determined by the Dean of his college. The name
of the winner is published in the University catalog for the follow-
ing year. The reward is made for excellence in the same details as
in the Hazelton contest.
DEBATING AND ORATORY
The University engages yearly in four intercollegiate debates,
the teams for which are chosen in a series of competitive prelimi-
naries to which all students are eligible. Prizes amounting to Three
Hundred Dollars are provided for the twelve men who make up
these teams and through the generosity of Mr. William B. McKinley
a gold watch-fob is given to every speaker who represents the Uni-
versity either in debating or in oratory.
The Central Debating Circle of America is an association
formed by the universities of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska,
and Wisconsin. It holds a debate at each university on the PViday
evening next preceding the opening of the holiday recess.
The State University Deb.\ting League consists of the state
universities of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio. Under its auspices three
debates are held upon the second Friday in March, each university
sending out an affirmative and a negative team.
The Northern Or.a.torical League, consisting of Northwestern
University, Oberlin College and the state universities of Illinois,
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, holds an annual contest
in May. The contest for 1909 was held at this University. The
winner receives the Lowden testimonial of One Hundred Dollars
and the speaker awarded second place Fifty Dollars. The Illinois
representative is selected in a competitive contest open to all under-
graduates. Prizes of Fifty and Twenty-five Dollars are awarded by
the University to the winners of first and second places respectively
in the local contest.
The Illinois College and University Suffrage Contest, en-
dowed by Mrs. Elmina Springer, is held under the auspices of the
Illinois Equal Suffrage Association. It is open to one representa-
tive from any institution of collegiate rank within the state. First
and second testimonials of One Hundred Dollars and Fifty Dollars,
respectively, are awarded. The local contest is open to any student
who has been in attendance here at least one full year, and who is a
candidate for a Bachelor's or a Master's degree.
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The Intercollegiate Peace Association holds an annual state
and inter-statc oratorical contest to which this University is eligible.
Orations must be upon some phase of the peace question. Cash
prizes are offered in the local, as well as in the state and inter-state
contests.
A Freshman-Sophomore Debate and an Inter-Society Dec-
lamation Contest are held under the management of the Oratorical
Association.
Delta Sigma Rho is an honorary fraternity whose membership
is confined to University debaters and orators. Chapters have been
formed in many of the state universities of the Middle West.
Interscholastic Oratorical Prize
A medal of the value of twenty dollars, and two of the value
of ten dollars each, are offered annually by the University to the
high schools of the state for the best oration delivered in a com-
petitive contest between their representatives. This contest takes
place in the spring at the time of the interscholastic athletic meet.
The Bryan Prize
In 1898 Mr. William Jennings Bryan gave to the University
two hundred and fifty dollars. From the interest of this sum a
prize of twenty-five dollars is offered biennially for the best essay on
the science of government. The contest is open to all matriculated
undergraduate students. The essays may not be less than three
thousand, nor more than six thousand, words in length, and must
be left at the President's office not later than the second Wednes-
day in May. The prize was offered for the first time in 1901. It
will be offered next in 191 1.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
(For information more in detail concerning these scholarsliips, apply to W. L.
Pillsbury, Registrar, Urbana.)
CocNTY Scholarships
A law passed by the General Assembly of the State of Illinois
at the session of 1905 provides that there may be awarded annually
to each county of the state one scholarship. The holder thereof
must be at least sixteen years of age, and a resident of the county
to which he is accredited. He is entitled to free tuition in other
than the preparatory and professional schools of the University.
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A competitive examination under the direction of the President
of the University is held at the county court house in each county
of the state upon the first Saturday of June in each year by the
County Superintendent of Schools upon such branches of study as
the President of the University may deem best. Questions for
such examinations are furnished to the County Superintendents of
Schools prior to such examinations.
Having passed the examination successfully the candidate must
then meet in full the requirements for admission to the freshman
class and register the following September.
In case the scholarship in any county is not claimed by a resi-
dent of that county the President of the University may fill the
same by appointing some candidate, resident of another county, who
is eligible therefor.
A student holding a scholarship who shall make it appear to
the satisfaction of the President of the University that he requires
leave of absence for the purpose of earning funds to defray his
expenses while in attendance, may, in the discretion of the Presi-
dent, be granted such a leave of absence, and may be allowed an
extension of his scholarship for a period not exceeding six years
from the commencement thereof.
The examination is held the first Saturday in June of each year.
Any person, whether a candidate for a scholarship or not, may
be examined for admission to the University at this scholarship
examination.
Gener.'VL Assembly Schol.\rships
The same act by which the county scholarships described above
were established also provides that each member of the General
Assembly may nominate annually one eligible person from his dis-
trict for a scholarship in the University granting the same privilege
as the county scholarships, and to be conferred under the same con-
ditions with regard to examination, entrance requirements, and reg-
istration.
SCH0L.\RSHIPS IN CERAMICS
The University offers annually to each county in the state one
scholarship, awarded by the Trustees of the University, upon the
nomination of the Clay Workers' Association, to applicants who in-
tend to pursue any of the regular courses in ceramics. These schol-
arships are good for four years and relieve the student from pay-
ment of the matriculation and incidental fees.
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The applicant must meet in full, before ciitciiug, the require-
ments for admission to the freshman class.
In case the scholarship in any county is not claimed by a resi-
dent of that county the President of the University may fill the same
by appointing some candidate, resident of another county, who is
eligible to a vacancy.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Household Science
The University offers every year to each county in the state,
except Cook and Lake, and to each of the first ten congressional
districts, one scholarship for prospective students of Agriculture in
the College of Agriculture and one for prospective students of
Household Science in the College of Literature and Arts, the Col-
lege of Science, or the College of Agriculture.
Appointments are made by the Trustees of the University to
scholarships in Agriculture upon the recommendation of the execu-
tive committee of the Illinois Farmers' Institute, and to scholar-
ships in Household Science upon the recommendation of the County
Domestic Science Association. Young men under sixteen years of
age and young women under eighteen years of age and those who
have already attended the University are not eligible. Acceptable
candidates, residents of counties or districts for which appointments
have been made, may be assigned to counties or districts not yet
represented.
The scholarships are good for two years and relieve the holders
from the payment of the matriculation fee, $10.00, and the incidental
fee, $24.00, a year. The term of a scholarship may be extended four
years, if, before it expires, the holder satisfies in full the require-
ments for admission to the freshman class of the college in which
be is enrolled.
Military Scholarships
Students who have gained three hours in class room military in-
struction and four in drill practice, are eligible for appointment as
commissioned officers of the regiment or battery. Those attaining
this rank may be awarded special scholarships, good for one year,
and equal in value to the University incidental fees for the same
length of time.
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FELLOWSHIPS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
See under Graduate School in Part II.
BENEFICIARY AID
Edward Snyder Department of Students' Aid
In 1899 Edward Snyder, Professor of the German language and
literature, emeritus, gave the University the sum of $12,000, to be
lent to worthy students to enable them to finish their courses in the
University.
This fund is available for junior, senior, and graduate students
who need aid to remain and complete their work. The minimum
loan made is fifty dollars ($50), and the maximum loan is one
hundred and fifty dollars ($150) to a junior, and two hundred dol-
lars ($200) to a senior or graduate student. Notes of hand are
taken for the amount of the loans, with 5 per cent interest. The
maximum time limit is three years for juniors, and two years from
the ensuing thirtieth day of June for seniors and graduates.
Loans are made to matriculated students only who have attained
at least the rank of full juniors, who have been in residence at the
University at least one year, who are at the time students in resi-
dence at the University, and who have declared their intention to
graduate.
In recommending loans preference is given to those students
who are most advanced in their University work, who have shown
themselves most assiduous and successful in their studies, and have
shown habitual economy in life. No distinction is made on account
of sex or course of study. A loan will not be recommended for any
student who is believed to have been financially or morally delin-
quent in any respect.
Applications for loans must be made in writing and addressed to
Vice-President T. J. Burrill, Chairman Loan Fund Committee.
Class of 1895 Loan Fund
This is a fund of $100.00 established by the class of 1895, to be
lent to needy and deserving students. According to the conditions
of the gift, fifty dollars are to be lent annually, and the benefit of
the fund is open only to students who, at the time of application,
are members of the freshmen class only. No person may receive
the benefit of the fund more than four years. The loan bears inter-
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est from the time the recipient leaves the University, and is due
one-half in five years and one-half in six years, after matriculation.
The management of the fund is in charge of the Council of Ad-
ministration.
Graduate Club Loan Fund
This is a small fund of $75 established by the members of the
Graduate Club in 1907-1908, open to graduate students on application
to the committee in charge of the Snyder fund.
Application for loans should be made in the same manner as
for the Snyder Fund.
ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES AND CLUBS
Hospital Association
The Hospital Association is an organization of students to pro-
vide a fund for hospital care in case of sickness. The members of
the association pay a fee of fifty cents each semester and the fund
thus raised is used to pay the hospital expenses of members who
may need such care. The fund is under the control of a committee
of the Council, and during the past ten years the association has
rendered valuable aid to a considerable number of members. Stu-
dents are advised to join the association.
Literary Societies
The Adelphic, Ionian and Phii.omathean societies for men,
and the Alethenai, Athenean and Illiola for women, meet weekly,
on Fridays, throughout term time.
The Christian Associations
The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations
have come to occupy a prominent place in the University life. Both
are affiliated with the World's Student Christian Federation.
Eight hundred and fifty men now belong to the Young Men's,
and four hundred and twelve women to the Young Women's Asso-
ciation. Each association employs for full time a general secretary.
The Association Houses furnish free for the use of all students
reading room, library, parlors, piano, magazines and papers, cor-
respondence tables, telephone and other conveniences. The new
Young Men's Christian Association building contains also lounging
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and game rooms, bowling alleys, and dormitories to accommodate
about eighty persons.
Religious meetings for men are held on Sunday afternoons, for
women on Thursday afternoons ; and for both men and women on
Monday evenings. There are frequent meetings for the promotion
of social intercourse and good fellowship. Courses in systematic
Bible study and in modern missions are offered. Within the year
eight hundred and fifty men and approximately three hundred women
have enrolled in these courses. A most helpful feature of the work
is that in the interest of new students at the opening of the col-
lege year. Desirable rooms and boarding places are found and
posted for reference at the Association House. Representatives of
the Association meet the trains, assist students in finding satis-
factory locations, and endeavor to make them feel at home. The
employment bureau helps to find work.
A copy of the Students' Hand-Book, containing a map of the
cities, and giving information about Urbana and Champaign, the
University, and the various college organizations and activities, will
be sent free to prospective students.
For this Hand-Book, or for further information, address the
General Secretary of either Association.
Clubs Auxiliary to Courses of Study
The Agricultural Club meets weekly to discuss topics of theoret-
ical and practical interest to students of agriculture. All students
connected with the University are eligible to membership.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Urbana Section,
consists of local members, associates and "students" of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers who have organized a section
for the presentation of original papers, and for the discussion of
the regular Institute transactions, of which advance copies are re-
ceived. All interested in electrical engineering are invited to join
the Section, which holds meetings each month at the Electrical Lab-
oratory.
The Architects' Club meets once in two weeks to consider cur-
rent topics of architectural interest and subjects connected with the
study of architectural history. All students pursuing architectural
studies arc eligible to membership. This club is a member of the
.^rchitcctural League of America, and contributes to its annual ex-
hibition in the principal cities of the United States.
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The Biological Theory Club meets on alternate Monday evenings
for papers, addresses, and discussions on subjects in theoretical biol-
ogy. Its membership is composed of instructors in biological sub-
jects in the Colleges of Science and Agriculture.
The Ceramic Club is composed of the instructors and advanced
students of the ceramic courses. It holds weekly meetings for the
discussion of abstracts from current literature and of assigned topics.
The Chemical Club meets fortnightly and is open to all students
in the chemical department. Its purpose is to foster a general in-
terest in all subjects connected with the field of Chemistry.
The University of Illinois Section of the American Chemical
Society holds monthly meetings for the presentation of papers on
Chemical researches conducted at the University. All persons in-
terested in Chemistry arc eligible for membership and all members
receive the Journal of the American Chemical Society, Chemical
Abstracts and the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chem-
istry.
The Civil Engineers' Club meets alternate Friday evenings for
the discussion of topics of engineering interest by members of the
club or by practicing engineers. Students in civil or municipal and
sanitary engineering are eligible to active membership.
The Commercial Club is composed of students in the courses of
training for business. It meets on alternate Tuesday evenings to
hear addresses from practical business men and to discuss com-
mercial topics.
The Electrical Engineering Society is a student organization open
to any student interested in electrical work. Its primary object is
to bring together all electrical students for the discussion of topics
of current interest. The society maintains a technical reading room
in the electrical laboratory.
The English Club is composed of members of the Faculty, and
of students who have done especially good work in English. The
work of the club is confined to the study of recent writers of fiction
and of poetry. The membership is limited to thirty. Meetings are
held on the second Monday of each month.
Le Cercle Francois includes students who have had at least one
year's work in French. The club meets twice a month throughout
the year. Its proceedings are conducted in French, the object being
to supplement the work of the class room by the practical handling
and understanding of the language.
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The Geological Journal Club is composed of members of the staff
of the Geological Survey and of advanced students and instructors
of this department. Weekly meetings are held.
Der Deutsche Verein includes students who have pursued the
study of German for two years, and others who have a speaking
knowledge of the language. Its proceedings are conducted entirely
in German ; meetings are held twice a month, and programmes of a
literary, conversational, and musical nature are presented.
The History Club, consisting of instructors and advanced stu-
dents, meets monthly.
The Household Science Club, which meets on alternate Wednes-
days, is intended to foster general interest in household science. Its
meetings are devoted to a discussion of topics relating to that sub-
ject.
The Komenian Society was organized in 1908 by the Bohemian
students of the University. Its purpose is to promote the intel-
lectual, social, and moral culture of those connected with it, along
the lines of czech language, literature, and thought in general. Meet-
ings are held every other Saturday, and they alternate Literary
and Seminar. The literary meetings deal with the life of the Bo-
hemian in this country; the seminar sessions are devoted to a study
of the Bohemian language and literature. Discourse in the Bo-
hemian tongue is encouraged.
The Library Club. Any member of the faculty of the Lil)rary
School or of the library of the University of Illinois, or any student
in the Library School may become a member of the Library Club.
There are six regular meetings each year, held on the first Wednes-
day of October, November, December, February, March and April.
The Mathematical Club is open for membership to the instruc-
tors and students of mathematics at the University. It meets once
in two weeks to discuss questions of interest in pure and applied
mathematics.
The Mechanical Engineering Club meets on the second and
fourth Friday evenings of each month. All students pursuing me-
chanical engineering studies are eligible to membership. Papers
relating to subjects of interest to members are presented and dis-
cussed at each meeting.
The Musical Clubs. These arc described under the School of
Music.
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The Oratorical Association is composed of students interested
in public speaking. Membership may be secured upon application
and the payment of a yearly fee. The Association manages an en-
tertainment course, including the various debates' and other con-
tests, to which members are admitted free of charge.
The Pedagogical Institute. See under School of Education.
The Pen and Brush Club was formed to promote the consistent
study of the technical forms of art, and to crystallize the interest in
drawing and painting. The members have a sketch class, and every
month give a public lecture on some subject of interest to artists
and art students. Twice a year a public exhibition is given, and
every month the members have a private exhibition at which are
displayed drawings submitted during the month. The club requires
members in good standing to submit two drawings a month. All
upperclassmen sufficiently proficient in drawing are eligible for
membership.
The Scandinavian Club was organized in 1900 for the purpose
of bringing together all students having knowledge of at least one
of the Scandinavian languages. Meetings are held during the aca-
demic year, at which subjects connected with the northern countries,
especially with their literature, are discussed.
The Society of Electrical Engineers has been organized to in-
clude students in electrical engineering or those specially interested
in the work. They have meetings alternating with those of the
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
El Circulo Espaflol is composed of Latin-American students and
of native students interested in the Spanish language and literature.
The proceedings of the club are conducted in Spanish. It offers a
meeting ground for native and foreign students to exchange in-
formation concerning the commerce and literature of their respective
countries. Meetings are held twice a month.
The Zoological Club is composed of advanced students and in-
structors in the zoological and physiological departments, together
with such other biological instructors and advanced students as are
interested in its subjects. Its sessions are devoted to the presenta-
tion and discussion of abstracts of recent biological literature and
of the results of investigation by the members of the club. It meet.''
weekly in Natural History Hall.
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The Ivrim Society is composed of Jewish students. The purpose
of the society is the social and intellectual advancement of its mem-
bers. Fortnightly meetings are held.
The Woman's League was organized to further the spirit of unity
among the women of the University and to be a medium by which
the social standards of the University can be made and kept high.
The administrative power is vested in an Advisory Board and an
Executive Committee composed of representatives from the various
women's organizations. Every woman in the University is, by virtue
of her registration, a member of the League. The league manages
a loan fund, supports a room in the Burnham Hospital and provides
the magazines for the Woman's Building.
EXPENSES
FEES
All University fees shall be paid each semester in advance. The
regular fees for the current semester must be paid before the student
is entitled to submit his study list for approval, or to enter classes.
Second semester fees must be paid before the close of the first
semester, and every student who has not paid his fees before the
opening of the second semester is excluded from the University until
the fees have been paid.
Literary, Technological, Scientific, and Agricultural Departments.
Matriculation Fee. Each student not holding a scholarship,
upon satisfying the requirements for admission to the Uni-
versity, pays the matriculation fee of $10.00
Diploma Fee, payable before graduation, is 5.00
Incidental Fee. All students, except those holding scholar-
ships, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 12.00
Tuition Fee. Students "conditioned" on entrance require-
ments, and "special" students, except special students hold-
ing scholarships, pay each semester, a tuition fee of 7.50
No deduction is made on account of absence in any course, ex-
cept in case of protracted illness.
Laroratory Fees. Each student working in laboratories, or in the
drafting or engineering classes, is required to pay a fee varying
fron\50 cents to $10.00, to pay for chemicals and apparatus used,
and for any breakages or damages.
Listener's Fee. Persons not enrolled in the University who
attend classes as listeners, or for credit, pay for each
course, each semester 7.50
School of Music
College Courses
A matriculated student, enrolled in the School of Music only,
pays each semester:
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// his home is in Illinois, the incidental fee $12.00
If his home is not in Illinois, full tuition fees in voice,
piano, violin, or other stringed instrument, for two les-
sons a week $32.50
For one lesson a week 19-50
In harmony, counterpoint, fugue, etc 9.00
A matriculated student, enrolled in another department of the
University, pays each semester
:
// his home is in Illinois, only the fees of that other de-
partment.
If his home is not in Illinois, both the fees of that other
department and lower tuition fees in voice, piano, violin,
or other stringed instrument, for two lessons a week 25.00
For one lesson a week 15.00
In harmony, counterpoint, fugue, etc 9.00
A non-matriculated student, enrolled in the School of Music
only, pays full tuition fees as above
In addition for physical training 7.50
A non-matriculated student, enrolled in another department
of the University, pays the fees of that department and
the lower tuition fees as above
Preparatory Courses
A student enrolled in the School of Music only pays each
semester full tuition fees in voice, piano, violin, or other
stringed instrument, any band instrument and public
school methods, for two lessons a week $19-50
For one lesson a week 11.00
In addition, for physical training 7.50
A student enrolled in another department of the University
pays the fees of that other department and lower fees in
voice, piano, violin, or other stringed instrument, any
band instrument, and public school methods, for two les-
sons a week 15.00
For one lesson a week 8.50
Use of a piano for practice one hour a day, each semester 3.00
Additional hours at same rates.
Special students, taking music only, may enter classes in Phys-
ical Training on paying each semester 7.50
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College of Law
Students of the College of Law, upon satisfying the require-
ments for admission, pay the matriculation fee of $10.00
Tuition fee, each semester 25.00
Students conditioned on entrance requirements pay, each se-
mester, an additional fee of 7.50
Students not enrolled in the College of Law pay each semester
for each Law course 5.00
College of Medicine
Matriculation fee, paid each year $ 5.00
General ticket, freshman and sophomore years 120.00
General ticket, junior and senior years 140.00
Laboratory deposit, freshman and sophomore years 20.00
Laboratory deposit, junior year 5.00
Dissections, per part and County Hospital ticket, each 5.00
Maternity Hospital fee, senior year 1500
Graduation fee 1500
College of Dentistry
First Year (Freshman)
Matriculation fee
General tuition
Histological laboratory fee
Dissecting fee (one part)
Chemical laboratory fee
$15500
Second Year (Junior)
Matriculation fee
General ticket
Histological laboratory fee
Dissecting fee (one part)
Chemical laboratory fee
Third Year (Senior)
Matriculation fee
General ticket
Final examination fee
$15500
$155.00
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School of Pharmacy
Matriculation fee, paid but once $ 5.00
Tuition fee, shorter course, each year 75-00
Tuition fee, longer course, each year 125.00
Laboratory deposit, shorter course, eacli year 10.00
Laboratory deposit, longer course, each year 15.00
Diploma fee 5.00
Average Annual Expenses
The following are for students (except law and graduate stu-
dents) attending at Urbana, estimated average annual expenses,
exclusive of books, clothing, railroad fare, laboratory fees, if any,
and small miscellaneous needs
:
*Semester fees $ 24.00 to $ 24.00
Room rent for each student (two in room) 72.00 " 80.00
Table board in boarding houses and clubs 144.00 " 162.00
Washing 20.00 " 30.00
Total $260.00 to $296.00
Board and room in private houses, a week $5-50 to $6.50
In addition to the above, freshmen pay a matriculation fee of
$10.00, and the men are required to buy a cadet uniform, which
costs $15.00. Freshmen engineering students will need to buy a set
of drawing instruments at a cost of about $18.00. Other necessary
expenses will need to be taken into consideration. Six hundred and
twenty-eight scholarships are offered each year. These cover the
holder's incidental fees and the matriculation fee. For all the neces-
sary expenses of the year the average student is likely to need not
less than $350.00 to $450.00.
Board
The University does not furnish board. There are a large num-
ber of suitable private places in Urbana and Champaign, within easy
walking distance of the University, where students can obtain table
board and rooms. There are several students' clubs at which the
cost of meals is three and a half to four dollars a week. The
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations of the
University will aid new students in procuring rooms and boarding
places.
•Students of law and music, special students, and pupils of the Academy
must make needed changes in the amount given for "semester fees."

PART II
THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

COLLEGES OF LIBERAL ARTS
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND ARTS Edgar J. Townsend, Ph.D., Dean
EvARTS B. Greene, Ph.D., Dean
George Henry Meyer, A.M., As
sistant Dean
In Art and Design—
Edward John Lake, B.S., Assistant Professor.
Isabel Jones, Instructor.
Mary Minerva Wetmore, Instructor.
Charles Fabens Kelley, A.B., Instructor.
In Classics—
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Professor, Latin, Chairman.
Charles Melville Moss, Ph.D., Professor, Greek.
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Arthur Stanley Pease, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Associate.
In Germanic Languages—
German
Julius Goebel, Ph.D., Professor.
Otto Eduard Isessing, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
George Henry Meyer, A.M., Assistant Professor.
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Instructor.
James Alburn Chiles, Ph.D., Instructor.
Charles Marshall Poor, PIlD., Instructor.
Josef Wiehr, Ph.D., Instructor.
Charles Allyn Williams, Ph.D., Instructor.
Scandinavian Languages—
George Tobias Flom, PIlD., Assistant Professor.
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In Romance L(i«.i?«a.erj
—
Thomas Edward Oliver, Ph.D., Professor.
David Hobart Carnahan, Ph.D.. Associate Professor.
John Driscoll Fitz-Gerald, II, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Arthur Romeyn Seymour, Ph.D., Associate.
Edward Joseph Fortier, A.B., Associate.
Florence Nightingale Jones, Ph.D., Instructor.
ArriLio FiLippo Sbedico, Ph.D., Instructor.
Arthur Leslie Owen, A.M., Assistant.
Homer Alvin Harvey, A.B., Assistant.
In English—
Daniel Kilham Dodge, Ph.D., Professor.
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Professor.
Chester Noyes Greenough, Ph.D., Professor, Chairman.
Edward Fulton, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Stuart Pratt Sherman, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Harry G. Paul, A.M., Assistant Professor.
Frank William Scott, A.M., Associate (on leave).
Ernest Milton Halliday, A.B., Associate.
Thacher Howland Guild, A.M., Associate (on leave).
Harrie Stuart Vedder Jones, Ph.D., Associate.
Walter Clark Phillips, A.M., Instructor.
Stephen Faunce Se.\rs, A.M., Instructor.
Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D., Instructor.
Earl Lockbridge Bradsher, A.M., Instructor.
Mary Eliza Fawcett, A.M., Instructor.
Sada Annis Harbarger, A.m., Assistant.
Arthur Jerrold Tietje, A.M., Assistant.
Arthur Ray Warnock, A.B., Assistant.
ViDA LuciLE Collins, A.B., Assistant.
George R. Jackson, A.B., Assistant.
Winifred Almina Perry, A.B., Assistant.
George Bion Denton, A.M., Assistant.
Ruth Kelso, A.M., Assistant.
EuLA Mary McKinney, A.B., Assistant.
George Earl Post, A.B., Assistant.
Samuel Matthews Thompson, A.B., Assistant.
Marian Charlotte Landee, Assistant.
Charles Chester Pearce, A.B., Assistant.
Lora Atkins Henion, A.B., Assistant.
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[n History—
EvARTS BouTELL Greene, Ph.D., Professor.
Guy Stanton Ford, Ph.D., Professor.
Clarence Walworth Alvord, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Lawrence Marcellus Larson, Ph.D., Assistant Professoi.
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Louis John Paetow, Ph.D., Associate.
Susan Martha Reed, A.M., Assistant.
Robert Joseph Kerner, A.M., Assistant.
Frank Edgar Melvin, A.M., Assistant.
Ill Economics—
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor.
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor, Industry and
Transportation.
Ernest Ritson Dewsnup, M.xA^., Professor, Railway Adminis-
tration.
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
John Christie Duncan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Accoimt-
ancy.
Simon Litman, Ph.D., Associate.
John Giffin Thompson, Ph.D., Instructor.
John Ker Towles, Ph.D., Instructor.
Davis Walter Morton, A.M., Instructor, Accountancy.
Thomas Erwin Latimer, A.M., Assistant.
Carl William Parker, A.M., Assistant.
In Political Science—
James Wilford Garner, Ph.D., Professor.
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Associate Professor
Thomas Reed Powell, A.B., LL.B., Associate.
Clarence Oran Gardner, A.B., Assistant.
In Sociology—
Edward Cary Hayes, Ph.D., Professor.
In Pliilosophy—
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor (On leave).
Boyd Henry Bode, Ph.D., Professor.
Frank Chester Becker, A.B., Instructor.
In Psychology—
Stephen Sheldon Colvin. Ph.D., Professor.
John Wallace Baird, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
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Fred Kuiilman, Ph.D., Instructor.
Karl M. Dallenbach, Student Assistant.
In Education—
William Chandler Bagley, Pli.D., Professor.
Lewis Flint Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Edwin Lee Norton, Ph.D., Instructor.
Ill Astronomy—
Joel Stebbins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Frank Walker Reed, Ph.D., Instructor.
In Mathematics—
Samuel Walker Shattuck, C.E.. LL.D., Professor.
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., Professor.
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., Professor.
Ernest Julius Wilczynski, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Henry Lewis Rietz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
John Wesley Young, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Charles Herschel Sisam, Ph.D., Assistant Professoi.
William Albert Manning, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D., Associate.
Robert Lacy Burger, Ph.D., Instructor.
Lewis Irving Neikirk, Ph.D., Instructor.
Ernest Barnes Lytle, Ph.D., Instructor.
Gustav Eric Wahlin, Ph.D., Instructor.
Thomas Buck, Ph.D., Instructor.
Clyde Wilbur Emmons, A.B., Assistant.
William Wells Denton, A.B., Assistant.
George Ernest Carscallen, A.B., Assistant.
Chester Hume Forsyth, A.B., Assistant.
George Harvey Scott, A.M., Assistant.
Charles Anthony Barnhart, A.B., Assistant.
In Physics—
Albert Pruden Carman, A.M., D.Sc, Professor.
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
William Frederick Schulz, E.E., Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Waldemar Matthaeus Stempel, A.m., Instructor.
William Warren Stifler, A.M., Instructor.
Thomas Smith Taylor, Ph.D., Instructor.
Jacob Garrett Kemp, A.B., Assistant.
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Edward Beattie Stephenson, M.S., Assistant.
John Wesley Hornbeak, A.M., Assistant.
William Henry Hyslop, A.B., Assistant.
In Chemistry—
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor and Director.
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., Professor.
Edward Bartow, Ph.D., Professor.
Philip Bovier Hawk, Ph.D., Professor.
Richard Sydney Curtiss, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Clarence William Balke, Ph.D., Associate.
Willis B. Holmes, Ph.D., Associate.
Edward Wight Washburn, Ph.D., Associate.
George McPhail Smith, Ph.D., Associate.
Samuel C. Clark, M.S., Instructor.
Helen Isham, Ph.D., Instructor.
Grinnell Jones, Ph.D., Instructor.
R. H. Jesse, Ph.D., Instructor.
L. L. Burgess, Ph.D., Instructor.
Ellen McCarthy, Ph.D., Instructor.
Lucas Petron Kyriakides, Sc.D., Rcsearcli and Lecture
Assistant.
Clarence George Derick, M.S., Assistant.
James Austin Coss, B.S., Assistant.
Paul Edward Howe, A.M., Assistant.
Earle Kenneth Stracham, B.S., Assistant.
James Everett Egan, A.B., Assistant.
Lloyd Francis Nickell, A.B., Assistant.
Robert Howard Stevens, M.S., Assistant.
In Geology—
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Professor.
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Associate Professor.
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
RuFUS Mather Bagg, Ph.D., Instructor.
Joseph Gladden Hutton, S.B., Assistant.
In Ceramics—
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Director.
Albert Victor Bleininger, B.S., Professor (On leave).
Ray Thomas Stull, E.M., Instructor.
John MacBride Knote, A.M., Tiistructnr.
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In Botany—
Thomas Jonathan Burru-l, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor.
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D.. Assistant Professor.
Ward J. MacNeal, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Henry Allan Gleason, Ph.D., Associate.
Charles Francis Briscoe, A.M., Instructor.
Jessie Baldwin, A.B., Assistant.
John Lossen Pricer, A.M., Assistant.
Charles Oscar Chambers, A.M., Assistant.
Lenore Lydia Latzer, M.S., Assistant.
Philip Augustus Lehenbauer, A.M., Assistant.
In Zoology—
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., Professor.
Frank Smith, A.M., Associate Professor.
Charles Zeleny, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Frederick Walton Carpenter, Ph.D., Associate.
Charles Christopher Adams, Ph.D., Associate.
George Roger LaRue, B.S., Assistant.
Bessie Rose Green, A.B., Assistant.
James Edward Ackert, A.B., Assistant
William Walter Cort, A.B., Assistant.
1)1 Physiology—
John Hancock McClellan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.
Otis Orion Stanley, M.S., M.D., Instructor.
Harry John Corper, S.B., Assistant.
fn Entomology—
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor.
Justus Watson Folsom, Sc.D., Assistant Professor.
Maurice Cole Tanquary, A.M., Assistant.
Robert Douglas Glasgow, A.B., Assistant.
fn Household Science—
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., Professor.
Susannah Usher, S.B., Assistant Professor.
Anna Roberta Van Meter, M.S., Assistant Professor.
Charlotte Mitchell Gibbs, A.M., Associate.
Nellie Esther Goldthwaite, Ph.D., Associate.
Helena M. Pi.vcomb, B.S., Instructor in Household Science
for Secondary Schools.
Harriet Beckwith Rinaker, M.S.. Assistant.
Nina B. Crigler, B.S., Assistant.
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COLLEGE OF LITERATURE AND ARTS
The purpose of the College of Literature and Arts is to secure
for its students a liberal education including both the humanities
and the sciences. Students who complete the course receive the
degree of Bachelor of Arts. This College is especially adapted to
the needs of the following classes of students
:
1. Those who wish to pursue a somewhat general course in the
arts and sciences as a basis for later professional or technical
studies. It will ordinarily be possible for a good student to arrange
his work in such a way as to secure, within six years, a professional
or technical degree in addition to that in arts.
2. Students who desire to prepare themselves for teaching. Un-
der the modified elective system a student may specialize to a con-
siderable extent in the particular subject which he wishes to teach
and may also find time for courses in education and related subjects
which are of interest to teachers generall}'. Such students should,
however, as a rule continue their preparation in the Graduate School.
3. Students who find it necessary to devote a considerable part*
of their undergraduate course to specific preparation for some par-
ticular calling other than teaching. Such vocational training may
be secured at present in the Household Science Course and the
Courses of Training for Business (including Journalism). Students
regularly registered for these courses are subject to the general re-
(luirements of the College, but must meet also certain special require-
ments described below.
ADMISSION
1. Applicants for admission to the freshman class in the College
of Literature and Arts must be at least sixteen years of age. Such
pdmission may be obtained on certification from a fully accredited
high school, by examination, or on certification from some other
college.
2. Every applicant for admission to the freshman class must
oflfer fifteen units of high school work as defined on page 20. The
following units are prescribed in this College and no substitutes are
accepted :
Algebra i J^ units
English Composition i unit
English Literature 2 units
—5
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Gcometrj', plane i unit
History i unit
Foreign Language 3 units
The remainder of the 15 units must be made up from the elec-
tive subjects listed on page 24 in the amounts indicated, includ-
ing not less than iV^ units in List B. No subject will be accepted
if it is offered in an amount less than the minimum indicated in the
table. For full description of subjects accepted for admission, pro-
gram of examinations, and other details, see pages 26-35.
Special Students
Persons over twenty-one years of age, not candidates for a degree,
may be admitted to classes in the College of Literature and Arts
for which they are prepared, on special application to the Dean.
Every person desiring admission as a special student in this College
must present a written application, accompanied by official certifi-
cates, indicating the character and extent of his preparatory work
and showing honorable dismissal from the school last attended. In
order that action may be taken on such applications before regis-
tration they should be presented at least one week before the begin-
ning of the semester. It is the policy of this College to admit as
special students only a select group of mature and serious persons
who, though unable to meet the formal requirements for entrance,
are substantially prepared for work of college grade. Such students
are not matriculated; they pay a tuition fee of seven dollars and a
half a semester, in addition to the regular incidental fee of twelve
dollars. No one may enroll in the University as a special student
for more than two years, except upon the recommendation of the
faculty of the college in which he is enrolled, and the approval of the
Council of Administration.
General Requirements for Graduation
The only degree given on graduation from the College of Litera-
ture and Arts is that of Bachelor of Arts. The following general
requirements apply to all candidates for this degree
:
A. University Requirements.—Each candidate must meet the
general University requirements as to residence and registration set
forth on pages 45-46 above. He must also secure credit in approved
courses (see pages 76-77 below) amounting to 130 hours. An hour
is one class period a week for one semester, each class period presup-
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posing two hours' preparation by the student, or the equivalent in
laboratory, shop, or drawing room.
B. Prescribed Studies.—Subjects specifically prescribed: Rhetoric,
I (6 hours) ; Physical Training, I and j for men, or y and g for
zuomen; Military Science, i and 2 for men.
C. Group Requirements.—Every candidate must offer a minimum
of 8 hours in each of the following groups:
I. English, including English literature and rhetoric.
II. Ancient and modern languages, other than English, includ-
ing Greek, Latin, Germanic and Romance languages.
III. The social sciences, including history, economics, political
science, and sociology.
IV. Mathematics and philosophj^ including mathematics, educa-
tion, philosophy, and psychology. A candidate who elects mathe-
matics must take at least five hours of it. If a student does not
elect mathematics, his elections in this group must include work in at
least two of the other departments of the group. That is, if he does
not take mathematics, he must take either philosophy and psychology,
or philosophy and education, or education and psychologj'. With
the exception of mathematics, no subject of this group is open to
freshmen.
V. The natural sciences, including astronomy, botany, chemistry,
entomology, geology, physiology, physics, and zoology.
D. Major Subjects.—Each candidate must select some one sub-
ject to be designated as his major, and secure credit in that subject
to the amount of 24 hours. The courses selected for the last two
years should include some distinctly advanced work. The subjects
which may be recognized as majors in this college are subject to
additions from time to time, but are at present as follows
:
Economics; education; English^ (including English literature and
rhetoric); French"; German"; Greek; history; household science;
Latin; mathematics; philosophy; political science; psychology;
sociology.
Special requirements and suggestions for students in business
courses and in household science are indicated below on pages ySff.
and 84fF. respectively. Students holding scholarships in household
'A major in English must include 24 hours in addition to English i and
Rhetoric i. Of these 24 hours at least 8 must be in English Literature, and at
least 4 in Rhetoric.
'A major in French must include 24 hours in addition to French i.
^A major in German must include 24 hours in addition to German i and 3.
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science must make tliat subject their major, and take one of the
courses outlined on page 85 below.
E. Elective Subjects.—The remainder of the course is made up
of electives chosen under the following conditions
:
1. Credit is regularly given for courses properly announced in
the following subjects: Art and design (the total credit in this
department is limited to 20 hours); classics; Germanic languages;
Romance languages; English; history; economics (accounting and
commercial law); political science; sociology; philosophy; psycho-
logy; education; astronomy; mathematics; physics; chemistry (not
including technical courses in chemical engineering)
;
geology; botany
(except Botany 12); zoology; physiology; entomology; household
science.
2. Not more than 40 hours in any one subject may be counted
for graduation, excepting when the student is writing a thesis. In
this case he may count, in addition to the 40 hours, the hours of the
seminary course in which he does his thesis work. In the depart-
ment of English a student may take 40 hours in addition to Rhe-
toric I.
3. Xo credit is granted in any subject unless the student pur-
sues it for the full time required in the shortest course offered in
that subject. For example, if the student elects a course which yields
two hours of credit for one semester, he must stay in the class dur-
ing the semester in order to get any credit at all. In order to secure
any credit in a beginning course in foreign language, a full year's
work must be completed.
4. Seniors registered in courses open to freshmen may receive
only one half of the credit regularly assigned to such courses.
5. A limited amount of credit toward the A.B. degree is ordi-
narily given for courses offered in other colleges and schools of this
University as follows
:
Physical Training.—Not to exceed 5 semester hours.
Military Science and Tactics.—Military Science i and 2.
Law.—Law i (Contracts) ; Law 2 (Torts) ; Law 3 (Real Pro
perty) ; Law 6 (Personal Property). The total credit is limited
to 17 hours.
Engineering.—General Engineering Drawing i and 2 (Mechanical
Drawing and Descriptive Geometry); Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 7 and 8) ; Mechanical Engineering 7 or 15 (Thermodyna-
mics) ; Civil Engineering 10 or 21 (Surveying) ; Architecture 6
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(History of Architecture) ; Architecture 8 (Order of Architecture) ;
Architecture 29a (History of Architecture) ; Architecture 2gb (His-
tory and Criticism of Art) ; Electrical Engineering i and 21, or 2
and 26 (Principles).
Library Science.—History of Libraries (Lib. 7) ; Book-making
(Lib. 9) ; General Reference (Lib. 12) ; Public Documents (Lib.
13) ; Library Extension (Lib. 14). The total credit allowed in
Library Science will not ordinarily exceed 14 hours. The course in
General Reference (Lib. 12) is of special value to students in the
College of Literature and Arts.
Music.—Music i, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (courses in the history and theor>
of music).
Courses not listed under i and 5, above, may not be counted
for the degree of A.B., except by permission of the Dean of the
College.
F. Bachelor's TJieses.—A bachelor's thesis is not generally re-
quired in this College. Students of high standing are, however,
encouraged to write theses in connection with their major studies,
Credit toward the degree is given for thesis work only as a part
of the work in some course for which the student is registered.
The presentation of a thesis is specifically required of all candidates
for special honors. See above, page 47.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FIRST YEAR
The following subjects must be taken during the freshman year:
RItetoric i, three hours each semester; Military 2, one hour each
semester, and Military i, one hour, second semester (for men);
Physical Training (Physical Training i and 3 for men; 7 and 9 for
women) ; Foreign Language, 4 hours each semester.
The following subjects are open to freshmen. The total amount
taken in any semester is limited to eighteen hours and should not
be less than fifteen. In making his choice, the student must in-
clude subjects in at least three of the groups indicated on page 75.
First Semester:
I. English I (4); Rhetoric i (3) and 7 (2).
II. French i (4) or 2 (4) ; German i (4) or 3 (4) or 4 (4) ;
Greek i (4) or 5 (4) ; Latin i (4) or 2 (4) ; Italian i (3) ; Span-
ish I (4).
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III. Mathematics 2 (3) and 4 (2).
IV. Economics 7 (3) and 26 (3) ; History i (3).
V. Astronomy i (3) ; Botany 2 (5), 4 (5) and 11 (5) ; Chemis-
try I* (5) or la* (4) ; Entomology 2 (5) ; Zoology 10 (5).
Second Semester:
I. English 2 (4); Rhetoric i (3) and 7 (2).
II. French I (4) or 2 (4) ; German 3 (4) or 4 (4) or 5 (4) or
6 (4) ; Greek 2 (4) or 6 (4) ; Latin i (4) or 2 (4) ; Spanish i (4) ;
Italian i (3).
III. Mathematics 6 (5).
IV. Economics 22 (3) and 26* (3) ; History i, continued (3)
and II* (3).
V. Astronomy 4 (5) ; Botany i (5) or 17 (3) ; Chemistry i*
(5) ; 2 (2) and 3 (3) ; Entomology 3 (5) ; Physical Geography
(Geol. 8) (3) ; Zoology 2 (5), 10* (5), 17b (3) ; Geology 10 (s).
The following subjects not included in any group, are also open
to freshman:
First Semester:
Art and Design i (2 or 3).
Household Science 2 (2).
Library Science 12 (2).
Second Semester:
Art and Design 2 (3).
Household Science i (3).
SECOND YEAR
Male students must continue Military 2 throughout the yeat.
Students who have failed to secure credit for any of the prescribed
subjects of the freshman year must make up such deficiencies at
this time.
Aside from these subjects prescribed for the first two y?ars,
each student selects, with the advice of the Dean or other collcg*;
advisers, such courses as will enable him to meet the requirements
for graduation as stated above.
COURSES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Courses in economics, accounting, commerce, railway admin-
istration, and industry are offered in combination with courses in
language, law, science, and mechanical technology, with the aim
of providing a university training for business life. The combined
•May be taken in either semester, but not in both.
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courses are designed to give the student a knowledge of the gen-
eral principles that underlie all lines of business, with special train-
ing in the work of some particular calling.*
ARRANGEMENT OF COURSES
The subjects of study are so arranged as to furnish training
for (i) general business, (2) the consular service, (3) banking,
(4) insurance, (5) accounting, (6) railway traffic and accounting,
(7) railway transportation, (8) newspaper work.
The work of the class-room is supplemented with lectures by
practical specialists, and with visits of inspection to industrial and
mercantile establishments.
The outlines for the General Business Course, the Course for
Consular Service, the Course in Banking, the Courses in Railway
Administration, and the Course in Journalism are given below. A
detailed description of the other courses, together with a full account
of the library and other facilities for the work is given in separate
circulars, zvhich may be had on application to the Registrar.
General Business Course
This course is intended for students who wish to get a general
knowledge of modern business organization and methods and their
relation to the public welfare, without specializing in the details
of any particular business. Every student must take 15-18 classes
per week. Students desiring mathematics, or taking courses re-
quiring it, should elect it the first year, omitting Economic Re-
sources (Economics 26), or Economic History of the United States
(Economics 22), and Science which may then be elected the second
year. Economic Resources (Economics 26) is repeated the second
semester.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects: Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i) Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. 2) Military (Mil. i, 2)
Physical Training (P. T. i, 3) Physical Training (P. T. i, 3)
Economic Resources (Commcrc. Econ. Hist. IT. S. (Econ. 22)
Geog., Econ. 26) Mathematics (Math. 6) or
Eng. Econ. Hist. (Econ. 7) or Science
Mathematics (Math. 2, 4) or
Science
*For a more detailed account of this work, see the special circular in Busi-
ness Administration.
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SFXOXD YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Principles of Econ. (Econ. i)
Amcr. Fed'l Gov't (Pol. Sci. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3) or
European History (Hist, i)
Suggested Electi-cs:
Foreign Language continued
Mathematics
Science
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Money and Ranking (Econ. 3)
Business Writing (Rhet. 10)
Military (Mil. 2)
Amer. State Gov't (Pol. Sci.
History of U. S. (Hist. 3) or
European History (Hist, i)
Suggested Elect ives:
Foreign Language continued
Mathematics
Science
3)
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (.'\cc'y i)
Corpor. Man. (Econ. 10)
Domestic Commerce (Econ. 28) or
The Tariff (Econ. 30)
Suggested Electives:
History
Public Finance (Econ. 5)
Foreign Language continued
Accounting (Acc'y 2)
R'y Hist, and Orgn. (Econ. 41)
Fed'l Constitution (Pol. Sci. 5)
Psychologry (Psychol, i)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y i)
Foreign CTommerce (Econ. 29) or
Organization of Ocean Commerce
(Econ. 36) or
U. S. Commerc. Relations (Econ.
31)
Municipal Gov't (Pol. Sci. 4)
Suggested Electives:
History
Indus. Consolid. (Econ. ii)
Foreign Language continued
Accounting (.Acc'y 3')
R'v Administration (Econ. 42)
Logic (Phil. lb)
Psychology (Psychol. 1)
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
Pol. and Soc. Ethics (Phil. 9)
Evolut. of Indus. Soc. (Econ.
Suggested Electives:
Fin. Hist, of U. S. (Econ. 4)
(See also third year electives)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
Commercial Law (Law B)
13) Mechanical Technol. (M. E. 30 or
31)
Evolut. of Indus. Soc. (Econ. 13)
Suggested Electives:
Social Reform (Econ. 21)
(See also third year electives)
Course for the Consular Service
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
Physical Training
Economic Resources
Geog. Econ. 26)
English Econ. Hist. (Econ.
European Hist. (Hist, i)
(Commerc.
7)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. 1)
Military (Mil. i, 2)
Physical Training
Econ. Hist, of U. S.
Euroi>ean Hist. (Hist.
(Econ.
I)
22)
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SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Principles of Economics (Econ. i)
Foreign Language continued
American Fed'l Gov't (Pol. Sci. i)
Science
Military (Mil. 2)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Money and Banking (Econ. 3)
Foreign Language continued
American State Gov't (Pol. Sci. 3)
Science
Business Writing (Rhet. 10)
Military (Mil. 2)
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Domestic Commerce (Econ. 28) or
The Tariff and Custom Regulations
(.Econ. 30)
Foreign Language continued
Psychology (Psychol, i)
European Gov'ts (Pol. Sci. 2)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Accounting (Acc'y 1)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Commerce (Econ. 29) or
Organization of Ocean Commerce
(Econ. 36)
Foreign Language continued
Psychology (Psychol, i)
International Law (Pol. Sci. 6)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Accounting (Acc'y 1)
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language continued
American Diplomacy (Pol. Sci. 7)
Public Finance (Econ. 5)
Pol. and Soc. Ethics (Phil. 9)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Suggested Electives:
Hist, of Latin America and the
I'hilippines (Hist. 27)
Evolut. of Indus. Soc. (Econ. 13)
Corpor. Man. (Econ. 10)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language continued
Consular and Diplom. Service
(Econ. 35) or_
Commercial Relations (Econ. 31)
Commercial Law (Law B)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Suggested Electives:
Hist, of Latin America and the
Philippines (Hist. 27)
Evolut. of Indus. Soc. (Econ. 13)
Europe in 19th Cent. (Hist. 20)
Course in Banking
The work of the first and second years is the same as in the
General Business Course, but students must take advanced algebra
(Mathematics 2) which is a prerequisite for the mathematics of
investments (Mathematics 23a).
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y i)
Corpor. Man. (Econ. 10)
Public Finance (Econ. 5)
Suggested Electtves:
Accounting (Acc'y 2)
Domestic Commerce (Econ.
Psychology (Psychol, i)
Logic (Phil, i)
History
THIRD YEAR
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y 1)
Math, of Investments (Math. 23a)
Municipal Gov't (Pol. Sci. 4)
Suggested Electives:
Accounting (Acc'y 3)
28) Foreign Commerce (Econ. 27)
Psycholopry (Psychol, i)
Indus. Consolid. (Econ. 11)
Historv
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FOURTH YF.AR
FiusT Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Practical Ranking (Econ. 9)
Fin. Hist, of U. S. (Econ. 4)
Pol. and Soc. Ethics (.rnil. 9)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Suggested Electivcs:
Labor Problem (Econ. 12)
The Tariff (Econ. 30)
Contracts (Law i)
Evolut. of Indust. Soc. (Econ. 13)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
The Money Market (Econ. 8>
Commercial Law (I^aw B)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Suggested Electives:
Labor Problem (Econ. 12)
U. S. Commercial Relations (Econ.
31)
Contracts (Law i)
Evolut. of Indust. Soc. (Econ. 13)
Courses in Rmlw.vy Administr.xtion
There arc two courses offered under this head, one emphasiz-
ing those subjects which are of most value to the student inter-
ested in the accounting and traffic aspects of railway work, the
other laying stress upon the transportation service, properly so
called, and intended to prepare men directly for the transportation
departments of our railways.
Railway Traffic and Accounting
FIRST YE.\R
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
Physical Training (P. T. i, 3)
Algebra and Trig. (Math. 2, 4)
Economic Resources (Commerc.
Geog., Econ. 26)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. i, 2)
Physical Training (P. T., i, 3)
Anal, r.com. (Math. 6)
Econ. Hist, of U. S. (Econ. 22)
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects'
Principles of Econ. (Econ. i)
Calculus (Math. 8a)
Physics (Phvs. i, 3)
Military (Mil. 2)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Money and Ranking (Econ. 3)
Rusiness Writing (Rhet. io>
Physics (Phys. i, 3)
Military (Mil. 2)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Amer. State Gov't (Pol. Sci. 3)
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y i, 2)
Corpor. Man. (Econ. to)
R'y Hist, and Organ. (Econ. 41)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Traffic Admin. (Econ. 43)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (.Acc'y i, 3)
Indus Consolid. (Ecoii. 11)
R'y Administration (Econ. 42)
Math, of Investments (Math. 23a)
R'y Transportation (Econ. 44)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
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First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y 4, 5)
R'y Practice (Econ. 45)
Sem. in R'y Admin. (Econ.
Pol. and Soc. Ethics (Phil.
Suggested Electives
:
Amer. Fed'l Gov't (Pol. Sci. i)
Fed'l Constitution (Pol. Sci. 5)
FOURTH YEAR
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Accounting (Acc'y 4, 6)
Foreign R'y Systems (Econ. 47)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Commercial Law (Law B)
Suggested Electives:
Political Philosophy (Phil. 5)
Municipal Gov't (PoL Sci. 4)
18)
9)
Railway Transportation
In addition to the prescribed subjects in this course other sub-
jects may be elected where opportunity offers, but six hours of
such elections must be from history, political science, more ad-
vanced language, or ethics.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
Physical Training (P. T. i, 3)
Gen. Engin. Drawing (G. E. D. i)
Algebra and Trig. (Math. 2, 4)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. i, 2)
Physical Training (P. T. i, 3)
Descriptive Geom. (G. E. D. 2)
Anal. Geom. (Math. 6)
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects:
Principles of Econ. (Econ.
Calculus (Math. 7)
Physics (Phys. i, 3)
Military (Mil. 2)
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects:
Money and Banking (Econ. 3)
Calculus (Math. 9)
Phvsics (Phys. i, 3)
Military (Mil. 2)
Anal. Mech. (T. and A. M. 7)
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Corpor. Man. (Econ. 10)
R'y Hist, and Organ. (Econ. 41)
Traffic Admin. (Econ. 43)
Anal. Mech. and Resist, of Mater-
ials (T. and A. M. 8, 9)
Inorganic Chem. (Chem. ib)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Business Writing (Rhet. 10)
R'y Administration (Econ. 42)
R'y Transportation (Econ. 44)
Mech. Engin. Lab. (M. E. 13)
Electrical Engin. (E. E. i)
Surveying (C. E. 10)
Graphic Statics (C. E. 20)
Engines and Boilers (M. E. n)
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
R'y Practice (Econ. 45)
Sem. in R'y Admin. (Econ. 18)
Accounting (Acc'y i)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
Elec. Engin. Lab. (E. E. zi)
Locomotives (R'y E. i)
Engin. Materials (T. and A. M. 6)
Second Semester
Prescribed Subjects:
Foreign R'y Systems (Econ. 47)
Seminary (Econ. 18)
Accounting (Acc'y i)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
R'y Tests (R'y E. n)
Commercial Law (Law B)
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Course in Journalism
riKST YIv\R
First Semester
Foreign Language
Rhetoric ( Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
Physical Training (P. T.
European History (Hist.
Engl. Literature (Engl, i)
J. 3')
Second Semester
roreign Language
Rhetoric (Rhet. i)
Military (Mil. i, 2)
Physical Training (P. T. i,
European Hist. (Hist, i)
Engl. Literature (Engl. 2)
3)
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Rhetoric (Rhet. 3 or 20)
Principles of Economics (Econ. 1)
Amer. Fed'l Gov't (Pol. Sci. i)
Military (Mil. 2)
Science
Second Semester
Rhetoric (Rhet. 3 or 20)
Money and Banking (Econ.
Amer. State Gov't (Pol. Sci.
Military (Mil. 2)
Science
Business Writing (Rhet. 10)
THIRD YEAR
I' ST Semester
Newspaper Writing (Rhet. 12)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Fed'l Constitution (Pol. Sci. 5)
Psychology (Psychol, i)
Corpor. >Ian. and Fin. (Econ. 10)
or Domestic Commerce (Econ. 28)
English Literature
Second Semester
Newspaper Writing (Rhet. 12)
History of U. S. (Hist. 3)
Municipal Gov't (Pol. Sci. 4)
Psychology (Psychol. 7)
Indust. Consolid. (Econ. 11) or
Foreign Commerce (Econ. 29)
English Literature
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Advanced Newsp. Writ. (Rhet. 15)
Editorial Management (Rhet. 22)
Pol. and Soc. Ethics (Phil. 9)
General Sociology (Sociol. i)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12) or
Public Finance (Econ. 5)
American Diplomacy (Pol. Sci. 7)
European Gov'ts (Pol. Sci. 2)
Second Semester
Advanced Newsp. Writ. (Rhet. 15)
Lectures on Newspaper Organiza-
tion and Management
Social Reform (Econ. 21)
Social Control (Sociol. 2)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12) or
American History (Hist. 22> or_
Charities and Corrections (Sociol.
5) or
Europe in 19th Cent. (Hist. 20)
International Law (Pol. Sci. 6)
Household Science and Administration
Students who hold scholarships in household science must
make this subject their major, and take each semester at least
four hours in household science or in subjects required for ad-
mission to the household science courses. The suggested course
in household administration is described below. Household sci-
ence students who do not take that course must meet the follow-
ing requirements.
First Semester: Physical Training 7, Physiology 6, Rhetoric
I, Foreign Language, Chemistry i, Household Science 2.
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Second Seuicster: Physical Training 7, Rhetoric i, Foreign
Language, Household Science i, Chemistry 2 and 3.
They must then elect in regular course and finish by the end
of the junior year, Botany 5, Chemistry 13a, 9 and 9c, and an ad-
ditional five hours in botany or zoology. In order to graduate,
household science students must also secure credit for Art and
Design i. Architecture 41 (Color Problems), Architecture 29a
and 29b (History of Architecture), and Economics i.
Students in household science must also satisfy the require-
ments for graduation in the College of Literature and Arts, in so
far as these are not covered by the courses above mentioned.
Suggested Course in Household Administration
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Rhetoric and Themes (Rhet. i)
Free Hand Drawing (Art. & D. i)
Home Architecture & Sanitation,
(Household Science 2)
Foreign Language
Physical Training
Hygiene (Physiology 6)
English I (Introductory Course:
English Literature before the 19th
Century)
Second Semester
Rhetoric & Themes (Rhct. i)
Applied Design (Art & Design la)
Foreign Language
Physical Training
Introductory Zoology (Zool. 10)
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Color Problems (Arch. 41)
Short History of Architecture
(Arch. 29a)
Foreign Language or History 4 or
Textiles (H. Science 7)
Inorganic Chemistry (Chem. i)
Second Semester
Foreign Language or History
(Continued)
Principles of the Selection and
Preparation of Food (11. Sci. i)
History of the U. S. (History 3)
Suggested Electives:
Inorganic Chemistry (Chem. 2)
Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 3)
History
Modern Philosophy (Phil. 4)
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Economic Uses of Food. (H. Sci. 6)
Elementary Psychology (Psych, i)
Physiology 4 (Minor Course)
Economics i
Second Semester
Dietetics (H. Science 5)
Elementary Home Decoration (H.
Science 3)
Household Art & Clothing (II. Sci-
ence 12)
Elementary Psychology (Psych. 7)
Economics of the I'amily (II. Sci.
IS)
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rOURTII YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
Household Management (H. Sci- Principles of Accounting (Account-
ence lo)
_
ancy i)
History of Home Economics Commercial Law (I,aw B)
(Household Science 13) Economics of the Family, continued
Principles of Accounting (Account- (Ilouseliold Science i6)*
ancy i) Ethics (Philosophy 7)
Economics of the Family (H. Sci. Siiggesled Eleclivcs:
16)* History & Criticism of Art (Archi-
Ethics (Philosophy 7) tecture 29b)
Sociology 1 Food Analysis (Chem. sc)
Suggested Electives: Social Phases of Edu. (Edu. 16)
Sanitary Analysis (Chem. loa) Charities, Corrections, and Urban
Principles of Education (Educ. j) Problems (Soc. 5)
Comparative & Genetic Sociology Pliysiological Psychology (Psych. 9)
(Soc. 3) \'ertebrate Embryology (Zool. 3)
Vertebrate Embryology (Zool. 3)
Philosophy 8
COURSE PRELIMINARY TO LAW
It is recognized by the best authorities on legal education that
professional studies in law should be preceded by a thorough course
of liberal training in the humanities and the sciences. As a foun-
dation for the study and practice of law, the following subjects
offered by this College are of special importance : English, with
special reference to composition and public speaking; Latin and
French; logic; constitutional and political history; political sci-
ence; economics; sociology. An outline of a course preliminary
to law is given below, page 87.
By the proper selection of his studies it is possible for a pros-
pective law student to take both his degree in arts and his degree
in law in six years; and a strong student may be able to take his
bachelor's degree in arts at the close of his first year in the Col-
lege of Law. The following courses in the College of Law, not
exceeding a total of 17 hours, may be counted for the degree of
bachelor of arts: Law i (Contracts); Law 2 (Torts); Law 3
(Real Property) ; Law 6 (Personal Property). Some of these
courses, not exceeding 9 hours, may, by special permission of the
Dean, be taken in the junior year. If the student is also a candi-
date for the degree of LL.B., he should in his fourth year register
in the College of Law and pay the usual fee of that College.
Students are not permitted to take this law work until their junior
year. A fee of five dollars is charged for every law subject taken
by students who do not pay the regular law school fee. Students
admitted to this University from other institutions may count these
"Household Science 16 consists of problems in the economics of the
family. See Economics 18.
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law courses for the degree of A.B. only on condition of complet-
ing at least 30 hours' work in residence in subjects offered by the
Faculty of the College of Literature and Arts.
In the course outlined below the subjects specifically prescribed
for graduation in the College of Literature and Arts are indicated
by italics. In general the subjects listed are suggested only and
not prescribed. Not more than eighteen hours should be taken in
any semester.
FIRST YEAR
Second Semester
Military i and 2
Physical Training i and 3and 3
First Semester
Military 2
Physical Training
Rlictoric I
Foreign Language
Continental European
(Hist. I)
Science
First Semester
Military 2
Amer. Government (Pol. Sci. 1)
Hist, of U. S. to 1789 (Hist. 3)
Principles of Economics (Econ. 1)
Foreign Language
Psychology i
Engl. Lit. before Nineteenth Cen-
tury (Engl, i)
Logic (Philos. i)
Amer. Literature (Engl. 16)
Rhetoric
Foreign Language
History Continental European History
Hist, i)
Science
SECOND YEAR
Second Semester
Military 2
Amer. State Gov. (Pol. Sci. 3)
Hist, of U. S. after 1789 (Hist.
3)
Money and Banking (Econ. 3)
Foreign Language
Public Speaking (Rhet. 7)
Engl. Lit. in Nineteentli Century
Engl. 2)
Hist, of Europe in Nineteenth
Century (Hist. 20)
THIRD
First Semester
Constitutional Hist. England (Hist.
4)
Intercollegiate Debating (Rhet. 13)
Corporation Management (Econ.
10)
Principles of Accounting (xAccount.
i)
Federal Constitution (Hist. 14)
English Literature, 3 hours.
T'ublic Finance (Econ. 5)
Ivxtcmpore Speaking (Rhet.
Hist, of Illinois (Hist. 17)
Sociology (Sociol. i)
Law of Taxation (Pol. Sci.
Sa)
8)
YEAR
Second Semester
Constitutional Hist. England (Hist.
4)
Intercollegiate Debating (Rhet. 13)
Industrial Consolidations (Econ.
II)
Principles of Accounting (Account.
1)
Municipal Government (Pol. Sci.
4)
English Literature, 3 hours.
Political Philosophy (Philos. 5)
.Administrative Law (Pol. Sci. 10)
Charities and Corrections (Sociol.
5)
Elements
Sci. 9)
of Jurisprudence (PoL
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Contracts (Law i)
Torts (Law 2)
I'crsonal Property (Law 6)
Labor Problems (Econ. 12)
R'y Organ, and Hist. (Econ. 41)
Economics of Insurance (Ivcnn. 33)
Political and Social ICthics (Philos.
9)
Financial Hist, of U. S. (Econ. 4)
Second Semester
Contracts (Law i)
Torts (Law 2)
Real Property (Law 3)
International Law (Pol. Sci. 6)
Railway .Administration (Econ. 42)
lli^t. of Civil War and Recon-
struction Periods (Hist. 15)
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COMBINED ARTS AND ENGINEERING COURSE
A graduate of the College of Literature and Arts, whose mathe-
matical training includes the work of calculus, who has had the usual
college course in physics, and who has had sufficient training in
the principles of mechanics to enable him to begin the mechanics of
the junior year, may receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in
the departments of the College of Engineering upon the completion
of sixty-eight hours' work in such lines (including thesis) as may
be directed by the Faculty. This work may ordinarily be done in
two academic years. Candidates for the degree in the department
of Architecture are not required to be prepared in calculus or me-
chanics, but should possess special preparation in drawing. The
courses in the College of Engineering which may be counted for the
degree of A.B., are listed on page y6 above.
HONORARY SOCIETIES
Phi Beta Kappa Society.—Each year a certain number of ihc
ranking students of the senior class are elected to membership in the
Phi Beta Kappa Society. The number is ordinarily limited to one-
sixth of the total membership of the graduating class.
Sigma Xi.—Members of the senior class m the College of Litera
ture and Arts who give "promise of marked ability" in scientific
investigation are also eligible to membership in the Sigma Xi Society,
which was founded to encourage research in pure and applied
science.
THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
GENERAL INFORMATION
The College of Science ofifers two distinct groups of courses.
The purpose of the first group is to furnish a well balanced, gen-
eral education as a preparation either for distinctively professional
studies, for teaching, or for business life. These courses require
major work in at least one branch of science*, but also require
work in some foreign language and in other literary or philosoph-
ical subjects. The courses of this group lead to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts.
The courses of the second group are more technical in char-
acter and are designed to prepare students for a professional career
of a specific character. In these courses but little opportunity for
elective studies can be offered. Upon completion of the course the
degree of bachelor of science, usually with a special designation,
is given.
A portion of the work of a student registering in this College
may be selected, in accordance with the provisions described in
the following pages, from the offerings of the other colleges or
schools of the University.
ADMISSION
Applicants for admission to the freshman class in the College
of Science must be at least sixteen years of age.
As in the case of the other Colleges, admission may be by
certificate from a fully accredited high school, or by examination, or
by transfer of credits from some other college or university.
The conditions for admission from an accredited high school
are described on page 35. The subjects which the accredited high
school certificate must cover, or which the student must take by
examination if he does not come from an accredited high school, are
indicated in the following paragraphs.
•For list of majors see page 92.
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Admission by Examination
For tlie times of examination see page 35.
In all cases 15 units' of high school work arc required. Of
these 15 units the following subjects are prescribed in the amounts
indicated and no substitutes are accepted
:
Algebra i ]!/2 units
English Composition i unit
English Literature 2 units
Geometry, Plane i unit
Science 2 units
The remainder of the 15 units required for admission must be
made up from the elective subjects in lists B and C as described
on page 25fY. No subject will be accepted in an amount less than
the minimum indicated.
Students who enter for the course in chemical engineering
must oflfer two units of German among their elective subjects.
Admission- by Transfer of Credits and to Advanced Standing.
For the conditions of admission by transfer from other colleges
and universities, and admission to advanced standing and registra-
tion, see page 43.
Admission as Special Students
Persons over twenty-one years of age, not candidates for a
degree, may be admitted to classes, after satisfying the Dean, and
the professor in charge of the department in which such classes are
taught, that they possess the requisite information and ability to
pursue profitably, as special students, the chosen subjects. Such
students are not matriculated ; they pay a tuition fee of seven dol-
lars and a half a semester, in addition to the regular incidental fee
of twelve dollars. No one may enroll in the University as a special
student for more than two years, except upon the recommendation
of the faculty of the college, and the approval of the Council of
Administration.
After successfully completing thirty semester hours of university
work, a special student may receive such credits toward matricula-
tion on account of practical experience in the line of his course as
the head of the department and the Dean of the college may recom-
mend, and the President of the University may approve.
'See page 24
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COURSES LEADING TO A.B. DEGREE
The courses of study leading ordinarily to the degree of bache-
lor of Arts are the General Course in Science and the Six-Year
Medical Course.
GENERAL COURSE IN SCIENCE
To graduate from a general course in science the following re-
quirements must be fulfilled
:
1. The student must complete the work indicated in the pre-
scribed list, except that physics and chemistry will not be required
of students who have had one-year courses in these subjects in an
accredited high school or acceptable equivalent courses elsewhere.
2. There must be obtained from the five groups of electives the
number of hours' credit mentioned under each group. The physics
and chemistry of the prescribed list may be applied on the require-
ments of Groups I and 2. Students who have had three years of
work in foreign language in an accredited high school, or an equiva-
lent course elsewhere, will be relieved from the requirement of
Group 4. Those who have had one year or two years of high school
language may be relieved from 4 hours or 8 hours respectively, of
the requirement of Group 4. No credit is given for a part of the
first university year of any language.
3. A total credit of at least 20 hours must be secured in some
one of the divisions of the major elective list. Not more than 40
hours' work (exclusive of thesis) in any one of these divisions may
be applied toward graduation. In arranging the subjects to be
counted toward the major requirement the student is advised to
consult with the head of the department in which the major is
taken.
4. The student must secure enough additional credits from the
general elective list to complete the graduation requirement of 130
hours.
Gener.\l Cl.\ssific.\tion of Supjixts
prescribed list
Chemistry i.
Physics 2a, 2b (or i, 3).
Rhetoric i.
Military Science i, 2.
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Physical Training—
Men, I, 3.
Women, 7, 9.
GROUP ELECTIVES
Group I. 10 hours required.
Mathematics.
Physics.
Astronomy.
Physical Geography.
Group 2. 10 hours required.
Chemistry.
Geology (including IVJineralogy).
Household Science.
Group 3. ID hours required.
Botany.
Zoology (including Entomology).
Physiology.
Psychology.
Group 4. 16 hours required.
Foreign Language.
Group 5. 8 hours required.
English Literature.
History.
Political Science.
Economics.
Philosophy.
Education.
MAJOR ELECTIVES
Astronomy.
Botany.
Chemistry.
Education.
Geology (including Mineralogy and Physical Geography)
Household Science.
Library Science.
Mathematics.
Physics.
Physiology.
Psychology.
Zoology (including Entomology).
i
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GENERAL ELECTIVES
The subjects which may be taken as general electives include
not only the branches taught by the departments of this college,
but those offered by the other colleges and schools of the University.
Courses in history, economics, languages, literature and philosophy
taught in the College of Literature and Arts ; those in agronomy,
animal husbandry, and horticulture, taught in the College of Agri-
culture; and certain courses taught in the College of Engineering and
in the Library School afiford abundant material from which elections
may be made.
Approximately one-third of the work to be counted toward
graduation may be selected subject to the approval of the Dean,
from the subjects taught in other colleges of the University, if the
student so desires.
A thesis course may be taken in any department (subject to
the approval of the head thereof) in which the student has done
20 hours of major work preceding his senior year. Students desir-
ing to take a thesis course in geology or mineralogy may add to
their credits in those subjects the credits received for chemistry
also; and students in physiology may add to their credits in that
subject those in zoology and bacteriology. Only students graduat-
ing with a thesis will, as a rule, be selected for fellowships, scholar-
ships, and other similar university honors. Candidates for special
honors are required by the general university regulations ta write
a thesis.
Prospective of Course of Instruction
First Year
Fifteen to eighteen hours a week including military and physical
training, must be chosen each semester.
Military science and tactics are required of all male students.
Drill extends through the frpshman and sophomore years, and tac-
tics through the second semester of the freshman year.
Physical training is required of all freshmen, men and women,
two hours for men and three hours for women.
The following subjects are open to freshmen:
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FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed subjects:^ Chemistry i; Rhetoric i; Military 2;
Physical Training i and 3 for men, 7 and 9 (Physiology 6) for
women.
Group i: Astronomy i; Mathematics 2, 4; Physical Geography
(Geology, 14).
Group 2: Chemistry 3 (for those who have had Chemistry i or
its equivalent); Geology i, 3; Household Science 2.
Group j; Botany 2, 4, 11; Entomology 4; Physiology 4;
Zoology 10.
Group 4: French i; German i, 4 (for those offering two units
for entrance) ; Greek i, 5 (for those offering entrance units) ; Ital-
ian i; Latin i (for those offering three units for entrance); Span-
ish I.
Group 5; Economics 7, 26; English i; History, i, 11.
General Electives: See statement on page 93.
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed subjects: Rhetoric i; Military i, 2; Physical Train-
ing I and 3 for men; 7 and 9 (Physiology 6) for women.
Group i: Astronomy 4; Mathematics 3a, 6; Physical Geogra-
phy (Geology 8, 10).
Group 2: Chemistry i, 2, 3, and 5a (after Chemistry 2 and 3) ;
Geology la, 10, 6 (Optical Mineralogy) ; Household Science i, 3.
Group 3: Botany i, 16, 17; Entomology 3; Zoology 2, 10, 17b.
Group 4: French i ; German 3, 5, or 6 (after German 4) ; Greek
2, 6 (after Greek 5) ; Italian i ; Latin i ; Spanish i.
Group 5: Economics 22, 26; English 2; History 11.
General Electives: See statement on page 93.
HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
The courses of instruction given in this department are planned
to meet the needs of three classes of students, viz.: (a) those stu-
dents who specialize in other lines of work, but desire a knowledge
of the general principles and facts of household science; (b) those
students who wish to make a specialty of household science for the
purpose of teaching the subject in secondary schools and colleges;
(c) those students who wish some knowledge of the principles
underlying the work of dietitians.
'See page 91, requirement i.
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Students holding scholarships in household science must elect
that subject as a major. Thej' must elect throughout the four
years, continuous work in the department of household science or
in subjects required for admission to the courses of that depart-
ment.
For the convenience of such students the following outline is
given, suggesting the proper sequence of subjects:
First Year
1. Chemistry i; Mathematics 4; Zoology 10; Art and Design i;
Rhetoric i ; Physical Training 7 and 9.
2. Household Science i; Chemistry 2 and 3; Rhetoric i; Physi-
cal Training 7.
Second Year
1. Chemistry 13a ; Household Science 2, 6, 7 ; Architecture 41
;
English I.
2. Chemistry 9 and 9c; Botany 5; Household Science 12; Eng-
lish 2.
Third Year
1. Economics i; Household Science 13; Physics 2a; Physiology
4; Architecture 29a and 29b.
2. Household Science 3, 5 ; Sociology 5 ; Ps3'chology 2.
Fourth Year
Household Science 4, 9, 10, 11; Education i.
In order to graduate the student must also satisfy the other
requirements for graduation in the general course in science.
Students not holding scholarships in household science may
make that subject a major by meeting the general requirements
concerning majors.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Library Science has been added to the list of major elcctivcs
to meet the needs of those who are preparing for positions in scien-
tific libraries, but are unable to complete the course as outlined in
the Library School.
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PREPARATION OF SCIENCE TEACHERS
To graduate with a preparation for the teaching of science in
the secondary schools, the student must meet the requirements of
the general science course, choosing his major in that group con-
taining the subjects which he wishes especially to teach, and adding
Education i, 3 and 7, Psychology i, Philosophy i, and at least four
hours more in education or psychology.
As to the amount and the character of the work which should
be taken in the major subject and those allied to it, the student
should consult with the head of the department in which the prin-
cipal work is taken. See also the circular of the School of Edu-
cation.
COURSE IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
A graduate of the College of Science, whose mathematical train-
ing includes the work of the calculus, who has had the usual college
course in physics, and who had had sufficient training in the princi-
ples of mechanics to enable him to begin the mechanics of the junior
year, may receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in the depart-
ments of the College of Engineering upon the completion of 68
semester hours' work in such lines (including thesis) as may be
directed by the Faculty. This work may ordinarily be done in two
academic years. Candidates for the degree in the Department of
Architecture are not required to be prepared in calculus or mechanics,
but should possess special preparation in drawing.
SIX-YEAR MEDICAL COURSE
In addition to the usual four years' medical course, described
in the University catalog, the University offers a six years' con-
tinuous course in general science and medicine. This course leads
to the degree of bachelor of arts upon the completion of four
years' work, and to the degree of doctor of medicine at the end of
the six years' course. It includes everything contained in the four
years' medical course, and in addition enables the student to go more
deeply than would otherwise be possible into the fundamental
sciences upon which medical studies are based.
Students who wish so to combine their work in general science
with their professional studies in medicine as to receive both de-
grees may accomplish this purpose by pursuing at the University
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in Urbana the three years' work described below, including a year
of medical studies, and then continuing their medical work in the
College of Medicine in Chicago.
Prospectus of the Six-Year Medical Course
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
Subject— S.H.* Subject— S.H.
General Chemistry (Chem. i).. 5 Descrip. Inorg. Chem.CChem. 2) 2
Rhetoric and Themes (Rhet. i) 3 Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 3). 3
Military (Mil. 2) 1 "Jhetoric i 3
Physical Training : Military (1,-2) 3
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2 Physical Training i
Zoology 10 5 Zoology 2 5
Total 17 Total .. 16
SECOND YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
Subject— S.H. Subject— S.H.
German i or 4 or Latin' 4 German 3 or 5 or 6 or Eatin*. . 4
Zoology 3 3 Zoology 3 3
Quantitative Analysis (Chem. 5a) 5 Organic Chem. (Chem. 9, 9c) . . 5
Military 2 i Military 2 i
Physics 2a 4 Physics 2a 4
Total 17 Total 17
THIRD YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
Subject— S.H. Subjectt— S.H.
German 4 4 German 5 or 6 4
Physiology i (Histology) 5 Physiology 2 10
Physiological Chem. (Chem. 15) 5 Botany 5 (Bacteriology) 5
Total 19
Psychology i, 6 5
Total 19
FOURTH YEAR
Students who can afford it would do well to spend a fourtli
year in continuing this course. For such students no studies are
prescribed—each one is given free choice for selecting what he
needs to round out his general education, or to prepare to special-
ize in some line of his future work. Upon the completion of this
fourth year, the student takes his baccalaureate degree before go-
ing to the College of Medicine in Chicago.
Students who complete the above three years of prescribed work
at the University, together with electivcs sufficient to amount to
97 hours' credit, will be given the degree of bachelor of arts at the
commencement next following tlic completion at the Medical Col-
* Semester hours.
'If Latin has not been offered for entrance.
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lege of the work in human anatomy, pliysiology of the special
senses and of the nervous system, therapeutics, general pathology,
pathological anatomy, and surgical pathology (virtually one year's
work).
The following subjects included in the above prospectus also
count toward the medical degree
:
Chemistry (general organic, qualitative and quantitative analy-
sis, and Toxicology), Biology (Zoology), Physiology, Normal His-
tology, Embryology, and Bacteriology.
Upon the satisfactory completion of the remaining three years
of the medical course the University will confer the degree of doc-
tor of medicine.
COURSES LEADING TO THE B. S. DEGREE
The following courses of instruction in this College lead ordi-
narily to the degree of bachelor of science.
COURSE IN CERAMICS
To graduate in cera^mics the students must follow one of the
courses outlined below. The conditions are such that but little
election can be allowed.
Special courses will be arranged for those who wish a limited
amount of work in ceramics, but those pursuing them will not be
entitled to a degree and will not be recognized as graduates.
Course in Ceramics
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
S.II. S.H.
Chemistry i 5 Chemistry 2 and 3 5
Math. 2 & 4, Adv. Alg. & Trig. 5 Rhetoric i 3
Rhetoric i 3 Math. 6, Analyt. Geom 5
M. E. 1, Shop 2 M. E. I, Shop 2
Mil. and Phys. Tr 2 Mil. and I'hys. Tr 2
17 17
SECOND YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
S.H. S.II.
Chemistry 5a, Quantitative s Cliemistry 5b, Silicate Analysis, s
Physics I and 3 5 Physics 1 and 3 4
Math. 8a, Calculus 5 G. E. D. Descript. Gcom 3
Gen. Eng. Drawing 3 Ceramics i, Class, of Clays.... 3
Military i Military i
19 16
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THIRD YEAR
First Semester
S.H.
German 4 or French 2 4
Physics 25 2
Ceramics 2, Winning and Prep-
aration 3
T. and A.M. 4, App. Mechanics 4
Ceramics 3, Ind'l Calculations. 2
15
Second Semester
s.n.
German 6 or French 2 4
Ceramics 5, Body Making 5
Chemistry 31, 33, Phys. Chem.
.
5
Ceramics 7, Cer. Calculations... 2
Ceramics 12, Designing and
Shaping 3
19
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
S.H.
Second Semester
Mineralogy (Geology 5) 5
Ceramics 6, Glazes 5
Ceramics 10, Cements 3
Ceramics 4, Drying and Burn-
ing 4
17
S.H.
Geology 13 5
M. E. II, Steam Engines and
Boilers 3
C. E. 10, Surveying 2
Ceramics 8, Glass Manufacture. 3
Ceramics 1 1, Thesis 5
18
Those desiring to specialize in the subject of cement will take
in place of Ceramics 12 (3d year, II) Ceramics 10. In the fourth
year they are to take Ceramics 13, I (3) and Ceramics 14, II (3).
Those wishing to specialize along the line of glass technology
will replace Ceramics 12 (3d year, II) by Ceramics 8. In the
fourth year there will be required Ceramics 15, I (3) and Cer
amies 16, II (3).
Course in Ceramic Engineering
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
S.H.
Chemistry 1 5
Math. 2 & 4, Adv. Alg. & Trig. 5
German 4 or French 2 4
M. E. 1 , Shop 2
Mil. and Phys. Tr 2
Second Semester
S.H.
Chemistry 2 and 3 5
Math. 6, Analyt. Geom 5
German 6 or French 2 4
M. E. I, Shop 2
Mil. and Phys. Tr 2
18
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
S.H.
Chem. 5a, Quant. Chem 5
Physics I and 3 5
Math. 7, Calculus S
G. E. b. 1 3
Military i
19
Second Semester
S.H.
Chemistry 5!), Silicate Analysis. 5
Physics I and 3 4
Math. 9, Calculus 3
G. E- D., Dcscript. Geom 3
Ceramics i, Class of Clays 3
Military 1
19
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THIRD YKAR
First Semkster
s.n.
I'liysics 25 2
Ceramics 2, Winning and Prep-
aration 4
Rhetoric i 3
Ceramics 3, Ind'l Calculations.. 2
Geology I 5
16
Second Semester
S.II.
T. and A.M. 7, Mechanics 3
Ceramics 5, Body Making 5
Ceramics 12, Designing and
Shaping . . 3
M. E. II, Engines and Boilers.. 3
Rhetoric i 3
17
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
S.H. S.H.
T. and A.M. 8, Analyt. Mech..2^ Ceramics 9, Ceramic Construc-
T. and A.M. 9, Resist of Mat.3J4 tion 5
Ceramics 10, Cements 3 C. E. 10, Surveying 2
Ceramics 4, Drying and Burn..
4
Ceramics 8, Glass Manufacture 3
Ceramics 6, Glazes 5 Ceramics 11, Thesis 5
18 15
COURSE IN CHEMISTRY
The student may pursue a course in general science having
chemistry as a major subject by conforming to the group require-
ments as outh'ned on page 91 fF. Upon its completion the candi-
date is granted a degree of bachelor of arts.
For the more specialized training of the chemist the following
course, largely prescribed, has been arranged. It leads to the de-
gree of bachelor of science in chemistry.
Preliminary preparation in German equivalent to two years of
high school or one year of university work is advised. Students
who are unable to offer this may take German i and 3 in the
freshman year but are required to take German 4 and German 5
(or 6) as electives.
Prostectus of Course in Chemistry
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
General Elementary Chemistry
(Chem. I) 5
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2)... 3
German 4 4
Military (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i, 3)... i
Total .16
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Analytical Geometry (Math. 6). 5
Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry
(Chem. 2) 2
Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 3) 3
German 5 or 6 4
Military (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. 1) 1
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i, 3)... i
Total 17
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SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
French i 4
Quantitative Anal. (Chem. 5a) . 5
Physics I, 3 5
Rhetoric i 3
Military (Mil. 2) i
Second Semester
Subject—
French i
Advanced Anal. Chem.
5b)
Rhetoric i
Physics I, 3
S.H.
4
(Chem.
5
3
4
Total 18
Military (Mil. 2) i
Total 17
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Mineralogy (Geology s) S
Organic Chemistry (Chem. 14,
9a) 5
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Economics 2
English I or History i. 3 3
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Organic Chem. (Chem. 14, 9b). 5
Physical Chem. (Chem. 31, 33a) 5
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Philosophy 3
Electives 3
Total 17
First Semester
Subject— S.?I.
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Thesis, or electives in Chem.... 7
Electives, History, Economics or
Equivalent 8
Total 16
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Ind. Chem. (Chem. 61) 2
Thesis, or electives in Chem-
istry 5
Electives, Hist., Econ. or Equiv. 8
Total 16
The electives of tlie junior year and ten hours of the electives
of the senior year must be taken elsewhere than in the chemistry
department. Differential and integral calculus, some biological
subject, or history and economics are recommended.
COURSE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
The work of the technical chemist or superintendent is fre-
quently so closely associated with mechanical and other engineer-
ing lines as to make a knowledge of these subjects essential. To
meet these conditions, the following four years' course in chem-
istry and related engineering subjects has been arranged. The de-
gree given is that of bachelor of science in chemical engineering.
Preliminary preparation in German is required equivalent to
two years of high school or one year of University work. It is
also advised that students intending to take this course be prepared
to offer inechanical drawing and manual training for entrance.
Where this preliminary training is lacking, students are advised,
if possible, to register in shop work and general engineering draw-
ing during the early years of their course.
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Prospectus of Course in Chemical Engineering
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
General Elementary Chemistry
(Chem. i) 5
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2)... 3
German 4 4
Military (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i, 3)... 1
Total 16
FIRST YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Analytical Geometry (Math. 6). 5
Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry
(Chem. 2) 2
eualitative Analysis (Chem. 3). 3
erman 5 or 6 4
Military (Mil. 2) 1
Drill Regulations (Mil. i) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. 1, 3)— i
Total
• >7
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Subject—
Differential and Integral
lus (Math. 8a)
Quantitative Anal. (Chem. 5a)
Physics 1
, 3
Rhetoric i
Military (Mil. 2)
S.H.
Calcu-
5
5
5
3
Total
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Chem. Technology (Chem. 6) . . 2
Analytical Mech. (T. & A.M. 7) 3
Advanced Analytical Chemistry
(Chem. 5b)
.s
Rhetoric 1 3
Physics 1
, 3 4
Military (Nlil. 2) i
Total .18
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Gas and Fuel Anal. (Chem.65).
2
Mineralogy (Geol. 5) s
Analytical Mech. (T.&.\.M. 8).2^
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A.M. 9) 3^
Organic Chem. (Chem. 14, 9b)s
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
—
G
Total 19
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Inorganic Preparations (Chem.
61) 2
Physical Chem. (Chem. 31, 33a) 3
Organic Chem. (Chem. 14, 9a). 5
Steam engines and boilers (M.
E. 11) 3
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Total .16
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Subject—
Assaying (Chem. 69)
Electro-chemistry (Chem. 34, 35)
Economics, Philos, or equiv. . . .
Metallurgy (Chem. 7)
Thesis (Chem. 11)
Seminary (Chem. 93)
Total
S.H.
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Iron and Steel Anal. (Chem. 8) 3
Thesis (Chem. 11) 5
Mech. Eng. Lab. (M.E. 13).... 3
Seminary (Chem. 93) i
Economics or Philosophy 3
Total IS
I
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
William Freeman Myrick Goss, M.S., D.Eng., Dean
Fred Duane Crawshaw, M.E., Assistant Dean
In Architecture—
Nathan Clifford Ricker, D.Arch., Professor
Newton Alonzo Wells, M.P., Professor, Architectural Deco-
ration
James McLaren White, B.S., Professor, Architectural En-
gineering
John Watrous Case, Assistant Professor, Architectural Design
Charles Richard Clark, B.S., Associate, Architectural Con-
struction
Rudolph Weaver, Instructor.
In Civil Engineering—
Ira Osborn Baker, C.E., D.Eng., Professor
John Pascal Brooks, M.S., Associate Professor
Frank Oliver Dufour, C.E., Assistant Professor, Structural
Engineering
Charles Wesley Malcom, C.E., Assistant Professor, Struc-
tural Engineering
Lawrence Gilbert Parker, C.E., Associate
Ralph Bethuel Slippy, C.E., Instructor
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., Instructor
JogN Jefferson Richey, B.S., Instructor
George Wellington Pickels, Jr., B.C.E., Instructor
James Elmo Smith, C.E., Instructor
Archie Reed Alger, B.S., Instructor
Charles Elliott Henderson, B.S., Instructor
Lewis McDonald, A.B., B.S., Assistant
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In Electrical Engineering—
Ernest Julius Berg. Sc.D., Professor
Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor
Edward Hardenburch Waldo, A.B., M.E., Assistant Professor
John Myron Bryant, E.E., Assistant Professor
Frank Gardner Wilson, B.S., Instructor
Harry Gray Hake, B.S., Instructor
Leonard Vaughan James, B.S., Instructor
Ira William Fisk, B.S., Assistant
In Mechanical Engineering—
tGEORGE Alfred Goodenough, M.E., Associate Professor
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, M.E., Assistant Professor, Machine
Design
James Herbert Gill, M.E., Assistant Professor, Machine
Construction
John Charles Thorpe, M.E., Assistant Professor, Steam En-
gineering
David Leonard Scroggin, Instructor, Machine Shop
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Instructor, Forge Shop
William Van Dunkin, M.E., Instructor, Machine Design
Claude Mallory Garland, B.E., Instructor
Frederick Ellis, Instructor, Wood Shop
Harry Frederick Godeke, B.S., Instructor
QuiTMAR Shields Caspar, Instructor, Foundry
Alfred Rittscher Bench, B.S., Instructor
Henry Bernhard Dirks, M.E., Instructor
Paul Wright Gawne, B.S., Instructor, Wood Shop and
Foundry
James Charles Lund, B.S., Instructor, Metal Working
LoMA William Goben, Assistant, Machine Shop
James Merion Duncan, Assistant, Wood Shop
John Barber Cook, Assistant, Forge Shop
William Clarence Bradford, Assistant, Machine Shop
In Mining Engineering—
Harry Harkness Stoek, B.S., E.M., Professor
In Municipal and Sanitary Engineering and Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics—
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., Professor, Municipal and Sani-
tary Engineering; in charge of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
i
•On leave.
tActing head of the department for the college year.
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Roy Victor Engstrom, B.S., Assistant Professor, Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
Herbert Lucius Whittemore, B.S., Associate, Applied
Mechanics
George Conrad Habermeyer, B.S., Associate, Municipal and
Sanitary Engineering
Melvin Lorenius Enger, B.S., Associate, Theoretical and xA.p-
plied Mechanics
Harvey Ellison Murdock, M.E., Instructor, Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
Virgil R. Fleming, B.S., Instructor, Applied Mechanics
Fred B. Seely, B.S., Instructor, Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics
George Paul Boomsliter, B.S., Instructor, Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics
Clarence Eugene Noerenberg, A.E., Instructor, Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
In Physics—
Albert Pruden Carman, Sc.D., Professor
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
William Frederick Schulz, E.E., Ph.D., Assistant Professor
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
Waldemar Matthaeus Stempel, A.m., Instructor
William Warren Stifler, A.M., Instructor
Thomas Smith Taylor, Ph.D., Instructor
Jacob Garrett Kemp, A.B., Assistant
Edward Beattie Stephenson, M.S., Assistant
John Wesley Hornbeak, A.M., Assistant
William Henry Hyslop, A.B., Assistant
In Raikvay Engineering—
William Freeman Myrick Goss, Ms., D.Eng., Director
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., As.sociate Professor
Shelby Saufley Roberts, C.E., Assistant Professor, Railway
Civil Engineering
Albert St. John Williamson, M.E., Instructor, Railway Me-
chanical Engineering
Harry Cole Kendall, B.S., Instructor, Railway Electrical Engi-
neering
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In General Engineering Draxving—
Carlos Lenox McMaster, C.E., Associate.
Francis Marion Porter, B.S., Instructor.
Harvey Willard Miller, B.S., Instructor.
George Earl Martin, B.S., Instructor.
Robert Kent Steward, B.S., Instructor.
GENERAL STATEMENT
The purpose of the College is to train young men for the pro-
fession of engineering. In arranging its courses of study and prac-
tice, cultural subjects have not been neglected, but are interwoven
with the strongly theoretical subjects which underlie and reinforce
the more practical developments of the several departments. The
instruction of the class room and the practice afforded by the library,
the drafting room, and the laboratory proceed hand in hand.
Throughout his course the student works upon problems, and pro-
ceeds by methods which are similar to those which enter into the ex-
perience of the practicing engineer.
The buildings, laboratories and other facilities of the College
are elsewhere described.
ADMISSION
Applicants for admission to the freshman class of the Univer-
sity in the College of Engineering must satisfy the general require-
ments described on pages 24 flf.
Admission may be obtained, as in the case of the other Colleges
and Schools, by presenting a certificate from an accredited high
school, as described on page 35; or by transfer of credits from some
other college or university'; or by examination. Subjects which
the high school certificate must cover, or on which examinations
must be passed, are listed below.
In all cases fifteen units of high school work are required. Of
these the following are prescribed, and no substitutes are accepted
:
Algebra i^ units
English composition i unit
English literature 2 units
Geometry, plane i unit
Geometry, solid and spherical ^ unit
Physics I unit 7 units
'See page 43
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The remainder of the 15 units required for admission must be
made up from the elective subjects listed in the tables on page 25
and in the amounts there described.
For admission by transfer of credits, and admission to advanced
standing see page 43.
Admission as Special Students
Persons over twenty-one years of age, not candidates for a de-
gree, who have passed the entrance requirements in mathematics
and English, may be admitted to classes, after satisfying the Dean
and the professor in charge of the department in which such classes
are taught, that they possess the requisite information and ability to
pursue profitably, as special students, the chosen subjects. Such stu-
dents are not matriculated; they pay a tuition fee of seven dollars
and a half a semester, in addition to the regular incidental fee of
twelve dollars. No one may enroll as a special student for more
than two years, except upon the recommendation of the faculty of
the College and the approval of the Council of Administration.
After successfully completing thirty semester hours of university
work, a special student may receive such credits toward matricula-
tion on account of practical experience in the line of his course as
the head of the department and the Dean of the College may recom-
mend and the President of the University may approve.
DESCRIPTION OF DEPARTMENTS
The College of Engineering comprises the following departments
:
Department of Architecture, Courses in
—
Architecture.
Architectural Engineering.
Architectural Decoration.
Department of Civil Engineering.
Department of Electrical Engineering.
Department of Mechanical Engineering.
Department of Mining Engineering.
Department of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering.
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Department of Physics.
School of Railway Engineering and Administration'.
'The School of Railway EngineerinR and Administration offers courses in
railway transportation and in railway traffic and accounting, under the direction
of the department of economics of the College of Literature and Arts. For a
description of these courses see "Training for Business," pages 82 ff.
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Department of Railway Engineering, Courses in
—
Railway Civil Engineering.
Railway Electrical Engineering.
Railway Mechanical Engineering.
ARCHITECTURE
This department offers three courses of instruction and practice,
preparing tlic graduate to enter the respective professions of archi-
tect, of architectural engineer, or of decorator of buildings.
Equip.ment
A collection of casts of ornament, models of structures, working
drawings and blue prints, and of specimens of stones, bricks, tiles,
terra cotta, fixtures and fittings of 300 species of American woods,
etc., is arranged in the architectural museum. More than 20,000
engravings, photographs, etc., mounted on cards, are classified for
quick reference in the drawing rooms and library. An electric lan-
tern is used in a specially fitted room, together with a collection of
10,000 lantern slides illustrating the history of architecture and of art.
A Zeiss' epidiascope is also used for projecting photographs, colored
plates and views in their actual colors. The architectural library is
located in a room in the department, and is open for use by students
during the entire day. It also includes a classified collection of plates
from architectural journals and mounted photographs, and a collec-
tion of 2,400 stereoscopic views.
Purpose of Courses of Study
Architecture. This prepares graduates for the State examinations
in srchitecture and for the general practice of architecture. Especial
attention is paid to the study and practice of original design, while
retaining the work in construction and in strength of materials re-
quired for safe building.
Architectural Engineering. This qualifies graduates for the Slate
examinations and for practice as architectural engineers, structural
designers and superintendents of construction. Fireproof structures
are made a specialty. To the course in architecture arc added a year
of mathematics, one of architectural engineering, and nearly a year
of bridges, omitting a considerable amount of architectural drawing
and design.
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Arcliitcctural Decoration. This course prepares graduates as pro-
fessional decorators of first class architectural works, and designers
of all forms of ornamentation applied thereto. Therefore especial
attention is devoted to the study of color, the historical styles, and
the use of ornament. Practical applications are made in the archi-
tectural laboratory in executing original designs.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
The purpose in this department is to furnish a course of theo-
retical instruction, accompanied and illustrated by a large amount
of practice. While the instruction aims to be practical by giving the
student information and practice directly applicable in his future
professional w^ork, the prime object is the development of the mental
faculties. The power to acquire information and ability to use it
are held to be of far greater value than any amount of so-called
practical knowledge.
Equipment
This department has an equipment of compasses, engineers' tran-
sits, solar transits, levels,—ordinary and precise,
—
plane tables, sex-
tants, chronometers, barometers, etc. The department is also pro-
vided with a collection of structural shapes, including full-sized
joints of an actual railroad bridge, sections of columns, eye-bars,
etc., and with lithographs, photographs and blue-prints of bridges
and buildings.
The cement laboratory occupies rooms in the Mechanical En-
gineering Laboratory, and is provided with slate tables, testing ma-
chines, molding machines, sieves, etc., and sample barrels of hj--
draulic cement, varieties of sand and other necessary materials.
The road laboratory occupies a room in the Mechanical En-
gineering Laboratory, and is provided with machines for testing the
resistance of macadam material to impact and abrasion and for mak-
ing the cementation test. The laboratory is also supplied with a
variety of rattlers and other devices for testing paving material.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
This is a course of study in theoretical and applied electricity.
The first two years of work are substantially the same as in the
other engineering courses, including practical work in drafting room
and shop, as well as instruction in the fundamental principles of
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mathematics and physics. With the third year the fundamental
studies relate more directly to electrical engineering. A course in
dynamo machinery is followed by the theory of alternating currents,
while laboratory and design courses emphasize underlying princi-
ples. Technical courses cover the generation, transmission and dis-
tribution of electric power, and its various applications. In the
laboratory a study of dynamo characteristics is followed in the
fourth year by progressive experiments involving the operation of
electrical machinery in principle and practice. Investigation of the
problems of power distribution is a feature of advanced laboratory
and thesis work.
Equitment
The 200 kilowatt power plant of the University located in the
Electrical Engineering Laboratory supplies current for department
use and affords opportunity for tests. A 40 kilowatt motor-genera-
tor recently installed in the laboratory together with two new ex-
perimental switchboards furnish excellent facilities for operating
the direct and alternating machines of the department under any
specified conditions.
The various types of generators, motors, converters and trans-
formers are well represented, often in duplicate. Several machines
built by students are in use in the laboratory. Modern measuring
instruments of suitable range are amply provided for laboratory
tests and for the calibration of commercial instruments of all types.
Three photometers and a room for display lighting offer excep-
tional opportunity for tests and practical comparisons of the vari-
ous forms of lamps, both gas and electric. Two rooms not adjacent
are furnished with special loo-line switchboards with cables, coils,
batteries and instruments to illustrate recent practice in telegraphy
and telephony, as well as to provide for the rapid comparisons re-
quired in telephone experiments.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
It is the principal object of the Department of Mechanical En-
gineering to give its students a training in the theoretical principles
underlying the construction and operation of machinery and the
generation and transmission of power. The theoretical instruction
is supplemented by shop and laboratory work of a practical character.
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Equipment
The drazviug rooms are equipped with card indexes, reference
books, catalogs, gear charts, etc. In the cabinet rooms are kinematic
models and sectional steam specialties.
The Steam Engineering Laboratory contains steam engines of
various tj'pes, a York refrigerating machine of lo tons refrigerating
capacity, a DeLaval steam turbine direct-connected to a compound
centrifugal pump, a Kerr steam turbine, a gas producer, a special
test boiler of 210 horse power, an independent superheater, a com-
pound air compressor, several gas engines, a hot air engine, a large
volume fan, and a complete outfit of instruments used by the me-
chanical engineer for testing purposes. In the central heating station
are several types of boilers equipped with different kinds of automatic
stokers ; there are also various steam and power pumps.
The shops of the College are in charge of the department of me-
chanical engineering; they consist of a wood shop, foundry, forge
shop and machine shop. The shops are large, well lighted and at-
tractive ; they are all equipped with modern tools and furnish abun-
dant facilities for giving the student the necessary practice in this
line of work.
By special arrangement with the management of the Peoria and
Eastern divison of the C, C, C. & St. L. railway, the power plant
and shops located at Urbana have been opened to the Mechanical
Engineering Department for visits of inspection and for experi-
mental investigations. Ample opportunity is thus furnished for the
study of machinery and for processes in a shop operated under com-
mercial conditions.
MECHANICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
The courses in theoretical and applied mechanics are designed to
meet the needs of students of the College of Engineering.
The laboratory of applied mechanics, comprising the materials
testing laboratory and hydraulics laboratory, occupies a separate
building and its equipment is well suited for instruction and inves-
tigation. The materials laboratory is equipped with testing machines
for tension, compression, flexure, and torsion, and for testing various
kinds of structural materials. The equipment includes a testing ma-
chine having a capacity of 600,000 pounds, arranged to take large
and bulky pieces in tension, compression and flexure. The hydraul-
ics laboratory has a standpipc, pumps, water motors and turbine.
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measuring pits, Venturi meters, weir conduits, meter rating condu't,
orifice boxes, weir boxes and apparatus for experimental work on
flow of water through pipes, hose and nozzles. The University
water works furnishes a supply of water at pressures up to 100
pounds a square inch.
MINING ENGINEERING
The Department of Mining Engineering was authorized and es-
tablished by the Legislature of Illinois at its fortieth session. It
offers such courses of instruction relating to the science and practice
of mining as will best serve to train young men for efficient work
in the various phases of the mining industry.
In addition to its work of instruction, the department concerns
itself with the development and dissemination of such scientific facts
as are likely to be of service in improving the practice of mining,
with reference to efficiency in operation, to the security of life in the
mines and to the conservation of the fuel and other mineral resources
of the state.
The work of the department adds to the usual courses in mathe-
matics, languages, chemistry, physics, geology and general engineer-
ing topics, specialized work in mining, such as mine surveying, mine
ventilation, mining machinery, administration and organization of
mines and mining laws. Especial attention is to be given to those
problems which are peculiar to the coal operations of the state of Illi-
nois.
Equipment
The Department of Mining Engineering has a good equipment of
safety lamps, anemometers, water gages and other apparatus needed
for illustrative purposes in connection with the study of Mine Venti-
lation ; also of working drawings and photographs of mine plants
and mine appliances.
MINE EXPLOSION AND MINE RESCUE STATION
Co-operating with the Department of Mining Engineering and
with the State Geological Survey, the Federal Government has
caused to be established at the University a Mine Explosion and
Mine Rescue Station. The purpose of the station is to interest mine
operators and inspectors in the economic value of such modern appli-
ances as the oxygen helmets and resuscitation apparatus as adjuncts
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to the normal equipment of mines. At the station mine bosses and
others are trained in the use of such apparatus, this service being
rendered gratuitously, and so far as possible to all in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, West Kentucky, Iowa and Missouri who may desire the
benefits thereof.
The station offers to the students in mining engineering an un-
usual opportunity for studying rescue work with oxygen helmets.
Another great advantage of this station is that students in mining
engineering will be brought into contact with men in practice from
all parts of Illinois and surrounding states who will come to the sta-
tion for training in rescue work. It also is expected that about the
present station as a nucleus there will be developed other laborato-
ries for experimental work in connection with mining.
MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
This course is designed to train for the varied duties of the
engineer employed on the design, construction and operation of
public works and public utilities, as well as to give training for gen-
eral engineering work.
Instruction
The methods of training are intended to develop power to take
up and solve new problems connected with municipal public works,
as well as to design and to superintend the ordinary constructions.
Surveying, structural materials, and structural design are taught as
in the civil engineering course. Chemistry and bacteriology, so far
as necessary to a comprehension of the question involved in water
supply and sewage disposal, are given. Instruction in mechanical
and electrical engineering in the generation and transmission of
power is given.
PHYSICS
Laboratory and Equipment
The Department of Physics occupies the new Laboratory of
Physics which was opened in November, 1909. This building is not
only a very large and commodious physical laboratory, but also one
complete in its facilities and equipment for instruction and investiga-
tion in physics. Gas, distilled water, compressed air and vacuum,
direct and alternating electric currents of a wide range in amperes
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and in volts, are available in all parts of the building. Generous ap-
propriations for a number of years have been used in the purchase of
apparatus for the various courses of instruction ofTered and also for
the advanced work in progress, and only a small part of the equip-
ment is antiquated. Experience has shown that new investigations
can usually be started with the apparatus on hand. The extent of the
apparatus may be judged from the fact that the recent inventory
showed nearly 4,000 numbers. There are two workshops, one for
the advanced students and instructors, and one for the mechanician
of the department. The students' shop is equipped with lathes, drill
press, bench tools, etc. The mechanician's shop contains lathes,
milling machines, drill press, etc., besides other facilities for fine
machine work.
The University library contains all the important sets of journals
of physics and of the related sciences in English, French and Ger-
man. The recent volumes of the physical journals, together with a
collection of text-books, encjxlopaedias, dictionaries and other refer-
ence books, are also found in the "Library" of the laboratory.
RAILWAY EXGIXEERIXG*
The department of railway engineering is organized to serve
those who wish to prepare themselves for service in the technical
departments of railways. The course in railway civil engineering
adds to the fundamentals of a well-rounded engineering course a
group of highly specialized subjects which concern the design, con-
struction and maintenance of the various details entering into the
construction of track, track structures, and of systems of railway
signaling. The course in railway electrical engineering emphasizes
the design and construction of those details peculiar to electric
railway lines; the operation and performance of electric cars and
locomotives, and to the development of the more general problems
which arise in the electrification of existing steam lines. The course
in railway mechanical engineering is intended to meet the require-
ments of those who are especially interested in steam railroad equip-
ment. It deals with the design, construction and maintenance of
various types of railway cars, with conditions affecting train resist-
ance, with the design and operation of steam locomotives and with
tests disclosing their performance.
'See also School of Railway Engineering and Administration.
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Equipment
Three steam roads—the IHinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago and St. Louis and the Wabash railroads—and an
electrical interurban road—the Illinois Traction System—enter
Champaign and Urbana. The department enjoys the interest and
co-operation of the officers of these railways, and is afforded by their
courtesy numerous opportunities for practical road tests and field
work. The division shops of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
St. Louis railroad are located at Urbana and provide additional op-
portunity for similar work.
The department has for some years owned and operated, jointly
with the Illinois Central Railroad, a railway test car which was de-
signed for experimental work on steam roads. It is fully equipped
for making train resistance and locomotive performance tests, and
during the last eight years has been in frequent operation in carrying
on resistance and tonnage rating tests on the Illinois Central Rail-
road and on several Eastern roads.
For work on electric roads the department also owns an electric
test car. This car, of the interurban type, was especially designed
and built for the University for experimental work. It is equipped
with four 50 horse power direct current motors and with the West-
inghouse multiple control system and is provided with instruments
for recording power, speed, acceleration, and the other data needed
in road tests. Through the courtesy of the Illinois Traction System,
this car is operated on its lines, which enter the University campus.
Much of the work in the railway courses is given in the depart-
ments of civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering, and the shop
and laboratory equipment of these departments is available for stu-
dents of the railway department.
The department has recently added to its laboratory equipment a
drop-testing machine and a brake-shoe testing machine, both of which
are constructed in accordance with the standards of the Master Car
Builders' Association. The drop-testing machine is designed for
use in testing the strength of railroad rails, of car axles, of car
couplers and of draft gears, and may be used in studies concerning
the physical properties of structural materials of any sort. The
brake-shoe testing machine supplies means for determining the wear-
ing properties and friclional qualities of brake-shoes, such as are em-
ployed in regular service on railroad trains. The fact that the rail-
roads of the country consume more than 200,000 tons of brake-shoe
metal per annum ; that the annual brake-shoe bill is probably in ex-
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cess of $8,000,000, and lliat both the durability and holding power
of individual shoes vary greatly, emphasizes the value of the work
which may be done by the use of this machine.
SUGGESTED ELECTIVES
The following courses are suggested as electives for students in
the College of Engineering whose time is not fully occupied with
required work:
Art and Design i; Astronomy 3 and 6; Chemistry 2, 3a, 16, 34,
35; Economics 10, 13, 14, 16; Geology 13; Mathematics 10, il, 14;
Rhetoric 3, 7, 10, 13; Physics 15, 16, 17; Law B; Library 12;
Architecture 2, 3, 4, 13; Civil Engineering 4a, 5, 21, 22; Electrical
Engineering i, 2, 5, 6, 16, 21, 25, 26, 29; Mechanical Engineering
7, 10, 26, 27, 30, 31 ; Railway Engineering 11.
SUMMER READLXG
All engineering students not graduates of a literary college are
required to complete prescribed courses of reading of a non-profes-
sional character during the summer vacations following the fresh-
man and the sophomore years. The purpose of the summer reading
is to increase the acquaintance of the student with literature, his-
tory and general science, to develop in him a taste for such reading,
and to impress him with the importance of such knowledge, not
only as a source of individual enjoyment, but as a practical aid to
engineers in their social and business relations.
A circular on Summer Reading is issued, containing a list of
books from which the student may select the books to be read.
The books have been chosen for their value as general training,
but an attempt has been made to include only readable and attract-
ive works. A statement of the books read during the summer is
required at the beginning of the next college year.
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Course of Study
Required for Degree of B.S. in Arcliitectiire
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.'
General Engineering Drawing
(G.E.D. :)^ 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i, or German i or 4,
English I, or Spanish i.
Free Hand Drawing (Arch.
Military Drill (Mil. 2) ..
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)
Total
20) 3
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.i
Descriptive Geometry (G.E.D.
2) 4
French i, or German 3 or 5 or
6, or English 2, or Rhetoric
II, or Spanish i 4
Elementary Architectural Draw-
ing (Arch. 8) 3
Elements of Mechanics (T.SlA.
M. 12) s
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i) ... i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)... i
Total 19
S.H.
'A
SECOND
First Semester
Subject—
Physics Lectures (Phys. 2a')..
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 2b)
Rhetoric i
Wood Construction (Arch. 2)
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9).
Architectural Composition
(Arch. 18) 3
Strength of Materials (T. &
A. M. 5) 4
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total jS'A
THIRD
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Sanitary Construction (Arch.
4) 2-.
History of Architecture (Arch.
6) 4
Historical Ornament (Arch. 7) 2
Monthly Problems (Arch. g).. I/2
Architectural Seminary (Arch.
in I
Architectural Perspective (Arch.
14) 2
Renaissance Design (Arch. 22) 3
Esthetics of Form and Color
(Arch. 41) 2
Clay Modeling (A. and D. 8a) 2
Total i8^^
S.H.
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject—
Physics Lectures (Phys. 2a).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 2b) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Masonry and Metal Construc-
tion (Arch. 3) . . 3
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) . . '/i
Requirements and Planning of
Buildings (Arch, is) 3
Architectural Composition
(Arch. 18) 3
Water Color Rendering (Arch.
32) I
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total iSVi
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Graphic Statics and Roofs
(Arch. 5) 4
History of Architecture (Arch.
6) 4
Historical Ornament (Arch. 7) 2
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9).. yi
Working Drawings (Arch. 10) i
Architectural Seminary (Arch.
II) I
Residence Design (Arch. 16)..
2
Mediaeval Design (Arch. 23) 3
Total 17^4
' Semester hours. See General Descript'on of Courses.
- The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in the General Des-
cription of Courses.
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FOURTH YKAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Monthly Problems (Arch, g) . . yi
Heating and Ventilation (Arch.
13) 3
.\ilvancc(l Design (Arch. 17).. 3
Advanced Mediaeval Design
(.\rch. 24) 3
Interior Decoration (Arch. 28) 3
Thesis (Arch. 30)
Architectural Readings Arch.
31) I
Mechanical Engineering Lab-
oratory (M. E. 32) I
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2) 2
Total iSVi
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) . . J-i
Superintendence, Estimates, etc.
(Arch. 12) 3
Interior Decoration (Arch. 28) 3
Thesis (Arch. 30) 5
Architectural Readings (Arch.
3O I
Surveying (C. E. 10) 2
Electric Lighting (E. E. 9) . . i
Total js'/i
Course of Study
Required for Degree of B.S. in Architectural Engineering
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.»
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. I)- 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2).. 3
French i, or German i or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i.. 4
Shop Practice or Drawing (M.
E. I or Arch. 20) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.'
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry (Math. 6) 5
French i, or German 3 or 5 or
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice or Drawing (M.
E. I or -Arch. 8) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i).... i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 19
S.H.
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 9) . . 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)... 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 7) 3
Masonry and Metal Construc-
tion (.Xrch. 3) 3
Requirements and Planning of
Buildings (Arch. 15) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) 1
Total 20
* Sequester hours. See General Description rf Co^irses.
* The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in General Description
Df Courses.
SECOND
First Semester
Subject—
Differential Calculus (Math. 7) 5
Physics Lectures (Phys. 1).. 3
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3).. 2
Rhetor'C i 3
Wood Construction (Arch. 2) 3
Sanitary Construction (Arch.
4) 2
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
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THIRD
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) I
Analytical Mechanics (T. &
A. M. 8) 2Y2
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) 3'-'^
History of Architecture (Arch.
6) 4
Architectural Seminary (Arch.
11) I
Chemistry^ ib or la 4
P r i n c ip 1 es of Economics
(Econ. 2) 2
Total 18
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Hydraulics (T. & A. M. 10).. 3
Graphic Statics and Roofs
(Arch. 5) 4
History of Architecture
(Arch. 6) 4
Working Drawings (Arch. 10) i
Architectural Seminary (Arch.
II) I
Steam Engines and Boilers
(M. E. II) 3
Surveying (C. E. 10) 2
Total 18
FOURTH
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Heating and Ventilation (Arch.
13) 3
Architectural E n g i n e e ring
(Arch. 19) 3
Thesis (Arch. 30) 2
Architectural Readings (Arch.
31) I
Architectural Engineering Sem-
inary (Arch. 34) I
Bridge Analysis (C. E. 12).. 2
Bridge Details (C. E. 13) 2
Metal Structures (C. E. 24) . . i
Mechanical Engineering Lab-
oratory (M. E. 32) I
Total 16
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Superintendence, Estimates, etc.
(Arch. 12) 3
Architectural Engine ering
(Arch. 19) 3
Thesis (Arch. 30) 3
Architectural Readings (Arch.
31) I
Masonry and Reinforced Con-
crete Design (C. E. 6) 2
Bridge Design (C. E. 14a)... 2
Electric Lighting (E. E. 9) . . • i
Total 15
Course of Study
Required for Degree of B.S.
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.'
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i) = 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2).. 3
French i, or German i or 4 or
English 1, or Spanish i.... 4
Free Hand Drawing (.\rch. 20) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys, Tr. i) i
Total
in Arcliitectural Decoration
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
French i, or German 3 or 5 or
6, or English 2, or Rhetoric
II, or Spanish i 4
Elementary .'\rchitectural Draw-
ing (.Arch. 8) 3
Elements of Mechanics (T. &
A. M. 12) 5
Military Drill (Mil. 2) »
18 Drill Regulations (Mil. O i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i) i
Total 19
See General Description el Courses.• Semester hours.
' The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in General Descrip-
tionof Courses.
* Students who have had chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry ib will register in Chemistry la.
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SECOND YEAR
Ki
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Physics Lectures (Phys. 2a).. 2
Physics Laboratory ( Phys. 2b)
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) . .
Arcliitfctural Composition
(Arch. 18) 3
History of Fine Arts (.Vrch.
29) 3
Bases of Decorative Design
(Arch. 36) 2
Esthetics of Form and Color
(Arch. 41) 2
Drawing from Antique (A. and
D. 3) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total jSy2
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Physics Lectures (Phys. 2a).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 2b) 2
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) '/i
Architectural Composition
(Arch. 18) 3
History of Fine Arts (Arch.
29)
.•
• 3
Bases of Decorative Design
(Arch. 36) 2
Drawing from Antique (A.
and D. 3) 3
Clay Modeling (A. and D. 8).. 2
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total iS'A
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Wood Construction (Arch. 2) 3
History of Architecture (Arch.
6) 4
Historic Ornament (Arch. 7) 2
Monthly Problems (.^rch. g) . . V2
Architectural Seminary (.^rch.
11) I
Architectural Perspective (Arch.
14) 2
Renaissance Design (Arch. 22) 3
Architectural Laboratory (Arch.
38) 3
Total i8^5
'A
Second Semester
Subject— S.H
History of Architecture (Arch.
6) 4
Historic Ornament (Arch. 7)..
Monthly Problems (.'\rch. 9) . .
Architectural Seminary (Arch.
II)
Residence Design (.Xrch. 16)
Mediaeval Design (.\rch. 23)..
Architectural Laboratory (Arch.
38)
Art Criticism (Arch. 39)
Total 161/3
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) J4
Advanced Design (Arch. 17).. 3
Interior Decoration (Arch.
28) 3
Thesis (Arch. 30) 2
Architectural Laboratory
Arch. 38) 3
Rhetoric i 3
Landscape Gardening (Hort.
10) 3
ToUl irVi
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Monthly Problems (Arch. 9) . . 14
Interior Decoration (Arch. 28) 3
Thesis (.Arch. 30) 6
Architectural Laboratory (Arch.
38) 3
Rhetoric i 3
Total 1554
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Course of Study
Required for the Degree of B.S. in Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
First Semestkr
Subject— S.H.>
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i)^ 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2... 3
French i, or German i or 4,
or English 1, or Spanish i.. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.'
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry (Math.
6) 5
French i, or German 3 or s
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i).... i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 19
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Subject—
Differential Calculus (Math. 7)
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)..
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3).
Rhetoric i
Surveying (C. E. 21)
Military Drill (Mil. 2)
S.H.
5
3
Total 19
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 9) . . 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) . 2
Rhetoric i 3
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 7) 3
Topograph. Surveying (CE.
22) 4
Railroad Curves (C. E. 23).. i
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subjecl— S.H.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) 1
Analytical Mechanics (T. &.
A. M. 8) 2'S
Resistance of Materials (T. &.
A. M. 9) 3/2
Railroad Surveying (C. E. 4) 5
Chemistry" 16 or la 4
Total 16
Second Semester
Subject— S.II.
Hydraulics (T. & A. M. lo).. 3
Road Engineering (C. E. i).. 2
Graphic Statics (C. E. 20).. 2
Astronomy 3 and 6, or Geology
13 S
Steam Engines and Poilers
(M. E. If) 3
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2) 2
Total 17
Sec General Description of Courses.^ Semester hours.
^ The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in General Description
of Courses.
' Students who have had chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry ifr will register in Chemistry 10; those 'vho iiava received credit
for Chemistry 10 will register in Electrical Engineering 2.
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FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Masonry Construction (C. E.
5) 5
Bridge Analysis (C. E. 12).. 2
Hridge Details (C. E. 13)... 3
Tunneling, (C. E. 18) 1
Metal Structures (C. E. 24).. i
Thesis (C. E. 30) I
Water Supply Engineering (M
& S. E. 2) 4
Total 17
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Masonry and Reinforced-Con-
crete Design (C. E. 6) 2
Bridge Design (C. E. 14).... 5
Advanced Bridge Analysis (C.
E. 15) 2
Engineering Contracts a<ul
Specifications (C. E. 16).... 2
Seminary (C. E. 25) i
Thesis (C. E. 30) 2
Sewerage (M. & S. E. 3)..-. 3
Total.
Course of Study
Required for the Degree of B.S. in Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.K.
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. O^* : 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i, or German 1 or 4,
or luiiilish I, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry(Math. 6) 5
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i).... 3
Militarv Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i)... i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)... i
Total 19
SECOND YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 9) . . 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)... 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric I 3
Analvtical Mechanics (T. &.
A." M. 7) 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2).... 2
Mechanism (Si. E. 5) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
* Semester hours. See General Descriptinn of Co'.irses.
* The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in the General Des-
cription cf Courses.
First Semester
Subject- S.H.
Differential Calculus (Math. 7) 5
Physics Lectures (Phys. 1)'... 3
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3). 2
Rhetoric i 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2).... 3
Machine Design (M. E. 4).. 2
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
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THIRD
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) I
Analytical Mechanics (T. &.
A. M. 8) 2K2
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) •. 3/2
Dynamo-Electric Machinery (E.
E. 3) 3
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 22) 2
Electrical and Magnetic Meas-
urements (Phys. 4) 2
Chemistry'' ib or 10 4
Total i8
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Hydraulics (T. & A. ISL 10). 3
Alternating Currents (E. E. s) 4
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 23)... 2
Electrical and Magnetic Meas-
urements (Phys. 4) 2
Surveying (C. E. 10) 2
Steam Engineering (I\L E. 23) 3
Total 16
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Seminary (E. E. 13) i
Advanced Alternating Currents
(E. E. 14) 3
Electrical Distribution (E. E.
is) 3
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 24) 2
Electrical Design (E. E. 32) . 2
Thermodynamics (M. E. 15). 3
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2) 2
Total 16
FOURTH YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Power Plants (E. E. ii)... 3
Seminary (E. E. 13) 1
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 27) 2
Power Plant Design (E. E. 33) i
Thesis (E. E. 35) 3
Mechanical Engineering Labor-
atory (M. E. 13) 3
Economic Problems (Econ. 16) 2
Electives * 2
Total 17
Course of Study
Required for the Degree of B.S. in Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
Second Semester
Subject—
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2)
Analytical Geomctry(Math. 6)
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i...
Shop Practice (M. E. i).
Militarv Drill (Mil. 2)...
Drill Regulations (Mil. i)
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)
First Semester
Subject— S.H.i
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. 1) = 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2) . 3
French i, or German i or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
S.IL'
Total 18
Total 19
' Semester hours. Sec General Description of Courses.
* The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in the General Des-
cription of Courses.
^ Students who have had chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry ib will register in Chemistry la.
* Electives amounting to two semester h.nirs sIionM be chosen from
the following: Electrical Engineering 4, Electrical Engineering 12, Rail-
way Engineering 61.
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SECOND YKAR
First Sbmester
'Subject—
Differential Calculus (^^atll.
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3)
Rhetoric i
Machine Shop (M. E- 2)...
Machine Design (M. F.. 4).
Military Drill (Mil. 2)
7)
S.M.
S
3
Total 19
Second Semester
Subject— S.II.
IntcRral Calculus (Math. 9).. 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)... 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Analytical Mechanics (T. S: A.
M. 7) 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2).... 2
Steam EnginecrinR (M. E. 16) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.IL
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) I
Analytical Mechanics (T. &
A. M. 8) 216
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) 3'/^
Power Measurements (M. E. 3) 2
Mechanism (M. E. 5) 3
Integral Calculus (Math, ga) . 2
Chemistry' la or lb 4
Total :8
S.IL
3
3
Second Semester
Subject—
Thermodynamics (M. E. 7)
Machine Design (M. E. 9)
Seminary (M. E. 29) i
Analytical Mechanics (T. &
A.' M. II) 3
Dynamo Machinery (E. E. 16) 4
Engineering Chemistry (Chem.
16) 3
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.IL
Heat Engines (M. E. 6) . . . . 2
Mechanics of Machinery (M.
E. 8) 3
Machine Design (M. E. 9) . . 3
Mechanical Laboratory (M. E.
12) 3
Seminary (M. E. 19) i
Alternating Currents (E. E. 6) 2
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2) 2
Total 16
Second Semester
Subject- S.IL
Design of Power Plants (M.
E. 14) 3
Seminary (M. E. 19) i
Thesis (M. E. 33) 3
Heating and \'entilation (Arch.
13) 3
Railway Engineering Labora-
tory (R. E. 11) or Surveying
(C. E. 10) 2
Economic Problems (Econ. 16) 2
Elective 2
Total 16
' Students who have had chemistry in the hij^h school equivalent to
Chemistry ib will register in Chemistry in.
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Course of Study
Required for the Degree of BS. in Mining Engineering
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.i
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i)^ 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i, or German 1 or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total.
YEAR
• Seco.vd Semester
Subject— S.II.
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry (Math. 6) 5
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i).... 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2).
Drill Regulations (Mil. i).
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).
Total 19
SECOND
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Differential and Integral Calcu-
lus (Math. 5a) 5
Physics Lecture (Phys. ij.... 3
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3). »
Rhetoric i 3
Elementary Chemistry la or lb 4
Mining Principles (Min i).. i
Military Drill (Mil. 2)' i
Total 19
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject—
Physics Lecture (Phys. i)...
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3).
Rhetoric i
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 7)
Chemistry 2 and 3
Earth and Rock Excavation
(Min. 2)
Military Drill (Mil. 2)
S.H.
Total 19
First Semester
Subject— S.IT.
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 8)
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9)
Mining Methods (Min. 3)...
Chemistry 5a 5
Surveying (C. E- 21) S
Total 18
THIRD YEAR
.3/2
s.n.
S.H.
of
FOURTH
First Semester
Subject—
Mechanical Engineering
Mines (Min. 6) S
Technical Gas & Fuel Analysis,
Calorimctry (Chem. 65) .... 2
Geology of Coal (Gcol. 21).. 3
Bridge Analysis (C. E. 12).. 2
Structural Details (C. E. 13&) 2
Mine Machinery (M. E. 3S) • • 2
Total 16
Second Semester
Subject—
Mine Surveying (Min. 4)...
Mine Ventilation (Min. 5)...
Crnjihic Statics (C. E. 20)....
Topograpliic Surveying (C. E.
22)
Steam Engineering (M. E. 23)
Engineering Geology (Geol. 13)
Total 17
yi;ar
Second Semester
Subject— S.H,
Mine Administration and Or-
ganization (Min. 7) I
Mining Law (Min. 8) i
ICcononiics of Coal (Min. 9). i
Mining Laboratory (Min. 10) 2
Thesis (Min. 11) 3
Structural Design (C. E. 14b) 2
ETiginecring Contracts and
Specifications (C. E. 16)... 2
Dynamo Electric Machinery
(E. E. 16) 4
Total 16
' Semester hours. See General Descrijition of Courses.
* The numbers in Darcnthcses refer to tlic General Description of Courses.
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Course of Study
Required for the Degree of BS. in Muuicipal and Sanitary Engi-
neering
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.tt.'
General EnRineering Drawing
(G. E. D. I)'' 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i, or German 1 or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry (Math. 6) s
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i)... i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)... i
Total 19
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Subject- S.H.
Differential Calculus (Math. 7) s
Physics Lectures (Physics i). 3
Physics Laboratory (Physics 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Surveying (C. E. 21) 5
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 0) .
.
3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)... 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3). 2
Rhetoric i 3
Analvtical Mechanics (T. & A.
M.' 7) 3
Topograph. Surveying (C. E.
22) 4
Railroad Curves (C. E. 23)... i
Military Drill (Mil. 2) I
Total 19
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Subject— S.ll.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) I
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
A. M. 8) 2%
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) S'A
Bacteriology (M. & S. E. sa) • 2
Railroad Surveying (C. E. 4a) 3
Chemistry' i& or la 4
Total 16
Second Semester
Subject—
Hydraulics (T. & A. M. 10).
Road Engineering (C. E. 1).
Graphic Statics (C. E. 20)...
Steam Engines and Boilers M.
E. .11)
Chemistry 2, 3, lob
Electrical Engineering (E. E.
I)
S.H.
3
Total
.
^ Semester hours. See General Description of Co:)r«!os.
' The numbers in parentheses refer to the General Description of
Courses.
' Students who have had Chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry ife will register in Chemistry la.
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First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Water Supply Engineering (M.
& S. E. 2) 4
Water Purification, Sewage Dis-
posal, and General Sanita-
tion (M. & S. E. 6a) 3
Masonry Construction (C. E.
„S) 5
Bridge Analysis (C. E. 12) . . 2
Bridge Details (C. E. 13a)... 2
Electrical Engineering (E. E.
28) I
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Sewerage (M. & S. E. 3) • • • 3
Water Purification, Sewage Dis-
posal, and General Sanita-
tion( M. & S. E. 6b) 2
Hydraulic Design and Con-
struction (M. & S. E. 9) . . 2
Thesis (M. & S. E. 30) 2
Bridge Design (C. E. 14a)... 2
Engineering Contracts and
Specifications (C. E- 16)... 2
Mechanical Engineering Labor-
atory (M. E. 13) 2
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2)
Total 17
Course of Study
Required for the Degree of B.S. in Railway Civil Engineering*
First Semester
Subject—
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i)- 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2) . 3
Frencli i, or German i, or 3 or
4, or English i, or Spanish
I
Shop Practice (M. E. i)
Military Drill (Mil. 2)
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
FIRST YEAR
Second Semester
S.H.i Subject— S.H.
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry(Math. 6) 5
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
4 Shop Practice (M. E- i).--- 3
3 Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
I Drill Regulations (Mil. i)... i
I Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)... i
Total 19
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Differential Calculus (Math. 7) s
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).. 3
Physics I.,aboratory (Phys. 3). 2
Rhetoric 1 3
Surveying (C. E. 21) 5
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
SECOND YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 9) . . 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 7) 3
Topographical Surveying (C. E.
22) 4
Railroad Curves (C. E. 23).. 1
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
* Semester hours. Sec General Dcscrijjtion of Courses.
^ The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in General Description
of Courses.
• Differs from course in civil engineering only after first semester of
third year.
Total
.
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First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Enpinccring Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) 1
Analytical Mechanics (T. & A.
M. 8) iVi
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) 3'/^
Railroad Surveying (C. K. 4) s
Chemistry'' 16 or la 4
Total 16
FOURTH
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Economic Theory of Railway
Location (R. E. 33) 4
Signal Engineering (R. E. 35) i
Railway History and Organiza-
tion (Econ. 41) 3
Masonry Construction (C. E.
5) 5
Bridge Analysis (C. E. 12).. 2
Tunneling (C. E. 18) i
Metal Structures (C. E. 24) i
Total 17
THIRD YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Hydraulics (T. & A. M. 10). 3
Railway Structures (R. E. 32) 2
Graphic Statics (C. E. 20)... 2
Steam Engines and Boilers (M.
E. 11) 3
Astronomy 3 and 6, or Geol-
ogy 13 5
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2) 2
Total. .17
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Thesis (R. E. 30) 3
Railway Yards and Terminals
(R. E. 31) 3
Seminary (R. E. 50) i
Railway Administration (Econ.
42) 3
Masonry and Reinforced-Con-
crete Design (C. E. 6) 2
Bridge Design (C. E. 14a).. 3
Engineering Contracts and
Specifications (C. E. 16) . . 2
Total 17
Course of Study
Required for the Degree of B.S. in Raihuay Electrical Engineering*
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.'
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i) = 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i, or German i or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) ^
Military Drill (Mil. 2) 1
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
SECOND
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Differential Calculus (Math. 7) s
Physics Lectures (Phys. i)... 3
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2) ... 3
Machine Design f M. E. 4V . 2
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.'
Descriptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
Analytical Geometry(Math. 6) s
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish i 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i).... 3
Militarv Drill (Mil. 2) i
Drill Regulations (Mil. i)... 1
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)... i
Total 19
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Integral Calculus (Math. 9) . . 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3) 2
Rhetoric i 3
.\nalvtical Mechanics (T. & A.
M.' 7) 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2) .... 2
Mechanism (M. E. 5) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
See General Description of Courses.' Semester hours.
' The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in the General Des-
cription of Courses.
' Students who have had chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry if> will register in Chemistry in.
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THIRD
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) I
Analytical Mechanics (T. &
A. M. 8) 2>4
Resistance of Materials (T. &
A. M. 9) ; 3^
Dynamo-Electric Machinery (E.
E. 3) 3
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 22) 2
Electrical and Magnetic Meas-
urements (Phys. 4) 2
Chemistry' ib or \a 4
Total 18
FOURTH
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Seminary (R. E. 10) i
Electric Railway Practice (R
E. 64) 3
Advanced Alternating Currents
E. E. 14) 3
Electrical Distribution (E. E.
^15) 3
Electrical Engineering Labor-
atory (E. E. 24) 2
Thermodynamics (M. E. 15) 3
Principles of Economics
(Econ. 2) 2
Total 17
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Hydraulics (T. & A. M. 10). 3
Alternating Currents (E. C. 5) 4
Electrical Engineering Labora-
tory (E. E. 23) 2
Electrical and Magnetic Meas-
urements (Phys. 4) 2
Surveying (C. E. 10) 2
Steam Engineering (^I. E. 23) 3
Total 16
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Seminary (R. E. 10) i
Railway Laboratory and Road
Tests (R. E. 63) 3
Electric Railway Practice (R.
E. 65) 3
Power Plants (E. E. u) 3
Power Plant Design (E. E.
33) ; I
Economic Problems (Econ. 16) 2
Thesis (R. E. 30) 3
Total 16
Course of Study
.Required for the Degree of B.S. in Railway Mechanical Engineer-
ing^
FIRST
First Semester
Subject— S.H.^
General Engineering Drawing
(G. E. D. i)-' 4
Trigonometry (Math. 4) 2
Advanced Algebra (Math. 2). 3
French i. or German i or 4,
or English i, or Spanish i. 4
Shop Practice (M. E. i) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i).... i
Total 18
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
15e<;criptive Geometry (G. E.
D. 2) 4
.^naIytical Geometry(Math. 6) 5
French i, or German 3 or 5
or 6, or English 2, or Rhet-
oric II, or Spanish 1...
Shop Practice (M. E. 1).
Military Drill (Mil. 2)...
Drill Regulations (Mil. 1)
Gymnasium (Phys. Tr. i)
Total 19
' Semester hours. See General Description of Courses.
^ The numbers in parentheses refer to courses in General Dscription
of Courses.
' Students who have had chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry ib will register in Chemistry la.
* Differs from course in mechanical engineering only after first
semester of third year.
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First Semester
Subject—
Differential Calculus (Math.
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).
Physics Laboratory (Phys.
Rhetoric i
Macliine Sliop (M. K. 2)...
Machine Design (M. K. 4)
Military Drill (Mil. 2)
S.H.
) 5
• 3
Total 19
SlvCOND YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.IL
Integral Calculus (Math. 9).. 3
Physics Lectures (Phys. i).. 2
Physics Laboratory (Phys. 3). 2
Rhetoric I 3
Analytical Mechanics (T. &
A. M. 7) 3
Machine Shop (M. E. 2) .... 2
Steam Engineering (M. E. 16) 3
Military Drill (Mil. 2) i
Total 19
THIRD
First Semester
Subject— S.II.
Engineering Materials (T. &
A. M. 6) 1
Analytical Mechanics (T. &. A.
M. 8) 2'/J
Resistance of ^Iaterials (T. &
A. M. 9) 3K2
Power Measurements (M. E. 3) 2
Mechanism (M. E. 5) 3
Integral Calculus (Math. 9a) 2
Chemistry' 10 or ib 4
Total 18
YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.H.
Machine Design (M. E. 9) • 3
Thermodynamics (M. E. 15). 3
Seminary (M. E. 29) i
.Analytical Mechanics (T. &. A.
M. 11) 3
Dynamo Machinery (E. E. 16) 4
Engineering Chemistry (Chem.
16) 3
ToUl 17
First Semester
Subject— S.H.
Locomotives (R. E. i) 2
Locomotive Design (R. E. 2) 3
Locomotive Performance (R
E. 4) 2
Dynamometer Car Tests (R.
E. 8) 2
Seminary (R. E. 10) i
Mechanics of Machinery (M.
E. 8) 3
Alternating Currents (E. E.
6) 2
Principles of Economics (Econ.
2)
_2_
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Second Semester
Subject— S.II.
Shops and Auxiliary Equip-
ment (R. E. 3) 2
Advanced Design (R. E. 7).. 3
Seminary (R. E. 10) i
Thesis (R. E. 30) 3
Traction (R. E. 61) 2
Surveying (C. E. 10) 2
Economic Problems (Econ. 16) 2
Total 15
' Students who have had Chemistry in the high school equivalent to
Chemistry 16 will register in Chemistry in.
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Eugene Dax'enport, M.Agr., LL.D., Dean.
In Agronomy—
Cyril George Hopkins, Ph.D., Professor of Agronomy.
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Plant Breed-
ing.
Jeremiah George INIosier, B.S., Assistant Professor, Soil Phj^sics.
James Harvey Pettit, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Soil Fertility.
*Albert Nash Hume, M.S., Associate, Crop Production.
Orlo Dorr Center, B.S., Associate, Crop Production.
Leonard Hegnauer, B.S., Associate, Crops.
William George Eckhardt, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility.
Axel Ferdinand Gustafson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics.
Arthur Lumbrick, B.S., Assistant, Crop Production.
Earl Archibald White, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Mechanics.
Ira Wilmer Dickerson, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Mechan-
ics.
Karl John Theodore Ekblaw, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural
Mechanics.
In Animal Husbandry—
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Professor of Animal Hus-
bandry.
Harry Sands Grindley, Sc.D., Professor, Animal Chemistry.
William Dietrich, M.S., Assistant Professor, Swine Husbandry.
Louis Dixon Hall, M.S., Assistant Professor, Animal Hus-
bandry.
RuFUS Chauncey Obrecht, M.S., Associate, Horse Husbandry.
Walter Castella Coffey, M.S., Associate, Sheep Husbandry.
Harry Orson Allison, B.S., Instructor, Animal Husbandry.
*0n leave of absence.
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III Dairy Husbandry—
Wilder John Fraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Husbandry.
Cassius Clay Hayden, M.S., Assistant Professor, Dairy Hus-
bandry.
Nelson William Hepburn, B.S., Associate, Dairy Manufac-
tures.
RoYDEN Earl Brand, B.S., Instructor, Dairy Husbandry.
Walter Lee Gaines, B.S., Instructor, Dairy Husbandry.
LeRoy Lang, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry.
In Horticulture—
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S. A., Professor of Pomology.
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Associate Professor, Po-
mology.
John William Lloyd, M.S. A., Associate Professor, Olericul-
ture.
Alanson Phelps Wyman, B.S.A., Assistant Professor, Land-
scape Gardening.
Herman Bernard Dorner, B.S., Associate, Floriculture.
Horace Fairciiild Major, B.S.A., Instructor, Landscape Gar-
dening.
Ralph Barnard Howe, B.S., Instructor, Pomology.
Ira Sanford Brooks, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture.
Ernest Winfield Bailey, B.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding.
In Household Science—
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., Professor of Household Science.
Susannah Usher, B.S., Assistant Professor, Dietetics.
Anna VanMeter, jNI.S., Assistant Professor, Household Science.
Nellie Esther Goldthwaite, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, House-
hold Science.
Charlotte Gibbs, AI.S., Associate, Textiles.
Helena Maud Pincomb, B.S., Instructor, Household Science
for Secondary Schools.
Harriet B. Rinaker, M.A., Assistant, Household Science.
Nina B. Crigler, B.S., Assistant, Household Science.
In Thremmatology—
Eugene Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D., Professor of Thremmatol-
ogy.
In Veterinary Science—
Donald McIntosh, V.S., Professor of Veterinary Science.
•On leave of absence.
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In Agricultural College Extension—
Fred Henry Rankin, Superintendent, with rank of Assistant
Professor.
Fred Lemar Charles, M.S., Assistant Professor.
Daniel Otis Barto, B.S., Instructor, Secondary School Agri
culture.
Leonard Hegnauer, B.S., Associate.
The foregoing list covers only that portion of the University
faculty giving instruction in strictly technical agricultural subjects.
Many subjects, such as Chemistry, Rhetoric, Physical and Military
Training, are required, and practically all the work of the Univer-
sity is open to agricultural students.
PURPOSES
This College offers courses of instruction to both men and
women. The courses offered to men are designed for three dis-
tinct purposes; first, and mainly, to train for the profession of
farming; second, to train for the teaching of agriculture in the
public schools; third, to train for the profession of landscape
gardening.
The courses for women are offered by the department of house-
hold science, having two distinct purposes in view ; first, and
mainly, to train young women in the science and art of household
affairs ; second, to prepare teachers for giving instruction in do-
mestic science in high schools, and, in connection with the college
of science, to fit for college and university positions.
In the case of both men and women the great purpose is to
prepare for the practical affairs of life. The agricultural courses
therefore appeal to those who desire to become farmers, while the
household science courses appeal to the women of the university
in general, and to all others who for any reason arc interested in
the affairs of the home without regard to educational preferences
or considerations of residence.
It is the theory of the University that technical knowledge and
skill should be developed along with, and not at the expense of,
those things which tend to the production of cultured and versatile
men and women. Accordingly the technical work is closely asso-
ciated with the related sciences, and students are required to divide
their time fairly with subjects tending to develop that general
knowledge and breadth of view which characterize cultured people.
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Tlie College holds that it is not enough to turn out skilled crafts-
men, but that the call is for good citizens and competent men and
women as well as for professional experts. Accordingly no in-
ducement is held out that students can get satisfactory results
along these lines with less time and labor than are required along
other lines ; and while students are received for a longer or shorter
time as they may elect, yet the faculty urgently represent that a
reasonable time should be devoted to preparation for life along
these lines, as well as along other lines of educational effort or
professional activity.
The College offers something over ninety courses of instruction
in technical subjects, besides opportunity to elect from the scien-
tific and literary offerings of the other colleges of the University.
The elective system prevails, and with a few exceptions the
student is left free to select those subjects which seem best fitted
to meet his needs, always under the advice and guidance of the
faculty. By this means, and through the offerings available, the
student is not obliged to consume his time with what he does not
desire in order to get what he needs. In this way the instruction
can be more thorough in the courses elected, and time saved for
related subjects in the arts and sciences. The influence of the fac-
ulty is exerted to induce the student to divide his time about
equally between the technical offerings of this College and the
closely related non-technical offerings of other colleges.
Credit is given for all work accomplished, and this credit counts
toward graduation if the student desires a degree.
ADMISSION
The College of Agriculture will receive for instruction the fol-
lowing classes of students
:
1^ I. Regularly matriculated students, matriculation being based
upon fifteen units of high school work as evidenced by diploma
from an accredited school, by transfer of credits from some other
college or university, or by examination.
2. Special students twenty-one years old or over, not candi-
dates for a degree. These students are admitted to such classes
as their previous training will enable them to pursue with profit.
3. Non-matriculants eighteen years old or over, providing that
if deficient in English as measured by matriculation requirements,
they shall arrange to carry English as one subject until that de-
ficiency is made good, and providing further that, in the case of
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men, they shall have had at least two full years' experience in
practical agriculture.
Non-matriculated and special students may not continue for
more than two years without the consent of the faculty, which
consent is contingent upon the grade of work done and the degree
of faithfulness and ability manifested.
SCHOLARSHIPS IN AGRICULTURE AND HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE
The University offers every year to each county in the state,
except Cook and Lake, and to each of the first ten congressional
districts, one scholarship for prospective students of Agriculture in
the College of Agriculture and one for prospective students of
Household Science in the College of Literature and Arts, the Col-
lege of Science, or the College of Agriculture.
Appointments are made by the Trustees of the University to
scholarships in Agriculture upon the recommendation of the execu-
tive committee of the Illinois Farmer's Institute, and to scholar-
ships in Household Science upon the recommendation of the Count}'
Domestic Science Associations. Young men under sixteen years
of age and young women under eighteen years of age and those
who have already attended the University are not eligible. Ac-
ceptable candidates, residents of counties or districts for which ap-
pointments have been made, may be assigned to counties or dis-
tricts not yet represented.
The scholarships are good for two years and relieve the holders
from the payment of the matriculation fee, $10.00, and the inci-
dental fee, $24.00, a year. The term of a scholarship may be ex-
tended four years, if, before it expires, the holder satisfies in full
the requirements for admission to the freshman class of the college
in which he is enrolled.
AGRICULTURE
FACILITIES FOR INSTRUCTION AND METHODS OF
WORK
The technical courses are highly specialized and each is taughi
by an instructor who makes that particular line his specialty. The
close affiliation of the College with the work of the Experiment
Station enables the University not only to support a larger faculty
than would otherwise be possible, but it also permits a much higher
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degree of specialization. For the most part those who teach in
the College are the ones who conduct experiments in the same
subjects in the Station, a fact that greatly enriches the courses
offered to students and insures that the instruction shall be up-to-
date and not antiquated. The methods of instruction vary with the
nature of the course. In general the laboratory method prevails.
Text-books are used whenever good ones are available, and both
the laboratory and the text are supplemented by lectures and refer-
ence readings.
Buildings and laboratory space are ample; illustrative speci-
mens and material are abundant ; library facilities are liberal and
no pains or expense are spared to make the courses profitable to
the student.
In connection with the following description of the work of the
different departments, the special facilities are stated more in de-
tail.
AGRONOMY
The Department of Agronomy gives instruction in those sub-
jects which relate especially to the field and its affairs, as drain-
age, farm machinery, field crops, the physics and bacteriology of
the soil, manures, rotation and fertility, plant breeding, the history
of agriculture, farm management and comparative agriculture. The
department possesses equipment and facilities for instruction in
these subjects and added to this are the opportunities for contact
with the research work of the Agricultural Experiment Station,
especially in crop production, soil fertility, and plant breeding, both
in the analytical and pot culture laboratories and on the experi-
ment fields at the University and in other parts of the state.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
In this department are given thirty courses covering the sep-
arate study of sheep, swine and beef cattle and their products.;
heavy and light horses with their care and training; the manage-
ment of herds, flocks and studs; the principles and practice of
feeding and of breeding; and the chemical, physiological and bac-
teriological phases of animal nutrition.
For the study of animals about 400 pure-bred cattle, sheep, swine,
and horses are constantly available in the herds, flock, and stud of
the University, which are also used for investigations in feeding
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and breeding as well as for the illustration of the type or types of
each breed. These consist of Standard-bred, Morgan, Percheron,
and English Shire horses ; Shorthorn, Hereford, and Aberdeen-
Angus cattle; Shropshire, Oxford, Southdown, Hampshire, Ram-
bouillet, Dorset, and Cheviot sheep; Poland-China, Berkshire, Du-
roc Jersey, Chester White, Tamworth, and Yorkshire swine. In
addition, large numbers of animals are secured from time to time
to illustrate the market classes and grades of live stock, and special
attention is given to instruction in the selection of animals with
reference to feed lot and market requirements. For the class work
in stock judging a room with tan-bark floor is provided in the Ag-
ricultural Building, where specimen animals may be brougiit before
the classes. About looo lantern slides and a collection of photo-
graphs, charts, diagrams and models afford further material for the
study of stock judging. The study of pedigrees and development
of the various breeds is facilitated by 75 sets of different herd, stud
and flock registers and complete files of the leading American and
British live stock journals.
The equipment for instruction and investigation in tlie feeding,
Ijreeding, and management of live stock consists of modern build-
ings for the housing of beef cattle, swine, sheep and horses, to-
gether with the appliances necessary for individual and collective
feeding tests ; brick-paved feed lots and open sheds, in which ten
carloads of steers may be fed in comparison; a feed storage barn
44 by 72 feet, with various forms of grinding mills and other ma-
chinery for the preparation of feed ; and various kinds of harness,
vehicles and other appliances for the training of horses. The de-
partment also maintains a cold storage room and other equipment
for conducting demonstrations in the cutting and handling of
meats; a collection of wool samples, a fibre testing machine and
microscopes for the study of wool. Tlic chemical, physiological
and bacteriological laboratories of the department afford oppor-
tunities for advanced work in animal nutrition.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY
In the doparlnicnt of dairy husbandry, si.x instructors give
twelve courses in the general divisions of economic milk produc-
tion, city milk supply, and dairy manufactures. For the instruction
in economic milk production, a free use is made of the grade herd
of cf>\vs, wliich is kipt primarily for oxpcrinu-ntal iiurpi>'^('S, and
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also of the pure bred herd of Holstein-Friesians, which numbers
about 50 animals. The methods and principles of breeding pure-
bred dairy cattle are illustrated witii this herd, which contains
many excellent and noted individuals. Types of the other dairy
breeds,
—
Jerseys, Guernseys, and Ayrshires, are illustrated by a few
specimen animals of these breeds. These dairy herds afford ample
facilities and are drawn upon for purposes of instruction in judg-
ing dairy cattle, from both the dairy and the breed standards.
The actual business of economic milk production is illustrated by
a twenty-acre dairy farm, conducted by the department for the pur-
pose of producing the most milk possible per acre, at the least
expense. The feeding and breeding experiments, while conducted
primarily for the use of the Experiment Station, are of value to
the student.
The instruction in city milk supply is illustrated in a dairy
building used exclusively for the purpose of cooling and bottling
the milk from the pure-bred herd for direct consumption. This
milk is delivered each day in the twin cities. A laboratory is also
maintained, where the latest machinery for preparing milk for the
trade and bottling the same is used. To aid in the study of milk,
a testing laboratory is provided with the most up-to-date apparatus
for making the different tests on milk.
The facilities for instruction in the manufacture of butter and
cheese are provided in the University creamery, where 150 pounds
of butter fat are received each day in the form of milk and hand
separator cream. This creamery is equipped with the most im-
proved types of cream separators, pasteurizers, cream ripening vats
and churns. Experiments are carried on here in different methods
of ripening cream and making butter. A chemical analysis is made
of each churning in the department laboratory, and sample tubs
are shipped to New York and Chicago, where they are scored
by expert judges, and the effect of storage upon the quality of the
goods determined.
HORTICULTURE
The department of horticulture offers instruction in thirty-nine
distinct courses, covering work in the five divisions of horticulture
(pomology, olericulture, floriculture, landscape gardening, and for-
estry), and also in certain subjects dealing with general principles
and practices more or less applicable to all the divisions, such as
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plant propagation, spraying, evolution of horticultural plants, and
experimental horticulture.
For the instruction in pomology, use is made -of the various
fruit plantations maintained by the department, including four ap-
ple orchards of different ages from two to twenty years, a plum
orchard representing the leading varieties of European and Jap-
anese as well as native plums, plantations of pears, peaches and
cherries, a vineyard of some fifty varieties of grapes trained on
the Kniffin system, and lesser areas devoted to the various small
fruits. This assortment of fruit trees and plants, together with an
equipment in pruning tools, affords facilities for practice in prun-
ing. The products of the orchards are drawn upon for practice
in the grading and packing of fruits, and the study of systematic
pomology. A collection of fruit packages is maintained, together
with a series of models showing the construction of fruit storage
houses. There is also a collection of wax models of fruits repre
senting the principal varieties grown in Illinois.
For the use of students in olericulture, or vegetable gardening,
certain areas of ground are reserved, on which the various garden
operations are illustrated, and various crops are grown. In addi-
tion to the land, the equipment for instruction in vegetable garden-
ing consists of hotbed frames and sash, seed drills and wheel hoes
of various types, an assortment of hand tools, markers, plankers,
and other special tools, tying material and packing boxes for on-
ions, asparagus, lettuce and other products, together with other
accessories and appliances for the growing and handling of vege-
tables.
The facilities for instruction in floriculture have been increased
by the erection of two new glasshouses. These are each 105x28
feet, and while intended primarily for experimental purposes, serve
as illustrations in modern greenhouse construction and furnish ma-
terial for the work in commercial floriculture. Besides these two
houses the glass structures consist of two houses each 68x20 feet
and a palm house 40x24 feet. An assortment of pots and other
greenhouse supplies, together with a collection of plants, including
geraniums, begonias, carnations, chrysanthemums, and bulbs in as-
sortment, furnish facilities for work in amateur floriculture and
certain branches of plant propagation.
The collection of ornamental shrubs and trees growing upon
the campus furnish material for plant studies in connection with
the work in landscape gardening, while the plantings about the
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horticultural building and certain residences in the University com-
munity illustrate types of landscape design. A series of 500 lantern
slides is used in the lectures in landscape gardening.
Instruction in forestry is facilitated by a collection of native
woods and a forest tree plantation of some thirty acres, consisting
of Scotch pine, white pine, Norway spruce, European larch, green
ash, black walnut, hickory, bur oak, white elm and other species.
In addition to the material already mentioned as available for
use in the course in plant propagation, the small fruit and grape
plantations are drawn upon for material for making the various
types of hardwood cuttings, and for illustrating propagation by
layers, suckers, etc. Scions are cut from the orchards, and seed-
ling stocks are purchased in quantity each year for the work in
grafting. A herbarium of cultivated plants furnishes material for
the study of the relationships and classification of economic and
ornamental plants.
HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
The Department of Household Science is housed in the north
wing of the Woman's Building.
Two kitchens, a laboratory, pantry, and dining room give op-
portunity for practice in various kinds of work with food. Two
rooms are devoted to the study of clothing on its artistic and eco-
nomic side. These are supplied with charts showing the history of
costume and with illustrative material in the form of textile fab-
rics. The lecture and recitation rooms are provided with various
household appliances, house plans, and materials for house fur-
nishings.
This course is designed to provide an education in those
branches that especially serve the interests of women students.
Although the main work is scientific and technical, the importance
of an artistic and literary training for home life is not lost sight
of, and ample opportunity is given for a study of subjects of that
character. Indeed, a considerable amount of art and design, Eng-
lish, history, and foreign language is required of students in the
course. Opportunity is given, moreover, for increasing the amount
of liberal, scientific or technical subjects by leaving the way open
for a certain number of electives. Of the one hundred and thirty
hours required for graduation, ninety-eight are provided for in
the prescribed list and the restricted electives of List A. The
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other hours of credit necessary for graduation may be taken, sub-
ject to the approval of the Dean of the College, from any courses
oflFered in the University. Holders of scholarships in household
science in this college take the course as laid out here. Variations
from it can be made only by special permission of the Council of
Administration on recommendation of the faculty of the college.
The courses of instruction given in the department are planned
to meet the needs of two classes of students, viz: (a) those stu-
dents v\\io specialize in other lines of work, but desire a knowledge
of the general principles and facts of household science; (b) those
students who wish to make a specialty of household science.
TEACHERS' COURSES—AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
The people of the rural communities have long been demanding
that in the development of our educational policy recognition be
given to agriculture as a subject in the secondary schools.
The high schools now pretty generally not only recognize the
justice of this demand, but are beginning to see the pedagogic value
of agriculture, in certain of its forms at least, and are ready to in-
troduce this study into the curriculum as fully as local needs will
justify and as soon as competent teachers can be found.
To aid in meeting the new conditions and to assist in determin-
ing what aspects of agriculture are suitable for secondary school
purposes and how they should be taught, the college of agriculture
is now offering for teachers two courses of study in the hands of
a competent instructor who has had long experience as a teacher
and who is intimately acquainted with the profession of agriculture
and its people. (See Agricultural Extension in Part III for out-
line of courses.)
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The primary aim of this College is to give technical instruction
in agriculture and household science so combined with the non-
technical as to turn out students of the highest efficiency, both
from the technical and non-technical standpoint, either with or
without reference to graduation. Accordingly, the courses are
largely elective and arc so arranged to suit the convenience both
of those who are candidates for a degree and of those who remain
for a shorter time.
Students who have satisfied all matriculation requirements and
liave maintained throughout their course a satisfactory record of
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scliolarsliip and moral character will be graduated with the degree
of Bachelor of Science, upon having completed the studies of the
prescribed list and sufficient elcctives to make a total of 130 semes-
ter hours.
A thesis is not required for graduation, but any student who
has completed not less than 90 hours of credit before the senior
year may then elect a thesis course in any department (subject to
the approval of the head thereof) in which he has done at least
20 hours' work.
For this purpose animal husbandry will admit credits in threm-
matology to the extent of five hours. Thremmatology will admit
all work in animals and plants relating to type or function, whether
done in agricultural departments or in those of botany or zoology,
but does not include credits in crop or animal production.
GENERAL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE
PRESCRIBED SUBJECTS
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in General Course
in Agriculture.
Agronomy 6 or 7, 9, 12, 15 ; 13^/2 hours.
Animal Husbandry 7 ; 2^ hours.
Botany i, 12; 6 hours.'
Chemistry i, 2, 3, 13a; 15 hours.
Dairy Husbandry i
; 3 hours.'
Economics 2; 2 hours.'
English Literature i
; 4 hours.
Entomology 4; 2^ hours.
Horticulture i, loa ; 8 hours.
Library Science 12; 2 hours.
Military i, 2; 5 hours.
Physical Training 1,3; 2 hours.
Rhetoric i ; 6 hours.
Thremmatology i
; 5 hours.
Zoology 10; 5 hours.
Elective List A ; a minimum of 4^^ hours.
Elective List B ; a minimum of 3 hours.
Elective List C; a minimum of 25 hours.
'Botany 12 is not required of students who elect Botany 5 and no credit will
be allowed tosuch students in this course.
'Not required of students specializing in Dairy Husbandry.
nTo be elected in the junior or senior year.
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In addition to the above, students who have not offered three
units of the same foreign language for matriculation (commonly
three years of high school work) will be required to offer one of
the following at their option :
1. Two years of entrance and eight hours of university credit
in foreign language. Except by special permission these credits
should be in the same language ; or
2. Sixteen university credits in the same foreign language ; or
3. Eight hours of university credit in English literature in ad-
dition to the standard requirement, together with eight hours of
economics, or eight hours of history or eight hours of education.
ELECTIV'E LISTS
List A.—Animal Husbandry i to 4, 11 to 14, 17 to 18, 22.
Dairy Husbandry 2.
List B.—English Literature 2, 16, 23.
Rhetoric 16, 20, 12a, 3.
List C.—This list includes all subjects offered in technical agri-
culture and not included in the prescribed hst, viz.
:
Agricultural Extension i, 3.
Agronomy i to 8, 10, 13, 16 to 22.
Animal Husbandry i to 4, 8 to 14, 16, 18, 21, 22.
Dairy Husbandry 2, 7, 8, 11 to 21.
Horticulture 2 to 9, lob to 15b, 17 to 34.
Veterinary 2, 4, 5, 6.
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SUGGESTED OITTLINE FOR STUDENTS NOT SPECIAL-
IZING IN ANY PARTICULAR SUBJECT
The followinp outline shows the most favorable time and order in which the
prescribed work of the course can be taken by those who do not care to specialize
in any particular subject, but who wish to take a K-enural all-around course in
ajrriculture. Thoutrh it is not insisted that this outline be followed, students are
slronjrly recommended to follow it in order to avoid conflict.
First Half
Subject
FIRST YEAR
I. Chemistry
Rhetoric.
Library Sci
Aj^ronomv
Animal Hus
Botany
Military
Physical Tr....
II. Chemistry
Rhetoric
Botany
Apronomy
Military
Physical Tr
SECOND YEAR
I. Chemistry
.
EntomolotiTy
En^rlish
Horticulture
Military
II. Zoolog-y
Rhetoric or Eng-
lish from List B
Horticulture
Animal Hus
Military
THIRD YEAR
I. Atrronomy. ...
Economics
Horticulture...
Animal Hus
DairyHusb'ndry
II. Ag-ronomy ..."
Animal Hus..
.
.
Veterinary Sci.
Animal Hus ...
Ag-r. E.xtension.
FOURTH YEAR
I. Animal Hus
Ajrronomy
Animal Hus
A.N"I> Electives
II. Threm'atolog'y
Atrronomy
Ag'ronomy
Animal Hns
AND Elkctives
No.
1
1
12
5
11
12
->
1 6:3
2&3
1
1
6
1&2
1&3
13a
4
1
1
2
10
2&3
10
2
9
2
10a
8& 21
I
12
2a & 2b
5
4
3
7
la& lb
1
15
7
22
5
3
2
2%
2'A
1
1
1
5
3
5
2'A
2
1
5
2'A
4
S
1
5
5
2A
1
5
2
3
2'A
3
5
5
5
2'A
1
2'A
2'A
5
1
2'A
3
Section
B
Art.
Arr.
A
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
A
C
Arr.
Arr.
(jtS
2'A
IM
1
2'A
2'A
\'A
2'A
1
'A
2'A
2'Ay
2'A
'A
2'A
2'A
2'A
A
2'A
1
1^
2'A
2'A
2'A
2'A
2A
2\i
'VA
2'A
'A
2^
Hour
10, 11
8, 9
10,11
1,2
10,11
8, 9
"l,'2"
1,2
8,9
3, M. W.
8,9
10
11
2
1,2
3
Second Half
Section
B
Arr.
Art.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
UX
2'A
\A
1
2'A
1
'A
'A
2'A
VA
2'A
2'A
I
2
2'A
'A
2'A
2'A
24
1
lA
3
2'A
2'A
2}i
2'A
2'A
2'A
'A
^%
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR STUDENTS SPECIALIZING
IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
First Half
Subject
FIRST YEAR
I. Chemistry
Rhetoric
Botany
Library Sci ..
.
Animal Hus. ..
Animal Hus...
Military
Physical Tr. .
II. Chemistrj-. ..
Rhetoric
Botany
Ag'ronomy
Military
Physical Tr...
SECOND YEAR
I. Chemistry
Entomolog-}- ..
Dairy Hus
Horticulture .
Military
II. Zoolofry
Animal Hus ..
Animal Hus ..
Animal Hus ..
Horticulture ..
Atjrricultural Ex
Military
THIRD YEAR
I. Ag'ronomy . .
Economics. . ..
Horticulture..
Entrlish
Animal Hus..
.
II. Agronomy..
Rhetoric
Animal Hus..
Animal Hus..
Veterinary Sci
FOURTH YEAR
I. Animal Hus
Animal Hus
Dairy Hus
Dairy Hus
And Electivhs
II.Thremmat"log-y
AfjTonomy
Animal Hus
Animal Hus
Animal Hus....
Animal Hus
And Electives
No.
1
1
12
12
8&21
11
2
1 &3
2&3
1
1
6
1 & 2
1 & 3
13a
4
1
1
2
10
2a & 2b
10
16
3
3
9
2
10a
1
IS
12
20
4
17
5
7
& lb
2
16
1
15
13
12
14
3
1
2
1
1
5
3
5
5
2%
3
5
1
5
5
2%
1%
3
1
1
3
4
2%
5
3
2'A
2
5
2'A
5
25^
2A
5
1
2'A
2'A
2'A
3
Seclii
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
A
C
Arr.
Arr.
ow
2'A
1
lA
2
2'A
2'A
i'A
2'A
2'A
2'A
'A
2'A
2'A
VA
flour
10, 11
10, 11
'
i','2
'
10, 11
8, 9
1, 2
1, 2
10
3
8, M. W. F.
8, 9
3. M. W.
11
8, 9
10,M.W.F.
1, 2
11
10
11
8, 9
Second Half
Secti(
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
uW
2'A
I'A
1
1
3, Tu.Th.
2'A
'A
I'
2'A
I'A
2'A
2'A
2'A
I'A
iA
1
2'A
1
VA
2
2'A
I'A
2
2'A
2'A
2'A
2A
A
2'A
Hour
10, 11
10, 11
1, 2
8, 9
8, 9
10, 11
1, 2
ll,M.W.F.
N M. W. F.
3, M. W.
8, 9
3, M. W.
8, 9
10,M. W.F.
1, 2
U
U
8," '9'
11
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOK STUDENTS SPECIALIZING
IN DAIRY HUSBANDRY
First Half Second Half
Subject No.
13 •-
Section to Hour Section
w «
Hour
FIRST YEAR
1
1
1
14
12
1 &3
2
2&3
1
19
15
2
1 &3
1 &2
13a
2
16
1
2
1
17
6
20
7
s
3
3
3
2
1
1
5
3
3
2H
2
1
2
5
VA
4
1
5
2'A
V-A
VA
3
B
Arr.
"Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
V-A
1V4
3
i
VA
VA
3
10,11 B
Arr.
2M
VA
10, 11
1,2
Dairy Husbandry.
Library Science .
.
Pliysical Training-
"Arr."
Arr.
Arr.
B
Arr.
"Arr."
Arr.
B
'
Arr.'
'
Arr.
3
1
'A
A
2%
VA
"vA
1
1
2A
"vA
2
1
2A
2A
1,2
II. Chemistry 10,11 10,11
Dairv Husbandry. 1,2
*I)airy Husbandry.
Horticulture
Physical Trainingr
1. 2
"Arr."
Arr.
B
1
1
2M
2A
8,Tu.Th. 8,Tu.Th.
SECOND YEAR
I. Chemistry
Dairy Husbandry.
Dairv Husbandry.
10,11
8,9
10,11
8, 9
Enplish
Militarj-
Arr.
Arr.
"a""
2
1
2'A
'VA
2A
1,2
""8V9"
10
1,2
3Dairy Husbandry.
Dairv Husbandry.
Dairv Husbandry.
Arr.
Arr.
"Arr."
B
3 10, 11
Enplish or Rhet-
Arr.
Arr.
"aVV."
B
"c"
Arr.
Arr.
Militarv 2
9
11
10a
1
10
12
2a & 2b
4
7
2
12
21
5
1
15
1
5
2'A
3
5
5
5
5
2M
VA
2
Arr
5
5
5
1
'A
2Vi
2A
VA
2%
2%
2-A
2Vi
2A
2'A
1
A
2%
"vA
2A
2A
2A
2A
THIRD YEAR
I. Affronomy
Dairy Husbandry.
Horticulture
8,9
10,11
8,9
Horticulture 1,2
1,2
8,9
10
8.9
10
3, M. W.
1,2
1 2
Agronomy
Animal Hus
FOURTH YEAR
I. Entomologv
8,9
10
Animal Hus
Economics
Dairy Husbandry.
And Electives..
I. Dairy Husbandry
tBotanj'
1 3, M. W.
2H
2A
2A
A
8
1,2
11
"Arr."
2A
2A
VA
8
1, 2
Thremmatolog'y.. 11
*Noi to be given in 1909-10.
tBotanj- 12 not required when Botany 5 is taken.
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR STUDENTS SPECIALIZING
IN HORTICULTURE*
FiKST Half
Subject
FIRST YEAR
I. Horticulture
Chemistry
Botany
Rhetoric
Military Science
Physical Tr
II. Chemistry
Horticulture
Botany
Rhetoric
Military Science
Physical Tr
SECOND YEAR
I. Entomology....
Chemistry
Botany
Eng-lish
Military
II. Horticulture...
Horticulture
English
Horticulture
Military
Elective
THIRD YEAR
I. Zoology
Agronomy
Dairy Hus
Horticulture
Library Science
II. Agronomy
Horticulture....
Horticulture
Agronomy
Horticulture.. ..
Horticulture.. ..
FOURTH YEAR
I. Botany
Animal Hus. ..
.
Horticulture
Horticulture
Horticulture—
Economics
Botany
II. Threni'at'logy
Horticulture ...
Horticulture
Agronomy
No.
1
11
1
2
1&3
2&3
8
1
1
1&2
1&3
4
13a
2
1
2
2&3
5
2
4
10
9
1
lOa
12
12
15a
9
6
7
20
7
7
12
15b
11
2
12
1
18
22
15
Section
B
XYorZ
Arr.
Arr.
A
XYorZ
Arr.
Arr.
J or K
Arr.
C or D
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
ow
2%
2%
2%
1
2M
2K
2%
2
V2
2%
2^A
2
I'A
V2
2Vz
2A
2/2
3
\%
1
2V2
2%
1
2A
VA
2'A
2A
2%
2'A
2V2
A
Hour
8.Dai1y&
9,Tu.Th.
10,11
1, 2
3,M.W.F.
8, 9
10
1, 2
3,M.W.F.
8, 9
10, 11
1, 2
3
1, 2
9
3,4M w.r.
8, 9
10,11
1, 2
4, W.F.
10, Daily &
ll,M.W.F.
11, Tu.Tli.
1, 2
8, 9
10,
1, Daily*
2,M.W.F.
2,Tu.Th
3,M.W.
Second Half
Section
XYorZ
Arr.
Arr.
A
XYorZ
Arr.
Arr.
JorK
Arr.
C or D
Arr.'
'
B
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
ow
2A
2A
2A
lA
A
V2
2A
2J^
2J^
1
i/2
2M
2;^
2J4
IM
2A
2A
lA
1
2M
2A
2^
VA
2A
VA
1
1
1
2}^
2M
2}4
A
Hour
8,Daily&
9,Tu.lh.
10,11
1.2
3,M.W F.
8, 9
10
1, 2
3,M.W.F.
10, 11
1, 2
3
1, 2
9
3,4M.W.P.
8, 9
10,11
4, W.F.
10, Sail7&
11,1J.W.F.
11, Tn. Th.
1, 2
3, 4
8, 9
10
1, Daily &
2,M.W.F.
2.Tu.Th.
3, M.W.
3,Tu.Th.
11
9
*If horticultural studi-iits wish to specialize in pomology, floricuitu
some other branch of horticulture, rather than pursue a general cou
horticulture, some departure from the outline here suggested may be
to suit the re(|uirements of the indiyidual student.
re, or
rse in
made
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GENERAL COURSE IN FLORICULTURE
The object of tliis course is to give instruction in those branches
which will best fit men and women for the floricultural profession.
In designing the course there have been included many of the
subjects of which every florist should have a working knowledge.
In addition to these, other subjects have been added which not
only broaden the student but are necessary for a successful career.
The laboratory exercises in the technical subjects consist of prac-
tical w-ork in tlie greenhouses and garden and will give to the stu-
dent a working knowledge of the best methods now in use.
PRESCRIBED SUBJECTS
Requ'ucd for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Floriculture
Agronomy 6, 9, 12; 12!/^ hours.
Botany i, 2, 7; 15 hours.
Chemistry i, 2, 3, 13a ; 15 hours.
Economics 2 ; 2 hours.
English Literature i
; 4 hours.
Entomology 4; 2^ hours.
Horticulture i, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15a, 15b, 30, 31, 32; 43'/2 hours.
Mechanical Engineering 22; 3 hours.
Military I, 2; 5 hours.
Physical Training i, 3; 2 hours.
Rhetoric i ; 6 hours.
Thremmatology i
; 5 hours.
Zoology 10; 5 hours.
Electives 9'/2 hours.
In addition to the above, students who have not offered three
units of the same foreign language for matriculation (commonly
three years of high school work) will be required to offer one of
the following at their option
:
1. Two years of entrance and eight hours of university credit
in foreign language. Except by special permission these credits
should be in the same language ; or
2. Sixteen university credits in the same foreign language ; or
3. Eight hours of university credit in English literature in
addition to the standard requirement, together with eight hours of
economics, or eight hours of history, or eight hours of education.
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
FIRST YEAR
1. Horticulture i; Rhetoric i; Chemistry i; Entomology 4;
Military 2; Physical Training i, 3.
2. Horticulture 5; Rhetoric i; Chemistry 2, 3; Agronomy 6;
Military i, 2; Physical Training i, 3.
SECOND YEAR
1. Botany 2; Chemistry 13a; English Literature i; Military 2.
2. Botany i; Horticulture 4; Zoology 10; Mechanical Engi-
neering 22; Military 2.
THIRD YEAR
1. Botany 7; Agronomy 9; Horticulture 10; Economics 2.
2. Horticulture 7, 15a; Agronomy 12; Electives 21^ hours.
FOURTH YEAR
1. Horticulture 12, 15b, 31 ; Electives 2^ hours.
2. Horticulture 30, 32; Thremmatology i; Electives 4^ hours.
GENERAL COURSE IN HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
PRESCRIBED SUBJECTS
Required fur the Degree of Bachelor of Scie)ice in General Course
in Household Science
Architecture 29a and 29b
; 4 hours.
Art and Design i, Architecture 41 ; 4 hours.
Botany 1,5; 10 hours.
Chemistry i, 2 and 3; 10 hours.
English I, 2 ; 8 hours.
History i or 3 ; 6 or 8 hours.
Household Science i, 2, 3, 6, 7 ; 12 hours.
Library 12; 2 hours.
Physiology 4 ; 5 hours.
Physical Training 7, Physiology 6; 3 hours.
Rhetoric i ; 6 hours.
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In addition to the above, students will elect as follows:
Zoology, 5 hours.
English or Rhetoric, 5 hours.
Foreign Language, 16 hours.
Elective List A, a minimum of 4 hours.
ELECTIVES
List A.—Agronomy 5, 6, 15.
Animal Husbandry 10.
Dairy Husbandry i, 14, 19.
English 19, 24.
Horticulture i, 2, 3, 5, 19, 28.
Household Science 5, 10, 12.
Economics i. Sociology i.
Physics 2a and 2b.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
FIRST YE.\R
1. Zoology 10; Chemistry i; Household Science 2; Rlictoric i;
Physical Training 7; Physiology 6.
2. Chemistry 2 and 3; Household Science i; Rhetoric i; Bot-
any I ; Physical Training 7.
SECOND YEAR
1. English I ; Art and Design i ; Architecture 41 ; Foreign
Language; Household Science 6; Library 12.
2. Household Science 3; English 2; Foreign Language.
THIRD YE.\R
1. History i; Household Science 7; Architecture 29a and 29b;
P.otany 5.
2. Physiology 4; History 3.
FOURTH YEAR
See elective list and requirements for graduation.
*If physics has not b.-en offered for entrance, its equivalent should be
elected.
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GENERAL COURSE IN LANDSCAPE GARDENING
The work is twofold: (i) Instruction of an elementary charac-
ter for one semester to all who are working for a baccalaureate
degree in Agriculture. (2) A four years' course looking to gradu-
ation in preparation for professional landscape gardening.
The object of the latter course is to provide instruction to those
who wish to prepare for professional landscape gardening. The
intention is to give training in design as applied to landscape gar-
dening and, at the same time, to provide means by which these art
ideas can be executed. Also, such subjects are included as will
tend to broaden one's horizon and give some little acquaintance
with the liberal arts.
The artistic instruction of the course consists of work in com-
position throughout the four years, two j'ears being given to arch-
itectural design and the rest to landscape design. This is supple-
mented by another almost continuous course in freehand drawing
and the use of water-colors. Technique, or the means of execution
of art ideas, is provided :—first, by some acquaintance with engi-
neering methods, such as surveying, road construction, grading, and
wall building, and, second, by horticulture w'here a familiarity with
plants and their propagation, culture, and care are emphasized, to-
gether with such practice as will enable a student to make a reason-
able planting plan. These are accompanied by their allied sciences
and by such general subjects as a modern language, rhetoric, and
history.
PRESCRIBED SUBJECTS
Required for tJie Degree of Bachelor of Science in Landscape
Gardening
Art and Design i, 3, 4; 18 hours.
Botany 11
; 5 hours.
Horticulture 5, 7, loa, lob, 19, 23. 24, 25. 26, 28, 29; 2ii hours.
Architecture 6, 8, 14, 16 or 23, 18, 22, 29b, 32; 28 or 29 hours.
Civil Engineering i, 21, 22; 11 hours.
Drawing (General Engineering) 2; 4 hours.
Economics 2; 2 hours.
Entomology 4; 2^ hours.
Foreign Language ; 8 hours.
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Mathematics 4; 2 hours.
Military 1,2; 5 hours.
Physical Training i, 3", 2 hours.
Rhetoric i ; 6 hours.
Students arc earnestly advised to make the course a five-years'
course and to include the following subjects:
Agronomy 9 ; 5 hours.
Architecture 2, 3, 4, 10. 12, 35. 41 ; i6 hours.
Chemistry i
; 5 hours.
History i ; 6 hours.
Horticulture 4, 25, 27; 9 or 10 hours.
Mathematics 2; 3 hours.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
FIRST YEAR
1. Art and Design i; Architecture 8; Botany ir; Military 2;
Physical Training i, 3; Rhetoric I.
2. Art and Design i ; Drawing (General Engineering) 2; Hor-
ticulture 5, 7; Mathematics 4; Military I, 2; Physical Training
I, 3; Rhetoric i.
SECOND YE.\R
1. Art and Design 3; Architecture 14, 18; Civil Engineering
21; Foreign Language; Horticulture loa; Military 2.
2. Architecture 18, 32 ; Art and Design 3 ; Civil Engineering
22; Foreign Language; Horticulture lob; Military 2.
THIRD YEAR
T. Art and Design 4; Architecture 6, 22; Economics 2; Horti-
culture 19, 23, 24.
2. Architecture 6, 16 or 23; Art and Design 4; Civil Engineer-
ing I ; Horticulture 19, 23, 24.
FOURTH YEAR
1. Architecture 29b; Entomology 4; Horticulture 25, 26, 29.
2. Architecture 29b; Horticulture 25, 26, 29.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Students are graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Landscape Gardening upon completing the following work
:
1. The studies of the prescribed list.
2. Sufficient electives, which may be any University courses ap-
proved by the instructor in charge, to make a total of 130 hours.
GENERAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS OF
AGRICULTURE
On account of the call for Teachers of Agriculture in second-
ary and normal schools, the University is arranging a course for
prospective teachers in agriculture, differing from the other agri-
cultural courses mainly in the required subjects in education and
psychology. For the complete outline of this course, see the Col-
lege circular.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
THE EXECUTIVE FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
OF the University
David Ktnley, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of tlic Graduate School and
Professor of Economics
Thomas Jonathan Burrii.l, Ph.D., LL.D., Vice-President, Pro-
fessor of Botany
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Illinois
State Laboratory of Natural History and State Entoinoloist,
Professor of Entomology
Albert Pruden Carman, A.M., Sc.D., Professor of Physics
William Freeman Myrick Goss, D. Eng., Dean of the College of
Engineering, Director of the School of Railzvay Engineering
and Administration
Guy Stanton Ford, Ph.D., Professor of Modern European His-
tory
Chester Noyes Greenough. Ph.D., Professor of English
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry and Di-
rector of the Chemical Laboratory
Julius Goebel, Ph.D., Professor of Germanic Languages
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plant Breed-
ing, Assistant Chief of Plant Breeding in the Agricultural
Experiment Station
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION
Although the University of Illinois has for many years offered
advanced students facilities for study and research in various lines,
graduate work was undertaken under the name of the Graduate
School for the first time in 1892. Beginning witli that year each
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department offered such work as it could, without the organization
of a separate Graduate School Faculty. In 1894 the administration
of the school was vested in the Council of Administration and the
Vice-President of the University became Dean of the School. As
yet, however, the School had no executive faculty separate from
the faculty of the undergraduate colleges.
In 1906 the Graduate School was organized as a separate fac-
ulty. No means of support, however, were provided, separate from
those provided for undergraduate work. In the winter of 1906-7,
the Forty-fifth General Assembly of the State passed an act appro-
priating $50,000 a year for the support of a Graduate School of the
Arts and Sciences in the State University. The same amount was
appropriated by the Forty-sixth General Assembly. The executive
faculty was accordingly organized, and steps were taken to put
such of the departments as were already prepared to do advanced
work in suitable condition.
By act of the Trustees the faculty of the Graduate School in-
cludes all members of the University faculty who give instruction
in courses approved for graduate credit. The affairs of the School,
however, are in charge of the executive faculty, consisting of the
Dean and other members assigned to this duty by the President.
ADMISSION
Admission to the Graduate School is conditioned upon the pre-
sentation of credentials showing that the applicant holds a first
degree either from the University of Illinois or from some other
college or university of approved standing. Admission to particular
graduate courses or departments may be secured only by those who
have had the requisite undergraduate work in those courses or
departments. If any student wishes to take graduate work in a
department in which he has had the necessary preliminary under-
graduate training, he must secure this preparation in the under-
graduate courses without credit towards an advanced degree.
REGISTRATION
In order to be enrolled as a member of the Graduate School a
student must be doing actual graduate work. The possession of
a first degree does not entitle a student to be enrolled in the Grad-
uate Scliool, if the courses which he is taking are in reality under-
graduate courses.
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Students of mature age, not holding a first degree, who satisfy
the Dean of the school and the officers of the departments in which
they wish to work of their earnestness of purpose and special fit-
ness, may be permitted to take work in the Graduate School with-
out reference to candidacy for a degree. In order to secure this
permission, however, a candidate must have had such preliminary
preparation for the work he wishes to take up as would justify
his admission to the Graduate School as a candidate for a degree
if he could meet the formal requirements.
Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Dean
of the Graduate School or from the registrar of the University,
and these, filled out, should be filed, with such documentary mat-
ter as the candidate can offer showing qualifications for member-
ship, not later than the registration days in September.
Each graduate student must register when he first connects him-
self with the University, and afterwards at the beginning of each
year. The first registration, however, or that upon entrance, is
permitted only after the student's application for admission to the
Graduate School, setting forth his educational attainments, has
been duly approved.
Continuous residence and study are required of all members of
the Graduate School, unless they are granted leave of absence by
the Dean upon application, and upon approval of the professors in
charge of their work, for the purpose of carrying on elsewhere
studies or investigations in the line of work for their degrees.
Graduates of the University of Illinois, but no others, may be
permitted to carry on graduate work for a second, or master's de-
gree in absentia. All such students must make out the usual appli-
cation for admission, must submit their proposed courses of study
to the Dean, whose approval, together with that of the professor in
charge of the work, is necessary, before the student can be enrolled.
Students who wish to pursue their graduate work in absentia are
required to submit evidence that they have at their places of resi-
dence sufficient equipment in the way of libraries and other ap-
paratus to pursue the course of study proposed.
THE MASTERS' DEGREES
Candidates for tiie degree of Master of Arts or Master of
Science are required to do one full year's work in residence.
The mention of one year as the required residence period does
not imply, however, that a degree will be obtained in one year. If
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the candidate is inadequately prepared, or if his time and strength
are impaired during the first year of residence by other matters, he
will be required to spend a longer time.
While the work of a candidate for a master's degree consists
largely in the broadening of his knowledge of his subjects of study,
and not, to so great an extent, at any rate, as in the case of
the candidate for the doctorate, in the development of the power
of original research; nevertheless, the work of the candidate must
be of a high order and must be such as to satisfy the faculty that
the candidate has done more than merely acquire a certain amount
of knowledge by rote.
Each candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in
one subject, or he may select a major and one minor, or a major
and two minors. A major or minor, therefore, denotes the field of
knowledge of a department, or such part thereof as constitutes a
separate and independent field of study. However, the candidate
must do at least half his work on his major subject. Each can-
didate for the master's degree is also required to present a thesis
on some subject approved by the professor in charge of his major
work, and the Dean of the School. The requirement of a thesis
may be waived, however, upon the recommendation of the head of
the department in which the student is doing his major work, and
the approval of the Dean.
Graduates of this University are permitted to secure their de-
grees on doing one year's work in absentia, but they may not secure
the degree in less than three years from the time of registration.
Work in absentia is not permitted unless the student satisfies the
Dean and the professors in charge of his work that he has the
facilities to do it properly.
Candidates who are working for a master's degree in absentia,
without a thesis, must present themselves at the University for ex-
amination not later than the first Monday of June of the year in
which they wish their degrees.
The completed theses of non-resident candidates for degrees
must be filed by April first.
The Masters' Degrees in Engineering
Two classes of second degrees are open to graduates of the
College of Engineering, namely, academic and professional.
The academic second degree in engineering is Master of Science,
following Bachelor of Science, in Architecture, Architectural En-
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ginccring. Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, etc. This de-
gree is conferred in accordance with the regulations described
above, for icork in residence only.
The professional second degrees in engineering are as follows
:
Master of Architecture after B.S. in Architecture.
Architectural Engineer after B.S. in Architectural Engineering.
Civil Engineer after B.S. in Civil Engineering or B.S. in Mu-
nicipal and Sanitary Engineering.
Electrical Engineer after B.S. in Electrical Engineering.
Mechanical Engineer after B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.
Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer or Mechanical Engineer, af-
ter B.S. in Railway Engineering, according to the course.
Professional degrees are conferred upon two classes of candi-
dates: I. Graduates of the College of Engineering of the Univer-
sity of Illinois who have been engaged in acceptable professional
work away from the University for a period of not less than three
years after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science. 2. Grad-
uates of the University of Illinois, or of institutions of equal stand
ing, who have been engaged in acceptable professional work in
residence at the University for a period of not less than three years
after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science.
In "acceptable professional work" may be included contribu-
tions to technical literature, activity in professional societies, inves-
tigations of engineering problem?, and the teaching of engineering
subjects.
A candidate must declare his candidacy and file with the Dean
of the College of Engineering, as chairman of the Committee
in charge, a detailed statement covering his professional study
and experience, not later than the first Monday in November pre-
ceding the Commencement at which he purposes to qualify. Prior
to December 31 next succeeding, he must submit for approval an
outline of his proposed thesis, and he must file his completed
thesis not later than April i. If the statement of professional ex-
perience and study and the thesis are acceptable, the candidate must
present himself at the Commencement exercises, and the degree will
be conferred.
Candidates for professional engineering degrees who already
hold the degree of Master of Science, may qualify for the profes-
sional degree after two years of professional work, other conditions
being the same as those prescribed for candidates holding the de-
gree of Bachelor of Science.
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THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OE PHILOSOPHY
General Statement of Requirements.—The requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy are a mastery of a selected field
of study, evidence of the power of independent investigation in
this field, a knowledge of the wider field of study of which this
major subject is a part, an acquaintance with related fields of
knowledge and a mastery of all branches of study which are neces-
sary to a full knowledge of the main subject. Each student who
is seeking this degree is expected to choose for study and final
examination a major subject, or field of study, and a first and
second minor. The major subject is the field in which the student
expects to become expert and an authority. The first minor must
be a subject closely related to the major and may, under certain
conditions and with proper approval, be a sub-divison of the major
field of study. The second minor should be chosen outside of the
major field of study.
When a candidate chooses any subject as his major and a divi-
sion of that subject as his first minor, he is not permitted to choose
as a second minor any division of work in that same department
excepting by vote of the executive faculty of the School.
The candidate's list of subjects must receive the approval of
the head of the department in which he chooses his major work
and of the Dean of the School.
Period of Study.—The minimum period of study required for
securing the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is three years, and
if a candidate of ability enters the Graduate School fully qualified
to take up immediately the w^ork leading to a doctorate and de-
votes all his time to the pursuit of his purpose, he will usually
succeed in getting his degree at the end of three years. If, how-
ever, he begins his work without full preparation, or his strength
is divided, he will be required to spend a longer time. In any
case, the degree is conferred not for residence during a certain
period, but for scholarly attainments and power of investigation,
as proved by thesis and examination.
Candidates should note that "credit" is not given for wnrk
done in other universities, excepting in the sense that their resi-
dence at other institutions is counted towards the residence re-
quirement for the doctor's degree. The candidate is exanu'ncd
here on the subjects offered by him for the advanced degree.
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At least the first two or the last one of the three years required
must be spent at this University.
Examinations.—Towards the end of his second year of study,
or early in his third year, the candidate for the degree must sub-
mit to a preliminary examination conducted by the members of the
faculty with whom he is doing his principal work, in order to de-
termine whether he will be accepted as a candidate for the degree
in the following year. This examination is partly oral, and may
be wholly so. At this time, or before, the candidate will be re-
quired to demonstrate his ability to read French and German, and
any other language needed for the prosecution of his work. Ex-
cepting where the chosen field of study itself includes the lan-
guages, the examinations in language are conducted so as to deter-
mine whether the student is able to use the language as a tool for
the purpose of investigation.
On or before the last Monday in May of the year in which the
candidate expects to come up for his degree, he must submit to a
final examination by a committee appointed by the Dean of the
Graduate School. This examination will be partly written. The
candidate will also have, however, an oral examination. These
examinations will not be confined to the courses which the candi-
date has attended in the University of Illinois only, if he has done
part of the work elsewhere ; nor even to the field covered by the
courses specifically taken in this or other universities ; but will be
so conducted as to determine whether the candidate has a satis-
factory grasp of his major subject as a whole, and an acquaintance
with the fields of knowledge represented by his course of study.
Before the candidate is admitted to the final examination and
the defense of his thesis, he may be required to take any other
examination, oral or written, that is thought proper by the va-
rious departments in which he has studied. If after having been
admitted as a candidate for the degree, he fails in the third year
of his study to meet the expectations of the professors in charge
of his work, or in any way fails to maintain the standard of
scholarship and power of research expected of him, he may be
refused admission to the final examination.
The final examination in the major and minor subjects may not
be divided. The examination must be taken all at one time even
though it requires several sessions.
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Thesis.—The power of independent research must be shown
by the production of a thesis on some topic connected with the
major subject of study. The thesis must be the result of the au-
thor's own investigation. No display of scholarship or acquaintance
with the literature of the subject will secure the acceptance of the
thesis if it does not show real power of research. The candidate
is expected to defend his thesis or dissertation before the members
of the faculty, or as many of them as may wish to question him
about it, at a meeting called for the purpose, in the spring of
the year in which he expects to take his degree.
The subject of the thesis should be chosen not later than the
end of the second year of study and must be submitted for formal
approval not later than the first Monday of November of the year
when the degree is expected. A typewritten copy of the completed
thesis must be in the hands of the Dean not later than noon of
May fifteenth.
The thesis must be printed and one hundred copies deposited
in the library of the University before the degree is conferred.
If, for any reason, the thesis cannot be printed and one hun-
dred copies deposited before Commencement time, the candidate
must, before the first Monday in June, deposit a bond acceptable
to the Comptroller of the University and the Dean of the Gradu-
ate School for the cost of printing his thesis, or such part thereof
as may be regarded as sufficient to meet the requirements of the
rules.
The title page of each thesis must bear the words "Submitted
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in
—
(here put the major subject), in the Graduate
School of the University of Illinois."' The title page must also
contain the full name of the author, the full title of the thesis, the
year of imprint, and, if a reprint, the title, volnme and statement
of the pagination of tlic volume from which it is reprinted. Each
thesis must have an appendix giving a short educational history
of the candidate, including the institutions he has attended, his
degrees and honors, the titles of his publications, and such other
matters as may be pertinent.
FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
A nuniljer of fellowships and scholarships have been cstalilished
liy tin- Trustees of the University.
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The purpose of these scholarships and fellowships is to promote
advanced scholarship and original research in the University.
To first year graduate students of ability and promise there is
open a number of scholarships with a stipend of $250 each and free-
dom from tuition, incidental and laboratory fees. To second and
third year graduate students, that is, those who have had one or two
years of graduate study, are open fellowships with a stipend varying
from $3C0 to $500, with freedom from fees. The larger stipends
are given only to students who are expected to take their degrees
within the year. Each holder of a fellowship or scholarship must
pay the matriculation fee of ten dollars, unless he holds a first
degree from the University of Illinois, and also the diploma fee
of five dollars on receiving his diploma. Stipends are paid in ten
monthly installments, commencing October i.
Candidates for these scholarships and fellowships must be grad
nates of the University of Illinois, or of colleges or universities
having equivalent requirement for bachelors' degrees.
Applications must be made upon blanks provided for the pur-
pose, to be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate School. These
application forms should be addressed to the Dean of the Graduate
School as early as possible in February of the academic year pre-
ceding that for which the fellowship is desired. Applications for
scholarships and fellowships should be accompanied with full in-
formation concerning the applicant, and with any written or printed
essays or results of investigation which he can submit.
Scholarships and fellowships are good for one year but may
be renewed for a second or a third year in special cases. An ap-
pointment as honorary fellow, without stipend, may be made as
specified for paid fellowships in the case of anyone who has held
a regular fellowship and has shown distinguished merit in his work.
Applicants for fellowships are required to agree to send the
Dean of the Graduate School prompt notice of their acceptance or
refusal ; and to agree further, that, if accepted, the fellowship will
not be resigned to take a fellowship in any other institution during
the year for which it is awarded.
Nominations to fellowships are made upon the grounds of wor-
thiness of character, scholastic attainments and promise of success
in the principal line of study or research to which the candidate
proposes to devote himself. Scholars and fellows are members of
the Graduate School and have all the privileges and bear all the
responsibilities of such membership.
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Research Fellowships in the Engineering Experiment Station
Ten research fellowships, each of five hundred dollars a 3'ear,
have been established in the Engineering Experiment Station. Ap-
plicants to whom these fellowships are awarded are expected to hold
them for two years, devoting a part of their time to work in the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University. Application for
these should be made to the Director of the Engineering Experi-
ment Station.
Holders of these fellowships are subject to the same University
regulations as holders of other fellowships.
LIBRARY SCHOOL
FACULTY
Edmund J. James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Phine.\s Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director. Professor of Li-
brary Economy
Albert Sherwood Wilson, A.B., B.D., Assistant Director. Assist-
ant Professor of Library Economy
Anna May Price, A.M., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Lil)rary
Economy
Frances Simpson, M.L., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library
Economy
Florence Rising Curtis, Instructor in Library Economy
Herbert Williams Dexio, A.M., B.L.S., Lecturer on Cataloguing
Francis Keese Wvnkoop Drury, A.M., B.L.S., Lecturer on Order
Department.
Philip Sanford Goulding, A.B., Lecturer on Cataloguing
Margaret Hutchins, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer on General Reference
Alice Sarah Johnson, B.L.S., Lecturer on General Reference
Anne Davies Swezey, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer on General Reference
ADMISSION
Applicants for admission to the Library School must have
matriculated in the University and must have secured here or at
some other college or university, 98 hours* of credit in university
work, including the subjects prescribed for graduation from the
College of Literature and Arts or the College of Science. Students
are urged to complete a four years' college course before applying
for admission.
'See page 23'* for definition.
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AIMS AND SCOPE
It is the purpose of the Library School to offer instruction (i)
to students who wish to specialize in library work as a profession,
and (2) to students who wish to elect liberal library courses as
part of a general education.
Electives are introduced to allow for personal preference and
fitness for various positions. The practical work of the course
amounts to over three months of time counting eight hours a day.
Although elaborate methods are taught to enable students to
work in large libraries where bibliographic exactness is required,
stress is laid throughout the course on simplicity and economy of
administration. Moreover, emphasis is constantly laid on the re-
sponsibility of the librarian to the schools and clubs and to the
community at large.
The general student may elect, in his senior year, any subject
in the list of library electives for which he is prepared. Such sub-
jects have been indicated as will help the student in general read-
ing, in research work, in club work, or as a member of a library
committee or board of trustees. For the general student who does
not care to elect any regular library course, the School offers a
course of fifteen lessons on the use of the library and the ordinary
reference books. This course is open to students in all classes.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
• Credit for two years' technical library work is required for
graduation.
Course of Instruction
Required for the degree of B.L.S.
Fourth Ye.\r.
1. Elementary Library Economy (Lib. i) ; Elementary Refer-
ence (Lib. 2) ; Selection of Books (Lib. 3) ; History of Libraries
(Lib. 7) ; Library Extension (Lib. 14) ; Elementary Laboratory
Course (Lib. 4).
2. Elementary Library Economy (Lib. i) ; Elementary Refer-
ence (Lib. 2) ; Selection of Books (Lib. 3) ; Library Extension
(Lib. 14) ; Elementary Laboratory Course (Lib. 4).
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Fifth Year
1. Advanced Library Economy (Lib. 5) ; Bibliography (Lib.
6); Advanced Reference (Lib. 8)'; Public Documents (Lib. 13);
Advanced Laboratory Course (Lib. 10) ; Seminary (Lib. 15).
2. Advanced Library Economy (Lib. 5) ; Bibliography (Lib.
6); Bookmaking (Lib. 9)'; Public Documents (Lib. 13)'; Ad-
vanced Laboratory Course (Lib. 10) ; Seminary (Lib. 15).
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
There arc so few text-books on library economy that instruction
is given almost altogether by lecture and laboratory methods. Ref-
erences to books and periodicals are given for collateral reading,
and individual research is encouraged. Lectures are illustrated by
the collections of forms and fittings, and each student is expected to
do a certain amount of practical work in the University library
each day. Before completing the course, each student must have
had actual experience in every department of the library. Class
room work is tested by problems, and examinations take the form
of problems wherever practicable.
LOCAL LIBRARY CO-OPERATION
Tlic library of the University of Illinois and the Champaign
Public Library have systematic plans for co-operation through the
Library School, in the interest of the women's clubs. Each club in
Champaign and Urbana may send its program for the year to the
Library School, where a reference list is made on each subject,
specifying in which library the material is to be found. A copy of
each list is posted in each library.
EQUIPMENT
The most valuable equipment is the working library of the Uni-
versity, which forms an excellent laboratory. In addition to lecture
rooms a study room is provided, in which is not only a desk for
each student but also shelves for the collection of library economy
literature, enriched by the private library of Karl Dziatzko. A
museum of library appliances, various exhibits, and a good collec-
tion of photographs and lantern slides assist materially in instruc-
tion.
'Elective for library students.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
FACULTY
Edmuxd J. James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Charles Henry Mills, Mus. B., F.R.C.O., Professor of Music.
Director
George Foss Schwartz, A.B., IM.B., Associate in Musical Theory
Constance Barlow-Smith, Instructor in Sight Singing, Ear Train-
ing, and in charge of Public School Methods
Henri Jacobus Van den Berg, Instructor in Piano
Winifred Forbes, Instructor in Violin and Theory
Albert Austin Harding, Instructor in Band Instruments
George Rawson Wade, Instructor in Voice and in charge of the
Vocal Department
Lois McCobb, Instructor in Voice
Sarah Delano Morton, Instructor in Piano
May Elizabeth Floyd, Instructor in Piano
Florence M. Kirkup, Instructor in Voice
ADMISSION
For admission to the School of Music, the candidate must ful-
fill the general conditions described on pages 24 ff. He may then
enter on presentation of a certificate from a fully accredited high
school, for all required credits except music, or by examination, or
by transfer from some other college or university.
As in all other cases, 15 units of high school work are required
for admission. Of these the following are prescribed and no sub-
stitutes are allowed
:
Algebra 1Y2 units
English composition i unit
Literature 2 units
'A special circular g-iviiip complete details of tlie work of the ScUool of
Music may be obtained on application to the Ke^'istrar.
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Geometry, Plane i unit
History i unit
Foreign Language 3 units*
Music 2 units
The remainder of the required 15 units must then be made up
from the elective subjects listed in the table on page 25 in the
amounts here indicated. The subjects accepted for admission are
described on pages 26 ff.
The two units required in music must be obtained in all cases bj'
examination at the University. Certificates for this work are not
accepted. For admission as special students, admission to advanced
standing, etc., see page 43.
AIMS AND SCOPE
The School of Music offers regular courses leading to the de-
gree of bachelor of music, and a teacher's certificate in the depart-
ment of Public School Methods, and furnishes opportunity to
students not candidates for a degree to spend an indefinite amount
of time in the study of an instrument or of the voice.
A series of lectures and recitals is given each year. Only artists
of the best reputation appear. Music students are admitted free,
and are required to attend these concerts.
The instructors in the School of Music give recitals and lectures
on musical subjects during the year.
The course in the history of music, as well as the work in the
University Orchestra and the University Choral Society, may be
taken by students in other departments.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Credit for 130 semester hours," including military and physical
training credit, together with an acceptable thesis, is required for
graduation. The thesis must be on a topic related to music.
Students w-ho are not working for the degree in music may
receive a statement from instructors upon completing not less than
one year of college work.
Students completing the course in Public School Methods are
granted Teachers' Certificates.
'At least two of these must be in tlie same laiiffuatre.
'For definition of hour see Part III.
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Special and preparatory music students are required, in addition
to their practical work in music, to take a certain amount of other
studies.
Students enrolled in the department of music only, pay no se-
mester fees, but must pay the music fees. For a full statement of
fees, see page 60.
The course in Public School Methods is a professional one in
which students are trained to teach music in the public schools.
The required subjects are Musical History, Theory, Ear-Training,
Sight-Singing, Voice, Piano, Choral Society, Conducting and Meth-
ods of Teaching. An opportunity for practice teaching is offered.
Classes in ear-training meet twice each week. The fundamental
principles of musical notation are studied thoroughly, and the ear
is trained to recognize intervals, chords, etc., so that the student
may eventually think music. Music students are required to attend
these classes.
The sight-singing classes meet twice each week. This work is
required of music students and is open to any university students
who desire to take it.
CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS
PRESCRIBED
Music I 4 hours
Music 2 4 hours
Music 3 6 hours
Muic 4 6 hours
Music 5 5 hours
Music Piano Voice Violin 'Cello
First Year 7 12 17 17a 12 hours
Second year 8 13 18 i8a 12 hours
Third year 9 14 19 19a 16 hours
Fourth year 10 15 20 20 18 hours
French or German 16 hours
Physics 2 2 hours
English I 4 hours
English 16 3 hours
Rhetoric i 6 hours
Rhetoric 3 4 hours
Military i, 2 3 hours
-8
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Physical Training
—
Men, I, 3 ; 2 hours
Women, 7, 9 ; 3 hours
The remaining hours of credit may be obtained in electives of-
fered in the College of Literature and Arts, choice of subjects
being left to individual students.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
The University Glee Club is an organization for men. Member-
ship is decided by competition and is limited to sixteen in number.
The club meets twice a week for rehearsal.
The Ladies' Glee Club is an organization for the young women
of the University, and is in charge of the head of the vocal de-
partment.
The Mandolin and Guitar Club is open to men. Membership is
decided by competition, and the club is associated with the Glee
Club in its concerts.
The Military Band is conducted by the Instructor in Band In-
struments. Besides giving several concerts within the year, it fur-
nishes music for important University occasions, regimental forma-
tions and ceremonies and on all other occasions required by the
President. Membership is limited in number and is decided by
competitive examination.
The University Choral and Orchestral Society is conducted by
the Director of the School of Music, and gives each year a Christ-
mas concert and a May Festival. The Orchestra meets for two
hours' rehearsal once a week, and is open to all students who play
any orchestral instrument ordinarily well. The Choral meets once
a week for rehearsal of choral works. A small fee is charged for
membership, and singers not connected with the University are ad-
mitted.
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
It is the purpose of the School of Education to bring together
all the resources of the University which contribute in a profes-
sional way to the preparation of three classes of workers in our
public school system
:
1. The High School Teacher.—The school provides for the needs
of the high school principal, by supplying a general knowledge of
the various subjects of the high school curriculum as well as a
knowledge of organization and administration as applied to the
secondary school ; and for those of the departmental specialist
requiring a more extended knowledge of a few subjects.
2. The Supervisor of Special Subjects.—Manual training, do-
mestic science, music, drawing and physical training as now taught
in the better class of school systems, are subjects which demand
specially trained supervisors ; and the exceptional facilities of the
University for instruction in these subjects are thoroughly utilized.
3. The School Superintendent.—Demanding, as he does, a knowl-
edge of the development of school systems, a keen insight into
pedagogical problems, and an appreciaton of child-nature, the su-
perintendent needs extended preparation, and this the School of
Education is prepared to give.
The faculty of the school includes all those instructors who offer
courses primarily intended for prospective teachers.
All students who are preparing to teach, or who are primarily
interested in the work of education, are urged to enroll at the be-
ginning of their junior year in the School of Education.
They are further advised to elect, besides those special subjects
in which they desire to become proficient as teachers, the follow-
ing professional courses
:
1. Education i, five hours, (Principles of Education) and Ed-
ucation 6, three hours, (High School Organization and Ad-
minstration).
Education 11, five hours, (Practice and Observation).
2. Psychology i, three hours. (Elementary Psychology) and
Psychology 5, two hours, (Child Study).
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3. An elementary course of at least three hours in philosophy.
The courses in psychology and philosophy should as far as pos-
sible be elected in the sophomore year of the student's course.
The course of study of the School of Education is made up of
offerings selected from the work of the various departments of in-
struction in the University. The course is elective except for the
graduation requirements of the College in which the student is
registered.
The work is arranged in four somewhat distinct groups
:
(a) Courses in Education, Psychology, and Philosophy bearing
directly upon the profession of the teacher.
(b) Courses especially intended for teachers, offered by various
departments of the University.
(c) Suggested programs for students preparing to become spe-
cial supervisors of Domestic Science, Drawing, Music, or Physical
Training.
(d) Suggested programs for continuous and progressive work
in subjects represented in the high school curriculum.
Special Lectures
A number of special lectures are offered each year by the
School of Education. The State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion and the Presidents of the five State Normal Schools of Illinois
are officially connected with the School in the capacity of Special
Lecturers, each speaking before its students two or more times
each year. Other educators of prominence are also invited from
time to time to do similar service.
PRACTICE TEACHING
The School of Education is able to offer opportunities for prac-
tical training in secondary teaching. The Academy of the Univer-
sity enrolls over three hundred pupils of secondary grade, and is
available to all students in education for purposes of observation.
The study of actual class-room practice is an integral part of the
courses in high school administration and methods of teaching.
Students who are properly qualified are admitted to the training
courses which involve practice teaching in the Academy. Such
students are given responsibility for the conduct and progress of
their classes, and do the actual work of the class-room under the
close supervision of the faculty of the School of Education and
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the teachers of the Academy. A unit of work covering a period
of eighteen weeks is allotted to each practice teacher. With the
help of his advisers, he outlines the work for the entire period,
provides for and prepares the necessary materials, and works out
each daily lesson well in advance of the time for presentation. His
class-work is watched, and criticisms and suggestions are offered
as they are needed. All students in training meet once each week
with the principal and other teachers of the Academy to discuss
the progress of the work. In fact, for the time being, the student
is, to all intents and purposes, a member of the teaching corps of
the school, w^ith a definite responsibility for the progress of the
pupils that are assigned to his care. Training courses are effective
only in so far as they concentrate, within a comparatively brief
period, the discipline that the untrained teacher gains during a
much longer period of actual experience. This recognized value of
practice teaching can be realized only when the student in training
feels the same responsibility for results that a teacher regularly
employed would feel, and when supervision is so constant and so
well systematized that mistakes can be corrected before they have
had time to crystallize into habits.
In addition to the facilities afforded by the Academy, the public
schools of Champaign and Urbana (both secondary and elementary)
are available for purposes of observation. Opportunity is thus pro-
vided for the concrete study and investigation of the problems in-
volved in the general supervision and administration of schools.
The Pedagogical Libr.\ry .\nd Museum
In the rooms of the Department of Education in University
Hall is a collection of photographs of school buildings, drawings
and constructive work by pupils in the public schools, and the
nucleus of a representative collection of apparatus for the school
laboratory.
In addition to this are more than 8,000 text-books, national,
state, and city reports, courses of study and other educational doc-
uments of value. A card catalog of 9,000 titles carefully classified,
covering recent educational magazine literature is also in the rooms
of the Department.
The special amiounccment of the School of Education describ-
ing the work in greater detail may be had by addressing the Reg-
istrar of the University.
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Committee on Appointment of Teachers
This committee has in charge the naming of candidates from
among University graduates for positions as teachers or super-
visors of public schools, or instructors in normal schools, colleges,
and technical schools.
SCHOOL OF RAILWAY ENGINEERING
AND ADMINISTRATION
FACULTY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
William Freeman IMyrick Goss, J^I.S., D.Eng.. Director
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., Director of Business Courses
Ernest Ritson Dewsnup, M.A., Professor, Railway Administra-
tion
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Associate Professor, Railway
Engineering
Shelby Saufley Roberts, C.E., Assistant Professor, Railway Civil
Engineering
John Christie Duncan, M.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Ac-
countancy
Albert St. John Williamson, M.E., Instructor, Railway Mechani-
cal Engineering
Harry Cole Kendall, B.S., Instructor, Railway Electrical En-
gineering
GENERAL STATEMENT
The School of Railway Engineering and Administration has
been established to prepare men broadly for the technical and ad-
ministrative departments of railroads. The work offered is ar-
ranged in five different courses, any one of which is designed to
occupy four years' time. The courses are
:
Railway Civil Engineering
Railway Mechanical Engineering
Railway Electrical Engineering
Railway Transportation
Railway Traffic and Accounting
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The first three of these courses are administered by the College
of Engineering, and a description of them appears with that of
other courses offered by this College. Students are admitted to
them under the same conditions as to other courses of the College
of Engineering, and they have available for their use all of the
library, drafting-room and laboratory facilities which constitute the
equipment of this College. The last two courses are administered
by the College of Literature and Arts; they are described in detail
in connection with the other courses of this College. Students are
admitted to them under the same conditions as to other courses of
the College of Literature and Arts, and they enjoy all the privileges
of students in this College.
It is the purpose of each of these courses to add to the broad
foundation of discipline and training which should be supplied by
every college course, such specialized training as will be most use-
ful to those who look forward to careers in railway service.
SUMMER SESSION--
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Dean
Thomas Arkle Clark, Director
The faculty is made up chiefly from the regular corps of in-
struction of the University
GENERAL STATEMENT
The Summer Session of the University of Illinois for the year
1909 opened June 21 and closed August 20, making a term of nine
weeks. This is equivalent to one-fourth of the regular University
year, and credit is given on that basis.
FEES
A tuition fee of twelve dollars ($12) is required of all students
in regular attendance at the session. This entitles one to admission
to regular courses and to all special lectures. An extra laboratory
fee in some courses is charged for material used. Any single course
may be taken for a fee of six dollars ($6) and the laboratory fee,
if there be any in connection with the course taken, a single course
being understood to mean not more than two and one-half hours.
Law—A tuition fee of fifteen dollars ($15) will be charged all
students taking full work in law for ten weeks, $7.50 for either
half. No scholarships will be given for work in law, and the schol-
arships offered teachers for the Summer Session will not be ac-
cepted in the College of Law in lieu of the fee. The University
has not been authorized to grant such scholarships for professional
study. Single courses in law may be taken upon payment of a
proper fee to be determined in proportion to the number of hours
of instruction in that course.
*A circular of information concerning' the Summer Session for 1910 will be
sent on request to the Registrar or to the Director of the Summer Sessfon.
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Academy—An additonal fee of five dollars ($5.00) will be
charged all students registering for one or more Academy subjects.
Scholarships will not cover the Academy fee.
A permit to attend special lectures may be obtained from the
Dean of the Session without the payment of any fee.
SCHOLARSHIPS
In accordance with an action of the Board of Trustees of the
University all high school teachers in Illinois, and all other teach-
ers in the state who are able to matriculate in the University, are
entitled to a free scholarship in the Summer Session of the Uni-
versity. Teachers desiring these scholarships should present to the
Director before June I, 1910, a statement from the board of educa-
tion of the school in which they are employed to the effect that
they have been teaching during the past year, and they will be
awarded a scholarship in the Summer Session. Blanks for this
purpose may be had by addressing the Director. Teachers wishing
scholarships on the ground of their ability to matriculate should
present their credentials to the Registrar before June i, 1910.
INCIDENTAL LECTURES
Besides the regular exercises two incidental lectures were given
each week. The following lectures were presented
:
Professor C. M. Moss—Athens and Her Monuments.
Professor W. C. Bagley—The Scientific Spirit in Education.
Professor D. K. Dodge—Hamlet.
Dean E. B. Greene—The Impeachment of President Andrew
Johnson.
Professor N. C. Ricker—Development of Agriculture.
Dean Eugene Davenport—Vocational Education.
Professor Joel Stebbins—Life in a Mountain Observatory.
Professor S. W. Parr—A Talk on Coal.
Professor H. J. Barton—The Roman Forum.
Professor S. S. Colvin—Illusions.
Professor T. E. Oliver—Finland.
Professor G. S. Ford
—
Queen Louise of Prussia.
Professor H. A. HoUister—Socializing Influences in High
Schools.
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OUTLINE OF COURSES
AGRICULTURE
Mr. Barto
S I. Secondary School Agriculture.—This course is ar-
ranged for teachers in high schools, especially for the science
teachers in these schools, who wish to make preparation for
teaching agriculture.
The State University offers exceptional advantages to teach-
ers who wish to do this work in the Summer Session since the
experiment plots, farm crops, farm machinery, farm methods,
farm buildings, orchards, gardens, silos, dairy, herds, flocks,
green houses, laboratories and library—the whole equipment
of the College of Agriculture,—is at the service of the students
of agriculture for instructional use. Daily; tivo periods; first six
weeks. ( I '.-2 )
.
S 2. Common School Agriculture.—This course is espe-
cially designed for teachers of the grammar grades and of coun-
try schools who wish to get suggestions and training that will
help them in teaching agriculture in their schools.
Particular attention will be given to the preparation of
simple exercises in the study of soils and seeds and in prob-
lems dealing with germination and plant growth.
The work in this course will be related as closely as is prac-
ticable to the work in agriculture given in the State Course of
Study for the Common Schools of Illinois. Daily; two periods;
first six weeks. (1^2).
BOTANY
Courses S E i and S E 2 have been discontinued.
S 3. Elementary Physiology.—A study of the more inv-
portant physiological processes in the plant. Daily; tivo periods;
(2'/2). Assistant Professor Hottes.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or its equivalent.
S 4. Technique and Elementary Histology.—Methods of
collecting and preserving materials for the class room, and the
preparation of permanent slides and museum specimens. A
study of the minute anatomy of the vegetative organs. Daily:
two periods; (2!/2). Assistant Professor Hottes.
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Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or its equivalent.
S 5. Systematic Botany.—The course is devoted exlusive-
ly to flowering plants and includes laboratory work on the iden-
tification of species and field studies of tiie common trees and
shrubs. Studies arc also made upon systems and principles of
plant classification and upon the characteristics of important
families. Daily; two periods; {2Y2). Dr. Gleason, Mr. Clute.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or its equivalent.
S 6. Ecology.—Lectures and field work on ecological fac-
tors, their action upon plants, and the structure and functions of
typical plant associations. The course is about equivalent to
course 17 of the second semester. Daily; tzvo periods; (2^).
Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or its equivalent.
S 7. Teachers' Course.—This course is intended for those
who are to teach the subject in secondary schools and includes
both scientific and pedagogic studies. Lectures and laboratory
work are devoted to: (i) such plants and such plant activities
as should have main consideration in high school work, and (2)
the preparation for and methods of instruction. Daily; two
periods; {21/2). Mr. Clute.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or its equivalent.
S 18. Ecology.—The field work required for course 18,
given in semesters I and II, may be done wholly or in part dur-
ing the summer session. The student should be able to devote
a half day or day to the work, and the credit depends on the
number of days per week so occupied. Credit will not be given
for the field work alone. Arrange time; (1-5). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Botany 17 or S 6.
CHEMISTRY
Note :—By arrangement with the instructor, students, who do
not wish to attend the recitations or do the laboratory work, may
attend the lectures of S E i or S 2, but university credit will not
be given in such cases.
Graduate Work.—Graduate students whose major subject is
not chemistry or agriculture may take for their graduate work
S 5a or S 13a. Students whose major subject is chemistry may
take S III.
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SE I. Elementary Chemistry.—A course in general inor-
ganic chemistry, dealing for the most part with the chemistry of
the non-metallic elements. The course consists of illustrated
lectures, recitations, and laboratory work. The text employed is
Alexander Smith's General Chemistry for Colleges. Daily, includ-
ing Saturday; three periods; (5). Dr. Balke, Mr. Egan, Mr.
NxcKELL, Mr. Gordon.
S 2. Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry.—This course is a
continuation of S E i and is devoted mainly to the study of the
metallic elements, their compounds, and properties. The course
consists of illustrated lectures and recitations, but does not in-
clude laboratory work. Alexander Smith's General Chemistry for
Colleges is used as a guide. Daily, including Saturday; (2),
Dr. Balke, Mr. Gordon.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i.
S 3. Qualitative Analysis.—This course consists of lec-
tures, recitations, and laboratory practice in the ordinary pro-
cesses of qualitative analysis. Daily; three periods; (3). Dr.
Balke, Mr. Egan, Mr. Nickell.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i.
S 5a. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—The laboratory
work comprises a series of experiments which illustrate the
fnudamental principles of gravimetric and volumetric methods.
The lectures and recitations consist of a consideration of stoichi-
ometrical relations, the fundamental laws of chemistry and their
applications to the study of solutions. The text book is Lincoln
and Walton's Exercises in Quantitative Analysis. Daily; four
periods; (5). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i and 3.
S 9 and 9c. Organic Chemistry.—The work of this course
consists in the discussion of the characteristics of the more typi-
cal and simple organic compounds, followed by a brief consid-
eration of most of the important classes of derivatives of carbon.
The laboratory work of the course will consist of the prepara-
tion of typical organic compounds. Remsen's Organic Chemis-
try. Three periods; (5). Mr. Derick.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
S II and S iii. Research.—Opportunity will be given for
advanced work and research in inorganic or analytical chemistry.
Arrange. (2-5). Dr. Balke, Dr. Holmes.
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S 13a. Agricultural Analysis.—This course is arranged to
meet the wants of agricultural students. The work begins with
the gravimetric determination and separation of the more im-
portant constituents of soils, fertilizers, and agricultural products;
it includes the chemical analysis of food stuflfs, such as grains, fod-
ders, and dairy products. The text book is Lincoln and Walton's
Elementary Exercises in Quantitative Analysis. Daily; four pe-
riods; (s). Dr. Holmes.
DRAWING, GENERAL ENGINEERING
Mr. McMaster
S I. Elements of Drafting.—Required of all engineering
students. Consists of lettering, free-hand sketching and working
drawings. Lettering. Free-hand treatment through plain forms,
emphasis being laid upon off-hand lettering and working drawing
titles. Text, Wilson and McMaster's Notes on Practical Mechani-
cal Drawing. Sketching. Free-hand sketching of machine parts
from models. Time sketches in working drawings from machine
details in the shops and laboratories. Working drawings. Brief
exercise in the use of tools, working drawings made from free-
hand and time sketches. Daily; three periods; (4).
S 2. Descriptive Geometry.—Text, Church's Descriptive
Geometry. Problems relating to the point, line, and plane ; the
properties of surfaces, intersections and developments. Recita-
tions and drawing room work daily. Daily; three periods; (4).
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i.
ECONOMICS
Professor Aldrich, of Tulane University, Dr. Brownson.
In the Summer Session the only graduate work in economics
is research by the individual student. Those who wish graduate
credit therefore must enroll in economics S 18.
S I. Principles of Economics.—A general survey of the field.
The forces determining economic development are studied with
special reference to the experience of the United States. This
course will be accepted as the equivalent of Economics 2. Four
times a week; (2). Professor Aldrich.
Prerequisite- Two years of University credit.
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S 22. Economic History of the United States.—A study of
the general industrial development of the country with attention
to the growth of some particular industries. Four times a zvcek;
(2). Mr. Brownson.
Prerequisite: Economics i or 2, or (concurrently) S i.
S 23. The Growth of American Life and Character.—His-
tory and Interpretation. A chronological outline of changes in
the environment and spirit of American society leads to discus-
sions of the direction and methods of social progress ; of impor-
tant diversities in American life, such as unlikenesses between
races, sections, and economic and social classes; of the unity which
does or should underlie these diversities; and of the meaning of
democracy and of a democratic spirit. High school teachers of
history who do not wish credit in this course will be welcome as
listeners on presentation of the usual card. Three periods; (3).
Professor Aldrich.
Prerequisite- A thorough course in U. S. general history,
and Economics i or Sociology i, or the equivalent.
S 18. A seminary class or a class in the study of economic
literature will be formed according to the wishes of the students.
The time of meeting will be determined when the class is organ-
ized. The amount of credit will depend on the amount of work
done. Professor Aldrich.
EDUCATION
S I. Principles of Education :—This course will consider
(a) the biological principles which condition and limit education,
with particular reference to the educational implications of the
recent studies in the relative influence of heredity and envir-
onment; (b) the psychological principles governing the educative
process, especially the laws of attention, haliit, memory, and the
formation of meanings; (c) the developmental principles which
describe and explain the changes of childhood and youth, the
chief emphasis being laid upon the changes accompanying pu-
berty and adolescence; (d) the application of these principles
to educational practice in connection with the course of study,
methods of instruction, and school hygiene. Lectures, discus-
sions, and prescribed readings. Daily; (25^). Professor Bacley.
S 2. Educational Values and Methods.—Contemporary
methods of instruction and training will be described and ana-
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lyzed for the purpose of determining in what way and in how
far they tend toward a realization of the various values inherent
in different types of subject-matter. Language, history, mathe-
matics, and science will be considered with reference to both
elementary and secondary education. (In connection with this
course an opportunity will be offered to properly qualified stu-
dents to observe the class work in the Academy.) Lectures,
discussions, and prescribed readings in the recent literature of
educational method. Daily; (2'/2). Professor Bagley.
S 3. School Organiz.xtion and Administration.—A general
course in administration taking for its foundation the historical
background of the American public school system. The prob-
lems of organization and administration will be considered in
their national, state, county, township and district aspects, with
comparative studies. Special emphasis will be placed on financial
support, supervision, teachers' qualifications, and community ad-
justments. This course may count for graduate credit. Lectures,
discussions and required readings. Daily; (2^). Assistant Pro-
fessor HOLLISTER.
S 4. High School Administration.—The organization and
development of the American high school will be discussed and
compared with European secondary schools. The treatment will
center in the program of studies, the psychological principles
involved in its organization, and the various means of making
it effective. Consideration will also be given to the more im-
portant problems growing out of the school as a social group.
Recitations, lectures and discussions, with the written develop-
ment of a selected problem. Daily; (2%). Assistant Professor
Hollister.
ENGLISH
S la. Introductory Course.—English literature before the
Nineteenth Century. This course with S ib is equivalent to
lish I as outlined in the regular catalog. Four periods a week;
(2). Assistant Professor Baldwin.
S lb. Introductory Course.—English Literature before the
Nineteenth Century. This course with S la is equivalent to
English I as outlined in the regular catalog. Four periods a
week; (2). Assistant Professor Baldwin, Miss Harbarger.
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S 2a. Introductory Course.—English Literature of the
Nineteenth Century. This course with S 2b is equivalent to
English 2 as outlined in the regular catalog. Four periods a
week; (2). Mr. Tietje.
2 2b. Introductory Course.—English Literature of the
Nineteenth Century. This course with English S 2a is equiva-
lent to English 2 as outlined in the regular catalog. Four per-
iods a week; (2). Mr. Tietje.
S 4. English Versification.—Theory of English meter and
rhythm ; history of the development of the forms of English
verse. By special arrangement with the instructor properly
qualified students may count this course for graduate credit, but
they must indicate their intention at the time of registration.
Four periods a week; {2). Mr. Scott.
S II. Contemporary Writers.—Some of the literary move-
ments of the present are traced in the works of living novelists,
essayists, and dramatists. Four periods a week; first six weeks;
^iVz). Professor Dodge.
S 15. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching English
Literature and Composition in the High School. Three periods a
week; {1V2). Mr. Tietje.
S 17. Historical English Grammar.—Problems of modern
grammar will be studied in their relation to the earlier periods
of the language. Four periods a week; first six weeks; (iVi)-
Professor Dodge.
S 19. Literary Study of the Bible.—The Psalms and the
Prophets, lyric poetry and oratory. Daily; first six weeks; (i 2-3)
Assistant Professor Baldwin.
S 23. Elementary Course in Shakespeare.—Four periods a
week; (2). Mr. Guild.
S 33. English Poetry of the Nineteenth Century.—Four
periods a week; (2). Mr. Guild.
RHETORIC
S la. Rhetoric and Themes.—This course is the same as
the first semester of Rhetoric i as outlined in the regular catalog.
Daily; (3). Two sections. Miss Harbarger, Mr. McConn.
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S lb. Rhetoric and Themes.—This course is the same as
the second semester of Rhetoric i as outlined in the regular cata-
log. Daily; (3). Mr. Scott.
S 3. Daily Themes.—Five short themes a week with a four-
page theme every fortnight. (2). Mr. Scott.
By special arrangement with the instructor students may
be allowed to make four hours in this course, but they must in-
dicate their intention at the time of registration.
S 5. Extempore Speaking.—Platform discussion of current
events, practice in after dinner speaking, impromptu debates, etc.
Two periods a week; (i). Mr. Halliday.
S 7. Public Spe.\king.—An introductory course in public
speaking; vocal, breathing, action, and declamation exercises, sup-
plemented by text-book and individual instruction. Four periods
a week; (2). Mr. Halliday.
S 13. Dee.\ting.—Two periods a week; (i). Mr. Halliday.
ENTOMOLOGY
S I. General Field and Laboratory Course.—A beginning
course, including field, laboratory and msectary observations on
the most important economic insects available at the time, and on
other forms particularly interesting to the teacher. A well-
equipped insectary is available, and frequent field excursions are
made under the leadership of the instructor. Daily; (2^). Dr.
FOLSOM.
S 2. Advanced Course.—This course, consisting chiefly of
field and insectary work on economic and ecological subjects, is
open to those who have had course S i or its equivalent. This
course is open for graduate credit. Daily; (2j^). Dr. Folsom.
FRENCH
S I. Beginners' Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, composi-
tion, reading of easier texts. Daily; (2^). Mr. Owen.
S 2. Reading of Modern French.—A course in rapid read-
ing of modern authors for students who have had the equiva-
lent of a year's elementary French in a college. Composition,
conversation. Daily; first six weeks; (2). Professor Oliver.
S 3. Supplementary Work.—Under the direction of the in-
structor, competent students may supplement the work of either
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of the preceding courses so as to make S i the equivalent of the
first semester of the regular University course i, or course S 2
the equivalent of the first semester of the regular University
course 2. Professor Oliver, Mr. Owen.
S 4. French Comedy.—The development of French comedy
with especial emphasis upon Moliere. Lectures, interpretative
and collateral readings. Three periods a week; first six weeks;
(i). More by arrangement. Students wishing to make this
arrangement must indicate it at the time of registration. Pro-
fessor Oliver.
S 5. Adv.a.nced Prose Composition and Convers.'Xtion.—An
advanced course aiming to give some facility in writing and
speaking idiomatic French. Designed chiefly for students intend-
ing to teach French. Two periods a week; first six weeks; (i or
more by arrangement). Professor Oliver.
S 120. Seminar.—An opportunity is here offered for gradu-
ate work. Professor Oliver.
GERMAN
S I. Beginners' Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, composi-
tion, reading easy texts. Daily including Saturday; (3). Two
sections. Assistant Professor Meyer, Dr. Chiles.
S 2. Intermediate Course.—Grammar, composition, reading
Open to those who have had German i of the regular University
year, or an equivalent. Five tintcs a zveek. (2^). Dr. Wiehr.
S 3. Prose Reading.—Reading of narrative prose, sight trans-
lation, composition. Open to those who have had regular course
3 in the University, or an equivalent. Five times a zveek; (2'/2).
Dr. Chiles.
S 4. Readings from the Classics.—Lessing's Minna von
Barnhelm, Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea, Composition. Open
to those who have had regular course 4 in the University, or an
equivalent. Five times a zveek; {2Y2). Dr. Wiehr.
Students securing a grade of 85 or more and doing additional
work assigned by the instructor, may supplement the work of
S I, S 2, S 3, or S 4, making it the equivalent of the University
courses i, 3, 4, or 5 respectively, the amount to be indicated at
registra*^ion.
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S 5. Prose Composition.—Translation of ordinary prose into
German, study of idiomatic construction, and practice in ren-
dering at sight. Open to those who have had two years of Univer-
sity work, or an equivalent. Two hours a week; (i). Dr. Chiles.
S 7. Readings from Prose Fiction.—Rapid translation and
sight reading of such works as Hauff's Lichtenstein, Ludwig's
Zwischen Himmel und Erde. Open to those who have had two
years of University work, or an equivalent. Five times a week;
{2Y2). More by arrangement, to be indicated at registration.
Assistant Professor Meyer.
S 8. Gothic or Middle High German.—A course will be
given in Gothic or in Middle High German, to be determined by
the preferences of those who make application. Open to those
who have had four years of University work, and to others by
special arrangement. This course may be counted toward gradu-
ate credit. Three times a week; (i5^). Dr. Wiehr.
HISTORY
S I. Medieval Europe.—An introductory survey of European
history from the fourth century to the close of the fifteenth. The
course deals chiefly with continental affairs, events in England
being studied only in connection with the general European
movements. Lectures, recitations, and collateral reading. Daily,
including Saturday; (3). Assistant Professor Larson.
S 3. American History, 1789-1861.—The emphasis will rest
upon the political and constitutional phases of the subject. Lec-
tures, quizzes, and reports. Daily, including Saturday; first six
weeks; (2). Professor Conger.
(Courses S 12 and S 22 are open only to graduates and to
undergraduates who have the substantial equivalent of junior
standing in the University.)
S 12. England in the Eighteenth Century.—An advanced
course in English history from the accession of William and Mary
(1689) to the close of the Napoleonic wars (1815). Particular
attention will be given to the colonial and imperial phases of the
period, such as the international situation, the American prob-
lems, the conquest of India, and the relations of England with Ire-
land, Scotland, and the British possessions. Four times a week;
(2V2). Assistant Professor Larson.
Prerequisite: At least one college course in English or
American history.
I
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S 22. The Genesis of Nullification in South Carolina.—
The principal expressions of states rights feeling from the forma-
tion of the Federal Constitution until 1830 will be studied in
order to trace the growth of the doctrine. Exercises in the criti-
cal use of documentary material. Four times a week; (2). Pro-
fessor Conger.
Prerequisite: At least one college course in American His-
tory.
For Graduates
S 121. Selected Topics in the History of Europe During
THE Revolutionary Epoch and the Nineteenth Century.—This
course does not aim at a connected presentation of the whole
period. Certain events, persons, and movements are selected for
intensive study. Daily; first six weeks; arrange hours; (2). Pro
fessor Ford.
HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
Miss Pincomb.
S I. Food.—The work in this course will consist of lectures,
laboratory work and quiz. Demonstrations will be given in con-
nection with the laboratory work. Daily; first six zvceks; (15/2).
S 2. The House.—In this course the plan, decoration and
care of the house will be considered. Three periods a zucek; first
six weeks; (i).
S 3. Organization and Equipment.—This course will in-
clude work in both domestic science and domestic art. They will
be considered from the standpoint of their relation to other sub-
jects in the school curriculum; kind and cost of equipment and
methods of presentation will be considered. Two periods a week;
first six weeks; (i).
Note :—In view of the desire expressed by the teachers who
participated in the conference on Domestic Science in the public
schools the work in the Summer Session is planned with special
reference to the needs of such teachers. The problems of the
rural school teacher will also be considered.
LATIN
Professor Barton.
S I. Latin Writing.—Continuous prose based on Roman
History. Three periods a week; (1^2).
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S 2. Martial.—Selections with especial reference to social
conditions. Ttvo periods a week; (i).
S 3. Tacitus.—Selections from the histories. Events of the
year 69. This course may count for graduate credit. Three pe-
riods a week; (i^).
S 4. Private Life with some consideration of the Monuments.
Two periods a week; (i).
LAW
The work in the College of Law extended through a pe-
riod of ten weeks, from June 21 to August 25. The session was
divided into two parts of five weeks each, viz., from June 21
to July 24. inclusive, and from July 26 to August 25, inclusive.
For detailed information concerning these courses address Secre-
tary of the College of Law, Urbana, Illinois.
First Half
S 3. Real Property.—Gray's Cases on Property, Vols, i and
2. Six periods a week; (2). Professor Northrup.
S 7. Domestic Relations.—Smith's Cases on the Laiv of Per-
sons. Six periods a week; (2). Professor Green.
S 13. Damages.—Beale's Cases. Six periods a week; (2).
Mr. COSGROVE.
S 18. Wills.—Gray's Cases, Vol. IV. Six periods a week;
(2). Professor Northrup.
S 22,- Mortgages.—Kirchevcy's Cases. Six periods a week;
(2). Mr. Cosgrove.
S 28. Insurance.—IVambaugh's Cases. Six periods a week;
(2). Professor Green.
Second Half
S I. Contracts.—IVilliston's Cases. Tzvelvc periods a week;
(4). Professor Birdzell.
S 8. Evidence.—Thayer's Cases. Twelve periods a week;
(4). Professor Hughes.
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MATHEMATICS
S 2. Advanced Algebra.—This course will be equivalent to
that offered in the University on the same subject. The work
will cover the following topics :
Progressions, binominal theorem, undetermined coefficients,
partial fractions, permutations and combinations, imaginaries,
logarithms, and the elemaits of the theory of equations. Daily;
(3). Mr. Denton.
S 4. Plane Trigonometry.—This course will be equivalent to
that offered in the University on the same subject. Daily; (2).
Dr. Lytle.
S 5. Teachers' Course.—In this course special attention is
given to a discussion of the methods of teaching algebra and geo-
metry, the position of mathematics in the secondary school course,
the correlation of mathematics with allied subjects, a comparative
study of the leading text books, and a brief history of elementary
mathematics. Daily; (3). Dr. Lytle.
S 6. Analytical Geometry.—The problems of geometry can
be formulated and treated analytically, those of analysis can be
treated geometrically. In this course algebra and geometry are
united. The main topics to be discussed will be the equations of
the first and second degree, and their geometric interpretation.
Other loci will also be treated. There will also be a brief account
of the analytical geometry of three dimensions. Daily; (21/2) to
5). Mr. Denton.
S 7. Differential Calculus.—This course is equivalent to
that offered in the University as Mathematics 7. Daily; {2Y2 to
5). Dr. Wahlin.
S 9. Integral Calculus.—This course is equivalent to that
offered in the University as Mathematics 9. Daily; (3). Dr.
BoRGER and Dr. Wahlin.
S 18. Higher Plane Curves.—This course includes the gen-
eral theory of algebraic curves, together with the application of
the theory of invariants to higher plane curves. Special study is
made of curves of the third and fourth order. This course may
be counted for graduate credit. Daily; (3). Dr. Borger.
S 28. Theory of Numbers.—The course will include a dis-
cussion of congruences, quadratic residues, linear and quadratic
forms and a detailed study of the quadratic number-field. This
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course may be counted for graduate credit. Daily; (3). Assist-
ant Professor Young.
S 15. Semin.\ry and Thesis. (3). Assistant Professor
Young.
S 40. Lectures on the Foundations of Mathematics.—
A
course of ten lectures dealing with the fundamental concepts of
elementary mathematics. Especially recommended to teachers of
mathematics in colleges and secondary schools. Twice a zueck for
five zveeks; ('/2 to i). Assistant Professor Young.
MECHANICS. THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
S 7. Analytical Mechanics.—This course includes the first
half of Analytical Mechanics as given in Maurer's Technical Me-
chanics. Daily; (3). Mr. Engstrom.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and registration in Mathe-
matics 9.
S 8. Analytical Mechanics.—This course includes the sec-
ond half of Analytical Mechanics as given in Maurer's Technical
Mechanics. Daily; {2Y2). Mr. Engstrom.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9 and T. & A. M. 7.
S 9. Resistance of Materials.—Training in the elementary
principles of the mechanics of materials, with experiments and in-
vestigations in the materials laboratory to verify the experi-
mental laws
;
problems in ordinary engineering practice to train
the student in the use of his knowledge. This course covers the
same ground both in text book, problem work and in experiments
in the materials testing laboratory as T. and A. M. 9. Merri-
man's Mechanics of Materials. Daily in class room and two
double periods in laboratory; (3^). Mr. Fleming.
Prerequisite: T. and A. M. 7 and registration in T. and A.
M. 8.
S 10. Hydraulics.—Text-book and laboratory work. The
laws of the pressure and the flow of water and its utilization as
motive power are considered. Experimental work in the observa-
tion and measurement of pressure, velocity, and flow, in power
and efficiency, and in the determination of experimental coeffi-
cients. Hoskin's Hydraulics. Four times a week and tzvo double
periods in laboratory. (3). Mr. Enger.
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With the opening of the hydraulic laboratory for the Summer
School, arrangements may be made to use its facilities for spe-
cial experimental work.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
These courses will be the equivalent of those offered in the
same subjects during the University year.
S la. Pattern Shop.—This course includes the care and use
of tools, and the construction of patterns, core boxes, match
boards, etc. The shop is equipped with tools, benches and ma-
chines such as are found in modern pattern shops. Five three
hour periods a week; (3). Mr. Ellis.
S lb. Forge Shop.—This course will include work in shaping
and welding iron and steel ; dressing and tempering lathe and
other tools ; annealing and case hardening. One tzvo-hour, and
two three-hour periods a week; (iVz)- Mr. Lanham.
S ic. Foundry.—Care and management of the cupola ; floor,
bench and machine molding; green and dry sand cores; mixing
and casting brass, aluminum, and other soft metals. Tzuo three-
hour and one tzvo-hour period a week; {1Y2). Mr. Casper.
S 2a. Machine Shop.—Exercises in chipping and filing;
elementary work on lathe, drill press, shaper, planer, and grind-
ing machine. Five three-hour periods a week; (2^/2)- Mr.
Scroggin, Mr. Goben.
S 2b. Advanced Machine Shop.—This course includes the
use of milling machine, screw machine, gear cutter, boring mill
and turret lathe ; erecting and testing of machines and gas en-
gines. Five three-hour periods a week; (2^). Mr. Scroggin.
Lectures on tools and shop processes are given frequently,
and inspection trip to shops in the local and adjoining towns
are made in connection with all classes in shop practice. A
student may finish one full year's work in the shop during the
summer term.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
FOR WOMEN
S I. Practice.—The aim of this course is to enable students
to overcome, by means of corrective and educational gymnastics,
faulty posture and growth, and to develop a healthy body. Ele-
mentary gymnastics, marching, Swedish free exercises, dumb-
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bells, clubs, wands, fancy steps, folk dances, simple exercises on
various pieces of apparatus, tennis, basketball, hockey, golf, lawn
bowling, games and out-of-door play. Daily; first six weeks.
Miss Atkinson, Miss Pease.
S 2. Practice.—This course offers opportunities for teach-
ers who desire special instruction in certain lines, suitable for
public school work. Drills in light and free gymnastics, Indian
clubs, dumb-bells, wands, gymnastic dancing, Maypole figures,
artistic gynniastics, out-of-door athletics, folk dances and games.
Classes will be formed in special subjects as desired. Daily; first
six weeks. Miss Atkinson, Miss Pease.
S 3. Swimming.—The swimming pool of the Woman's gym-
nasium w'ill be open daily, affording opportunity for instruction
and practice during nine weeks. Miss Atkinson, Miss Crow.
FOR MEN
S I. Gymnasium Practice.—Setting up exercises, practical
elementary class drills with dumb-bells, wands, clubs and chest
weights, and elementary heavy apparatus work. Three periods a
week. Mr. Hana.
S 2. Gymnasium Practice.—Intermediate and advanced
heavy apparatus work. Three periods a week. Mr. Hana.
S 3. Lecture.—Personal hygiene. Lectures upon bodily
health, including such subjects as the bath, sleep, diet, injuries
from over work and study, sedentation, tobacco, alcohol, sexology.
Once a week. Mr. Hana.
S 4. Swimming.—The large pool in the Gymnasium offers
ample facilities for swimming. Daily. Mr. Hachmeister.
PHYSICS
(All courses in Physics ztnll continue for only the first six
weeks).
S 2a. General Physics.—Lectures with experimental illus-
trations and recitations. The topics treated in 1910 will be wave
motion, sound and light. Daily; (i). Mr. Stifler.
Prerequisite: Plane geometry and high school algebra.
S 2b. General Physics Laboratory.—A laboratory course in
sound and light to accompany S 2a. Three tivo-hour periods a
week; (i). Mr. Stephenson.
Prerequisite: Plane geometry and high school algebra.
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S 4. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.—Laboratory-
exercises with discussions and recitations. It is taken during the
fall and winter semesterJ by junior students in electrical engi-
neering and is recommended to others wishing an exact course in
electrical and magnetic measurements. Three three-hour periods
a week; (i). Mr. Williams.
S 4a. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—A course
of lectures and recitations discussing the phenomena of static
electricity with elementary calculus methods and with occasional
lecture room demonstrations. The text-book will be Foster and
Porter's Electricity and Magnetism. Daily; (2). Mr. Williams.
Prerequisite : Consult instructor.
S 15. Electricity and Magnetism.— (Students desiring to
take this course should consult with the instructor). Mr. Wil-
liams.
S i6a. Heat.—Lectures and recitations on fundamental heat
phenomena and elements of the mechanical theory of heat. La-
boratory experiments in thermometry, calorimetry, vapor pres-
sures, expansion, and conduction and radiation of heat, mechani-
cal equivalent of heat, etc. Three three-hour periods a week; (i).
Assistant Professor Watson.
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
S 18. Teachers' Course.—Discussion of practical problems that
confront the teacher in high school physics. A laboratory course
in physics suitable for the high school will be outlined and some
of the experiments performed. Two tivo-hour periods each week;
(2-3). Mr. Stifler.
S 13. Investigation of Special Problems.—An advanced course
in the laboratory or in design and calculation. A problem is cho-
sen and worked out with the advice and direction of the instructor.
This course may be counted for graduate credit, (i or 2). As-
sistant Professor Watson.
S 32. Seminary and Thesis.—This course is primarily for
graduate students, (i or 2). Assistant Professor Watson.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professor Scott.
S I. Government and Politics in the United States.—
A
general study of the American system of government in its local.
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state and federal organs, and their relation to each other, as well
as of the methods of political action. Dailv; first six weeks;
(I 2-3).
S 2. Party Government.—A study of the theory and devel-
opment of the party system ; the organization and methods of
action of political parties in the United States; the legal control
of parties; and reform tendencies. This course may be taken for
graduate credit under conditions prescribed by the instructor.
Daily: first six zveeks; (i 2-3).
PSYCHOLOGY
S I. Elementary Psychology.—A beginners' course which
aims to serve as a basis for further study in psychology, educa-
tion, and philosophy. Daily; first six weeks; (2). Professor
COLVIN.
S 2. Introduction to Experimental Psychology.—Experi-
ments in sensation, perception, memory and imagination. Tzvo lec-
tures a iveek and three two-hour laboratory periods; first six
weeks; (2). Professor Colvin, Miss Abbott.
(May be taken in connection with S i. Regular University
students may count these combined courses as equivalent to Psy-
chology i).
S 3. The Psychology of the Learning Process.—A critical
discussion of the problems of acquisition, memory, and imagina-
tion. Three lectures a week and two two-hour laboratory periods;
first six weeks; (2). Professor Colvin, Miss Abbott.
SOCIOLOGY
Professor Hayes, Professor Aldrich
S I. Principles of Sociology.—For students with preparation
equal to that required for junior standing. The course may be
taken for graduate credit with such additional work as the instruc-
tor assigns. Daily; first six weeks; (i 2-3).
S 5. Charities and Corrections.—The treatment, causes, and
prevention of poverty and crime. Daily; first six zveeks. (i 2-3).
S 6. Same as Economics S 23.
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SPANISH
Mr. Owen
S I. Beginners' Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, composi-
tion, reading of easy texts. Daily; (2^^).
S 3. Supplementary Work.—An opportunity is offered to do
supplementary work in Spanish similar to that described above for
French.
ZOOLOGY
S I or S E I. Elementary Zoology.—In this course, types of
vertebrate and of invertebrate animals are studied from the eco-
logical, morphological, and physiological points of view. The lab-
oratory work is done on a series of types so selected as to include
those which are most useful in high school courses. This course
is intended to serve the purposes of the high school teacher, and
also as an introduction to any University work in this department.
Students who desire University credit for Zoology 10 must arrange
with the instructor to do the required work. Daily; two periods;
(2^4 ). Dr. Peters, Mr. Gross.
S 2. Teachers' Course.—This is a course intended to meet
the practical needs and remedy some of the common deficiencies
of those who may have an elementary knowledge of the subject
but who are not trained in the method of its presentation to classes.
The following topics are treated as fully as time permits
:
1. The general principles of zoological instruction. Text and
reference books and their function. The selection and sequence
of animals for laboratory study. Laboratory guides and students'
note-books. The school collection. The correlation of zoology
and human physiology.
2. The collection, preparation, and preservation of material for
class work, and the properties of a few selected preservatives.
Practice in making and demonstrating dissections for class use,
including injected specimens. Selected methods in technique of
particular value to teachers.
3. The field work which will naturally be taken with this course
is described imder S 3.
4. Some physiological and experimental study of type animals
similar to that of the class in S i. Three meetings a zveek ; first
six weeks; two periods; (i).
Prerequisite: S i or its equivalent.
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S 3. Field Zoology and Orinthology.—A course in which the
major part of the attention is given to the observation and identi-
fication of birds and other animals of the vicinity, which are of
most interest to teachers. (For field work on insects, see the de-
scription of courses in Entomology). Two meetings a week; two
periods; (i). Mr. Gross.
S 5. Physiological Zoology.—The physiological processes and
their development are studied in this course in a comparative way
as exhibited in the series of zoological groups from the Protozoa
to man. The work is arranged with special reference to teachers
of both zoology and human physiology. Lectures and laboratory
work. Two periods a zueek of tivo hours each; first six weeks;
(i). Dr. Peters.
Prerequisite: S i or its equivalent.
ACADEMY
The following subjects were offered in the Academy. Stu-
dents registered in one or more of these courses were charged
an additional fee of $5.00 whether they held scholarships or not.
ENGLISH
Mr. McCoNN
. S A I. Grammar and Punctuation.—A thorough review of
the sentence, with emphasis on the practical applications of gram-
mar in correct and effective speech and writing. Punctuation is
taught incidentally as the means of indicating grammatical rela-
tions. Discussions of methods of teaching grammar in the high
school. Daily.
S A la. Spelling.—How to learn to spell and how to teach
spelling. Saturdays.
Note.—English S A i and S A la are intended primarily for
those expecting to teach the subjects and those whose early train-
ing in them has lacked thoroughness. Either course may be taken
by itself. The two courses (six days a week) together with
Rhetoric S i (Rhetoric and Themes) will be accepted for the
unit in English Composition required for entrance.
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LATIN
Mr. Thomas
S A I. Elementary Latin.—A review of Latin grammar, in-
tended for persons wishing to resume the study of Latin after an
interval and for those expecting to teach the subject. Incidental
discussion of methods of teaching. Daily; (i unit).
Prerequisite: One half year's work or the equivalent.
S A 2. Caesar.—De Bella Gallico, Books 1-4. Incidental dis-
cussion of methods of teaching Caesar in the high school. Twice
daily; (i unit).
Prerequisite: One year's work or the equivalent.
MATHEMATICS
Mr. Thompson
S A I. Review Algebra.—A rapid review through simple si-
multaneous equations; fuller treatment of radicals, imaginary
quantities, the theory of exponents, and quadratic equations. In-
cidental discussion of methods of teaching. Daily; (ly^ units).
Prerequisite: One year's work or the equivalent.
S A 2. Review Plane Geometry.—A review of selected the-
orems in Books i and 2; fuller treatment of Books 3-5. Incidental
discussion of methods of teaching. Daily; (i unit).
Prerequisite: One half year's work or the equivalent.
S A 3. Solid Geometry.—Daily; (J^ unit).
Prerequisite: Plane Geometry.
MILITARY SCIENCE
Edmond Gustave Fech^t, Lieut. Col. U. S. A. (Retired), Com-
mandant
The military instruction is under the charge of an officer of
the United States Army. The course as a whole has special refer-
ence to the duties of officers of the line. A full supply of arms
and ammunition is furnished by the War Department, including
1,200 U. S. magazine rifles (model 1898), and accoutrements, two
field pieces of artillery, and full equipment for a Signal Corps and
a Hospital Corps.
Every male student, under twenty-five years of age, able to
perform military duty, and not excused for sufficient cause, is re-
quired to drill twice each week until he has gained credit for four
semester hours. He is also required to study drill regulations for
Infantry, and to recite upon the text once a week until he gains
credit for one semester hour.
On petition, properly approved, special students may postpone
their military for not more than two semesters.
The practical instruction begins as soon as possible after he
enters the University. The standings in study and drill are placed
on record with other class credits; one semester of recitations and
drill counts two hours, and the three remaining semesters of drill
three hours, and are requisite to graduation in every University
course.
The regiment, three battalions of five companies each, is com-
posed mainly of the members of the freshman and sophomore
classes. The non-commissioned officers are usually selected from
the sophomore class, the lieutenants from the junior class, and the
field officers and captains from the senior class and graduate school.
There are 1,350 cadets and sixty commissioned officers in the regi-
ment.
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Artillery and Signal Detachments are organized mainly from
those of the second year, or sophomore class, that have gained
more than an average standing in the work of the previous year.
A special military scholarship, good for one year, is open to
each student who attains the grade of a commissioned officer, the
value of which is paid the holder at the close of the year. Ap-
pointments in the regiment are made on nomination by the com-
mandant of cadets and confirmation by the Council.
Towards the close of the year a committee appointed by the
Council examines candidates for nomination to the Governor of
the State to receive commissions as brevet captains in the state
militia. Candidates must be members of the senior class in full
standing at the time of this examination; must have completed
the course of military studies ; must have served four semesters
as commissioned officers, and must be approved by the Council as
having good reputations as scholars, officers and gentlemen.
The uniform is of cadet gray, coat trimmed with black mohair
braid, trousers with black cloth stripe, cut after the U. S. Army
pattern. In order that all imi forms worn at tliis University may
be, in qualit3% make, and finish, in strict accordance with the speci-
fications adopted by the Board of Trustees, all students enrolled in
the military department are required to obtain them from that
firm only that may, for the time being, be under agreement and
bond with the Trustees to furnish said uniforms at a stated price
and of standard quality.
The University Military Band is composed of students, and
every full term of service therein is counted as one term of drill.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
George A. Huff, Director
Gertrude E. Moulton, Acting Director
FOR MEN
The object of tlie work of tiiis department is to preserve and
improve the bodily health of the students by rational exercises and
to teach proper intercollegiate sports. Regular classes are formed
in swimming and fencing and for drill on the various gymnasium
appliances. Lectures are given on personal hygiene.
All competitive athletic games are under the direct supervision
of the director of physical training, and an examination is re-
quired to show that membership on any team will not cause injury,
but will tend to improve the physical condition. No student whose
class work is unsatisfactory is allowed to play on a University
team.
FOR WOMEN
The object of the work of this department is to preserve and
improve the general health, carriage and co-ordination of the young
women of the University. Each student is given a physical ex-
amination ; suitable exercise is prescribed and advice given.
The class work embraces corrective, hygienic, and recreative
exercise, including free and light gymnastics, marching, fancy
steps, games, May-pole, etc. Tennis, hockey, basket-ball and volley-
ball are played in season.
The gymnasium is open at certain hours to all women of the
University, under suitable restrictions. The uniform consists of
navy blue regulation gymnasium suit, and gymnasium shoes.
The swimming-pool is open daily, except Saturday, from lo to
12 a. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. The regulation swimming suit of
one piece must be made of either denim or mohair.
For a description of the gymnasium and the out-of-door play-
grounds see pages 10 and 11.
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FACULTY
Edmund J. James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Oliver A. Harker, A.M., LL.D., Dean, and Professor of Law
Thomas W. Hughes, LL.M., Professor
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor
Elliot J. Northrup, A.B., LL.B., Associate Professor
Terence Byrne Cosgrove, Instructor and Secretary of College
William Green Hale, B.S., LL.B., Instructor
Edward Harris Decker, LL.B., Instructor
ADMISSION
For admission to the College of Law an applicant must be at
least i8 years of age and of good character, and must offer credit
for fifteen units of high school or other preparatory work. These
fifteen units must include the following:
—
Algebra i^ units
English composition i unit
English literature 2 units
Geometry, plane i unit
English and American History i unit
The remainder of the fifteen units must be made up from the
subjects in Lists B and C, page 25. For the amount of work in
these subjects necessary to count as the fifteen units of credit
required see pages 26 ff. For the various ways in which this credit
may be secured see pages 34 fF.
Graduates of colleges and of scientific schools of approved stand-
ing are admitted upon diploma or certificate without examination.
'A special circular dcscribiiif»- tile work of tin- C'lillctrc of Law in detail may
be obtained on applicalion to llie Rejiistrar.
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Advanced Standing
The following classes of persons arc admitted to advanced
standing:
1. Persons who produce from another law school, in good
standing, certificates of having satisfactorily pursued courses in
law, included in the following schedule, and of having received
credit therein, provided that the time spent on such courses is
equivalent to the time spent on the same courses in this College.
Otherwise, an examination on such courses, given by the instruc-
tors in this College, must be satisfactorily passed.
2. Persons who have studied law privately, or in an attorney's
office, and pass examinations prescribed by the faculty of the
College.
3. Members of the bar of this state, who will be admitted to
the third year class without examination.
Special Students
Students of twenty-one years of age, or over, who do not desire
to be candidates for a degree, are permitted to carry such law
courses as may be approved by the faculty of the College of Law,
under regulations prescribed by the University. Such students
receive credit for work satisfactorily done, and may become can-
didates for graduation at any time by meeting the requirements of
the College.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
The methods of instruction used in this College are based
largely upon the study of cases. Text-books are used to some ex-
tent, and lectures are occasionally resorted to, but the study of
the case is regarded as the chief means of the attainment of legal
knowledge and proficiency.
LIBRARY AND PRACTICE COURT
The library consists of the leading text-books on all subjects;
United States Supreme Court Reports ; English Reports ; Re-
ports of all the various states of the Union; American Decisions;
American Reports and American State Reports ; the current vol-
umes of the West Company Reporter System, the Lawyer's Re-
ports Annotated ; American and English Encyclopaedia of Law,
first and second editions ; Encyclopaedia of Pleading and Prac-
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tice ; Encjclopaedia of Law and Procedure ; and full and com-
plete sets of the American Century and Decennial Digests, and
the leading legal periodicals.
The Practice Court is held twice a week for the purpose of
familiarizing the student with legal procedure. It is presided
over by the Dean, Judge O. A. Plarker, the other officers being
selected by the law students from their own body. All second
and third year students are required to be present, and to perform
such duties as may be assigned them.
LEGAL STUDY AND UNIVERSITY WORK
The Council of Administration will, upon applications, in proper
cases, apply credits earned in the College of Law upon other
University courses.
Students registering in the College of Law may take any of
the following courses ; Economics, social science, and history,
subject to the approval of the Dean of the College of Law and
the professors concerned. By special arrangement other work in
the College of Literature and Arts may also be taken.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
Leading to tltc Degree of LL.B.
FIRST YEAR
1. Contracts (Law i) ; Torts (Law 2) ; Criminal Law (Law
5) ; Personal Property (Law 6).
2. Contracts (Law i) ; Torts (Law 2) ; Real Property (Law
3) ; Common Law Pleading (Law 4) ; Domestic Relations (Law
7).
SECOND YEAR
1. Evidence (Law 8) ; Real Property (Law 10) ; Agency
(Law 11); Equity (Law 12); Wills Law 18.) Practice Court
(Law 26).
2. Evidence (Law 8) ; Real Property (Law 10) ; Equity (Law
12) ; Equity Pleading (Law 20) ; Practice Court (Law 26) ;
Sales (Law 9) ; Carriers (Law 14) ; Public International Law
(Law 30) ; Quasi-Contracts (Law 32).
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THIRD YEAR
1. Illinois Procedure (Law 4a) ; Bills and Notes (Law 15) ;
Private Corporations (Law 17) ; Constitutional Law (Law 22) ;
Trusts (Law 16) ; Mortgages (Law 23) ; Bankruptcy (Law 25) ;
Conflict of Laws (Law 31).
2. Private Corporations (Law 17) ; Partnership (Law 19) ;
Suretyship (Law 21); Constitutional Law (Law 22); Practice
Court (Law 26) ; Damages (Law 13) ; Municipal Corporations
(Law 24) ; Future Interests in Property (Law 27) ; Insurance
(Law 28).
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws must present
credits for all the courses in the first year list, for courses 8, 10,
II, 12, 18, 20, 26, (2nd year), and any two of courses 9, 14, 30,
and 32. The following third year subjects are required, 4a, 15,
17, 19, 21, 22, and 26, (3rd year). Candidates for graduation
must present a total of 28 units of credit in third year subjects,
or a total, in all, of 84 units of credit.
The degree of Bachelor of Laws will be granted only to stu-
dents who, before the beginning of the academic year in which
they receive the degree, have successfully completed a full year's
work in the College of Literature and Arts, or in the College of
Science, or in a corresponding department of another University
or College of recognized standing, or xvho shall attain in the lazv
courses which they present for the degree, an average grade of
83 on the scale of 100. The rule does not apply to members of
the Illinois bar, who are admitted to the third year class and may
receive the degree of Bachelor of Laws upon the satisfactory
completion of the work of that year, amounting to 28 units of
credit.
The degree of Juris Doctor is conferred upon those students
in the College of Law who complete the si.x year course and com-
ply with the following conditions
:
1. No student shall be eligible to become a candidate for the
degree unless his bachelor's degree in arts or sciences shall have
been received by him at least two academic years prior to his ob-
taining the degree of J.D.
2. A minimum average grade of 85 shall be required as a pre-
requisite qualification in the work done for the degree of J.D.
1
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3. The candidate for the degree of J.D. shall be required to
present a thesis upon a subject to be approved by the faculty of
the College of Law, according to the requirements to be prescribed
by the said faculty.
4. Candidates for the J.D. degree in the combined six-year
course must take at least six hours in political and social science
during the first year of the law course (during the second year
for the class of 1911).
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
For the Faculty of the College of Medicine, see p. xxxvii.
HISTORY
The College of Medicine, the College of Physicans and Sur-
geons, is located on the corner of Congress and Honore streets,
Chicago, in the heart of the medical quarter of the city. It was
founded in the year 1882 by a number of representative physicians
and surgeons. In 1892 the College had a thorough reorganization,
and erected a commodious laboratory building, the first building
exclusively for laboratory purposes erected by any medical school
in the West. Since that time it has grown with steadiness and
rapidity. It became the Medical Department of the University in
April, 1897.
BUILDINGS, LABORATORIES, AND EQUIPxMENT
In the summer of 1901 the College purchased from the Board
of Education of Chicago the West Division High School prop-
erty, situated adjacent to the original College building. This
purchase, which represents, including alterations, an expenditure
of over a quarter of a million of dollars, gives the College three-
fourths of a city block lying between Harrison and Congress, and
Honore and Lincoln streets. The new College buildng is a brick
and stone structure two hundred feet long by one hundred and
ten feet deep, and four stories high. It fronts on three streets,
and stands on a lot entirely adequate in size for such a building,
so that it is freely supplied with air and light. The building
contains three large lecture rooms with a seating capacity of two
hundred each, a clinical amphitheater modeled on modern plans
for perfect asepsis, with a seating capacity of over three hundred;
an assembly hall with a seating capacity of seven hundred, and
20s
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many recitation rooms seating from thirty to fifty students each.
A three-story annex to the main building, especially designed and
constructed for laboratory use, is devoted to the departments of
biology, histology, embryology, pathology, bacteriology, and chem-
istry; the departments of materia medica, therapeutics, physiology,
microscopial and chemical diagnosis occupy quarters in the main
building. All of these laboratories have unobstructed outside light.
The laboratories are furnished with work-tables, desks, and
lockers. There is a supply of microscopes and lenses, including
as many oil immersions as are needed. There is a new projection
apparatus for the illustration of lectures in pathology and other
departments by means of stereopticon views. The assembly hall is
so constructed that it may be converted into a gymnasium.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION*
The applicant for admission must present an official certificate
(blanks for which will be furnished by the College), showing in
detail his preparatory work.
Entrance by certificate may be had by graduates
—
First, from the preparatory schools of Illinois which are fully
accredited to the University.
Second, from tli£ State Normal Schools of Illinois, and other
State Normal Schools, having equal requirements for graduation.
Third, from schools accredited by the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Fourth, from schools fully accredited to the State Universities
of their several states.
Regent's (New York) credits will be received and also credits
from the College Entrance Examination Board.
Deficiencies in credentials presented from the sources named
must be made good by examination.
Applicants not able to present certificates from sources named
above must pass entrance examinations.
Applicants for admission coming from institutions of higher
learning, whether candidates for the freshman class or for ad-
vanced standing, must present entrance credentials or pass en-
trance examinations, as above.
*Studonts must file in the Secretary's office, at the time of entrance, ilocii-
nientary evidence of compliance with the retjuirements for admission.
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Fifteen units of High School credit, or tlic equivalent thereof,
are required for admission.
A High School credit is based upon the work represented by
one hundred and eighty recitations of not less than forty minutes
each, an equivalent of one hundred and twenty hours of prepared
recitation work. In general, two hours of laboratory work are
considered equivalent to one hour of recitation.
EXAMINATIONS
Examinations will be held by a university examiner at the
College. For information as to dates apply to the Secretary.
Admission as Speci.m. Students
Students not candidates for graduation may take special work
after satisfying the Secretary that they possess the requisite train-
ing to pursue such work profitably. Courses in practical anatomy
especially designed for practitioners are given by Professor H. O.
White. Such students are required to pay the matriculation fee
of $5.00 and a breakage deposit of $20.00 for the winter term,
and in addition $10.00 or $20.00 per term, according to the amount
of work taken in each course of study. Special students arc not
giz'cn credit for time.
Advanced Standing
Students who present evidence of having attended one or more
years at other medical institutions in good standing with the Illinois
State Board of Health, and of having complied with the entrance
requirements of this College, may be admitted to advanced stand-
ing, and receive credit for time and also for work done, if such
work be equal to that offered by this College. Students thus ad
vanced may not complain of any conflict of hours, nor absent
themselves from any part of the lower conflicting course; but they
make up deficiencies in the work of one term in any other term
in which such work is offered.
Graduates of medical colleges in good standing with the Illinois
State Board of Health, who have passed a State Board examina-
tion equivalent to the Illinois State Board examination, may be
admitted to the graduating class without examination by complying
with all the other requirements of undergraduates.
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Examinations for advanced standing are held only during the
week immediately preceding the opening of the winter term.
REGISTRATION
Students are required to register in the office of the Secretary
immediately upon the opening of the term for the work in that
term, and credit will be allowed only in the branches in which the
students are registered. Students will be registered in the order in
which their fees are paid.
COURSES OFFERED
The student is offered his choice of the following courses
:
He may take the entire course of four years offered in the Col-
lege of Science at Urbana, followed by four full years in the Med-
ical College in Chicago, making a' continuous course of eight
years.
A second, six-year course may be made up by taking the first
three years of the medical course in the College of Science at
Urbana, and the last three years in the Medical College at Chicago.
This furnishes a medical course of six years, with two degrees
—
Bachelor of Science at the end of the fourth year, and Doctor of
Medicine at the end of the sixth year.
The student may, in the third place, take the four years in the
medical course as it is offered in the Medical College in Chicago
alone. During the first two years of this regular course the work
is confined to the sciences fundamental to practical medicine. Dur-
ing the freshman year this consists of work in histology, biology,
embryology, chemistry, materia medica, human anatomy, physiol-
ogy, and bacteriology. During the sophomore year the study of
physiology, chemistry and human anatomy is continued, and in
addition the student takes up pathology and therapeutics. With
the junior year the study of the practical branches of medicine
is begun. The student also begins clinical and bedside work, and
receives instruction in medical and surgical specialities. During
the junior and senior years 1,000 hours of work are required in
each year. Of this 1,000 hours approximately 500 are "specified,"
and the remainder "elective." This plan permits a student to
specialize along the lines best suited to his purpose. A certain
amount of clinical work is required, but the student is permitted
to elect the work offered by all clinical teachers, and permitted to
attend all lectures and clinics.
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THE SIX-YEAR COURSE
Students wishing so to combine their work in general science
with their professional studies in medicine as to receive both de-
grees may accomplish this purpose by pursuing at the University in
Urbana three years of work, including a year of medical studies,
and thcni continuing their medical work at the Medical Department
in Chicago.
The first three years must include all of the subjects in the
general prescribed list, page 91 and the following list of studies,
especially prescribed for this course
:
Chemistry 9c; 2 hours
Botany 5 ; 5 hours
Latin i
; 4 hours
Physics 2a ; 8 hours
Physiology i, or I and 2; 10 or 20 hours
Psychology i, 9; 5 hours
Zoology 10, 2, 3 ; 16 hours
I. One year's credit in Latin is required, if Latin has not
been offered for entrance.
The prescribed studies should be taken according to the pro-
spectus to be found on page 97.
The work of the fourth year is entirely elective.
Students having completed the three years of prescribed work
at the University, together with electives sufficient to amount to
97 hours' credit, will be given the degree of Bachelor of Arts
at the commencement next following the completion at the medical
college of the work in human anatomy, physiology of the special
senses and of the nervous system, therapeutics, general pathology,
pathological anatomy, and surgical pathology (virtually one year's
work).
The following subjects included in the prospectus all count
toward the medical degree
:
Chemistry (general, organic, qualitative and quantitative analy-
sis) and Toxicology, Biology, (Zoology), Physiology, Normal His-
tology, Embryology, and Bacteriology.
Upon the satisfactory completion of the remaining three years
of the medical course the University will confer the degree of
Doctor of Medicine.
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ARRANGEMENT OF THE COURSE
The collegiate year is divided into two terms, called respectively
the winter term and the summer term. The winter term consists
of a session of thirty-six weeks, beginning the latter part of Sep-
tember, 1909, and ending early in June, 1910, at which time the
annual graduating exercises will be held. Attendance upon the
full winter term is required in order to secure a credit for a year's
work, and attendance upon four winter terms is required for
graduation. The summer term consists of a session of twelve
weeks, beginning immediately after the close of the winter
term. The schedule for the summer term may be had on
application. The course is open to both graduates and under-
graduates. It affords opportunities to practitioners to do work
along special lines. Undergraduates who attend it will receive
credit for the same, either toward making up any studies in which
they are deficient, or as a credit toward the work of the next
session, except in the studies of the senior year which will be
final only for those who have taken a previous course of instruc-
tion in those studies. Summer students are given scholarship
credit, but the time does not apply on the required time for grad-
uation.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
The curriculum covers four years. During the first two year?
the time of the student is about equally divided between laboratory
and didactic work. The plan of instruction in the College con-
templates the freest use of laboratory teaching. Wherever possible,
practical laboratory work is made to supplement didactic teaching.
Students are taught not only by prepared specimens, but they are
required to prepare their own specimens from the original material
and are thus made familar with technical methods and competent
to carry a technical investigation through all of its stages. During
the junior and senior years the time is about equally divided be-
tween clinical and didactic work (much of which is done in class-
room), with a preponderance of clinical instruction in the senior
year. This clinical instruction is carried on, as far as possible,
with the student at the patient's side. Attendance upon clinics
is required in the same way as upon lectures, and the students
are graded upon, and given credit for. their work in the clinical
courses, just as they are for the work in the didactic and laboratory
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courses. The students of the junior and senior years are divided
into classes for dispensary work, and these classes have instruc-
tion in rotation in the various departments of practical medicine
and surgery.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Freshman Year
1. Human An.\tomy.—Lectures and recitations six hours a
week, 216 hours. Laboratory work four hours a week, 144 hours.
Gray's Anatomy, second American edition, Piersol, Cunningham,
Morris Spalteholz, Sobotta and McMurrich's Anatomical Atlases,
Santee's Brain and S[>inal Cord, Barker's Anatomic Nomenclature
(BNA). Professor White, Instructors Hanelin, Woof.
2. Biology, Histology and Embryology.—Lectures four hours
a week, 144 hours. Laboratory work six hours a week, 216 hours.
Baily, Stohr, Schafer, Heisler, Huxley and Martin. Professor
Wynekoop, Adjunct Professor Fischer, Instructor Gilbert H.
Wynekoop.
3. Physiology.—Lectures three hours a week, second semester,
54 hours. Howell's Text-Book of Physiology, Tiegerstadt, Stew-
art's Manual, or Hall's Text-Book. Professor Dreyer, Instructor
Deacon.
4. General Chemistry.—Lectures and recitations four hours
a week, 144 hours. Laboratory work six hours a week, 216 hours.
Remsen, Simon, Holland, Jones. Professor Wentz.
5. Prescription Writing and Pharmacy.—Lectures and reci-
tations two hours a w-eek, one semester, 36 hours. Laboratory
work two hours a week, one semester, 36 hours. Fantus' Pharmacy
and Prescription Writing. Adjunct Professor Heintz.
6. Bacteriology.—Lectures two hours a week, one semester, 36
hours. Laboratory work, six hours a week, one semester, 108
hours. Zapffe, Abbott. Reference, Chester. Professor Gehrman.
Sophomore Year
I. Human Anatomy.—Lectures four hours a week, 144 hours.
Laboratory work four hours a week first semester, si.x hours a
week second semester, 180 hours. Morris' Human Anatomy, fourth
edition. Cunningham, Piersol, Gray, Santee's Brain and Spinal
Cord, Cunningham's Practical Anatomy, Barker's BNA, Spalteholz.
Professor Santee, Instructors Allen, Stearns.
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2. Physiology.—Lectures five hours a week first semester, three
hours a week second semester, 144 hours. Laboratory work three
hours a week, 108 hours. Howell's Text-Book of Physiology,
Tiegerstadt, Stewart Hall. Professor Dreyer, Instructors Hay-
HURSTj Deacon.
3. Physiological and Pathological Chemistry and Toxicol-
ogy.—Lectures and recitations three hours a week, 108 hours. La-
boratory work three hours a week, 108 hours. Hawk, Haliburton,
Hammersten. Professor Dreyer.
4. Pharmacology and Therapeutics.—Lectures and recitations
six hours a week, 216 hours. Laboratory work two hours a week
72 hours. Cushny, Sollmann, Baruch, Hutchison, Morton, selected
volumes of Cohen's System.
Professor Fantus, Adjunct Professor Heintz.
Course A.—Pharmacology and Medicinal Therapeutics, a course
on the action and uses of medicines, the symptoms, morbid an-
atomy and treatment of poisoning. Four hours a week, 144 hours,
and laboratory work.
Course B.—Non-Medicinal Therapeutics, including Hydrother-
apy, Electrotherapy, Mechanotherapy, Dietetics, and Climatology.
Two hours a week, 72 hours, and laboratory work.
5. General Pathology and Pathological Anatomy.—Lec-
tures two hours a week, 72 hours. Laboratory work four hours a
week, 144 hours. Delafield and Prudden.
Associate Professor O'Byrne.
6. Autopsies.—Two hours a week, second semester, 36 hours.
Associate Professor O'Byrne.
Junior Year
1. Practice of Medicine.—Recitation six hours a week, 216
hours. Adjunct Professor E. G. Earle.
Course A.—Infectious Diseases and Intoxicants, 54 hours.
Course B.— Constitutional Diseases and Diseases of the Kidneys,
54 hours.
Course C.—Diseases of the Digestive Organs, 54 hours.
Course D.—Diseases of the Heart and Lungs, 54 hours.
2. Neurology.—Lectures four hours a week, one semester, 72
hours. Mettler, Gowers. Associate Professor Mettler.
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3. Physical Diagnosis.—Lectures and personal training in
divided classes, each class three hours a week, one semester 54
hours. Loomis. Professors Corwin, Wiggin, Assistant Professor
Weatherson.
4. Dermatology.—Lectures two hours a week, one semester,
36 hours. Pusej'. Professor Pusey, Adjunct Professor Harris.
5. Practice of Surgery.—Recitations four hours a week, 144
hours. Rose and Carless. Professors Sherwood, Davison, Ad-
junct Professors Humiston, O'Byrne.
6. Orthopedic Surgery.—Lectures one hour a week, one semes-
ter, 18 hours. Bradford and Lovctt, Whitman. Professor Porter.
7. Operative Surgery.—Lectures two hours a week, one sem-
ester, 36 hours. Trevis, Bryant, Bickham, Wharton, and Ochsner.
Professor Fuller, Assistant Professor Seifert.
8. Surgical Pathology.—Laboratory work two hours a week,
one semester, 36 hours. Beck. Professor Beck.
9. Laryngology, Rhinology and Otology.—Lectures one hour
a week, one semester, 18 hours. Ballenger, Wippern, Kyle, Bacon,
and Barr. Professor Ballenger.
10. Genito-Urinary and Venereal Diseases.—Lectures two
hours a week, one semester, 36 hours. Lydston, Professor Lydston.
11. Obstetrics.—Recitations two hours a week, one semester,
36 hours. Bacon's Synopsis, Edgar, Williams, Hirst, Peterson.
Professor Yarros, Adjunct Professor Simon.
12. Gynecology.—Recitations two hours a week, one semester,
36 hours. Byford, Ashton, Bovee, Kelly, Wester.
Adjunct Professor Barrett, Brumback.
13. Microscopical and Chemical Diagnosis.—Lectures and
quizzes one hour a week, one semester, 18 hours. Laboratory work
in divided classes, 10 hours a week, for three weeks, 30 hours. Em-
erson Sahli. Adjunct Professor Gardner.
14. Medical Jurisprudence.—Lectures one hour a week,
one semester, 18 hours. Reese. Professor Brothers.
15. Dispensary Clinics.—Three hours a week, one semester,
54 hours.
16. Medical Clinic.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Professor
Wells. 17. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor Good-
kind. 18. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. .Adjunct Professor
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Harris. 19. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
Fantus.
20. INIedical Clinic.—One hour a week, 36 hours.
Professor Fantus.
21. Neurological Clinic.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Pro-
fessor Sanger Brown. 22. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours.
Assistant Professor H. I. Davis.
23. Dermatological Clinic.—One hour a week, 36 hours.
Professor Pusey.
24. Surgical Clinic.^Two hours a week, 72 hours. Professoi
Eisendrath. 25. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
Eisendrath. 26. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Adjunct
Professor Heineck. 27.
—
Same (Orthopedic).—One hour a week,
36 hours. Professor Porter. 28. Same.—One hour a week, 36
hours. Professor Beck. 29. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours.
Adjunct Professor Humiston.
30. Laryngological Clinic—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Pro-
fessor Ballenger. 31. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. As-
sociate Clinical Professor Brown. 3^' Same.—One hour a week,
36 hours. Clinical Professor Joseph Beck.
33. Gynecological Clinic.—Two hours a week, 72 hours.
Professor Van Hoosen.
senior year
All Senior Students are required to attend the Hospital and
Dispensary Maternitj^ clinics. The latter is under the direction
of Professor of Clinical Obstetrics, Rachelle S. Yarros.
1. Practice of Medicine.—L'ectures and recitations six hours a
week, 216 hours. Osier, Anders, French.
Professors Quine, Associate Professor Williamson.
2. Neurology.—Lectures and recitations four hours a week,
one semester, 72 hours. Cowers.
Professor King, Adjunct Professor C. B. King.
3. Psychiatry.—Lectures three hours a week, one semester, 54
hours. Defender f. Professor Oscar A. King, Adjunct Professor
C. B. King, Assistant Professor Darling.
4. Diseases of the Chest.—Lectures and recitations three
hours a week, one semester, 54 hours. On the lungs, Lindsay
On the heart and arterial system, Colbeck. Professor TicE.
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5. Pediatrics.—Lectures three hours a week, one semester.
54 hours. Holt, Taylor and Wells, Cotton.
Professor Frank B. Earle, Assistant Professor Benson.
6. Practice of Surgery.—Lectures two hours a week, 72 hours.
Professor Eisendrath.
7. Ophthalmology.—Lectures one hour a week, one semester,
18 hours. Fuchs. Fox, De Schweinitz, May, Jackson.
Professor Harper, Professor Loring, Assistant Professor Findlay.
8. Obstetrics.—Lectures, demonstrations and quizzes, two hours
a week, 72 hours. Bacon's Syfiopsis, Williams, Edgar, Hirst, Peter-
son.
Professor Bacon, Assistant Professors Bachelle, Hallenbeck.
g. Gynecology.—Lectures two hours a week, one semester, 36
hours. Byford, Penrose, Reed, American Text-Book.
Professors Byford, Newman, Adjunct Professor Barrett.
10. Hygiene.—Lectures two hours a week, one semester, 36
hours. Bcrgcy, Harrington, McFarland, Park.
Professor Gehrman.
11. Autopsies.—Two hOTirs a week, one semester, 36 hours.
Associate Professor O'Byrne.
12. Dispensary Clinics.—Three hours a week, one semester,
54 hours.
13. Medical Clinic.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Professor
Wells. 14. Same.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Professor Wil-
liamson. 15. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor.
Williamson. 16. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
GooDKiND. 17. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
TicE. 18. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor Patton.
19. Savte.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Adjunct Professor
Harris.
20. Neurological Clinic.— One hour a week, 36 hours. Pro-
fessor King. 21. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours.
Assistant Professor H. L D.wis.
22. Pediatric Clinic.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
Earle, Assistant Professor Benson. 23. Same.—One hour a
week, 36 hours. Associate Professor Hatfield. 24. Same.—One
hour a week, 36 hours. Adjunct Professor Koehler.
25. Surgical Clinic.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Professor
Steele. 26. Savie.—One hour a week, one semester, 18 hours.
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Professor Steele. 27. Same.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Pro-
fessor Davis. 28. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Professor
Davis. 29. Same.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Profes-
sor Harsha. 30. Same.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Pro-
fessor OcHSNER. 31. Same.—Two hours a week, 72 hours Pro-
fessor Ferguson. 32. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Profes-
sor Davison. 22- Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours, Professor
Davison.
34.
—
Ophthalmological Clinic.—One hour a week, 36 hours,
Professor Harper, Professor Loring, Assistant Professor Find-
lay. 35. Same.—One hour a week, 18 hours. Adjunct Professor
Gamble. 36. Same.—One hour a week, 36 hours. Associate
Clinical Professor Noble. Extra Mural. 2>7- Same.—One hour a
week, 36 hours. Professor Fisher.
38. Gynecological Clinic.—Two hours a week, yz hours.
Professor Byford, Adjunct Professor Barrett.
39. Gynecological Clinic.—Two hours a week, 72 hours. Pro-
fessor Byford, Adjunct Professor Barrett. 38. Same.—One hour
a week, 36 hours. Clinical Professor Lucy Waite, Extra Mural.
Total Hours of Work
Freshman Ye.^r
Didactic Laboratory
1 Anatomy 216 144
2 Biology, Histology and Embryology 144 216
3 Physiology 54
4 General Chemistry 144 216
5 Prescription Writing and Pharmacy 36 36
6 Bacteriology 36 108
630 720
Sophomore Year
Didactic Laboratory
1 Anatomy 144 108
2 Physiology 144 108
3 Physiological and Pathological Chemistry
and Toxicology 108 108
4 Pharmacology and Therapeutics 216 72
5 Pathology 72 144
6 Autopsies 36
684 648
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Junior Year
Spfxifif-d Required Subjects hours
1 Physical Diagnosis 54
2 Dermatology 36
3 Surgery 144
4 Genito-Urinary Diseases 36
5 Surgical Pathology 36
6 Laryngology, Rhinology and Otology 18
7 Obstetrics 36
8 M. & C. Diagnosis 48
9 Medical Jurisprudence 18
426
Elective Subjects hours
1 Medicine 216
Course A—Infectious Diseases and Intoxicants, 54 hours.
Course B—Constitutional Diseases and Diseases of the Kidney,
54 hours.
Course C—Diseases of the Digestive Organs, 54 hours.
Course D—Diseases of the Heart and Lungs, 54 hours.
2 Neurology 72
3 Orthopedic Surgery 18
4 Operative Surgery 36
5 Gynecology 36
6 Dispensary Clinics 54
7 Medical Clinic (Wells) C. C. Hosp. 72
8 Medical Clinic (Goodkind) C. C. Hosp. 36
9 Medical Clinic (Harris) C. C. Hosp. 36
10 Medical Clinic (Fantus) 36
11 Medical Clinic (Michel) W. S. Hosp. 36
12 Neurological Clinic (H. I. Davis).... C. C. Hosp. 36
13 Dermatological Clinic (Pusey) C. C. Hosp. 36
14 Surgical Clinic (Eisendrath) C. C. Hosp. 72
15 Surgical Clinic (Eisendrath) 36
16 Surgical Clinic (Heineck) C. C. Hosp. 36
17 Surgical Clinic (Orthopedic) (Porter) C. C. Hosp. 36
18 Surgical Clinic (Beck) 36
19 Surgical Clinic (Humiston) C. C. Hosp. 36
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20 Laryngological Clinic (Ballenger) 72
21 Laryngological Clinic (Brown) 36
22 Laryngological Clinic (Beck) C. C. Hosp. 36
23 Gynecological Clinic (VanHoosen) 72
1 188
Senior Year
Specified Required Subjects hours
1 Medicine 216
2 Neurology 72
3 Psychiatry 54
4 Chest Diseases 54
5 Pediatrics 54
6 Ophthalmology 18
7 Obstetrics 72
8 Gynecology 36
9 Hygiene 36
ID Autopsies 36
II Dispensary Clinics 54
Elective Subjects hours
1 Surgery 72
2 Medical Clinic (Wells) C. C. Hosp. 72
3 Medical Clinic (Williamson) 72
4 Medical Clinic (Williamson) C. C. Hosp. 36
5 Medical Clinic (Goodkind) C. C. Hosp. 36
6 Medical Clinic (Tice) C. C. Hosp. 36
7 Medical Clinic (Patton) C. C. Hosp. 36
8 Medical Clinic (Harris) C. C. Hosp. 36
9 Neurological Clinic (King) 36
10 Neurological Qinic (H. L Davis).... C. C. Hosp. 36
11 Pediatric Clinic (Earle) (Benson) 36
12 Pediatric Clinic (Hatfield) 36
13 Pediatric Clinic (Koehler) 36
14 Surgical Clinic (Steele) 72
15 Surgical Clinic (Steele) C. C. Hosp. 18
16 Surgical Clinic (Davis) 72
17 Surgical Clinic (Davis) C. C. Hosp. 36
18 Surgical Clinic (Harsha) 72
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19 Surgical Clinic (Ochsncr) 72
20 Surgical Clinic (Ferguson) 72
21 Surgical Clinic (Davison) C. C. llosp. 36
22 Surgical Clinic (Davison) U. Hosp. 36
23 Ophthalmological Clinic (Harper or Loring) 36
24 Ophthalmological Clinic (Gamble) 36
25 Ophthalmological Clinic (Fisher) 36
26 Ophthalmological Clinic (Noble) ... .VV. S. Hosp. 36
27 Gynecological Clinic (Byford) 72
1278
As will be seen from the foregoing tables, the College offers
work in the several years as follows : In the Freshman year, 630
hours of didactic and 720 hours of laboratory instruction ; in the
Sophomore year, 684 hours of didactic and 648 hoiirs of laboratory
instruction, all of which is required; in the Junior year, 1,614 hours
of didactic and clinical instruction ; and in the Senior year, 1,944
hours of didactic and clinical instruction. In the Junior and Sen-
ior years, 1,000 hours of instruction constitutes a year's work.
Each student is required to take all the "Specified Required Sub-
jects" in his year. In the Junior year these subjects amount to
426 hours. The remaining 574 hours he can make up from the
"Elective Subjects," exercising to a large extent his own choice
in the selection of the subjects which he will take. In the Senior
year the specified required subjects amount to 702 hours. The re-
maining 298 hours the student can select from the "Elective Sub-
jects." It is required, however, that in both the Junior and Senior
years he shall include among his elective subjects at least 120
hours of medical clinics and 120 hours of surgical clinics.* At
the time of registration the student is required to designate the
subjects which he elects in order to complete his 1,000 hours, and
he will not be enrolled in the classes until his course has been
approved by the Secretary. The Secretary has authority to refuse
to approve of the course selected by any student when for any
reason it seems to him not well selected.
Clinics in Diseases of the Chest, Nervous System, Pediatrics and DiTniatol-
ogy are classified as Medical.
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CLINICAL FACILITIES
DISPENSARY CLINICS
The Dispensary occupies the entire first floor of the main build-
ing. Connected with the reception room are ten cHnic rooms in
daily use for the purpose of clinical instruction. During the past
five years there have been treated in these rooms an average of
10,000 patients each year.
During the Junior year these clinics are elective, but during the
Senior year each student is required to take a course of instruc-
tion in each department under the direction of members of the
Faculty. The student has the opportunity to examine and treat
the patient himself under the guidance of teachers, and thus re-
ceives practical experience.
AMPHITHEATER CLINICS
More than 600 clinics besides the Dispensary clinics are given
in the College during the collegiate years. Practically all diseases
seen in the temperate zone are demonstrated and all of the opera-
tions of surgery are done in these clinics.
Senior students are selected to examine and diagnosticate many
of these cases and are detailed to assist in the operations. Senior
students are also appointed as internes for fixed periods ; and they
receive special certificates for such service.
MATERNITY CLINICS
To provide clinical material for the practical instruction of stu-
dents in obstetrics the College supports an obstetrical ward in the
West Side Hospital, one in the University Hospital, and an out-
patient maternity clinic. The hospital patients are especially de-
sirable because they serve for a careful study of pregnancy, labor
and the puerperium and the management of new-born infants.
In the out-patient clinic, situated in a densely populated part of
the city, the student learns to provide the necessary equipment and
to deal with patients in their homes.
These courses furnish sufficient material so that every student
can observe and assist in conducting, under the direction of the
teacher in charge, several cases, one or more of which is in the
Hospital. While taking the course, which lasts two or three weeks
students sleep in rooms provided for the purpose at the Dispensary
3nd Hospital. They not only attend the confinement, but make
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daily visits to the pucrpcra, making labur, piicrpiuni and infant
records, and helping to care for mother and child. Each member
of the Senior class is obliged to take this course, for which a fee
of $15 is required.
I10SriT.\L CLINICS
Hospitals.—The West Side Hospital, containing 125 beds, is
connected with the College by a corridor. The University Hospital,
corner Ogden Avenue, Congress and Lincoln streets, opposite the
College, contains two operating rooms, amphitheater of seventy-
five seats on the first floor, and one hundred beds ; and its clinical
advantages arc used exclusively for the students of this College.
Within half a block of the College is the Cook County Hospital.
This institution is the chief free hospital in Chicago. During the
past year it has cared for 30,000 patients, and supplies a quantity
and variety of material which no private institution can command.
In the amphitheater of this hospital is conducted most of the
clinical instruction of the College.
Medical appointments in this institution are made by the Civil
Service Board each year. The internes, thirty in number, and ex-
ternes are selected each spring by competitive examination. Only
graduates of medical colleges of Cook County are eligible for these
examinations. The internes serve eighteen months, and receive
their board and laundry and have rooms in the hospital. They do
a large amount of surgical, medical and obstetrical work.
There are more than sixty other public and private hospitals
in Chicago. All of these hospitals appoint from one to three in-
ternes by competitive examination. The students of this College
are required to attend the clinics of the Cook County Hospital
during their Junior and Senior years. The hospital tickets cost
$5 each, and are for sale at the office of the Warden. They admit
the holders to all clinics and autopsies, and to all public operations
and lectures in the hospital grounds.
The County Morgue is located in the hospital grounds, and
daily post-mortems are held by the pathologists of the hospital.
The students are required to attend during two years.
Members of the Faculty are connected with and give clinical
instruction, to which students are admitted under certain condi-
tions, in the following hospitals
:
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Cook County Hospital Woman's Hospital
West Side Hospital Samaritan Hospital
Augustana Hospital Alcxian Brothers' Hospital
St. Mary's Hospital Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary
Chicago Hospital Norwegian Deaconess Hospital
Baptist Hospital Tabitha Hospital
-St. Anne's Hospital
,
EXTRA MURAL CLINICS
Arrangements exist with several hospitals whereby the Senior
students are permitted to attend both amphitheater and dispensary
clinics in groups of from six to twenty-four. Attendance upon
these clinics is elective, but is accepted upon certain conditions
in lieu of attendance upon registered clinics ; such conditions will
be defined by the Secretary. Arrangements have also been made
whereby bedside instruction may be given in sections.
Opportunities for extcrne service (practically the work of Ju-
nior interne) are abundant for Senior students whose didactic
work does not conflict. These courses are arranged in advance
cithf r through the Secretary or through some member of the at-
tending staflf.
QUINE LIBRARY
The Quine Library is the best equipped private medical library
west of the Alleghany Mountains. It contains all standard text-
books, books of reference and periodicals for the use of medical
students, and is under the direction of a trained librarian. The
bound volumes now number 11,000, and include practically every
important text-book and monograph on medical subjects. One
hundred and twenty medical periodicals are regularly received.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Through the munificence of the late Prof. R. L. Rea a fund
has been provided for four scholarships each year for indigent
worthy students. These scholarships will be awarded by the ofti-
cers of the Faculty to the four students whose credentials and
qualifications for the study of medicine entitle them to partici-
pate in the benefits of the Rca fund.
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The students whose names follow received benefit under the
above Scholarship during the season of 1907-08:
Harry Bardwell Donaldson
Bernard Vincent McCabe
Edmund Herman Mensing
Lewis Henry Nowack
Emily W. L. Schofield Scholarship of the Woman's Board of
Missions of the Interior:
Ethel Mae Laybourne.
Emily W. S. Schofield Scholarship of the Northwest branch of
Foreign Missionary Society of the M. E. Church
:
Cora Irene Kipp.
Woman's Presbyterian Board of Missions of the Northwest:
Zerefeh E. Bashur.
FEES AND EXPENSES
A student will not be permitted to register for his year's work
nor to have his name placed upon the class rolls until the matricu-
lation fee, laboratory deposit and one-half of his tuition fee are
paid. For a full statement of fees see page 62.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
I. Satisfactory evidence of good moral character. 2. Attend-
ance during four collegiate years, the last of which must have been
in this institution, and the completion of the required work of
each year. 3. Satisfactory deportment. 4. Payment in full of
all fees.
For catalog and detailed information address Secret.^ry Col-
lege OF Medicine, Congress and Honore Streets, Chicago, or Reg-
istrar, University of Illinois, Urbana.
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
For Faculty of College of Dentistry see p. xlv.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The College of Dentistry begins its ninth collegiate year Octo-
ber 4, 1910.
The College occupies its own building, situated on the corner
of Harrison and Honore streets in Chicago. This building is a
five-story stone and brick structure, constructed at a cost of $100,-
000, and is occupied exclusively by the School of Dentistry. It is
located directly opposite the Cook County Hospital, in the center
of the clinical field of Chicago, and is thus at all times insured
of abundance of clinical material. Adjoining the college on the
west is the West Side Hospital, and on the north are the new
buildings of the College of Medicine.
The Infirmary is divided into the Operative, Prosthetic and Or-
thodontia sections.
These departments are equipped with chairs of the latest im-
proved pattern, with fountain cuspidors attached, double-decked
stands for accommodating students' operating cases, and sanitary
wash-bowls with hot and cold water, formaldehyde instruments
sterilizer.
The Infirmary has adjacent to it a prosthetic laboratory, in
which the students can do their molding, soldering and fusing.
Compressed air apparatus, electric ovens for porcelain work, elec-
tric lathes, and such other apparatus as go properly to equip a
prosthetic laboratory are provided.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Persons desiring to enter this college must bring with them a
diploma of a State normal school, an accredited high school or
academy of the University of Illinois, or of a similarly accredited
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school of another university, whose entrance requirements arc
equivalent to the entrance requirements of the University of Illi-
nois or a certificate of admission to a literary or scientific college
whose standards are equal to those of the University of Illinois.
This college will receive no student who is not present within
ten days after the opening day of the session in each year, or in
case of necessary delay, by reason of illness, properly certified by
the attending physician, within twenty days after the opening day.
Students matriculating agree thereby to accept the discipline
imposed by the faculty.
It is desirable that students should register early, since the
order of assignment of seats in the lecture halls is based upon
the order of time of registration.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
Persons having qualifications for admission to this college, and
having studied dentistry in other schools for at least one year,
may be admitted to advanced standing after satisfying the faculty
that they have completed an equivalent amount of work to that
which is exacted by this college in the respective classes.
Students having had one or more years in the Department of
Medicine, or other medical college of equal rank, are allowed credit
toward graduation only for so much of the required course in
dentistry as was included in their medical course. But they must
be registered for full time in the dental course.
Graduates of the University with the A.B. or B.S. degree, who
have taken the biological and chemical courses of this University,
can secure advanced standing in the dental course, providing they
have done full work in the science subjects required in the dental
curriculum.
Graduates of reputable medical colleges will be admitted to the
Junior class, and are excused from lectures and examinations upon
general anatomy, chemistry, histology, pathology and physiology, but
are required to take lectures and examinations in dental subjects
in accordance with the rules of the National Association of Dental
Faculties.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery will be conferred on
students who shall have completed the course of instruction, at-
tended the required time, performed the work required, and shall
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have passed satisfactory final examinations. To be eligible to the
degree, the student must be twenty-one years of age, possess a good
moral character, and must have paid all fees.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
Instruction is given by means of lectures and recitations, dem-
onstrations and laboratory work. The time of the student is about
equally divided between laboratory and clinical work on the one
hand, and lectures and recitations on the other. The work of each
session will be complete in itself, hence a graded course. Credits
are given as the work proceeds.
Students are admitted to the laboratories from the beginning of
the first year. The laboratory work is so arranged as to maintain
the best relationship to the lectures and clinical studies.
In the clinical work, methods both of investigation and of rea-
soning are carefully and systematically taught. The diagnosis, prog-
nosis and indications for treatment will receive no less attention
than the methods of construction and the technique of procedures.
FEES
Fees are payal)le in advance. For a statement of the amount.s
see p. 62. Students unable to meet these requirements must make
satisfactory arrangements with the De.\n or Actuary at the begin-
ning of the course.
This announcement applies to the session beginning October,
1910, and all requirements, fees and regulations mentioned in it
apply to this school year alone. The Trustees of the University
reserve the right of making changes in succeeding announcements.
These conditions cannot be modified except upon tlie written
consent of the proper officials of the University.
For such students as intend practicing in states requiring a
four-year course ample provision will be made.
Good board and rooms convenient to the College can be obtained
at prices varying from three to five dollars a week, according to
the accommodations; -also vacant rooms without board, furnished
or unfurnished, can be obtained at from six to ten dollars a month.
For further information relating to the College of Dentistry,
address
De.\n of the College of Dentistry.
Cor. liarrison and Honore Streets, Chicago, 111., or the
Recistr.nr of the University, IVbnna, III.
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
For Faculty of the School of Pharmacy see p. xlvii.
HISTORY
The School of Pharmacy was originally the Chicago College of
Pharmacy and was incorporated under that name September 5,
1859. Prior to that time there were but three schools of pharmacy
in the country and these were located in the eastern states.
While the primary object of the institution was to provide in-
struction in the science and art of pharmacy, yet other functions
were also developed. Thus, a code of ethics was early adopted by
the members, successful efforts were made to bring about better
relations between pharmacists and physicians, the pioneer pharma-
ceutical library was established, and for eighteen years beginning
with 1868 a monthly journal, Tlie PJiarmacist—the first of its kind
in the West—was published.
In October, 1859, the first course of lectures was instituted oc-
cupying three evenings a week for a period of six months. Of the
first class, but two students were graduated in 1861. The war
caused a suspension of the teaching and the school was not re-
opened until 1870. The great fire in 1871 destroyed the equipment,
but pharmacists throughout Europe and America extended help to
the institution, furnishing a library and outfit of apparatus, which
became the nucleus of the present complete equipment. In 1872 the
instruction was resumed for the second time and has since con-
tinued without interruption.
In 1880 the members and graduates of the College took an
active part in the formation of the Illinois Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, which, in the following year, secured the passage of the
pharmacy law.
The twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the College
was signalized by the removal of the College to a larger building
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at 465 State street. Up to this time instruction had been given
mainly by means of lectures, laboratory work being entirely op-
tional. Laboratory courses in pharmacy, chemistry and vegetable
histology were now made obligatory. A laboratory devoted entirely
to prescription compounding was established in 1892.
The College was formally united with the University May i,
1896, and then it became the technical School of Pharmacy of the
University of Illinois. In the management of the School, the
trustees and officers of the University have the assistance of an
advisory board of pharmacists, elected by the registered pharma-
cists of the State through the Illinois Pharmaceutical Association.
LOCATION
The School of Pharmacy occupies the four upper floors in a
building located at Michigan boulevard and Twelfth street. The
building is a substantial brick structure, five stories in height, with
a frontage of fifty feet on Michigan ave. and one hundred and
seventy feet on Twelfth street. There are large windows on four
sides, giving excellent light, the rooms are heated by steam through-
out and elevator service is provided.
The location is an ideal one, being near the center of the city
and convenient to the various lines of transportation, yet removed
from the noise and bustle of the business district.
A half block east of the building is the Illinois Central Depot,
and one block west are the Cottage Grove avenue, and Indiana
avenue and the Twelfth street surface lines, and the Twelfth street
station of the South Side Elevated Railroad.
On Michigan avenue, immediately south of the School, are to
be found some of the best low-priced boarding and rooming places
in the city. Satisfactory accommodations may be readily secured
within a short distance of the School.
EQUIPMENT
The east end of the building is occupied by lecture halls, of
which there are three, arranged one above the other and having a
seating capacity of from one hundred and fifty to three hundred
persons.
Tlie laboratories are si.x in number, including a laboratory for
qualitative analysis, for quantitative analysis, for special work in
chemistry, for microscopy, for manufacturing pharmacj', and for
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dispensing. Tlie total capacity of tlicse laboratories is sufficient for
the accommodation of 348 students, working at one time.
There is a supply of compound microscopes, analytical balances
and special apparatus and there are collections of crude drugs,
medicinal plants, chemicals and pharmaceutical products.
The library contains about two thousand volumes, including, in
addition to the usual works of reference, many rare books. Com-
plete files of the leading pharmaceutical journals arc an important
feature.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The course leading to the degree of Graduate in Pharmacy ap-
peals especially to young men and women who desire to qualify
themselves to become pharmacists. The instruction is so ar-
ranged as to require the attendance of each student on three days
each week and from twenty to twenty-one hours weekly during
two annual sessions of thirty weeks each. This arrangement is
advantageous to drug clerks who desire to spend a part of their
time in drug stores while attending school, thereby adding to their
practical experience and at the same time earning a part or all
of their living expenses.
The subjects tauglit are chemistry, general, pharmaceutical and
analytical; pharmacy, theoretical, manufacturing and dispensing;
botany
;
physiology and materia medica.
To meet the demand for special training on the part of students
who desire to pursue more extended courses in pharmaceutical
chemistry, applied microscopy and bacteriology or to prepare them-
selves for positions under the Food and Drugs Act, this School
offers a course leading to the degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist
and comprising two annual sessions of thirty-six weeks each, with
instruction on five days each week, and amounting to about thirty-
three hours weekly, or a total of 2,300 hours in the entire course.
This course is partially concurrent with the shorter course and
includes all the didactic instruction given in the latter. It consists
largely of laboratory practice and embraces in addition to the sub-
jects above mentioned. Organic Analysis and Proximate Assays,
New Remedies, Analysis of Urine, Food and Sanitary Analysis,
Bacteriology and Applied Microscopy.
The system of teaching embraces lectures, illustrations, demon-
strations, recitations, written and oral examinations and individual
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practice and personal instruction in the various laboratories, much
time being devoted to this important part of the student's work.
ADMISSION AND GRADUATION
The regular session opens September 20, 1910. The shorter
course ends April 19, 191 1; the longer course closes June 9, 191 1.
Applicants for admission to the course leading to the degree of
Pharmaceutical Chemist must be at least seventeen years of age
and must be graduates of accredited high schools or furnish evi-
dence of a preliminary education equivalent thereto.
Applicants for admission to the course leading to the degree of
Graduate in Pharmacy must be at least seventeen years of age and
have completed one year of high school work or its full educa-
tional equivalent.
The entrance requirements of this school are those adopted by
the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties of which
this school is a member.
Students who have pursued courses of study in other colleges
of pharmacy will be given credit for such portions of their work
as are equivalent to the work required by this college.
In conformity with the usual custom of pharmaceutical schools,
drug store experience is not made a requirement for the degree of
Pharmaceutical Chemist. Students who have satisfactorily com-
pleted the course will be awarded the degree upon the recommen-
dation of the Faculty.
For the degree of Graduate in Pharmacy this school has always
required practical drug store experience. The actual time of at-
tendance at the school, amounting to fourteen months, is credited
as part of the four years of practical experience required for the
degree. Candidates must have attained the age of twenty-one years
and have satisfactorily finished the work leading to the degree.
Students who have successfully met the scholarship requirement,
but are lacking in age or in practical experience will receive a cer-
tificate and will be awarded the diploma when the requirements of
age and experience are satisfied.
Persons competent to fulfill the general requirements of admis-
sion to the University may be granted credits upon other Univer-
sity courses for equivalent work completed at the School of Phar-
macy.
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FEES AND EXPENSES
For a statement of the fees see page 62. Fees are payable in
advance. Students unable to meet this requirement must make
satisfactory arrangements with the Actuary at the beginning of the
course.
Board and Lodging.—Good board and lodging, within a short
distance of the college, can be had for from four to six dollars per
week. This expense may be somewhat reduced by two or more
students rooming together. The Actuary keeps a list of suitable
boarding and rooming places, with their rates.
Selection of Seats.—Seats in the lecture halls and desks in the
laboratories will be assigned to students by the Actuary, in the
order of enrollment. To enroll, junior students will fill out the
matriculation blank and forward it to the Actuary, together with
credentials for admission and the matriculation fee of five dollars;
senior students will make a payment on tuition account of five dol-
lars. It is of advantage to students to matriculate early.
Opportunities for Employment.—The Actuary keeps a register
of students desiring employment and of pharmacists wishing to em-
ploy students. Students desiring employment are invited to corre-
spond with him. There are among the one thousand drug stores of
Chicago and suburbs, many model pharmacies where the student
may obtain valuable experience.
STATE REGISTRATION
To become a registered pharmacist in Illinois, it is necessary to
pass an examination before the State Board of Pharmacy, no
diplomas being recognized.
The diploma of this school is, however, accepted in lieu of ex-
amination for registration in about ten states and territories, and
in several other states including New York and Pennsylvania,
where graduation prerequisite laws are in force, this school is among
the schools recognized and its diploma admits to the examination.
The amendments to the Illinois Pharmacy Law, in effect July I,
1907, give credit, as a part of the "practical experience in com-
pounding drugs," required by the law, for the actual time of at-
tendance at a recognized school of pharmacy but not to exceed two
years for registered pharmacist or one year for registered assistant
pharmacist.
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Further information may be found in the special announcement
of this school, which may be obtained from the Actuary, School
OF Pharmacy, Michigan Avenue and Twelfth Street, Chicago, or
the Registrar, University of lUi-nois, Urbana.
s
PART III
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
IN THE DEPARTMENTS AT URBANA, EXCEPT THE SUMMER SESSION
The subjects in the following Description of Courses are arranged
by groups as follows
:
Arts and Sciences.
Engineering Group.
Agricultural Group.
Law.
Library Science.
Military Science.
Physical Training.
The particular subjects or departments included in each of these
groups are arranged alphabetically within the group.
Following the description of each course of instruction will be
found the requirements, if any, for admission to that particular
course. The sequence indicated by these prerequisites must be
followed. For instance, under Art and Design 5, Painting, there is
a prerequisite of Art and Design i, 2 and 3. All these subjects
must be carried before Course 5 may be taken.
If a course not required for graduation is selected by fewer
than five students it may be withdrawn for the semester.
Graduate courses are numbered upward from 100.
Credit is reckoned in semester hours, or simply hours. An hour
is either one class period a week for one semester, or the equivalent
in laboratory, shop, or drawing room. Graduate work is not re-
corded in credit hours, nor do the credit hours of undergraduate
courses apply to graduate students enrolled in them.
The semester, and the number of hours each semester for which
the course counts, are shown after each course, thus: /, //; (2).
The Roman figures indicate semesters, the Arabic, in parenthesis,
indicate hours of credit for each semester for undergraduates.
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ARTS AND SCIENCES
ACCOUNTANCY
See under Economics, page 321.
ART AND DESIGN
See under Fine Arts, page 271.
ASTRONOMY
Students with no mathematical training may elect course i.
Course 4 is for beginners, but requires trigonometry. Other courses
should be taken in the order 3, 6, 15, 14, 7.
I. Elementary Astronomy.—This is a course for beginners
and does not require mathematics. From lectures and the text the
student will be given a general view of the subject, and this class
room work will be supplemented by direct observation of the sky.
Some simple work will be done with the instruments of the ob-
servatory, but emphasis will be laid on those observations which
can be made without apparatus, and which the student can do in
after life. /; (3). Assistant Professor Stebbins, Dr. Reed.
3. General Astronomy for Engineers.—This course is in-
tended to be taken with course 6 by engineers. In the class room
is given a general view of the subject, which will be supplemented
by the observational work of the practical course. //; (3). Assist-
ant Professor Stebbins.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
4. General Astronomy.—A beginner's course, with more obser-
vational work than Astronomy i. Two evenings per week are
spent in the observatory. //; (5). Dr. Reed.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4.
6. Practical Astronomy.—This course is offered especially for
engineers. Rough and accurate determination of latitude, azimuth
and time are essential parts of the course; and emphasis is laid
on the methods which the engineer will be able to use with the
ordinary surveyor's transit. The necessary amount of spherical
trigonometry is given at the beginning of the work. This course
\s also designed to train the student in the art of computing.
Comstock's Field Astronomy for Engineers. II; (2). Assistant
Professor Stebbins.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
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FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
7. Theoretical Astronomy.—This course begins with the ele-
mentary theory of the motions of the heavenly bodies, and is in-
tended to lead the student up to the actual computation of a com-
etary orbit. /, //; (3). Dr. Reed.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a, 8b, or 7, 9.
9. Celestial Mechanics.—A continuation of course 7. Intro-
duction to the theory of disturbed planetary motion. /, //. Dr.
Reed.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16; Astronomy 7.
14. Observational Astronomy.—This course is intended for
those who wish to become familiar with the working methods of an
astronomical observatory. The problems set for solution are largely
individual. //; (3). Assistant Professor Stebbins.
Prerequisite: Astronomy 15.
15. Geodetic Astronomy.—Advanced work with the sextant,
transit and zenith telescope. The methods taught are similar to
those of the United States Coast Survey. /; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Stebbins.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
course for graduates.
loi. Seminary and Thesis.—The work offered to graduate
students is largely governed by the preparation and abilities of
different individuals. /, II. Assistant Professor Stebbins.
BACTERIOLOGY
See Botany 5, 6, 8, 12, 103, 104, 105, pages 242, 243, 245.
BOTANY
1. Histology and Physiology.—A study of the tissues and or-
gans of plants and of the phenomena of nutrition, growth and irri-
tability. //; (5). Assistant Professor Hottes, Miss Baldwin, Mr.
Pricer, Mr. Chambers, Mr. Lehenbauer.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in Botany or Botany 11, Chem-
istry I or Physics 2a.
2. MoRPHOLOCY.—The general morphology and taxonomy of
plants presented from tlie standpoint of evolution, including a study
of selected types. Occasional field excursions. /; (5). Dr. Gleason,
Prerequisite : Entrance credit in Botany, or Botany 11.
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In courses i and 2 taken togelher, either in the order of the
numbers or the reverse, there is offered a general introduction to
the science for those who desire to continue the study, and as a
unified course for general students. Each semester's work is, how-
ever, independent, and may be separately credited.
3. Cytology and Physiology.—Lectures, laboratory work and
assigned reading. The course extends through the year, but the
work of each semester is credited separately under the designations
of 3a and 3b. The first semester is devoted to cytology and histology,
with special attention to technique; the second, to a study of the in-
fluences of external stimuli on growth and movement. /, //; (5).
(See Course 14.) Assistant Professor Hottes.
Prerequisite: Botany i.
4. Taxonomy of Spermatophytes.—Identification and classifi-
cation of flowering plants, with especial reference to the flora of
Illinois. Chief attention, in the laboratory, may be given to weeds,
grasses, etc., of economic importance; for this, arrangements should
be made in the preceding semester. Lectures, assigned reading and
laboratory work; field excursions until the close of the season. I;
(5). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany, or Botany 11.
5. Bacteriology.—General principles of the science, methods of
procedure and a study of selected forms. Lectures, recitations,
and laboratory work. /, //; (5). (Course given in the first se-
mester is repeated in the second.) Professor Burrill, Dr. MacNeal,
Mr. Briscoe, Miss Latzer.
Prerequisite: Chemistry I and one year's work in the Univer-
sity, including one semester in botany or zoology.
6. Bacteriology for Sanitary Engineers.—Bacteriological meth-
ods and their application in water analysis and sewerage. /, (last
seven weeks); (2). Mr. Briscoe.
7. Plant Pathology.—A study of the principal groups of para-
sitic fungi and plant diseases due to them, with methods of inves-
tigation and control. /, //; (5). Professor Burrill.
Prerequisite: Botany i, 2, 4.
8. BACtERiOLOGY.—A detailed study of selected species of bac-
teria or investigations upon assigned subjects. / or II; (2-5). Pro-
fessor Burrill.
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
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9. Cytology and Physiology, Advanced Course.—Special lab-
oratory problems in certain phases of cytology and physiology. Stu-
dents are required to meet for critical discussions of current liter-
ature and for reports on research work. I, II; (2-5). Assistant
Professor Hottes.
Prerequisite: Two years' work in botanj', including Botany 3.
10. Seminary.—Reports and discussions upon assigned torics
and results of research work. For advanced and graduate students.
I, II; (i). Professor Burrill.
11. Introductory Course.—Elementary work chiefly upon flow-
ering plants, including their general structure and activities. The
laboratory work is supplemented by field observations and by the
study of text. The course is planned to ofifer general students an
opportunity of gaining elementary knowledge of the vegetable king-
dom. /; (5). Assistant Professor Hottes, Miss Baldwin, Mr.
Pricer, Mr. Chambers, Mr. Lehenbauer.
*i2. Lectures and Demonstrations Upon Bacteria.—An ele-
mentary course in which is presented the facts concerning the ex-
istence, size, form, life processes and effects of bacteria and allied
organisms, with special attention to those of economic importance,
or of most common utility or detriment to man. /; second half;
(i). Professor Burrill.
13. Forestry.—A study of forest trees and their collective in-
fluences; the principles and practice of forestry; forestry legisla-
tion and economics. Same as Horticulture 9. //; (2). Professor
Burrill.
Prerequisite: Botany 4 or 11.
14. Lectures of Course 3a.—The plant cell : the physiology of
its different constituents and the parts these play in the process of
fertilization; various theories of heredity and of species formation. I;
(2). Assistant Professor Hottes.
Prerequisite: One year's work in the University, including one
semester in botany or zoology.
15. Teachers' Seminary.—A study of the teaching of botany
in secondary schools; methods of instruction; laboratory equip-
ment and material helps, pertinent literature ; the teachers' prep-
aration and duties. //; (i). Professor Burrill, Assistant Profes-
sor Hottes.
This course may not be couiited for Uie cU-gree of A. H. in Uie Collepe of
Literature and Arts.
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Prerequisite: At least one year of botanical work in the Uni-
versity or equivalent.
16. Taxonomy of Stecial Groups.—Mostly laboratory and her-
barium work and assigned reading. The course extends through
the year, but the work of each semester is credited separately under
the designation of i6a and i6b. /, II; (5). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Botany 4.
17. Ecology.—Ecological factors which control the distribution
of plants, principles of plant association and characteristics of some
typical plant formations. Lectures and, after the season opens, field
work on Saturday forenoons. //; (3). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in botany or Botany 11.
18. Ecology.—Field and laboratory studies of selected areas,
with assigned reading and lectures. The field work must be done
wholly or in part during the preceding summer on an area approved
by the instructor. /, //, Summer Session; (2-5). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Botany 4, 17.
19. Seminary in Ecology.—Reports and critical discussions of
current literature and research work. /, //; (i). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Open only to students who have done or are en-
gaged in ecological field work.
20. Ecology and Taxonomy.—Special problems upon individual
assignments, dealing mainly with the plants of Illinois and vicinity.
/, //; (2-5). Dr. Gleason.
Prerequisite: Botany 18 or 16 as selected problems require.
courses for graduates
After at least one year of approved botanical work graduates
may elect any of the courses 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19 or 20 for minor
credit and any of the courses 3, 7, 8, 9 or 18 and 19 together, with
assigned additions for major credit towards an advanced degree.
The following are open only to graduates of liberal botanical
training and may, upon approval, be elected for minor or major
work.
loi. Cytology.—The influence of external agents on the cell.
Special subjects for investigation are assigned upon consultation
reports and discussions of current literature and research results.
/, //. Assistant Professor Hottes.
102. Physiology.—The efifects of external stimuli on growth
and movement. Special subjects for investigation are assigned upon
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consultation. Reports and discussions of current literature and re-
search results. /, //. Assistant Professor Hottes.
103. Bacteriology.—Investigations upon morphologic and physi-
ologic variation due to treatment; systematic studies upon the num-
ber, validity and relationship of species, researches upon special
saprophytic or parasite kinds of bacteria and upon methods of favor-
ing or combating their activities. I, II. Professor Burrill.
104. Bacteriology.—Special methods, intended to develop tech-
nical skill introductory to research upon pathogenic bacteria. /, //.
Dr. MacNeal.
105.
—
Bacteriology.—Investigations upon micro-organisms re-
lated to the animal body in health and disease. /, //. Dr. MacNeal.
106. Vegetable Pathology.—Diseases of plants and disease
agents. Special subjects are assigned upon consultation. /, //. Pro-
fessor Burrill.
107. Ecology and Phytogeography.—Investigations upon plant
associations and phytogeography relations of selected areas, based
on approved field work. Reports and discussions. /, //; Dr.
Gleason.
CERAMICS
1. Classification and Physical Testing of Clays.—A course
designed to acquaint the student with the properties of clays and
other ceramic materials as well as with the identification of the
varieties met in practical work. Lectures and laboratory work.
//; (3). Mr. Knote.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
2. Winning and Preparation of Clays.—A study of the com-
mercial methods of winning and preparing ceramic materials. I
,
(3). Mr. Knote.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
3. Industrial Calculations.—Problems relating to the design-
ing and operation of furnaces, kilns, and dryers, including tem-
perature measurement. /; (2). Mr. Knote.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8; Chemistry 5b; Physics i and 3.
4. Drying and Burning.—A detailed consideration of the
methods of drying and burning clay wares as well as of the types
of construction of industrial kiln plants. The chemical and physi-
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cal processes carried on in these operations are studied as well.
/; (4). Mr. Knote.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 5.
5. Body M.\king.—Lectures and laboratory work in the study
of the composition of all classes of ceramic wares. Demonstration
of the physical and chemical changes produced by the blending of
the various ceramic materials. The machinery and processes em-
ployed in shaping the various products. //; (5). Mr. Stull, Mr.
Knote.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 3; Ceramics 7 should be taken at the
same time.
6. Glazes.—Lectures and laboratory work on the production of
glazes and enamels, their classification, and the properties and de-
fects common to each class. The effect of variation in composition
and the modes of application. /; (5). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 4, 5, and 7.
7. Ceramic Stoichiometry.—A course in calculation relating
to the manufacture of bodies and glazes. //; (2). Mr. Knote.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 3.
8. Principles of Glass Manufacture.—Lectures on the raw
materials, preparation, compounding, melting and shaping of glass,
including the discussion of the chemical principles involved in the
manufacture and decoration of the different types of vitreous sili-
cates. //; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 7.
9. Ceramic Construction.—Plans, specifications, and estimates
of ceramic construction. II; (5). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: G. E. D. 2; Ceramics 3.
10. Cements.—A course of lectures on limes, cements, plaster,
sand-lime stone, and other cementing materials, giving special at-
tention to composition, reactions, methods of manufacture and
testing. 7; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 7.
11. Thesis.—II; (5).
12. Designing and Shaping.—A course in technical designing
and shaping from the standpoint of the manufacturer. Die con-
struction, laying out of work, the use of templates, the making of
master and working molds, pressing, casting, and jiggering. II;
(3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics i or 2.
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13. Cement Laboratory.—A course in laboratory work devoted
to the preparation of cementing substances and the study of their
properties. Typical reactions involved in the manufacture and use
of lime, lime-sand products, pozzuolane, Sorel cement, natural and
Portland cement are studied. Attention is given also to the be-
havior of the hardened products under the influence of the various
agencies to which they are subjected in use. /; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 10.
14. Continuation of Course 13.—Includes also the production
of water proof and sea water resisting cements, the study of
cement colloids, polychrome piginents for fresco decoration, cement
colors, and cold water paints. //; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 13.
15. Laboratory work in the preparation of glass silicates, such
as soda-lime, potash-lime, lead, barium, and zinc silicates, and boro
silicates. The properties of the fused and solidified glasses are
studied with special reference to the practical problems of the glass
industry. /; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 8.
16. Continuation of Course 15.—In addition to the study of
opaque, colored and optical glasses is taken up, as well as the
subject of the enameling of metals, such as cast iron, sheet iron,
and copper. //; (3). Mr. Stull.
Prerequisite: Ceramics 15.
Courses open to graduates of courses other than ceramics to be
taken as minors : Ceramics 14, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14.
courses for graduates
The subject of silicates and silicate industries offers a unique
field for research, since there is probably no other field of tech-
nology which so needs the plow and harrow of the investigator.
The problems to be solved are practically unlimited in number, and
some branches represent indeed a terra incognita.
loi. The theoretical principles underlying the formation of
silicates are considered from the modern standpoint, involving the
conceptions of physical chemistry. Lectures and laboratory work.
Especially designed for graduates of this and other ceramic schools
and for industrial chemists. /. Professor Bleininger and Mr.
Stull.
102. .Special problems relating to the technology of the clay in-
dustries. Some of the topics which may be selected are: Minera-
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logical constitution of clays, plasticity and the colloidal state,
absorption, pyro-chemical and physical changes, exothermic and
endothcrmic processes, the crystalline and amorphous state of burnt
clay, thermal expansion of bodies and glazes, bodies and their in-
teraction with glazes, the composition and constitution of glazes,
dissolved and underglaze colors, translucency and opacity, the colors
of rare oxides in glazes, eutectic studies, reduction and oxidation
phenomena, heat radiation and conduction. /, //; (5). Professor
Bleininger and Mr. Stull.
103. Special problems relating to the technology of the cement
and mortar industries.
Topics: Fusion curves of lime, lime-iron, lime-alumina, and
iime-iron-alumina silicates, the action of catalyzers, crystallization
of basic silicates, constitution of cement compounds, hydration and
dehydration, thermal studies, colloids of hydration products, white
hydraulic cements, the factor of fineness of grain, pyro-chemical
changes, etc. /, //; (5). Professor Bleininger and Mr. Stull.
104. Problems relating to the technology of glass.
Topics: Fusion curves of glassy silicates, limiting composi-
tions, solubility of the oxides in glasses, devitrification, annealing,
optical properties, solubility of glasses, viscosity, thermal expansion,
pyro-chemical volume changes, reactions of coloring oxides, cool-
ing curves, flashing, interaction between metal surfaces and glasses,
oxidation and reduction, etc. /, //; (5). Professor Bleininger
and Mr. Stull.
CHEMISTRY
Students taking chemistry at the University are advised to give,
if possible, at least one year to the subject and this should in-
clude Chemistry i or la, 2 and 3. Those continuing in the second
year should take Chemistry 5a and 5b, 5c or 13a. In the third
year there should be taken Chemistry 14 or 9, 9a, 9b, 31 and 33a.
Along with these, more special courses may be taken if desired, but
in general students are not advised to take the special courses unless
they have had the fundamental work represented by the selection
given above. Students who desire a training for professional work
in chemistry, either as teachers or in its industrial applications, will
naturally take the chemical course or the course in chemical engi-
neering.
Students who find it impossible to take more than one semester's
work are requested to register for Chemistry i or la in the second
semester ratlier than the first.
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1. Inorganic Chemistry.—This course deals with the general
principles of the science. Alexander Smith's General Inorganic
Chemistry. I or II; (5). Professor Noyes, Dr. Balke, Dr. Smith,
Dr. IsHAM, Dr. McCarthy.
la. Inorganic Chemistry.—A course in inorganic chemistrj'
for students who have had one year of high school chemistry. The
course includes class and laboratory work. / or II; (4). Professor
NoYES, Dr. Balke, Dr. Smith, Dr. Isham.
lb. Inorganic Chemistry.—A course in inorganic chemistry
for students in engineering, including class and laboratory work.
/ or II; (4). Professor Noyes, Dr. Balke, Dr. Smith, Dr. Isham,
Dr. McCarthy.
2. Inorganic Chemistry.—This course is a continuation of
Chemistry i and is mainly devoted to a study of the metallic ele-
ments, their classification, compounds, and chemical properties. The
work is from lectures and assigned text. It must be accompanied
by Chemistry 3. Alexander Smith's General Inorganic Chemistry.
II; (2). Professor Noyes, Dr. Balke, Dr. Isham.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i.
3. Qualitative Analysis.—This course consists of recitations
and laboratory practice in the ordinary processes of qualitative
analysis. It must be accompanied by Chemistry 2. / or II; (3).
Dr. Smith, Dr. Isham, Dr. McCarthy.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i.
Sa. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—The laboratory work
comprises a series of experiments which illustrate the fundamental
principles of gravimetric and volumetric methods. The lectures and
recitations consist of a consideration of stoichiometrical relations,
the fundamental laws of chemistry and their application to the study
of solutions. Medical preparatory students are given special prob-
lems in the latter part of the course. /; (s). Dr. Holmes, Dr.
Burgess.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2, 3.
5b. Quantitative Analysis.—Continuation of 5a. A compara-
tive study of methods with practice in the analysis of silicates,
metallic compounds and alloys. Some work in advanced qualitative
analysis will be given to students in the courses in chemistry and
chemical engineering. //; Lectures; Laboratory; (5). Dr. Holmes,
Dr. Burgess.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
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5c. Food Analysis.—This course includes the analysis of food-
stuflFs, grain, milled products, alcoholic beverages, baking powders,
vinegars, syrups, sugars, etc. Students who have taken work
amounting to five hours' credit in this course may arrange to do
more advanced work along the following lines: (a) the study of
methods for detecting food adulterations; (b) the separation and
determination of the nitrogenous constituents of animal and vege-
table foods; (c) the identification and estimation of the carbohy-
drate constituents of food products. //; (3-5). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a or 13a, and 9 or 14.
6. Chemic.vl Technology.—This is a course of lectures com-
prising a study of technological chemistry as illustrated in those in-
dustries having a chemical basis for their principal operations and
processes. Much use is made of the journals. Thorp's Industrial
Chemistry is used as a guide. No laboratory work. II; (2).
Professor P.\rr.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
7. Metallurgy.—A general course in metallurgical processes.
Lectures and assigned reading. /; (2). Professor Parr.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
8. Iron and Steel Analysis.—Analyses are made of all the
constituents by both rapid or technical, and standard methods.
//; (3). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
9. Organic Chemistry.—For students of the medical prepara-
tory course and others desiring a short course in this subject. The
work consists in the discussion of the characteristics of the more
typical and simple organic compounds, followed by a brief con-
sideration of most of the important classes of derivatives of carbon.
Remsen's Organic Chemistry. Must be accompanied by 9c. //;
(3). Assistant Professor Curtiss.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
9a. Organic Synthesis.—Laboratory work for students of the
chemical course, in ultimate organic analysis and the preparation
and study of typical organic compounds, to accompany Ciicmistry
14. /; (2). Assistant Professor Curtiss, Mr. Derick.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
9b. Organic Synthesis and Analysis.—Continuation of 9a.
To accompany Chemistry 14. //; (2). Assistant Professor Curtiss,
Mr. Derick.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9a.
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9c. Organic Synthesis.—Laboratory work in organic chemistry
for students of the medical preparatory course. Typical organic
compounds are prepared and studied. Especial attention is directed
to the organic substances of medicinal value and those of physio-
logical importance. //; (2). Assistant Professor Curtiss, Mr.
Derick.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
loa. Sanitary Analysis.—Lectures on history, sources, con-
tamination, and standards of purity of potable waters and waters
for industrial purposes, together with practice in analytical methods.
/; (2). Professor Bartow.
lob. A modification of loa to meet the requirements of students
in sanitary engineering, registered in connection with Chemistry
2 and 3. //; (2>4). Professor Bartow.
II. Research.—In the senior year a special line of work is
arranged for each individual, designed particularly to develop self-
reliance and initiative in dealing with new problems or topics need-
ing comparative study or review. A thesis must be prepared em-
bodying a thorough review of the literature of the subject, together
with an account of the work done in the laboratory. As far as
possible the subject must be determined upon and reading begun
in the junior year. A minimum of five semester hours is required.
/, //; (5). Professors Noyes, Parr, Bartow, Hawk, Assistant
Professor Curtiss, Dr. Holmes, Dr. Balke, Dr. Washburn, Dr.
Smith, Dr. Isham, Dr. Jones, Dr. Jesse, Dr. Burgess, Dr.
McCarthy.
13a. Agricultural Analysis.—This course is arranged to meet
the special wants of agricultural students. The work begins with
the quantitative determination and separation of the more important
constituents of soils, fertilizers, and agricultural products; it in-
cludes the chemical analysis of foodstuffs, such as grains, fodders,
dairy products and meats. /; (5). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 and 3.
13b. Advanced Agricultural Analysis.—This course is offered
to students who wish to specialize in agricultural chemistry or agri-
cultural experimentation. The work includes the analysis of butter
and cheese, the complete analysis of foods, soils, and plants, plant
ash, rain and drain waters, and the determination of the fuel value
of foods. If desirable, the work may be varied to meet the special
needs of the individual students. //; (3-5). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a or 13a.
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14. Organic Chemistry.—Tliis course consists of lectures and
recitations upon the fundamental principles and more important
compounds of organic chemistry. A'^vt'^'.^ Organic Chemistry. This
course must be accompanied by Chemistry 9a and 9b. /, //; (3).
Professor Noyes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
15. Physiological Chemistry.—This course is designed espe-
cially for students desiring a fundamental knowledge of the principles
of physiological chemistry. It will consist of lectures, demonstra-
tions, conferences and practical work. The course will include a
systematic study of enzj'mes; carbohydrates; salivary digestion;
gastric digestion; fats; pancreatic digestion; intestinal digestion;
bile; putrefaction products; feces; blood; milk; epithelial and con-
nective tissue; muscular tissue; nervous tissue and urine. The work
on gastric juice, blood, urine and milk will be both qualitative and
quantitative, and all the clinical aspects of these topics will be
treated thoroughly for the benefit of prospective students of medi-
cine. The course is open to graduates and undergraduates. /; (5).
Professor Hawk.
Prerequisite : Two years' work in chemistry.
16. Chemlstry for Engineers.—This course is arranged par-
ticularly for mechanical engineers. It involves the proximate analysis
of coals, determination of calorific power, technical analysis of
furnace gases, examination of boiler waters, lubricating oils, etc.
//; (3). Professor Parr, Dr. Jesse.
Prerequisite : Chemistry I.
18. Special Courses.—Special courses as indicated below, con-
sisting mainly of laboratory work, may be arranged for those
competent to pursue them. From i to 10 hours credit will be al-
lowed in the undergraduate courses for such work.
(a) Special problems in assaying and ore treatment. Free-
milling chlorination and cyanide tests. Professor Parr.
(b) Advanced metallurgical chemistry. Professor Parr.
(c) Analysis and calorimetry of fuels. Professor Parr.
(d) Paints, oils, etc. Protective coverings for wood and iron.
Professor Parr.
(e) Analysis of commercial fertilizers. Dr. Holmes.
(f) Special methods of gas analysis. Professor Parr.
21. Proximate Organic Analysis.—A course of laboratory
practice, for advanced students, in systematic methods for the iden-
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tification of organic compounds and a study of organic mixtures
as found in commercial articles. /; (2). Assistant Professor Cur-
tis s, Mr. Derick.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9b or 9c.
22. Animal Chemistry.—A course for the detailed study of
the chemical composition of animal products and feeding stuffs.
This is a combined classroom and laboratory course. / or II; (3-5).
Professor Grindley.
Prerequisite: Two years work in Chemistry.
24. Toxicology.—Mainly laboratory work upon the detection
and estimation of the more common poisons, organic and inorganic.
//; (2). Assistant Professor Curtiss, Mr. Derick.
Prerequisite : Chemistry 5a, and 9.
27. Qualitative Analysis of the Rare Elements.—A detailed
study of the rare elements and their compounds. The work con-
sists mainly in the identification and separation of the elements and
the study of the formation, solubilities, and chemical reactions of
their salts. Reading is assigned in connection with laboratory work.
//; (3). Dr. Balke.
Prerequisite: Two years' work in Chemistrj'.
31. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—This course is designed
to present, in an elementary manner, some of the more important
principles and methods of physical chemistry and electrochemistry.
Instruction is by lectures and recitations. To secure familiarity in
applying the laws and principles of physical chemistry to practical
problems in other branches of chemistry, the student is expected to
solve numerous problems in connection with this course. Walker's
Introduction to Physical Chemistry. II; (3). Dr. Washburn.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i, 2, and 3; Physics i or 2a.
33a. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—A laboratory course
to accompany course 31. The experiments performed will include
the methods of determining molecular weight both in the gaseous
state and in solution; the application of the principles relating to
chemical cquilbrium ; the measurement of the electrical conductivity
of solutions and the application of this property in interpreting the
phenomena occurring within the solution ; and the illustration of
some of the fundamental conceptions of thermochemistry. //; (2).
Dr. Washburn, Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a, Physics 2b or 3.
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34. Electrochemistry.—A series of lectures and conferences to
accompany course 35. Blount's Practical Electrochemistry, and
Perkin's Practical Methods of Electrochemistry. See also Chemis-
try 102b. /; (i). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31.
35. Electrochemistry.—A laboratory course dealing with the
practical applications of electrochemistry in the industries. In-
tended for students going into technical work and for engineers.
This course will deal with the electrodeposition and refining of
metals both in aqueous and igneous solution, electrolytic prepara-
tion of inorganic and organic substances, the principles of electro-
plating, and the products of the electric furnace, such as the prepara-
tion of carbides, carborundum, aluminum, calcium, and the reduc-
tion of refractory ores. /; (2-5). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 33a.
61. Inorganic Prep.\r.\tion.—A laboratory course in the prepara-
tion of chemical products from raw materials. The manufacture
and testing of pure chemicals, fractionation, and other processes
of the manufacturing chemist. //; (2). Professor Parr, Dr. Jesse.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
65. Technical Gas and Fuel Analysis.—Examination of gases,
gas mixtures, flue gases, and fuels. Determination of calorific values
and calculation of efficiencies. /; (2). Professor Parr, Dr. Jesse.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
66. Exact Gas Analysis.—A laboratory and lecture course on
the analysis of commonly occurring gaseous mixtures, involving
the use of the Hempel apparatus, measuring gases under constant
pressure and constant volume and determination of the density of
gases. //; (2). Dr. Isham.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
68a. Analysis of Glasses and Glazes.—For students in ce-
ramics. A study of methods and practice on special problems con-
nected with the pottery industry. /; (3). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
68b. Cement Chemistry.—For students in ceramic engineering.
This course includes the analysis of cements, cement materials, pot-
tery bodies, etc. /; (3). Dr. Holmes.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b.
69. Assaying.—The fire assay of lead, gold, and silver ores.
Fluxes, reagents, and charges are studied in connection with various
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typical ores, and practice given in use of the crucible and muffle
furnaces and in the manipulations connected with the fire assaying.
/; (2). Professor Parr, Dr. Jesse.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a; mineralogy.
93. Journal Meeting.—For juniors, seniors, and graduates.
/, //; (i). All members of the teaching staff in the Chemical De-
partment.
courses for graduates
Graduate students whose major subject is in some other depart-
ment than chemistry, before taking graduate work for credit in this
department must have had the equivalent of 15 University credits
in chemistry, and the work covered must have included satisfactory
work in general chemistry and in qualitative and quantitative
analysis. Such students are advised to take Chemistry 31, 33a,
102, 102a, 5b, 5c, 14, and 9a and b. Courses of a more special nature
will not, as a rule, be accepted for graduate work unless preceded
by one of the above courses.
For students in Agriculture 5a and 13a will not be accepted
for graduate credits.
Graduate students who are candidates for an advanced degree in
chemistry must have had the equivalent of 30 University credits in
chemistry, and this must include satisfactory courses in general
chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, physical chemistry,
and organic chemistry. Before receiving the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy such students will be expected to complete work equiva-
lent to courses 31, 33a (or 102 and 102a) 14, 9a, 9b, lOi, and iii.
They are advised to take at least brief courses in gas analysis, iron,
and steel analysis, water analysis, assaying, and chemical technology.
For students in chemistry Sa, 13a, 9 and 9c will not be accepted
for graduate credit and 9a, 9b, 14, 31 and 33a will be accepted only
from students entering the Graduate School with the equivalent
of 30 University credits in chemistry.
loi. History and Theories of Chemistry.—A discussion of
the historical development of the science of chemistry. /; (2).
Dr. Smith.
102. Advanced Physical Chemistry.—This course will be con-
ducted on the seminar plan and, together with 102a, is intended to
cover a period of two years. The subject is treated from the stand-
point of Avogadro's Principle and Thermodynamics and the course
is based primarily upon Nernst's "Thcoretische Chcmie." The
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primary purpose of this course is to develop power to handle success-
fully a physico-chemical problem rather than to merely impart a
knowledge of the phenomena and the principles involved. Text-
books : A. A. Noyes's General Principles of Physical Science;
Nentsi's Thcorctische Chcniie, 5th edition, or the translation of the
4th edition. /, //; (2). Dr. Washburn.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i, 2 and Physics i, 3. Mathematics 8a
or 7 and 9. An elementary knowledge of organic and physical
chemistry is desirable.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
102a. Advanced Physical Chemistry.—A continuation of
course 102. The following topics will be considered in this part of
the course : The physical properties of chemical substances, the
Phase Rule, certain portions of thermochemistry, photochemistry,
the thermodynamics of electrochemistry, radioactivity and the ato-
mistic theory of electricity. This course alternates with course
102. Text-book: Nernst's Theorctische Chcmie. I, II; (2).
Dr. Washburn.
Prerequisite: The same as course 102.
102b. Advanced Electrochemistry.—This course deals with the
modern theories of solution and the principles of thermodynamics
in their application to the problems of electrochemistry. The sub-
jects of electrolytic conductivity and transference, electromotive
force, and the energy principles underlying the transformations of
chemical and electrical energy are discussed in detail. The recent
advances in the electrolysis of fused electrolytes and the applications
of electricity to gaseous reactions at high temperatures will also
be dealt with. Text-book : LcBlanc's Electrochemistry. This course
is also open to undergraduates having the necessary preparation.
//; (3). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31 and 33a. Mathematics 8a or 7 and 9.
I02C. Advanced Physical and Electrochemistry.—A labora-
tory course dealing with the applications of physico-chemical meth-
ods to special problems. The nature of the experiments performed
by the student will depend upon his previous training in this subject
and his purpose in taking the course. The experiments are designed
to develop the power of independent thinking in applying physico-
chemical methods to problems in the laboratory. This course must
be preceded or accompanied by course 102 or 102b. //; (2).
Dr. Washburn, Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31 and 33a. Mathematics 8a or 7 and q,
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103. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—A systematic presenta-
tion of descriptive inorganic chemistry, including the rarer elements
and based on the periodic system. The work consists of two lectures
a week throughout the year, which may or may not be accompanied
by laboratory work on advanced inorganic preparations. I, II;
(2-5). Dr. Balke.
103a. Advanced Analytical Chemistry.—This course is de-
signed for students who may desire to take advanced work in
either Qualitative or Quantitative Analysis. The lectures will deal
with special topics in Analytical Chemistry. //; (1-5). Dr. Holmes.
104. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—Special chapters. This
course consists of two lectures a week with assigned reading and
is especially recommended to students doing research work in this
subject. Special attention is given to the detailed study of recent
research methods in such fields as : Condensations, carbohydrates,
fermentation, and enzyne action, the purine group, the proteins,
isomeric change, stereochemistry of nitrogen, color and chemical
constitution, alkaloids, etc. The chapters may be varied from year
to year. /; (2). Assistant Professor Curtiss.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 or 14.
105. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—This course consists
of lectures, conferences, and demonstrations, and embraces selected
portions of physiological chemistry which are not covered by Chemis-
try 15. The course is open to graduates or undergraduates. //; (2).
Professor Hawk.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 15.
106. Animal Chemistry.—A lecture course consisting of a
critical study of the recent advances in the chemistry of nutrition
of the lower animals, and a detailed study of the chemistry of the
functional products, such as flesh, fat, milk, wool, etc., of the more
common domesticated animals. /, //; (2). Professor Grindley.
Prerequisite : Two years' work in Chemistry.
107. Calorimetry of Fuels.—An advanced course in the study
of methods for determining the heat values of solid, liquid, and
gaseous fuels. /, //; (1-3). Professor Parr.
108. Water Supplies.—A study of the sources of contamina-
tion of water supplies and the purification of water for potable or
technical use. /, //; (5). Professor Bartow.
III. Thesis Work.—A thesis will usually be required of stu-
dents taking the Master's degree and will always be required of
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students taking the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. As an illus-
tration of the character of the work which may be done for theses
the following list of investigations now in progress in the depart-
ment is given.
Physical Chemistry.—Dr. Washburn, A physico-chemical
study of aqueous solutions of caesium nitrate. Simplification of
the cyclical process method for the derivation of thermodynamic
equations. Dr. Smith, Chemical equilibrium between amalgams
and solutions.
Electrochemistry.—Dr. Washburn, Determination of the elec-
trochemical equivalent.
Inorganic Chemistry.—Dr. Balke, Atomic weight of tantalum.
Double fluorides of tantalum and columbium. Dr. Holmes, Inter-
action of hydrochloric acid and manganese dioxide. Peroxides and
dioxides. Dr. Smith, Ammonium amalgams. Dr. Isham, Hydroxy-
lamine compounds. Ferric acid. Dr. Jones, Atomic weight of
phosphorus.
Analytical Chemistry.—Professor Grindley, A study of the
precipitation of barium sulphate. Dr. Holmes, Analysis of sili-
cates. Determination of cadmium in the presence of zinc. Separa-
tion of antimony and tin.
Organic Chemistry.—Professor Noyes, Molecular rearrange-
ments in derivatives of camphoric acid. Assistant Professor CuR-
tiss. Condensation reactions of mesoxalic esters. Derivatives of
malonic ester containing nitrogen. Condensations in the i, 2, 3 tri-
ketone series.
Sanitary Chemistry.—Professor Bartow, Action of coagulants
on Lake Michigan water. Action of boiler compounds on water.
Filtration and sterilization of river water.
Animal Chemistry.—Professor Grindley and Messrs. Emmett
and Gill, Improved methods for the analysis of animal sub-
stances. A study of the excretion of nitrogen in the form of
nitrates. The chemistry of animal feces. A study of the effect of
cold storage upon beef and poultry. The proteins of flesh. The
chemical composition and nutritive value of the wholesale cuts of
beef. A study of the methods for the determination of non-pro-
tein nitrogen in animal substances. The influence of the quantity,
quality, and composition of the feeds of the lower animals upon
the chemical composition and nutritive value of the resulting edible
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flesh. The determination of sulphur in animal substances. Ani-
mal Nutrition.
Physiological Chemistry.—Professor Hawk, A study of the
excretion of the various forms of nitrogen as influenced by the
diet. A study of the relation existing between urea and the total
nitrogen content of the urine as influenced by variations in diet.
Influence of fasting upon changes in the blood. The variation in
the nitrogen partition in well fed and fasting animals.
Industrial Chemistry.—Professor Parr, Weathering of coal.
Changes in coal on heating to moderate temperature. Formation
of calcium silicates at low temperatures. Mixtures of asphalt for
technical purposes. Professor Bartow, Softening of water.
THE CLASSICS
GREEK
COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
Courses i to 4, inclusive, are designed to meet the needs of
students who cannot present Greek for entrance, and yet wish to
study the language. The announcement of authors is tentative,
and may be changed as the progress of the class requires.
1. Grammar and Reader.—/; (4). Dr. Canter.
2. Grammar and Reader.—//; (4). Dr. Canter.
Prerequisite: Greek i.
3. Xenophon's Anabasis, with selections from the narrative
parts of Thucydides. /; (4). Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 2.
4. Homer.—Odyssey.—Selections. //; (4). Dr. Canter.
Prerequisite: Greek 3.
5. Herodotus.—Greek prose composition. /; (4). Professor
Moss.
Prerequisite: Entrance credits.
6. Andocides and Lysias.—Greek prose composition. /.• (4).
Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 5.
*g. Greek Oratory.—/; (3). Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 8.
^Courses <) to IS are not all pi^'Cii hi llie same year. Students should confer
with the instructor repardinfr the particular course desired.
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*ii. Homer.—The Iliad. //; (3). Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 8.
*I3. New Testament Greek.—//; (2). Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 4.
*I5. Teachers' Course.—Greek as a secondary school course.
The problems of the class-room. Texts, methods, etc. //; (i).
Professor Moss.
GREEK LIFE AND LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
(Courses 16-20 presuppose no knowledge of Greek and are
open to all students above the freshman year.)
16. The Private and Public Life of the Greek People.—
Lectures and prescribed readings. A large collection of photo-
graphs and lantern slides is used for illustrations. I; (i). Pro-
fessor Moss.
17. Greek Poetry.—Lectures and prescribed readings from
English translations. /; (2). Professor Moss.
18. Greek Prose.—Lectures and prescribed readings from
English translations. //; (2). Professor Moss.
19. Greek Drama.—Lectures and prescribed readings from
English translations. /; (2). Professor Moss.
20. History of Greece.—/,• (3). Assistant Professor Pease.
See courses in History.
Prerequisite: One course in history or in Greek.
for graduates and undergraduates
*io. Greek Tradegy.—/; (2). Professor Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 8.
*i2 Thucydides.—//; (2). Professor Moss.
7 and 8. Socrates as Depicted by Xenophon, Aristophanes
and Plato.—Xenophon's Memorabilia; Aristophanes' Clouds; Pla-
to's Protagoras, Gorgias, Euthyphro, Apology and Crito. /, //; (3)-
Associate Professor Oldfather.
Prerequisite: Greek 7 and 8.
*i4. Advanced Greek Prose Composition.—/; (i). Professor
Moss.
Prerequisite: Greek 7 and 8.
Courses 9 to 15 are not all {riven in the same year. Students should confer
with tlie instrnetor regarding- the particular course desired.
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COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Greek Oratory. Professor Moss.
102. Introduction to the Science of Language.—/; Same as
Latin lOi. Dr. Canter.
103. Homer and the Homeric Question.—The Iliad entire
and part of the Odyssey. Lectures and Readings. /, //; (2).
Associate Professor Oldfather.
LATIN
FIRST YEAR COURSES
1. CiCERO AND Pliny.—De Amicitia and selections from De
Senectute; selections from Pliny's letters. Students offering three
units in Latin will take this course. I, II; (4). Assistant Professor
Pease.
2. LiVY AND Terence.—Selections from Livy; the Phormio of
Terence; Roman life in prose and verse. Students offering four
units in Latin will take this course. /, //; (4). Professor Barton.
SECOND YEAR COURSES
4. Catullus and Horace.—Selected lyrics of Catullus and the
first Book of the Odes of Horace with selections from books two
to four. Associate Professor Oldfather.
Prerequisite: One year of college Latin.
5. Latin Composition.—This is an elementary course and will
combine grammatical drill with practice in the simpler forms of
expression. /, //; (i). Dr. Canter.
Prerequisite: One year of college Latin.
6. Plautus.—Four plays ; one for careful study, the others for
more rapid reading; scenic antiquities. //; (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Oldfather.
Prerequisite: One year of college Latin.
19. Roman History.—//; (3). Assistant Professor Pease.
Prerequisite: One year of college history or Latin. See courses
in History.
Courses Open to all Students Except Freshmen
(Knowledge of Latin is not required.)
12. Horace and Vergil in English Translations.—//; (i).
Dr. Canter.
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13. Roman Life.—Both the pubhc and private hfc of the
'Romans will be considered, but more particularly the latter. Politics,
business, home life, amusements, education, morals, religion, the
city of Rome and its monuments will be considered. The lantern
will be used to supplement the lectures. //; (i). Professor Barton.
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES
7. Petronius AND ApuLEius.—Selections. The Roman Novel.
//; (2). Dr. Canter.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
9. Teachers' Course.—The purpose and methods of prepara-
tory Latin instruction ; the teacher's preparation ; the apparatus of
most value in preparatory work. //; (i). Professor Barton.
ID. Latin Composition.—A study of the leading principles with
imitation of assigned models. /; (2). Professor Barton.
courses for advanced UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
14. Seneca.—Selections from the Letters; two tragedies. I;
(3). Professor Barton.
16. Vergil.—Selections from the Aeneid, books 7-12, the
Eclogues, and portions of the Georgics. //; (3). Dr. Canter.
courses for gradu,\tes
loi. Introduction to the Science of Language.—/. Dr.
Canter.
102. Historical Latin Grammar.—//. Dr. Canter.
103. Cicero.—De Natura Deorum and De Divinatione. /. As-
sistant Professor Pease.
105. Survey of Latin Poetry.—//. Assistant Professor Pease.
106. Latin Comedy and Terence.—Introduction to the methods
of critical research. //; (2). Associate Professor Oldfather.
108. Tacitus.—The Histories. //. Professor Barton.
ECONOMICS
See under Social Sciences, page 314.
EDUCATION
See under Philosophical Studies, page 297.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(Unless otherwise specified, the second semester of courses run-
ning throughout the year may not be taken without the first.)
ELEMENTARY COURSES
English I and 2 may not be counted toward a major, and of
the other courses in this group only twelve hours may be so
counted.
1. Introductory Course: English Literature Before the
Nineteenth Century.—/; (4). Assistant Professor Baldwin,
Assistant Professor Paul, Mr. Sears, Dr. Zeitlin, Mr. Bradsher,
Mr. Warnock, Mr. Tietje, Mr. Jackson, Miss Harbarger, Miss
Kelso, Mr. Post.
Assistant Professor Baldwin will have the general direction of
this course. At least one section of the course will be repeated
in the second semester. Juniors and seniors in the College of Litera-
ture and Arts, taking the course, will not receive full credit for it
unless additional work is done outside the course.
2. Introductory Course : English Literature of the Nine-
teenth Century.—//; (4). Assistant Professor Baldwin, Assistant
Profesor Paul, Mr. Sears, Dr. Zeitlin, Mr. Bradsher, and others.
Prerequisite: English i.
Assistant Professor Baldwin will have the general direction of
this course. Juniors and seniors in the College of Literature and
Arts taking this course will not receive full credit for it unless addi-
tional work is done outside the course.
16. American Literature.—/, //; (3). Assistant Professor
Paul, Mr. Sears.
Prerequisite: English i and 2.
2,2,- English Literature from 1798 to 1837.—/, II; (3). Dr.
Zeitlin.
Prerequisite: English i and 2. The first semester will be de-
voted to the poetry of the period; the second to the prose. Either
semester may be taken without the other.
23. Elementary Course in Shakespeare.—Introductory to Eng-
lish 5. //; (3). Associate Professor Sherman, Assistant Professor
Paul, Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: English i and 2.
19. Literary Study of the Bible.—In the first semester the
Psalms and the Prophets (lyric poetry and oratory) are studied;
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in the second semester, Proverbs, Ecclesiastcs, and Job (literature of
wisdom). /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Baldwin.
Prerequisite: Eight hours of English literature. Only seniors
or juniors will ordinarily be admitted to English 19.
INTERMEDI.NTE COURSES
29. English Literature 1557-1688.—Exclusive of the drama. I;
(3). Assistant Professor Baldwin.
Prerequisite: Eleven hours of English literature.
31. English Literature 1688-1798.—//; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Paul.
Prerequisite: Eleven hours of English literature .
24. English Literature of the Victorian Period.—The first
semester will be devoted to the poetry of the period; the second
to the prose. Either semester may be taken without the other. /,
//; (3).
Prerequisite: Fourteen hours of English literature.
(Not to be given in 1909-10; to be given in 1910-11.)
36. Contemporary Writers.—A study of prose fiction and the
essay in England and the United States during the present genera-
tion. Special attention will be paid to periodicals. /; (3). Professor
Dodge.
Prerequisite: Fourteen hours of English literature.
35. The Drama 1600-1900.
—
I, II; (3). Associate Professor
Sherman.
Prerequisite: Fourteen hours of English literature, which must
include English 23.
17. History of the English Language.—I, II; (3). Associate
Professor Fulton.
Prerequisite: Fourteen hours of English.
advanced courses for undergraduates and graduates
5. Shakespeare and His Predecessors.—I, II; (3). Professor
Dodge.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature, which
must include English 23. The second semester, which will be de-
voted to Shakespeare, may be taken without the first.
7. Chaucer.—/, //; (3). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature.
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4. The History and Principles of English Verfification.—
Theory of English metre and rhythm; history of the development
of the forms of English verse. //; (2).
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature.
(Not to be given in 1909-10; to be given in 1910-11 ,;
6. History of Criticism.—A study of the main lines of devel-
opment in the history of criticism. //; (3). Associate Professor
Fulton.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature.
II. The Principles of Criticism.—A study of the principles
underlying the art of criticism. /; (3). Associate Professor
Fulton.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature. Students
who take English 11 are advised to take either before or with it
Philosophy 8 (Esthetics).
8. Old English.—(Anglo-Saxon).—Grammar, prose, short
poems, the first half of Beowulf. I, 11: (3). Professor Dodge.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature, or eleven
hours of English and eight of German.
15. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching English litera-
ture and composition in the high school. /, //; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Paul and others.
Prerequisite: Seventeen hours of English literature and nine
hours of rhetoric.
courses for graduates
loi. Research in Special Periods.—Competent graduate stu-
dents are encouraged to seek the advice and assistance of the De-
partment of English and to submit to the Department plans for
study in the language or literature of the periods mentioned below.
A. Anglo-Saxon Language and Literature. Professor Dodge.
B. Thirteenth and Fourteen! h Centuries. Dr. Jones.
C. Sixteenth Century. Professor Dodge, Associate Professor
Sherman.
D. Seventeenth Century. Professor Greenough, Assistant Pro-
fessor Baldwin.
E. Eighteenth Century. Profes.sor Greenougii.
F. Nineteenth Century. Associate Professor Fulton, Associate
Professor Sherman.
Prerequisite: The consent of the Department of English.
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103. Till-: Poetry of Milton.—//; (3). Assistant Professor
Baldwin.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature. Students are
advised to take English 29 before taking English 3.
107. The History of English Prose Fiction.—/, //; (3). Pro-
fessor Greenough.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature and a read-
ing knowledge of French.
(Not given in 1909-10; probably to be given in igio-ii.)
108. American Literature.—//; (3). Professor Greenough.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature, which should
include English 16.
no. Anglo-Saxon Poetry.—/, //; (3). Professor Dodge.
Prerequisite: English 8.
112. The History and Principles of English Grammar.—J,
II; (3). Dr. Zeitlin.
Prerequisite: English 8.
126. English Ballads and Metrical Romances.—/, //; (3).
Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature. Students
who elect English .126 are advised to take either with or before it
English 7 (Chaucer) and Romance Languages 102 (Old French).
127. Middle English.—Critical reading of Middle English
texts. I, II; (3). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite: English 8.
136. The Transition from the Seventeenth to the Eight-
eenth Century in English Literature.—/, //; (3). Professor
Greenough.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature.
137. Nineteenth Century Prose Writers.— (Advanced Course).
L II; (3)- Associate Professor Sherman.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature.
(Not to be given in 1909-10; to be given in 1910-11.)
138. The Romantic Movement in England.—/, //; (3). Asso-
ciate Professor Sherman.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of English literature and a read-
ing knowledge of either French or German.
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RHETORIC
ELEMENTARY COURSES
I. Rhetoric and Themes.—Required for students in the Col-
leges of Literature and Arts, Agriculture, Science and Engineering.
A i^ ', (3-) Professor Greenough, Associate Professor Fulton, Dr.
Jones, Mr. Phillips, Mr. Warnock, Mrs. Fawcett, Miss Har-
BARGER, Mr. Jackson, Miss Collins, Mr. Denton, Miss Henion, Miss
Kelso, Miss McKinney, Miss Perry, Mr. Post, Mr. Thompson.
Students who enter Rhetoric i at the beginning of the second
semester must join a section in which the work of the first semester
is repeated. Of these sections there will be at least two.
Professor Greenough will have the general direction of this
course.
.3. Daily Themes.—Five short themes a week with a page
theme every fortnight. Only one semester of this work may be
taken. / or II; (4). Mr. Tietje and Mrs. Fawcett.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i.
ID. Business Writing.—Business correspondence with prac-
tice in incidental writing, summaries, etc. Open only to those taking
a business course, unless with the consent of the instructor. II;
(2). Professor Clark.
Prerequisite : Rhetoric i.
II. Composition and Literature.—For students in the College
of Engineering who elect English as their language. The course
will be about equally divided between composition and English
prose literature. //; (4). Mr. Warnock.
intermediate courses
20. English Composition.—The purpose of this course is to
give students the opportunity to organize and write long themes. It
may not be taken at the same time with Rhetoric 3. The second
semester may be taken without the first. /, //; (3). Professor
Clark.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and eleven hours of English literature.
16. Exposition.—Study of the principles underlying the exposi-
tory method; analysis of masterpieces of exposition, both literary
and scientific; themes. /; (3). Associate Professor Fulton.
Prerequisite: Two years of college work, which must include
Rhetoric i.
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2. Argumentation.—Text book and assigned work; Baker and
Huntington's Principles of Argumentation. II; (3). Mr. Haluday.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and Philosophy i.
12. Newspaper Writing.—Lectures, discussions, assignments,
in news writing, interviewing and reporting, study of news form,
news value; typography, proof-reading, etc. The work is made as
practical as possible. In the second semester one section is organ-
ized to study the management of agricultural papers and to give
practice in preparing material for the agricultural press. /, //; (2).
Professor Clark and lecturers.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and either Rhetoric 3 or one semes-
ter of Rhetoric 20.
15. Advanced Newspaper Writing.—In the first semester this
course presents larger problems in reporting than those in Course
12, including the collecting and arranging of scattered news facts
for purposes of generalization. In the second semester an effort is
made to cultivate the student's ability to apply the principles of his-
tory, economics, political science, etc., to public events. Copy read-
ing, head writing, editing and editorial writing are studied and
practiced. Special effort is made to cultivate a good sound English
style. /, //; (3). Associate Professor Sherman.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 12, or some practical experience in re-
porting.
courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates
6. English Composition.—/, //; (3). Mr. Tietje.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of rhetoric, which must include Rhet-
oric 3 or one semester of Rhetoric 20, and fourteen hours of Eng-
lish literature.
4. The Art of Debate.—Brief writing and extemporaneous pres-
entation of arguments in formal debate. /, //; (2). Mr. Halliday.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and 7. It is desirable that Rhetoric
2 should also precede this course.
5. Extempore Speaking.—Platform discussion of current events;
practice in after-dinner speaking, impromptu debate, etc. /, //; (i).
Mr. Halliday.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and 7.
7. Public Speaking.—An introductory course in public speak-
ing—vocal, breathing, action and declamation exercises supple-
mented by text-book. Sections will be so limited as to allow much
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individual instruction. Work may not be begun in the second se-
mester. /, //; (2). Mr. Halliday, Mr. Pearce, Miss Landee.
8. Interpretative Reading.—The vocal interpretation of liter-
ature. /; (3). Mr. Halliday.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 7.
9. Dramatic Reading.—The study and presentation of a classic
play or of special scenes. Open only to those who are approved by
the instructor. //; (1-4).
(Not given in 1909-10.)
13. Inter-Collegiate Debating.—Students who wish to take part
in any of the inter-collegiate debates should register in this course
if they wish credit for their work. /, //; (2). Mr. Pearce.
14. Oratorical Composition and Delivery.—The leading Eng-
lish and American orations are read and criticized. Students write
and deliver two orations. Lectures and supplementary reading. I
;
(3). Mr. Pearce.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i and 7.
ENTOMOLOGY
Entomology as taught at the University is distinctly differentiated
from the work in zoology. Those preparing for service as economic
entomologists should take, if possible, all the undergraduate courses
offered except 5. Students preparing for the teaching of zoology
should take either 2 and 4, or 3 and 4, or, if possible, all three of
these courses.
2. General Entomology.—This course and Entomology 3 form
a year's connected work in entomology, covering substantially the
whole field. The present course is devoted mainly to field entomol-
ogy in the fall and later to the morphological and physiological
aspects of the subject. Beginning with the collection and preserva-
tion of specimens and the making of field observations, it is con-
tinued by laboratory studies of typical insects, made with special
reference to the recognition of adaptive structures and experimental
work intended to determine their exact utilities. /; (5). Assistant
Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10 or Entomology 4.
3. General Entomology.—To be taken either with or without
the preceding course. The classification and determination of in-
sects, the study of life histories in the inscctary and by field ob-
servation, and the collection of information with respect to the
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ecological relations of insects, are the principal objects of this
course. //; (5). Assistant Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
4. Introduction to Economic Entomology.—Intended especially
for students in the College of Agriculture. A lecture, field and
laboratory course acquainting the student with the general principles
and essential elements of economic entomology. This course may
be followed by one or more special courses corresponding to the
subdivision of the departments of agriculture and horticulture, and
to be taught in connection with them. Section A, for students of
agriculture. /; Urst half (2j4). Section B, for students of
horticulture. //; second half; (2J/2). Assistant Professor Folsom.
5. Advanced Entomology.—Under this head students desiring
advanced work in entomology, especially as a preparation for thesis
work in this subject, are individually provided for on consultation
with the instructors. The course may be made to cover one or two
semesters and to earn a three-hour or a five-hour credit in each.
At least a three-hour course for one semester will be required as a
preparation for entomological thesis work. /, //; (3 to S). Assist-
ant Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: Entomologj' 2 and 3.
6. Thesis Investigation.—Students specializing in entomology
select a thesis subject, preferably during the junior year. They
are expected to give three hours a day to investigation upon it,
under the supervision of an instructor, during their senior year. /,
//; (5). Assistant Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: At least a three-hour course in Entomology 5.
7. Systematic Entomology.—This course, while primarily en-
tomological, is designed to be of general use to students of biology.
The lectures include a historical and critical survey of the sys-
tems of classification ; a discussion of the aims and methods of
classification; the nature of species, genera and other groups, and
the rules of nomenclature ; the preparation of taxonomic articles,
involving the study of bibliography, synonymy, analytical keys, etc.
These subjects receive practical treatment in the laboratory, and to
qualified students the unworked material of the State Laboratory
of Natural History is available for study. /, //; (3). Assistant
Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: A semester course in zoology or entomology.
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8. Advanced Economic Entomology.—A course of lectures, reci-
tations and field and laboratory work intended to prepare students
for service as economic entomologists in state and government posi-
tions. Agronomy 7 and Horticulture i, 2 and 3 should also be taken
as a part of this preparation. /, //; (3). Professor Forbes and
Assistant Professor Folsom.
Prereqmsitc: Entomology 2, 3 and 4.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
After at least one year of biological work graduates may elect
courses 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8. The following are open to graduate stu-
dents only.
103. Faunistic Entomology.—Problems in taxonomy, distribu-
tion and ecology, accompanied by field work, conferences and lec-
tures. The operations of the office of the State Entomologist and
of the State Laboratory of Natural History, both closely affiliated
with the department, give exceptional opportunities to students of
this course. /, //; (Daily). Professor Forbes and Assistant Pro-
fessor FOLSOM.
108. iNomouAL Research Course.—Morphological, systematic,
ecological and physiological entomology. Professor Forbes and As-
sistant Professor Folsom.
THE FINE ARTS*
ART AND DESIGN
1. Free Hand Drawing.—An elementary course offering, first,
lectures on the principles of perspective followed by practice in
drawing; and, secondly, work arranged to be of direct assistance
to students in other departments of the University. All students
entering the department are required to enter this class or pass an
examination in the subject. /; (2 or 3) ; //; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Lake, Mr. Kelley, Miss Jones.
2. Light and Shade.—Study of values in charcoal, pencil, or
monochrome wash as a preparation for advanced work. ], II ; (3).
Mr. Kelley.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i.
3. Drawing from the Antique.—Study of casts from the an-
tique, including details of the face, masks, busts and the figure.
Attention is here called to courses in esthetics offered by the departments of
philosophy and education, and to related courses in architecture and household
science.
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Study of artistic anatomy. This course is planned to give students a
sound knowledge of the principles of construction of the figure and
prepare them for intelligent work from the life. /, //; (3). Miss
Wet MORE.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i.
4. Water Color Painting.—Still-life and flowers in water color.
f, II ; (3)- Miss Jones.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i, 2.
5. Oil Painting.—Figure and portrait from life in costume. /,
//; (3). Miss Wetmore.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i, 2 and 3.
6. Oil Painting.—Still-life and flowers. /, //; (3). Miss
Wetmore.
Prerequisite : Art and Design i, 2.
8. Modeling.—A course in clay modeling comprising work from
the antique and from life in relief and the round. Instruction is
given in casting. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Lake.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i and 3..
8a. Modeling.—A special section of course 8 for the study of
ornament by architectural students. /; (2). Assistant Professor
Lake.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i.
ID. Pen and Pencil Rendering.—In this course drawings are
made with special reference to the requirements of the reproductive
processes and commercial purposes. I, II; (i). Mr. Kelley.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i.
12. Applied Design.—This course ofTers a review of the prin-
ciples of design, followed by practical problems worked out in
metal, leather, etc. /, //; (3). Mr. Kelley.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i.
16. Color.—The use of color in design and in interior decora-
tion. /; (2). Architecture 41 will be substituted for this course
during the present year. Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i, 3.
19. History of the Fine Arts.—A course of illustrated lec-
tures on the history of the Fine Arts. /, //; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Lake.
20. Teachers' Class.—In this class the principles of art study
are applied to the special problems of the public school. Published
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courses in art for the public schools are compared ; and the class
prepares a model course of study. I, II; (i). Assistant Professor
Lake.
Prerequisite : Art and Design i, 2, 4.
MUSIC
1. History of Music.—Lectures on the development of music,
referring especially to the rise of polyphony and dramatic music,
the origin and progress of the oratorio, the evolution of instruments
and instrumental forms, and studies in the lives of composers. As-
signed . collateral readings. I, II; (2). Mr. Schwartz.
2. Theory of Music.—Elementary Theory and Ear-training.
Four Part Harmony and Analysis. /, //; (2). Mr. Schwartz.
3. Advanced Harmony and Analysis.—/, //; (3). Mr.
Schwartz.
4. Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue.—/, //; (3). Professor
Mills.
*5. General Theory, Free Composition.—/, //; {2Y2). Profes-
sor Mills.
For Preparatory Music see School of Music Bulletin.
Piano
Professor C. H. Mills, Mr. H. J. Van den Berg, Miss Sarah D.
Morton, Miss May E. Floyd and Miss Sophie Voss.
7. First Year.—Studies in development of technique : Czerny,
Op. 229, Bks. 3, 4; Mayer and Czerny, Octave Studies; Cramer,
Etudes
;
Jensen, Etudes ; Bach, two-part Inventions, sonatas of
Haydn and Mozart; easier sonatas of Beethoven; Songs Without
Words, Mendelssohn; compositions (smaller works) of Schubert,
Raff, Grieg, Chaminade, Moszkowski, and ethers (6).
8. Second Year.—Czerny, Op. 740; Pacher, Octave Studies;
Bach, three-part inventions and selections from French Suites; so-
natas and other compositions of Scarlatti, Beethoven, Schubert, Schu-
mann, Mendelssohn, Weber, Raff, Rubinstein, Saint Saens, Godard,
MacDowell and others (6).
9. Third Year.—Selections: Clcmenti, Gradus ad Parnassum;
Moscheles, Op. 70; Kullak, Seven Octave Studies, Bk. 2; Bach,
Well-Tempered Clavichord; sonatas and concertos by Mendelssohn,
Weber, Beethoven, Hummel, etc.; selections from works of Bach,
*Music 5, I, may be taken with Course 4, II, if desired.
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Chopin, Scluibcrt, Schumann, Brassin, Rubinstein, Liszt, Moszkow-
ski, Scharwcnka and other modern composers. (8.)
10. Fourth Year.—Selections: Octave Studies; Clementi, Gra-
dus, continued; Bach, Weil-Tempered Clavichord, continued; Chopin
Etudes; Henselt, Etudes; sonatas by Beethoven and selections from
works of modern composers of most advanced grade.
Voice.
Mr. G. R. Wade, Miss Lois McCobb and Miss F. Kirkup.
12. First Year.—Tone production. Sieber's School of Velocity
and Spicker's Vocalization. Songs from Schubert, Franz and mod-
ern composers. /, //; (6).
13. Second Year.—Tone production. Sieber and Spicker con-
tinued. Panofka, Op. 81. Songs of German, French and English
composers. Simple selections from operas and oratorios. /, //; (6).
14. Third Year.—Tone production. Lutgen's opera-vocalisen,
Bk. 2. Italian, French and English songs of standard composers.
Solos and concerted works from operas and oratorios. /, //; (8).
15. Fourth Year.—Tone production. Completion of vocalises.
Studies from operas and oratorios.
Violin
Mr. G. F. Schwartz and Miss Winifred Forbes.
17.—First Year.—Kreutzer Etudes, Sevick's Shiftwig Exercises,
Sevick's Preparatory Double Stops. Sonatas by Haendel or Mozart,
Compositions by Minarshi, Borowski, Delia. /, //; (6).
18. Second Year.—Scales in Octaves and thirds, arpeggios on
dominant and diminished seventh chords, David School completed.
Fiorillo Etudes. Mozart Sonatas. Concertos by Viotti, Spohr and
others. Concert pieces by Sitt, Spohr, Alard and others. (6.)
19. Third Year.—Special technical drill. Meerts Etudes, Rode
Caprices. Easier Modern Concertos and Sonatas. Concert pieces
by Vieuxtemps, Sarasate, Foote, Cui. (8).
20. Fourth Year.—Selected Concert Etudes, Sonatas by Bee-
thoven. Schumann and Brahms; Modern and Classic Concertos. (9.)
Violin Cello
Mr. Schwartz.
17a. First Year.—Dotzancrt, Selected Studies; Furino, Polo-
naise; Golterman, Nocturnes; Kengel, Concertino. Op. 7.
i8a. Second Year.—Lee Studies: Op. 31, No. i; Romberg, Op.
42, 46, 65 ; Golterman, Concerto in G.
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19a. Third Year.—Lee Studies: Op. 31, No. 2; Golterman,
Concerto in D ; Klengel, Concertstuck in D.
The above outline will be fully supplemented with studies and
pieces, and especially with orchestra and ensemble work.
Note.—Ensemble and orchestral work is required of all spe-
cial students who are sufficiently advanced. As so much depends un
the individual student, it is impossible to define a set course of
studies, and the foregoing outline must be taken only as a general
guide to the work a student is required to cover.
21. University Orchestra.—Two hours' rehearsal once a week
throughout the year, (i.)
22. University Choral Society.—One hours' rehearsal once a
week throughout the year. (/^.)
23. Ear Training Classes are provided for all School of Music
students.
24. Sight Singing Classes are open to all University students.
25. Public School Methods.—Students are required to complete
courses in Music i, 2, 11 and 6, and must pursue work as follows:
Two class lessons per week in advanced sight-singing; four lessons
per week in methods of teaching and conducting; and two class les-
sons per week in advanced ear-training. The methods taught are the
so-called "Natural," "Harmonic and Melodic Series," "New Ameri-
can," "Modern," "Educational," "Model," "Novello" and Eleanor
Smith Music Courses.
26. Band Instruments.—Students are prepared for band, or-
chestra or for solo work.
27. Ensemble Class.—Trios, Quartets and Quintets by classical
and modern composers are studied. This course is open to all stu-
dents who are sufficiently advanced to undertake it profitably. One
hour throughout the year.
FRENCH
See under Romance Languages, page 311.
GEOLOGY
To students who are especially interested in geology the depart-
ment offers three lines of work, and recommends that the courses be
usually taken in the order indicated below.
Mineralogy, Petrography, Economic Geology.—For those who
care particularly for minerals and rocks, their identification, origin,
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and transformations; the origin, cliaractcristics and classification of
ores and the economic qualities of non-metallic minerals, it is rec-
ommended that the following courses be taken in the order given:
Geology, 19. I, la, 5, 6, 7, 16, 15, 2.
Stratigraphy, Paleontology.—If the student cares more for the
history of rocks, the order in which they were laid down, the condi-
tions which gave them their peculiarities, and the evolution of living
forms as shown by the succession of fossils, the following order of
courses is suggested: 19, i, la, 9, 16, 5, 18, 20, 15, 4.
Physiographic Geology, Physical Geography.—If his interest
lies more in the earth's surface, the origin of its topographic forms,
the agencies which are transforming them, and the influence of these
upon the welfare of plants, animals and man, the following courses
arc advised, in order: 19, 14, 10, 5, la, 11, 8, 20, 17, 4. These courses
will be of especial interest to prospective teachers of physiography.
The attention of students who can devote but one or two se-
mesters to the subject is directed to the following courses: For
engineers, 3, 5, 13; for agriculturists, 12, 8, 14; for students in com-
merce, 14, 8; for students in literature and science, 3, i, la, 10, 14, 8.
COURSES for undergraduates
1. General Geology.—A study of the agents and processes in-
volved in the development of the earth's present features. Lectures
and laboratory work. /; (5). Daily, zcith occasional trips on Sat-
urday. Assistant Professor Savage.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i or an equivalent.
la. Historical Geology.—A continuation of Course i. A study
of the evolution of the earth and its life. Lectures and laboratory
work. The laboratory work will consist largely of a study of a
few of the more characteristic fossils from the various horizons.
This forms an introduction of Courses 9 and 16. //; (5). Assistant
Professor Savage.
Prerequisite: Geology i, 3 or 10.
2. Economic Geology.—A study of the origin and manner of
occurrence of minerals and rocks of economic importance, with spe-
cial reference to those found in North America. Lectures and
laboratory work. //; (5). Daily. Associate Professor Bayley.
Prerequisite: Geology 5 and i, and la, or 3.
3. Elements of Geology.—A synoptical course treating of the
leading facts and principles of mineralogy, and dynamic, historic
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and economic geologj'. It should be taken by those who do not
expect to devote more than one semester to the subject. One hour
each day is devoted to recitation and one to laboratory work. The
laboratory time is about equally divided between the study of miner-
als, rocks, contour maps, etc., and fossils. /; (5). Daily, with occa-
sional trips on Saturday. Professor Rolfe, Dr. Bagg.
4. Thesis Course.—Students taking this course are assigned
certain field or laboratory problems upon which they are expected
to make a complete report under the direction of some one of the
instructors in the department, with maps, sections and figures based
on their own observations. //; (5).
5. Mineralogy.—Intended to furnish an introduction to suc-
ceeding work in petrography and economic geology, and to furnish
a general working knowledge of the most common ores and miner-
als of scientific importance. The course consists of lectures and
laboratory exercises upon the elements of crystallography and upon
such characteristics of about 125 of the most important minerals
as will enable the student to become thoroughly familiar with them.
The laboratory work includes a short course in blow pipe analysis.
^,' (S)- Daily. Associate Professor Bayley.
Prerequisite : Chemistry i, 2, 3.
6. Physical and Optical Mineralogy.—A direct introduction
to the course in Petrography. The physical and optical properties
of minerals are discussed in lectures and studies in laboratory with
special reference to their relations with respect to symmetry. The
larger portion of the work is devoted to the study of polarized light
and its practical use in identifying the rock-forming materials. II
;
(3). M.IV.F. Associate Professor Bayley.
Prerequisite: Geology 5.
7. Petrography.—The principles taught in Course 6 are ap-
plied to the study of rocks. Lectures describe the different types
of these rocks and discuss their origin and classification. In the
laboratory a representative suite of specimens is studied in the hand
specimen and thin section. /; (3). M.IV.F. Associate Professor
Bayley.
Prerequisite: Geology 6.
8. Physical Geography.—Physiography of Europe, with selected
regions in the Americas, Asia, Africa, etc. This course will be use-
ful to students in the courses in commerce, as it explains the phys-
ical conditions which control the production of the principal com-
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modilies used by man. It also supplements the course in Physiog-
raphy of the United States (No. 11). //; (3). M.IV.F. Professor
ROLFE, Mr. HUTTON.
Prerequisite: Geology 14.
9. Paleontology.—A study of paleozoic invertebrate fossils,
the classification and relationships. Instruction will be given in the
identification of the fossils and in the finding and use of the litera-
ture of the subject. Lectures and laboratory. /; (5). Daily.
Assistant Professor Savage.
Prerequisite: Geology la Recommended: i year of botany or
zoology.
10. Physiographic Geology.—A course in General Geology in
which special stress is laid on the origin, modification and destruc-
tion of geographic forms, and on the relation of these forms to un-
derlying geologic structure. This course, together with Meteor-
ology (No. 14), will be of special interest to those who e.xpect to
teach physical geography. //; (5). Daily, with occasional trip on
Saturday. Professor Rolfe, Mr. Hutton.
11. Physiography of the United St.\tes.—A study of the
topography, climatology and economic geography of the United
States and contiguous portions of Canada and Mexico. /; (5).
Professor Rolfe, Mr. Hutton.
Prerequisite: Geology 14 and i or 3 or 10.
12. Geology of Soils.—A discussion of those portions of Geol-
ogy which help to explain the origin of the various classes of soils,
the mineral composition and physical characteristics of each class and
the transformations which they undergo. //; (5). Daily. Pro-
fessor Rolfe, Dr. B.\gg.
Prerequisite : Chemistry I or an equivalent.
13. Engineering Geology.—An elementary course in General
Geology, in which the lectures and laboratory work are arranged
especially with reference to the needs of engineering students. Open
only to engineers and students in Ceramics. //; (5). Daily. Asso-
ciate Professor Bayley, Dr. Bagg.
14. Meteorology.—An elementary course in meteorology, ocean-
ography and clim^tolog>-. This course deals with the general cir-
culation of the atmosphere; ocean currents; the laws of storms;
and the influence of these on the distribution of rainfall and the
climatic conditions which control the geographic distribution of
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plants and animals. /; (3). M.JP'.F. Professor Rolfe, Mr. Hut-
TOX.
This course is prerequisite for Geologj' 8.
Courses 14 and 8 should be taken with Economics 26 by stu-
dents of commerce.
15. Structural Geology.—An account of the arrangement of
the rocks which form the earth's crest and their consequent dis-
tribution on its surface. A study of mountains, faults, folds and
other diastrophic phenomena. /; (5). Daily. Associate Professor
Bayley.
Prerequisite: Geology I a.
16. Str.\tigraphy.—This course follows Course 9, and is a
study of the methods and criteria employed in the correlation of
strata, of the distribution of the successive geologic formations and
of the characteristic invertebrate faunas which they contain. Lec-
tures and laboratorj'. //; (5). Daily. Assistant Professor Savage.
Prerequisite: Gcolog>- 9.
17. Continental Evolution.—A study of the development of
continents based on the distribution of the strata of the successive
geological systems, and the character and variations of the sedi-
ments with their faunas in each period. Also conclusions based
upon them as to the distribution of lands and seas, and their rela-
tive altitude in geologic ages. /; (5). Daily. Dr. Bagg.
Prerequisite: Geologj' la or 11.
18. Mesozoic and Tertiary Paleontology.—A study of the
classification and development of the mesozoic and tertiary inver-
tebrate fossil forms, with some consideration of the evolution of ver-
tebrates during the same periods. //; (5). Daily. Dr. Bagg.
Prerequisite: Geology la and Geology 9, or 10 credits in botany
or zoology.
This course will be especially helpful to those who specialize in
botany or zoology.
19. Field Geology—Introductory Course.—In September. 1910,
a field trip of two weeks will be taken introductory to the regular
courses in General Geologx- and Physiography. Stops will be made
at a number of points in Indiana and Ohio and at the Wyandotte
or Mammoth Cave. The localities visited will illustrate the marked
difference between the physiographic features of youthful and ma-
ture topography and of glaciated and non-glaciated areas. Fossils
will be collected from the different rock exposures and their use in
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determining the age of strata will be explained. Expenses will be
kept down to the minimum and it is thought that they need not
exceed $35.00. The party will be under the charge of Professor Sav-
age, assisted by Mr. Hutton. /; (2). Assistant Professor Savage,
Mr. IlunoN.
JO. Field Geology.—A short field course in Geology will be
given during the summer of igio (June 16 to 30). This will in-
volve training in the field determination of physical features and
rock formations, with mapping and description, of a small area
in Carroll county, Illinois, //; (2). Assistant Professor Savage.
21. Geology of Coal.—A course on the origin, classification and
stratigraphy of coal. This course is arranged primarily for students
in Mining Engineering. The course will include: (i) A brief study
of the principal coal making plants; (2) a discussion of the origin
of coal and its varieties; (3) a study of the schemes for the classifi-
cation of coals; (4) a description of the methods of coal sampling;
(5) a study of the stratigraphy of tlie coal measure deposits, with
especial reference to the Illinois or Eastern Interior basin. /; (3).
Assistant Professor Savage, with special helpers.
Prerequisite: Geology 13, or its equivalent.
COURSES for graduates
.
Graduate students who are doing their principal work in other
departments before taking work for graduate credit in Geology
must have had the equivalent of 10 sequential University credits in
Geology, 10 in Chemistry and 8 in Physics.
Students who are candidates for an advanced degree in Geology
must have had the equivalent of 20 sequential University credits
in Geology, 10 in Chemistry, 8 in Physics, and if the work is to
be along the lines of stratigraphy or paleontology, 10 in Zoology or
Botany.
loi. Advanced Crystallography.—This course is intended to
familiarize the student in chemistry or mineralogy with the meth-
ods used in measuring, projecting and calculating crystal forms,
and in determining the physical properties of crystallized bodies.
It includes determination of indices of refraction, electrical prop-
erties, morphotropism, etc. Associate Professor Bayley.
102. Petrography.—Lectures and laboratory work on the ig-
neous rocks, including identification of types, classification and re-
lationships. /. Associate Professor Bayley.
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103. Petrography.—A continuation of course in which schists
and sedimentary rocks become the objects of study. //. Associate
Professor Bayley.
105. Stratigraphic Paleontology.—A course devoted to the
study of the literature and fossils of a special geological system;
their geographic distribution ; the geologic provinces, and the origin
and the routes of migration of the different faunas during the period.
Largely individual work. Time can be arranged. Assistant Pro-
fessor S.WAGE.
106. Field and Laboratory Course.—A course consisting of a
systematic study of a selected area. Assistance will be given in
collecting specimens and working out stratigraphic and structural
relations in the field and in their interpretation. A carefully pre-
pared report on the geologj' of the region, based on the data col-
lected in the field, will be required. Assistant Professor S.wage.
GERMANIC LANGUAGES
GERMAN
first-year courses
Assistant Professor Meyer is in general charge of these courses.
I. Elementary Course.—Grammar and easy reading. /; (4).
Assistant Professor Meyer, Assistant Professor Brooks, Miss Blais-
DELL, Dr. Chiles, Dr. Wiehr, Dr. Poor, Dr. Williams.
3. Narrative and Descriptive Prose.—Grammar and syntax,
reading of easy texts, exercises in prose composition. //; (4).
Assistant Professor Meyer, Assistant Professor Brooks, Miss
Blaisdell, Dr. Chiles, Dr. Wiehr, Dr. Poor, Dr. Williams.
Note—Two sections of German 3 are offered in the first semester.
Prerequisite : German i, or one year of high school German.
second-year courses
Assistant Professor Brooks is in general charge of these courses.
4. Descriptive and Historical Prose.—Selections from stand-
ard prose writers. Sight reading. Prose composition. /; (4).
Assistant Professor Meyer, Assistant Professor Brooks, Miss
Blaisdell, Dr. Chiles, Dr. Wiehr, Dr. Poor, Dr. Williams.
Prerequisite: German i and 3, or two years of high school
German.
Note.—Two sections of German 4 are offered in the second
semester.
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5. Introduction to Classics.—Two or three of the classics,
such as Schiller's Jungfrau von Orleans, or Goethe's Hermann and
Dorothea. Prose composition. //; (4). Assistant Professor
Brooks, Miss Bl.msdell, Dr. Chiles, Dr. Wiehr, Dr. Poor, Dr.
WiLLI.VMS.
Prerequisite; German 4.
6. Scientific Prose.—Practice in the rapid reading of works
of a general scientific character. //; (4). Dr. Chiles, Dr. Poor.
Prerequisite: German 4.
THIRD-YE.\R COURSES
Not more than ten hours of these courses may be counted to-
wards a major without the approval of the head of the department.
13. Modern Fiction.—Rapid reading of works by modern
writers, such as Hauff, Freytag, Keller, Storm, and others. Open
only to freshmen. /; (3). Assistant Professor Meyer.
Prerequisite: Three (or four) years of high school German.
14. Introductory Schiller Course.—Reading of works illus-
trating different periods in Schiller's development, such as Kabale
und Liebe, Don Carlos, Braut von Messina, and others. Not open
to freshmen. /; (3). Assistant Professor Brooks.
Prerequisite: German 5 or 13 or 16 or 24.
15. Critical and Historical Prose.—Reading of selections from
standard writers dealing with important phases of German history,
literature, and culture. Not open to freshmen. /; (3). Dr. Wiehr.
Prerequisite: German 5 or 13 or 16 or 24.
16. Intermediate Prose Composition.—Translation of ordinary
prose into German, study of idiomatic construction and practice in
rendering at sight. The work is conducted, as far as possible, in
German. /, //; (2). Miss Blaisdell, Dr. Chiles.
Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent.
10. Introductory Goethe Course.—Reading of works illustrat-
ing different periods in Goethe's development, such as Gotz von
Bcrlichingen, Egmont, Iphigenie auf Tauris, and selections from
Dichtung und Wahrheit. Not open to freshmen. //; (3). Assistant
Professor Meyer and Assistant Professor Brooks.
Prerequisite: German 14 or 15 or 24 or first semester of 16.
24. Modern Drama.—Rapid reading of dramas by Grillparzer,
Hebbe!, Hauptmann and others. //; (3). Dr. Wiehr.
Prerequisite: German 13 or 14 or 15 or first semester of 16
or four years of high school German.
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28. German Lyrics.—Study of the chief lyric poets, with some
attention to the historical development of the lyric. Not open to
freshmen. //; (2). Assistant Professor Meyer.
Prerequisite: German 13 or 14 or 15, or first semester of 16.
PRIMARILY FOURTH-YEAR COURSES
8. Schiller.—The life of Schiller and study of Wallcnstein
and other selections. /; (3). Associate Professor Lessing.
Prerequisite: German 10 or 24 or 28 or 29.
qa. Goethe's Faust.—The Faust legend and early Faust books
and plays, the genesis of Goethe's Faust, reading of both parts. /,
//; (2). Professor Goebel.
(Omitted in 1909-10.)
9b. Goethe-Schiller.—Interpretation of Goethe's poems,
Goethe's Tasso and Schiller's Ueber naive und sentimentalische
Dichtung. I, II; (2). Professor Goebel.
26. German Literature Before the Reformation.—Lectures,
recitations, and reports on assigned reading. This covirse is in-
tended to cover the period not included in course 11. /; (3).
Associate Professor Lessing.
Prerequisite : German 10 or 24 or 28.
II. German Literature After the Reformation.—Lectures,
recitations, and reports on assigned collateral reading. II; (3).
Associate Professor Lessing.
Prerequisite : German 26.
25. Teachers' Course.—Discussion of methods, examination of
text-books. Open to seniors and special students who have not
less than 20 hours' credit in German. It should be accompanied or
preceded by Education i or its equivalent. //; (2). Professor
Goebel.
Prerequisite: First semester of German 29 or equivalent.
27. Lessing.—The life of Lessing and study of Nathan der
Weise, Emilia Galotti, and other selections. //; (3). Associate
Professor Lessing.
Prerequisite: German 8 or 10 or first semester of 9 or 29.
29. Advanced Prose Composition.—An advanced teachers'
course aiming to give some facility in idiomatic expression in speak-
ing and writing German. Themes on Germany and German life,
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based on suitable reading, discussed in German. /, //; (2). Dr.
WlIHR.
Prerequisite: German 16.
Note.—Courses 9, 25, 26 and 29 are especially recommended to
all candidates for teachers' certificates and to all candidates for
graduate scholarships in German.
COURSES FOR CRADU.\TES
loi. The Seminary in Germanic Philology is conducted by
Professor Goehel. The work is adapted to the abilities and ten-
dencies of the students. The primary object is to give training in
original research. The results of the work, when of value, may be
published in the Journal of English and Germanic Philology. The
subject for 1909-10 was Uhland's Alte hoch-und niederdeutsche
Volkslieder. /, //.
103. Introduction to the Historical Study of the Germanic
Langu.'VGEs.—Lectures ; discussions of special topics. History of
German philology. Comparative grammar of the Old Germanic
dialects. //. Professor Goebel.
104. Gothic.—An introductory study of its grammar and litera-
ture. /. Professor Goebel.
105. Old High German.—Grammar and interpretation of the
oldest literary documents. //. Dr. Wiehr.
106. Middle High German.—Grammar and interpretation of
selected texts. Open to seniors; especially recommended to can-
didates for teachers' certificates. /. Professor Goebel.
109. German Literature from 1786 to 1805.—The course in-
cludes Goethe's Italian journey, the period of Goethe's and Schiller's
friendship, the birth of the Romantic movement. Especial attention
is given to the influence of Goethe and Schiller upon each other
as shown by their correspondence and by their works during this
period. //. Assistant Professor Meyer.
no. Early German Drama.—The development of the German
drama up to the Reformation, including the medieval religious
drama, the Shrovetide plays and the beginning of the Humanistic
drama. /. Assistant Professor Brooks.
113. German Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries.—Survey of the literature on the background of the
general history of the time. Luther and the Reformation, Master-
singers and Folksong, the Reformation drama, Hans Sachs, Brant,
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Fischart, the chap books, the English comedians. //. Assistant
Professor Brooks.
115. History of German Literature from Goethe's Death
TO THE Present Time.—I, II. Associate Professor Lessing.
116. History of Literary Criticism in Germany.—//. Associ-
ate Professor Lessing.
117. History of German Literature During the Eighteenth
Century.—/. Professor Goebel.
118. Studies in the History of the German Drama with
Special Reference to Kleist and Grillfarzer.—/, //. Associate
Professor Lessing.
121. Nibelungenued.—Lectures and interpretations.—//. Pro-
fessor Goebel.
123. The Romantic School.—The course deals with the literary
side of early Romanticism in Germany. Lectures and reports on
assigned topics. /. Dr. Wiehr.
SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES
undergraduate courses, not open to freshmen
I. Elementary Norwegian.—Principles of the grammar, pro-
nunciation ; and the reading of easy prose, followed by Bjornson's
Symwve Solbakken, Lie's Fortaellinger og Skildringer fra Norge
and Ibsen's Satnfundets Stotter. I, II; (3 or 4). Assistant Pro-
fessor Flom.
[This course alternates with course 2 in Elementary Swedish
which will be given in 1910-11.]
4. Tegner's Frithjofs Saga.—Reading in class and study of
Tegner's masterpiece with reference to genesis, development, and
influence. //; (2). Assistant Professor Flom.
[This course forms a sequence with course 3 in Ibsen's Brand and
Peer Gynt, which will be given in 1910-11.]
Prerequisite: A reading knowledge of Swedish.
5. Henrik Ibsen.—Lectures and interpretation of selected
works. Early influences in Ibsen's life, the development of his art
and his view of life, his dramatic technique as illustrated in his later
dramas. The works studied in 1909-10 are The Masterhuilder and
John Gabriel Borkman. Archer's translation will be used; the
course does not presuppose a knowledge of Norwegian. //; (2).
Assistant Professor Flom.
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
11. Survey of the History of the Swedish Language and
Literature.—A course of lectures which will aim to present in out-
line the development, especially of the literature, from the time of
the runic inscriptions down to Tegner's death. /; (2). Assistant
Professor Flom.
Prerequisite: A reading knowledge of one of the Scandinavian
languages.
12. XoRSE Mythology.—An outline of the religious beliefs of
the Norsemen in the pre-Christian times, and interpretation of the
principal myths with reference to origin and meaning. Knowledge
of a Scandinavian language not required. /; (2). Assistant
Professor Flom.
courses for graduates
loi. Old Norse.—Introduction to the language as a member
of the Germanic group. Reading of the Volsungasaga with selec-
tions from the heroic lays. Twice a week. I, II; Assistant Pro-
fessor Flom.
[This course alternates with a course in Advanced Old Norse
and Old Danish to be given in 1910-11.]
GREEK
See under Classics, page 259.
HISTORY
See under Social Sciences, page 323.
HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
1. Principles of the Selection and Preparation of Food.—
The nature and uses of food, its chemical composition, and the
changes effected by heat, cold, or fermentation. Practical illustra-
tions of the principles of selection are given by marketing expedi-
tions. Some of the processes of the manufacture of food are con-
sidered, as well as the combinations of different kinds. //, (3).
Assistant Professor Van Meter, Miss Crigler.
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in Physics; Chemistry i.
2. Home Architecture and Sanitation.—The situation, sur-
roundings, and construction of the house; the hygiene of the home;
heating, lighting, ventilation, water supply, and drainage. Lec-
tures on house planning, with exercise in making skeleton plans,
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and on sanitary plumbing and fixtures and internal drainage. /;
(2). Miss GiBBS, Mr. Clark, Mr. Weaver.
3. Elementary Home Decoration.—A continuation of Course
2. Lectures on the evolution of the house and the homes of primi-
tive peoples, the theory of color and its application in home decora-
tion. The evolution of the home furnishings from a sanitary and
artistic standpoint. //; (2). Professor Bevier, Professor Ricker.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i. Architecture 41, Household
Science 2.
4. Food and Nutrition.—An application of the principles of
pure science to the problems of food and nutrition. The problems
may be physiological, chemical, or bacteriological. Each student
investigates some particular problem. /; (5). Assistant Professor
Usher, Dr. Goldthwaite.
Prerequisite: Botany 5; Chemistry i, 2 and 3, 13a, 9 and 9c;
five hours in botany or zoology; Household Science i, 6, 5.
5. Dietetics.—The work in dietetics includes the following
topics : the principles of diet ; the relation of food to health ; in-
fluence of age, sex and occupation on diet; the construction of
dietaries; dietetic treatment of certain diseases; principles of home
nursing. Laboratory practice is given in the course. //; (3).
Assistant Professor Usher.
Prerequisite: Household Science i, 6; Physiology 4.
6. Economic Uses of Food.—This course is a continuation of
Course i. Emphasis is put upon the economic side of the food
question. The uses and application of preservatives are consid-
ered. /; (3). Assistant Professor Van Meter.
Prerequisite: Household Science i.
7. Textiles.—The development of primitive industries, produc-
tion of fibers used in textile manufacture. Practice is given in
judging cloth and in the application of the principles of selection
of color and design in costumes. /; (2). Miss Gibbs.
Prerequisite: Plain sewing.
12. Household Art.—A continuation of Course 7. Materials
suitable for various uses in home and in clothing; consideration of
texture, of quality, of design in relation to form ; of color in re-
lation to environment and personality; hygienic properties and
cost. //; (3). Miss Gibbs.
Prerequisite: Household Science 7; Art and Design i; Archi-
tecture 41.
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9. Seminar.—A study of various topics of home economics
and individual problems in some one of these topics. II; (3).
Open to seniors only.
10. Household Management.—This course deals with the or-
ganization of the household ; expenditure of income ; care of the
house and family, including the cleaning of metals, woods, fabrics,
and other essentials of a well-ordered home. /; (2). Assistant
Professor Van Meter.
Open to juniors and seniors.
Prerequisite: Household Science i, 6, 5; Economics i.
11. Teachers' Course.—This course is designed for the pros-
pective supervisor of the subject, or teacher in the graded schools.
It aims to show the best method of presenting the work, and its
correlation with other subjects. Practice is afforded in planning
such courses, and some opportunity for presenting them. //; (2).
Professor Bevier, Miss Pincomb.
Open to seniors.
Prerequisite: Household Science i, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13.
13. History of Home Economics.—This course aims to make
the student intelligent concerning the origin and development of
home economics. It includes a study of the work in various types
of institutions, and the planning of courses for these types. /; (i).
Assistant Professor Usher.
Open to juniors and seniors.
14. Special Problems in Connection with the Service of
Food.—This course is a continuation of course 6 and deals with
the problems of marketing, domestic storage, management of menus
and utilization of waste food materials as modified by special con-
ditions. //; (3). Assistant Professor Van Meter.
Prerequisite: Household Science 6.
15. Economics of the Family Group.—This course is a study
of the history and various forms of the family, with special refer-
ence to its economic organization for securing, distributing and
expending its income and its relations as an economic and social
unit to other economic and social units in the community. It in-
cludes, therefore, the consideration of such topics as the industrial
organization of the family; money, and other income; the laws
of consumption and the interplay of economic, physiological and
psychological motives in expenditure and consumption ; the reac-
tion of the changing forms of modern industry on family indus-
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try; the economics, social and legal relations of the members of
the family; the economic position of woman in modern society;
the domestic servant problem ; retail and wholesale markets, etc.
L II; (3)- Assistant Professor Van Meter.
Prerequisites: Household Science 3, 10, 12, 14, Sociolog\' i,
Economics i, Philosophy 6 and 8.
16. Problems in the Economics of the F.amily Group.—This
is a course dealing intensively with the special problems treated
in a general- way in course 15. The work is individual and is done
in the senior seminar in economics. /, //; (2-4). Professor Kixley.
Prerequisite: Household Science 15.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Home Economics.—A study of the origin and development
of home economics, with particular reference to its industrial, edu-
cational, and sociological aspects. Professor Bevier.
102. Special In\^stigation.—Problems in the application of
the principles of bacteriology, chemistry, and physiology to the
ordinary processes used in the preparation of food. Professor Bevier.
ITALIAN
See under Romance Languages, page 312.
LATIN
See under Classics, page 261.
MATHEMATICS
The courses offered by the department are arranged to meet
the needs of three classes of students: (i) those who wish to
elect the subject as an element in a general education; (2) those
who will have occasion to make use of mathematics in cognate sub-
jects, and (3) those who wish to specialize in mathematics. Those
who select mathematics as a major subject should take mathe-
matics 2, 4, 6 in the freshman year ; mathematics 8a, 8b, 10 in the
sophomore year, and mathematics 16, 17a, i8a, 19a, in the junior
year. In the senior year such selection may be made from the
courses open to graduates and undergraduates as seems desirable.
Students specializing in mathematics are advised to take work
also in s~me line of applied mathematics.
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INTRODUCTORY COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
'2. College Algebra.—The work of this course assumes a
knowledge of algebra through quadratics. Sections A to S are
Open to engineers. /; (3). Professor Miller, Associate Professor
VViLCZYNSKi, Assistant Professor Rietz, Assistant Professor Young,
Assistant Professor Sisam, Assistant Professor Manning, Dr. Cra-
thorne, Dr. Neikirk, Dr. Borger, Dr. Reed, Dr. Lytle, Dr. Waiilin,
Dr. Buck, Mr. Emmons, Mr. Carscallen, Mr. Denton, Mr.
Forsyth, Mr. Scott, Mr. Barnhart.
3a. Spherical Trigonometry.—//; (2). Dr. Crathorne.
Prerequisite: Solid and Spherical Geometry.
*4. Plane Trigonometry.—/; (2) Professor Miller, Associa-
ate Professor Wilczynski, Assistant Professor Rietz, Assistant Pro-
fessor Young, Assistant Professor Sisam, Assistant Professor Man-
ning, Dr. Crathorne, Dr. Neikirk, Dr. Borger, Dr. Reed, Dr.
Wahlin, Dr. Buck, Mr. Emmons, Mr. Carscallen, Mr. Denton,
Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Scott, Mr. Barnhart.
5. Teachers' Course.—In this course special attention is given
to a diFcussion of the methods of teaching algebra and geometry,
the position of mathematics in the secondary school course, the
correlation of mathematics with allied subjects, a comparative study
of the leading text-books, and a brief history of elementary mathe-
matics. //; (2). Dr. Lytle.
6. Analytic Geometry.—An introductory course in plane and
solid analytic geometry. Sections A to S are for engineers, sec-
tions T to V are for students of the College of Science and of the
College of Literature and Arts. //; (5). Professor Miller, Associ-
ate Professor Wilczynski, Assistant Professor Rietz, Assistant
Professor Young, Assistant Professor Sisam, Assistant Professor
Manning, Dr. Crathorne, Dr. Neikirk, Dr. Borger, Dr. Lytle,
Dr. Wahlin, Dr. Buck, Mr. Emmons, Mr. Carscallen, Mr.
Denton, Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Scott, Mr. Barnhart.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4.
7. 9. Differential and Integral Calculus.—The principles
of the diflfercntial and integral calculus are developed and applied
to functions of one and of several variables, with special reference
to the needs of engineering students. /,• (5). //; (3). Associate
Professor Wilczynski, Assistant Professor Rietz, Assistant Profes-
'Tfaree sections repeat the work in tlie second semester.
'Two sections repeat the work in the second semester.
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sor Young, Assistant Professor Sisam. Dr. Crathorne, Dr. Neikirk,
Dr. BoRGER, Dr. Wahlin, Dr. Buck. Mr. Emmons.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 6.
8a, 8b. Differential and Integral Calculus.—The first se-
mester of this course (8a) constitutes an introductory course in
differential and integral calculus. The course in the second se-
mester (8b) is a continuation of 8a, in which some of the topics
considered in 8a are considered with more detail and new topics
are introduced, so that the year's work approximately covers the
same ground as courses 7, 9 above. /; (5) //; (2). Professor
Miller, Dr. Lytle.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
10. Theory of Equations and Determinants.—A continua-
tion of the theory of equations given in college algebra (Mathe-
matics 2). It is based on Burnside and Panton's Theory of Equa-
tions. //; (3). Professor Miller.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
ga. Differential and Integral Calculus (Second Course).
—
This course is for third year students and is designed to give a
more detailed discussion of certain important topics than is pos-
sible in the first course (Mathematics 7 and 9). The following
subjects are treated: The definite (single and multiple) integral
with exercises in the formulation of problems arising in applied
mathematics; line, surface and volume integrals; the theorems of
Stokes and Green
;
partial differentiation ; e.xact differentials with
applications of the conditions for exactness; elements of differential
questions ; approximate quadrature and integration of differential
equations. /; (2). Dr. Crathorne.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9.
courses for graduates and advanced undergraduates
16. Differential Equations.—This course embraces the fol-
lowing topics : General linear equations with constant coefficients,
special forms of differential equations of higher order, integration
in series, etc. /; (3). Professor Shattuck.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a or 9.
17a. Advanced Calculus.—This course begins with the con-
sideration of the fundamental notions and theorems of the calculus
from a more advanced and critical point of view. This is followed
by the study of certain more advanced topics in the integral cal-
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cuius, including elliptic integrals and functions defined by definite
integrals. //; (3). Dr. Cr.mhorne.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a, 8b (or 7, 9).
i8a. Constructive Geometry.—The purpose of this course is
primarily the development and training of the student's power of
space perception. To this end the properties of lines, planes and the
simpler surfaces of the second order are studied by various meth-
ods of parallel and central projection. Special stress is laid on the
graphical interpretation of the processes of analytic geometry and
the analytic discussion of the methods of descriptive geometry. /;
(2). Assistant Professor Sis.iiM.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
19a. Solid Analytic Geometry.—A general review of the equa-
tions of the plane and the right line in space and the more general
properties of surfaces of the second degree. The classification and
special properties of quadrics and a brief introduction to the theory
of surfaces in general. //; (3). Dr. Buck.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a (or 7), 10.
20. Calculus of Variations.—This course has for its aim
merely to acquaint the student with those elements of the science
which are most needed in the study of the higher subjects of
mathematical astronomy and physics. //; (3). Professor Shattuck.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
2ia. Method of Least Squares.—The fundamental principles
of the subject. The following subjects are studied: Law of prob-
ability and error, adjustment of observations, precision of observa-
tions, independent and conditional observations, etc. /; (2). As-
sistant Professor Stebbins.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a or 7.
22a. Partial Differential Equations.—This course deals with
the integration and determination of the integration constants of
such partial differential equations as arise in the study of such sub-
jects as the flow of heat, the vibration of strings, plates, etc., and
electricity. //; (2). Professor Townsend, Dr. Wahlin.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a or 9, 16.
23a. Averages and the Mathematics of Investment.—The
meaning, use and abuse of diflFerent kinds of averages. The rela-
tion of the theory of probability to averages and the application
of the elements of probability to annuities, insurance and various
branches of science. Such information relating to loans and invest-
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merits as can best be put into algebraic language, and are of interest
to the general student. Many practical problems are given in the
evaluation of investment securities. //; (3). Assistant Professor
RiETZ.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 and Junior standing.
24a. Functions of a Complex Variable.—A general introduc-
^ tion to the theory of functions of a complex variable. /, //; (3).
Professor Townsend.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a, Sb (or 7, 9), 10.
27. Projective Geometry and Linear Transformations.—Sets
of postulates for general projective geometry and the introduction
of analytic methods on the basis of these assumptions. Projective
transformations in the line, plane and space. Introduction to the
algebra of matrices and the theory of invariants. Subgroups of the
general projective group. Euclidean, non-euclidean, and affine geom-
etries. Theory of conies and quadric surfaces. Real and complex
geometries. Throughout the emphasis is on geometric and algebraic
interrelations. /, //. (3). Assistant Professor Young, Dn
BOKGER.
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Mathematics.
30. Seminary and Thesis.—/, //; (3). Professor Townsend,
Professor Miller, Associate Professor Wilczynski, Assistant Pro-
fessor RiETZ, Assistant Professor Young, Assistant Professor Sisam.
31. Actuarial Theory.—A detailed study of the application of
probability to life contingencies, the construction and graduation
of mortality tables, the elements of fire insurance, and the calculation
of premiums for various types of life and fire insurance. /; (3).
Assistant Professor Rietz.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a and 29.
(Not given 1909-10.)
courses for graduates
loi. Functions of Real Variables.—An introduction to the
theory of functions of real variables, making use of the general
principles of the theory of assemblages. /, //; (3). Professor
Townsend.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a, 8b (or 7, 9), 10.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
102. Fourier's Series.—This course is intended for students
both of pure mathematics and of the physical sciences. It consists
of a brief consideration of the elementary theory of Fourier's and
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allied series, followed by detailed discussion of numerous physical
applications and consideration of classical and recent researches con-
cerning the properties of Fourier's series and operations upon them.
f, II; (3)- Dr. Crathorne.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
(To be given 1909-10.)
103. Theory of Potential.—The elements of the theory of the
logarithmic and Newtonian potential functions. Green's theorems
and functions. Boundary value problems. Applications to phys-
ical problems. //; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
(Not given 1909-10.)
104. Expansions in Terms of Oscillatory Functions.—I ; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1910-11.)
no. Elliptic Functions.—The elements of the theory of elliptic
functions with applications to geometry and mechanics. Introduc-
tion to the theory of the elliptic modular functions. /, II; (3).
Professor Townsend.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 24a.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1910-11.)
111. AuTOMORPHic Functions.—An introduction to the theory
of automorphic functions. The first semester will be devoted mostly
to the group-theoretic side of the theory; the second semester will
be concerned wih the function-theoretic developments and applica-
tions. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Young.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 24a and preferably 27.
(To be given 1909-10).
112. Abelian Functions.—Discussion of the algebraic functions
of a complex variable and their integrals, Ricmann's surfaces, bi-
rational transformations, Abel's theorem with geometrical applica-
tions, the inversion problem and the theta functions. /, //; (3).
Associate Professor Wilczynski.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 24a, no.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
113. Theory of Linear Differential Equations.—//; (3).
Assistant Professor Young.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16, 24a.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
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114. Real Solutions of Linear Differential Equation.—//;
(3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1910-11.)
115. Integral Equations.—I, II; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
120. Elementary Theory of Groups.—The study of the groups
which present themselves in arithmetic, geometry and trigonometry
is followed by a determination and study of those which can be rep-
resented with a small number of letters. The latter part of the
course is devoted to the abstract group theory and the Galois theory
of equations. /, II; (3). Professor Miller.
(Not given 1509-10; to be given 1910-11.)
121. Theory of Groups.—Second course. This course presup-
poses about one year's work in group-theory. It will be devoted to
special topics depending upon the needs of the class. The early
part of the course will be devoted to the consideration of recent
advances and methods along these special lines, and it is hoped
that the latter part may be used for research. /, //; (3). Professor
Miller.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 120.
(To be given 1909-10.)
124. Theory of Numbers.—The principal subjects considered in
this course are : Congruences, Kronecker's modular systems, quad-
ratic residues, quadratic forms and algebraic numbers. /, //; (3).
Professor Miller.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
129. Theory of Statistics.—The general methods of statistical
investigation, the application of the theory of probability to statis-
tical data, the fitting of curves to observation, interpolation, theory of
errors, and the mathematical theory of variability and correlation,
the application of the principles developed to problems in economics
and biology. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Rietz.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a.
(To be given 1909-10.)
130. Invariants and Higher Plane Curves.—This course in-
cludes the general theory of algebraic curves, together with the appli-
cation of the theory of invariants to higher plane curves. Special
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stiuiy is made of curves of the tliird and fourlli order. /, //; (3).
Assistant Professor Sisam.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a, 8b, 10, 27.
(To be given 1909-10.)
131. Algebr.mc Surfaces.—In this course are considered the ap-
plication of homogeneous coordinates and the theory of invari-
ants to geometry of three dimensions, and also the general theory
of surfaces, together with the special properties of surfaces of the
third and fourth order. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Sisam.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 19a, 130.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1910-11.)
135. Metric Differential Geometry.—Applications of the cal-
culus to the general theory of curves and surfaces based primarily
on the use of Cartesian coordinates. Relation of the theory of sur-
faces to the theory of invariants of a pair of quadratic differential
forms. /, //; (3). Associate Professor Wilczynski.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 16.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1910-11.)
136. Projective Differential Geometry.—This course includes
a brief account of Lie's theory, with applications to the theory of
invariants of systems of linear differential equations. The differ-
ential properties of plane and space curves, and of surfaces are
considered from a projective point of view. This more general,
projective standpoint distinguishes the course from the usual treat-
ment of differential geometry, which is metric. /, //; (3). Asso-
ciate Professor Wilczynski.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16, 27.
(To be given 1909-10.)
140. The Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—A course
dealing with general concepts of higher mathematics in their bear-
ing on elementary mathematics. /; (3). Assistant Professor
Young.
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Mathematics.
(Not given 1909-10; to be given 1911-12.)
141. Vector Analysis.—A systematic exposition of the subject
based upon the notations of Gibbs, followed by a comparative study
of the various systems which have been proposed. /, //; (3). As-
sociate Professor Wilczynski.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8b. (Not given in 1909-10.)
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METEOROLOGY
See under Physical Geography, page 277, and Geology 14, page
278.
MINERALOGY
See Geology 5, 5a, 6, 7, 7a.
MUSIC
See under Fine Arts, page 273.
PALEONTOLOGY
See Geology la, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21.
PHILOSOPHICAL GROUP
EDUCATION
The courses of the department fall into two general divisions
:
Courses primarily for professional training, and courses more spe-
cifically designed for general culture. The first division includes
courses i, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 14, 15, loi ; the second division courses 2, 13,
16, 17, 18. Students majoring in education will be required to take
a minimum of three hours in philosophy and three hours in psychol-
ogy. They are specially advised to take courses 3a and 4 in philoso-
phy, and courses i and 5 in psychology. Graduate students who are
taking their major work in education must have had as a prerequisite
for such study Education i, 2 and 3 and at least one elementary
course in psychology and one in philosophy. No student who has not
at least junior standing will be allowed to elect courses in education.
INTRODUCTORY COURSES
1. Principles of Education.—This forms the groundwork for
subsequent courses. The various processes involved in education
are traced back to the basic principles of biology, psychology and
sociology which explain and justify them. The illustrations are
chosen as far as possible from actual classroom practice, and the
course concludes with a brief discussion of the technique of teach-
ing. Opportunities will be afforded for the observation of ele-
mentary and secondary teaching. /; (5). Professor Baglev.
Prerequisite: At least two years of university work.
2. History of Education.—The development of educational
-12
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theory and practice in their relation to the history of civilization.
//; (5). Assistant Professor Anderson.
Prerequisite: At least two years of university work.
INTERMEDIATE COURSES
3. Gener.\l Method.—The application of the principles of edu-
cation, psychology and logic to the art of teaching. //; (3). Dr.
Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i.
6. Principles of Secondary Education.—High school organi-
zation and management. A discussion of the essential elements of
a high school, together with a consideration of the conditions exist-
ing in Illinois. Especial attention is given to the educational values
of the studies represented in the secondary curriculum, to the struc-
ture of the course of study, and to the technique of secondary teach-
ing and management. //; (3). Professor Bagley, Assistant Pro-
fessor Hollister and special lecturers.
Prerequisite: Education i.
iia. Observation and Practice Teaching.—This course in-
volves (a) the systematic observation of classroom work in the
Academy of the University and in neighboring high schools; (b)
weekly conferences for the discussion of observations; (c) one lec-
ture each week upon the technique of teaching; (d) the preparation
by students of plans illustrating the various types of school exer-
cises discussed in the lectures; (e) the reading and summarizing by
each student of the standard text on the teaching of the subject
elected; and (f) a review of the subject-matter that the student
proposes to teach. During the last five weeks of the semester each
student teaches, under the supervision of the Department of Educa-
tion and the Academy instructors, a review-class of secondary grade.
Application for enrollment in this course should be made the pre-
ceding semester, as the number of students admitted is limited by the
number of Academy classes in which review-work can be done ef-
fectively. / or //; (3). Professor B.\gley, Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i and satisfactory standing in the Uni-
versity department representing the subject that the student elects
to teach. Education 3 is strongly recommended in addition, and the
"Teachers' Course" offered by the department representing the sub-
ject elected should either precede or accompany the course.
lib. Observation and Practice Teaching.—A repetition of
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Course iia for those who desire to continue the work over two
semesters. / or //; (3). Professor Bagley, Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: As for course iia.
lie. Pr.\c"tice Te.\chixg.—The student teaches a class of sec-
ondary grade during the entire semester under the supervision of
the Department of Education and the Academy instructors, ranking
during this time as an assistant in the Academy. Only seniors who
satisfy the Department and the Principal of the Academy of their
fitness for this work may enroll. Application should be made the
preceding semester. / or //; (5). Professor B.\gley, Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i and either Education 3 or Educa-
tion 6.
(Note:—The courses in observation and practice teaching are
under the general supervision of Professor Bagley. The Principal
of the Academy and the Academy instructors cooperate with the
Department of Education in the details of supervision.)
14. School Law.—A study of the development and present con-
dition of school legislation in the United States. The school laws of
Illinois are studied in especial detail. /; (2). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i.
15. School Hygiene.—The hygienic aspects of school architec-
ture and equipment ; the hygiene of posture, exercise and fatigue
and of reading and writing; the bearing of hygienic principles upon
the course of studj', the daily program and other details of adminis-
tration and teaching. //; (3). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite : At least five hours in Education.
16. Social Phases of Education.—The school as a social fac-
tor in its relation to the home, the church and the state; the re-
lation of education to child labor, vocation and crime ; educational
extension. //; (3). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: At least five hours in Education.
courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates
4. Contemporary Educational Conditions and Movements in
THE United States.—The interpretation of present tendencies as
exemplified in the school systems of typical cities and states and
in recent educational experiments in administration, discipline, meth-
ods and subject matter. /; (2). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i and 2.
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5. Comparative Study of the Secondary Schools of France,
Germany, England and the United States.—The different types
of secondary schools in each country; conditions of their origin and
development ; their present status and relation to elementary schools
and universities. //; (2). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education i and 2.
13. Educational Classics.—A critical study of the sources of
the history of education. The more important educational works of
Plato, Aristotle, Quintilian, Montaigne, Milton, Locke, Rousseau,
Pestalozzi, Herbart, Frocbel, Spencer and others are considered; I
;
(3). Assistant Professor Anderson.
Prerequisite: Education 2 and Philosophy 3a and 4.
17. Herbart and Froebel.—The philosophy, psychology and ped-
agogy of Herbart and Froebel are critically studied and compared
with other pedagogical systems. /; (3). Assistant Professor An-
derson.
Prerequisite: Education i and 2.
18. Principles of Esthetic, Moral and Religious Education.—
Values, ideals and methods of each ; their relation to each other,
to intellectual training and to the utilities of life; their effects on
social and national life and on the general advancement of the fine
arts; selection of the material of instruction and the development
of individual taste and conscience; the public school, the Sunday
school and other instrumentalities. /; (3). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: Education 2 and Psychology 7.
20a. Theory of Supervision.—A study of the problems of super-
vision, with especial reference to the supervisor's functions in train-
ing and improving teachers. Open only to graduate students, to
seniors who are either graduates of normal schools or experienced
teachers, and to seniors who are preparing for the work of supervi-
sion in special subjects, such as household science, manual train-
ing and physical training. //; (3). Professor Bagley.
Prerequisite: Education i, 6.
20b. Theory and Practice of School Supervision.—Course
20a, with the addition of a period of actual practice in the construc-
tive criticism of teaching. //; (s). Professor Bagley.
Prerequisite: Education i, 6.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Seminary in Education.—Professor Bagi.ey, Assistant
Professor Anderson, Dr. Norton.
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III. Practice Teaching.—This course is based upon Educa-
tion lie. Each graduate student taking this course must select,
with the approval of the Department of Education, some problem of
teaching upon which there is a division of opinion among educators,
plan means for investigating this problem and present a written
report of his methods and results before the close of the term. Pro-
fessor Bagley, Dr. Norton.
PHILOSOPHY
Students who make philosophy a major should take at least one
year of psychology. With the exception of i and 10 no course may
be taken before the completion of two years of University work.
la. Logic.—An introductory course dealing with the principles
of reasoning, with special reference to the detection of fallacies and
to the study of evidence. /; (3). Professor Bode.
Prerequisite: One year of University work.
lb. Logic.—Same as la. //; (3). Professor Bode.
Prerequisite: One year of University work.
2. Introduction to Philosophy.—The relation of philosophy
to modern science ; the problems of philosophy ; and the more rep-
resentative forms of philosophic theory. //; (3). Professor Bode.
3. Ancient and Medieval Philosophy.—A rapid survey of
the development of speculative thought, beginning with the early
Greek philosophers and continuing through the Medieval period. I
:
(3). Mr. Becker.
4. Modern Philosophy.—The formation and development of the
problems and conceptions in philosophy from Descartes to the present
time. Selections from the philosophical masterpieces of this period.
//; (3). Mr. Becker.
5. Political Philosophy.—Philosophical theories of the state,
historical, critical and constructive. The nature of the state, fun-
damental political principles, natural law and natural right. II;
(2). Mr. Becker.
7. Ethics.—The beginnings and growth of morality ; analysis
and criticism of the leading conceptions of moral theory ; discus-
sion of some of the typical social and economic problems of the
present. /; (3). Mr. Becker.
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy.
8. Esthetics.—Theory of the appreciation of art and nature;
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place of such appreciation in life, (a) Primitive arts and apprecia-
tion, (b) Modification of the esthetic (such as the sublime and
the ugly), (c) Prime characteristics and relations of the various
fine arts. /,- (3). Dr. Norton.
Prerequisite: An elementary course in philosophy or psychol-
ogy.
9. Political and Social Ethics.—A study of moral principles
in their application to political and social relations. /; (2). Pro-
fessor Daniels.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
10. The Philosophic Thought of the Nineteenth Century
as Reflected in English Literature.—A study of Wordsworth,
Carlyle, Emerson, Tennyson, Browning and Arnold. /; (2). Pro-
fessor Bode.
11. History and Philosophy of Religion.—An historical and
comparative study of religions. The philosophical interpretation of
religious consciousness and a critical study of various religious con-
cepts ; God, revelation, inspiration, dogma, faith, prayer, immor-
tality, the problem of evil, the relation of morality and religion.
Open to senior and graduate students only. /, //; (2). Professor
Daniels.
Prerequisite: Six hours in psychology', philosophy, or i)Oth.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
12. The Principles of Knowledge and the Method of Scien-
tific Investigation.—An advanced course in real logic beginning
with a thorough review of the principles of formal logic covered in
course i. The chief methodological presuppositions of the mathe-
matical, the physical, the biological, the psychological and the phil-
osophical sciences. /; (3). Mr. Becker.
Prerequisite : Philosophy i, and either 3 or 4.
14. Seventeenth Century Philosophy.—Descartes, Spinoza
and Leibniz. //; (3). Mr. Becker.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 2, and either 3 or 4.
15. The British Philosophers of the Eighteenth Century.—
Locke, Berkeley and Hume. /; (3). Professor Bode.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 2 or 3, or 4.
16. Kant.—The Critique of Pure Reason. //; (2). Professor
Bode.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 15.
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COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. The Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.—I, 11. Profes-
sor Daniels.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
102. Seminary.—Theory of Knowledge. The methods and pre-
suppositions of knowledge in relation to present-day realism and
pragmatism. /, //. Professor Bode.
PSYCHOLOGY
Students who do major work in psychology should take a mini-
mum of six hours in philosophy, four of which will be counted as
a part of the total number of hours required for the major in psy-
chology. The courses specially advised are Philosophy 3a and 4. The
attention of the student majoring in psychology is called also to
Zoology 5 (Animal Behavior) and Zoology 7 (The Structure and
Function of the Vertebrate Nervous System).
Psychology i and 7 offer a continuous course and cannot be
taken separately for credit. These courses are the prerequisites for
all further courses in psychology. No student may do graduate
work in psychology without having had these two introductory
courses and at least three credit hours in philosophy.
INTRODUCTORY COURSES
I. Elementary Psychology.—This course is intended for be-
ginners of psychology. It deals with sensation, imagination, per-
ception, attention and the higher intellectual faculties. This course
is offered in two sections and must be followed by course 7 if the stu-
dent wishes to receive credit. It should not be taken later than the
junior year. /; (3). Professor Colvin, Assistant Professor Baird.
Prerequisite: One year of University work.
7. The Psychology of the Emotions and the Will.—This
course is a continuation of Psychology i. It involves a critical con-
sideration of the principal phenomena of volition and feeling as dis-
tinguished from those of the intellect. Illustrations will be taken
largely from biography, history and literature. //; (3). Professor
COLVIN.
Prerequisite: Psychology i.
courses for ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
No student is admitted to any of these courses without at least
junior standing.
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3. Experimental Psychology.—This course aims to give the stu-
dent an intimate acquaintance with normal mental processes and
to train him in the use of psychological methods. The course con-
sists of two two-hour periods in the laboratory weekly, and one lec-
ture a week. /; (3). Assistant Professor Baird.
The registration in this course is limited to 25 students.
Prerequisite: Psychology i and 7.
4. Experimental Psychology.—This is a continuation of Course
3 and cannot be elected separately. Lectures and laboratory work.
//; (3). Professor Colvin, Dr. Sutherland.
Prerequisite: Psychology i, 3 and 7. The registration in this
course is limited to 25 students.
5. Genetic Psychology.—This course considers the develop-
ment of the child from infancy through adolescence. The develop-
ment of the nervous system and growth of the body are traced in
connection with the mental development. //; (2). Professor Col-
vin, Dr. Kuhlmann.
Prerequisite: Psychology i and 7.
6. Comparative Psychology.—This course aims at an analysis
of animal behavior and its interpretation. Special attention will be
given to the sensory equipments of animals, trophisms, instinctive
behavior, acquired habits, the learning processes in animals and ani-
mal intelligence. /; (2). Dr. Kuhlmann.
Prerequisite: Psychology i and 7.
9. Physiological Psychology.—In this course the growth and
structure of the central nervous system and of the sense organs
are outlined; the characteristics of sensation and its place among
the elements of consciousness discussed, and the functions and
psychology of the various sense organs presented. The physiological
basis of the emotions is also considered. //; (2).
Prerequisite: Psychology i and 7.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
12. Minor Problems in Experimental Psychology.—This is
an advanced laboratory course in which special investigations are
undertaken by the student. /, //; (2 to 5). Professor Colvin,
Dr. Kuhlmann.
Prerequisite: Psychology 3 and 4. Registration in this course
is limited to 5 students.
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COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Research.—Opportunity to investigate advanced prob-
lems in experimental psychology, and in comparative and genetic
psychology is offered to properly qualified graduate students. /, //.
Professor Colvin, Assistant Professor Baird, Dr. Kuhlmann.
102. Contemporary Literature.—This course considers the
most important problems of contemporary psychology with their his-
torical bearings. I, II. Professor Colvin.
III. The Psychology of the Intellectual Processes.—
A
critical discussion of sensation, perception, attention, memory, imagi-
nation, julgment, anl reasoning. //. Assistant Professor BairDj
(Not offered in 1909-1910.)
113. Abnormal Psychology.—This course deals with the patho-
logical aspects of consciousness, including arrested mental develop-
ment in children and the main forms of mental disorder in later life.
Particular attention will be given to the former, with a special
consideration of the general conditions that lead to arrested develop-
ment in children, and to impairment of mental efficiency in adults.
/. Dr. Kuhlmann.
114. The Psychology of Memory.—This course gives a critical
survey of the field. The following are the main topics : The func-
tions of memory in guiding behavior and action ; the dependence of
memory on the sense departments, on age, and on general intelli-
gence; the analysis of the memory consciousness; interpretations of
memory curves, imagery types, associative aids; unconscious falsifi-
cations of memory; memory in the acquisition of skill; practice
curves, the analysis of consciousness in the different practice stages.
Two lectures a week, and two hours of laboratory demonstration.
//. Dr. Kuhlmann.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Sec Geology 8, 10, ir, 14, 17, 19, 20.
PHYSICS
introductory courses for undergraduates
I. General Physics.—Lectures with class-room demonstra-
tions, recitations, and written exercises. This course is taken regu-
larly by sophomores in engineering, mathematics, physics and chem-
istry. The laboratory course. Physics 3, is to be taken at the same
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time. Tzvo lectures and one quiz ivcckly. I; (3). //; (2). Profes-
sor Carman, Assistant Professors Watson and Schulz, Mr. Stem-
pel, Mr. Kemp, Mr. Stifler, Mr. Hornbeak, Mr. Hyslop.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 3 or 4.
3. Physical Measurements.—Laboratory experiments running
parallel with Physics i ; tivo two-hour periods each ivcek; during the
first six weeks there will be quizzes in connection with Physics i.
/, //; (2). Assistant Professor Sciu'i.z, Mr. Stempei., Mr. Horn-
beak, Mr. Hyslop.
Prerequisite: See Physics i.
2a. General Physics.—Lectures with class-room demonstra-
tions and recitations. This course is recommended for students in
courses in arts and science. The laboratory course. Physics 2b. is
to be taken at the same time. Tzuo lectures and one quiz weekly.
I, II: (2). Assistant Professor Watson, Dr. Taylor.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 3 or 4 (or may be taken at same
time).
2b. Introductory Laboratory Physics.—A course of physical
measurements to supplement Physics 2a. Ytco two-hour laboratory
periods zveckly. I, II; (2). Dr. Taylor.
Prerequisite: See Physics 2a.
intermediate courses
These courses are second-year physics courses, following Gen-
eral Physics I and 3, or 2a and 2b.
14. Properties of Matter.—Text-books, Poynting and Thom-
son's Properties of Matter; Stezvart and Gee's Practical Physics,
]'ol. I. Two afternoons in the laboratory, with recitation, assigned
reading, and reports. /, //; (2). Professor Carman.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
15. Electricity and Magnetism.—A laboratory course with lec-
tures, assigned reading, and reports. /, //; (2). Dr. Knipp. Mr.
Stifler.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
16. Heat.—Lectures and recitations on fundamental heat phe-
nomena, and elements of the mechanical theory of heat. Laboratory
experiments in thermometry, calorimetry, vapor pressures, expan-
sion, and conduction and radiation of heat, mechanical equivalent of
heat, etc. /; (2). Professor Carman.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
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17. Light.—Recitations and laboratory exercises. Edscr's Light
is used as a te.xt-book. //; (2). Dr. Schulz.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
18. Teachers' Course.—Practical work for discussion of class-
room text-books, laboratory manuals, apparatus ordering, and meth-
ods of conducting work in physics; (b) the working out in detail of
a laboratory course suitable for a high school. The student will
perform some of the experiments to be given in this proposed
course, and will also do manipulative work with glass and apparatus
when necessary. /; (2). Assistant Professor Watson.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
courses for graduates and undergraduates
4. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.—Laboratory
exercises with discussions and recitations. The course extends
throughout the year. It is taken by junior students in electrical en-
gineering and is recommended to others wishing an exact course in
electrical and magnetic measurements. Tzvo three-hour periods
zueekly. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Knipp, Mr. Stifler, Mr.
Stephenson.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b; Mathematics 7
and 9.
20a. Light.—Lecture and recitations with class demonstrations
of special phenomena. Modern theories are discussed and readings
assigned in the texts of Drude, Wood and Preston. / or II; (2).
Dr. Schulz.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b; Mathematics 7
and 9, or 8a.
20b. Light.—A laboratory course in light measurements; ex-
periments in dispersion, refraction, interfering, polarization, etc.
Two to five periods weekly for either semester. / or II; (2 to
5). Dr. Schulz.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2I) ; Physics 17 de-
sired.
21. Recent Advances in Physical Science.—Lectures illus-
trated by experiments on the more recent developments of physics.
The subject for the first semester was Electrical Discharge in
Gases, given by Dr. Knipp. The subject for the second semester
was Wave Motion and Sound, given by Di. Watson. One lecture
weekly for the year. /, //; (i). Professor Carman, Assistant
Professors Knipp and Watson.
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122. Thermodynamics.—Lectures and collateral reading on the
principles and methods of thermodynamics. Txvice a week. II.
Associate Professor Goodenough.
23. Sound.—Lectures, recitations, and experiments on phe-
nomena of sound. The course will include a consideration of the
origin, propagation, velocity, and inference of sound, the vibra-
tion of strings, rods, and gas columns, and the physical theory of
music and speech. B.^rton's Text-book of Sound will be used.
Tzi'ice a week. I. Assistant Professor W.\tson.
24. Conduction of Electricity in G.^ses and Radio-Activity.—
A critical study both theoretical and experimental of recent investi-
gations in this line. Text-books: Thomson's Discharge of Electri-
city through Gases; Rutherford's Radio-Activity. Three periods
weekly. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Knipp.
25. He.\t.—Lectures and laboratory work involving for the
coming year mostly theory and methods of the measurement of high
temperatures by thermo-couples, resistance thermometers and optical
pyrometers. Tzvice a week. I, II. Professor Carman.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b; Physics 16 advised.
26. Physics Club.—Weekly meeting of the instructors and ad-
vanced students of the department to discuss assigned papers and
topics. These discussions are often accompanied by experimental
demonstrations. /, //; (i).
27. Electron Theory.—Lectures and discussions on different
phases of this subject. Tzvice a zveek. I, II. Assistant Professor
KUNZ.
30a. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—A course of
lectures and recitations discussing the phenomena with elementary
calculus methods, and with occasional lecture-room demonstrations.
Two periods weekly for the year. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor
Knipp.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3, or 2a and 2b.
30b. Electricity and Magnetism.—A course of electrical meas-
urements, including experimental work in some of the more recent
developments, such as electric waves and their application to wire-
less telegraphy, electrical discharge in gases, etc. / or II ; (2, 3, or
S). Assistant Professor Knipp.
Prerequisite: Physics 4, 30a desired.
31. Investigation of Special Problems.—An advanced course
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in the laboratorj- or in design and calculation. A problem is chosen
and worked out with the advice and direction of the instructor.
/, //; (3 or 5). Professor Carm.\n, Assistant Professors Knipp,
Watson, Schulz, and Kunz.
Prerequisite: One semester of ph3sics in advance of Physics
I and 3.
32. Mathematical Physics.—Lectures and recitations in Dyna-
mics. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor Kunz.
33. Seminary and Thesis.—/, //; (3 or 5). Professor Car-
man, Assistant Professors Knipp, Watson, Schulz and Kunz.
PHYSIOLOGY
1. Histology.—This course consists of a study of the funda-
mental mammalian tissues, and the microscopic anatomy of the
organs. It entitles the student to full medical credit in histoloj:,y.
Lectures and laboratory daily 10-12. /; (5). Assistant Professor
McClellan, Dr. Stanley.
Prerequisite: Physics 2a; Chemistry i, 2, 3, 5a, 9, 9c; Zoology-
2, 3-
2. Major Course.—This course will include a study of the
physiology of nerve and muscle, circulation, respiration, secretion,
digestion, metabolism, etc., etc., entitling student to full credit in
physiology in the medical school. Lectures and laboratory work
daily 8-12. //; (10). Assistant professor McClellan, Mr. Corper.
Prerequisite: Same as for Physiology i.
3. Undergraduate Thesis.—This course is offered to under-
graduates who wish to take a thesis course.
4. Minor Course.—Especial emphasis is laid upon those facts
that serve as a basis for practical hygiene, and for helping students
to teach physiology in high schools. Lecture demonstrations, reci-
tations, and laboratory work. Students who have had chemistry
and zoology in high schools only, may be admitted to the course
at the option of the instructor. /; (5). Mr. Corper.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i ; Zoology 10.
5. Special Physiology.—This course is given to meet an emer-
gency, which sometimes arises, where a student wishes to take up
a special line of work not specified in one of the other courses,
and not involving the preparation of a thesis. At the discretion of
the head of the department students may register for such work.
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Arrange details with tlie instructor. Assistant Professor McCi.ei.i.an,
Dr. Stanley.
6. Hygiene.—This course must be taken by young women who
take ph.ysical training for credit. The course deals with those prac-
tical hygienic questions of everyday life that are wholly or in large
part under the control of each individual. /; (i). Dr. Kollock.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
103. Research.—Every facility and encouragement, so far as
the resources of the laboratory and library permit, are offered to
those prepared to avail themselves of these, for research as part
of the work for the master's or the doctor's degree, or for carry-
ing on original work for puljjication. Assistant Professor Mc-
Clellan, Mr. Corper.
III. Physiological Journal Club.—This club is composed of
the teaching staff of the department, the graduate students, and
such undergraduates as are sufTiciently advanced to participate.
Recent articles of interest in current journals will be reported and
discussed. This will give the student practice and confidence in
presenting a condensed synopsis of a subject before a meeting.
Each student will have to report a paper about once in two months.
Time will bo arranged, as far as possible, to suit the convenience
of members of the club.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
See under Social Sciences, page 329.
PSYCHOLOGY
See under Philosophical Group, page 304.
PUBLIC SPEAKING
See under English Language and Literature, page 268.
RHETORIC
See under English Language and Literature, page 267.
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ROMANCE LANGUAGES
FRENCH
FOR UNDERGRADUATES
1. Elementary Course.—Study of grammar. Drill in pro-
nunciation. Reading of simpler modern authors, with exercises in
composition and conversation. /, //; (4). Professor Oliver, Associ-
ate Professor Carnahan, Dr. Jones, Mr. Fortier, Dr. Sbedico, Mr.
Owen, Mr. Harvey.
Associate Professor Carnahan is in general charge of this
course.
2. Modern Prose; Poetry and Drama.—Rapid reading of
representative modern authors. Advanced syntax and composi-
tion. /, //; (4). Professor Oliver, Mr. Fortier, Dr. Sbedico.
Prerequisite: French i.
3. Intermedi.\te Prose Composition and Conversation.—This
course is conducted entirely in French, giving facility in idiomatic
expression, both in writing and in speaking. Readings, themes, and
talks upon France and French life. /, //; (3). Mr. Fortier.
Prerequisite : French 2.
Note : This course is required of those who expect the recom-
mendation of the department to teach French.
4. Advanced Composition.—A continuation of I-'rcnch 3 with
special emphasis upon advanced syntax. /, //; (2). Mr. 1'"oktier.
Prerequisite: French 3.
8. Modern French Drama.—A study of the drama in France
from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present time.
Rapid translations and sight reading. Lectures. Reports on col-
lateral reading. /, //; (2). Mr. Fortier.
Prerequisite: French 2.
FOR advanced undergraduates and graduates
ID. General Survey of French Literature.—An introduction
to more extended study of special periods and authors. The stu-
dent becomes acquainted with some of the literary masterpieces of
• I'rance and with the main currents of French literature from the
beginning to the present time. I, II; (2). Dr. Jones.
Prerequisite : French 2.
Note: This course is strongly reconnnended to those who de-
sire the endorsement of the department to teach I""rcnch.
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21. Modern French Novelists.—A study of the novel in France
from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present time.
Hugo, de Vigny, Balzac, Flaubert, dc Maupassant, Daudet, Zola and
living writers. Lectures. Reports on collateral reading. I, II;
(2). Associate Professor Carnahan.
Prerequisite: French 8, or 10.
24. The Seventeenth Century.—A study of the greater mas-
terpieces of the seventeenth century in France with especial em-
phasis upon the drama. /, //; (2). Professor Oliver.
Prerequisite: French 8, or 10.
25. Course for Teachers.—Discussion of the various methods
of teaching French in this country and abroad. Actual contact with
class-room problems. /; (i). Professor Oliver, with the coopera-
tion of Associate Professor Carnahan, and other members of the
department.
Prerequisite: Twenty-four hours' credit in French.
FOR GRADUATES
loi. The Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries in France.—
A study of the literature of the period. I, II. Associate Professor
Carnahan.
102. Old French Readings.—First Semester: Chretien de
Troycs and the court epic. Second Semester: Readings from Marie
de France, the prose chroniclers and the dramatists of the middle
ages. /, //. Professor Oliver.
103. Old French Phonology and Morphology.—Development
of Old French from Vulgar Latin. /, //. Associate Professor
Carnahan.
125. Seminary.—An opportunity is given here for research in
special fields of French and other Romance literatures.
ITALIAN
FOR undergraduates
1. Elementary Course.—Italian grammar with composition.
First Semester: Selections from Manzoni's / Promessi Sposi.
Second Semester : Selections from Dante's Vita Nuova and from the
Inferno. The English translation of Gaspary's Italian Literature
will be used as a reference book. /, //; (3). Dr. Jones.
2. The Modern Novel. /; (2). Dr. Jones.
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for graduates
115. Old Italian Readings and Italian Historical Gram-
mar.—//. Dr. Jones.
SPANISH
FOR UNDERGRADUATES
1. Elementary Course.—Grammar and easy reading. Special
emphasis is laid upon the acquisition of the ability to understand
spoken Spanish. /, //; (4). Assistant Professor Fitz-Gerald, Dr.
Seymour, Dr. Sbedico, Mr. Owen.
2. Conversation and Composition.—Reading of modern prose,
conversation and composition. The vocabulary of everyday life is
emphasized. Commercial correspondence. /, //; (2). Dr. Seymour.
Prerequisite: Spanish i.
3. Literary Course.—Advanced reading and composition. The
modern novel, drama and poetry will be studied. Readings from
Cervantes's Don Quijote. Outline of Spanish literature. /, //; (3).
Assistant Professor' Fitz-Gerald.
Prerequisite: Spanish i.
4. Advanced Conversation and Composition.—Commercial
correspondence. Reading of commercial Spanish. /, //; (2). Dr.
Seymour.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2.
for advanced undergraduates and graduates
10. The Spanish Novel of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries.—Influence on the English novel. Lazarillo de Tonnes
and other picaresque novels. Cervantes. /; (2). Dr. Seymour.
Prerequisite: Spanish 3.
11. Classic Spanish Drama.—Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina,
Calderon and Ruiz de Alarcon. Sehacks Spanish Dramatic Litera-
ture. II; (2). Dr. Seymour.
Prerequisite: Spanish 3.
17. Don Quijote.—A critical study of the work, using facsimile
editions of original texts. /, //; (2). Assistant Professor Fitz-
Gerald.
Prerequisite: Spanish 10.
courses for graduates
118. The Early Spanish Satirists.
—
Juan Ruiz, Archpricst
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of IIit;i, aiirl Martinez dc Toledo, Archpriesl of Talavcra. /. Dr.
Seymour.
119. Early Religious Poetry.—Bcrceo's works will be the basis
of this course. //. Dr. Seymour.
120. Old Spanish.—Origins of Spanish Poetry : El Poema
del Cid and Berco. /. Assistant Professor Fitz-Gerald.
121. Old Spanish.—Oldest Monuments of the Spanish
Language: Historical grammar and palaeography. //. Assistant
Professor Fitz-Gerald.
RO.MAN'CE PHILOLOGY
course for graduates
no. Introduction to Romance Philology. — Comparative
phonology and morphology of the Romance Languages. /, //.
Assistant Professor Fitz-Gerald.
SCANDINAVIAN
See under Germanic Languages, page 285.
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
ECONOMICS
The department of economics includes general economics, eco-
nomic history, finance, commerce, industry, railway administration
and accountancy.
Courses 7, 22, and 26, English Economic History, the Economic
History of the United States, and Economic Resources (Commercial
Geography) are open to freshmen without previous requirement.
Courses numbered loi and above are open to graduate students only.
Courses 4, 10, 11, 12, 21, 29, 31, 35, 43, 44, 45, and 47 are open
to graduates and advanced undergraduates.
courses for undergraduates
1. Principles of Economics.—A beginners' course in the un-
derlying principles of the science. /; (5). Professor Kinley, Assis-
tant Professor Duncan, Dr. Thompson, Dr. Towles, Mr. Latimer,
Mr. Parker.
Prerequisite: At least thirty hours of University work.
2. Principles of Economics.—This course is offered only to
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junior and senior students in the colleges of science, engineering
and agriculture. Emphasis is laid on practical economics. Section
A is open to science and engineering students only. Section C is
open to agricultural students only. /; (2). Professor Robinson,
Dr. Thompson. //; (2). Professor Robinson.
3. Money and Banking.—The history and theory of money,
credit, and banking. //; (3). Assistant Professor Weston, Mr.
Latimer.
Prerequisite: Economics i.
4. Financial History of the United States.—A study of
colonial and federal finance, including currency, banking tariff, and
fiscal questions, and a brief survey of the development of the finan-
cial systems of some of the leading states, as New York and Illi-
nois. /; (3). Associate Professor Weston.
Prerequisite: Economics i and 3 and History 3.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
5. Public Finance.—A study of public expenditures, financial
administration, taxation, and public debts. I; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Weston.
Prerequisite: Economics i and 3 and Political Science i.
7. English Economic History.—The industrial development
of England is traced from the Manorial system, through the period
of the gilds, the commercial policy and expansion of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, and the industrial and manufactur-
ing growth of the nineteenth century. England is selected as a
typical example to illustrate the evolution of a modern industrial
society from medieval conditions. Open to freshmen and sopho-
mores only. /; (3). Associate Professor Bogart, Dr. Thompson,
Dr. TowLES.
8. The Money Market.—An advanced study of dealings in
money and credit, the functions of money broker and banker, the
concentration of financial dealings at such centers as New York
and London, international payments and the determination of rates
of foreign exchange, the seasonal demands for money, causes of
fluctuation in rates of discount, monetary panics and crises, invest-
ments, and the financial aspects of dealings on the stock and produce
exchanges. //; (2). Assistant Professor Weston.
Prerequisite: Economics 9.
9. Banking.—This is a course in the study of practii.-;il bank-
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iiig with special reference to tlic Ignited Slates. /; (2). Assistant
Professor Weston.
Prerequisite: Economics 3 and senior standing.
10. Corporation Management and Finance.—/; (3). Pro-
fessor Robinson.
Prerequisite: Economics i and 3.
11. Industrial Consolidations.—The development of indus-
trial consolidations; the growth of monopoly; monopoly prices,
wages, interest and profits; and the proposed plans for controlling-
trusts. //; (3). Professor Robinson.
Prerequisite: Economics 10.
12. Labor Problems.—The first semester is devoted to a study
of present labor conditions and to remedies proposed other than
trade unionism. Attention is given to such evils as unemployment,
poverty, woman and child labor, and improper housing. Remedial
plans such as profit sharing, co-operation, and labor legislation are
considered. The second semester is given more especially to an ex-
amination of labor organizations. The history of trade unions, in-
ternal organization, restrictions as to membership, collective bargain-
ing, limitation of output, objections to piece work, strikes, boycotts,
and injunctions are studied. The course during the second semes-
ter is open only to those students who take the first semester's
work. /, //; (3). Dr. Towles.
Prerequisite: Economics i and 3.
13. The Evolution of Industrial Society.—A study of the
steps by which the human race has advanced from primitive con-
ditions through various stages of development to the present west-
ern type of industrialism. In the second semester especial atten-
tion will be given to the recent economic history of the industrially
more developed nations. /, //; (2). Associate Professor Bogart.
Prerequisite: At least sixty hours of University work; in-
cluding History i and Economics i and 3.
16. Economic Problems.—Section A, consisting wholly of en-
gineers, takes up the study of railway problems, taxation of cor-
porations, and the labor question. Section C, composed of stu-
dents from the College of Agriculture only, takes up special topics
relating to agriculture. //; Sec. A (2) ; Sec. C (3). Professor
Robinson, Dr. Thompson.
Prerequisite: Economics i or 2.
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18. Economic Seminary.—/, //; (4-8 for the year). Professor
Dewsnup.
21. Soci.\LisM AND Social Reform.—A study is made of the
historically important socialistic theories, chief attention being given
to the socialism of Karl Marx and the resulting social movements.
//; (3). Dr. Tovvles.
Prerequisite : Economics i and 3.
22. The Economic History of the United States.—Begin-
ning with the explorations and settlements that led to the coloniza-
tion of this continent, the growth of industry, agriculture, com-
merce, transportation and labor is traced from the simple, isolated
agricultural communities of the colonies to the complex industrial
and commercial society of today. The various economic and in-
dustrial problems that have presented themselves to the people of
this country at different periods are studied, and especial attention is
given to present day problems in th-eir historical relations. Open
to freshmen and sophomores only. //, (3). Associate Professor
Bogart, Dr. Thompson, Dr. Towles, Mr. Latimer, Mr. Parker.
2.4. Statistics.—See Mathematics 23a, 31, and 129.
26. Economic Resources (Commercial Geography).—A study
of the various conditions which afifect commercial and industrial de-
velopment, followed by a somewhat detailed consideration of the
more important products and industries of different countries. Spe-
cial emphasis is laid upon the extent and distribution of the re-
sources and the industrial and commercial activities of the United
States. It is advisable that students taking this course elect the
courses in physical geography (Geology 14 and 8) at the same lime.
J, JI ; (3)- Dr. LiTMAN, Mr. Morton.
28. Domestic Commerce and Commercial Politics.—The course
deals with the principles and methods of buying and selling in in-
ternal trade, discussing the various forms of wholesale and retail
trade organizations ; department, mail-order and co-operative stores
;
markets, fairs, auctions ; stocks and produce exchanges ; commer-
cial competition; theory and practice of modern advertising; com-
mercial travelers; mercantile credit, etc. /; (3). Dr. Litman.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 3, 7, 22 and 26.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
29. Foreign Commerce and Commerclvl Politics.—Problems
arising in connection with international trade relations and various
attempts to solve them; changes in theories and in policies; eco-
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nomic systems (mercantile, free trade, protective) ; classes of cus-
toms tariffs ; commercial treaties ; institutions for furthering export
trade (commercial museums and bureaus of information, sample
houses, consular reports, etc). //; (3). Dr. Litman.
Prerequisite: Economics 28.
(Xot given in 1909-10.)
30. Tariffs and Customs Rf.gulations of the United States.
—A study of the history of tariff legislation in the United States,
followed by a discussion of the present tariff system; the organiza-
tion and the work of the custom house; entry of goods; bonded
warehouse, etc. /; (3). Dr. Litman.
31. Commercial Relations of the United States.—A study
of the trade relations of the United States with foreign countries,
a review of the problems confronting our manufacturers and ex-
porters in connection with sales abroad ; various methods and sug-
gestions offered for the development of our foreign trade. //; (2).
Dr. Litman.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 7, 26, and six hours of modern his-
tory.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
2,Z. Economics of Insurance.—The historical development of
insurance, and an extended discussion of its economic aspects. The
various forms of insurance—fire, accident, employment and life
—
from the standpoint of internal organization and from that of so-
cial service. Rates, policies, investments, corporate management,
accounting, public supervision and insurance law. /; (2). Pro-
fessor Robinson, Mr. Morton.
Prerequisite: Economics 10.
35. Consular and Diplomatic Service.—The basis of this course
is the consular and diplomatic relations of the United States, though
a careful study is also made of the duties and functions of consuls
in general, as well as of the foreign service of the loading com-
mercial nations. //; (3). Dr. Litman.
Prerequisite: Economics 28, 29, 30.
36. Organiz.\tion of Ocean Commerce.—The course considers
the most important trade routes of the world ; charter and line
traffic
;
passenger and freight rates ; governmental supervision and
control of shipping; modern harbor facilities, etc. //; (3). Dr. Lit-
man.
Prerequisite: Economics 28 and 29.
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41. Railway History and Organization.—A history of the
railway development of the United States, prefaced by a description
of transportation conditions prior to the introduction of the steam
railway. Growth of network, financial policy, traffic and operating
developments are all treated in some detail, and the course con-
cludes with a study of modern railway organization. //; (3). Pro-
fessor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics i and 3; for engineers, Economics 2.
42. Railway Administration.—This course deals in detail with
(i) railway finance and taxation, (2) theory of rates and (3) state
administration in the United States and abroad. //; (3). Pro-
fessor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 3 and 41 ; for engineers, Economics
2 and 41.
43. Traffic Administr.\tion.—The work of the freight and
passenger traffic departments is treated with reference to general
problems, classification of business, stimulation of business by ad-
vertising and other means, necessary forms and reports, special traffic
claims, classifications and traffic, interrelation of railways in traffic
matters. /; (3). Professor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 3; for engineers, 2; current regis-
tration or previous credit in 41.
44. Railway Transportation.—The train service, train des-
patching and the block system of train working will be emphasized.
In connection with this, the subject of train speed and train acci-
dents will be given some attention. The handling of the passenger
service and some study of passenger terminal facilities will be in-
cluded in the course. II; (2). Professor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 3; for engineers, 2; current regis-
tration or previous credit in 42.
45. Railway Practice.—A careful study of the design of steam
tracks, freight houses and yards, with reference to economy and
expedition of operation; methods of operation; fast freight service;
car service and demurrage arrangements. /; (2). Professor
Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics i, 3; for engineers, 2; current regis-
tration or previous credit in 41.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
47. EoREiCN Railway Systems.— .\ general study of some one
foreign railway system, varying from time to time. The organiza-
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tion, methods of operation and political and other relations of the
system will be detailed. //; (2). Professor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics 42.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
48. The Economic Problem of the lNTERURn.\N Railroad.—
The financing, management and economic and social effects of the
electric interurban railroad and its relation to the steam road. //;
(2). Professor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics 42.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
49. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—The considera-
tion of railway location from the standpoint of economics, supple-
menting the engineering theory. /; (i). Professor Dewsnup.
Prerequisite: Economics 42.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
courses for graduates
loi. Recent Economic Theory.—/, //. Professor Kinley.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
102. Advanced General Economics.—An advanced course cov-
ering the whole field with detailed discussion of certain parts. /,
//. Professor Kinley.
103. Seminary in Railway Administration.—Advanced stu-
dents in this subject make an investigation of some aspect of rail-
way administration. /, //. Professor Dewsnup.
104. Seminary in Commerce.—A study of present international
commercial relations, with special reference to the trade conditions
of the United States and the extension of her trade in foreign mar-
kets. I , II. Dr. Litman.
105. Public Finance.—/, //. Assistant Professor Weston.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
106. Railway Policy.—A study of various policies and prob-
lems in the United States and abroad. I, II. Professor Dewsnup.
107. The Corporation in Economic Evolution.—/, //. Pro-
fessor Robinson.
(Not given in IQ09-10.)
108. Comparative Corporation Organization.—/, //. Profes-
sor Robinson.
118. Seminary.—The special subject of study for 1909-10 is
Transportation by Canal. /, //. Professor Robinson and others.
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120. History of Economic Thought.—/, //. Dr. Thompson.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
122. Advanced Economic History of the United St.vtes.—In
this course an effort will be made to show the part which economic
factors have played in the history of our country. The connection
between economic and political movements will be noted, and careful
studies will be made of particular phases of our economic history,
such as the westward movement and the settlement of the public
lands. The seminary method will be followed, and each student will
prepare during the semester at least one thesis on an assigned topic
which will be read and discussed in class. I, II. Associate Pro-
fessor BOGART.
ACCOUNTANCY
1. Principles of Accounting.—This course is the foundation
of all work in accounting. The student is made familiar with the
keeping of accounts of various kinds of business, mercantile, in-
dustrial and financial ; the accounting for various types of business
organizations, individuals, partners and corporations; the changing
from partnership to corporation, the handling of journal entries, the
closing of accounts, the changing from double to single entry; the
methods of preparing the industrial and commercial statistics of a
plant, a study of the methods of handling statistics for the pur-
pose of making proper deductions as to the efficiency of departments,
and the soundness of business policy. /, //; (2) If elected, this
course must be taken through the year in order to secure any credit
at all. Mr. Morton.
Prerequisite: Thirty hours of University credit, registration in
Economics i, and a knowledge of the principles of bookkeeping.
2. Cost Accounting.—The scope of cost accounting, the re-
lationship of the various elements of cost to each other, and the
methods of recording the same for various types of industries. The
designing and installing of cost systems for typical industries. The
course may be taken simultaneously with course i. //; (2). As-
sistant Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Accountancy i.
3. Industrial Accounting.—A study of the various types of
industries, the methods of installing accounting systems to suit their
technical peculiarities, for the purpose of revealing efficiency in
management; the handling of department accounts. This course
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may be taken simultaneously with course 1. //; (2). Assistant
Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Accountancy i.
4. Advanced Accounting.—Theory: This part of the course
includes the consideration of the various types of accounting, the
handling of capital, revenue, dissolution of partnership, realization,
liquidation, insolvency, good-will, treatment of bad debts, suspense,
maintenance, depreciation, reserve and sinking funds, contingent
funds, secret reserve and the like.
Practical Accounting: The second part of the course includes
the working out of difficult accounting problems, applying the prin-
ciples covered in the theoretical part of the course, the analysis of
reports of railway, financial and industrial corporations. The course,
if elected, must be taken through the year. I, II ; (3). Assistant
Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Accountancy i, Mathematics 2 and registration in
cither the two-year or the four-year course in accountancy or rail-
way traffic and accounting. The course is not open to students in
other courses except by permission of the instructor, the director of
the school and the Dean of the college.
5. Auditing.—Discussion of the duties and responsibilities of
an auditor, the kinds of audits that can be made, the value of each,
the auditor's report, what it should contain, his certificate, its value,
the preparation of audit reports. For students of accountancy only.
I ; (2). Assistant Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Accountancy 4, or i and registration in Account-
ancy 4.
6. Trustee .vnd Raii-ROad Accounting.—Discussion of the rights
and duties of executors and trustees, proper accounting methods
for trusteeships, railroad accounting, the handling of railroad rev-
enue accounts, including freight, passenger, express and other earn-
ings from the road and allied companies, the treatment of oper-
ating expenses, fixed charges, the work of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in standardizing railway accounting methods. //; (2).
For students of accounting and railzi'ay traffic and accounting only.
Assistant Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Accountancy 4, or i and registration in 4.
10. Shop Management and Cost Keeping.—A study is made
of the various types of industries, how they influence plant layouts,
the laborers needed, the material used, methods of handling. A dis-
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cussion is made of the best types of records suitable for each type
of industry in order to approximato costs of manufacture and to de-
termine and compare the efficiencies of departments, of individual
workers, of methods of production and the like. The course is
presented from the standpoint of the engineer and shop manager.
//; (2). Assistant Professor Duncan.
Prerequisite: Open only to Engineering students who have had
Economics i or 2.
COMMERCIAL LAW.
B. Commercial Law.—The work covers the chief principles
underlying the law of contracts in general, negotiable instruments,
agency, partnerships, business corporations, sales of personal prop-
erty, bailments and carriers, guaranty and suretyship and insurance.
Spencer's Elements of Commercial Laiu. This course is not a tech-
nical law course, is intended for students of commerce, and may not
be counted toward the law degree. //; (3). Professor Hughes.
Prerequisite: At least 60 hours of University credit, including
Economics i or 2 and Accountancy i.
HISTORY
Students who expect to teach history or to make that subject a
major are advised to take during their freshman year History i
and II. For the sophomore year History 3 and 23 are recommended.
During the junior and senior years students may select courses from
groups B and C, in accordance with their individual tastes and inter-
ests, including some work in group C. For students who expect to
teach in secondary schools some work in ancient history is also im-
portant.
a. courses open to freshmen
(Seniors taking these courses may receive half credit only.)
I. Continental European History.—This course serves as an
introduction to the general history of Europe from the fourth cen-
tury to the present time. The work of neither semester may be
taken separately without special permission. /, //; (3). Professor
Ford, Assistant Professor Larson, Dr. Paetow, Miss Reed, Mr.
Melvin.
II. History of England to 1589.—The course may advantage-
ously be combined with English economic history (Economics 7),
or continental European history (History i). //,• (3). Assistant
Professor Larson.
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B. UNDERGRADUATE COURSES NOT OPEN TO FRESHMEN
3. History of the United States.—The first semester will cover
tlie colonial era, the Revolution and the genesis of the federal con-
stitution. The second semester will cover the history of the United
States under the constitution. The work of either semester may be
taken separately. /, //; (3). Professor Greene, Assistant Professor
RoBERTSONj Mr. Kerner.
Prerequisite: One year of college work, including a course in
history, economics or political science. The latter prerequisite is
waived in the case of juniors and seniors.
5. History of Greece.—/, //; (3). See Greek 20.
6. History of Rome.—/, II; (3). See Latin 19.
7. The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Era.—This course will
include a survey of French conditions in the eighteenth century be-
fore 1774, an account of the events between 1774 and 1789 which pre-
cipitated the revolution in France, the reform work of the early rev-
olution and the Napoleonic regime in France and Europe. /; (3).
Professor Ford.
Prerequisite: History i.
17. The History of Illinois.—The subject is treated not from
a purely local point of view, but as illustrating the development of
a typical commonwealth in the Middle West. /; (2). Assistant
Professor Alvord.
Prerequisite: History 3.
18. The Teaching of History.—This course is intended to pre-
pare students for the practical problems of historical teaching in
secondary schools. Open to seniors only. //; (2). Assistant Pro-
fessor Larson, assisted by other members of the department.
Prerequisite: History i and 3 or their equivalents.
20. Europe in the Nineteenth Century.—An account of the
national movements of the nineteenth century and of those European
conditions which form the basis of modern world politics. //; (3).
Professor Ford.
Prerequisite : History i.
23. History of Modern England.—This course is a continuation
of History 11 and follows the same general plan; but the colonial
and imperial phases of English history arc emphasized. /; (3). As-
sistant Professor Larson.
Prerequisite: History i or il.
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C. COURSES FOR GRADUATES AND QUALIFIED UNDERGRADUATES
(The ability to use French and German is desirable in all of these
courses and is essential in some of them.)
4. The Constitutional History of England.—This course is
recommended for students who wish to specialize in English history,
political science, or law. During the first semester the emphasis
is placed on institutional origins ; in the second semester particu-
lar attention is given to modern constitutional practice. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Larson.
Prerequisite: Either History i or History 11 and 2;^.
8. Medieval Culture.—The main object of this course is to trace
the intellectual development of medieval civilization. The follow-
ing topics are considered. The strife over investitures; the Cru-
sades; the rise of universities; the vernacular literatures; the devel-
opment of Gothic architecture; scholasticism. The lives of such
men as Abelard, John of Salisbury, Rogers Bacon and Thomas
Aquinas will be studied to illustrate the culmination of medieval
culture. Lectures, readings and reports. /; (3). Dr. Paet-ow.
Prerequisite: History i.
9. The Era of the Renaissance.—This course includes studies
both in the Italian Renaissance and in Northern humanism. //; (3).
Dr. Paetow.
Prerequisite: History i.
13. American History, 1760-1783.—The colonies in 1760; the
controversy with the mother country; the American Revolution and
the formation of the state and federal systems. /; (3). Pro-
fessor Greene.
Prerequisite: History 3.
14. The Making of the Federal Constitution.—An intensive
study, based upon original material, of the events from 1783 to 1789,
which resulted in the framing and ratification of the federal consti-
tution. /; (3). Professor Greene.
Prerequisite: History 3.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
15. The Civil War and the Reconstruction of the Southern
States.—//; (3). Professor Greene. .
Prerequisite: History 3.
22. American History, 1820-1860.—Selected topics in social and
political history. //; (3). Professor Greene.
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I'lrii'iiuisiU' : History 3.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
26. The Modern History ok Si'ain.—A rapid survey of the early
liistory of Spain, followed by a closer study of the modern period.
This course is intended to furnish a background for the study of
Spanish colonization in America. /; (3). Assistant Professor Rob-
ertson.
Prerequisite: Ten hours in history, including History i. A
reading knowledge of Spanish is also very desirable.
27. The History of Latin America and the Philippines.—
During the first semester the topics covered are as follows: The
discovery and exploration of the New World ; the settlement, ad-
ministration and civilization of the Latin-American colonies; the
struggles for independence. During the second semester the course
provides a general survey of the history of the leading Latin-Ameri-
can countries since their separation from Europe. /, //; (3). As-
sistant Professor Robertson.
Prerequisite: Ten hours in history, including History 3. A
reading knowledge of Spanish is also very desirable.
D. COURSES FOR GRADUATE',
101. Seminary in American History.—/, // ; Professor Greene
and Assistant Professor Alvord.
102. Seminary in English History.—/, //. Assistant Professor
Larson.
103. Historical Bibliography and Criticism.—This course is
designed to familiarize the student with historical bibliography and
method. Required of all candidates for an advanced degree in his-
tory who do not present evidence of similar training elsewhere. /,
//. Professor Ford, assisted by other members of the department.
104. Seminary in Modern European History.—The subject se-
lected for 1909-10 is the influence of the French Revolution in Ger-
many. /, //. Professor Ford.
105. The History of Western Expansion, i 763-1818.—The
main object of the course is the study of various problems in the in-
terpretation of Western history. I, II. Assistant Professor Al-
vord.
106. The Formation and Development of Brandenburg-Prus-
sia from 1640 to 1786.—/, //. • Professor Ford.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
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107. Selected Tones in the History oe the Nineteenth Cen-
tury.—/, //. Professor Ford.
108. French Institutional History During the Seventeenth
AND Eighteenth Centuries.—/. Associate Professor Alvord.
log. French Colonies in America.—//. Associate Professor
Alvord.
no. The Spanish-American Revolution.—A detailed study of
the movements which culminated in the independence of the Spanish-
American states. /. Assistant Professor Robertson.
111. Spanish-American Diplomacy.—A consideration of the
problems which have arisen in the relations of the leading Spanish-
American states with Europe and the United States. //. Assistant
Professor Robertson.
History no and in are open only to students who possess a read-
ing knowledge of the Spanish language.
112. Selected Topics in the Social and Religious History of
the American Colonies in the Eighteenth Century.—//. Pro-
fessor Greene.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Courses i, 3 and 4 listed below are intended to furnish a general
survey of the field of national, slate and local government in the
United States and should be taken by all students who expect to spe-
cialize in political science.
1. American Federal Government.—A course introductory to
the study of national government in the United States, particular
emphasis being given to historical development, organization, pow-
ers, limitations and practical working. /; (3). Professor Garner,
Mr. Powell.
Prerequisite : At least 30 hours of University work.
2. European Governments.—A comparative study of the na-
tional political systems of Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy
and Switzerland. Open to graduate students and seniors who have
had Course i, or its equivalent. /; (3). Professor Garner.
3. American State Government.—A study of the evolution of
the American state constitution from the colonial charter; powers,
rights and obligations of the states under the Federal Constitution;
methods of formation and of admission to the Union ; comparative
study of the organization of commonwcallh govirnniml ; constiiu-
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tional resemblances and diversities. This is intended to be a con-
tinuation of Course i, though either may be taken independently of
the other. //; (3). Professor Garner.
Prerequisite: At least 30 hours of University work.
4. Municipal Government.—A study of the organization, ad-
ministration and functions of city government in the United States.
Lectures, assigned readings and reports. //; (2). Professor
Garner.
Prerequisite: Course i or its equivalent.
5. The Federal Constitution.—A study of the origin, nature
and development of the Federal Constitution. This course is based
largely on a study of leading cases. Open only to students who have
had Course i or its equivalent. /; (3). Mr. Powell.
6. International Law.—The development of the law of nations;
its nature, source and present status; the equality of states; the doc-
trine of intervention; the laws of war and peace; the rights and
duties of neutrals ; the arbitration movement. Open to seniors and
graduates. Others who are qualified may be admitted by special per-
mission. //; (3). Professor Garner.
7. American Diplomacy.—The genesis and present organiza-
tion of the Department of State; the diplomatic service; the treaty
making power; the foreign policy of the United States; the principal
diplomatic controversies between the United States and foreign
powers ; the position of the United States as a world power. Open
to seniors and graduate students only. /; (2). Professor Garner.
8. The Law of Taxation.—Constitutional limitations on the
taxing power. Legal rules governing the assessment and collection
of taxes. Study of leading cases. Open to students who have had
Political Science i. Others who are qualified may be admitted by
special permission. Goodnow's Cases on Taxation. I; (2). Mr.
Powell.
9. Elements of Jurisprudence.—A study of elementary legal
conceptions. The origin, growth, nature and kinds of law. //; (3).
Mr. Powell.
10. Elements of Administrative Law.—The nature of admin-
istrative law and its relation to constitutional law; constitutional and
legal rules governing administrative authorities; administrative
jurisdiction; study of leading cases from Goodnow's Cases on Ad-
ministrative Law, Part i. Open to graduates and undergraduates
who have had Course 5 or 8. //; (3). Mr. Powell.
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11. Public Officers.—The nature of public office. Judicial con-
trol over the appointment, election, qualification and removal of pub-
lic officers and the exercise of official authority. Legal liability of
officers. Extraordinary legal remedies. Open only to graduates and
students who have taken Courses 5, 8 or 10. Study of cases. //;
(2). Mr. Powell.
12. National Administration in the United States.—A study
of the administrative powers of the President and Congress, the
executive departments and the administrative services of the national
government, including a survey of judicial administration and the
relation of the courts to the administrative authorities. /; (3).
Associate Professor Fairlie.
Prerequisite: Course i.
13. State and Local Administration in the United States.—
A study of the administrative powers of the state executive and
legislature, of state officers and institutions and the systems of lo-
cal government, including the relations between state and local au-
thorities and between the courts and administrative officials. II
;
(3). Associate Professor Fairlie.
Prerequisite: Course 3.
14. Political Parties.—A study of the development of political
parties and their organization and influence on the government,
mainly in Great Britain and the United States, with attention to re-
cent legislation governing primaries and nomination methods in this
country. //; (2). Associate Professor Fairlie.
15. Political Philosophy.—Philosophical theories of the state,
historical, critical, constructive. Tivice a week. II. Mr. Becker.
See Philosophy 5.
16. The Administration of Illinois.—A study of the govern-
mental organization and administration of the state, including the
legislature, the judiciary, the executive, state officers and institutions,
and the system of local government. /; (2). Associate Professor
Fairlie.
courses for graduates
loi. Municipal Administration.—This is an advanced course
dealing in the first semester, with the development of cities, the or-
ganization of municipal government and its relation to the central
government, and political methods and reform movements in cities.
Comparison is made between conditions in the United States and
European countries and recent tendencies in this country discussed.
-1.-?
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In the second semester, an examination is made of municipal
functions in the United States and Europe, including police, fire and
health departments, schools and charities, municipal public works,
street railways, lighting plants, etc. The work of each semester
may be taken independently of the other. /, //; (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Fairlie.
102. The N.-\ture of the State.—The principles, methods and
relations of political science; the origin, nature, forms and functions
of the state ; sovereignty and liberty ; citizenship and nationality
;
constitutions, principles of political organization, etc. //; (i). Pro-
fessor G.\RNER.
103. Seminar in Political Science and Public Law.—Re-
search work in the investigation of special problems. Presentation
of reports followed by discussion and criticism. The research work
of candidates who are writing theses will be under the personal
supervision of some individual instructor to whom candidates will be
expected to report from time to time. /, //.
SOCIOLOGY
1. General Sociology.—Essential notions involved in the ap-
plication of scientific method to social interpretation
;
principles of
causation operative in determining prevalent social realities ; rela-
tions between the life of the individual and of society, etc. /; (3).
Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite : Junior standing or equivalent preparation. If pos-
sible Psychology i and 7 should precede or accompany this course.
2. Social Control.—An explanation of the methods by which
society controls the conduct, beliefs and desires of its members, by
law, religion, education, public opinion and other subtler agencies,
together with a study of the rational motives of conduct revealed
by analysis of the facts of social life. //; (3). Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite : Sociology I.
3. CoMPAR.\TivE and Genetic SOCIOLOGY.—A description and
comparison of different modes of social activity (economic, political,
legal, ethical, religious, domestic, etc.) as they prevail or have pre-
vailed among people at different stages of progress, savage, barbar-
ous and civilized ; inductions from such facts, including a theory of
social evolution and of the method of progress. /; (3). Professor
Hayes. A
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Prerequisite : The same as for Sociology I. It is desirable that
Sociology I precede or accompany this course.
4. Psychological Sociology.—The conditioning of social activi-
ties by each other; public opinion, public sentiment, leadership,
mobs, fashion, customs, conventionality, periods of social productiv-
ity and decay, etc. //; (3). Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite: Sociology i.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
5. Charities and Corrections.—The causes, prevention and
treatment of poverty and crime. //; (3). Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite : Sophomore standing or equivalent preparation, in-
cluding at least one semester's work in economics or political science.
The Labor Problem (Economics 12) and Socialism and Social
Reform (Economics 21) will be accepted as part of the work of
students whose major is Sociology.
courses for graduates
loi. Sociological Method.—A study of the method of advancing
the science of sociology, especially a discussion of the adaptability
to sociological investigation of the methods described in certain im-
portant works on methology. Professor Hayes.
(Not given in 1909-10.)
This course is intended for graduate students who have taken
or are completing courses i, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
102. The Development of Sociology.—A reading course in
the original works of the writers who have contributed most to
the development of sociology, accompanied by discussions with the
instructor. I, II. Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite: A good reading knowledge of either German or
French.
150. Seminary.—I, II; one session of two hours each week.
Credit according to work done. Open to graduates only. Professor
Hayes.
SPANISH
Sec under Romance Languages, page 313.
ZOOLOGY
First-year students in zoology should usually take Courses 10 and
2, which together make an elementary course of a single year. Medi-
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cal students should follow this first year's work with Course 3. Course
10 may be taken alone by those desiring only a minimum acquaint-
ance with the facts and methods of zoology, to be followed with
Course 4 by those wishing, in addition, a general view of the main
features and most important generalizations of zoological theory.
These two courses are especially recommended to students in the
colleges of Literature and Arts and of Agriculture, and to those in
the College of Science specializing in some other department.
In second-year work, four groups of courses are open to students
—morphological, physiological, ecological and theoretical. The espe-
cially morphological courses are 3 and 7, in embryology and the
vertebrate nervous system, respectively.
The ecological courses are those in animal ecology and geo-
graphical distribution (9 and 11), in animal behavior (5), and in
field zoology (17a, 17b and 17c). The purely theoretical courses
are 4, 15 and 15a. Course 20 is of equal interest to students in all
divisions of the subject.
Those preparing especially to teach zoology in the high school
should follow Courses 10 and 2 with courses in animal ecology
(9), field zoology (17a and 17b), and zoological theory (4), (See
also under Entomology.)
10. Gener.al Zoology.—An introduction to animal biology for
all students. This is a laboratory and lecture course, mainly on
the morphology, physiology and ecology of type forms, and on the
more important features of cytology and development. The work
leads to an acquaintance with the simpler generalizations of zoological
theory, and is a suitable preparation for further work in zoology.
/ or II; (5). Professor Ward, Dr. Ad.\ms and others.
2. Vertebrate Zoology and Comparative Anatomy.—Lectures,
text-book recitations and laboratory work, mainly on the structure
and functions of vertebrate organs. The lectures give the classifi-
cation of the Chordata, an outline of the early stages of vertebrate
embryology and a brief description of the vertebrate tissues. Sys-
tems of organs are considered in respect to their anatomy, func-
tions, ontogeny and evolution in the vertebrate series. The lab-
oratory work is arranged to meet the needs of medical students
on the one hand and of general science students on the other; in-
cluding for the first group a large number of dissections followed
out in greater detail, and, for the second group, the identification of
selected Illinois vertebrates. //; (5). Dr. Carpenter.
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Prerequisite: An entrance credit in chemistry or Chemistry i
;
Zoology ID.
3. Vertebrate Embryology.—This course begins with a study
of the sex cells, fertilization and the early stages in the develop-
ment of the tgg. The formation of the organs of the vertebrate
body and of the fetal membranes is then considered in detail, with
lectures on the development of the chick, and assigned reading in a
text-book of human embryology. The laboratory work includes
the preparation of embryological material and the study of serial
sections of chick and pig embryos. /, //; (3). Dr. Carpenter.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10 and 2.
4. Zoological Theory.—Lectures and assigned readings on the
facts, problems, and theories of evolution and development and
the related topics of variation, heredity and selection. II ; (3). As-
sociate Professor Smith, Assistant Professor Folsom.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
5. Animal Behavior.—Lectures and demonstrations on the re-
actions of the lower animals to external stimuli. The results of
experimental work on the influence of light, heat, gravity, chemical
substances, etc., are considered with reference to the habits of ani-
mals in their normal environment. The course will include such
studies of sense organs and adaptive structures as may be necessary.
/; (2). Dr. Carpenter.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10 or Psychology i.
7. The Structure and Functions of the Vertebrate Nervous
System.—Lectures and laboratory work on the structure of the
vertebrate nervous system, including a study of the grouping and
chaining of the neurones to form the central and peripheral nervous
organs ; of the nervous impulse ; of the stimulation of the sense
organs ; and of various reflex actions. The work will include dis-
sections, practice in the preparation of nervous tissues for the micro-
scope and experimental physiological work. /; (3). Dr. Car-
penter.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
g. Animal Ecology.—This course is intended as an introduc-
tion to the study of the relation of animals to their natural environ-
ment as illustrated by the local fauna. Field trips are made for a
study of the animals and the conditions under which they live, and
for instruction in methods of observation and the making of notes
and collections. In- the laboratory the specimens collected are ob-
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served and determined, reports are prepared, and a working knowl-
edge of the literature is acquired. Principal attention is given to
insects, mollusks, reptiles, amphibians and fishes. //; (5). Dr.
Adams.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
II. Principles of ZoocEOCRArHY.—An introduction to the study
of the geographic distribution of animals, in which particular at-
tention is given to the faunas of North America and of the State
of Illinois. The fauna is considered in its relation to the complete
ecological environment—climate, physiography, geology, vegetation,
etc.—and from the standpoint of its origin and its dynamic rela-
tions. This course is of special value to students and teachers of
biology, geography, geology and commercial geography. It con-
sists of lectures, laboratory work on maps and field excursions.
Two or three lectures a week. Saturday excursions, to be ar-
ranged. /; (3 or s). Dr. Adams.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
13. Experimental Zoology.—Lectures, demonstrations and lab-
oratory work in experimental zoology, including the general proper-
ties of living matter, experimental embryology and regeneration,
during the first semester, and experimental evolution during the sec-
ond semester. The laboratory work will consist of the carrying out
of a definitely outlined experimental problem. The lectures may be
taken with or without the laboratory work. Either semester may
be taken separately. Two lectures and eight hours of laboratory
work a week. / and II; (2 to 5). Assistant Professor Zeleny.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
15. Variation and Heredity.—A course of lectures and refer-
ence reading designed to give a general survey of the results ob-
tained by the application of modern methods in the study of varia-
tion and heredity. A knowledge of the methods is acquired from
lectures and from exercises in handling data gathered from various
sources. For accompanying laboratory work see 15a. /; (2). As-
sociate Professor Smith.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
iSa. Statistical Data.—Laboratory work involving the collec-
tion of data suitable for a study of the variations and correlations
of structure in some suitable organism may be elected in connection
with Course 15. The extensive collections of insects, fishes and
plankton material in the possession of the State Laboratory of Nat-
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ural History are available for the purpose of this course. /, II;
(i to 3). Associate Professor Smith.
Prerequisite : Zoology 10.
17a. Field Zoology.—A course whose main object is to gain as
comprehensive a knowledge as practicable of the animal life of a
restricted locality. Collection, preservation and identification of
various kinds of animals, together with observations of the habits,
life histories and relations to environment of selected forms consti-
tute the major part of the work. The work is so planned as to make
it a desirable course for prospective teachers of zoology. 7; (3).
Associate Professor Smith.
Prerequisite: Zoology 10.
17b. Field Ornithology.—A course especially designed to give
an acquaintance with the birds of the vicinity. Identification, food
relations, seasonal distribution and migration activities receive chief
attention. Students are advised to provide themselves with opera
or field glasses. //; (3). Associate Professor Smith.
17c. Advanced Field Zoology.—This course is a continuation of
17a and 17b, and provides an opportunity for more intensive work
on more restricted problems in connection with the local fauna. A
taxonomic, distributional or ecological problem is studied and the
work may be made introductory to subsequent investigation in this
field. I, II; (3 to 5). Associate Professor Smith, Dr. Ad.^ms.
20. Current Literature.—The instructors and advanced stu-
dents of the department will meet at stated intervals as a journal
club for the presentation and discussion of the results of recent
zoological investigation. This course is open to all qualified stu-
dents of zoology and should be taken by those intending to gradu-
ate with a thesis. /, II; (i).
Prerequisite: One year of Zoology.
21. Introduction to Zoological Research.—Students looking
forward to graduate work and to independent investigation will be
assigned definite topics, usually repeating the work of earlier in-
vestigators and will be directed in working out the morphology,
life history, or reciprocal relations of invctebrate forms. Laboratory
work with stated conferences and assigned reading. /, //; (2 to 5).
Professor Ward.
Prerequisite : One year in zoological courses.
8. Thesis Investigation.—Candidates for graduation who se-
lect a zoological subject as a thesis are required to spend three
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hours a day during their senior year in making a detailed investi-
gation of the selected subjects. While this work is done under the
general supervision of an instructor, it is in its methods and re-
sponsibilities essentially original work. /, //; (5). Professor Ward,
Associate Professor Smith, Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Adams.
Prerequisite: Two years in zoological courses.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
After at least one year of zoological work, graduates may elect
any of the courses 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 15, 15a, 17a, 17c and 20 for which
they have taken the prerequisites. The following are open to gradu-
ate students only :
103. General Embryology.—Lectures, conferences, and labora-
tory work. The lectures will deal with general embryological topics
in advance of those treated in Zoology 3, including the history of
the germ cells, maturation, and fertilization, theories of develop-
ment and inheritance, and recent experimental researches in the
mechanics of development and the correlative differentiation of
organs. The laboratory work will consist of a study of the early
development of invertebrate types. //; {Lectures 2 hours weekly;
laboratory 8 hours weekly). Dr. Carpenter.
115. Variation and Heredity.—A course which includes lec-
tures on the methods and results of recent investigations in the
.<:tudy of variation and heredity, with assigned problems requiring
individual work on some phase of the subject. /. Associate Profes-
sor Smith.
117. Faunistic Zoology.—Problems in taxonomy, distribution,
and ecology, accompanied by field work, conference, and lectures.
The department is especially favored in the work of this course
by the fact that a natural history survey of the state is in progress
at the University, and that students have the advantage of the
collections, library, apparatus, and operations of this survey as an
aid to their personal studies. Unusual opportunities are given for
a study of the species, distribution, habits, and ecology of the
mammals, birds, and fishes of this state. See also Entomology
103. /, //; (3 to 5 times a week). Associate Professor Smith, Dr.
Adams.
121. Individual Rese.\rch Courses.—
(a) Zoological problems. Professor Warp.
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(b) Systematic and faunistic zoology. Associate Professor
Smith.
(c) Zoogeography and Ecological Zoology. Dr. Adams.
(d) Vertebrate Embrj-ology. Dr. Carpenter.
(e) Structure and Development of the Nervous System.
—
Animal behavior. Dr. Carpenter.
(f) Experimental Zoology. Assistant Professor Zeleny.
ENGINEERING GROUP
ARCHITECTURE
.2. Wood Construction.—A study of the growth, cutting, sea-
soning, working, and finishing of woods. Structural and decorative
properties are illustrated by mounted specimens and sections. The
proper use of wood in its numerous applications to buildings is de-
veloped by detailing at a large scale- various parts, such as floors,
walls, roofs, doors, -windows, cornices, stairs, wainscoting, cabinet-
work and internal finish. These are extended by detail sketches of
similar work in process of actual construction. Kidder's Building
Construction, Part Tzuo. I; (3). Mr. Clark and Mr. We.wer.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Mathe-
matics 2, 4.
3. Masonry and Metal Construction.—Foundations of stone,
brick, concrete, and piles ; materials employed in stone masonry,
their uses, defects, qualities, and modes of preparation. Kinds of
masonry and external finish. Tools for stone cutting and their use.
Brick masonry, its materials and bonds. Terra cotta design, manu-
facture and use. Manufacture and refining of cast iron, wrought
iron, and steel, with processes of pattern-making, molding, casting,
refining, rolling, etc., and standard dimensions or sections. Special
properties and value of metal in a structure, the detailing of a line
of columns, beams, girders, and footings, together with the study of
joints and connections. Kidder's Building Construction and Super-
intendence, Part One. II; (3). Mr. Clark and Mr. Weaver.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Mathe-
matics 2, 4.
4. Sanitary Construction.—Recitations and lectures, designs
for special problems. Study of plumbing, trap ventilation, removal
of wastes, construction ot water closets, drains, and systems ot
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water supply; sewage disposal. Water supply and fixtures in dwell-
ings. Cosgrovc's Principles and Practice of Plumbing. Lectures on
sczi'ogc disposal. I; (2). Mr. Weaver.
Prerequisite: Physics 2a, 2b; Architecture 2, 3.
5. Graphic Statics and Roofs.—Elements of graphic statics
and applications in designing trussed roofs. Forces, equilibrium, re-
action, moments, bending moments, and shears on beams ; center of
gravity, moment of inertia and kern of cross sections. Construction
of wooden and metallic roofs, drawing strain diagrams, and de-
termining sectional dimensions of members, with the designing of
joint connections. Kicker's Notes on Graphic Statics. Sondcricker's
Graphic Statics. II; (4). Mr. Clark.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 12, 5, or 6, 7, 8, 9.
6. History of Architecturf..—Continues through the j-ear and is
taken with Architecture 7 and 11. Commencing with Egyptian and
ending with modern styles, a careful study is made of the more
important styles, examining historical conditions, local and inherited
influences, structural materials and system, ornaments, purposes and
designs of the buildings, with the most important typical exam-
ples of each style. Especial attention given to ideas useful or sug-
gestive in American work, and to tracing the gradual evolution of
architectural forms. One quiz and three illustrated lectures a week.
Tracing of details, chronological lists, synopses of styles, and lec-
ture notes are required. Notes and maps. Fletcher's History of
Architecture, 5th Edit. I, II; (4). Professor Ricker.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Architecture
2, 3. 8.
7. Historical Ornament.—A study of motives, impulses and
environment as affecting the development of style in ornamentation
during the great historic periods. Lectures with exercises in draw-
ing and modeling of representative decorative forms extend through
the first semester. The second semester is chiefly devoted to the
analysis and composition of colored ornamentation. /, //; (2).
Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Architecture 2, 3, 8, 20; to be taken with Archi-
tecture 6 and 11.
8. Elementary Architectural Drawing.—This comprises the
elementary principles of architectural drawing, being chiefly de-
voted to a careful study of the orders, shades and shadows applied
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in architecture, and the relations of plans, elevations and sections
to each other. Ware's American Vignola, Vol. i. II; (3).
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i; Architecture 20.
9. Monthly Problems.—An entire day in each month during
the second, third, and fourth years is devoted to a problem in de-
sign. The program is made known at the beginning of the exercise,
and sketches must be completed and rendered during the same day.
Credit is given for this study only after the completion of each
year. I, II; first Saturday in each month, all day; {Y2 for each se-
mester). Assistant Professor Case, Mr. Hubbard.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Architecture 8.
10. Working Drawings.—Conventional methods for represent-
ing the different parts of buildings in general and in detail, con-
ventional colors and sectioning ; systems of lettering and figuring
drawings; working drawings; tracing of drawings, reproduction.
//; (2). Mr. Weaver.
Prerequisite: Architecture 2, 3, except for students in ceramics.
11. Architectural Seminary.—Original investigations of as-
signed topics in History of Architecture; reviews of books, ab-
stracts of current technical journals, and other publications. Taken
with Architecture 6. /, //; (i). Professor Ricker.
12. Superintendence, Estimates and Specifications.—The sub-
jects treated include the duties of a superintendent, his relations to
architect, owner, and contractor, the method of supervising work,
systems of keeping building accounts, the usual methods of measure-
ment of materials and work, arrangement of computations in proper
and convenient order, and approximate prices of material and labor,
which vary in different localities. The methods of estimating by
squaring, cubing, units, and quantities are each employed and illus-
trated by problems. Specifications, their arrangement, methods of
classifying material to facilitate writing specifications. Practice is
obtained by writing several sets. Richey's Handbook for Superin-
tendents. II; (3). Professor White.
Prerequisite: Architecture 2, 3, 4, 10.
13. Heating and Ventil.\tiox.—Scientific theory and practice
of warming and ventilating buildings is the object of this study, be-
ginning with fuels and production of heat, then passing to flow of
gases through ajutages and pipes, applying these data to calculations
of dimensions of air ducts and chimneys. Different systems of
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heating, furnaces, hot water, steam, etc., are next examined, with
details of each. Sources of impurity in the air and requirements
of good ventilation are then considered, with the different methods
of ventilation by aspiration, by fans, etc., ending with the study of
fans of different types. Numerous problems are given, and heating
plants designed. King's Heating and Ventilation, Kicker's Notes on
Heating and Ventilation. I; (3). Professor White.
Prerequisite: Architecture 2, 3, 4, 10, 15; Physics 2a, 2b, i, 3.
14. Architectur.\l Perspective.—Theory of perspective is taught
with labor-saving methods of abbreviating work, and designing in
perspective is made a special aim. Problems in angular, parallel,
vertical, and curvilinear perspective, as well as in perspective shades
and shadows, are solved. Ware's Modern Perspective. I; (2). Mr.
Weaver.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2.
15. Requirements and Planning of Buildings.—A study of
the requirements which must be considered to successfully plan
schools, churches, libraries, theatres, hospitals, and other usual types
of buildings. Numerous problems in planning are given. //; (3).
Mr. Clark.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Architecture 2.
16 Residence Design.—Practice in design and study of the re-
quirements for dwellings. The work is limited to residences since
this class of buildings is likely to afford the graduate his first oppor-
tunity for independent original work. Lectures and drawing. H;
(2). Assistant Professor Case.
Prerequisite : Architecture 2, 3, 8.
17. Advanced Architectural Design.—A series of advanced
problems, requiring plans, elevations and sections, carefully ren-
dered with the brush. This course completes the preparation for
the thesis design. /; (3). Assistant Professor Case.
Prerequisite: Architecture 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 18, 20, 22.
18. Architectural Composition.—A careful study is made of
the laws of architectural design and of the results of experience.
Commences with general principles, passing to an examination of
proportions employed in most important styles, arrangement of plan,
external design in general, detail, ceilings, and interior arrange-
ment of corridors, stairways, and entrances, of internal courts, and
of halls for large assemblages. Frequent problems in design afford
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practical application of the principles. Robinson's Arcliitcctural
Composition. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Case, Mr. Hudbard.
Prerequisite: Architecture 8, 9, 20.
19. Architectural Engineering.—This continues the study of
graphic statics commenced in "Graphic Statics and Roofs," with
application to the analysis of metallic roofs of wide span, roof
trusses of curved or unusual form, and those supported by abut-
ments and jointed, spherical and conical trussed domes, the stone
arch, vault, and dome, and of the Gothic system of vaults and
buttresses. The strength of walls, dams, retaining walls, and large
chimneys is investigated, and a study is made of the effect of moving
loads on girders and the construction and details of steel skeleton
buildings. Practical applications are made to a series of problems
in design for specified cases. Tucker's Steel Construction; Ricker's
Notes on Architectural Engineering. I, II ; (3). 'Professor White.
Prerequisite: Mathematics, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9; Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics, 6, 7, 8, 9; Architecture, 2, 3, 5.
20. Free Hand Drawing.—Any courses offered in Art and De-
sign amounting to three semester hours. Arrange hours. /, II;
(3). Assistant Professor Lake.
22. Renaissance Design.—A study of architectural design ap-
plied to large problems. /; (3). Assistant Professor Case.
Prerequisite: Architecture 8, 9, 11. 18. Taken with Architec-
ture 6, II.
23. Mediaeval Design.—A study of the development of the
forms and structural principles required in mediaeval architectural
design. A scries of tracings of important details is made, and some
problems in construction and design are worked out. Lectures. //;
(3). Assistant Professor Case.
Prerequisite: Architecture 18, 22. Taken with Architecture 6, 11.
24. Advanced Mediaeval Design.—Rendered problems in ad-
vanced design with particular reference to church architecture, based
on a knowledge of vaulting systems, ornamental forms and plans.
^
j' (3)- Assistant Professor Case.
Prerequisite: Architecture 18, 22, 23.
27. Domestic Architecture.—Instruction in this subject will be
given only in connection with courses in Household Science 2 and
3. Professors Ricker and White, Assistant Professor Case. Mr.
Clark, Mr. Weaver.
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28. Interior Decoration.—A scries of practical and theoretical
problems in the decoration of the interiors of modern public and
private buildings. These include the making of floor and ceiling
plans, of sections, elevations of walls and interna! perspectives, to-
gether with enlarged details of the important parts. Particular at-
tention is devoted to the appropriate uses of different materials,
such as wood, plaster, stucco, tiles, marbles, mosaics, metals, carv-
ings, inlays, glass, gilding, and the preparation of color schemes.
A ^^; (3)- Professor Wells.
. Prerequisite: Architecture 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23.
29. History of the Fine Arts.—A course of three lectures
weekly throughout the year, with required collateral reading. Brief
weekly and extended semester reports are required. Painting, sculp-
ture and architecture are studied in their allied and synchronous
development. The object of this course is a familiar knowledge and
appreciation of the fine arts. The College Histories of Art by Ham-
lin; Van Dyke, Marquandt. 29a. History of Architecture. /, (3).
Professor Ricker. 29b. History of Sculpture and Painting. //.
(3). Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Freshman year in any college of the University.
30. Thesis.—The preliminary work on the thesis must be com-
menced during the first semester. In the second semester a regular
time is assigned on the program for this work, but the amount of
time so prescribed shall not be considered to be the total thesis re-
quirement. /, //; Professors Ricker, Talbot, White, Wells,
Assistant Professor Case.
31. Architectural Readings.—Designed to give a knowledge of
French or German architectural terms to those who elected either
of these languages in the freshman year. Students who elected
English take Architecture 29b in lieu of this course. French : Read-
ing of LaLoHx's Architecture Grecque; Palustre's Architecture de
la Renaissance. German: Reading of Nohl's Tagcbuch ciner Italie-
nischen Reise. Other selections. /, //; (i). Professor Ricker.
Prerequisite: Architecture 6; French or German for at least
one year.
32. Water Color Rendering.—Outdoor sketching, when weather
permits. Rendering of landscapes, trees, etc. //; (i). Mr. Weaver.
Prerequisite: Architecture 8, 20.
34. Architectural Engineering Seminary.—Reports on and
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discussions of current literature germane to architectural construc-
tion. Taken with Architecture 19. /; (i). Professor White.
Prerequisite: Architecture 2, 3, 4; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; with Architecture 19, first semester.
36. Bases of Decorative Design.—A study of the geometrical
principles on which are based all flat and relief designs, with their
application in decorative composition. Practice in the use of ele-
ments taken from landscapes, from plant and animal life, with the
human figure. This work is executed in different ways with the
pen, pencil, brush and modeling tools. 7; (2). Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Architecture 20; Art and Design 3.
38. Architectural Laboratory.—Work in the various architec-
tural arts taught in the department will be executed from original
designs produced by the students in their classrooms. No student
will be admitted to the studio work until he shall have produced a
design worthy of execution. I, II; (3). Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Art and Design i, 3; Architecture 7, 36.
41. Esthetics of Form and Color.—A series of lectures on the
esthetic principles that underlie pleasing combinations of form and
color, together witli the preparation of diagrams in color, illustra-
ting the bases of harmonious design. /; (2). Professor Wells.
Prerequisite: Freshman year in any college of the University.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Architectural Construction.—This may include a study
of large wooden buildings, the uses of stone and certain ceramic
products in buildings, steel frame buildings, fireproofing buildings,
slow-burning buildings, or of plain and reinforced concrete build-
ings, or of a combination of these.
102. The Sanitation of Buildings.—This may include the ar-
rangement of public buildings with reference to sanitation, systems
of heating and of ventilation, or of systems of electric wiring and
lighting, or of a combination of these.
103. Architectural Drawing.—This may include advanced
graphic statics, stereotomy, advanced perspective, or advanced water
color painting, or a combination of these.
104. Architectural Design.—This may include a study with
practice covering the evolution of architectural styles, advanced
architectural design, applied estlietics, or of industrial design, or
of a combination of these.
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105. Architectural Practice.—This may include the translation
of some selected architectural book, indexing and classification of
data, architectural photography, methods of reproducing drawings
and specifications, preparation of specifications and estimates for
large buildings, office arrangement and methods, or a combination
of these.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
I. Roads and Pavements.—The value and importance of road
improvement in country highways and the best means of securing it
are considered, together with the principles and details of construc-
tion of earth, gravel, and macadam roads. In regard to city streets,
the methods of construction, cost, durability, and desirability of th.?
various kinds of pavement, and the question of grades, cross-sections,
methods of assessment of cost, and methods of maintenance and
cleaning are treated. Baker's Roads and Pavements. II; (2).
Mr. Slippy.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; General Engineering Drawing i,
2; Civil Engineering 21, 22, 23.
4. Railroad Surveying.—In the field practice the class makes
preliminary and location surveys of a line of railroad of sufficient
length to secure familiarity with the methods of actual practice.
Each student makes a complete set of notes, maps, profiles, calcula-
tions and estimates. The principles of economic location and the
construction of railways are considered. A study is made of rail-
way appliances and of maintenance-of-way practice. Nagle's Field
Manual for Railroad Engineers. I; (5). Mr. Smith, Mr. Slippy,
Mr. Pickels.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 21, 22, 23.
4a. Railroad Surveying.—The first eleven weeks of course 4,
for students in municipal and sanitary engineering. (3).
5. Masonry Construction.—In addition to text-book work the
students have experiments in the cement laboratory. Baker's Ma-
sonry Construction. I; (5). Professor Baker, Associate Professor
Brooks, Associate Parker.
Prerequisite : Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7, 8, 9, 10.
6. Masonry and Reinforced-Concrete Design.—The design of
masonry and reinforccd-concrete structures. //; (2). Associate
Professor Brooks, Associate Parker.
Prerequisite. Civil Engineering 5.
10. Surveying.—For students in the courses of architecture,
architectural engineering, electrical engineering and mchcanical engi-
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neering. Areas with chains and compass, U. S. public land surveys,
and principles of re-establishing corners ; use of transit in finding dis-
tance, areas, and in laying out buildings ; use of the level in finding
profiles and contours. Pence and Ketchum's Surveying Manual.
II; (2). Mr. Smith, j\Ir. Slippy, Mr. Pickels.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 4; General Engineering Drawing i,
2; Physics I, 3.
12. Bridge Analysis.—Instruction and practice are given in the
computation of the stresses in the various forms of bridge trusses,
by algebraic and graphical methods, under different conditions of
loading. Merriman and Jacoby's Roofs and Bridges, Part 'J'zco;
Dufour's Bridge Engineering, Part One. I; (2). Assistant Pro-
fessor DUFOUR.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7, 8, 9, 10;
and for civil engineering students. Civil Engineering 19 and 20, and
for architectural engineers, Architecture 5.
13. Bridge Details.—The student makes a tracing of a shop
drawing of a bridge, then makes a critical report upon each element
of the design, and computes the cost of the bridge. Afterward a
comparative study is made of the several forms of details em-
ployed by leading designers. /; (3). Assistant Professor Dufour,
Assistant Professor M.^lcolm, Associate Parker.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 12 and free-hand sketches, with
dimensions, showing full details of a bridge measured by the stu-
dent.
13b. Structural Details.—The same as course 13 above, for
mining engineering students, except that instead of studying bridges,
coal tipples and head frames are studied. /; (2).
14. Bridge Design.—Each student designs a railroad plate gir-
der and a truss span, proportioning the sections and working out the
details, and afterward makes a complete set of drawings. Dufour's
Bridge Engineering, Part Tz(jo. II; (5). Assistant Professor
Dufour, Assistant Professor Malcolm.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 12, 13.
14a. Bridge Design.—Part of course 14 above, for municipal
and sanitary engineering students. //; (2).
14b. Structural Design.—Part of course 14 above, arranged
for mining engineering students. //,• (2).
15. Advanced Bridge Analysis.—The computations of stresses
and deflections of continuous, draw, cantilc\cr, su'^pcnsion, and
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mctal-arcli bridges; and also tlic investigation of tlic statically
-
indeterminate stresses of framed structures. Mcrriman and Jacoby's
Roofs and Bridges, Part Four. II; (2). Assistant Professor
DUFOUR.
16. Engineering Contracts and Specifications.—A study is
made of the fundamental principles of the law of contract, and of
examples of the general and technical clauses of various kinds used
in engineering specifications. Johnson's Engineering Contracts and
Specifications. II; (2). Associate Professor Brooks.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 5, 12, 13; Municipal and Sani-
tary Engineering 2, 3.
18. Tunneling.—A study is made of the principles of tunnel-
ing, .and of the methods employed in constructing the more noted
tunnels. Stauffer's Modern Tunnel Practice. II; (i). Associate
Professor Brooks.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering i, 11 ; Chemistry i ; Phys-
ics I, 3; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7, 8, 9, 10; Civil lui-
gineering 5, 12, 13, 14.
20. Graphic Statics.—Elements of graphic statics and applica-
tions in designing structures. Malcolm's Elements of Graphic
Statics. II; (2). Associate Parker.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4, 6; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 7, 8, 9, 10; General Engineering Drawing i, 2.
21. Surveying.—Recitations, lectures, field and office work in
the theory, use and adjustment of the compass, level transit, plane
table, and sextant. The field work includes the determination of
distances by pacing and with the chain and tape; the determination
of areas with the compass, transit, and plane table; profile leveling.
A careful study is made of the U. S. land survey methods, and
court decisions relating to the re-establishment of corners, boun-
daries, partition of land, interpretation of deeds, and in city and
farm surveying. Tracy's Plane Surveying; Pence and Ketclium's
Surveying Manual. I; (5). Mr. Richey, Mr. Wiley, Mr. Hender-
son, Mr. Alger.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i, 2; Mathematics 4.
22. Topographic Surveying.—The theory and use of the stadia
and other instruments used in making a topographic survey are
considered, as are also the methods of topographic surveying. Some
time is given to topographic drawing. A complete topographic sur-
vey based on a system of triangulafion is executed, including the
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calculations, and plotting and completing the map. Some attention
is given to the precise measurement of bases and angles. Tracy's
Plane Surveying; Pence and Kctchum's Surveying Manual. II ; (4).
Mr. RicHEY, Mr. Wiley, Mr. Henderson, Mr. Alger.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 21 ; General Engineering Draw-
ing I, 2; Mathematics 4.
22b. Topographic Surveying.—Students in IMining Engineering
substitute special work in mine surveying for a portion of course
22. //; (3).
23. R.MLROAD Curves.—A study is made of the geometry of the
circle as applied to railroad curves and of the methods of locating
curves in the field. Nagle's Field Manual for Railroad Engineers.
Taken in connection with Topographic Surveying (C.E. 22). II;
(i). Mr. RiCHEY, Mr. Wiley, Mr. Henderson, Mr. Alger.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 21, 22; General Engineering
Drawing i, 2; Mathematics 4.
24. Metal Structures.—The design and calculation of stresses
in mill and steel-skeleton buildings. Kctchum's Steel Mill Build-
ings and lectures. /; (i). Assistant Professor Malcolm.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 12, 13, 19, 20.
25. Seminary.—A weekly meeting for the reading and discus-
sion of papers. Each student prepares and presents one major and
two minor papers upon assigned topics, and participates in the dis-
cussion of other papers when called upon. Open only to senior
civil engineering students. //; (i). Professor Baker.
30. Thesis.—The preliminary work on the thesis is begun in the
first semester, a weekly conference being required, but no specific
time is set apart on the program for doing the work or for this con-
ference. A credit of one semester hour is allowed for thesis work
during the first semester. In the second semester weekly confer-
ences are required, and a credit of two semester hours is granted
The preparation of the thesis may require more time tlian a three
semester-hour subject. /; (1); //; (2).
courses for graduates
107. Bridge Design.—The determination of the stresses in swing,
cantilever and suspension bridges; and a study of structural details,
of shop equipment, and of methods of fabrication. This work may
require an inspection of, and report upon, bridge shops or of work
in progress. / or II; (3 to 15). Assistant Professor Dufour.
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no. Metallic Building Construction.—The design of the
metal skeleton of buildings for various purposes. The work is
taught by means of lectures, problems and inspection of construc-
tion work in progress. / or II; (3 to 5). Assistant Professor Mal-
colm.
115. Reinforced-Concrete Design.—A study of the materials,
the design, the forms, and the erection of reinforced-concrete struc-
tures. / or II; (3 to 10). Associate Professor Brooks.
129. General Engineering Experience.—Under this head may
be considered the practical experience of graduates of the University
of Illinois in actual engineering work, provided before the work is
begun the head of the department agrees to consider such work
with a view of counting it toward an advanced degree. To obtain
credit for such experience the student may be required to submit
reports, designs, etc., or may be required to take an examination.
Associate Professor Brooks.
DRAWING, GENERAL ENGINEERING
1. Elements of Drafting.—The work of this course gives the
student practice in lettering, orthographic projection, isometric and
oblique drawing, machine sketching, and in the making of working
drawings. In the instruction in lettering, stress is laid on free-hand
styles and in the making of titles for working drawings. The prac-
tice in mechanical drawing includes work from copy and from
model. The drawing rooms are supplied with numerous parts of
standard machines, serving as models from which students are
taught to make dimensioned sketches, followed by complete work-
ing drawings. Time sketches of the equipment in the shops and
laboratories also constitute a portion of the course. IVilson and
McMaster's Notes on Practical Mechanical Drawing.
The architectural students are given practice in drawing the
orders of architecture in place of the machine parts. Ware's Ameri-
can Vignola. I; (4). Mr. McMaster, Mr. Porter, Mr. Miller,
Mr. Steward, Mr. Martin.
2. Descriptive Geometry.—Problems are solved relating to the
point, line, and plane, to the properties of surfaces, and to inter-
sections and developments. Practice is given in the application of
fundamental principles by the solution of practical problems.
Recitations precede the work in the drawing room at each period.
//; (4). Mr. McMaster, Mr. Porter, Mr. Miller, Mr. Steward,
Mr. Martin.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i.
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ELECTRICAL ENGLNEERLXG
1. Electrical Engineering.—Principles of electrical machinery;
selection, installation, and operation; distribution of power; motor
applications. //; (2). Assistant Professor Paine.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3; Mathematics 9.
2. Electrical Engineering.—Lectures and recitations accom-
panying Electrical Engineering 28, laboratory practice; for students
in civil engineering. Similar to Electrical Engineering l. /; (2).
Mr. Willson.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3; Mathematics 9.
3. Dynamo Electrical 1\L\chinery.—Laws of electric and mag-
netic circuits. Principles underlying the construction and operation
of generators and motors. /; (3). Assistant Professor Paine and
Mr. Willson.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3; Mathematics 9.
4. Telegraphy and Telephony.—Fundamental principles of
electric signalling, with illustrations from modern telegraphic meth-
ods. Wireless telegraphy. Theory of the telephone; commercial in-
struments; switching methods. Line construction. //; (2). Assis-
tant Professor Paine.
Prerequisite : Physics 4; Electrical Engineering 5.
5. Alternating Currents.—A mathematical and graphical treat-
ment of the principles of periodic currents, with theory of the trans-
former. Application of theory in generators, motors, and trans-
formers. //; (4). Assistant Professor Paine.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 3; Physics 4.
6. Alternating Currents.—A short course in alternating cur-
rent theory and practice; for mechanical engineers. /; (2). Assis-
tant Professor Waldo.
Prerequisite : Electrical Engineering 16.
9. Lighting.—For architects. Electric lamps and other illumi-
nants, and their effective use. Interior wiring. Methods of elec-
trical distribution. //; for nine weeks (i). Assistant Professor
Paine.
II. Power Plants.—Principles governing the location of power
plants, both steam and hydraulic. Selection and installation of gen-
erating units; management and testing of complete plants. Estimates,
specifications, and superintendence. //; (3). Assistant Professor
Waldo.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 5 and 15.
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12. Electro-Chemistry.—Theory and application upon an en-
gineering scale of electrolysis and heat in the manufacture of metals
and other products. The electric furnace. Storage battery enginecr-
mg. //; (2). Assistant Professor Waldo.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 3 and 22.
13. Seminary.—A weekly meeting for the discussion of topics
from current periodicals, and of scientific papers. /, //; (i). Assis-
tant Professor Paine.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 3 and 5.
14. Advanced Altern.\ting Currents.—Steinmctz symbolic
method. The various types of alternating current motors;—induc-
tion, repulsion and series, also synchronous converters, and their
application. /; (3). Assistant Professor Bryant, Mr. James.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 5.
15. Electric Distribution.—Economic arrangement of electric
circuits; line construction overhead and underground; calculation of
long distance transmission lines; effective lighting. /; (3). Assis-
tant Professor Paine.
Prerequisite : Electrical Engineering 3 and 5.
16. Dynamo-Electric Machinery.—Fundamental principles of
generators, motors, and distribution circuits. Use of storage bat-
teries. This course includes laboratory practice (for mechanical en-
gineers). //; (4). Assistant Professor Paine.
20. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.— (Special)—An elec-
tive course for juniors or seniors. It may include the construction
of special apparatus or other work approved by the department.
/, //; (i to 3). Assistant Professor Bryant, Mr. Willson.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 22.
21. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—A short course in
laboratory practice accompanying Electrical Engineering i. Illus-
tration of the principles of dynamos, motors, and transformers. /;
(2). Assistant Professor Bryant, Mr. James. (Not given after
1909)
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering i.
22. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Experimental study
of direct current dynamos and motors; use of measuring instru-
ments; operation of electrical machinery; complete tests similar to
those made by dynamo manufacturers. /; (2). Assistant Professor
Bryant, Mr. Willson, Mr. Hake, Mr. Fisk, Mr. James.
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 3.
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23. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Study of alternating
current circuits, instruments and machines. Photometry. //; (2).
Assistant Professor Bryant, Mr. Willson, Mr. Hake, Mr. James.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 3 and 22.
24. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced direct and
alternating current testing. /; (2). Assistant Professor Bryant,
Mr. WiLLSON, Mr. James, Mr. Hake.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 23.
27. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alterna-
ting current testing. //; (2). Assistant Professor Bryant. Mr.
Willson, Mr. Hake, Mr. James.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 24.
28. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—A short course in
laboratory practice accompanying Electrical Engineering 2. Illus-
tration of principles and operation of dynamos, motors and trans-
formers. /; (i). Mr. Hake.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering i or 2.
29. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—For students in Me-
chanical Engineering. Alternating current operation and testing.
//; (2). Assistant Professor Bryant, Mr. Hake.
22. Electrical Design.—Calculation and design of electro-
magnets and of dynamos, direct and alternating;, and of trans-
formers. /; (2). Assistant Professor Waldo, Mr. Fisk.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 3 and 5.
S3. Power Plant Design.—Drawings and specifications for a
complete plant, or design for a switchboard and distribution system.
//; (i). Assistant Professor Waldo, Mr. Fisk.
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 5 and 15.
35. Thesis.—Preliminary reading and investigation are done
during the first semester without special assignment of credit ; the
credit granted the second semester often docs not duly cover the
time devoted to thesis work. Subjects must be chosen and approved
before the first Monday in November. //; (3).
courses for gradltates
loi. Theory of Alternating Currents.—A study of polyphase
circuits, alternating current machinery, alternating current measur-
ing apparatus, or a combination of these subjects. Assistant Pro-
fessor Paine.
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102. The Generation, Transmission, and Utilization of
Electrical Energy.—A study of dynamo-electric machinery, light
and power plants, switchboards, transmission lines, motor driving,
electrometallurgy, or a combination of these subjects. Assistant
Professor Paine.
103. Electrical Design.—The development of plans for an
electrical machine or apparatus of specific character, or for the ar-
rangement of an electrical plant, or for the installation of such
machinery or apparatus. Assistant Professor Waldo.
104. Electrical Engineering Research.—An experimental in-
vestigation of some electrical phenomena, or tests of some elec-
trical machine, or of a plant of such machines. Assistant Pro-
fessor Bryant.
MECHANICAL EXGIXEERIXG
1. Shop Practice.—The aim of the work in the shops is to make
the student as familiar with up-to-date mechanical practice as is
possible in the time allowed. In each shop the course begins with
a series of exercises designed to give the student an idea of the
fundamental operations and the use and capacity of the tools and
machines available. The student then undertakes the production
of parts of some pieces of apparatus or machine. The work of
the freshman year is divided into three parts, as follows
:
Pattern Work (18 weeks).—After a short course of exercises
the student is given actual pattern construction, the pattern being
selected, as far as possible, from parts of actual machines under
construction in the shops. Blue prints are used and the students
thus get practice in reading drawings.
Forge Work (9 weeks).—The course consists of a series of exer-
cises giving a knowledge of the principles involved in the working
of iron and steel in the forge. Attention is given to the working
and heat treatment of steel, including the handling of the modern
high speed steels.
Foundry Work (9 weeks).—This course covers the molding and
core work, also the melting and casting of iron and brass. Practice
is given in the mixing of iron and the operation of the cupola, also
in the mixing and melting of brass and other soft metals. /, II
;
(3). Assistant Professor Gill, Mr. Ellis, Mr. Lanham, Mr. Cas-
per, Mr. Cook, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Gawne.
2. Machi.n'e Shop Practice.—The work in the machine shop is
organized on a plan similar to that used in the pattern shop. A
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series of exercises at the beginning of the course makes the student
familiar with the standard machine tools and with ordinary shop
processes. Later in the course the student is expected to finish a
complete machine. /; (3), //; (2). Assistant Professor Gill, Mr.
SCROGGIN, Mr. GOBEN, Mr. Br.^dford.
3. Power Measurement.—This course includes a study of the
apparatus used in engine and boiler tests—scales, thermometers, in-
dicators, brakes and dynamometers, gauges, calorimeters, etc. The
methods of calibrating and using such apparatus are taught. Tests
for indicating horse-power are made on steam engines, pumps, and
gas engines. Students are required to make reports on all experi-
ments undertaken. /; (2). Assistant Professor Thorpe, Mr. G.\r-
LAND, Mr. GODEKE.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering i, 2; Mathematics 9.
4. Elements of Machine Design.—The aim of this course
is to familiarize the student with machine elements, such as bolts,
keys, journals, bearings, couplings, gears, etc. Problems are given
requiring simple calculations for strength. Considerable attention
is paid to forms of gear teeth and to spur and bevel gears.
Outline of the subject—Fastenings; riveted joints and boiler
stays; journals, pivots, shafts; bearings; forms of gear teeth; spur
gears ; bevel gears ; cams ; stepped cones for open belts ; point
paths. Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Pockethook; also Umvin's
Machine Design. I; (2). Mr. Dunkin, Mr. Bench, Mr. Dirks.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing i.
5. Mechanism (Kinematics of Machinery).—The object of the
course in mechanism is to make the student familiar with typical
mechanisms and mechanical movements and with the kinematic prin-
ciples involved in laying out such mechanisms. In the analysis of
existing mechanisms, the methods of Reulcaux are followed. The
character of the pairing is studied and tests for constraint are ap-
plied. Following the analysis, the motion system is studied both by
the methods of instantaneous centers and by the method of velocity
polygons. Special attenion is given to parallel motions, quick
return motions, valve gears, and epicylic trains. Dunkerley's
Mechanism supplemented by notes. /, //; (3). Mr. Dunkin,
Mr. Dirks.
Prerequisite: Physics i and 3. Registration in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 7.
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6. Hkat Engines.—A continuation of course 7. Tlic principles
of thcrmodjnamics are applied to the study of modern heat motors,
including the steam engine, steam turbine, gas engine, air com-,
pressor, and refrigerating machine. Considerable attention is paid
to mi.xtures of gases and to the combustion of gaseous fuels. The
theory of the steam turbine is developed sufficiently to give the
student a good knowledge of the principles underlying turbine de-
sign. /; (2). Associate Professor Goodf.nough.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 7.
7. Thermodyn.\mics.—The fundamental laws governing the
transformation of heat into work are first carefully presented, special
attention being given to the second law and its connection with
irreversible processes. These laws are then used in the study of the
properties of heat media, the perfect gases, saturated and superheated
vapors, including ammonia, sulphur dioxide, etc. The course con-
cludes with a study of the flow of liquids, which furnishes the
necessary preparation for the subsequent work in steam turbines.
//; (3). Associate Professor Goodenough.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8; Mathe-
matics 9a.
8. Mech.vnics of M.^CHINERY.—The principles of theoretical
mechanics are applied to various classes of machinery. The work is
varied from year to year, but includes some of the following topics
:
friction in machine parts ; useful application of friction as in fric-
tion clutches and brakes; transmission of power by ropes and belt-
ing; brakes, clutches, and dynamometers; hoisting machinery, in-
cluding rope and chain blocks ; hoisting in mines ; elevators and
cranes; hydraulic machinery including accumulators, centrifugal
pumps, etc. ; air machinery including fans, blowers, air compressors,
air motors and transmission of power by means of air. /; (3).
Assistant Professor Leutwiler.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 9, 11; Me-
chanical Engineering 5, 7.
9. Machine Design.—Two lines of work are undertaken
:
(a) Inventive Problems.—These problems require considerable
invention on the part of the student; two classes of such problems
are given, (i) Designs of parts of machines or of mechanisms to
accomplish a definite purpose or to effect a certain predetermined
motion. (2) The design of a number of jigs and fixtures appli-
cable to drilling, milling, boring and turning operations. In these
problems the student is given a short specification with necessary
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sketches, and in some cases certain limitations or restrictions are
placed upon the use of certain machine elements.
(b) Advanced Design.—The design of machinery subjected to
heavy and variable stresses, such as punches, shears, presses, rivet-
ers and cranes. Before making the actual design of a machine the
theory of machine design is studied and various applications are
taken up in detail. This is followed by an investigation of an actual
machine similar to the one about to be designed. The student is
furnished with certain data and specifications and is then required
to make necessary calculations and submit them in the form of a
report for the instructor's approval. He then makes the complete
design accompanied with a bill of material. /, //; (3). Assistant
Professor Leutwiler, Mr. Dunkin.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8, 9; Mechani-
cal Engineering i, 2, 3, 4, 5.
11. Steam Engines and Boilers.—For students in civil, archi-
tectural and municipal engineering. The course includes the con-
struction, operation, and care of boilers and engines ; elementary
thermodynamics; the indicator and indicator diagrams; steam en-
gine performance. //; (3). Mr. Bench.
Prerequisite : Physics i.
12. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—This course in-
cludes experiments on engines, pumps, boilers, injectors, air com-
pressors, hoisting appliances, etc. ; also experiments with the trans-
mission dynamometer on the power required by shop machinery.
Tests of power plants in the vicinity are made. By special arrange-
ment with the management of the Peoria and Eastern Railroad, the
Urbana shops and power plants are made available for experimental
work. The railway test car affords opportunity for tests in the line
of railway engineering. In some cases groups of students are as-
signed advanced constructive work in the shops to impress upon
them the intimate relations existing between the shop and designing
room. Carpenter's Experimental Engineering. I; (3). Assistant
Professor Thorpe, Mr. Godeke, Mr. Garland.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 3, 7, 16.
13. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—This is a labora-
tory course for students in other departments of the College of En-
gineering. It includes the testing and calibration of instruments and
apparatus, use of the indicator, calculation of horse-power and steam
consumption, reading of indicator diagrams, and valve setting. //;
(3). Assistant Professor Thorpe, Mr. Garland, Mr. Godeke.
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14. Design of Power Plants.—Each student is required to
make a design, with estimates and specifications, of some form of
power plant. //; (3). Assistant Professor Leutwiler, Assistant
Professor Thorpe.
15. Thermodynamics and Heat Engines.—For electrical en-
gineering students. This course covers the same ground as courses
6 and 7, but in a shorter time. /, //; (3). Associate Professor
GooDENOucH, Mr. Dirks, Mr. Bench.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 11 or 16 or 23.
16. Steam Engineering.—An elementary course, the object of
which is to familiarize the student with engines, boilers, pumps,
condensers, and other steam machinery so that he may intelligently
take up the advanced courses in thermodynamics and heat engines.
II ; (3). Mr. Dirks, Mr. Bench, Mr. Garland.
19. Seminary.—The work of this course supplements the other
studies of the senior year. Papers on subjects relating to current
engineering practice are read and discussed. Each student subscribes
for a technical journal, and the indexing of current engineering lit-
erature is a part of the work of this course. /, //; (i). Assistant
Professor Thorpe.
20. Shop Practice for Special Students.—This course is open
to those entering as special students, as defined elsewhere under
"Admission." The work done does not count for a credit for gradu-
ation in any of the technical courses. Mr. Scroggin.
21. Forge Shop Practice.—For students taking the course in
agriculture. Instruction is given in forging, such as will be of use
to the practical farmer. The course may be started at the beginning
or middle of either semester. Six hours a week; (2). Mr. Lan-
uam, Mr. Cook.
22. Wood Shop Practice.—For students taking the course in
agriculture. Students should arrange with the instructor for nine
hours of work each week. / or II; (3). Mr. Ellis.
23. Steam Engineering.—For students in electrical engineer-
ing. The course covers substantially the same ground as courses 11
and 16. //; (3). Mr. Dirks, Mr. Garland.
26. Advanced Shop Practice.—An elective course for juniors or
seniors who desire to take up advanced work in any of the shops.
The work may include the construction of commercial machinery,
the construction of apparatus or machines originally designed by the
student, or a study of modern shop processes, especially those re-
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lating to the production of interchangeable parts by means of jigs
and templates. The course may be begun in either semester. Time
and credits tvill he arranged. Assistant Professor Gill, Mr.
SCROGGIN.
Prerequisite : Mechanical Engineering i, 2.
27. Advanced Laboratory Practice.—This course provides sen-
ior students an opportunity to take up special research work in the
mechanical engineering laboratory. The character of the work will
depend upon circumstances. Time and credits zvill be arranged by
consultation.. Assistant Professor Thorpe.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 3, 12.
29. Seminary for Juniors.—The work of this course requires a
study of technical publications and the presentation of abstracts of
important articles on engineering topics. It includes also a study
of the various technical indexes, methods of classification and filing
systems for clippings, catalogs, and drawings. //; (i). Assistant
Professor Thorpe.
Prerequisite: Rhetoric i.
30. Machinery and Manufacturing.—Construction, operation
and erection of "form changing machines." A study of machinery
that transforms raw material into a finished product. Manufacturers
vs. building; hand labor vs. automatic machinery; the American sys-
tem of interchangeable machine parts. /; (2). Assistant Professor
Gill.
31. Generation and Transmission of Power.—Elementary
principles of generation and transmission of power. Applications of
power for purposes of agriculture, manufacturing, mining and trans-
portation on land and water. //; (2). Assistant Professor Thorpe.
32. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—A laboratory
course in heating and ventilation. The work consists of the cali-
bration of necessary instruments, tests of various heating systems,
experiments on fans and blowers. /; (i). Assistant Professor
Thorpe.
33. Thesis.—Each senior student is required to take up some
special subject of investigation and prepare a thesis embodying a
review of the literature of the subject, the results of his investiga-
tion and a discussion of those results. During the second semester
weekly reports are required. A credit of three semester hours is
given, but the work may require for its completion more time than
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a three semester hour subject. //; (3). Associate Professor
GooDENOUGH, Assistant Professors Leutwiler, Thorpe and Giu,.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
T02. Modern Shop Methods and Management.—This course
inchidcs a study of modern methods of construction; special tools
and processes; cost-keeping; payment of labor, and kindred topics.
Lectures on organization and management are given. /, //; (2).
Assistant Professor Gill.
105. Kinematics and Graphic Kinetics.—The kinematic and
kinetic problems connected with typical mechanisms are analyzed
and studied. Graphical methods are for the most part employed.
The following is an outline of topics :—Construction of velocity and
acceleration polygons; the law of Coriolis and its applications;
kinetics of steam engine and quick return motions; analysis of
engine governors. //; (3). Mr. Dirks.
106. Heat Motors and Refrigerating Machinery.— Special
emphasis is laid on the advanced theory of the internal combustion
motor, and of the steam turbine. The general principles and meth-
ods of refrigeration arc studied. //; (3). Associate Professor
Goodenough.
107. Thermodynamics.—The general principles of thermody-
namics are developed and applied to the solution of various physical
and chemical problems. /; (2). Associate Professor Goodenough.
109. Machine Design.—Individual problems are assigned so
that the student may specialize along the line of his inclination. The
course also includes the general theory of rational design and the
application of mechanics of materials to design. I, II; (3). As-
sistant Professor Leutwiler.
1X2. Laboratory In\t;stigations.—This course consists of spe-
cial investigations of problems relating to combustion of fuel, boiler
economy, steam engines and turbines, gas engines and producers,
properties of explosive mixtures, mechanical refrigeration, etc. Em-
phasis is laid upon original work. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor
Thorpe.
114. Engineering Design.—The student is required to make a
design with estimates and specifications of a complete engineering
project, such as a manufacturing plant, a power plant, or a pumping
station. /, //; (3). Assistant Professors Thorpe and Leutwiler.
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MECHANICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
4. Elementary Mechanics.—To be taken instead of Analytical
Mechanics. The topics studied will be nearly identical, but the course
is somewhat simplified. Morlcy's Mechanics for Engineers. /; (4).
Mr. MuRDOCK.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6.
5. Strength of Materials.—This course is taken by students
in architecture. The course is nearly the same as Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 9, though somewhat simplified. Mcrrimaii's Me-
chanics of Materials. II; Laboratory xveekly; (4). ]\Ir. Murdock.
Prerequisite: IMathematics 2 and 4; Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 4 or 12.
6. Engineering Materials.—Weekly lectures on the properties
and requirements for materials used in engineering construction, the
effect of methods of manufacture upon the quality of the material
and the specifications and standard tests used to secure acceptable
grades of material. /; (i). Professor Talbot, Assistant Professor
Moore.
Prerequisite : Registration in Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 9.
7. 8. Analytical Mechanics.—The mechanics of engineering
rather than that of astronomy and physics is here considered. At-
tention is given to fixing the fundamental concepts and demonstra-
ting the general principles of equilibrium and motion and to the ap-
plication of principles and methods to engineering problems. Train-
ing in the statement of conditions and in the use of data is given.
This subject requires a thorough working knowledge of the mathe-
matics preceding it in the course. The work begins in the second
semester, and in the first semester of the following year it is given
concurrently with Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 9. Maurer's
Technical Mechanics. II ; (3) ; /; (2J/2). Assistant Professor Eng-
strom, Mr. Whittemore, Mr. ]\Iurdock, Mr. Enger, Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Noerenberg, Mr. Boomsliter, Mr. Seely.
Prerequisite : For 7, Mathematics 7, registration in Mathematics
9; for 8, Mathematics 9, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7.
9. Resistance of Materials.—Thorough training in the ele-
mentary principles of the mechanics of materials, with experiments
and investigations in tlie materials laboratory to verify the experi-
mental laws; problems in ordinary engineering practice to train the
student in the use of his knowledge. Attention is also given to the
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quality and requirements for structural materials. Mcniinan's Me-
chanics of Materials. This course is given concurrently 'with Theo-
retical and Applied Mechanics 8; Laboratory weekly. I; iiVi).
Assistant Professor Engstrom, Mr. Whittemore, Mr. Murdock, Mr.
Encer, Mr. Fleming, Mr. Noerenberg, Mr. Boomsliter, Mr. Seely.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 7; registration in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8.
ID. Hydraulics.—Text-book and laboratory work. The laws of
the pressure and the flow of water and its utilization as motive
power are considered. Experimental work in the observation and
measurement of pressure, velocity and flow, in power and efficiency,
and in the determination of experimental coefficients. Hoskins' Hy-
draulics. Laboratory weekly. II; (3). Assistant Professor Eng-
strom, Mr. Whittemore, Mr. Murdock, Mr. Enger, Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Noerenberg, Mr. Boomsliter, Mr. Seely.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 8.
11. Analytical Mechanics.—This course is an extension of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7 and 8 and is given to mechan-
ical engineers. Advanced work, principally in kinetics, is given
together with problems and applications. //; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Encstrom, Mr. Enger.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 8.
12. Elements of Mechanics.—This course is taken by students
in architecture. The topics studied are nearly identical with those
given in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 7 and 8, but each
topic is developed to a less extent, and the course as a whole is
somewhat simplified. Morley's Mechanics for Engineers. II; (5).
Mr. Murdock, Mr. Noerenberg.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 and 4.
courses for graduates
loi. Analytical Mechanics.—This is an extension of the un-
dergraduate course. The foundation of mechanics and its various
relations, the methods of treatment and attack and the study of the
more complex problems and applications are taken up. A critical
and comparative study of texts will also be made.
102. Resistance of Materials.—Advanced work on the proper-
ties of materials used in engineering construction and the methods
of determining these properties; analysis and investigation in me-
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chanics of materials, including the effect of form of member in a
structure or machine and the method of application of forces. Com-
parative study of texts may be made.
103. Hydraulics and Hydraulic Engineering.—The laws of
hydraulics and their application to engineering problems ; hydraulic
power and its development; design and investigation.
104. Experimental Work in the Laboratory of Applied Me-
chanics.— (a) Laboratory investigation in the materials testing lab-
oratory on materials and on their action as used in machines and
structures
;
(b) experimental work in the hydraulic laboratory with
pumps, motors and measuring devices, and the investigation of the
laws of hydraulics, the development of power and the study of vari-
ous hydraulic problems.
105. Experimental and Analytical Work in Reinforced Con-
crete.—Research work in reinforced concrete and the study of its
application to structures.
In the courses above named the work will be arranged to fit the
conditions of individual classes.
MINING ENGINEERING
1. Elementary Mining Principles.—This course is intended
to give in a descriptive way and without technical detail the gen-
eral processes of mining engineering, so that the student may see
the application of the various subjects subsequently taken up in his
course, and so that he may early in his course become familiar with
the principal mining terms. I ; (i). Professor Stoek.
2. Earth and Rock Excavation.—Includes explosives, blast-
ing, drilling, tunneling and shaft sinking. II ; (3). Professor Stoek.
3. Mining Methods.—The different methods of mining and
timbering, with special reference to coal and other bedded deposits.
/; (2). Professor Stoek.
4. Mine Surveying.—Instruments used in underground sur-
veying and in plumbing shafts. The application of general survey-
ing processes to underground work. Prospecting for coal. //; (i).
Professor Stoek.
5. Mine Ventilation.—Mine gases, safety lamps, explosions in
mines, rescue work, first aid, mine ventilation. //,• (3). Professor
Stokk.
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6. Mechanical Engineering of Mines.—Hoisting—ropes,
cages, lioisting, engines and otlicr appliances. Haulage—the differ-
ent systems used underground and on the surface, with the methods
of loading and unloading, mine stables, transportation of work-
men, signaling. Drainage of mines—mine dams, mine pumps. Tip-
ple arrangements. Coal washing. General surface plant. /; (5).
7. Mine Administration and Organization.—The general or-
ganization and administration of mining companies. Trade agree-
ments—relations between employers and employes. //; (i). Pro-
fessor Stoek.
8. Mining Law.—The general mining laws of the several states
and a critical study of the mining law of Illinois. //; (i). Pro-
fessor Stoek.
9. Economics of Coal.—The utilization and handling of coal,
including coking, briqueting, sampling, weathering, transportation
and marketing of coal. //; (i). Professor Stoek.
10. Mining Laboratory.—E.xperiments with safety lamps, ane-
mometers, water gauges, mine fans, coal washing machinery, etc. II
;
(2). Professor Stoek.
11. Thesis.—Each senior student is required to investigate a
special mining subject, and to prepare a thesis giving a review of
the literature on the subject, the results of any experimental work,
together with a general discussion of the entire subject. //; (3).
MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
2. Water Supply Engineering.—This subject is intended to
cover the principal features of water supply engineering, including
source of supply, hydraulics of wells, stream flow, impounding and
storage reservoirs, conduits and pipe lines, pump and pumping ma-
chinery, stand-pipes and elevated tanks, the distribution .system and
standards of purity of potable water. Designing weekly. Tumcaure
and Russell's Public Water Supplies. I ; (4). Mr. Habermeyer, Mr.
Enger.
Prerequisite : Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 9, 10; Chem-
istry I ; Mechanical Engineering 11.
3. Sewerage.—The design and methods of construction of sew-
erage systems are treated, including the following: Sanitary neces-
sity of sewerage; water carriage systems, both separate and com-
bined; surveys and general plans; hydraulics of sewers; house sew-
age and its removal; relation of rainfall to storm water f^ow; de-
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termination of size and capacity of sewers ; forms and strength of
sewer appurtenances ; modern methods of sewage disposal ; esti-
mates and specifications. Designing weekly. Folwell's Sewerage.
II; (3). Mr. Habermeyer, Mr. Enger.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 9, 10; Chem-
istry I ; Municipal and Sanitary Engineering 2.
Sa. Bacteriology.—For students in municipal and sanitary en-
gineering. This course includes the identification and classification
of bacteria, and of allied organisms, their relations to health and to
disease, the methods of separation and cultivation, and the methods
of air and water analysis. The laboratory is furnished with ster-
ilizers, culture ovens, microscopes, etc., and students have abundant
opportunity to do practical work. This course follows Civil Engi-
neering 4a. This course is similar to Botany 6. /; last 7 zveeks;
(2). Professor Burrill, Mr. Briscoe.
6a, b. Water Purification, Sewage Disposal and General
Sanitation.—This work includes the consideration of impurities in
water supplies and the study of the methods and processes of their
removal ; the modern methods of sewage disposal by filtration, chem-
ical precipitation, irrigation, etc., with a study of representative puri-
fication plants; garbage collection and disposal; sanitary restrictions
and regulations and general sanitation. Lectures, seminary work
and drafting. /; (3) ; //; (2). Professor Talbot, Mr. Haber-
meyer.
Prerequisite: Municipal and Sanitary Engineering 2, 5a; Chem-
istry I, 3b, lob, and registration in Municipal and Sanitary Engineer-
ing 3-
7. Water Supply Engineering.—This course is similar to Mu-
nicipal and Sanitary Engineering 2, and is intended for students in
sanitary science. Designing weekly. Turneaure's Public Water
Supplies. I ; (4). Professor Talbot, Mr. Habermeyer.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 4, 5, 10; Chem-
istry 3.
8. Sewerage.—This course is similar to Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering 3, and is intended for students in sanitary science. De-
signing weekly. Folwell's Sewerage. II; (3). Professor Talbot,
Mr. Habermeyer.
9. Hydraulic Design and Construction.—This course takes
up the design and methods of construction of reservoirs, dams, con-
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duits and waterways and a brief study of Iiydraulic engineering
problems. //; (2). Mr. Enger.
30. Thesis.—This work is required in the senior year. It takes
up an investigation or design of an engineering problem. //; (2).
Professor Talbot, Mr. Habermeyer.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
102. Water Supply Engineering.—Advanced work in water
supply engineering will be arranged to fit the conditions of indi-
vidual classes. Sources and requirements of water supply, general
water-works construction, pumps and pumping, design of reser-
voirs and elevated tanks, and water-works operations and the val-
uation of plants are among the topics which may be treated.
103. Sewerage.—General sewerage design and construction, a
study of sewerage systems, hydraulics of sewers, and a study of
run-ofif are examples of the work which may be taken up.
106. Water Purification, Sewage Disposal and General San-
itation.—The design, construction and operation of water purifica-
tion plants and of sewage disposal works, the study of existing
plants, comparison of results and cost of construction and operation
may be taken up in this course. Experimental work on water filters,
septic tanks, etc., may be included. Garbage disposal and general
sanitation may also be taken.
RAILWAY MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1. Locomotives.—This is an introductory course and includes a
study of the mechanics of the locomotive and some problems rela-
ting to its operation. In it are considered the engine and valve
mechanism, counterbalancing, the determination of tractive effort,
tonnage rating problems, and the development of types. The course
is co-ordinaled especially with courses 2 and 8. /; (2). Associate
Professor Schmidt.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 9; Mechanical
Engineering 3, 15 and 16.
2. Locomotive Design.—Calculations and design of engine and
boiler details. Study of current standards and proportions. Draft-
ing room systems. /; (3). Mr. Williamson.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering i to 5, 15. 16; Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics 9; Registration in Railway Engineering i.
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3. Shops and Auxiliary Equipment.—A study of the design
and equipment of railway shops and roundhouses, and of their man-
agement and organization. A portion of the time is devoted to
the consideration of water purifying plants and pumping stations
and to a study of air-brake equipment. The class-room work is
supplemented by shop visits. //; (2). Mr. Williamson.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 3 and 4; Chemistry ib
or la.
4. Locomotive Performance.—A study of locomotive boiler and
engine performance. This includes the consideration of the influ-
ence upon performance of such factors as combustion rate, steam
pressure, speed, cut-ofT and other valva relations, compounding and
superheating. /; (2). Mr. Williamson.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8; Mechanical
Engineering i to 5, 15, 16.
7. Advanced Design.—Advanced problems in locomotive and
car design. This is a continuation of the work in course 2. II;
(3). Associate Professor Schmidt, Mr. Williamson.
Prerequisite : Railway Engineering 2.
8. Dynamometer Car Tests.—By the use of the railway test
car in trains on the Illinois Central Railroad investigations of train
resistance and locomotive tractive effort are made in this course.
The applications of the results to the determination of tonnage
ratings are discussed and exemplified by special problems. /; (2).
Associate Professor Schmidt, Mr. Marquis.
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
10. Seminary.—Discussion of current topics and review of rail-
way journals. Assigned topics and reports. /, //; (i). Associate
Professor Schmidt, Mr. Kendall.
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
11. Railway Tests.—This course is for students in other de-
partments of the College of Engineering. It includes train resist-
ance tests on steam roads and work with the electric test car. //;
(2). Mr. Williamson, Mr. Marquis, Mr. Kendall.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 3; Electrical Engineer-
ing 6.
30. Thesis.—The thesis is designed to supply the opportunity
for the demonstration of the student's ability independently to apply
his training to the solution of some problem or the investigation
of some subject. The thesis may consist of an original experimental
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investigation, or may be the analysis and discussion of data already
in existence. A credit of three hours is given, but more time may
be required. //; (3). Associate Professor Schmidt, Assistant Pro-
fessor Roberts, Mr. Marquis, Mr. Williamson, Mr. Kendall.
RAILWAY CIVIL ENGINEERING
31. Railway Yards and Terminals.—Instruction is given in
the theory and practice of the proper location of frogs and switches
and in the design of yard tracks to insure efficiency of operation.
The course includes a consideration of the details of track construc-
tion. //; (3). Assistant Professor Roberts.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 4.
2,2. Railway Structures.—Each student makes a set of draw-
ings of the details of railway structures, the dimensions being of
his own measurement. He afterwards is given problems in original
design which are criticised and corrected. //; (2). Assistant Pro-
fessor Roberts.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 4; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 7, 8, 9.
22,- Economic Theory of Railway Location.—This course is
a study of the influence of location upon the net earning power of
a line of railway. /; (4). Assistant Professor Roberts.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 4; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 7 and 8.
35. Signal Engineering.—A study is made of the general ar-
rangement of automatic block signals on single and double track
lines and of interlocking systems for terminals, as well as of the
details of construction and of operation. /; (i). Assistant Pro-
fessor Roberts.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 4.
50. Seminary.—A weekly meeting for the presentation and dis-
cussion of papers on a prearranged course of reading. This work
is supplementary to that of the class-room, and includes reviews of
current engineering literature and of standard works of interest to
railway engineers. //; (i). Assistant Professor Roberts.
RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
61. Traction.—This course is for students who are taking either
electrical engineernig or railway mechanical engineering. It in-
cludes a study of electric railway equipment and of the problems
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of steam road electrification. Some of the work of the course is ex-
emplified by the use of the electric test car owned by the department.
//; (2). Mr. Kendall.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8; Electrical
Engineering 16 and 6, or 3 and 23.
63. Railway Laboratory and Road Tests.—Electrical labora-
tory problems as well as electric car and dynamometer car tests to
determine train resistance and power consumption for electric cars
and steam trains under various conditions. //; (3). Mr. Kendall,
Mr. Marquis.
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64 and Electrical Engineer-
ing 23.
64. Electric Railway Practice.—This course forms with course
65 a series, in which are studied the engineering problems which,
in electric railway practice, present themselves in preliminary road
location, in the selection of rolling stock and rolling stock equip-
ment, and in the operation and maintenance of central stations, sub-
stations and distributing systems. /; (3). Mr. Kendall.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 8; Electrical
Engineering 5 and 23.
65. Electric Railway Practice.—This is a continuation of
course 64. In addition to the matter there indicated it includes a
consideration of the problem of steam road electrification. //; (3).
Mr. Kendall.
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64.
courses for graduates
102. Locomotive Design.—Study and analysis of modern prac-
tice concerning steam pressure, compounding, superheating, etc. The
work in this course may be arranged to suit special requirements
of the individual student. Professor Goss.
106. Locomotive Operation.—Study and determination of train
resistance and locomotive tractive effort. The application of these
and other matters in the establishment of tonnage ratings. Asso-
ciate Professor Schmidt.
108. Electric Railway Practice.—This course deals with the
design, selection, operation and maintenance of electric railway
equipment. Central station, sub-station, rolling stock and line equip-
ment are considered. The emphasis is put upon either design or
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operation, according to the training and purpose of the student. Mr.
Kendall.
no. Railway Location.—This course is essentially a study ol
the effects of the location of a railway upon its earning capacity.
It deals with the engineering and economic problems met with in
original location, as well as in the relocation and reduction of grades
of existing lines. Assistant Professor Roberts.
AGRICULTURAL GROUP
AGRONOMY
1. Drainage.—Location of drains, leveling, digging, laying tile,
filling and subsequent care ; cost of construction and efficiency. Lec-
tures, laboratory and field practice. /; first half; (2J/2). Mr.
White.
2. Field Machinery.—Simple machines, whiffletrees, ropes and
chains. The construction, operation, adjustments and cost of plows,
harrows, drills, mowers, binders, spreaders, wagons, etc. Lectures
and laboratory practice, including setting up and testing some of
the most important field machines. /; (3). Alternating with M. E.
21 or 22 if desired. Mr. White, Mr. Dickerson.
3a. Farm Power Machinery.—Study of the gasoline engine,
methods of ignition, including batteries, magnetos and dynamos
;
working principles, construction, operation and adjustment. Lec-
tures and laboratory practice. Alternates with M. E. 21 or 22 if
desired. //; first half; {iVz). Mr. Dickerson.
3b. Farm Power Machinery.—Pipes, belts, pulleys, gearwheels
and shafting, kinds and cost. A study of treadmills, windmills,
hydraulic rams and steam engines—their construction, adaptability,
durability, operation and cost. Lectures and laboratory work. II;
second half; {lYi). Mr. Dickerson.
4. Farm Buildings.—The arrangement, design, construction
and cost of farm buildings, including machinery sheds, granaries,
corn cribs, chicken houses, swine houses, barns and dwelling houses.
Drafting of buildings, lectures and assigned readings. //; (5). Mr.
Ekblaw.
5. Seeds.—Quality and preservation. Judging of corn, oats,
wheat, etc., and a study of market grades of farm crops; shrinkage
of grain and care of stored crops to prevent injury and loss. Class
and laboratory work. /; first half; (2J/2). Mr. Center, Mr. Lum-
BRICK.
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6. Seeds.—Germination and growth. Vitality, germination, pres-
ervation of seeds, methods of seeding; conditions of plant growth;
peculiarities of agricultural plants in respect to structure, habits
and requirements for successful growth ; enemies to plant growth,
weeds and weed seeds, their identification and methods of destruc-
tion, fungous diseases, such as smut of oats and wheat, and blight,
scab and rot of potatoes, methods of prevention; insects injurious to
farm crops and how to combat them. Class room, laboratory and
field work. //; first half; or II; second half; (2j^). Mr. Heg-
NAUER, Mr. LUMBRICK.
7. Farm Crops.—A special study of farm crops. Rotation or
succession of crops with special reference to systematic farming
and economic distribution of labor, methods of culture, cost of pro-
duction, consumption of products and residues or by-products. Class
work supplemented by laboratory work and a study of the results
of previous experiments ; special reference to Illinois conditions. I;
second half, and II, first half; (5). Mr. Center, Mr. Lumbrick.
Prerequisite: Agronomy 6, or Botany i, or 2.
8. Field Experiments.—Special work in the field, consisting of
testing varieties of corn, oats, wheat, potatoes and other farm
crops; methods of planting corn, seeding grains, grasses and other
forage crops; culture of corn, potatoes and sugar beets; practice
in treating oats and wheat for smut, and potatoes for scab, and
studying the efifect upon the crops ; combating chinch bugs and
other injurious insects. Other practical experiments may be ar-
ranged with the instructor. //, and sumtner vacation; (21/2-5). Mr.
Hume.
Prerequisite: Agronomy 7, 12.
9. Soil Physics and Management.—Review of the origin ot
soil material and the various methods of soil formation; a study
of their mechanical composition and classification; of soil moisture
and means for conserving it; of soil texture as affecting capillarity,
osmosis, diffusion, temperature, aeration and as affected by plowing,
harrowing, cultivating, rolling and cropping; of the wasting of soils
by washing; fall or spring plowing and drainage as affecting moist-
ure, temperatures and root development. Laboratory work, com-
prising the determination of real and apparent specific gravity,
porosity, water holding capacity and capillary power of various soils;
the study of the physical effects of different systems of rotation and
of continuous cropping with various crops and the mechanical an-
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alysis of soils, etc. /; (5). Assistant Professor Mosier, Mr. Gus-
TAFSON.
Prerequisite: Chemistry i, or two credits in entrance physics,
and one year of University work.
ID. Special Work in Soil Physics.—For students wishing to
make a further study of the physical properties of special soils, in-
cluding the mechanical analysis of such soils by the centrifugal
method. May include a study in the field of the effects of discing
harrowing and rolling, time and depth of cultivation, with special
reference to soil moisture and temperature. This work will be sup-
plemented by a study of experiments that have been conducted along
these lines. / or II; (2-5). Assistant Professor Mosier, Mr. Gus-
TAFSON.
Prerequisite: Agronomy 9.
12. Soil Fertility, Fertilizers, Rotations.—The influence of
fertility, natural or supplied, upon the yield of various crops ; effect
of different crops upon the soil and upon succeeding crops ; dif-
ferent rotations and the ultimate effect of different systems of farm-
ing upon the fertility and productive capacity of soils; supplemented
by a laboratory study of manures and fertilizers, their composition
and their agricultural and commercial value; of soils cropped con-
tinuously with different crops and with a series of crops; of the
fertility of soils of different types or classes from different sections
of Illinois. //; (5). Professor Hopkins, Mr. Eckhardt.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 13a; Agronomy 6, 9.
13. Investigation of the Fertility of Special Soils.—Pri-
marily designed to enable the student to study the fertility of those
special soils in which he may be particularly interested, and to be-
come familiar with the correct principles and methods of such in-
vestigations. It includes the determination of the nature and quan-
tity of the elements of fertility in the soils investigated, the effect
upon various crops of different fertilizers added to the soils, as de-
termined by pot cultures, and, where possible, by plot experiments.
This work is supplemented by a systematic study of similar work
of experiment stations and experimenters. /, //; (2-5). Professor
Hopkins, Mr. Eckhardt.
Prerequisite: Agronomy 12.
15. Comparative Agriculture.—Reasons for the differences in
the agriculture of different times, peoples and countries and why
it is that the agriculture of a region or of a farm is a definite and
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individual problem, together with the need of harmonizing agricul-
tural practice with natural conditions and the findings of science.
Circumstances that influence agricultural practice, as soil, climate,
machinery, race, custom, land tenure, etc. ; what is the best under
different conditions. Lectures. //; (i). Professor Davenport.
Prerequisite: Two years of University work.
i6. German Agricultural Readings.—A study of the latest
agricultural experiments and investigations published in the German
language, special attention being given to soils and crops. The cur-
rent numbers of German journals of agricultural science will be re-
quired and used as a text. This course is designed to give the stu-
dent a broader knowledge of the recent advances in scientific agri-
culture and, incidentally, it will aid him in making a practical appli-
cation of a foreign language. Should be taken after Agronomy 12.
//; (2). Professor Hopkins.
Prerequisite: Two years' work in German.
17. Farm Machinery.—Expert work with binders, mowers,
spreaders, hay rakes and hay loaders. For students preparing them-
selves to do expert work with these machines in the field. //, sec-
ond half; (2^). Mr White.
Prerequisite: One year of University work, including Agronomy
2, Agronomy 3a and M. E. 21.
18. Investigation and Thesis.—This course varies in the sub-
ject matter according to the lines in which theses are written. /, //;
(5-10).
19. Research Work in Farm Mechanics.—Investigation along
some line of farm mechanics work. Consult instructor regarding
time and requirements. Mr. White, Mr. Ekblaw, Mr. Dickerson.
20. Concrete Construction for Agricultural Purposes.—Ma-
terials used in concrete construction, methods of mixing and using.
General specifications and estimates for walks, posts, tanks, floors
and foundations. /, second half; (i). Mr. Ekblaw.
ty 21. Minor Course in Farm Mechanics.—Field machinery,
plows, harrows, drills, corn planters, mowers, binders, spreaders,
their cost, operation and adjustments. Power machinery, windmills,
hydraulic rams, animal motors, electricity, steam and gasoline en-
gines, cost, efficiency and operation. Construction, cost, efficiency of
tile and sewer drains. Concrete construction, materials, mixing and
cost. Specifications for walks, tanks, posts, floors and foundations.
Farm buildings, construction, ventilation, lighting, heating, location
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and arrangement. Lectures and laboratory work. //; (5). Mr.
White.
Prerequisite: Two years of University work or its equivalent
22. Plant Breeding. The improvement by breeding of field
crops, including the grains, grasses and legumes ; the principles
and methods of selection, with critical studies of results obtained
by various investigators. Lectures, assigned readings, demonstra-
tions and laboratory exercises. //; (2). Assistant Professor
Smith.
Prerequisites: Botany i. Chemistry 13a, Agronomy 5.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
loi. Systems of Soil Investigation; Sources of Error and
Methods of Control, Interpretation of Results. Professor Hop-
kins.
102. The World's Supply of Plant Food Materials, Including
Methods of Utilization. Professor Hopkins.
103. Different Systems of Agricultural Practice and Their
Ultimate Effect Upon the Soil. Professor Hopkins.
104. Drainage Waters; Surface and Sub-Drainage, with
Special Reference to Soil Fertility. Assistant Professor Pettit.
105. Detailed Study of Soil Investigations in Progress in
Illinois. Professor Hopkins, Assistant Professor Pettit.
106. Soil Types; Methods of Surveying and Mapping.—The
work may include field practice. Assistant Professor Mosier.
107. Erosion of Soils by Surface Washing and Methods of
Prevention. Assistant Professor Mosier.
108. The Mechanical Composition of Soils; Its Influence
Upon Granulation, Absorption and Retention of Moisture and
Other Physical Properties Affecting Crop Production. Assist-
ant Professor Mosier.
109. Experimentation in the Production of Field Crops.—
The work may include actual practice in planning and conducting
field experiments. Mr. Hume.
110. Weeds; Advanced Study and Investigation Relating to
the Distribution, Identification and Methods of Eradication
AND Prevention of Dissemination. Mr. Hume.
111. The Selection of Seeds; Methods of Determining Qual-
ity. Mr. Hume.
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112. Plant Breeding, including a detailed study of experiments
at this station, and of methods and results from other states, and
from foreign countries. Assistant Professor Smith.
Prerequisite: Agronomy 22, Thremmatology i, Botany 3 and
a reading knowledge of German.
113. Machine Designing; Advanced Study of Farm Imple-
ments WITH Special Reference to Possible Improvements. Mr.
White.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
courses for undergraduates
la. Mutton and Wool Production.—A study of the market
classes and grades of sheep and of wool, and the value of the
grades under the various classes in each subject as indicated by
current market reports. Methods of breeding and feeding sheep
for the production of mutton and wool. Practice in judging, with
lectures and assigned readings. /; first half; (254). Mr. Coffey.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 8 and 21.
lb. Breeds of Sheep and Management.—The history, develop-
ment and characteristics of the breeds suitable for the production
of mutton and wool. The breeding, care and feeding of sheep for
breeding and for show purposes. Extensive practice in judging,
with lectures and assigned readings. /; second half; (2>4). Mr.
Coffey.
Prerequisite : Animal Husbandry la, 8, and 21.
2a. Swine Husbandry.—Market classes; prime heavy, butcher,
packing, light hogs and pigs, together with the various grades of
the same; market reports; practice in judging. Breeds of swine,
origin, development and characteristics. Judging. //; first half;
{2Y2). Assistant Professor Dietrich.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 8 and 21.
2b. Swine Husbandry.—Pork and bacon production from the
standpoint of market requirements and the economy of production
from the standpoint of the producer. The breeding, housing, care
and feeding of swine for breeding and for show purposes. //; sec-
ond half; (2^). Assistant Professor Dietrich.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 2a, 8 and 2\.
4. Market Classes of Horses and Mules.—An outline of the
market classes, including draft horses, chunks, wagon, carriage,
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road and saddle horses ; mining, cotton, sugar, farm and draft mules.
A study of conformation from the standpoint of market require-
ments. Extensive practice in judging, lectures and assigned read-
ings. //; first half ; (2j^). Mr. Obrecht.
7. Principles of Animal Nutrition.—The income and expendi-
ture of matter and of energy in the animal body are considered
in their various phases. The principles governing body metabolism
are formulated vt^ith reference to their bearing upon feeding meth-
ods and the interpretation of feeding experiments. /; first half;
(2J/2). Assistant Professor Dietrich.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 13; entrance Physics, or its
equivalent; Animal Husbandry 21, or its equivalent; and one year
of Botany or Zoology.
8. Elementary Stock Breeding.—This course is designed to fa-
miliarize the student with the more common principles of animal
breeding, with special reference to the range of variability and effects
of selection. /; first half ; or I; second half; (i). Mr. Coffey.
9. Investigation and Thesis.—Upon lines to be arranged with
the instructor for one or two semesters, according to the nature of
the subject. (5-10).
10. Meat.—The structure and composition of meats; market
classifications of beef, mutton and pork, both in the carcass and in
the various cuts of the same; breeding and feeding of the animal
as aflfecting the value of the carcass and the quality of the meat;
farm and packing-house methods of slaughtering, handling and
curing meats ; by-products of slaughter and their bearing upon the
cost of meat. //; first half; (2^). Assistant Professor Hall.
11. I\I.\RKLT Classes and Grades of Beef Cattle.—An outline
of the market classes and grades, including the various grades of
beef cattle, butcher stock, cutters and canners, stockers and feeders,
and veal calves. A study of beef type from the standpoint of the
butcher, the feeder and the breeder. The value of each grade ac-
cording to market reports. Extensive practice in judging, with
lectures and assigned readings. /; second half; (2j^). Mr. Al-
lison.
12. Breeds of Beef Cattle.—The history, development and
characteristics of the breeds suitable for beef production. Tracing
pedigrees and critical study of the same. (This course is intended
for students expecting to own or manage pure-bred herds.) A study
in breed types as exemplified in individual animals in the University
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and other herds. Lectures, assigned readings and extensive prac-
tice in judging. //; first half; (2j4). Professor Mumford, Mr.
Allison.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry lo and ii.
13. Beef Production.—Breeding beef cattle for market; com-
bined beef and milk production and fattening steers. Economic
factors in cattle feeding; influence of age, grade, breed, condition,
and sex. Shelter, feed lots and equipment. Hogs and manure as
by-products of beef production. Lectures, assigned readings and
text-book. //; first half; (2]/2). Assistant Professor Hall.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 8 and 21.
14. Management of Pure-Bred Herds, Flocks and Studs.—
Like Animal Husbandry 12, this course is intended for students an-
ticipating the management or ownership of registered live stock.
A study of the methods of the most successful breeders as to
housing and management; the selecting and fitting of animals for
sale and for the show ring; advertising and sale of surplus stock.
Lectures and assigned readings. //; second half; (2j/^). Professor
Mumford and other members of the department.
Prerequisite: Any one of the following Animal Husbandry
courses; i, 2, 12, 18.
15. Dairy Cattle.— (See Dairy Husbandry 2 and 17.)
16. Stable Management and Feeding of Horses.—Feeding and
care of work horses and drivers at labor and at rest, and fattening
horses for market. Stables, stable fixtures, harness, vehicles and
other equipment and their care. Lectures and assigned readings.
//; second half; (ij^). Mr. Obrecht.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
17. Education and Driving of the Horse.—A critical study of
the mental qualities, peculiarities and limitations of the horse, to-
gether with the most successful methods of educating and train-
ing him for skillful work at labor or on the road. The rules and
practices of correct driving, the responsibilities of the driver and
the courtesies of the public highway. Lectures, readings and prac-
tice. //; second half; (2). Mr. Obrecht.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 4 and three semesters' work
in the University or its equivalent.
Only a limited number of students admitted to this course.
18. Breeds of Horses.—Their history, development and charac-
teristics. Lectures, assigned readings, stud-book work, tracing pedi-
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grees and practical work in judging. /; first half; (21/2). Mr.
Obrecht.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 4.
21. Elementary Stock Feeding.—The classification and com-
position of feeds. Digestion, assimilation and functions of food
nutrients in the animal body. Conditions affecting digestibility and
feeding values of rations. Feeding standards and calculation of
balanced rations. Text-book and lectures. /; first half; or I; sec-
ond half; (iH)- Assistant Professor Hall.
22. Advanced Stock Judging.—A study of animal conformation
with reference to market and show yard form, quality and condition.
A course intended to render the student expert in his judgment in
the selection of horses, beef cattle, sheep and swine, for feed lot,
market and exhibition and to qualifj' him as a competent judge at
live stock shows. The course includes a tour of inspection of the
Union Stock Yards and packing plants at Chicago and representa-
tive herds, flocks and studs, in which all members of the class are
expected to participate. //; daily; (3). Various members of the
department.
Prerequisite: Credits in Animal Husbandry i. 2, 4, 11 and 10 or
12, and three semesters' work in the University or its equivalent.
COURSES FOR GRADUATES
103. Live Stock Experimentation.—Objects, methods and
sources of error in experimental work dealing with the feeding,
breeding and management of farm animals. Critical study of live
stock experiments at this and other experiment stations. Professor
Mum FORD.
104. Meat.—Study and investigation of meat and by-products
yielded by farm animals, with reference to the influence of various
factors, the extent of variation and methods of improvement. As-
sistant Professor Hall.
106. Swine.—The various factors in the principles of animal
nutrition that have to do with the large and economical production
of pork and the determination of type in swine. Classroom and
laboratory work and assigned readings. Assistant Professor Diet-
rich.
no. Animal Nutrition.—This course includes a thorough study
of the chemical and physiological changes, reactions and processes
involved in the activities of animal life, namely, mastication, di-
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gestion, absorption, assimilation, disassimilation, respiration, circu-
lation, secretion and reproduction. The instruction is by lectures,
recitations and assigned reading. /, //. Professor Grindley, Mr.
Emmet.
111. Animal Nutrition.—An advanced course for the detailed
stud}^ of methods employed in the examination and analysis of
feeding stuffs and animal substances, including flesh, fat, bone, urine,
feces, and manufactured animal products. This is a combined class-
room and laboratory course. /, //. Professor Grindley, Mr. Gill.
112. Bacteriology.—Investigation upon micro-organisms related
to the animal body in health and disease, (a) Bacteriology of the
digestive tract; (b) bovine tuberculosis; (c) infectious abortion of
cattle. Dr. MacNeal.
113. Bacteriology of Animal Food Products.—Dr. MacNeal.
115. Thesis.—A thesis is required of students taking either the
degree of Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy.
116. Seminary.—Review of current literature relating to research
in feeding, breeding and economic aspects of live stock production
and in the chemical, physiological and bacteriological problems of
animal nutrition. Also a discussion of the more technical feat-
ures and methods involved in investigations in progress at this sta-
tion. I, II. (i to 2 credits for the year.) Professor Mumford and
other members of the department.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY
courses for undergraduates
1. Milk.—The secretion, character and composition of milk.
Practice in testing with the Babcock test, the lactometer and the
different acid tests. Tests for the purity of milk and its adultera-
tion. Lectures, reference readings and laboratory practice. /; first
half ; I ; second half ; (3). Mr. Hepburn, Mr. Lang.
2. Dairy Cattle.—The principal characteristics of the cow, spe-
cial attention being given to the dairy type. Improvement of the
herd through testing of cows and details of conducting the test.
The value of continued use of pure-bred sires. Proper rearing of
young stock for the dairy herd. Lectures, assigned readings, reci-
tations and practice in judging. /; Urst half; (2J/2). Mr. Gaines.
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7. Factory Management.—This course is designed especially
for creamery butter makers, factory cheese makers and others wish-
ing a more extended course in butter and cheese making than is
offered in the other courses. It includes the study of special prob-
lems connected with the manufacture of butter and cheese; the
management of creameries and cheese factories under private and
co-operative ownership; locating, planning, building, equipping and
operating plants; creamery and cheese factory sanitation and prod-
ucts. Lectures, assigned readings and laboratory work. //; sec-
ond half; (3). Mr. Hepburn, Mr. Lang.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 19.
8. City Milk Supply.—Proper methods of handling and pre-
paring milk and cream for direct consumption; preventing contam-
ination, pasteurizing, standardizing, modifying, bottling, transport-
ing and delivering. Certified milk; value of milk as a food. Milk
commissions ; legal requirements of cities and states. Lectures, ref-
erence readings, and laboratory practice. //; first half; {2Y2). Mr.
Yates, Mr. Brand.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry i.
11. Dairy Bacteriology.—The relation of bacteria to the dairy
industry, showing where and to what extent milk may become con-
taminated ; how contamination may be largely avoided. The rela-
tion of bacteria to the changes that take place in milk; the effect
of methods of handling and of temperature upon the bacterial con-
tent of milk. The part that bacteria play in the manufacture of but-
ter and cheese. The course consists largely of laboratory work, lec-
tures and assigned readings. /; first half; (2j^).
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry I and Botany 12.
12. Investigation and Thesis.—Subject arranged with in-
structor. (5-10). Professor Frasek, Assistant Professor Hayden,
Mr. Hepburn.
14. Cheddar Cheese.—Practice in ripening and setting milk;
cutting, cooking and dipping the curd; cheddaring, milling, ma-
turing and salting curds; pressing and curing cheese. /; second
half; (3). Mr. Hepburn, Mr. Lang.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry i.
15. Fancy Cheese.—The making and curing of different va-
rieties, such as Swiss, Edam, Gouda, brick, cottage, etc. //; second
half; (2j^). Mr. Hepburn.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry, i and 14. (Not given in 1909-
10.)
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16. FeiiDINg and Care of the Herd.—Compounding rations for
dairy cows. Every member of the class is given practice in feed-
ing. Housing and care of the herd. Arrangements and construc-
tion of dairy barns, silos and yards. /; second half; (2j^). As-
sistant Professor Hayden.
Prerequisite : Animal Husbandry 21.
17. Pure-Bred Herds.—This course includes the history of the
dairy breeds, their characteristics and adaptation to different cli-
matic conditions and economical purposes. Importance of environ-
ment and food in securing and maintaining improvement in dairy
cattle. A critical study of important families and the different
breeds, giving particular attention to heredity. Selection of sires,
weeding out and disposal of females and surplus stock. Practice
in scoring with the breed standards. Lectures, assigned readings,
recitations. //; second half; (2^). Mr. Gaines.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2.
19. Butter Making.—A study of the different systems of cream-
ing milk and a comparison of different cream separators as regards
efficiency under varying conditions; pasteurization; the use of dif-
ferent kinds of lactic ferments; ripening cream churning; working;
packing and scoring butter. II; first half; (3). Mr. Hepburn, Mr.
Lang.
Prerequisite : Dairy Husbandry i.
20. Comparative Dairying.—Dairying in different countries.
The present condition of dairying in the United States, its magni-
tude and relation to other lines of farming. The influence of soil,
climate, market conditions and location in determining special lines
of dairy development. A study of experiment station literature.
Lectures and assigned readings. //; first half; (3). Assistant
Professor Hayden.
Prerequisite: Two years of University work.
21. Economic Milk Production.—Difference in efficiency of
individual cows showing the real relation of the cow and the herd
to the profits derived from milk production. How to establish and
perpetuate a dairy herd of the highest efficiency. A comparison of
different rations for economic milk production. Crops to raise on
a dairy farm and bearing this has on the economy of the ration.
Organization of a dairy farm and a study of the whole conduct of
the business of producing and disposing of milk at the greatest pos-
sible profit. //; (5). Professor Eraser, Mr. Brand.
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry i, 2, 16.
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HORTICULTURE
COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
1. Principles of Fruit Growing.—An introductory course deal-
ing with the fundamental principles of fruit culture. It embraces
a study of location with reference to climate and markets, planting,
soil treatment, pruning, protection from insects and diseases, har-
vesting and marketing. Botany i or 11 should be taken before or
with this course. Recitations, reference readings, and practical ex-
ercises. /; (s). Associate Professor Lloyd, Mr. Howe.
2. Small Fruit Culture.—A study of the strawberry, rasp-
berry, blackberry, dewberry, currant, gooseberry, and cranberry.
Each fruit is studied with reference to history, importance and ex-
tent of cultivation, soil, location, fertilizers, propagation, planting,
tillage, pruning, insect enemies, diseases, varieties, harvesting, mar-
keting, profits. This course should be preceded by Horticulture i.
Recitations and reference readings with occasional practical exer-
cises. //; (2). Associate Professor Lloyd.
3. Vegetable Gardening.—An introductory course embracing a
study of the general principles of vegetable gardening and a brief
consideration of the cultural requirements of each of the common
vegetables. //; (3). Associate Professor Lloyd, Mr. Brooks.
4. Plant Houses.—A study of the construction, cost and main-
tenance of various types of plant houses, including a study of the
various methods of heating and ventilating. //; (3). Mr. Dorner.
5. Plant Propagation.—The propagation of plants by means
of grafts, buds, layers, cuttings, seeds, etc. Lectures, laboratory
work and quizzes. //; (5). Mr. Dorner.
6. Nursery Methods.—A study of some details of nursery
management and their relation to horticulture in general. Lectures
and reference readings. //; iirst half; (2]/^). Mr. Howe.
Prerequisite: Horticulture i, 5; Entomology 4.
7. Spraying.—The theory and practice of spraying plants, em-
bracing a study of materials and methods employed in the combat-
ing of insects and fungous diseases. Recitations, reference read-
ings and laboratory work. //; second half; (2^4). Associate
Professor Lloyd.
Prerequisite: Horticulture i. Entomology 4, Chemistry i.
8. Orcharding.—A comprehensive study of pomaceous and
drupaceous fruits. Special attention is given to considerations re-
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garding the management of large commercial orchards, including
the harvesting, grading, packing, storing and marketing of the
crop. The laboratory work includes practice in the identification
and description of varieties, and the judging of fruit exhibits. II;
(5). Associate Professor Crandall, Mr. Howe.
Prerequisite: Horticulture i; Botany i or 11.
0. Forestry.—This course embraces a study of forest trees and
their natural uses, their distribution, and their artificial production.
The relations of forest and climate are studied, and the general
topics of forestry legislation and economy are discussed. //; (2).
Professor Burrill.
Prerequisite: Botany i or 11.
loa. Landscape Gardening.—A general course in landscape
gardening open to all students, preliminary to the professional
course in landscape gardening, and required of all agricultural
students. Lectures, reference readings, problems and plant studies,
with special reference to home surroundings. /; (3). Assistant
Professor Wyman, Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: One year of University work or special prepara-
tion.
lob. Landscape Gardening.—A continuation of course lOa. Not
required of agricultural students. //; (3). Assistant Professor
Wyman, Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Horticulture loa.
11. Study of Cultivated Plants.—A study of the relationship
and classification of certain economic and ornamental plants of the
temperate zone, including practice in the identification of species.
Lectures, assigned readings and examination of living plants and
herbarium specimens. /; (2). Professor Blair, Associate Profes-
sor Crandall.
Prerequisite: Botany 2.
12. Evolution of Horticultural Plants.—A study of the
modifications of plants under culture. This course deals with the
history of plants now cultivated, their botanical classification and
geographical distribution. It treats of the modifications that have
taken place and the agencies through which development from wild
types is traced. It includes a study of plant variation; the theoretical
causes and the observed factors that influence variation, particu-
larly food supply, climate and cross-fertilization. /; second half;
(2^2). Associate Professor Crandall.
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Prerequisite: Two years of University work, including Horti-
culture I and Botany 2.
13. Viticulture.—A comprehensive study of the grape and its
products. /; second half; (2^). Associate Professor Crandall.
Prerequisite: Horticulture i, 5.
14. Nut Culture.—The cultivation and management of nut-
bearing trees for commercial purposes. //; iirst half; (2>^). As-
sociate Professor Crandall.
Prerequisite: Horticulture i, 5.
15a. Principles of Plant Growing.—This course includes a
study of the preparation of soils best suited to various greenhouse
crops, the use of fertilizers, potting and shifting of plants, methods
of watering, etc. Lectures and practical greenhouse work. II;
(5). Mr. DORNER.
Prerequisite : Horticulture 4 and 5, Botany 2.
15b. Commercial Crops.—A study of the growing of green-
house plants and cut flowers for the wholesale and retail markets
and the care and marketing of the crops. /; (5). Mr. Dorner.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
16. General Horticulture.—For students not registered in the
College of Agriculture. A course covering the general principles
and processes of fruit-growing, vegetable gardening, floriculture
and ornamental planting. /; (5). Professor Blair, Associate Pro-
fessor Crandall, Associate Professor Lloyd, Assistant Professor
Wyman.
17. Commercial Horticulture.—A course giving practical
training for those students intending to follow horticulture as a
business. Work in houses, orchards, and gardens—suited to ability
and requirements of each student. Special permission required
for admission into this course. / or II; (5). Associate Professor
Lloyd, Associate Professor Crandall.
18. Experimental Horticulture.—A course for those intend-
ing to engage in professional horticulture or experiment station
work. For advanced students. //; (5). Professor Blair, Asso-
ciate Professor Crandall, Associate Professor Lloyd.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours' work in horticulture.
19. General Floriculture.—A study of window gardening and
the growing of flowers upon the home grounds, including the study
of containers, potting soils, fertilizers, the preparation and planting
of flower beds, and the propagation and culture of various plants
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suitable for the window and garden. This course is especially
recommended to students of Household Science. Both semesters'
work should be taken. / and II; (i). Mr. Dorner.
20. Market Gardening.—A laboratory course designed to give
practical training in the growing and handling of vegetables for
market. This course may be taken at the same time as the last
half of Horticulture 3, or independently, after that course has been
taken. //; second half; (2J/2). Associate Professor Lloyd.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 3.
21. Special Vegetable Crops.—In this course the work of each
student is largely individual, being an exhaustive study of some
vegetable or group of vegetables from a horticulture standpoint.
Reference readings and field experiments. //; second half and
summer vacation; (2J/2-5). Associate Professor Lloyd, Mr. Brooks.
Prerequisite : Horticulture 3.
22. Special Investigation and Thesis Work.—/, //; (s-io).
23. Landscape Design.—For students taking the professional
course in landscape gardening. A study of the composition of
public and private grounds. Plans and reference readings. /, //;
(2). Assistant Professor Wyman, Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Architecture 18, Horticulture lob.
24. Woody Ornamentals.—A study of hardy ornamental trees
and shrubs with respect to characters, suitability for landscape
work and culture. /; first half; II; second half; (ij^). Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Botany 11 or its equivalent, Horticulture lob.
25. Advanced Landscape Design.—Landscape and garden com-
position by means of plans and problems. /; second half; II ; first
half ; (3 hours or more by special arrangement). Assistant Professor
Wyman, Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 23.
26. Landscape Planting Plans.—Planting design by means of
plans for the execution of landscape and garden planting, showing
the arrangement of plants in detail. /; second half ; II; first half;
(iJ/2 hours or more by special arrangement). Assistant Professor
Wyman.
Prerequisite: Horticulture lob, 24 (first half semester).
27. Landscape Practice.—Practice in the making of grading
plans and working drawings. /; //; (i). Assistant Professor
Wyman, Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 22, Horticulture 23.
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28. Exotics.—A study of tender decorative plants used in
landscape gardening. /; Arst half; II; second half; (i). Mr.
Major.
29. Herbaceous Ornamentals.—The characters, values and
climatology of herbaceous plants suitable for landscape work. I;
first half; II; second half; (ij^). Mr. Major.
Prerequisite: Horticulture lob.
. 30. Decorative and Bedding Plants.—A course devoted to the
study of the tropical and sub-tropical plants used in decorative
work in the conservatory and of various tender plants used in
outdoor bedding. Lectures and practical greenhouse work. II;
(5). Mr. Dorner.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
31. Garden Flowers.—A course designed to give practical
knowledge of the propagation and growing of various annuals,
herbaceous perennials, bulbs and shrubs grown for cut flowers and
used in ornamental plantings. /; (5). Mr. Dorner.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 4 and 5, Botany 2.
32. Floral Decoration.—A study of the value and use of cut
flowers and plants in decorative work. This will include the arrange-
ment of flowers in baskets, designs and bouquets, in table decora-
tion, house decoration, etc. //; first half; (2j^). Mr. Dorner.
courses for graduates
102. Pomology.—Studies of special problems regarding the
adaptation, propagation, cultivation or pruning of small fruits. As-
sociate Professor Crandall.
103. Olericulture.—Studies of special problems regarding the
structure, cultural requirements, and improvement of vegetables.
Assistant Professor Lloyd.
108. Pomology.—Studies of special problems regarding the re-
lationship, adaption, improvement, propagation, cultivation, prun-
ing, protection, preservation, or marketing of orchard fruits. Pro-
fessor Blair, Associate Professor Crandall.
109. Forestry.—Problems in general forestry and investigation
of forest growths. Professor Burrill.
115. Floriculture.—Studies of the horticultural status of vari-
ous flowering plants, or in special problems in the culture of green-
house plants. Mr. Dorner.
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HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
See pages 83, 286.
THREMMATOLOGY
1. The Principles of Evolution as Applied to the Im-
provement OF Domesticated Animals and Plants. Variation, its
extent and cause. Relative stability and instability of living
matter. Reflex action, habit, and instinct, as bearing upon the
question of inheritance of acquired characters. The origin, corre-
lation, and disappearance of characters. Transmission and the
laws of heredity as developed by the statistical method of study.
Power of selection to modify type. //; (5). Professor Daven-
port.
Prerequisite: Two years of University work, including ten
credits in biology.
2. Investigation and Thesis.—I, or II; (5). Professor D.w-
enport.
VETERINARY SCIENCE
In the department of veterinary science the student is instructed
in subjects relating to the prevention of disease among domestic
animals, also how to treat them when affected by disease, and the
latest and best remedies for the cure of disease.
2. Veterinary Materia Medica.—This subject, which treats of
all the agents used for the cure of disease and injury, and for the
preservation of health among domestic animals, is taught during the
first and second semesters by lectures and te.xt-books and illustrated
by specimens of the drugs used in veterinary practice. /, //; (5).
Professor McIntosh.
4. Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of Domestic Animals.
—The subjects taught during the first semester are the outlines of
veterinary anatomy, physiology, and diseases of the organs of
mastication, digestive organs, respiratory organs, the organs of cir-
culation, the lymphatic system, the urinary organs and the skin.
/; (s). Professor McIntosh.
5. Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of Domestic Animals.
—The subjects taught during the second semester are the anatomy,
physiology, and disease of the nervous system, bones, joints, feet,
eye and generative organs. Epizootic and contagious diseases,
catarrhal fever, pydemia, septicemia, rheumatism, tuberculosis, fistula
of the withers, poll-evil, wounds and the internal parasites of domes-
tic animals. //; (5). Professor McIntosh.
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6. Clinic.—The free clinic is held every Saturday morning
from ten to twelve o'clock. Animals are brought to be examined,
operated upon and prescribed for. This class is of signal benefit
to the student, as he has the opportunity of seeing the cases and of
assisting in the work. /, //; (i). Professor McIntosh.
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
COURSES FOR UNDERGRADU.MES
1. Principles and Methods of High School Agriculture.—
This course, designed for students who have had not less than two
years' work in agriculture, will be devoted mainly to considering
what features of agricultural science are best adapted to high school
conditions, the best order and methods for their presentation, how
to suit the course and instruction to the special interests and needs
of each school community, what laboratory work shall be given,
what apparatus may be used, what field experiments can be planned
and executed. //; (5). Mr. Barto.
2. Elementary Agriculture.—This course is for those stu-
dents who are preparing to teach in secondary schools, especially
for teachers in science, but who have had no work in agriculture.
A study of the soil, its origin, nature, functions, properties, and
classification
;
problems of temperature, aeration, control of mois-
ture; enrichment and impoverishment of the soil; the plant, how
it feeds and grows, its modes of reproduction, factors in crop pro-
duction, rotation, value and use of legumes, selection and testing of
seed, their types and breeds, care and management; dairying, pro-
duction of milk, testing and care of milk; farm plans, farm ma-
chinery; economics of agriculture. //; (5). Mr. Barto.
3. Farmers' Institute Management.—A study of the Farm-
ers' Institute as a factor in our system of public education. This
course is designed to set forth principles underlying the organiza-
tion and conduct of farmers' institutes and agricultural associations
and to systematize into definite lines the knowledge acquired in
college to the end that the student may render more distinct service
in institute and agricultural associations. Lectures; assigned read-
mgs and parliamentary practice. //; second half; (i). Assistant
Professor Rankin.
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LAW
1. Contracts.—Huffcut & Woodruff's Cases, Anson on Con-
tracts, and selected Illinois cases. I, (3); //, (3). Mr. Decker.
2. Torts.—Ames & Smith's Cases. I, (3) ; II, (2). Mr. Hale.
3. Real Property.—Gray's Cases, (Vols. I and II). II; (3).
Associate Professor Northrup.
4. Common Law Pleading.—Andrews' Stephens Pleading. II;
(3). Professor Harker.
5. Criminal Law.—Knowlton's Cases.—I; (4). Professor
Hughes.
6. Personal Property.—Gray's Cases, (Vol. I). I; (3). Mr.
Cosgrove.
7. Domestic Relations.—Smith's Cases on the Lazv of Persons.
II; (2). Professor Green.
8. Evidence.—Thayer's Cases. I, (2); //, (2). Professor
Hughes.
g. Sales.— Williston's Cases. II; (3). Mr. Hale.
(Not given in 1909-1910.)
10. Rh:al Property.—Gray's Cases (Vol. III). I; (2). Associate
Professor Northrup.
11. Agency.—Wambaugh's Cases. I; (3). Professor Green.
12. Equity.—Scott's Cases. I, (2); II, (3). Mr. Hale.
13. Damages.—Beale's Cases. I; (2). Mr. Cosgrove.
14. Carriers.—McClain's Cases. II; (3). Professor Green.
15. Bills and Notes.—Huffcurs Cases. I; (3). Mr. Hale.
16. Trusts.—Ames's Cases. I; (3). Associate Professor
Northrup.
17. Private Corporations.—Smith's Cases. I, (2) ; //, (2).
Mr. Cosgrove.
18. Wills.—Gray's Cases (Vol. IV). II; (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Northrup.
19. Partnership.—Ames's Cases. II; (2). Professor Hughes.
20. Equity Pleading.—Shipman on Equity Pleading. II; (2).
Mr. Cosgrove.
21. Suretyship.—Ames's Cases. II; (3). Mr. Decker.
22. Constitutional Law.—McClain's Cases. I, (4). Professor
Green.
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23. Mortgages.—Kirchzcey's Cases. II; (2). Mr. Cosgrove.
24. Municipal Corporations.—Abbott's Cases. II; (2). Mr.
Cosgrove.
25. Bankruptcy.—WUliston's Cases. II; (2). Mr. Decker.
26. Practice Court.—/, (2) ; //, (2). Professor Harker.
27. Future Interests in Property.—Gray's Cases (Vol. V).
II; (3). Associate Professor Northrup.
28. Insur.\nce.—IVambaugh's Cases. II; (2). Professor
Green.
30. Public International Law.—Laurence's Principles and
Scott's Cases. II; (3). Professor G.\rner.
31. Conflicts of Laws.—Bcale's Cases.—/; (2). Mr. Decker.
32. Quasi-Coxtracts.—Woodruff's Cases. I ; (3). Mr. Decker.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
1. Elementary Library Economy.—Instruction follows the reg-
ular library routine, including trade bibliography, order, accession,
classification, book numbers, shelf records, binding, and cataloging.
The course consists of lectures and problems. Following the in-
struction in cataloging one month is devoted to cataloging books
for the University librar>'. /, //; (5). Assistant Professor Price,
Miss Curtis.
2. Elementary Reference.—The aim of this course is to train
students in methods of research and to familiarize them with the
principal reference books, such as indexes, dictionaries, encyclo-
pedias, atlases, hand-books of general information, quotations, statis-
tics, etc. Reference lists are prepared for special classes and for
literary societies, and the students have practical work in the refer-
ence department of the library. /, //; (3). Assistant Professor
Simpson.
3. Selection of Books.—Lectures are given upon the method
of selecting books for libraries of different types and sizes, followed
by class discussions of books which may be considered as repre-
sentative of various classes. The course also includes instruction
and practice in writing annotations for catalog cards, bulletins, and
reading lists. /, //; (2). Assistant Professor Price.
4. Elementary Laboratory Course.—The purpose of this
course is to familiarize the students with the minor work of a
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library and to teach them to make and to use the records in the
University library. Practical work in the various departments of
the library is assigned to each student as soon as possible after the
work has been studied in other courses. /, //; (3). Miss Curtis.
Prerequisite; Library i, 2.
5. Advanced Library Economy.—Advanced and comparative
cataloging and classification. Problems in organizing and reorganiz-
ing libraries. The class discusses questions affecting the founding
and government of libraries, library legislation, library architecture,
library administration, and current problems in public and college
library work. Visits are made to Chicago libraries. /, //; (5).
Assistant Professor Price, Assistant Professor Wilson.
Prerequisite: Library 4.
6. Bibliography.—Lectures by professors from various depart-
ments on the principles underlying selection of books. These lec-
tures are supplemented with class work and problems. I, II; (4).
Various instructors.
7. History of Libraries.—The history of the leading ancient,
mediaeval, and modern libraries. The library movement in the
United States. Libraries are studied by types and by countries,
with particular attention to the relation between the social, intellec-
tual, and political movements in each country and the growth of
libraries. This course is supplemented with Library 14 in a study
of library reports and other publications. /; (2). Assistant Pro-
fessor Simpson.
8. Advanced Reference.—Advanced reference books, includ-
ing important transactions of societies, periodicals, special indexes,
and other publications of special value in reference work in a
university library. Reports on current events. Emphasis is laid
upon the problems in difficult research work. This course is in-
tended primarily for students who are preparing for college library
positions, but may be elected by any one who has satisfactorily
completed Elementary Reference. /; (2). Assistant Professor
Simpson.
Prerequisite: Library 2.
9. Book Making.—A brief history of writing, of the early
forms of books, of the invention and spread of printing, of book
illustration, and of the art and practice of binding. //; (2).
Assistant Professor Wilson.
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lo. Advanced Laboratory Course.—This course consists of two
hours' work daily in the various departments of the University
library, giving the students practical experience in all lines of library
work. Instruction and practice in the indexing of books and peri-
odicals is given during twelve hours of this course. /, //; (5). Miss
Curtis.
Prerequisite : Library 4.
12. General Reference.—This course is offered to all students.
It comprises lectures on the catalog, classification, the reference-
room, the reading-room, and groups of books, such as indexes, dic-
tionaries, encj'clopedias, atlases, hand-books of general information,
hand-books of history, statistics, quotations, etc. /. //; (2).
Assistant Professor Simpson, Miss Hutch ins, Miss Johnson, Miss
Swezey.
13. Public Documents.—A study of the formation of the gov-
ernment as expressed in its publications, the methods of printing
and distributing the federal documents, and a study of these docu-
ments and their various indexes for their value as reference books
and for correct methods of cataloging. Practical reference questions
are given, and a sample catalog is made illustrating the various
principles. /; (2). Assistant Professor Wilson.
Prerequisite: Library i, 2.
14. Library Extension.—Various methods used in extending
the services of the library to all classes of people; library associ-
ations, library schools, library commissions, traveling libraries, home
libraries, and principles underlying the relation of the library to the
public. /, //; (2). Assistant Professor Wilson.
15. Seminar in Library Economy.—This course takes the place
of the thesis formerly required. Library economy publications are
studied and practice is given in research work. I, II; (2). Pro-
fessor Windsor, Assistant Professor Wilson.
MILITARY SCIENCE
*i. Theoretical Instruction.—Infantry Drill Regulations. For
all male students. //; (i). Mr. Stuart, Mr. Weston, Mr. Hight,
Mr. Hood.
*2. Practical Instruction.—Infantry.—School of the Soldier;
Freshmen and sophomores are required to drill one and one-half hours
each week until March 15; after that date, three hours each week. Freshmen
attend recitations one hour a week in second semester. Assipnments to classes
and companies are made by the Commandant of Cadets according to circum-
stances.
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company and battalion; regimental ceremonies. Artillery.—School
of the cannoneer and battery dismounted. Freshman and sophomore
years. /, //; (i). Professor Fechet.
3. Theoretical Instruction.—Sophomores. Drill Regulations
and military administration. /, //; (i). Juniors. Field Service
Regulations. I, II; (i). Seniors. Field Engineering. /, //; (i).
This course is obligatory upon commissioned oflficers and sergeants,
optional with corporals, and open to others. Professor Fecket.
Authorized Text-Books.—United States Drill Regulations;
United States Army Regulations; Manual of Field Engineering;
(Beach); Field Service Regulations, United States Army.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
For Men
1. Gymn.asium Pr.\ctice.—Two hours g^-mnasium drill each
week. Required of freshmen. /, //; arrange time; (i). Mr. Hana.
la. Personal Hygiene.—Series of six lectures. Required in con-
junction with Physical Training i. /. Dean Clark.
2. Gymnasium Practice.—Two hours each week in advanced
heavy apparatus work. /, //; arrange time. Mr. Hana.
For Women
7. Practice.—Class exercise in the gymnasium and field. Re-
quired of freshmen. I, II; (i). Miss Moulton, Miss Williams.
8. Second Year.—Elective. /, //; (i). Miss Moulton, Miss
Williams.
9. Hygiene.—The same as Physiology 6, which see. Required
of all freshman. /; (i). Dean Kollock.
ID. Teachers' Course.—Third Year, Special. Two hours' prac-
tice in the public schools. One hour theory. /, //; (i). Miss
Moulton.
II. Teachers' Course.—Fourth Year, Special. Three hours'
teaching in the gymnasium. One hour theory. Credit by special
recommendation. Miss Moulton.
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AUXILIARY SCIENTIFIC BUREAUS
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
STAFF
Eugene Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D., Director.
Cyril George Hopkins, Ph.D., Vice-Director.
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Botanist.
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Consulting Entomologist.
Donald McIntosh, V.S., Consulting Veterinarian.
Henry Lewis Rietz, Ph.D., Statistician.
Catherine McCallum McIntyre, Secretary.
In Agronomy—
Cyril George Hopkins, Ph.D., Chief.
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Plant Breeding.
Jeremiah George Mosier, B.S., Assistant Chief, Soil P|hysics.
James Harvey Pettit, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Fertility.
*Albert Nash Hume, M.S., Assistant Chief, Crop Production.
Jerome Edward Readhimer, B.S., Superintendent, Soil Experi-
ment Fields.
Orto Dorr Center, B.S., First Assistant, Crop Production.
William George Eckhardt, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility.
Leonard Hegnauer, B.S., Assistant, Crops.
Axel Ferdinand Gustafson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics.
Ernest Van Alstine, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
Clyde Hadley Myers, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
Joseph Paul Aumer, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
Arthur Lumbrick, B.S., Assistant, Crop Production.
Ora Stanley Fisher, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility.
Clarence Chester Logan, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics.
Jay Boardman Park, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
Sidney Viel Holt, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey.
On leave.
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Augustus Washington Hayes, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey.
Harold Wilson Stewart, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey.
H. C. Wheeler, Assistant, Soil Survey.
Gertrude Niederman, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
Rhea Gordon Smith, B.S., Assistant, Chemistry.
/« Animal Husbandry—
Herbert Windsor Muiwford, B.S., Chief.
Harry Sands Grindley, Sc.D., Chief, Animal Chemistry.
William Dietrich, M.S., Assistant Chief, Swine Husbandry.
Ward J. MacNeal, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Chief, Bacteriology.
Louis Di.xon Hall, M.S., Assistant Chief, Animal Husbandry.
RuFUS Chauncey Obrecht, M.S., Assistant Chief, Horse Hus-
bandry.
Arthur Donaldson Emmett, M.A., Associate, Animal Nutrition.
Walter Castella Coffey, M.S., First Assistant, Sheep Hus-
bandry.
Henry Orson Allison, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry.
Frederic William Gill, B.S., First Analyst, Animal Hus-
bandry.
I)t Dairy Husbandry—
Wilbur John Fraser, M.S., Chief.
Cassius Clay Hayden, M.S., Assistant Chief, Dairy Husbandry.
Jesse Melangthon Barnhart, B.S., Assistant Chemist, Diary
Husbandry.
Nelson William Hepburn, B.S., First Assistant, Dairy Manu-
factures.
Royden Earl Brand, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry.
Walter Lee Gaines, B.S.. Assistant, Dairy Husbandry.
Delos Lawrence James, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry.
LeRoy Lang, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry.
In Horticulture—
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S. A., Chief.
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Chief, Plant Breeding.
John William Lloyd, M.S. A., Assistant Chief, Olericulture.
Ralph Barnard Howe, B.S., Assistant, Pomology.
Oscar S. Watkins, B.S., Assistant Chemist, Horticulture.
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Assistant, Floriculture.
Tra Sanford Brooks, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture.
Arno H. Nehrling, Assistant, Floriculture.
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Ernest Winfield Bailey, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding.
Warren Albert Ruth, M.A., Assistant, Horticultural Chemistry.
Charles Elmer Durst, B.S.. Assistant, Olericulture.
In Botany—
Thomas Jonathan Burru-L, Ph.D., LL.D., Chief.
By an act approved March 2, 1887, the national government ap-
propriated $15,000 per annum to each state for the purpose of estab-
lishing and maintaining, in connection with the colleges founded
upon the congressional act of 1862, agricultural experiment stations,
"to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United
States useful and practical information on subjects connected with
agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and experiment
respecting the principles and applications of agricultural science."
Under this provision the Agricultural Experiment Station for Illi-
nois was founded in 1888 and placed under the direction of the
Trustees of the University, and a part of the University farm, with
buildings, was assigned for its use.
The Federal grants to the Station have been supplemented with
state appropriations, until its revenues have become the largest of
those of similar institutions throughout the world.
Investigations are conducted in the growing and marketing of
orchard fruits, the methods of production of meats and of dairy
goods, the principles of animal breeding and of nutrition, and in
the improvement and the economic production of crops. All the
principal types of soil of the state are being studied in the labora-
tory under glass and in the field. A soil survey is in progress
which when finished will map and describe the soil of every farm
of the state down to an area of ten acres. Twenty to thirty fields
and orchards are rented in various portions of the state for the
study of local problems, and assistants are constantly on the road
for the conduct of experiments or to give instruction to producer or
consumer. The results of investigation are published in bulletins,
which are issued in editions of 50,000, and distributed free of
charge.
Much of this work is of interest to students, especially of
graduate grade, and it is freely available for this purpose, so far
as is consistent with the interests of the Station.
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Staff
William Freeman Myrick Goss, M.S., D.Eng., Director.
Roy Weaver Rutt, B.S., Assistant to the Director.
Elizabeth Andrews Swift, A.B., Assistant Editor.
The heads of the departments in the College of Engineering*.
Special Investigators.
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., Assistant Professor in the depart-
ment of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Kenneth Gardner SMITH^ A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor (Me-
chanical Engineering) in charge of Engineering Experiment
Station Extension.
John McBeath Snodgr^ass, B.S., Assistant Professor in the depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering.
Duff Andrew Abrams, C.E., Associate in the department of Theo-
retical and Applied Mechanics.
Thomas Hamer Amrine, E.E., Associate in the department of
Electrical Engineering.
Fr.\nklin Wales Marquis, M.E., Associate in the department of
Railway Engineering.
Frank Lyman Busey, M.E., First Assistant in the department of
Mechanical Engineering.
Wilfred Forrest Wheeler', B.S., First Assistant in the depart-
ment of Chemistry.
Research Fellows
William Doke Scott, M.E., Mechanical Engineering.
Antonio Guell, M.S., M.E., Electrical Engineering.
Willis Appleford Slater, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Harold Houghton Dunn, B.S., Railway Engineering.
Jean Paul Clayton, B.E., Mechanical Engineering.
Arthur Russell Lord, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Allen Bennett Gates, B.S., Electrical Engineering.
'For the names of these beads of departments, see Faculty of the College of
Engineering', pp. 103 S.
'Resigned.
'Deceased.
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The Engineering Experiment Station was established by action
of the Board of Trustees, December 8, 1903. Its purposes are the
stimulation and elevation of engineering education, and the study
of problems of special importance to professional engineers and to
the manufacturing, railway, mining, and industrial interests of the
State and the country. Additional apparatus and equipment have
been purchased and installed in the laboratories of the College of
Engineering to further such research work. The practical nature
of the investigations and their adaptation to present-day needs are
assured by means of conferences with committees of the leaders of
the State's industrial activities.
The control of the Station is vested in the heads of the several
departments of the College of Engineering. These constitute the
Station Staff, and, with the Director, determine the character and
extent of the investigations to be undertaken.
Up to the present time, thirty-six bulletins, of value to en-
gineering science, have been published. The experiments have
related chiefly to tests of concrete, reinforced-concrete beams and
columns, tests of high-speed tool steels, the resistance of tubes to
collapse, fuel tests, the holding power of railroad spikes, effect of
scale on heat transmission, a study of roof trusses, stresses in
chain links, tests of electric lamps, tests of a liquid air plant, de-
termination of voids, settlement, and weight of crushed stone, the
lighting of country homes by private electric plants, high steam
pressure in locomotive service, rate of formation of carbon mon-
oxide in gas producers, study of base and bearing plates for columns
and beams, weathering of coal, etc.
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STATE ENIOMOLOGISTS OFFICE
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Staff
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., State Entomologist.
Charles Arthur Hart, Systematic Entomologist.
John June Davis, B.S., Assistant for Northern Illinois.
George Ethelbert Sanders, B.S.A., Assistant for Central Illinois.
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, jNIanager of Insecticide Operations.
Lindley ^L Smith, B.S., Assistant for Southern Illinois.
Alecandre Arsene Girault, B.S., General Field Assistant.
Fred Talmage Wiley, A.B., Chief Horticulturial Inspector.
Wiluam C. M.\tthews, Artist.
The work of the State Entomologist's Office has been done at
the University of Illinois since January, 1885 i and by legislative
enactment in 1899 it was permanently established at the University,
the Trustees of which are required by that act to provide for the
Entomologist and his assistants such office and laboratory rooms as
may be necessary to the performance of their duties.
It is the duty of this officer to investigate ail insects dangerous
to any valuab'e property or dangerous to the public health, and to
conduct experiments for the control of injuries to person or prop-
erty by insects, publishing the results of his researches biennially
in his official report. He is also required to inspect and certify an-
nually all Illinois nurseries, and to maintain a general supervision
of the horticultural property of the State as respects its infestation
by dangerous insects and its infection with contagious plant disease.
Twenty-four reports have now been published by the Entomolo-
gist, eleven of them since the transfer of his office to the University.
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STATE LABORATORY OF NATURAL
HISTORY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Staff
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Director.
Charles Arthur Hart, Systematic Entomologist.
Mary Jane Snyder, Secretary.
Grace Osgood Kelley, B.L.S., LibrariaiL
Robert Earl Richardson, A.M., Assistant in charge of Biological
Station.
In 1885 the legislature passed a bill transferring the State
Laboratory of Natural History from the Illinois State Normal Uni-
versity to the University of Illinois. This laboratory was created
for the purpose of making a natural history survey of the State,
the results of which should be published in a series of bulletins
and reports, and for the allied purpose of furnishing specimens
illustrative of the flora and fauna of the State to the public schools
and to the State museum. For these purposes direct appropriations
are made by the legislature from session to session. A large
amount of material has been collected, and extended publications
have been made in both the forms above mentioned.
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STATE WATER SURVEY
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Staff
Edward Bartow, Ph.D., Director.
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Ph.D., LL.D., Consulting Bacteriologist.
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., Consulting Chemist.
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., Consulting Engineer.
Lewis Isaac Birdsall, A.B., Chemist.
Frank Bachmann, Bacteriologist.
The Chemical Survey of the waters of the State was begun in
the latter part of September, 1895. In June, 1897, the legislature
authorized the continuance of the work and directed the Trustees
of the University to establish a chemical and biological survey of
the waters of the State. The purpose of the Survey is to collect
facts and data concerning the water supplies of the State ; to make
such chemical and biological examination and analyses as shall
serve to demonstrate their sanitary condition; to determine stand-
ards of purity of drinking waters for the various sections of the
State, and to publish the results of these investigations.
The Survey is a division of the department of chemistry of the
University of Illinois, and special laboratories are equipped in
the Chemical Laboratory for conducting the work.
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Commission.
Governor Charles S. Dexeen, Chairman.
Professor T. C. Chameerlix, Vice-Chairman.
President Edmund Janes James, Secretary.
Staff
Frank Walbridge DeWolf, Acting Director, 907 West Oregon
Street, U.
Edward Bartow, Consulting Chemist in Water Analysis, 1007 West
Oregon Street, U.
Ulysses S. Grant, Consulting Geologist in Lead and Zinc Work
Northwestern University, Evanston.
Samuel Wilson Parr, Consulting Chemist in Coal Investigations,
919 West Green Street, U.
Charles Wesley Rolfe, Consulting Geologist in Clay Investigations,
601 East John Street, C.
RoLLiN D. Salisbury, Consulting Geologist in Preparation of Educa-
tional Series, University of Chicago, Chicago.
J. A. Udden, Geologist in Charge of Deep Well Records, Augustana
College, Rock Island.
Thomas Edmund Savage, Geologist, 604 South Busey Avenue, U.
Stuart Weller, Geologist, University of Chicago, Chicago.
Edwin Fuller Lines, Assistant Geologist, 1009 South Third
Street, C.
Raymond Silliman Blatchley, Assistant Geologist, 714 West
Park Street, C
Robert Y. Williams, Engineer in Charge Mine Rescue Station, 505
West Washington Street, C.
James M. Webb, Assistant in Mine Rescue Station, 1002 West Cali-
fornia Street, U.
William Henry Herron, Geographer U. S. and State Geological
Surveys, University Club, U.
George Edward Carothers, Chief Clerk, 714 West Park Street, C.
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The Forty-fourtli General Assembly passed an act, in force July
I, 1905. providing for the establishment at the University of Illinois
of a Bureau, to be known as the State Geological Survey. The
Bureau is under the control of a commission, of which the President
of the University is an ex-oMcio member. The purpose of the Sur-
vey is primarily the study and exploration of the mineral resources
of Illinois. Field parties are organized for the investigation of oil,
clay, coal, stone, artesian water, cement materials, road materials,
and for general scientific investigations. The Bureau is charged also
with the duty of making a complete topographical and geological
survey of the State. The topographical surveys are now being car-
ried on in connection with the United States Geological Survey.
These will lead to the publication of a series of bulletins and of
maps, eventually covering the entire State. The Forty-fifth Gen-
eral Assembly further charged the commission with the duty of
making surveys and studies of lands subject to overflow, with a view
to their reclamation. Work is now being carried on in co-operation
with the Internal Improvement Commission, the United States Geo-
logical Survey, and the United States Department of Agriculture,
along the Sangamon, Kaskaskia, Big Muddy, Wabash and Embarrass
rivers. The laboratory work is done in connection with various de-
partment laboratories of the University. The equipment includes a
working library, maps, and a rapidly growing collection, illustrating
the geological and the economical resources of the State.
Under an agreement between the State Geological Survey and
the College of Engineering on the one hand, and the United States
Geological Survey on the other, a branch station has been located at
Urbana for the demonstration of modern methods in mine rescue
work, and for a study of mining methods and mine wastes in
Illinois. The station, which is in charge of Mr. R. Y. Williams, is
equipped with oxygen helmets, electric safety lamps and other devices
by means of which it is possible to enter mines which may be filled
with dangerous gases. The station is maintained, not as a perma-
nent feature, but in an effort to demonstrate to the operators, miners,
and mine* inspectors the value of the apparatus and to encourage its
general installation in the State.
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Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President.
Board of Examiners
R. S. Buchanan, C. P. A., Chicago.
Silas H. Strawn, Esq., Chicago.
W. A. Chase, C. P. A., Secretary, Chicago.
University Committee
David Kinley, Chairman.
M. H. Robinson, Secretary.
W. L. PiLLSBURY.
By a law passed in 1903 the State University is made an exam-
ining body of applicants for certificates as certified public account-
ants. To carry out the provisions of the law the Board of Trustees
have appointed a board of three examiners to prepare, conduct and
grade examinations, and a University committee to conduct the
routine work. Under the law one examination must be held each
year in May, but examinations have also been held in November or
December of each year in which there were a sufficient number of
applicants. All the examinations thus far given have been held in
the city of Chicago.
Applicants for the certificate of certified public accountants are re-
quired to pass examinations in theory of accounts, commercial law,
auditing and practical accounting.
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MINE RESCUE STATION
Edmund Janes James, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Staff
College of Engineering—
William Freeman Mvrick Goss, M.S., D.Eng., Dean.
Harry Harkness Stoek, E. M., Professor of Mining Engineer-
ing.
State Geological Survey—
Frank Walbridqe DeWolf, B.S., Acting Director United States
Geological Survey.
United States Geological Survey—
Joseph A. Holmes, Chief of Technologic Branch United States
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
George S. Rice, Mining Engineer, Fortieth and Butler Streets,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Robert Y. Williams, A.B., E.M., Mining Engineer, Urbana, 111.
James M. Webb, Assistant, Urbana, 111.
A Mine Explosion and Mine Rescue Station has been established
in Urbana by the United States Geological Survey, in co-operation
with the State Geological Survej', and with the College of Engineer-
ing of the University of Illinois. The purpose of this station is to
demonstrate to mine operators, mine inspectors and others the value
of the oxygen helmets and resuscitation apparatus in connection with
rescue work in mines and as an aid in fighting mine fires and in the
opening of mines which have been sealed on account of fires. The
station not only gives demonstration, but it undertakes to train meri
in the use of such apparatus, the service being rendered gratuitously
and, as far as possible, to all interested within the limits of Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, "Western Kentucky, Iowa and Missouri. The en-
gineers connected with the station also aim to study mining condi-
tions in the territory it serves, to the end that practice in mining in
the various parts of the United States may be co-ordinated and
brought to a higher state of efficiency. Mr. Williams and Mr. Webb,
from the Urbana station, have already rendered valuable assistance in
entering and examining mines in Illinois and Indiana, which have
been sealed on account of fire. In the case of the Cherry disaster
they reached the scene of the accident by special train and were the
first to enter the mine.
PART V
LISTS OF STUDENTS, ETC.

LIST OF STUDENTS
1908-1909
LITERARY. TECHNOLOGICAL, SCIEXTIFIC, AND
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS.
Graduate School
Abbott, Edwina Eunice. A.B., 1908, Lane, Kan., Scholar in Psy-
chology.
Abrams, Duff Andrew, B.S., 1905, Champaign, Civil Engineering.
Allison. Fred Gray, B.S., 1906, All>ha, Animal Husbandry.
Allison, Harry Orson, B.S., 1906, Champaigu, Animal Husbandry-.
^\nders, Edwin, B. S., 1905, Xczuark, Sociology'.
.\pplegate, Anne Mary, A.B., 1908, Atlanta, Scholar in French.
\\rmstrong. Charles Edward, B.S., 1905, Danville, Electrical En
gineering.
Bach, Irwin Woodward, A.B., 1908, Urbaiia, Phj'siology.
Bailey, Ernest Winfield. B.S., (Mass. Agri. Coll.), 1908, Worcester,
Mass., Scholar in Thremmatology.
'Bailey, William Thomas, B.S., 1904, Tuskegee, Ala., Architecture.
'Baker, Howard Newell, A.B.. 1907, ^I.D., {Hahnemann Medical
Coll.), 1905, Homer, Psj'chology.
Baldwin, Jessie, A.B., 1908, Ottawa, Botany.
Balzer, George John, A.B.. {Univ. of Mich.), 1002. Urbana, Fel-
iow in Physics.
'Bates, John Schuyler, B.S., 1902, Monmouth, Civil Engineering.
Bennett, Elizabeth Ruth, A.B., {Ohio Univ.), 1903. East Strouds-
burg. Penn., Fellow in Mathematics.
Birdsall, Lewis Isaac, A.B.. {Williams Coll.). 1907. Patterson, N.
Y., Chemistry.
Blaisdell, Daisy Luana, .^.M., {Smith Coll.). 1S93. Chicopce Falls,
}fass., German.
Bliss, Charles King, A.B., {Univ. of Chicago). 1897, St. Louis,
Mo., Scholar in Political Science.
'In absentia.
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Bliss, Frank Walker, B.S., {Univ. of Mich.), 1908, Champaign,
Fellow in Industrial Chemistry.
*Bopp, Julius Valentine, B.S., 1908, New Memphis, Agronomy.
Bose, Sudhindra, A.B., 1907, Dalla, Bengal, India, English.
Bost, Ernest Lesley, Ph.B., {Greenville Coll.), 1908, Champaign,
Scholar in History.
Bradford, Bernice Margaret, A.B., {Univ. of Mich.), 1907, Syca-
more, German.
Braun, Frederick August, A.M., {Harvard), 1907, Hickman Mills,
Mo., Fellow in German.
'Briggs, Edwin Cressy, B.S., 1903, Golden, Colo., Mechanical En-
gineering.
Brown, Elmer Jay, B.S., {Greenville Coll.), iqgS, Urbana, Scholar
in Economics.
Brown, James Howard, B.S., (///. Coll.), 1906, Jacksonville, Scholar
in Zoology.
Brownson, Howard Gray, A.B., 1906, Centralia, Fellow in Eco-
nomics.
'Buchanan, John Lee, B.S., 1904, Schenectady, N. Y., Electrical En-
gineering.
Buellesfield, Henry, A.B., 1906, Nokomis, Education.
'Burdick, Charles Baker, B.S., 1895, Chicago, Municipal and San-
itary Engineering.
Burres, Opal, A.B., 1908, Urbana, Scholar in Zoology.
Busey, Marietta Ruth, A.B., {Vassar Coll.), 1899 Urbana, Psy-
chology.
Bush. Minnie May, A.B., {Cornell Coll. la.), 1905, Knoxville, la.,
History.
Camp, Eugene Vernon, B.S., {Ala. Poly. Inst.), 1908, Dalton, Ga.,
Fellow in Railway Engineering.
'Carr, Maurice LeRoy, B.S., 1905, Avon, Electrical Engineering.
Carscallen, George Ernest, A.B., {IVabash Coll.), 1906, Frankfort,
Ind., Mathematics.
Center, Orlo Dorr, B.S., 1905, Champaign, Agronomy.
'Chester, John Needels, B.S., 1891, Seunckley, Pa., Civil Engi-
neering.
Clark, Charles Richard, B.S., 1898, Chatnpaign, Architecture.
Clark, Darwin Orlando, A.B., {Drury Coll.), 1896, Carthage, Mo.,
Scholar in History.
'In absentia.
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Clark, Samuel C, B.S., {Univ. of Chicago), 1900, Urhana, Physi-
ological Chemistry.
Clark, Vinton Albert, M.S., {Univ. of Vermont), 1904, Cham-
paign, Philosophy.
Coale, George Goodrich, B.S., {Purdue), 1908, Richmond, hid.,
Animal Husbandry.
Cofifey, Walter Castella, B.S.. 1906, Urbana, Animal Husbandry.
Collins, Vida Lucile, A.B., {Univ. of Mich), 1907, Bear Lake,
Mich., English.
Converse, Edward Chapman, A.B., 1904, Champaign, Physics.
Cooley, William Ralph, B.S., {S. Dak. St. Coll.), 1908, Tabor,
S. D., Animal Husbandry.
Coss, James Austin, B.S., (///. Wes. Univ.), 1903, Arroivsmiih,
Organic Chemistry.
Coss, Samuel, B.S., (///. Wes. Univ.), 1906, Arrowsmith, Organic
Chemistry.
Creek, Herbert LeSourd, A.M., {Butler Coll.), 1905, Indianapolis,
Ind., Fellow in English.
Crew, Charlotte, Ph.B., {Blackburn Coll.), 1908, Carlinville, Scholar
in English.
Daehler, Albert Hartman, A.B., 1908, Chadwick, English.
Davis, Grant Train, A.B., {Univ. of Mich.), 1903. Urbana, Organic
Chemistry.
Denio, Herbert Williams, A.M., {Middlcbury Coll.), iSgi, B.L.S.,
{Albany Lib. School), 1907, Concord, N. H., History.
Denton, William Wells, A.B., {Univ. of Mich.), 1907, Detroit,
Mich., Mathematics.
Derick, Clarence George, B.S., {Worcester Poly. Inst.), 1906,
Champaign, Organic Chemistry.
Dewey, Sarah Louise, M.S., 1899, A.B., 1908, Urbana, German.
Dietrich, William, M.S., 1906, Urbana, Animal Nutrition.
Doherty, Mary Gertrude, A.B., 1908, LaGrange, Scholar in His-
tory.
Duncan, Margaret Steel, A.B., {Bryn Mawr), 1908, Philadelphia,
Pa., French.
Dunkin, William Van, B.S., 1903, Urbana, Mechanical Engineer-
ing.
Earnest, William Watson, A.B., 1908, Champaign, Psychology.
Eckhardt, William George, B.S., 1905, Buffalo Prairie, Chemistry.
^Eddy, Clarence Leroy, B.S., 1900, Weldon, la.. Civil Engineering.
'In absentia.
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Egan, Jaincs Everett, A.B., (DePauw), 1908, Frankfort, Ind., In-
organic Chemistry.
Egy, Willard Leo, B.S., 1907, Urbana, Fellow in Physics.
Ellis, Arthur Jackson, A.B., 1908, Thornton, Scholar in Geology.
Emmctt, Arthur Donaldson, A.M., 1905, Kansas City, Mo., Ani-
mal Nutrition.
Emmons, Clyde Wilbur, A.B., {Albion Coll.), 1903, Cliani/^aign,
Mathematics.
Engel, Lloyd Edwin, A.B., 1904, Mctamora, English.
English, Eula Mae, B.D.S., (///. Wcsleyan Univ.), 1908, Bloom-
ington. Scholar in History.
English, Inez Josephine, A.B., (///. Wcsleyan Univ.), Blooming-
ton, Scholar in Sociology.
Engstrom, Roy Victor, B. S., 1904, St. Paul. Minn., Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics.
Ernest, Thomas Reuben, A.B., 1907, Stvanxvick , Chemistry.
Ewing, Henry Ellsworth, A.B.. 1906, Areola, Entomology.
Faber, Daniel Cleveland, B.S., 1908, Patv Patv, Fellow in Rail-
way Engineering.
*Farwell, Stanley Prince, B.S., 1907, Oklahoma City, Okla.. Elec-
trical Engineering.
Fawcett. Mrs. Mary Eliza, A.B., (Ohio State Unii'.), 1907, Col-
umbus, O., English.
Fisher, Ora Stanley, B.S., 1908, Washburn, Agronomy.
'Fiske, Clarence "Wilson, B.S., 1903, Moline, Mcclianical Engi-
neering.
Forsyth, Chester Hume, A.B., (Butler Coll.), 1906, Trafalgar, Ind..
Mathematics.
Fortier, Edward Joseph, A.B., (Tulane Unii'.), 1904, Nciu Orleans,
La., French.
Funk, Arthur Smith, B.S., (Notre Dame), 1906, Urbana, Cera-
mics.
Caddis, Birney Higgins, A.B., (Greenville Coll.), 1908, Urbana.
Scholar in Latin.
Gaines, Walter Lee, B.S., 1908, Crete, Dairy Husbandry.
Garlough, Carlton D, A.M., (Hillsdale Coll.), 1900, Stanford,
Mathematics.
'Gaston, Newton David, B.S., 1904, Moline, Mechanical Engineer-
ing.
'In absentia.
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Gernert, Walter Byron, B.S., (Kan. State Agr. Coll.), 1907, Mc-
Pherson, Kan., Fellow in Agronomy, Property of Soils.
Gibbs, Charlotte Mitchell, A.B., 1904, Champaign, Household Sci-
ence.
Gilbert, John Philo, A.B., 1905, Urbana, Entomology.
Gill, Frederic Williams, B.S., 1906, Urbana, Animal Nutrition.
Gilmer, Paul McCullough, A.B., {Monmouth Coll.), 1908, Rose-
ville, Scholar in Zoology.
^Gilstrap, Eugene Franklin, B.S., 1908, Tacoina, PVash., Architec-
ture.
Girault, Alesandre Arsene, B.S., (Va. Poly. Inst.), 1903, Ann-
apolis, Md., Zoology.
Glasgow, Hugh, A.B., 1908, Tennessee, Scholar in Zoology and En-
tomology.
Glasgow, Robert Douglas, A.B., 1908, Tennessee, Scholar in Zoo-
ology and Entomology.
Gordon, Hugh Byron, A.B., {Miami Univ.), 1908, Georgetozvn, O.,
Scholar in Physiological Chemistry.
Gore, Adolph, A.B., 1905, Marion, Mathematics.
Green, Bessie Rose, A.B., 1907, Ivesdale, Zoology.
Greene, Elizabeth Grosvenor, A.B., 1904, B.L.S., 1905, Champaign,
Philosophy.
Gross, Alfred Otto, A.B., 1908, Atwood, Zoology.
Guell, Antonio, M.S., 1906, M.E. {La. State Univ.) 1907, San Jose,
Costa Rico, Fellow in Electrical Engineering.
Guild, Thacher Howland, A.M., {Harvard), 1904, Urbana, Eng-
lish.
Gustafson, Azel Ferdinand, B.S., 1907, Aledo, Botany.
^Gutmann, Ludwig, B.S., 1904, St. Louis, Mo., Electrical Engi-
neering.
Habermcycr, George Conrad, B.S., 1903, Champaign, Water Sup-
plies.
Hachmeister, Henry William, B.S., 1906, Chicago, Chemistry.
Hager, Frank Llewellyn. A.M., (O. State Univ.), 1908, Urbana,
Fellow in German.
Haig, Robert Murray, A.B., (O. Wesleyan Univ.), 1908. Columbus.
O., Scholar in Economics.
Haines, George Clark, B.S., {Beloit Coll.), 1908, Durand. Scholar
in Zoology.
'In ab.seiitia.
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Han, Edward Leveridi, A. B., 1908, Champaign, Sociology,
Halscj. Kadieriiie Caroline. A-B^ {Lake Forest), 1908, Lake For-
est, Scholar in Political Science.
Hammond, Howard Sporr, A.B^ (O. State. Univ.), 1908, Goshen,
Conn., Sdiolar in Botany.
*Hanzlik. Paul John, A.B^ igc8, Cedar Rapids, la., Pharmacolc^y.
Harbarger, Sada Annis, A3., {Ohio State Univ.), 1906, Columbus,
O., English.
Harrison, Annabd Roth, A3., {Knox Coll.), 1906, Galesburg,
Scholar in Latin.
Hayden, Cassins Clay, B.S., (Ohio State Univ.), 1903, Urbana,
Economic Milk Production.
Heitman, Alfred Grovcr, A.B., (Carthage ColL), 1908, Chester,
Scholar in Geok^j.
Hepbnm, Nelson William, B.S., 1907., Genoa, Dairy Husbandry.
Hin, Ahra Jay. A.B., (Ohio State Univ.), 1906, Urbana, Economics.
"HiUman, Frank WilUam, B.S., 1905, Chicago, Civil Engineering.
Hite, Jonas Ewing, B.S-iV, (Univ. of Tenn.), 1904, Gallatin, Tenn.,
Ammal Hnsbandry.
Hochdoefer, Margarethe Caroline. A3.. (Wittenberg Coll.), 1906.
SpringReld, O^ Fellow in German,
^oppin, Charles Albert, B.S., 1901, Milwaukee, Wis., Mechanical
Engineerings
Horabeak, John Wesley, B.S., (lU. Wesleyan), igc6. Perry,
Scholar in Physics.
Hoochens. Josie Batchellor, A.B., (Tulane Univ.), 1903, B.L.S.
1905, Champaign, Sociology.
Howe. Panl Edward, AJB.. 1906, Urbana, Physiolc^iical Chemistfy.
Hogrt. Olire Sawyer, B.S., (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1897, Boston,
Mass., Chemistry.
Hull, Emerson Chnrcii, B.S., (Univ. of Mich.), 1906, Ann Arbor,
Mich., Indostrial Chemistry.
Hon. Ward Loois, B.S.. 1907. Urbana, Dairy Hnsbandry.
Hnnsaker, Andrew Franklin, Cobden, Political Science.
Harsh. Ra^ Kent. B.S^ 1908, Champaign, Ceramics.
Hntton. Josq>h Gladden, B.S., (Univ. of Chicago), 1906, Urbana,
Plant Pathology.
Imbert, Louis, A. M., (Univ. of Mo.), 1907. Urbana, French.
Jacobs, Cora Anna, A. B., 1908, Sterling, Botany.
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Jacobson, Andrew, B.S., {St. Olaf Coll., Minn.), 1906, Webster,
Minn., Sanitary Chemistry.
Jaeck, Emma Gertrude, B. L., {Univ. of Wis.), 1903, Monmouth,
Fellow in German.
James, Leonard Vaughan, B.S., 1906, Amboy, Electrical Engineer-
ing.
^Janssen, Otto, B. S., 1904, Los Angeles, CaL, Architecture.
Jarrold, Rachel Marion, A. B., {Mt. Holyoke), 1907, WestHeld,
Mass., Scholar in History.
Jensen, TrygA-e, B. S., 1907, Christiana, Norzvay, Railway Engi-
neering.
Johnson, Mabel Clare, A.B., {Ouachita, Coll.), 1907, Arkadelphia,
Ark., Fellow in French.
^ Jones, Sadocie Connellee, B. Agr., {Ky. State Coll.), 1906, Sadie-
ville, Ky., Agronomy.
Jordan, John Clark, A. B., {Knox Coll.), 1908, Galcsburg, English.
Judson, Howard Monroe, B.S., {Dartmouth Coll.), 1907, Gales-
burg, Economics.
^Junkersfield, Peter, B.S., 1895, Chicago, Electrical Engineering.
Kanzler, Herman Adam, A.B., {Christan Brothers Coll.), 1900.
Belleville, French.
Kean, Hugh Pratt, A. B., {Albion Coll.), 1906, Urbana, Mathe-
matics.
Keeler, Fred Crosby, A. B., 1907, Belvidcre, History.
Kelly, Amy, B. S., {S. D. State Coll.), 1908, Brookings, S. D.,
Household Science.
Kelso, Ruth, A.B., 1908, Columbus, O., Scholar in English.
Kemp, Jacob Garrett, A. B., 1906, Urbana, Physics.
'Kendall. William Finley, B.S., 1885, Austin, Te.r., Civil Engi-
neering.
Kerr, Josephine Ellrod, B.S., 1907., Urbana, Bacteriology-.
Kikuchi, Shichiro, B.S., {Shurtleff Coll.), 1908, Omiya, Japan,
Scholar in Mathematics.
Kinney, Jacob Millison, A. M., {Univ. of Neb.), 1907, Spencer,
Ind., Fellow in Mathematics.
Kishi, Teruo, B.S.. {Higher Tokio Tech. Coll.), 1898, Tokio,
Japan, Railway Mechanical Engineering.
Knight, Luther, M. S., {Johns Hopkins Univ.), 1904, Glencoe,
Organic Chemistry.
'In absentia.
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Knirk, Carl Fred, A. B., 1908, Quiticy, Mich., Geology.
Kostalek, John Anton, M. A., (Univ. of IVis.), 1908, Milwaukee,
lyis.. Fellow in Organic Chemistry.
Kotz, Raymond Casler, B. S., {Northwestern Univ.), 1907, Chicago,
Scholar in Organic Chemistry.
Kratz, Alonzo Plumsted, B. S., 1907, Champaign, Scholar in Me-
chanical Engineering.
Latimer, Thomas Erwin, A. B., {Univ. of Wash.), 1908, Seattle,
IVash., Scholar in Economics.
Leonard, Edith, B. S., 1906, Champaign, Graphic Statics.
Lewis, Byron Ray, A. B., 1907, Bridgeport, History.
'Linn, Homer Roberts, B.S., 1896, LaGrange, Mechanical Engi-
neering.
Littleton, Martha Elizabeth, A. B., {Southern Univ.), 1905, Greens-
boro, Ala., Scholar in German.
Lowrie, John Marshall, A.B., {Knox Coll.), 1908, Ipava, Scholar
in Political Science.
'McConney, Robert Bonner, B.S., 1889, Denver, Col., Mechanical
Engineering.
McDonald, Lewis, A. B. and B. S., 1908, Brownstozvn, Civil En-
gineering.
McElmurry, Rilla, B. S., {S. D. State Coll.), 1907, Brookings, S.
D., Household Science.
McGinnis, Mary Ola, A.B., 1902, Springfield, Botany.
MacGregor, Hazel Hope, B. S., 1906, A. M., 1907, {Yankton Coll.),
Volin, S. D., Scholar in Mathematics.
Maclnnes, Duncan Arthur, B.S., {Univ. of Utah), 1907, Ameri-
can Falls, Idaho, Scholar in Physiological Chemistry.
McKnight, William Asbury, B.S., 1904, Champaign, Sociology.
Maddox, Wilbur Clinton, B. S., 1907, Galva, Fellow in Electrical
Engineering.
Marquis, Franklin Wales, B. S., 1905, Bloomington, Mechanical
Engineering.
* Marsh, Thomas Alfred, B. S., 1904, Chicago, Mechanical Engi •
neering.
Mattill, Henry Albright, A.M., {Western Reserve Univ.), 1907,
Leavemvorth, Kan., Fellow in Physiological Chemistry.
'Meier, William, B. S., 1901, Chicago, Civil Engineering.
Merrill, Amos Newlove, B. S., {Agr. Coll. of Utah), 1896, Logan,
Utah, Agronomy.
'In absentia.
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Minnick, John Harrison, A. B., (Ind. Univ.), 1906, Lafontaine,
Ind., Mathematics.
Mitchell, Hazel Mary Eliza, A. B., (Shurtleff Col!.), 1908, Shen-
andoah, la., Scholar in English.
Monser, Harold Edward, A. B., {Univ. of Cai), 1905, Champaign,
Philosophy'.
Moore, Joel Roscoe, A. B., (Albion Coll.), 1908, Urbana, Eco-
nomics.
Myers, Clyde Hadley, B.S., (///. Wesleyan Univ.), 1907, Bloom-
ington. Plant Breeding.
Myers, Nettie Elizabeth, A.B., (Augustana Coll.), 1906, Rock
Island, English.
Nelson, John Harland, B. S., (S. D. State Coll.), 1905, Urbana,
Fellow in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Niederman, Gertrude, B. S., 1908, Chicago, Chemistry.
Nightingale, Harry Thomas, Ph. B., (Univ. of Mich.), 1895, Ur-
bana, Political Science.
Noerenberg, Clarence Eugene, B.S., 1907, Highland Park, Fellow
in Architectural Construction.
Nuttall, John Tilden, B. S., (Northwestern Univ.), 1905, Urbana,
Chemistry.
Overstreet, Noah Webster, B. S., (Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Miss.),
1908, Estabuchie, Miss., Scholar in Architectural Drawing.
Owen, Arthur Leslie, A. B., (Univ. of Vt.), 1906, Burlington, Vt.,
Spanish.
Paddock, Alice Moseley, A. B., (Univ. of Mich.), 1901, Moline,
English.
Palmer, George Merit, A.B., 1908, Champaign, History.
Parcel, John Ira, A. B., (Westficld Coll.), 1903, WesHield, Civil
Engineering.
Park, Jay Boardman, A. B., 1908. Paxton, Chemistry.
Patchin, Mary Amoret, A. B., (IVelleslcy Coll.), 1906, Chardon,
O., English.
Perry, Winifred Almina, A. B., 1908, Urbana, English.
' Phillips, James David, B. S., 1893. Madison, Wis., Architecture.
Phillips. Paul Chisler, A.B., (Ind. Univ.), 1906, Bloomficld, Ind..
Fellow in History.
Phillips, William Jeter, M.S., (Va. Poly. Inst.), 1903. Masscy.
Va., Entomolog}'.
'In absentia.
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Pincomb, Helena Maude, B.S., (Kan. Agr. Coll.), 1901, Lenexa,
Kan., Household Science.
Ponzer, Ernest William, B.S., 1900, Champaign, Mathematics.
Porter, Francis Marion, B. S., (O. Univ.), 1907, Circlcvillc, O.,
Physics.
Price, Anna May, B. L. S., 1900, A. M., {Univ. of S. D.), 1904,
Lincoln, Neb., French.
Provine, Loring Harvey, B.S., 1903, Champaign, Architectural
Engineering.
RadclifFe, Barney Simonson, A. B., (Miami Univ.), 1908, Harrison,
O., Scholar in Ceramics.
^Randall, Frank Alfred, B.S., 1905, Chicago, Civil Engineering.
Reed, Susan iVIartha, A. B., (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1907, IVestfield,
Mass., History.
Reynolds, Ernest Shaw, A. M., (Brown Univ.), 1907, Providence,
R. I., Fellow in Botany.
Rich, Daniel Homer, A.B., 1907, Washington, English.
Rinaker, Harriet Beckwith, A. B., (Blackburn Univ.), 1904, Carlin-
ville. Scholar in Household Science.
Robinson, Raymond Elder, B. S., 1908, Oak Park, Scholar in Me-
chanical Engineering.
Robinson, Ward Reid, B. S., 1906, Champaign, Civil Engineering.
Robison, Ethel Juanita, A. B., (Blackburn Coll.), 1908, Carlin-
ville. Scholar in Latin.
Rolfe, Susan Farley, A.B., 1903, Champaign, Botany.
Ross, Verne Ralph, A.B., 1908, (Millikin Univ.), Donnellson,
Scholar in Chemistry.
^Samuels, Thomas Walter, A.B., 1909, Carrollton, Economics.
Sandifur, Claude Williamson, A. B., (Ind. Univ.), 1906, Cham-
paign, Physics.
* Sargent, Charles Elliotte, B. S., 1886, Chicago, Mechanical Engi-
neering.
Schmidt, Henry Galen, A.B., (Central JVeslcyan Coll.), 1902, Belle-
ville, History.
Schmidt, Mrs. Violet Jayne, Ph. D., (Univ. of Mich.), 1903, Ur-
bana. Sociology.
Scott, Franklin William, A. M., 1903, Champaign, English.
Scott. William Doke, M.E., (Va. Poly. Inst.), 1908, Riner, Va.
Fellow in Mechanical Engineering.
'Shepardson, Ralph Steele, B.S., 1897, Aurora, Architecture.
'In absentia.
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Sim, Keturah Elizabeth, M.L., 1895, Urbana, English.
Skidmore, Mark, A.B., 1905, B.S., 1906, (Univ. of Mo.), Spring-
field, Mo., Fellow in Romance Languages.
Slater, Willis Appleford. B.S., 1906, Polo, Fellow in Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics.
'Slocum, Roy Harley, B.S., 1900, Agricultural Coll., S. Dak., Civil
Engineering.
Smiley, Proctor Knott, B.M.E., (Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Ky.),
1908, Catlettsburg, Ky., Mechanical Engineering.
Smith, Mrs. Enid Draper, A.B., 1902, Hiroshima, Japan, English.
^Smith, George Russell, B.S., 1900, Elkhart, Ind., Mechanical En-
gineering.
Smith, Irwin Webster, A.B., 1908, Urbana, Scholar in Mathematics.
Smith, James Elmo, B.S., (Univ. of Wis.,) 1903, Urbana, Civil
Engineering.
Smith, Orrin Harold, A.B., (Knox Coll.), 1908, Corning, la..
Scholar in Physics.
Smith, Percy Almerin, B.S., 1901, Hiroshima, Japan, Education.
Spencer, Fannie Grace Clara, B.S., 1908, Terre Haute, Ind., Scholar
in Organic Chemistry.
Stempel, Waldemar Matthaeus, A.B., (Ind. Univ.), 1905, Urbana,
Physics.
Stephenson, Edward Beattie, M.S., (Knox Coll.), 1907, Sparta,
Fellow in Physics.
Stevens, Harold Edwin, B. Agr., (Univ. of Ky.), 1906, Visalia,
Ky., Agronomy.
Stewart, Gwendolyn, A.B., (Leland Stanford Junior Univ.), 1900,
Stanford University, Fellow in Household Science.
Stewart, Robert, B.S., (Agr. Coll. of Utah), 1902, Logan, Utah,
Fellow in Soil Fertility.
Stifier, William Warren, A.B., (Shiirtleff Coll.), 1902, Upper Alton,
Physics.
Stouffer, Ellis Bagley, M.S., (Drake Univ.), 1907, State Center,
la.. Scholar in Mathematics.
Strachan, Earle Kenneth, B.S., (Worcester Poly. Inst.), 1908, ^1/o»i-
tello, Mass., Organic Chemistry.
Stuhlmann, Otto, Jr., A.B., (Univ. of Cincinnati), 1907. Cincin-
nati, O., Physics.
Swanson, Arthur E, A.B., (Augustana Coll.), 1908, DeKalb,
Scholar in Economics.
'In absentia.
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Tanquary, Maurice Cole, A.B., 1907, Champaign, Zoology.
'Thayer, William Sumner, B.S., 1905, Chicago, Electrical Engineer-
ing.
Thomas, Frank William, A.B., {Ind. Univ.), 1905, Indianapolis,
Latin.
Thompson, Charles Manfred, A.B., Champaign, Economics.
Tietje, Arthur Jcrrold, A.M., {Cornell Univ.), 1904, Urbana, Eng-
lish.
'Trimble, Clara Eugenia, A.B., 1904, Champaign, History.
Van Alstine, Ernest, B.S., (Mich. Agr. Coll.), 1907, Grand Ledge,
Mich., Agronomy.
Van Brunt, George Athol, B.S., 1908, Kewanee, Scholar in Chem-
istry.
'Vawter, John Terrell, B.S., 1904, Vawter Park, Ind., Architecture.
W^ang, Ching Chun, Ph.B., (Yale Univ.), 1908, Peking, China,
Railway Administration.
Weatherhead, Drury Lee, B.S., 1908, Moline, Scholar in Industrial
Chemistry.
'Weinshank, Theodore, B.S., 1896, Indianapolis, Ind., Mechanical
Engineering.
Wenger, Edgar Isaac, B.S.M., 1899, B.S.E., 1901, {McGill Univ.),
Urbana, Electrical Engineering.
Werckshagen, Paul Eberhard, {Graduate of Gymnasium, Schwedt,
Germany), A.B., {Univ. of Berlin), 1901, St. Louis, Mo., Fel-
low in German Literature.
West, James Alexander, B.S., (///. Wesleyan Univ.), 1899, A.M.,
{Boston Univ.), 1903, Champaign, Zoology.
Wheeler, Wilfred Forrest, B.S., {Kan. Univ.), 1908, Urbana, In-
dustrial Chemistry.
White, James McLaren, B.S., 1890, Champaign, Architectural En-
gineering.
Wilkinson, Laurence Egar, B.S., 1906, Ionia, Michigan, Architec-
ture.
Williams, Elmer Howard, A.M., {Univ. of Wis.), 1906, Urbana,
Physics.
Wilson, John Harrison, A.B., {Knox Coll.), 1909, Rossville, Latin.
'Wright, Sidney Walter, A.B., 1901, Mechanicsburg, History.
'Zimmerman, Walter Howard, B.S., 1897, Champaign, Mechanical
Engineering.
'In absentia.
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Seniors
Ackemann, Henry Conrad,
Ackert, James Edward,
Almy, Lloyd Huber,
Alverson, Maude Lena,
Ames, Albert Wilson,
Anderson, Florence Elizabeth,
Anderson, Howard Eraser,
Anderson, Martin Joel,
Argiielles, Angel Severo,
Arnold, Ross Harper,
Ashdown, Harry Edward,
Ashley, Leon Eaton Cummins,
Baird, John Henry,
Baker, Ruth Marsh,
Balcom, Henry Clarke,
Baldwin, Frank Boyd,
Bardwell, Robert Cousins.
Barr, Nelson Rogers.
Barrett, Agnes,
Bauer, Frederick Charles,
Beach, Bayard Macknet,
Beck, Ralph Osborne,
Bceby, Frank Fairwell,
Bell, Rodney Linton,
Benefiel, Eva Marion,
Bennett, Harvey Childs,
Besore, Hazel, A.B., 1908,
Bevis, Albon,
Bevis, Daily George,
Beyer, William Herbert,
Bickel, Mary Andrews,
Bigclow, Mary Constance, A.B.,
1899.
Billings, Walter Emerson,
Blair, Alice Ledlie,
Blake, Katherine May,
Bland, Rose,
Blomfcldt, Allen Axel,
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Dixon, General Science
Sterling, Chemical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Urbana, Architectural Eng'g.
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g.
Batangas, Datangas, P. I.,
Agriculture
Rockford, Electrical Eng'g
Port Byron, I\Iunicipal Eng'g
Bluffs, Architectural Eng'g
Urbana, Agriculture
Urbana, General, L. and A
Indianapolis, Ind., Agriculture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g,
Aurora, General Science
Quincy, Electrical Eng'g
Mattoon, General, L. and A
Champaign, Agriculture
Huron, S. D., Electrical Eng'g
Sioux City, la.. Railway Eng'g
LaSalle, Civil Eng'g
IVest York, Civil Eng'g
Mattoon, Household Science, Agr
Aurora, Chem. Eng'g
Urbana, Music
Urbana, Architectural Eng'g
Ncivton, Civil Eng'g
South Bend, Ind., Architecture
Gcncsco, General, L. and A
Champaign, Library, 5th year
Geneseo,
Urbana,
Watseka,
Normal,
Chicago,
Mechanical Eng'g
Library, 4th year
General, L. and A
General, L. and A
Mechanical Eng'g
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Boomer, Simeon E,
Borton, Gail Leslie,
Bowman, Lewis Napoleon,
Boynton, Napoleon Hiram,
Brackenbury, Benjamin Almond,
Bradley, John Jay,
Brakensiek, Jessie Delight,
Braley, Howard Dixon,
Brand, Royden Earl,
Brandenburg, Samuel Jacob,
A.B., (Miami Univ.), 1904,
Brauer, Lydia Marie,
Breckenridge, Gladys Sinclair,
Bredehoft, Mabel Armena,
Breitenfeld, Richard,
Bressler, Charles Emery, Jr.,
Brooks, Verna,
Brundage, Avery,
Bryan, Sarah Elizabeth, A.B.,
1908,
Buck, Leonard,
Buffum, Ruth Irene,
Bullard, Clark Wesley,
Bullock, Agnes Irene,
Bullock, Edith Ray,
Bullock, Lela May,
Bumgarner, Irma Marie,
Burch, George Francis,
Burch, William Harrison,
Burgess, Frank M.
Burgess, Harry Holdridge,
Burgner, Harley Thompson,
Burke, Paul,
Burns, Josephine Elizabeth,
Burroughs, Wilbur Gordon,
Burt, Paul Gordon,
Butler, Comfort Straight,
Butler, William Arthur,
Cabeen, Richard McPherren,
Rutland, General Science.
DeLand, Business, L. and A.
Mason City, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Egan, S. Dak., Municipal Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Quincy, General, L. and A.
Carlinville, Electrical Eng'g.
Danville, Agriculture.
Oxford, O.,
San Jose,
Urbana,
Danville,
Harvard,
South Bend,
Macon,
Chicago,
Library, 4th year.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
Civil Eng'g.
Ind., Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Library, 4th year.
Vermont, Business, L. and A.
Milan, General, L. and A.
Springfield, Architecture.
El Paso, General, L. and A.
El Paso, General, L. and A.
El Paso, General, L. and A.
McNabb, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Civil Eng'g.
Morrison, Mechanical Eng'g.
Tonica, Agriculture.
Tonica, Civil Eng'g.
Carthage, Electrical Eng'g.
Three Rivers, Mich.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Edwardsville, Civil Eng'g.
Superior, Neb., Architecture.
Cairo, General, L. and A.
Kenosha, Wis., Railway Eng'g.
Scaton, Architecture.
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Cairns, George Dean,
Campbell, Allan Berry,
Carlson, Carl Bernhardt,
Carper, John Fisher,
Cary, Earl Chester,
Cattron, Kie,
Cawood, Hervey Richey,
Chichester, Emily,
Chinlund, Joseph Ferdinand,
Christopher, Carl,
Clark, Faith Angeline,
Clarke, Carrie Louise,
Clarke, Frances Emma,
Claycomb, Amos Townsend,
Cleavinger, John Simeon,
Clendenen, Paul McKinney,
Clinite, Raymond Grover,
Clow, Grace Miranda,
Coffin, Francis Albert,
Coker, Myrtle Rose,
Collins, Ray Arthur,
Cook, Frank Samuel,
Corrington, Cloyd Ellorne,
Corwine, George Delwin,
Coyle, John Frank,
Craig, Hazel lona,
Craig, Jennie Adah, A.B., 1906,
Craig, Ollison,
Cristy, Harold E,
Crossland, Hiram Edward,
Crow, Barbara,
Cutter, Watts Cyrus,
Dana, Marian Ida,
Danford, Fred Dwight,
Davis, Rcba,
Dayton, Susan LaRue,
Dean, Harold Churchill,
DeLaney, Clarence Martin,
DcWitt, Homer Roscoe,
Richmond, Business, L. and A.
LaHarpe, Electrical Eng'g.
Moline, Architectural Eng'g.
Buda, Electrical Eng'g.
Rantoul, Business, L. and A.
Fairview, Agriculture.
Palestine, Civil Eng'g.
Brimficld, General Science.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Auburn, Agriculture.
Cartilage, General, L. and A.
Momence, General Science.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Sycamore, Business, L. and A.
Springfield, Library, 4th year.
Cairo, Business, L. and A.
Cherry Valley, General Science.
Plainfield, General, L. and A.
Salem, Electrical Eng'g.
Harrisbiirg, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Mackinazv, Civil Eng'g.
Moiveaqiia, Electrical Eng'g.
Delavan, Civil Eng'g.
Pcnfield, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Library, 5th year.
Sullivan, Mechanical Eng'g.
Joplin, Mo., Mechanical Eng'g.
Sheldon, Civil Eng'g.
Springfield, General, L. and A.
Oswego, Agriculture.
Utica, Library, 4th year.
Joy, Civil Eng'g.
Emmonsburg, N. D.,
Library, 4t!i year.
Paris, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
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Dickenson, Ira Wilmer,
Dietrich, Benjamin Henry,
Dillon, Edward Leland,
Dillon, Lee Amos,
Doerr, William Philip,
Doherty, Robert Ernest,
Dollinger, Hazel Dell,
Dorman, Dean Stanley,
Downey, Elzy Franklin,
Drennan, Walter R,
Drew, Joseph Allen,
Dunlap, Nora Betz,
Dunn, Wilbur Lawrence,
Durst, Charles Elmer,
Eastman, Otis Miles,
Eaton, Frances IMarilla,
Edwards, Eliza Russell,
Eiszner, Bessie Josephine,
Ekblaw, Karl John Theodore,
Ellsberry, Lloyd Kirk,
Ensign, Newton Edward, A.B.,
{Oxford Univ., Eng.), 1908,
Erbes, Clara,
Ercanbrack, Hal Edmund,
Erskine, Robert Newman,
Ervin, Helen Elaine, A.B.,
(Maryville Coll.), 1902,
Evans, Martin Edward,
Everhart, Leon Ulysses,
Fargo, Roy Newton,
Farmer, Paul Melville,
Farr, Alvin Isaac,
Fast, Byron Meridith,
Fink, Erna Marie Elizabeth,
Fischer, Arvin William,
Fishback, William Murphy,
Fisk, Ira William,
Flanders. Junius Aiken,
Neivto7i,
Black River
Urbaiia,
Sheldon,
Chicago,
Clay City,
Champaign,
Taylorville,
Clyde,
Chicago,
Waiscka,
Champaign,
Peoria,
Qiiincy,
Harvard,
Tyler, Tex.,
Cenfralia, M
Chicago,
Rantoul,
Mason City,
Electrical Eng'g.
Falls, IVis.,
General, L. and A.
Agriculture.
General, L. and A.
Architecture.
Electrical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
General Science.
General, L. and A.
Agriculture.
General, L. and A.
Civil Eng'g.
Agriculture.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
0., Library, 4th year.
General, L. and A.
Mechanical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Altamont, Civil Eng'g.
Ccntralia, General, L. and A.
ElbuDi, Railway Eng'g.
Oak Park, General, L. and A.
Kingston, Tenn.,
Library, 5th year.
Chcbanse, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Springfield, Electrical Eng'g.
Saunemin, General, L. and A.
Princeville, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Bensenville, Agriculture.
Marshall, General, L. and A.
Plain Vieiv, Minn.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Glcncoe, General, L. and A.
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Foster, Joseph Kyle,
Fowler, Chester Charles,
Froehlich, John Daniel William,
Fruin, Mary Camille,
Furrow, Elmer Otis,
Gangstad, Julius Siverine,
Gardiner, Lion,
Gardner, Clarence Oran,
Garnett, Percie Ellen,
Gates, Frank Caleb,
Gibbs, Clark Lee,
Gibson, Mary,
Gibson, Miles Otto,
Giffin, Beulah Emma, A.B.,
{Lake Forest Coll.), 1907,
Goetz, Antoinette Helen,
Goff, Lutie Azuba,
Goodspeed, Frank,
Gordon, Inez Dorothy,
Gourley, Margaret Travis,
Gourley, Mary Jane,
Graham, Mary Adelaide,
Gregory, Lenna Mabel,
Gresham, Nina Vivien,
Gridley, Mabel Alberta,
Griffith, Leland Stanford,
Griffiths, Sarah Helen,
Grossbcrg, Arthur Sariah,
Grove, San ford Lackey,
Gulley, Laurence Richard,
Gundy, Madge Katherine,
Hadley, Homer Langdon,
Haggard, Ada Olive,
Hagie, Franklin Eugene,
Hake, Joseph William,
Hall, Ethel Lottie,
Handlin, William Clyde,
W
Mt. Carm el,
Chicago,
Chicago,
&l Paso,
Potomac,
Deerficld,
Chicago,
Curtis, Nebr.,
Plymouth,
Household
Chicago,
Urbana,
Dana, Ind.,
Urbana,
General, L. and A.
Chemical Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
is., Agriculture.
Mechanical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Science, L. and A.
General Science.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
Railway Eng'g.
Lockport. Library, 4th year.
lozva City, la., Library, 4th year.
Rantoiil, General, L. and A.
Joliet, Architectural Eng'g.
Chillicothe, Mo.,
General, L. and A.
Paxton, General, L. and A.
Paxton, General Science.
Springfield, General, L. and A.
Moweaqua, General, L. and A.
CJiampaign, General, L. and A.
Morrison, Chemistry.
McNabb, Agriculture.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Library, 4th year.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Cerro Gordo, Agriculture.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Bismarck, General, L. and A.
Maroa, Railway Eng'g.
York, Nebr., Library, 4th year.
Elizabeth, Medical.
Urbana, General Science.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Lake Fork, General Science.
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Hancs, William Rambo,
Harkness, Columbus Loren,
Hatten, Frank Wyatt,
Hayward, DeAlton,
Hedgcock, William Everett,
Hedrick, Stella Blanche,
Henry, Donald Alison,
Henry, Elizabeth,
Herrmann, George Albert,
Hershey, Harry Bryant,
Hersman, Francis Craig,
Hertel, Clarence Agnew,
Heyle, Franklin Theodore,
Hill, Harry S,
Hill, Nathan Richard,
Hill, Nehemiah William,
Hill, Norman Haden,
Hiveley, Oscar George,
Hjort, Nels Reuben,
Hoff, Lucy Virginia,
Hoffman, Paul Alexander,
Hoge, Carl Henry,
Holch, Ralph Edgar,
Holland, Leila,
Holmquist, Fred Nelson,
Horns, Jose Maria,
Horner, Harry Stirling,
Hoskins, Ezekiel Edward,
Houston, John Vernon,
Howe, Mary,
Hubbart, Curtis Clay,
Huckin Franklin Roscoe,
Huffman, Jessie Frances,
Humphreys, Seaver Sanford,
Hunsaker, Andrew Franklin,
Hunter, Alfred Hughllyn,
Hutson, Stella Evangeline,
Ilg, George Martin Aloysius,
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Adanis, Mechanical Eng'g.
Delavan, Railway Eng'g.
Ottawa, Business, L. and A.
Plymouth, Agriculture.
Columbia, Mo., Library, 4th year.
Urbana, Electrical Eng'g.
Quincy, Library, 4th year.
Peru, Mechanical Eng'g.
Taylorvillc, General, L. and A.
Hersman, Agriculture.
Freeburg, Agriculture.
Peoria, Civil Eng'g.
Paxton, Chemistry.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, Chemical Eng'g.
Champaign, Architectural Eng'g.
Freeport, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago Heights,
General, L. and A.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Wenona, Railway Eng'g.
Gilman, Mechanical Eng'g.
Pontiac, Household Science, Agr.
Weldon, Civil Eng'g.
Barcelona, Spain,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Rockford, Architecture.
Norris City, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Household Science, Agr.
Philo, Civil Eng'g.
Ogden, Medical.
Charleston, General, L. and A.
Atkinson, Business, L. and A.
Cobden, General, L. and A.
Mendon, Civil Eng'g.
Benton, Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
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Ingold, Ernest Thompson,
Irving, Edward Franklin,
Jackson, George Rhine,
Jackson, Zita Ehzabeth,
James, Charles Austin.
James, Delos Lawrence,
James, McNeal Cole,
Jensen, George Leonard,
Johanning, Paul Martin,
Johnson, Roxana Galletly, A.B.,
(Ind. Univ.), 1903,
Johnson, William Chance,
Jones, Blanche,
Jones, Bruce Leroy,
Jones, Frank Schall,
Jones, John Lloyd,
Jones, Mabel, B.L., 1891,
Jones, Truman Nathaniel,
Jordon, Myron Kendal,
Kagy, John Larimer,
Kays, Lucile Emma,
Kays, Victor C,
Kelley, Truman Lee,
Kerr, Bartlett Martin,
Kiedaisch, Karl,
Kilner, Mercedes,
Kincaid, John Kennedy,
Kiner, Henry Clyde,
King, Bruce Adams,
Kingsbury, Howard Baker,
Kirk, Elizabeth,
Knapp, Warren Emerson,
Kneppcr, Myrtle Elizabeth, B.S.,
(Hi(^Jiland Univ.), 1907,
Knipp, Mrs. Frances Knause,
Knox, Samuel Miles, Jr.,
Korsmo, Amund Marius,
Kraft, Eugene William,
Apple ton, Wis.,
Cornland,
Chicago,
Streator,
Chester,
Union,
Long Point,
Chicago,
Champaign,
Mechanical Eng'g,
Mechanical Eng'g
General, L. and A
General, L. and A
Civil Eng'g
Agriculture
Agriculture
Civil Eng'g
Mechanical Eng'g
Spencer, Ind., Library, sth year
Champaign, Civil Eng'g,
Urbana, General, L. and A
Wheeler, Ind., Municipal Eng'g
Batavia, Mechanical Eng'g
Bradford, Municipal Eng'g
Champaign, Library, 5th year
Chicago, General, L. and A
Savoy, Civil Eng'g
Salem, General, L. and A
Phoenix, Ariz.,
Household Science, L. and A
Magnolia, General Science
Urbana, General Science
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g
Keokuk, la., Civil Eng'g
Chicago, General, L. and A
Athens, Agriculture
Geneseo, Civil Eng'g
Plymouth, Agriculture
Gardner, General Science
Decatur, General, L. and A
Evanston, Chemical Eng'g
Highland, Kan., Library, 5th year
Urbana, General, L. and A
Sheffield, Agriculture
Elgin, Civil Eng'g
Collinsinlle, Mechanical Eng'g
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Kratz, Ethel Gyola,
Kreiling, Chris Herman,
Kressman, Fred William,
Lang, LeRoy,
Large, George Pence,
Laughlin, Ely Vail,
Lee, Charles Bopes,
Lee, Gertrude Ann,
Lescher, Frank Mills,
Lindberg, Edward Ferdinand
Jacob,
Lindley, Fleetwood Herndon,
Linn, James Howard,
Linton, Margie,
Lloyd, Nellie Evelyn,
Locke, Walter Coutant,
Lofquist, Harry Stephen,
Lord, Maurice Frank,
Lorenz, Frederick Ayres, Jr.,
Lund, James Charles,
Lynn, John Elliott,
McBride, Owen Earl, S.B.,
{Univ. of Chicago), 1907,
McCaskey, Clare Parsons,
McCaskey, Paul Alfred,
McClenahan, William Thompson,
McCool, Charles Edward,
McCrea, Hugh Allen,
McDonald, Elmer Massey,
McGinnis, Harvey,
Mclntyre, Ella Elliott, A.B.,
1908,
Mclntyre, John Verner,
McKelvey, Arthur Wilson,
McMillan, Eugene Campbell,
McMillen, Sarah Grace,
McNeill, Norah, A.B.,
{Univ. of Mich.), 1907,
Majumdar, Santosh Chandra,
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Forest City, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Monticcllo, la., Agriculture.
Owaneco, Civil Eng'g.
Monticcllo, General Science.
Aledo, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Topcka, Kan., Architecture.
Cherokee,
.
la.. Railway Eng'g.
Springfield, Business, L. and A.
Winnetka, Business, L. and A.
Lewistown, General, L. and A.
Evanston. General, L. and A.
LaSalle, Civil Eng'g.
Kewanee, Electrical Eng'g.
Piano, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Pa.rton, Mechanical Eng'g.
Lockridge, la.. General, L. and A.
Chicago, Architecture.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Monmouth, Municipal Eng'g.
Freeport, Civil Eng'g.
Alton, Railway Eng'g.
Lerna, Agriculture.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, Library, 5th year.
Nezvman, Business, L. and A.
Sparta, General, L. and A.
Carthage, Mechanical Eng'g.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Garden Grove, la..
Library, 5th year.
Calcutta, Bengal, India,
Agriculture.
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Mann, Jessie Valentine,
Mann, Mary Elizabeth,
Mansfield, Warren Moore,
Manspeaker, Lewis Vinton, Jr.,
Maris, Marietta,
Marks, Mary Ella,
Marsh, Albert LeRoy,
Marsh, Daniel,
Marti, William Christoph,
Martin, Arselia Bessie,
Martin, Earle W,
Martin, Luta,
Maryatt, Elmer Fauntleroy,
Mathewson, John Warne,
Matthews, Bessie Glenn,
May, William Wynan,
Melton, James Leslie,
Merry, Carl Emmett,
Millar, Charles Ernest,
Miller, Alvin Charles,
Miller, John J,
Mills, Clifford Pusey,
Mitchell, Harold Hanson,
Mojonnier, Oliver William,
Morris, Mary Loduska,
Mosby, Benjamin Harrison,
Musser, Frank Stanley,
Myers, Harold Larrance,
Mylrea, Thomas Douglas,
Nash, Charles Anson,
Nein, William Conrad,
Nichol, Harriet Ethel,
Nickell, Lloyd Francis,
Nicodemus, Frederick Bowman,
Nollen, Nell Alma,
Nolte, Charles Beach,
Nuckolls, Mary Elizabeth,
Osborne, Isabel Mary,
Palmer, Audrie May,
Oak Park, General, L. and A.
Gilnian, General, L. and A.
IVoodhiill, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
River Forest, Library, 4th year.
Davenport, la., Library, 4th year.
Detroit, Mich., Chemistry.
Weldon, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Atlantic, la., Arch. Decoration.
Genesee, Electrical Eng'g.
Oakland, General Science.
Weiscr, Idaho, Electrical Eng'g.
Elburn, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Rochelle, Business, L. and A.
Marion, Ky., Architectural Eng'g.
Urbana, Ceramics.
Mattoon, Chemistry.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Geneva, Chemical Eng'g.
McNabb, Agriculture.
Chicago, General Science.
Highland, Chemistry.
Oskaloosa, la., General, L. and A.
Carlinville, General, L. and A.
Lefia, Civil Eng'g.
Hinsdale, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Elizabeth, Electrical Eng'g.
Decatur, Electrical Eng'g.
Monmouth, Library, 4th year.
Farmer City, General Science.
Forreston, Civil Eng'g.
Atlanta, General Science.
Mattoon, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Peoria,
Household Science, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
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Papwortli, Jennie Wilson,
Parcel John Ira, A.B.,
(Westfield Coll.), 1903,
Parkin, Walter Harrah,
Parks, Harvey Alvah,
Parsons, Lura Elizabeth,
Paton, Walter Coffman,
Patton, Leigh Klumb,
Paul, Harry John,
Payton, Lyle,
Pearce, Ira,
Pease, Elva Maude,
Pellens, Louise Josephine,
Penn, Albert,
Perring, Vere Dorothy,
Perry, Edna Maude,
Perry, Eleanor Farrand,
Perry, Leonora Naomi, A.B.,
1908,
Perry, Lorinda,
Pettigrew, James Quinton,
Phillips, Lawrence Cliflford,
Pinkerton, Francis Elmore, Jr.,
Pollard, Henry,
Ponzer, Emma,
Poorman, Amy,
Pope, Charles Samuel,
Post, George Earl,
Potter, Charles Pruitt,
Powell, Clure Morris,
Powers, Mark Elmer,
Pratt, Fred Cameron,
Railsback, Fay Dillon,
Railsback, Howard Marion,
Rainey, Edward Cleveland,
Ramser, Charles Ernest,
Cleveland, O., Music.
IVestficld, Civil Eng'g.
Galva, General, L. and A.
Minonk, General Science.
Dcs Plaiucs, General Science.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Moline, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g
Harvey, General, L. and A.
Ft. Wayne, hid.,
Arch. Decoration.
Camden, Ind., Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General Science.
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
General, L. and A.
Hackensack, N. J.,
Library, 5th year.
Mclvin, General, L. and A.
Harvey, Mechanical Eng'g.
Streator, General, L. and. A.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Henry, General, L. and A.
Altamont,
Household Science, Agr.
Moline, Electrical Eng'g.
Fithian, General, L. and A.
Hoopeston, Electrical Eng'g.
Bozven, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
JVcbb City, Mo., Electrical Eng'g.
Minier, Agriculture.
Hopedale, General, L. and A.
Salem, General, L. and A.
Alma, Civil Eng'g
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Rayner, William Horace,
Rebman, Gail,
Reece, Wade W,
Reed, Lois Antoinette,
Regan, Ralph Howard,
Retz, Rosalie Mary,
Richards, Percy McClure,
Richardson, Carl Barrows,
Richardson, Edith Marion,
Ricketts, Clara Agnes,
Riesche, Robert Herman,
Ripley, Charles Trescott,
Risser, Ralph Granville,
Ritchie, Elizabeth Prophet, A.B.
{Cotncr Univ.), 1900,
Robbins, Glen Lewis,
Robert, John Alcide,
Robertson, Nellie Mabel,
Robinson, Charles Jason,
Robson, Carl David,
Rodgers, Robert Beam,
Rohrer, Minnie Genevieve,
Roth, Jay Frederick,
Rowland, Claude Kerlin,
Rusk, Forrest Seiler,
Rusk, Ralph Leslie,
Russell, George Silas,
Russell, Wilvan Jesse,
Sachs, Inez Floyance,
Saemann, Mabel Oletta, A.B.,
{Univ. of Wis.), 1905,
Samuels, Thomas Walter,
Schulzke, William Henry,
Schulzke, Otto Fred,
Schumacher, Ramon,
Schwarzkopf, Florence Antoin-
ette,
Scoggin, Bernice,
JVestplains
Frederick,
Rossville,
Pittsford,
Chicago,
Ottawa,
Peoria,
Tampico,
Chicago,
Champaign,
Chicago,
Oak Park,
Kankakee,
Mo., Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Mechanical Eng'g.
N. Y.,
General, L. and A.
Mechanical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Railway Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
Civil Eng'g.
Railway Eng'g.
Agriculture.
IVyniore, Nebr., Library, 5th year.
McCool, Ind., Agriculture.
Lacoii, Civil Eng'g.
Deputy, Ind., Library, 4th year.
Manteno, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Riverton, Railway Eng'g.
Somonauk, General, L. and A.
Henry, Mechanical Eng'g.
Martinsville, General, L. and A.
Columbus, 0., Architecture.
Windsor, Mo., General, L. and A.
Baltimore, Md., Civil Eng'g.
Pana, Business, L. and A.
Toivanda, Library, 4th year.
Plymouth, Wis.,
Library, stii year.
East St. Louis,
General, L. and A.
Springfield, Architecture.
Springfield, Chemistry.
St. Joseph, Mo., Architecture.
Chicago,
Household Science, L. and A.
Millington, General, L. and A.
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Seed, Essie May,
Seely, John Gordon,
Seller, Alice Faye,
Seymour, Robert Ross,
Seymour, Walter Alfred,
Shaw, Guy Ray,
Shields, Charles Culver,
Shivcly, Edith Olga,
Shrader, Frank K,
Simmons, Harold Hoyt,
Simms, Fred Shepard,
Simpson, Francis Marion,
Sinnett, Thomas Patrick,
Sinnock, Pomeroy,
Smith, Elizabeth,
Smith, Mary Elvira,
Smith, Theodore Meade,
Snyder, James Blaine,
Snyder, Stanley S,
Sonntag, Arthur Henry,
Southgate, Helen Anderson,
Southwick, Joe Dare,
Sparks, Ray Carlisle,
Sprecher, Irvin Sherwood,
Stalker, James Robinson,
Stanger, Otto Charles,
Steele, Mac Knight,
Stein, Milton Frederick,
Stewart, Charles Sumner,
Stewart, Harold Wilson,
Stewart, James Samuel,
Stocker, Cornelius,
Stout, Elizabeth Ten Eyck,
B.L.S.,
Stout, John Philemon,
Strauch, Clara Marie,
Bloomington, General Science.
Oswego, Agriculture.
Washington, D. C,
Household Science, Science.
Henning, Agriculture.
Henning, Agriculture.
Vinton, la., Civil Eng'g.
Highland Park,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Seymour, General, L. and A.
Knoxville, Business, L. and A.
Blue Mound, Civil Eng'g.
Peoria, Electrical Eng'g.
Vienna, Agriculture.
Crescent City, General, L. and A.
Quincy, Civil Eng'g.
New London, IVis.,
Library, 5th year.
Ottawa, Kan., Library, 4th year.
Auburn, Agriculture.
Moweaqua, Electrical Eng'g.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Alton, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General Science.
Flora, General, L. and A.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Zion City, Agriculture.
Terre Haute, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Barriugton, Chemistry.
Bloomingto)!, General, L. and A.
Chicago,
Charleston,
Hebron,
Toulon,
Highland,
Municipal Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
Agriculture.
Civil Eng'g.
Agriculture.
1908, Petosky, Mich., General, L. and A.
Glcnarm, Agriculture.
Chad'wick,
Household Science, L. and A.
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Strauch, Hilda Louise,
Streff, Albert Paul,
Stromquist, Walter Gottfrid,
A.B., {Bethany Coll.), 1905,
Sumay, Oscar Jose,
Surman, Hugo Ewald,
Swett, William Claude,
Swift, Elizabeth Andrews,
Swisher, Charles Lee,
Tagore, Rathindra Nath,
Talbot, Kenneth Hammct,
Taniyama, Sadakichi,
Taylor, Ethel Nichols,
Thai, Otto Samuel,
Thompson, Charles AL'infred,
Thompson, Samuel Matthew,
Thomson, Andrew,
Tobey, Harold Eugene,
Tobias, Mabel B,
Touzalin, Clara Belle, .
Trotter, Clinton P,
Tu, Tinph Weitsen,
Tull, Allison Lee,
Urbain, Leon Francois,
Van Dorsten, Josephine,
Van Hook, Forest Clyde,
Voorhecs, Kathryn Craig,
Vosburgh, Frank Jones,
Waddell, Charles Archibald,
Waggoner, Harry Dwight,
Wagner, Robert Charles, Jr.,
Walledom, Jesse Jacobsen,
Walsh, William Joseph,
Warrick, Thcron Lloyd,
Waugh, Rosa,
Weatherhead, Drury Lee,
Chadivick,
Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Lindsborg, Kan., IMunicipal Eng'g.
Buenos Ayres, Argentine,
Electrical Eng'g.
Carlinville, Civil Eng'g.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Bordcntoivn, N. J.,
General, L. and A.
Wellington, General Science.
Bolpur, Bengal, India,
Agriculture.
Urbana, Civil Eng'g.
Okayama, Japan, Civil Eng'g.
Claremont, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Harrisbiirg, General, L. and A.
Chicago, General Science.
Galesburg, Civil Eng'g.
Washington, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Library, sth year.
Kansas, Agriculture.
Shanghai, China, Railway Eng'g.
Farmer City, General, L. and A.
DuQuoin, Architecture.
Hillsdale, Mich., General Science.
Mt. Pulaski, General Science.
Bushnell, General, L. and A.
Oak Park, Mechanical Eng'g.
Princeton, Railway Eng'g.
Granite City, General Science.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Monticello, Civil Eng'g.
Utica, Agriculture.
Cobden, General, L. and A.
Moline, Chemical Eng'g.
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Weaver, Maud.
Weiss, John Frank,
Wcrnsing, Harry John,
White, Burt F,
White, Frank,
Willard, Charles Julius, B.S.,
(Kan. State Ag/l. Coll.), 1908,
Williams, Warren Stephen,
Williamson, Maude,
Wilson, Lucy Gray,
Wilson, Nelle Mae,
W^olf, John Emerson,
Wood, Margaret Crowcll,
Woodworth, Harry Clark,
Wormer, Grace,
Wray, Robert Charles,
Wreath, Samuel Ross,
Wright, Sidney Barber,
Wright, Thomas Judson, Jr.,
Wussow, August Frank Daniel,
Wyatt, Roscoe D,
Yehling, Albert Charles,
Young, Thomas Earl,
Zahrobsky, Edward Frank,
Zearing, Joseph Hazen,
Zhen, Juedan Tun-shou,
Zilly, Marie Louise,
liarrisburg, General, L. and A.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
Greenvicw, General, L. and A.
Longview, Agriculture.
Shelbyville, Agriculture.
Manhattan, Kan., Agriculture.
Champaign, Chemistry.
Houston, Texas,
General, L. and A.
Washington, la.,
Library, 4th year.
Macomb, Library, 4th year.
Lanark, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Library, 4th year.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Center Point, la.,
Library, 4th year.
Quincy, Agriculture.
Hillsdale, Chemistry.
Rock Falls, Mechanical Eng'g.
Churchland, Va., Railway Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemistry.
Salem, General, L. and A.
Sparta, Electrical Eng'g.
Lcwistown, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Princeton, Business, L. and A.
Hupeh, China, Business, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Abbott, Bayard Taylor,
Abbott, Frances Dorcas,
Albrecht, William Albert,
Alexander, Alfred,
Altekruse, Ira Blair,
Alverson, Grace Margaret,
Anderson, Harold Brother,
Juniors
Morrison,
Morrison,
Flanagan,
Chicago,
Urbana,
Urbana,
Joliet,
Agriculture
General Science
General, L. and A
Architecture
Mechanical Eng'g
Music
Civil Eng'g
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Anderson, Russell Adams Mc-
Curdy,
Arends, Fred George,
Avey, Daniel Manning,
Bachmann, Frank,
Badger, Henry Stillman,
Bailey, Ernest Henning,
Baird, Mrs. Bertha Salsich,
Balis, William Henry,
Bardvvell, Richard Woleben,
Barloga, Jesse August,
Barry, Pierce,
Barth, George Andrew Christian,
Bashen, George Bergen,
Bassett, John Besler,
Bauer, Otto Anton,
Baum, Benjamin Franklin,
Bear, Louis Raymond,
Bebb, Herbert,
Beemer, Alexander William,
Bell, Charles Manley,
Bell, Herbert Eugene,
Bengel, George Adam,
Berger, Adda Elizabeth,
Berkema, Ira John,
Bernreuter, Walter,
Berns, Max Arnold,
Berolzheimer, Hannah Beulah,
Berry, Ray Chamberlain,
Beveridge, Charles Eden,
Black, Charles Day,
Black, Grace Josephine,
Boardman, Harry Clow,
Bollman, Minnie Joanna,
Bond, George Thomas,
Bornmann, John Henry, Jr.,
Bowler, Alida Cynthia,
Bloomington, Architectural Eng'g,
Melvin, Agriculture
Mattoon, Civil Eng'g,
IVatcrvliet, N. Y., Chemistry
Elgin, Electrical Eng'g,
Geneva, Railway Eng'g,
Cincinnati, O., Library, L. and A
St. Charles, Agriculture
Aurora, General, L. and A
Pecatonica, Architecture
Pontiac, Mechanical Eng'g,
Pana, Civil Eng'g,
Boiven, Mechanical Eng'g
Galesbiirg, Electrical Eng'g
Norton, Kan.
Architectural Eng'g
Phoenix, Ariz., Civil Eng'g.
Ludlow, Business, L. and A
Chicago, General, L. and A
Compton, Chemical Eng'g
Tolono, Civil Eng'g
Sterling, Electrical Eng'g
Springfield, Civil Eng'g
Dolton Station,
General L. and A
Onarga, General L. and A
Mt. Olive, Chemistry,
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chicago Heights,
General, L. and A
Toledo, la.. Business, L. and A
Casner, Civil Eng'g
Plymouth, Electrical Eng'g
Urhana, General L. and A
Plainficld, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General L. and A
Charleston, Agriculture
Quincy, Chemistry
Alton, General L. and A
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Bowman, Horace Dale,
Boyle, Clarence, Jr.,
Bralcy, Ross Preston,
Bramiiall, Arthur Eugene,
Branihall, Ralph Roger,
Brand, Sara Haiel,
Bregger, Thomas,
Brown, Horace Trowbridge,
Brown, Robert Ellsworth,
Brownfield, Lelah,
Buchanan, Wilbur L,
Bullock, Edwin Corliss Atlee,
Bunch, Mamie,
Bunn, Charles Montgomery,
Burgencr, Claude Emanuel,
Burns, Cyril Agard,
Butzer, Clarence David,
Buzick, John W,
Campbell, Neil Nelson,
Carlisle, Gower Nathan,
Carnahan, Orson Allen,
Carson, Harry Young,
Chancy, Harold Brockway,
Christensen, Camillo Chopin,
Clow, Raymond Delos,
Coe. Harry Harmon,
Coleman William Francis,
Colvin, Albert Adalbert,
Compton, Richard Osborne,
Connelly, Martin Francis,
Cooper, Agnes Bouton,
Cooper, George Alfred,
Cornwell, Earl Zink,
Bourbon, hid., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Harvey, Electrical Eng'g.
Michigan City, hid., Architecture.
Michigan City, hid.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Normal, General L. and A.
Rock Island, Agriculture.
Qnincy, Civil Eng'g.
Damnlle, Medical.
Urbana, General L. and A.
Lawrenccvillc,
General L. and A.
Carbondale, Architecture.
Areola,
Household Science, Science.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Mozveaqua, General L. and A.
Fairbury,
Raihvay Administration, L. and A.
Hillsdale, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Zion City, Railway Eng'g.
Geneva, Civil Eng'g.
Boliver, N. Y.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Danville, Municipal Eng'g.
Bloomington, Mechanical Eng'g.
Peoria, Civil Eng'g.
Crystal Lake,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Dixon, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Wheaton, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Kansas City, Mo.,
Library, L. and A.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
Paris, Civil Eng'gf.
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*Corrie, James Robert,
Cox, Edna Elizabeth,
Craig, Nelson Earl,
Crowell, Paul Calvin,
Cullings, Ross Elmer,
Dabney, John Blanton,
Dady, Arthur Owen,
Dale, William Wilbur,
Dallenbach, Karl M,
Danielson, Willis Chester,
Davis, Gertrude Curtis,
Davis, Harry Fulton,
Davis, Hugh Youtsey,
Day, Warren William,
Deuchler, Walter Edward,
Dexter, Grace Ella,
Dobbins, John Alexander,
Douglas, Ethel Lelia,
Doyle, Edgar Dwight,
Dumond, Louis August,
Duncan, Landale William,
Dunlap, Ernest Albert,
Dunlap, Robert Muratt,
Dunsheath, Leroy Morrell,
Durland, Alice Harriet,
East, Warren Errett,
Easterbrook, Harry David,
Eide, Randolph,
Eisenmayer, Arthur Wesley, Jr
Ekblaw, Walter Elmer,
Ellis, Charles Lyman,
Ellison, Edgar George,
VonEngelken, Marie Jeanette,
Enger, Thorbjorn Kjus,
St. rrancisvillc, Agriculture
Slicridaii, Ind.,
General L. and A
Carthage, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Ehnwood, Electrical Eng'g
Greenville, Miss.,
Municipal, Eng'g
Waiikegan, Mechanical Eng'g
Blue Island, General L. and A
Champaign, General L. and A
Leland, Municipal Eng'g
Holton, Kan.,
General L. and A
Keokuk, la., Architectural Eng'g
Lincoln, Architectural Eng'g
Peoria, Architecture
Aurora, Civil Eng'g
Urbana, General L. and A
Pleasant Plains,
General, L. and A
Chicago, General, L. and A
Bloomington, Electrical Eng'g
Maywood, ]\runicipal Eng'g
Princeton, Ind., Agriculture
Aledo, Electrical Eng'g
Savoy, Civil Eng'g
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g
Georgetown, General, L. and A
Clinton, Electrical Eng'g
Saybrook, Electrical Eng'g
Lee, General, L. and A
., Granite City, General, L. and A
Rantoul, Chemical Eng'g
Thornton, General Science
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Polatka, Fla., General, L. and A
Los Angeles, Cal.
Electrical Eng'g
Deceased.
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Epstein, Abraham Solomon,
Erikson, Clifford Erick Joseph,
Essington, John Weston,
Eymann, Joe,
Felmley, Ruth Davida,
Ferguson, Irwin Glenn,
Ferris, Charles Francis,
Ferris, Irene Mary,
Fisher, Ward Herbert,
Fitzpatrick, Ulysses Simon,
Fizzell, Robert Bruce,
Foglesong, Lawrence Earl,
Fornof, John Renchin,
Franken, Ewell Gerdes,
Fredenhagen, Victor Byron,
Gangulee, Nagendra Nath,
Garabedian, Garabed
Arshag Zacar,
Gates, Orus Ethan,
Genung, Ivaloo,
Gere, Hazel Harriet,
Gibbs, Fred,
Gilbert, Edwin Harland,
Gleason, Nellie Magruder,
Goff, Cicely Sarah,
Goodall, Joseph Winfield,
Goodspeed, Nathan Lee,
Ra
Grannis, Frank Cravens,
Griewank, Arthur Carl,
Griffin, Dwight,
Griffith, RoUand Wheelock,
Griffiths, Walter Milo,
Hall, Chester Irving,
Hallett, Margaret Hope,
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Aurora, Civil Eng'g.
Strcator, Business, L. and A.
Craymouiit, Mechanical Eng'g.
Normal, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Civil Eng'g.
Danville, Agriculture.
Lazs/rencebiirg, Ind.,
General, L. and A.
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Orange, Cal., General, L. and A.
Taylorville, General, L. and A.
Moscow, Ida., Agriculture.
Strcator, Business, L. and A.
Chandlcrville, Medical.
Doumers Grove, Civil Eng'g.
Barisal, Bengal, India,
Agriculture.
Constantinople, Turkey, Medical.
Tuscola, Electrical Eng'g.
Rantoul, Household Science, Agr.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Lincoln, Chemistry.
ElPaso, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Rantoul, General, L. and A.
Peru, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
loliet,
ilway Administration, L. and A.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Michigan City, Ind.,
Civil Eng'g.
Clinton, Mechanical Eng'g.
Granite City,
General, L. and A.
Pontoosuc, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Springfield, General Science.
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Hammer, Raymond Franklin,
Hanley, James Thomas,
Harris, Charles,
Harrison, Benjamin Harrison,
Harrison, Donald Frederic,
Hasberg, William Maer,
Haskell, Walter Millard,
Haskett, Paul Edwin,
Hassenstein, Carl Frederic,
Hattrem, Warner Madison,
Healy, Charles Henry,
Heimbeck, Walter Carl,
Heislar, Clarence Schuck,
Herdman, Margaret May,
Herndon, Obed Lewis,
Hess, Abigail Maria,
Heuman, Alma Bertha Caroline,
Hickman, Lucie Pearl,
Highfill, Inez Feltz,
Hight, Eugene Stuart,
Hill, Fanny Wilder,
Hill, Mary Bluebell,
Hiller, William GodHb,
Hitch, Dorris Nelson,
Hoagland, Henry Elmer,
Hodgson, Jonathan Huntoon
Samuels,
Hollister, Ethel Annctta,
Honeywell, Helen,
Hood, Joseph Douglas,
Hopkins, Robert Edward,
Horn, Benjamin Albert,
Hoskins, Daniel Tilden,
Howard, Russell Samuel,
Hudelson, Charles LeRoy,
Hughes, Alexander Gibbon,
Hughes, Walter Jolm,
Hull, Anna Leo,
Champaign, Chemical Eng'g.
East. St. Louis, Civil Eng'g.
Mowequa, Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Chemical Eng'g.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, ]\Iechanical Eng'g.
Sterling, Mechanical Eng'g.
Baxter Springs, Kan. Medical.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Marseilles, Chemical Eng'g.
Rochelle, Agriculture.
Rock Island, Architectural Eng'g.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
IVinnetka, General Science.
Springfield, General, L. and A.
Hinsdale,
Household Science, Science.
Elgin, General, L. and A.
Hoopeston, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Delavan, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Art and Design.
Peoria, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Prairie City, General, L. and A.
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Hoopeston, General, L. and A.
Chicago, General Science.
Delevan, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architecture.
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
Business, L. and A.
Ottawa, Chemical Eng'g.
Benton, Electrical Eng'g.
Gurnee, Agriculture.
Yates City, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
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Hussey, Alfred Thompson,
Hyde, Wilbur Gilpin,
Ingram, Harold Stuart,
Jacobson, Charles Henry,
James, Helen Dickson,
Jamison, Martha Gertrude,
Janda, James Frank,
Jasper, Thomas McLean,
Jehle, Ferdinand,
Jenkins, Edwin Milton,
Jervis, Paul Frederick,
Jeter, George Guy,
Johnson, Ebert Burdick,
Johnson, Eslcy Ebenezer,
Johnson, James ]\Iount,
Johnston, Paul Evangel,
Johnstone, Arthur Lea,
Jones, Lloyd George,
Jones, Opal Rogers,
Jones, Raymond Harrison,
Jones, Walter Raymond,
Jordan, Arthur Irving,
Juergens, Elmer,
Kaar, Howard William,
Kaar, Walter Jacob,
Kaeser, Emil Frederick,
Karraker, Perry Elmer,
Kautz, Paul,
Keller, Roy Herman Louis,
Kerker, Harry Edward,
Kimball, Omer Henry,
Kimbell, Roy Spencer,
Kipp, Karl Parker,
Kirkpatrick, Robert Judson,
Kleinbeck, Stella Pauline,
Kneberg, Goldie Minnie,
Koestner, William,
Krueger, Ernest Theodore,
Kuhl, William Prentice,
Sherman, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, Architecture.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Scaton, General L. and A.
Belci, Bohemia, Mechanical Eng'g.
Helligan, Bodmin, Eng.,
Civil Eng'g.
Highland, Mechanical Eng'g.
Vermont, Railway Eng'g.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Paris, Electrical Eng'g.
Normal, Civil Eng'g.
Molinc, General, L. and A.
Vinceniics, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Jacksonville, Chemical Eng'g.
Alton, Electrical Eng'g.
Joliet, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
St. Joseph, Architecture.
Redmon, Medical.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Princeton, Civil Eng'g.
Princeton, General Science.
Highland, Agriculture.
Dongola, Agriculture.
Mozuequa, Civil Eng'g.
Quincy, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Methuen, Mass. Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Municipal Eng'g.
Mineral, Agriculture.
Benton, Mechanical Eng'g.
Litchfield, General, L. and A.
Moline, Household Science, Agr.
Melvin, Civil Eng'g.
Blue Island, General, L. and A.
Lincoln, Business, L. and A.
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Kummer, Ludwig,
Kunz, Walter Frederick,
Lamb, Carter Herbert,
Landau, Julius,
Lane, Cora INIae,
Large, Zelma Ria,
Larson, Harry Peter,
Leas, Mildred,
Lehman, Ruel Forrest,
Leslie, Elmer Archibald,
LeSure, Charles Samuel,
Levinson, Lazarus,
Levis, Charles Parker,
Lewis, Goodrich Quigg,
Lewis, Mamie Beach,
Lindberg, Irving August Isaac,
Little, LeRoy Lewis,
Lord, Chester Arthur,
Lord, Walter Eugene,
Love, Chase Whitney,
Lovins, Foy Otto,
Lowe, Robert,
Lurie, Arnold Nathaniel,
Lutz, Robert Arnold,
Lyman, George Robert,
Lynch, Harold William,
Lyon, Earl Wallace,
McAllister, Herbert Thompson,
McAllister, William Knowlton,
McClain, Fred H,
McCleary, Lepha Gertrude,
McClurg, Lola,
McCollister, Marcus Sanders,
McComb, Dana Quick,
McCord, Ralph Nichols,
McCormack, Charles Eugene,
McCullock, Harry Weber,
MacDonald, William Towner,
McDowell, Ishmael Worth,
McGinnis, Harvey,
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Oicancco, General, L. and A.
Paxton, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Sidney, Electrical Eng'g.
Tolono, General, L. and A.
Olney, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Alton, Business, L. and A.
Wheaton. Mechanical Eng'g.
Fairbury, Music.
Cherokee, la., Business, L. and A.
Tolono, General, L. and A.
Siotix Falls, S. D., Civil Eng'g.
Sioux Falls, S. D., Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, Business, L. and A.
Windsor, Business, L. and A.
Phoenix, Aris., Agriculture.
Cliicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Ft. Sheridan, Railway Eng'g.
Maroa, Electrical Eng'g.
Peoria, General Science.
Yorkville, Civil Eng'g.
Farragut, la.. Chemical Eng'g.
Wenona, General, L. and A.
Lincoln, Neb., Electrical Eng'g.
Chadvjick, General Science.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
White Hall, Civil Eng'g.
Ft. Collins, Colo., Civil Eng'g.
Bloomington, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Freeport, General Science.
St. Charles, Mechanical Eng'g.
Centralia, Electrical Eng'g.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
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McKeever, William Earl,
McKinney, Lilabel,
McLean, John Crocker,
Mackey, Floyd James,
Handler, Henry Emil,
Manock, Wilbur Roy,
Mason, Ralph Gardiner,
Mason, Roy Skinner,
Matheny, Lee Verne,
Mathis, Victor Alvin,
Matthews, Martha Marie,
Mauel, Leonard,
Mayne, Louis Brawley,
Meek, Alva Brace,
Megran, Herbert Brown,
Melrose, Mary Hazel,
Miles, Lois Maia,
Miller, Bert Andrew,
Miller, Edwin Morton,
Miller, Laura May,
Miller, Paul Campbell,
IMiller, William Christian,
Miner, Leslie Earl,
Miner, Paul Irving,
Moon, Ida Mae,
Moore, Genevieve,
Moore, Harry Albert,
Moore, Mary Rebecca,
Morgan, Alta Hattie,
Morris, George,
Moschel, Herman,
Mosiman, Joseph Edward,
Moss, Royal Ross,
Mottier, Charles Halvatious,
Munsen, Chester Wright,
Murduck, Roy Kenneth,
Murphy, Chalmer Worch,
Gibson City, Agriculture.
Gifford, General, L. and A.
Maroa, Railway Eng'g.
Genoa, Mechanical Eng'g.
Bloomington, Chemical Eng'g.
Farmer City, Civil Eng'g.
Doziniers Grove, Agriculture.
Tacoma, Wash., Architecture.
Chenoa, General, L. and A.
Sidney, Mechanical Eng'g.
Onarga, Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Camden, hid., General, L. and A.
Carrollton, Agriculture.
Harvard, Business, L. and A.
Grayville, General, L. and A.
BiishncU, General, L. and A.
Forrest, Mechanical Eng'g.
Geneva, Medical.
Dubuque, la..
Household Science, Agr.
Urbana, Architectural Eng'g.
Sycamore, Civil Eng'g.
Gibson City, Civil Eng'g.
Adair, Agriculture.
Lexington, General, L. and A.
Urbaua, General Science.
Oneida, Electrical Eng'g.
Tolono, General, L. and A.
Aledo,
Household Science, L. and A.
Congress Park,
Business, L. and A.
Chenoa, Mechanical Eng'g.
Morton, Architecture.
Morris, Business, L. and A.
Gibson City, Civil Eng'g.
Morris, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g
Urbana, O., Business, L. and A.
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Musselman, Thomas Edgar,
Myrick, George Harold,
Nelson, Saidee Esther,
Nicholas, Earnest Edward,
Nielsen, Gordon Frithiof,
Nihan, Robert Edward Joseph,
North, William Atkinson,
Norton, William Eben,
O'Hern, Charles Vincent,
Onken, George Frederick,
Overholser, Martin Jacob,
Overman, Benjamin Charles,
Paisley, Ada Mae,
VanPappelendam, Bernard
Carlyle,
Park, Vance Wallace,
Parmely, James Clyde,
Parrett, Florence Mae,
Patton, David Collins,
Peadro, Earl D,
Pegram William Alexander,
Peine, Paul Charles,
Pemberton, Carlysle,
Pence, Owen Earle,
Penn, Henry,
Pennebaker, Eugene Strode,
Percival, Olive Belle,
Perkins, Albert Monroe,
Peterson, Harry Viggo,
Peterson, John Bernard,
Peterson, Alvin Ray,
Petrie, David,
Phelps, Cyrus Earle, Jr.,
Pierce, Donald Alfred,
Pierce, Laura Estelle,
Pierce, Leonard George,
Pinckney, Frank Loyer,
Plumb, Ermin Fawcett,
Poe, Fred Madison,
Pond, Ethel Claire,
Quincy,
Crete,
Princeton,
Rock Island,
Paxton,
Harvard,
White Hall,
Pontiac,
Vermont,
Gibson City,
Sterling,
Mattcon,
Mansfield,
General, L. and A
Electrical Eng'g,
Classical, L. and A
Mechanical Eng'g
General, L. and A
Electrical Eng'g
Civil Eng'g
Business, L. and A
General Science
Agriculture
Electrical Eng'g
Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A
Keokuk, la., Mechanical Eng'g,
Urhana, Business, L. and A
Grant Park, Mechanical Eng'g
Homer, General, L. and A
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g,
Sullivan, Civil Eng'g
Lincoln, Mechanical Eng'g
Minier, Business, L. and A
Oakland, Mechanical Eng'g
Hamilton, General, L. and A
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Cairo, Civil Eng'g
Urbana, Household Science, Agr
Urbana, Business, L. and A
Racine, Wis., Mechanical Eng'g
Oak Park, Chemical Eng'g
Cerro Gordo, General, L. and A
Mason City, Business, L. and A
Washington, D. C, Civil Eng'g
Watseka, Electrical Eng'g
Gifford, General, L. and A
Elgin, Electrical Eng'g
Pontiac, General Science
Streaior, General, L. and A
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g
Sycamore, General Science
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Popp, Paul Fred,
Popperfuss, Ilcnry John,
Porterfield, Arthur Tucker,
Preston, Frank Davis,
Pritchard, Earl Adrel,
Prout, Harold Bertram,
Pruyn, Clara,
Putnam, William James,
Quayle, Robert Harwood,
Ramage, Robert Muir,
Rathjens, George William,
Ray, Robert William,
Reardon, Gerald Griffin,
Redhcd, William Seed,
Reiger, Harry Jasper,
Renich, Amanda Barbara,
Renner, Wendell Phillips,
Richards, James Verney,
Richie, James King,
Righter, Edwin Brown,
Rives, Oakley Beebe,
Robbins, Frank Anson, A.B.,
{Yankton Coll.), 1907.
Robbins, Joseph,
Robinson, Kendall Edward,
Robinson, Willis Singleton,
Romig, Frank G,
Rose, Elizabeth Irene,
Rosecrans, Bennett Paine,
Ross, Louise Henrietta,
Rowden, William Clarence,
Royce, Julian Arthur,
Rugg, Daniel Maltby,
Rule, Carrie LeVerne,
Russell, Nondas Caroline,
Rutledge, George,
Sawtell, William Amos,
Sawyer, Albert Butler, Jr.,
Scholler, William Fred,
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Urbana, Architectural Eng'g.
Carthage, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
JVheaton, Business, L. and A.
Keithsburg, General, L. and A.
Pana, Electrical Eng'g.
Oak Park, General, L. and A.
Bloomington, Mechanical Eng'g.
St. Paul, Minn., Civil Eng'g.
Blue Mound, Electrical Eng'g.
Dclevan, General, Science.
Tolono, Business, L. and A.
Springiield, Architecture.
Woodstock, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Business, L. and A.
Moline, Architectural Eng'g.
Georgetown, Electrical Eng'g.
Saunemin, Electrical Eng'g.
Rock Bridge, Agriculture.
Orient, S. D., Electrical Eng'g.
Congress Park, Electrical Eng'g.
Rockford, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
Coffeyville, Kan.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Music.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Evanston, General, L. and A.
Cuba, Civil Eng'g.
Naperville, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
Cairo, General, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General Science.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Norborne, Mo., Agriculture.
Mendota, Electrical Eng'g.
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Schnetzler, Charles Henry,
Schoefifel, George William,
Schuster, George,
Schwarzkopf, Bertha Frances,
Scott, Lucian W,
Sears, Arthur Lewis,
Seiter, Peter Wolflf,
Settlemire, Wilbur Lynn,
Shackell, Bessie Estelle,
Shapiro, Benjamin,
Shaw, Edgar James,
Sherr3^ Leroy Briggs,
Shields, Raymond Joseph,
Shinn, Harry Ertel,
Shirk, William Andrew,
Shklowsky, Arcadie Jacob,
Shulters, John Raymond,
Shute, Robert Lee,
Signor, Ruth Husted,
Simonini, Paul Charles,
Slawson, Harry Herbert,
Smith, Arthur Lloyd,
Smith, George Harold,
Smith, Raymond Read,
Snow, Elbert Somers,
Sontag, Joseph Harold,
Sperry, Frank Earl,
Spierling, Arthur Otto,
Sprague, Villa Mae,
Spurck, Robert Michael,
Stadler, Arno Carl,
Stahl, Clark, Beebe,
Stahl, Elmer Roy,
Standish, Seymour,
Stephens, Laura Annetta,
Sterling, John Donald,
Stevenson, James Ross,
Fairbury, Architecture.
Freeport, Business, L. and A.
Lincoln, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Bement, General, L. and A.
Tiskilwa, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Litchfield, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Pasadena, Cal., General Science.
Harvard, Civil Eng'g.
Mattoon, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Kieif, Russia, Civil Eng'g.
Bristol, N. Y., General, L. and A.
Ottawa, Electrical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Harvard, General, L. and A.
PawPazv, General Science.
Rockford, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Ceramics.
Crutch-Held, N. C,
General, L. and A.
Plainfield, Civil Eng'g.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Lockport,
Household Science, L. and A.
Peoria, Electrical Eng'g.
Bement, Electrical Eng'g.
Galena, Civil Eng'g.
Augusta, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Maroa, Electrical Eng'g.
Monmouth, Electrical Eng'g.
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Stevens, Grace Esther,
Stevenson, Milton Leonard,
Stewart, Melville Boicourt,
Stewart, Myron Boyd,
Stone, Edison Harris,
Straight, Gladys Lee,
Strasser, Rolland John,
Strobridge, Thomas Ralph,
Strom, John,
Stuart, Earl Kellogg,
Sumay, Felix Jose
Sutherland, Edwin Marion,
Swanson, Elder Louisa,
Swett, Lewis Edward,
Swigart, Alta Caroline,
Swisher, Ele D,
Swisher, William James,
Swits, Francis Howard,
Talbot, Warren L,
Tarnoski, Alexander Stephen,
Tate, Fred Reeves,
Tear, Herbert Lloyd,
Telford, Fred,
Terrey, William Homer,
Thayer, Henry SpaflFord,
Thompson, Elmer John,
Thompson, George Brooks,
Thompson, Malcolm Everett,
Thompson, Milton Winfield,
Thompson, Thomas Eugene,
Thomsen, John William,
Tietje, Ralph Earle,
Tilson, Delbert Mayo,
Tipton, Nannie Pearl,
Turk, Elkan,
Turner, Herbert Michael,
Van Doren, Robert Guy,
Van Duyn, Charles Augustus,
Marengo,
Household Science, L. and A.
Mason City, General, L. and A.
Metropolis, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Qiiincy, Mechanical Eng'g.
Fonda, la., General, L. and A.
LaGrange. Mechanical Eng'g.
Manhattan, Civil Eng'g.
Geneva, Civil Eng'g.
Springfield, Ceramics.
Buenos Ayres, Argentine,
Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Paxton, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Wellington, General, L. and A.
Mendota, Civil Eng'g.
Rockford, General, L. and A.
Roberts, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Architecture.
Vandalia, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Oakley, General, L. and A.
Viola, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Nanieoki, Agriculture.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Americus, Mo., Civil Eng'g.
Ogden, General, L. and A.
IVilmette, Chemistry.
Fulton, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Williamsvitle, Agriculture.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Litchfield, General, L. and A.
Hillsboro, Electrical Eng'g.
Urbana, Architecture.
Champaign, Agriculture.
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VanDuyn, Paul,
VanZandt, Arnold Cyrus,
Wacaser, Franklin Edgar,
Wagner, Claude Levern,
Waldie, James Robert Rathie,
Walker, Charles M,
Walker, Clifton James,
Walker, Ernest Dewitt,
Wallace, Cora Elizabeth,
Wallace, William Arthur,
Walworth, Lena Althea,
Wanderer, Alvin Eugene John,
Ward, George Snyder,
Warder, Evelyn,
Warnock, David Wallace,
Washburn, Ludlow Joseph,
Wascher, Frederick Martin
William,
Watson, Carl Page,
Watson, Marguerite,
Watson, Ray Carl,
Watt, Lynn Andre,
Weinberg, Margaret,
Wendling, Jacob,
Weston, Frederick William,
Wheatlake, Burton Cyrenous Job
White, Florence Leone,
Wiley, Donald Francis,
Willerton, Taylor Pearce,
Williams, Ceil Edwin,
Williams, Clarence Foss,
Williams, Glenn Richard,
Williams, Grace Alice,
Williams, Lawrence Harmon,
Williams, Roger Crawford,
Wills, Frank,
Withycombe, Robert, R.S.,
{Oregon Agric. Coll.)i IQOI,
Witte, Hulda Catherine.
Wolf, Otto Fred,
Highland Park, Agriculture.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
Hammond, General, L. and A.
Pontiac, Chemical Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
St. Joseph, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Tennessee, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Morris, General, L. and A.
Oak Park, Civil Eng'g.
Benton, Business, L. and A.
Marion, Household Science, Agr.
Moline, Chemical Eng'g.
Cliicago, General Science.
Strasburg, Agriculture.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Pontiac, Chemistry.
Riishvillc, General, L. and A.
IVilliamsville, N. Y., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
,Urbana, Electrical Eng'g.
Rantoul, General, L. and A.
Peoria, Business, L. and A.
Parmer City, Electrical Eng'g.
Uliopolis, Electrical Eng'g.
Elgin, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Galva, General, L. and A.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Grand Ridge, Chemical Eng'g.
Mackinazv, Chemical Eng'g.
Co>-vallis, Ore., Agriculture.
Pekin, General, L. and A.
Bensenville, Civil Eng'g.
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Wood, Henry Clay,
Wood, Stephen Gaskcll,
Wright, William Strong,
Yanochowski, George Ali)ert,
Yowell, John B,
Zimmerman, Aaron Wilbur,
DcKalb, Agriculture.
Clyde, Mechanical Eng'g.
South Hadley, Mass.,
Business, L. and A.
Henry, Electrical Eng'g.
Paris, General Science.
Tiskihm, Mechanical Eng'g.
Sophomores
Abbott, Anna Rose,
Abbott, Edward Douglas,
Abrams, Mrs. Leone Cronkhitc,
Aguirre, Matias,
Aleshire, Merlin Clay,
Allan, William Selby,
Allen, Edward Dewalt,
Allen, George B,
Allen, Laurie Lee,
Allen, Ray Clifford,
Anderson, Arvid Robert,
Anderson, Charles Thomas,
Anderson, Clair Ellmore,
Anderson, Glenn Davis,
Anthony, William Cornelison,
Applegate, Verne Linn,
Arnold, Charles Nathan,
Arnold, Ralph,
Ashby, Raymond Clarke,
Ashby, Wilbert Bond,
Austin, Sewall Everett,
Bach, Beulah Winifred,
Baer, Frederick Eugene,
Bair, Joseph Henderson,
Baird, DeForest Elliott,
Baird, Florence,
Baker, Charlotte Phelps,
Baker, Elmer Jerome, Jr.,
Bandy, Harold James,
Bannister, Bryant,
Lane, Kan., General Science.
Streator, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Coahiiila, Mex., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Freeport. Medical.
Roodhouse, Mechanical Eng'g.
Obcrlin, 0., Medical.
JVatcrnian, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Taylorville, Electrical Eng'g.
Summer Hill, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Streator, Mechanical Eng'g.
Atlanta, Medical.
Galena, Electrical Eng'g.
Carbondale, Architecture.
Berwyn, Architecture.
Berzvyn, Architecture.
Kansas City, Mo., Architecture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Belleville, General, L. and A.
Martinsville, Electrical Eng'g.
Bethany, Agriculture.
Indiana la. General, L. and A.
Sullivan, General, L. and A.
Kenilworth, General, L. and A.
Granite City, General L. and A.
Kewanee, Mechanical Eng'g.
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Bannister, Julian Clyde,
Bannister, Kimball,
Barker, Raymond Leo,
Barkley, Guy Carleton, Jr.,
Barnes, Frank Eugene,
Barnes, Orlin Miner,
Barnes, Walter Cherry,
Barrett, Sarah Anita,
Bartells, Henry Harrison,
Barton, Percy Levi,
Bauer, Frank Stanley,
Baxter, Florence Gabrielle,
Beale, George Dale,
Beall, Charles Wesley,
Bean, Ralph Howard,
Bear, John Logan,
Beck, Herbert Clinton,
Beers, Harry Charles,
Bell, Charles Jackson,
Belsley, Benjamin Rudolph,
Bennitt, Ralph Anderson,
Benson, Bertha Eudora,
Benson, Joe Pope,
Benson, Oliver Richard,
Benton, Eldredge Merrit,
Bentz, George William,
Berg, Hazel Hodge,
Bernstein, Louis Stewart,
Biebel, Walter Risdon,
Blakeslee, Elmer Frederick,
Bliss, Helen Eva,
Blizzard, Samuel Earl,
Block, Elmer Royal,
Block, William Harris,
Blume, Bernardine Caroline,
Boden, Joseph King,
Bollinger, William Nicholas,
Bond, Augusta Eleanor,
Naperville, Civil Eng'g.
Kezuanee, Medical.
Newton, Architectural Eng'g.
Carlyle, Civil Eng'g.
Norris City, Business, L. and A.
Springfield, Electrical Eng'g.
Springfield, Chemistry.
Butler, General, L. and A.
Camp Point, Ceramics.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
Nauvoo, General Science.
DcKalb, Agriculture.
Alton, Business, L. and A.
Blue Mound, Electrical Eng'g.
Rockford, Civil Eng'g.
Harvard, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Pontiac, Electrical Eng'g.
Roanoke, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Moline, General, L. and A.
Herrin, General, L. and A.
Girard, Kan., Electrical Eng'g.
Peoria, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Bloomington,
Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Belleville, General, L. and A.
Lockport, Municipal Eng'g.
Lexington, Miss.,
General, L. and A.
Franklin, Ind., Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Oquazvka, Electrical Eng'g.
Sycamore, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
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Boon, Elvin Edwards,
Bouscher, Nellie Genevieve,
Bowers, Lester Edward,
Boyle, Ralph Edward,
Brady, Joseph Louis,
Brands, Edgar Gregory,
Briggs, Ezekiel LaFayette,
Broaddus, Elizabeth Minerva,
Brockman, Cornelius Edward,
Erode, Laurence Partridge,
Brook, Elizabeth Annie,
Brooks, Clara Mabel,
Brooks, Raymond Wentworth,
Brown, Clarence Homer,
Brown, Hugh Alexander,
Brown, John Howard,
Brown, Ralph Edgar,
Brubaker, Lewis Allen,
Brumme, Frank Julius,
Bunnelle, Paul Allen,
Bunting, Charles Antrim de
Krafft,
Burkhart, Harry Louis,
Burley, Walter Bromley,
Burnell, Kingsley Abner,
Burnett, Fred William,
Burns, Joe Kossuth,
Burns, Ruth Mitchell,
Burton, Earl K,
Burton, Laurence Vreeland,
Burwash, Arthur Ernest,
Busey, Kate Wheeler,
Busey, Mrs. Verna Kerker,
Butler, Crillis Newton,
Butters, Howard Monreau,
Buyers, Donald Erskine,
Caldwell, Brice Jonas,
Chrisman, Electrical Eng'g.
DcSoto, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Science.
Aurora, Civil Eng'g.
Mooar, la.. Architectural Eng'g.
Prairie du Rocher,
General, L. and A.
Island, Ida., Agriculture.
Magnolia,
Household Science, L. and A.
Jerseyville, Architectural Eng'g.
Santa Anna, Cal.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Stronghiirst, General, L. and A.
Saunemin, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Civil Eng'g.
Lexington, Electrical Eng'g.
Urbana, Electrical Eng'g.
Paris, Civil Eng'g.
Hillsboro, Ceramics.
Indianapolis, Ind., Architecture.
Cooksville, Electrical Eng'g.
Qiiincy, Civil Eng'g.
Quincy, Mechanical Eng'g.
Blue Island, General Science.
Edison Park, Mechanical Eng'g*.
Joliet, Civil Eng'g.
Longview, Agriculture.
Greenview, Electrical Eng'g.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Isabel, Civil Eng'g.
Aurora, Chemical Eng'g.
Savoy, Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Urbana, Music.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Sterling, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
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Caldwell, Charles Edwin, Jr.,
Caley, Floy E,
Caley, Mary Clellah,
Camp, Willard Russell,
Candor, Sarah Rebecca,
Cannon, Fermor Spencer,
Cartwright, Charles Findlay,
Case, Flora Margaret,
Case, Harry Hayden,
Cash, Arthur Lester,
Cash, Harold Smith,
Cass, Elizabeth Henrietta,
Challand, Grace,
Chamberlain, Lucius Orville,
Clarke, Philena,
Cleal, Bertram,
Cleave, Scott William,
Cockrell, Francis Marion,
Conrad, Alma Bertha,
Cook, Samuel Sampson,
Cooper, Mark Ament,
Corboy, William Joseph,
Cottingham, Jesse Bernays,
Coulter, James Henry,
Crapnell, Clay Everett,
Cress, James Washington,
Cross, Wallace Jackson,
Cummings, Preston Wirum,
Cunning, George Stanley,
Dalenberg, Peter,
Davies, Edmund Clarence,
Davis, Howard Scott,
Decker, Leon Morton,
Dick, Harry Kimball,
Dickenson, Robert William,
Diener, Wayne Rufus,
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Bement, General, L. and A.
Aledo, Household Science, Agr.
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Collierville, Tenn., Civil Eng'g.
Dunlap, General, L. and A.
Cherry Valley, Agriculture.
Marion, Electrical Eng'g.
Harvard, Agriculture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Shabbona, Science.
Champaign, Railway Civil Eng'g.
Noblesville, Ind.,
General, L. and A.
Streator, Agriculture.
Ottawa, Agriculture.
Marshall, Electrical Eng'g.
Altamont, General, L. and A.
Clinton, la.. Railway Civil Eng'g.
Farmingdale, Agriculture.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Aurora, Mo., General, L. and A.
Pitts£eld, Civil Eng'g.
Joy, Agriculture.
Hillsboro, Agriculture.
Greeley, Colo., Mechanical Eng'g.
Btida, Mechanical Eng'g.
Cedar Falls, la., Architecture.
South Holland,
Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Vandalia, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Bloomington,
Architectural Eng'g.
Paris, Agriculture.
Harvard, Electrical Eng'g.
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Dillavou, Roscoe Clarke,
Dixon, Noah Matheny,
Dobell, Roy Herbert,
Dolbeer, Percy Duane,
Dole, Ira Burton,
Dollahan, Herman Leander,
Downs, Orrie Hagar,
Drake, Elmo Samuel,
Drew, Beatrice Lillian,
Drew, Joseph Allen,
Dunham, Arthur Barrett,
Dunlap, Andrew Melvin,
Duval, Elair Dihvorth,
Eakin, Morton Samuel,
Eames, Melville Joseph,
Eaton, Clifford Reed,
Eckhardt, Erwin William,
Edler, George Christian,
Edwards, Roy Vincent,
Eells, Willard Clark,
Eells, Zelma Lucinda,
Eidam, Arthur Edward Emil
Elm, Evar Emanuel,
Enger, Arthur Ludwig,
Erickson, Carl Elmer,
Etherton, James Everette,
Eager, Daniel Frank,
Fairhall, Lawrence Turner,
Farrar, Harry Lewis,
Faulkner, Guy Dorr,
Fellows, James Phillips,
Fielder, Harold Sydney,
Fischer, Oscar Anton,
Fisher, Forrest Adison,
Fisher, Glendon Morrell,
Flanders, Paul Aiken,
Fleming, Rose Grahame,
Fletcher, Cassias Paul,
Tolono, General, L. and A
Springfield, Business, L. and A
Greencastle, Ind., Architecture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Manteno, Mechanical Eng'g
Mt. Carmel, Electrical Eng'g
Urbana, Agriculture
Stonington, Business, L. and A
Chicago, General, L. and A
Watseka, Agriculture
LaSalle, Architecture
Alcdo, Electrical Eng'g
Omaha, Nchr.,
Railway Civil Eng'g
Elgin, Mechanical Eng'g
Blue Island, Medical
Robinson, Science
Belleville, General, L. and A
LaGrange, Agriculture
Urbana, Civil Eng'g
Mazon, Civil Eng'g,
Frceport,
Household Science, Agr
Blue Island, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g
Decorah, la., Municipal Eng'g
Chicago, Agriculture
Carbondale, General, L. and A
Vandalia, Electrical Eng'g
Danville, Chemistry
Quincy, Mechanical Eng'g
Hornell, N. Y., Civil Eng'g
Kankakee, Agriculture
Chicago, Railway Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Greenup, Agriculture
Red Oak, la.. General, L. and A
Glencoe, Agriculture
Olney, General, L. and A
Ridgefarm, Civil Eng'g
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Fletcher, Elizabeth Blair,
Foersterling, Frederick John,
Foley, John Warner,
Ford, Carlotta Marks,
Fox, Frank Alfred,
Francis, Howard Milton,
Frazee, John Delavan,
Frazee, Mabel,
Freeland, Chesley Barber,
Freeman, Paul Woodie,
Froehde, Frederick Charles,
Froehlich, Milton Heckscher,
Fryer, Paul Glover,
Fuessle, Milton Theodore,
Fullenwider, Wilfred Truman,
Galeener, William Kenneth,
Gardner, James Lewis,
Garibaldi, Laurence Andrew,
Garland, Frank Dean,
Garnett, Harriett Elizabeth,
Garrett, Frank William,
Garver, Earl,
Garza, Juan Jesus,
Gaston, Omar,
Gerlach, Miriam,
Gest, Ben,
Gilstrap, Ray Mathias,
Glenn, Arthur Barlow,
Glover, Leonard Wood,
Gonnerman, Arthur William,
Gonzalez, Alfredo Lorenzo,
Gordon, Willis Owen,
Gorham, Edwards Doremus,
Gral)bc, Florence Harriet,
Graham, Lester Earl,
Graham, Paul John,
Grainger, Charles Warren,
Gray, Frank Brownfield,
Blinker Hill, General, L. and A.
DzvigJit, Electrical Eng'g.
Clinton, Electrical Eng'g.
Geneva, Household Science, Sci.
Danville, Agriculture.
Forrest, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Mozueaqua, General, L. and A.
Dalton City, Agriculture.
Decatur, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
San Jose, Mechanical Eng'g.
Naperville, General Science.
Mechanicsbiirg, Agriculture.
Vienna, Agriculture.
Aurora, Agriculture.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Champaign, Ceramics.
Plymouth,
Household Science, L. and A.
Momence, Agriculture.
Rockford, Agriculture.
Saltillo, Mex., Electrical Eng'g.
Kell, Architectural Eng'g.
Chester, General, L. and A.
Rock Island, Architectural Eng'g.
Tacoma, JVash., Architecture.
Quincy, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Dixon, Electrical Eng'g.
San Pedro, Coahuila, Mex.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Paris, Chemistry.
Champaign, General Science.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Trivoli, Business, L. and A.
Alcdo, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
St. Charles, Architecture.
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Gray, Fred Jay,
Gregg, Walter Norman,
Grigsby, Marion William,
Grigsby, Owen Eugene,
Groencr, Emil Carl,
Gross, Meda Floy,
Grove, Chester Hayward,
Groves, Pauline Trabue,
Gumaer, Percy Wilcox,
Gutting, Leo Arthur,
Gwinn, Avis,
Gwinn, Ethel,
Hadley, Frank,
Haeffner, John George,
Hagedorn, Frederick Arthur,
Hamilton, Edwin S,
Hamilton, Walter,
Hansen, Viggo,
Hanson, Ross Arnold,
Harley, Mildred E,
Harris, Leila Dorothy,
Harris, Norris David,
Harshman, Wayne,
Hart, William Edward,
Hatch, Edith Irene,
Haven, Clarence Irwin,
Haven, Mabel Hallie,
Heater, Elmer Franklin,
Heilman, Harold Chester,
Heller, Herman Washington,
Helmle, Henry Richardson,
Henr\', Cecil Douglas,
Henry, Charles Frederick,
Herndon, Richard Fleetwood,
Herrcke, Ernest Arthur,
Herrick, G Wirt,
Ottawa, Electrical Eng'g.
Fairbitry, General, L. and A.
Peoria, Civil Eng'g.
Peoria, Electrical Eng'g.
Batavia, Civil Eng'g.
Atzuood, General, L. and A.
Ottaiua, Electrical Eng'g.
Chavipaign, General, L. and A.
Buffalo, N. y
.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Ottawa, Electrical Eng'g.
Urbaiia, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Hoffman, Civil Eng'g.
Oak Park, Civil Eng'g.
Rock Island, Mechanical Eng'g.
Kankakee, Medical.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Morris, Civil Eng'g.
Peoria, Civil Eng'g.
Aurora,
Household Science, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Loraine, Agriculture.
Griggsville, Electrical Eng'g.
Brighton, Agriculture.
Richmond, General Science.
Greenfield, Municipal Eng'g.
Greenfield,
Household Science, Agr.
CJiampaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Milwaukee, Wis., Architecture.
Springfield, Architecture.
Urbana, Electrical Eng'g.
Syracuse, N. Y., Civil Eng'g.
Springfield, Medical.
LaSalle, Mechanical Eng'g.
Farmer City, General, L. and A.
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Heseltine, Eleanor De Muzeen,
Hicks, Marcus Harold,
Hicks, William Ellsworth,
Higgins, Thomas Jeflferson,
Hill, Harold Crawford,
Hill, Harold Vater,
Hinrichsen, George Charles,
Hislop, Tom Ford,
Hobler, Atherton Wells,
Holland, James Andrew,
Hopkins, Mary Morton,
Horr, Leonard Woods,
Horst, Anton Edward,
Hoskins, Edna,
Hough, Harold Roy,
Howe, Harvey William,
Howser, James Chandler,
Hoy, Lucy Frances,
Hoyt, Earle Reginald,
Hudson, Alvin Nay,
Hufif, James Orton,
Humphrey, Herbert Kay,
Hunt, Ada Eleanor,
Hunter, David, Jr.,
Huntington, Carroll Sowles,
Hutchinson, ]\Iary Anne,
Irwin, Jay Lawrence,
Isaacson, Roger Spake,
Jackson, Ralph Nathaniel,
Jacobson, Seymour Alexander,
James, Louise Ann,
Jasper, Edward Miron,
Johnson, Aline Victoria Con-
stance,
Johnson, Arthur Frank,
Johnson, Elmer Leroy,
Jones, Bertha Marie,
Chicago, General, L. and A
Chicago Heights,
Electrical Eng'g
Hardinville, General, L. and A
Aurora, General, L. and A
Chicago, Science
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Architectural Eng'g
Davenport, la.. Railway Eng'g
Chicago, Agriculture
Batavia, Business, L. and A
Rockford, Civil Eng'g
Champaign, General, L. and A
LaGrange, ]\Iechanical Eng'g
Rock Island, Mechanical Eng'g
LaGrange,
Household Science, Agr
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Lincoln, Civil Eng'g,
Urbana, General, L. and A
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g
Vandalia, Business, L. and A
Frederick, General, L. and A
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g,
Ridott, Household Science, Agr
Rockford, Agriculture
Onawa, la.. Mechanical Eng'g
Capron, General Science
Ottawa, Civil Eng'g
Princeton, General Science
Aurora, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Amhoy, General, L. and A
Newton, Electrical Eng'g
Geneseo, General, L. and A
Moline, General, L. and A
Aurora, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, General, L. and A
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Jones, Edward Walter,
Jones, Robert Taylor,
Jones, Truman Nathaniel,
Jordan, Bion Stanley, Jr.,
Jordan, Helen Margaret,
Jordan, Robert James,
Joy, Harold Crittenden,
Juergens, Arthur Henry,
Kailer, Frank Spencer,
Kallstedt, Charles Henry,
Kamm, Oliver,
Karkow, Andrew Soren,
Karmazin, John,
Kaupke, Lee Harry,
Kealy, Eugene Patrick,
Kendall, Ralph Elmo,
Kcnnan, Charles Marshall,
Kennedy, Clayton Franklin,
Kent, Edward Raylor,
Keown, Berthold Logan,
Kcrchner, Wilbur Morris,
Kettron, Henry Pearson,
King, Hudson Marchant,
King, John Wilfred,
Kircher, Edward August Theo-
dore,
Kircher, Paul Carl Henry,
Kirkpatrick, Hugh Jacob,
Klein, William Julius,
Kline, Otto Monroe,
Knapp, Elmer Raymond,
Knauss, Douglas Stanley,
Kncrr, Edwin Richard,
Knight, Mabel Alma,
Ravin ia, Electrical Eng'g.
J'inceniics, 1 nd.. Architecture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
FramingJiam
,
Mass.,
Business, L. and A.
St. Joseph, Mich.,
' Household Science, Agr.
Minneapolis, Minn.,
General, L. and A.
ll'ilmcttc, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Oregon, Electrical Eng'g.
Aurora, Mechanical Eng'g.
Highland, Chemistry.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
Rock Island, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Napcrville, Civil Eng'g.
Maysville, K y-,
General, L. and A.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Syracuse, N., Y.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Ccntralia, Mechanical Eng'g.
Walnut, Agriculture.
Macomb, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Molinc, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Roscvillc, Mechanical Eng'g.
Madison, Inci., Architecture.
Bloomington, Mechanical Eng'g.
Poniiac, Architecture.
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Matloon, Civil Eng'g.
Crowley, La.,
,
General, L. and A.
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Knowles, Charles Harrison,
Koch, Flora Maria,
Korsmo, Edward Oswald,
Kreidler, Dana Walter,
Krohn, Gretchen,
Lagerstrom, David Reuben,
Lagniton, Isabelo Jeineno,
Landor, Walter,
Landt, Charles Palmer,
Lang, Bayard Thomas,
Langdon, Roy Monroe,
Larkin, Francis DuLude,
Larson, Martha Serena,
Larson, William Henry,
Lauter, Carl John,
Lavery, Irene Bernadette,
Lawrence, Charles Wesley,
Lawrence, William Harrison,
Layer, Hugo,
Leach, Robert Whittaker,
Lear, George Bratten,
Lee, Otis Hoit,
Leonard, Frances Bostwick,
Leonard, Harold Raymond,
Leslie, Mrs. Myra Frances
Henion,
Leutwiler, Richard Walter,
Levey, Clarence John,
Leviton, Henry Isadore,
Lewis, Julian Herman,
Lewis, Richard Hanna,
Licup, Roman,
Lindblom, Ernest Francis,
Lindley, John Henderson,
Lindley, June,
Lindstrom, Arthur William,
Littlejohn, Lulu Leah,
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Jacksonville, General, L. and A.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Hornell, N. Y.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Dundee, Electrical Eng'g.
East Jopes, Jaro, Iloilo, P. I.,
Civil Eng'g.
Canton, O., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Sullivan, Ind.,
Business, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Morris, General, L. and A.
Paxton, Civil Eng'g.
Quincy, Chemistry.
Kankakee, General, L. and A.
Rantoul, Civil Eng'g.
Lexington, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, jNIechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Alcdo, Agriculture.
Rockford, General, L. and A.
Woodstock, Agriculture.
Urbana,
Highland,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Cairo,
Chicago,
Angeles, P. I
Paxton,
Blooniingdalc,
Urbana,
Varna,
Farmer City,
IMusic.
Mechanical Eng'g.
Mechanical Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
Medical.
Chemistry.
Civil Eng'g.
Mechanical Eng'g.
Ind., Ceramics.
General, L. and A.
Mechanical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
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Llewellyn, Ruth,
Lloyd, James Henry,
Loehr, Theodore Edwin,
Lohman, Frederick Charles,
Love, Howard Francis,
Ludwig, Edwaid Roy,
Lundahl, Raymond Rudolph,
Luney, Ellzey Hogan,
Lutton, Charles Edwin,
Lyons, Thomas Edwin,
McAdow, Eugene Finley,
McAllister, Walter Wallace,
McCabe, Lee Vincent,
McClung, David Arthur,
McClurg, Nellie Irene,
McCucn, Glen William,
McDowell, Reuben Ross,
McElhiney, Lee Allen,
McGinnis, Archibald, Jr.,
McHarry, Jessie,
Mclntyre, Eva Lyle,
McKinnie, Earle Clarence,
McPike, Josephine Mary,
McRobie, Jessie Barbara,
Mail, Engene Frederick,
Mallory, Meredith,
Malone, Rae Irene,
Mandel, Elias,
Mann, Alban Whitford,
Martin, Sidney Griswold,
Marvin, Paul Dwight,
Mason, Louis,
Mason, Mayne Sequine,
Math, Earle Robinson,
Matheny, Rodman Charles Ogk-
Mathias, Frances Willard,
Matthewson, James Otis,
Mattis, Ida Levering,
LaGrangc, General, L. and A
Girard, Agriculture
Carlinville, Civil Eng'g
Gibson City, Civil Eng'g
Sidney, Agriculture
Minneapolis, Minn., Architecture
Gibson City, Civil Eng'g
DeKalb, Business, L. and A
Chicago, Music
Areola, General, L. and A
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Wenona, Agriculture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Mt. Carmel, Civil Eng'g,
Urbana,
Household Science, L. and A
Chebanse, Mechanical Eng'g
East St. Louis, Chemistry
Kenncy, Civil Eng'g
EfHingham, Electrical Eng'g
Rantoul, General, L. and A
Champaign, General, L. and A
Bloomington, Electrical Eng'g.
Alton, General, L. and A
Chicago, General, L. and A
Robinson, Civil Eng'g
Batavia, Medical
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Household Science, L. and A
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g
Elgin, Electrical Eng'g,
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Beatrice, Nebr., Architecture,
Mt. Pulaski, Business, L. and A
Buda, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Springfield, Business, L. and A
Sidney, General, L. and A
DeKalb, Agriculture
Champaign, Music
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Mautner, Leo A,
Mautz, Charlie Bail,
Maver, David Blair,
Maxwell, Lena,
May, Harry Oscar,
Meharry, Paul Francis,
Mench, John George,
Meserve, Theodore Decatur,
Mess, Elsie,
Mess, Lillian,
Miles, Laurence Hursh,
Miller, Carl Nelson,
Miller, Charles Murrel,
Miller, Marie Maude,
Miller, Roy Curtis,
Milligan, Helen Margaret,
Mills, Guy,
Mohlman, Floyd William,
Montigel, James Ralph,
Moon, Maud Maye,
Morey, Lloyd,
Morgan, Charles Leonard,
Motsinger, Edward Francis,
Moyer, Marion Catherine,
Mueller, Clarence William,
Mueller, Gustav Henry,
Mullen, Cirilo Joseph,
Munch, Arthur Hiram,
Myers, Arthur Leslie,
Myers, Jacob William,
Neal, Harry Folsom,
Neff, Edna Elizabeth,
Neiningcr, Alonzo Beda,
Nelson, Anton Leonard,
Nelson, Benjamin,
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Watson, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Lawrenceville, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Tolono, Agriculture.
Monticello, Electrical Eng'g.
Robinson, Medical.
Benton Harbor, Mich.,
General Science.
Benton Harbor, Mich.,
General, L. and A.
Savanna, Business L. and A.
Indianapolis, Ind.,
General, L. and A.
Agriculture.
General, L. and A.
Mechanical Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
Civil Eng'g.
Chemistry.
Redlands, Cal.,
Architectural Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
General, L. and A.
Architectural Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
General, L. and A.
General Science.
Municipal Eng'g.
Buenos Ayres, Argentine,
Civil Eng'g.
Joliet, Electrical Eng'g.
Harvey, Civil Eng'g.
Harrisburg, General, L. and A.
Charleston, General, L. and A.
Petersburg, General, L. and A.
Alton, Civil Eng'g.
Gibson City, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Atlanta,
Lincoln,
Taylorville,
Chicago,
Palestine,
Beardstown,
Tuscola,
Urbana,
Utbana,
Canton,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Carlinville,
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Nelson, Idris,
Nelson, James Raj',
Nelson, Ralph Linis,
Nettleton, Elizabeth,
New, George Raymond,
Newcomb, Pcarle Elizabeth,
Newcomb, Rex ford,
Nichol, Catherine Louise,
Nixon, George Rittenhouse,
Nourse, Fred Melvin,
Nuttall, Everett Franklin,
Nye, Charles Arthur,
O'Donnell, Francis Malachy,
O'Donnell, Hugh,
O'Donnell, Thomas Edward,
Olmstead, Clarence Eugene,
Olson, Gust, Jr.,
Orosa, Vincenta Ylazan,
Osborne, Edna Pearl,
Osmena, Mariano Virgilio,
Ou, Hua-ching,
Overmier, Melvern D,
Ovitz, Hazel Louise,
Palmer, Wayne Platter,
Palmquist, David Roy,
Parcel, Herbert Leonard,
Parker, Gilbert Walter, Jr.,
Parker, Vilas,
Parr, Elizabeth,
Paulson, Norman Boyer,
Peloquin, Pierre Joseph,
Pereira, Norton Leve,
Pervier, Mabel Inez,
Peterson, Erie Sherman,
Petry, Charles Aloysius,
Philips, Wilson Alexander,
Phillips, Lester Leroy,
Canton, General Science
Molinc, Mechanical Eng'g.
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g
Ash ton, General, L. and A
Hozvard, Kan^ Agriculture
Champaign, General, L. and A
Burlington, Kan., Architecture
Urbana, General, L. and A
Urbana, Business, L. and A
Maywood, Electrical Eng'g,
Flat Rock, Chemistry
Harristozcn, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Belvidere, Agriculture
Olney, Electrical Eng'g,
Genoa, General, L. and A
Reynolds, Electrical Eng'g.
Banan, Bantangas, P. I.,
Civil Eng'g
Belvidere, General, L. and A
Cebti, P. I., Civil Eng'g
Canton, China, Agriculture
Mt, Auburn, Electrical Eng'g
Mineral Point, Wis.,
Library, L. and A
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Moline, Electrical Eng'g
Westfield, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, Civil Eng'g,
Oak Park, Chemistry,
Urbana, General, L. and A
Lockport, Chemistry
Chicago, Railway Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Sheffield,
Household Science, L. and A
Nunda, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Urbana, Ceramics
Sterling, Electrical Eng'g.
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Pickett, Roy Ernest,
Pistorius, Bernhard Henry,
Pittman, Thomas Merritt, Jr.,
Pletcher, Erno Baker,
Pletcher, Orpha Belle,
Polkowski, Harry,
Pollock, Charles William,
Pond, Frank Hayward, Jr.,
Ponder, Ray Boyd,
Ponzer, Karl Lewis,
Poole, Lillian May,
Postel, Allan Julius,
Poston, Emmett Vincent,
Potter, Curry Edgar,
Potter, John William,
Powel, Ellen Catherwood,
Prater, Walter A,
Proehl, Paul Fred,
Purnell, Vern,
Putnam, Leigh Burtis,
Ralston, Stuart Albert,
Ramey, George Erwin,
Ramp, Waldon Lester,
Randall, Arthur Edwin,
Ranson, George Audas,
Rathbun, Acors Earl,
Ray, Robert Daniel,
Ream, Walter Joseph,
Reed, Chester Otis,
Reeves, Harry Payne,
Reeves, Howell Hiram,
Reinhardt, Rhoda Margaretha,
Renich, Kathcrine Louise,
Rennacker, Roy Gibson,
Rennick, Eugene Hamilton,
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Henderson, N. C, Civil Eng'g,
Rochester, Ind.,
General, L. and A
Rochester, Ind.,
General, L. and A
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Seaton, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Hammond, Mechanical Eng'g
Henry, Civil Eng'g
Polo, ' General, L. and A
Mascoutah, Business, L. and A
Crawfordsville, Ind.,
General, Science
Champaign, Agriculture
Champaign, Agriculture
Taylorville, General, L. and A
Vandalia, Civil Eng'g,
Chicago, Arch, Decoration
Mahomet, Mechanical Eng'g
Oak Park, General Science
Caledonia, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, Architecture
Knoxville, Agriculture
Cambridge, Civil Eng'g,
Havana, Mechanical Eng'g
Glen Ellyn, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Peru, Medical
Pittsfield, N. Y., Agriculture
Urbana, General, L. and A
Champaign Railway Eng'g
Kansas City, Mo.,
Household Science, L. and A
Woodstock,
Household Science, L. and A
Chicago, Business, L. and A
Toulon, General, L. and A
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Rctz, Jcannette Estelle,
Rice, Charles Clyde,
Richardson, Lawrence, Jr.,
Rife, Harry Grove,
Rife, Willard Orrin,
Ritchey, Horace Edgar,
Roark, Raymond Jefferson,
Roberts, Glenn Baird,
Roberts, Harry Vivian,
Rogers, Anna Sophie,
Rogers, Clarence Alvin,
Rogers, Ethelyn Alice,
Rogers, William Turner,
Rohrer, Carl James,
Rood, John Harold,
Rosencrans, Fred Barnum,
Rowden, Lottie Delia,
Rowley, Allen Kirke,
Ruehe, Harrison August,
Runkel, Homer,
Ruskamp, William Henry,
Russell, John Tyndall,
Russell, Lewis Melvin,
Russell, William Emmet,
Rutledge, William Askins,
Sachsel, Otto Roscoe,
Sandberg, Reuben Lawrence,
Sato, Toshio,
Sawyer, George Pillsbury,
Saxe, Albert Moore,
Scanlan, Jack Addison,
Schell, Edward John,
Schickedanz, Simon Aaron,
Schill, Gertrude Bender,
Schmelzle, George Henry,
Schnoor, Herman William,
Schoch, William George,
Ottawa, General, L. and A,
Bone Gap, Civil Eng'g.
Louisville, Ky., Railway Eng'g,
Springfield, Electrical Eng'g,
Lena, General, L. and A,
Savanna, Electrical Eng'g
Richmond, Ky., Civil Eng'g
Shclbyville, Business, L. and A
Morning Sun, la.. Civil Eng'g
Bushnell, General, L. and A
Wyoming, Agriculture
Wyoming, General, L. and A
Hume, Civil Eng'g
Canton, Agriculture
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Business, L. and A
Waukegan, Civil Eng'g
Cuba, General, L. and A
Chicago, Agriculture
Waukegan, Agriculture,
Greenup, Chemical Eng'g,
Quincy, Civil Eng'g.
Denver, Colo.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Pana, Business, L. and A.
Decatur, Business, L. and A.
Evanston, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemistry.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Higasiku, Osaka, Japan,
Architectural Eng'g
Monmouth, Electrical Eng'g,
Aurora, Architecture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Keokuk, la.. Civil Eng'g
Chenoa, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, General, L. and A
Freeport, Business, L. and A
Dolton Station, Architecture
Toiver Hill, Civil Eng'g
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Scholes, Walter Payson,
Scholnitzky, Isidore Morris,
Schrader, Arthur Charles,
Schroeder, Justina Katherine,
Schwartz, Lloyd,
Scott, Frances Marie,
Scott, Norman Bruce,
Searle, John Clinton,
Seib, Eugene Charles,
Sellards, John Armstrong,
Sercombe, Rupert John,
Seyl, Peter Walter,
Sharp, Bertha Lee,
Shaw, Ben Bruce,
Shirley, Orin Earl,
Showalter, Nora,
Shrader, Justin Winfred,
Signor, Nellie Marie,
Simmons, John William, Jr.,
Simons, Charles Leroy,
Sinclair, John George,
Sinclair, Thomas Almarin,
SkilHn, Ralph Wendell,
Slaughter, William Bristol,
Slavik, Edward Frank,
Slosson, Robert Lyon,
Smith, Dwight Leod,
Smith, Gertrude Cane,
Smith, Glenn Calvin,
Smith, Mabel Clair,
Smith, Paul Ardell,
Smith, Rose,
Smittkamp, Chester Arthur,
Snook, Vera Jessie,
Snow, Charles Howard,
Solfisburg, Christian Harrison,
Specht, Arthur Leo,
Speedie, William Warren,
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Odessa, Russia, Civil Eng'g.
Murphyshoro, Railway Eng'g.
ElPaso, General, L. and A.
Golden, Civil Eng'g.
Jacksonville, General, L. and A.
Chicago, IMedical.
Geneseo, General, L. and A.
Belleville, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Canton, Railway Eng'g.
Paris, Electrical Eng'g.
Girard, Household Science, Agr.
Mattoon, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Keithsburg, Civil Eng'g.
Keniland, Ind., Agriculture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Ashland, Agriculture.
Oak Park, Mechanical Eng'g
Genoa, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Park Ridge, Civil Eng'g.
Freeport, Electrical Eng'g.
Evanston,
Household Science, Agr.
Cuba, General, L. and A.
Chicago,
Household Science, L. and A.
PlainHcld, Mechanical Eng'g
Gibson City, General Science.
Paris, Agriculture.
Ottawa, General, L. and A.
Bloomington, Agriculture.
Aurora, Ceramics.
Washington, Electrical Eng'g.
Gibson, General Science
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Spellerberg, Leo John,
Spencer, Raymond Briggs,
Spencer, Watson Orr,
Spengler, Lewis Wilmer,
Sponsel, Christopher Thane,
Sponsel, John Gray,
Stedman, Jcanette,
Stedman, William Henry, Jr.,
Steinbreder, William John,
Steingard, Joseph Nathan,
Stephens, Robert Bruce,
Stevens, Howard Shelby,
Stewart, Edith Eliza,
Stocker, Lawrence Orville,
Stone, Mable Gertrude,
Stout, Frank Lewis,
Stroud, Earl Adams,
Sundeen, Ruby Marie,
Swannell, Horace Conrad,
Swartout, Cornelius,
Swartz, Nelle Leona,
Swerm, Perry Weston,
Symons, Thomas Augustus,
Tate, Harry Lawson,
Taylor, Ashley Breckenridge,
Taylor, Harry Homer,
Taylor, William Lincoln,
Teich, Frederic Charles,
Thatcher, George William,
Thomas, Percy William,
Thomson, Jennie Helen,
Thoren, Joseph Nathaniel,
Thrasher, Harry Maxwell,
Tilton, Nellie Edith,
Tinen, John Victor,
Tooker, Leroy B,
Tracy, Glenn Kilmer,
Travers, Sylvan Morse,
Treakle, Jesse Fell.
Treuthart, Lloyd Sidney,
Highland, Chemistry.
Denver, Colo., Architecture.
Cailin, Chemistry.
Roby, Civil Eng'g.
CJikago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
St. Louis, Mo., Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Harvey, Architecture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Pana, Architectural Eng'g.
Mattoon, General, L. and A.
Glenarm, Agriculture.
Maroa, Architecture.
Moline, General, L. and A.
Kankakee, Mechanical Eng'g.
Reynolds, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Peabody, Kan., Agriculture.
Vandalia, General, L. and A.
Alton, Civil Eng'g.
Oskaloosa, la.. Electrical Eng'g.
Lancaster, Wis., Agriculture.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Architecture.
River Forest, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Lockport, Civil Eng'g.
Pontiac, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Harvard, General, L. and A.
Osco, Agriculture.
Fairview, Business, L. and A.
Normal, General Science.
Galesburg, Civil Eng'g.
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Trimble, Carleton Thompson,
Truman, Johnathan Hall, Jr.,
Tryon, Charles Leon,
Tsiang, Khotin S,
Turell, Inez,
Turk, Bella Selma,
Turner, Arthur Lynn,
Turner, Walter Van,
Twist, Clarence Cicero,
Twist, John Francis,
Tyler, Charles Vernon,
Valerio, Ricardo,
VanDervoort, Jamieson,
VanSchoick, Elmer Holmes,
Vear, Charles Edwin,
Vestal, Arthur Gibson,
Waddell, Mary Lucile,
Wakeley, Leslie Marion,
Wallace, Frank Miller,
Walton, Thomas William,
Wanderer, Oscar William
Rudolph,
Ward, Elde Hewlitt,
Ward, Frank Anthony,
Watkins, Evart Montgomery,
Watson, Robert Hugh, Jr.,
Watson, William Carl,
Watson, William Sumner, Jr.,
Way, Clyde Lynn,
Weaver, Lana,
Webber, Lois Rebecca,
Weeks, Charles Elmer,
Weeks, Lyman S,
Weeks, Robert Ellsworth,
Weinrich, George Louis,
Weitzenfeld, David Henry,
Wellman, Iva Dorrit,
Wellman, Orpha May,
Trimble, General, L. and A
Bushncll, Electrical Eng'g
Woodstock, Civil Eng'g
Shanghai, China, Agriculture
Champaign, General, L. and A
Litchfield, General, L. and A
Wenona, Agriculture
Toledo, O., Mechanical Eng'g
Rochester, Agriculture
Rochester, Agriculture
Piano, Civil Eng'g
Saltillo, Mcx., Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Bloomington, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Business, L. and A
Chicago, General Science
Princeton,
Household Science, Agr
Harvard, Agriculture
Chicago Heights, Ceramics
Rice's Landing, Pa.,
General, L. and A
Oak Park,
Rantoul,
Sterling,
Normal,
LaGrange,
Chicago,
Ottawa,
Chicago,
Harrisburg,
Urbana,
Bloomington
Peoria,
Chicago,
Chester,
Chicago,
Champaign,
Champaign,
Civil Eng'g
Medical
Arch. Decoration
Civil Eng'g
Business, L. and A
Agriculture
Electrical Eng'g
Electrical Eng'g
Civil Eng'g
General, L. and A
Electrical Eng'g
Mechanical Eng'g
Electrical Eng'g
Business, L. and A
Business, L. and A
Music
General, L. and A
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Wells. Ralph Ray.
Wenholz, Walter Williani,
Wenter, Lawrence Martin,
Western, Lea Miron,
Wheeler, Arthur Wayne,
Wheeler, Earle Judson,
Whitchurch, John Ezra,
White, Alvin Chester,
White, Don Elgin,
White, Emily Mildred,
White, Fred Eugene,
White, Kingsley Barbour,
Whitnall, Clarence Arthur,
Whittiim, Fred Horace,
Whittum. Samuel Harrie,
Wilcox, George Edward,
Wiley, George Glenn,
Wiley, Joseph Paul,
Williams, Robert Leslie,
Wilson, Grover C,
Wilson, Horace Smith,
Wilson, Ross B,
Wise. Earle DeWitt.
Wissing, Clement Bernard,
Witt, Adaline Elizabeth,
Woodford, Harriet Louise,
Woodin, Charles Kahlke,
Woodward, Homer Bement,
Wooley, Robert Maxwell,
Woolson, Harry Orville,
Worrell, Mabel Fern,
Worsham, Walter Boatman,
Wu, Hei Lui,
Wyeth, Walter Heald,
Yapp, William Wodin,
Yeager, Oswald Karl,
York, Mattie Agnes,
Zahn, Fred Raymond,
Zetck, James,
Wcnona, General, L. and A.
Algonquin, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Dundee, General Science
BelWower, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Salem, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
St. Joseph, Mo.,
Household Science, Sci.
Reynolds, Electrical Eng'g.
Boise, Idaho, Civil Eng'g.
Peoria, Mechanical Eng'g.
Hersher, Chemical Eng'g.
Hersher, Business, L. and A.
Minonk, General Science.
Warren, Mechanical Eng'g.
Sullivan, Business, L. and A.
Springfield, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Medical.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Kankakee, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Medical.
Vincenncs, Ind.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Kane, General Science.
Buffalo, N. Y., General Science.
Rock Island, Mechanical Eng'g.
Decatur, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Aurora, Electrical Eng'g.
Bowen, General. L. and A.
Paris, Electrical Eng'g.
Canton, China, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Danville, Architectural Eng'g.
Seymour, Medical.
Chester, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General Science.
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Freshmen
Abbott, Arthur William,
Abbott, Seth David,
Abdill, Glenn Franklin,
Abel, George William,
Acton, Artie Carlyle,
Adams, Allyn Stanley,
Adkisson, Leah Agnes,
Albin, Russell Hamrick,
Allen, Paul Charles Burdett,
Allen, Ralph, Jr.,
Allison, Carl Walter,
Anderson, Clyde Maxwell,
Anderson, Edgar Mauritz,
Anderson, Guy Vernon,
Anderson, Lewis Holmes,
Apgar, Leo Mahlon,
Arbuckle, Grover Samuel,
Armstrong, Grace Clark,
Arnold, Noble,
Ashmore, Harold Harrison,
Attebery, Charles William,
Attebery, Clara Mabel,
Atwell, Bernice Elizabeth,
Atwood, Harold,
Auer, Ronald Stanley,
Bacon, Maude Alice,
Bagley, Glen David,
Bailey, Thomas Marshall,
Bailey, Earl Martin,
Barnes, Oscar Roland,
Baker, Laura Minerva,
Baldwin, Ada Lillian,
Baldwin, Mamie Anna,
Baltzer, Earle Clingman,
Barker, Helen Babb,
Chicago, Agriculture
Sheridan, General, L. and A
Abingdon, Architecture
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, Civil Eng'g
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Electrical Eng'g
Clinton, General, L. and A
Geneva, Chemistry
Rockford, ISIechanical Eng'g
Delavan, Agriculture
Olney, Civil Eng'g
Camp Point, Medical
Batavia, General, L. and A
Chicago, Agriculture
Buda, General, L. and A
Urbana, Electrical Eng'g
Brocton, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago,
Household Science,
.
Agr
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Roseland, La., Mechanical Eng'g
Hillsboro, Agriculture
Hillsboro,
Household Science, Agr,
Champaign, General Science
Aurora, Chemistry,
Buffalo, N. Y., Agriculture,
Champaign, General, L. and A,
Elgin, Electrical Eng'g
Madison, Ala., Mechanical Eng'g,
Fairbury, General Science.
Urbana, Business, L. and A.
White Hall, General, L. and A.
Dixon, Household Science, Agr.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Dakota, Civil Eng'g.
Springfield,
Household Science, Agr
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Barkman, John Mason,
Barlow, John Edmund,
Barnes, Robert Raymond,
Barry, Mary Cordelia,
Bartlett, Bennett Watson,
Bartlett, Richard Sylvester,
Bartmess, Ernest Lee,
Bauer, Franklin William,
Baum, Arthur Edward,
Baum, Floyd William,
Baumann, Theodore Andrew,
Baxter, Asa Earl,
Baysinger, Millard Winfield, Jr.
Beak, Kurt R,
Beatty, Joe Earle,
Bebb, Kenneth,
Bebb, Mabel Florence,
Beck, Maurice Phillip,
Beers, Cyrenius, Jr.,
Belt, Jefferson Hall,
Bennett, Hazel May,
Bennett, Nettie,
Benson, Earl Willard,
Berger, Frederick Edward,
Bergeson, J Melvin,
Berkemeyer, Walter Charles,
Bevis, Harry Roscoe,
Beyer, Arthur George,
Biester, Alice,
Black, Lee McKnight,
Black, Robert Overton,
Blackburn, Harry Edmund,
Blackwell, Ralph Virgil,
Blair, Eva Lena,
Blaisdell, Edward Brow,
Danville, Agriculture.
Urbaiia, O., Business, L. and A.
River Forest, Chemical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Qiiincy, Business, L. and A.
Quincy, Agriculture.
Kansas, Mechanical Eng'g.
Campion, Chemical Eng'g.
Morris, Business, L. and A.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Cherry Valley, Medical.
Elvaston, Civil Eng'g.
Grand Tower, Medical.
Chicago, Architecture.
Raymond, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago,
Household Science, L. and A.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Saybrook, Electrical Eng'g.
"Aurora, General, L. and A.
Belvidere,
Household Science, Sci.
Ottawa, Civil Eng'g.
Davenport, la., Architecture.
Earlville, Business, L. and A.
East St. Louis,
Architectural Eng'g.
Newton, Chemical Eng'g.
Lewistown, Medical.
Garden Prairie, General Science.
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Business, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Princeton, Medical.
Atwood, Railway Eng'g.
Arthur, Household Science, Agr.
Fall River, Mass.,
Electrical Eng'g.
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Block, Frieda Emma Alvina,
Bock, Robert,
Bodenschatz, Frank Nicholas,
Boger, Henry Hall,
Boger, Thomas Abram,
Bohn, Elizabeth Hallam,
Bond, Harry Lee,
Bonnell, Marvin Young,
Boodel, John Cullen,
Booze, Ralph Walker,
Borngasser, Fred Walter,
Borngasser, Meta Edith,
Borton, Martha Clara,
Bose, Pavitra Kumar,
Boston, John Robert,
Bourdette, Bertha Estella,
Boutell, Hugh Gates,
Bowman, Lang Fulton,
Boyd, Elmer Louis,
Boyd, Leland Edwin,
Boyd, Raymond Otto,
Bradley, Arthur James,
Bradley, Perry Elmer Newton,
Brakefield, William Walter,
Branch, Emily Ivaloo,
Branen, James Hepton,
Breckenridge, Blanche Fargason
Breckenridge, May Harding,
Bremner, Charles William,
Bright, Orville Thomas, Jr.,
Brown, Ferrel Marksbury,
Brown, Mrs. Mae Carrie Willis,
Brown, Robert Allan,
Brown, Verna Louise,
Bryan, Earl Inman,
Bryant, George Archie, Jr.,
CJiampaign General, L. and A.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Aurora, General, L. and A.
Aurora, General Science.
Centralia,
Household Science, L. and A.
Charleston, Agriculture.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Harvard, Medical.
Sullivan, Electrical Eng'g.
LaSalle, Agriculture.
LaSalle, General, L. and A.
Whcaton, General Science.
Mysemsiiigh, Bengal, India,
Electrical Eng'g.
Yorkville, Architecture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Olney, Medical.
Norris City, General, L. and A.
Norris City, Railway Eng'g.
Bradford, Electrical Eng'g.
Cedar Rapids, la., Architecture.
Greenviczv, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chrisman, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Sycamore, Business, L. and A.
Urbana, Music
Urbana, General, L. and A.
LaGrange, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Robinson, Agriculture.
Da)iville,
Household Science, L. and A.
Morton Park, Agriculture.
Macomb, General, L. and A.
Pierre, S. D.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
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Brydon, Joseph Carroll,
Buckingham, Arthur Ward,
Bullock, Albert Abbott,
Burgess, Thomas Godfrey,
r.urkliart, Ralph,
Burrell, Ethel North,
Burwash, Clarence Fletcher,
Burwash, Mabel Estella,
Busby, Horace V,
Buscy, Catherine Mary,
Bush, Ralph Hopkins,
Butler, Roland Glenn,
Butzer, Glen Douglas,
Butzow, Clarence R,
Byron, Lester Arthur,
Cable, Fred Wellington,
Cadogan, George Henry,
Cahoon, Guy Forsythe,
Campbell, Jessie,
Campbell, Loretta Beatrice,
Campbell, William Ross-,
Carlson, Morton Russell,
Carrero, Jose Oriol,
Carter, Clark C,
Carter, Samuel Carroll,
Case, Mary Jane,
Casey, Howard,
Cassingham, Florence Adelaide,
Castle. Robert Stanley,
Cattron, Thomas,
Chaffee, Lura Josephine,
Chalmers, Thomas,
Chambers, Chester Raymond,
Chambers, William Robert,
Champion, Edwin Van Meter,
Chase, Frank Maxwell,
Martinsville, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Aurora, Civil Eng'g.
Marion, Medical.
Cincinnati, O.,
General, L. and A.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Noko)His, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign,
Household Science, L. and A.
Joliet, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Electrical Eng'g.
Hillsdale, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Peoria, Architecture.
Ber-jjyn, Chemical Eng'g.
Quincy, Agriculture.
Wenona, Architecture.
Coal City, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Ashland, Agriculture.
Moline, Agriculture.
Mayaguez, P. R., Chemical Eng'g.
Rossville, Business, L. and A.
Waverly, Civil Eng'g.
Cherry Valley,
General, L. and A.
Mt. Vernon, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Bloomington, Agriculture.
Ellisville, Electrical Eng'g.
Shelbyville, General, L. and A.
Peoria, Electrical Eng'g.
Picrson Station, Agriculture.
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Civil Eng'g.
Mansfield, General, L. and A.
Harvard, Agriculture.
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Chase, Harry Howell,
Chester, George Francis,
Chipps, Alta Fern,
Christian, Fay Freed,
Churchill, Guy Fordyce,
Cimbalo, Michele,
Clark, Ray Wilson,
Clark, William Gladstone,
Clarke, Robert Haymond,
Clemmons, John Gregory,
Colean, James Russell,
Collins, Roy Taylor,
Colson, LeRoy,
Colville, John Robert,
Colvin, Ernest Marks,
Comstock, Guy Clifford,
Confessor, Valentin,
Connard, Walter Harold,
Council, Edwin Lewis,
Connor, Charles Joseph,
Conrad, Cassius Bannister,
Constant, Herbert Harper,
Cooke, Bennett Wellington,
Cooke, Delmar Gross,
Cooley, Norma,
Copenhaver, Murray,
Corbey, Leon Joseph,
Cornwell, Robert Luther,
Corwin, Ellera James,
Coughlen, Gardner Clcland,
Coultas, Wilbur Jolin,
Courts, Joseph Benjamin,
Cox, Rex Warfield,
Cracraft. Charles Herbert,
Craigmile, Charles James,
Crawford, Harold Hamilton,
Crawford, Luvcrn Henrietta,
Crook, Harry Francis,
Mechanical Eng'g
Electrical Eng'g
Qnincy,
Dzvight,
Sullivan,
Household Science, L. and A
Mt. Carroll, Business, L. and A
Chenoa, Mechanical Eng'g
Rose, Italy, General, L. and A
Clarence, Civil Eng'g
Carthage, Agriculture
Noblesville, Ind., Railway, Eng'g.
Virden, Agriculture
Jerseyville, Architectural Eng'g
Rock Island, Architectural Eng'g
St. Charles, Business, L. and A
Galesburg, Electrical Eng'g
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Cabatuan, Iloilo, P. I.,
Civil Eng'g
Decatur, Agriculture
Jolict, Electrical Eng'g
Newton, Civil Eng'g
Sycamore, Architectural Eng'g
Springfield, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Piper City, Civil Eng'g
Mayzi'ood, General, L. and A
Polo, Agriculture
Elgin. Architecture
Paris, Civil Eng'g
Annawan, Chemistry
Indianapolis, Ind., Architecture
Winchester, Electrical Eng'g
Tolono, Agriculture
Bement, Chemical Eng'g
Custer Park, Electrical Eng'g
Rantotil, Municipal Eng'g
Rochester, Minn., Architecture
Champaign, General, L. and A
Vincenncs, Ind.,
Business, L. and A.
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Crutchfield, Worden Alexander,
Cumming, Orris Andrew,
Cunningham, Richard Aloysiiis,
Curtis, Florence Rising,
Dailcy, Francis Leo,
Daily, Paul,
Dale, Hervey Miller,
Dallenbach, Louis Edwin,
Dan forth, Ralph Shove,
Daugherty, James Thompson,
Davies, Harold Earl,
Davis, Caroline Faye,
Davis, Chester Watson,
Davis, Russell Sage,
Dawson, Drexel Lowry,
Dazey, Alba William,
Dean, Frank Clifford,
Dean, Jessie Luella,
DeBoice, Benjamin Savage,
Dedrick, Eva Ames,
DeLeuw, Charles Edmund,
DeAlott, Irving Polhemus,
Depler, James Dean,
Dernbach, William Adam,
Desmond, John Joseph,
DeSwarte, Clarence Gordon,
Dewey, William Hovcy,
Dewson, John Reynolds,
Dickey, Roy Ninnian,
Doane, Harry Allan,
Dockum, Clara Towelle,
Doherty, Robert Kerr,
Doherty, Wilfred Moran,
Dole, Arthur Lucian,
Dorsey, Otis Bond,
Douglas, Raymond Thomas,
Dowdy, James Merlin,
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Palmyra, Civil Eng'g
Helena, Ark., Electrical Eng'g
Ogdcnsbxirg, N. Y.,
General, L. and A
Chillicothe, General, L. and A
Chillicothe, General, L. and A
Winnetka, Mechanical Eng'g
Chanif>aign, General, L. and A
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Elizahcthtown, Ind., Agriculture
Maywood, Agriculture
Farmer City, General. L. and A
Holton, Kan. General, L. and A
Clayton, Agriculture
Scotland, Medical
Milford, General, L. and A
LaMoille, Business, L. and A
Champaign, General Science
Clinton, General, L. and A
Geneseo, General, L. and A
Jacksonville, Civil Eng'g
Crookstjjn, Minn.,
Business, L. and A
Lewiston, Agriculture
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Woodstock, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Henry, General, L. and A
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Warsaw, Ind., Railway Eng'g
Sycamoi-e, Civil Eng'g
Springfield, General, L. and A
Morris, Architectural Eng'g
St. Charles, General, L. and A
Manteno, Electrical Eng'g
Perry, Electrical Eng'g
Southampton, Mass,
Mechanical Eng'g
Atlanta, Ceramics
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Downey, Thornton Edgar,
Drake, Waldo Hiram,
Dressor, Blanche Alma,
Dunham, Nathaniel Kelly,
Dunn, Fred David,
Dunn, Thomas,
Dupuy, Margaret,
Dye, Homer William,
Eakin, Marshall William,
Eckhardt, Eva Mary,
Edgerton, Arthur Hamilton,
Edler, Fred Carl,
Edmunds, Justin Olin,
Edwards, Dudley Skinner,
Edwards, Orville Logan,
Egy, Bessie,
Ehler, Otto,
Eichman, Ira Samuel,
Eisner, Edward,
Elfstrom, Philip Raymond,
Elliott, Charles John,
Ellis, Mark Richard,
Ellis, Orland I.
Emmert, Harry David,
Emmons, William Roy,
Enger, Mrs. Mary Crawford,
Enos, Louis Henry,
Erbes, Bertha,
Erlbacher, Frederick Leonard,
Erlbacher, Harriet Clare,
Ernest, Ruth,
Ernst, John Louis,
Erskine, Alexander Watmougli,
Erskine, Nellie Tanner,
Etherton, Eldon,
Evans, Arthur Thompson,
Wellington, Civil Eng'g.
Stonington, Business, L. and A.
Greenville, General, L. and A.
Pittsfield, General, L. and A.
Ehnhurst, Civil Eng'g.
Moline, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Carthage, Electrical Eng'g.
Elgin, General Science.
Illinois City,
Household Science, Agr.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., Architecture.
LaGrange, General, L. and A.
Normal, Electrical Eng'g.
Glencoe, Municipal Eng'g.
Roodhouse, Medical
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
Batavia, Civil Eng'g.
Tonica, Agriculture.
Atlanta, Agriculture.
Dwight, Electrical Eng'g.
Muskogee, Okla.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Robinson, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Alton, Medical.
Ccntralia,
Household Science, Agr.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Morris, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
East St. Louis,
Architectural Eng'g.
Oak Park, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Kansas City, Mo., Architecture.
Wellington, General Science.
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Evans, Earlc Remington,
Evans, John Edward,
Evcringham, Charles,
Ewing, Walker Forman,
Pagan, William Brock,
Fairbanks, William DcForest,
Fake, John Wilson,
Fane, James Edward,
Farnum, William Howard,
Farr, Forrest Glenn,
Faught, Gail,
Faust, Per Alexander,
Fayart Louis Eugene,
Fedde, Harry,
Fclter, J Frank,
Ferguson, Gladys Belle,
Ferguson, Louis Smith,
Pick, Clarence William,
Fillmore, Glenn Parrett,
Finkelstein, Maurice Davics,
Finkenbinder, Erwin Oliver,
Finnell, Claude Man ford,
Fischer, Chester Owen,
Fishback, Hamilton Rodell,
Fisher, Laura Estelle,
Fleming, Georgia Elizabeth,
Fleming, Gertrude Wallace,
Fleming, John Good fellow,
Fletcher, Douglas Perry,
Foley, Raymond Andrew,
Foster, Herbert Edward,
Foster, Ruth Isabell,
Foster, Thomas Grover,
Francis, George Harlow,
Frank, William Leonard,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Robinson,
Eureka,
Electrical Eng'g.
Mechanical Eng'g.
Civil Eng'g.
Mechanical Eng'g.
Riclunond, Ind.,
Business, L. and A.
'^r.,Mansfield, General, L. and A.
Bonne Tcrre, Mo.,
Railway Eng'g.
Olcan, N. Y., Mechanical Eng'g.
Daiiz'ille, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Altamont, Art and Design.
Rock Island, Mechanical Eng'g.
Springfield, Business, L. and A.
Peotone, Electrical Eng'g.
Eureka, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Annazvan, Mechanical Eng'g.
Berzoyn, Electrical Eng'g.
Chillicothc, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Kent, General Science.
Wapella, General Science.
St. Louis, Mo.,
General, L. and A.
Marshall, Medical.
Kinmundy, General, L. and A.
Champaign,
Household Science, Agr.
Champaign,
Household Science, Agr.
'Champaign, Architecture.
Blue Island, Civil Eng'g.
Washington, la., Electrical Eng'g.
Attica, Ind., Architectural Eng'g.
Evanston, General, L. and A.
Blue Island, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Carthage, General Science.
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Fremer, Otto William,
Frisbie, Leigh Allen,
Frisinger, Claude Thomas,
Fruin, William Mark,
Frye, Nels,
Fuchs, Carl Ernest,
Funk, Irene Mason,
Furlong, Will Jeoffrey,
Garber, Ralph John,
Gardner, James Harlan,
Garvey, Clella May,
Gates, Carlton Willard,
Gates, Ralph Pillsbury,
Gay, Amelia Louise,
Gedney, Clarence Smith,
Gee, Arthur Malcolm,
Geist, Harry Forest,
Gentle, George Edward,
George, Bradley Frank,
Gere, Rollin Chester,
Gibbons, Alice May,
Giddings, Arthur Solomon,
Gilfillan, Kent Rowell,
Gilmer, Eleanor Adelaide,
Girhard, Charles Edward,
Girton, Delbert George,
Glair, Harry Franklin,
Glasgow, Grace,
Glasgow, Ruth,
Glick, Everett E,
Goben, Pearl Hazelettc,
Gochnaur, Orlando Merrill,
Goebel, Julius Ludwig,
Goebel, Louise Katheryn,
Goebel, Marie Christine,
Gohn, Lloyd Elias,
Goodman, Byne Frances,
Gordon, Charles,
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Rockford, Agriculture.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
ElPaso, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Chemistry.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Kernan, General, L. and A.
Rochelle, Business, L. and A.
Gibson City, General, L. and A.
Tiskilwa, Agriculture.
Illiopolis, General, L. and A.
Elgin, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Rockport, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Lawrenccville, Business, L. and A.
Aurora, Electrical Eng'g.
Farmington, Agriculture.
Batavia, General, L. and A.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Gardner, General, L. and A.
Sterling, Electrical Eng'g.
Kewanee, Architecture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Newton, Civil Eng'g.
Dixon, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Tennessee,
Household Science, Agr.
Tennessee,
Household Science, Agr.
Rochester, Ind., Agriculture.
Danville, Household Science, Agr.
Frecport, General Science.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Rochester, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
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Gordon, Fred Guyon,
Gordon, Max J,
Gorey, Edward Jerome,
Gormley, James Reilly,
Goss, Mary Lucetta,
Gossett, Earl Jones,
Gossett, John Eubanks,
Gould, Irene Ethel,
Gourley, Louis Hill,
Grabowski, Thaddeus Marion,
Graham, Bertha Luella,
Grantham, George Manners,
Graves, Lester Herbert,
Gray, Harry Millison,
Green, Bertha Agnes,
Green, Howard Ruggles,
Green, Joseph Peacock,
Green, Lonsdale, Jr.,
Grieser, Harry Arthur,
Griffith, Ambrose,
Grimmer, Edwin William,
Gross, Blanche Florence,
Groves, Donald Karel,
Groves, Evangeline Eunice,
Gruner, Homer Elbridgc,
Guild, Chester Warren,
Gunderson, Alfred Joseph,
Gustafson, Charles LeRoy,
Guthrie, James Ralph,
Habrylwicz, Valentine Bernard,
Hafner, Oscar Nicholas,
Hahne, Albert, Jr.,
Haig, Gwyn,
Haines, Forrest Livingston,
Haines, Mabel Magdalene,
Hall, Albert Leander,
Haltom, Horace Marie,
Vatidalia, Mechanical Eng'g
Chillicothe, Mo., Medical
Joliet, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g,
Champaign, Music
Norris City, Electrical Eng'g
Urbana, General, L. and A
IVihnctte,
Household Science, L. and A
Springfield, General, L. and A
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Elnnvood, Household Science,Sci
New Richmond, Ind.,
Agriculture
Wihnette, Electrical Eng'g
Joliet, Chemistry
Ivesdale, Music
Amboy, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Quincy, Agriculture
Elburn, Civil Eng'g
St. Louis, Mo., Civil Eng'g,
Urbana, General, L. and A
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g,
Champaign, General, L. and A
Pinckneyz'illc, General. L. and A
Wheaton, Business, L. and A
Chicago, Agriculture
Boone, la.. Architecture
Camp Point, General, L. and A
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g,
Quincy, Architecture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
LeRoy, Medical
Forrest, Medical
Urbana, Art and Design
IVaukcgan, Civil Eng'g
Mooresville, Ind.,
General, L. and A
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Hamler, David Mattis,
Hanimill, Chester Armstrong,
Hance, James Mordecia,
Hancock, George Benjamin,
Hansel, John Washington,
Hanson, Claude LeRoy,
Happer, Josephine Alice,
Hardman, Frank Finley,
Harnack, George A,
Harper, Julia Alberta,
Harper, Raymond Samuel,
Harris, Samuel Kilbourne,
Harrison, Bernice,
Hart, Hazel Charlotte,
Hart, Jabez Waterman,
Hash, Susan Alice,
Hasselquist, Egbert Joshua,
Hattori, Koichi,
Hawbaker, Mary Julia,
Hay, Howard Ridgely,
Hayden, Merwin Mason,
Haynes, Jerome King,
Hedman, Herbert Ragnwald,
Hefter, Edward Gerson,
Heidkamp, Emil Nicholas,
Heim, Nelson George,
Helm, Lloyd Lannes,
Henderson, Gladys Byron,
Henn, Otho Manson,
Herbert, Harold Harvey,
Hersman, Bessie Edna,
Hewes, Charles Kay,
Hewitt, Clarence Thurman,
Hewlett, Maddra Jackson,
Hicks, Rees Gaddis,
Hicks, Roscoe Herman,
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g.
Maywood, Civil Eng'g.
Newman, Music.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Omaha, Ncbr., Civil Eng'g.
Batavia, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, Chemistry.
Rensselaer, Ind.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. & A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Lansing, Mich.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. & A.
Urbana, General, L. & A.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Bosivell, Ind., General, L. & A.
Rock Island, Electrical Eng'g.
Sapporo, lapan. Civil Eng'g.
Mansfield,
Household Science, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago Heights, Civil Eng'g.
Auburn, N. Y., Chemical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Kankakee, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Blue Island, Electrical Eng'g.
Metropolis, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Brocton, Electrical Eng'g.
Freeport, Business, L. and A.
Hersman,
Household Science, L. and A.
Quincy, Chemistry.
Taylorvillc, Business, L. and A.
Kewance, Business, L. and A.
Colfax, Agriculture.
Colfax, Business, L. and A.
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Hiller, Ilulda Adelaide,
Hills, Proctor George,
Hinchliff, George Edward,
Hindman, Walter Gould,
Hiserodt, William Webb,
Hoeppner, Edmund Gottlieb,
Hoflfman, Mabel V,
Hohmann, Howard Christopher,
Hoiermann, Eleanor,
Hollingsworth, Jay Frazer,
Hollis, James Gilbert,
Hollister, Noble Parker,
Hollmann, Edward Emil,
Holmes, Walter Edward,
Holmes, Willard Coit,
Honderich, Francis Irvin,
Hooper, Mildred Estelle,
Hopkins, Deane,
Hopkins, Harry Ward,
Hopkins, Herbert Ziegler,
Horlick, Raymond Weslej-,
Horrom, Robert Elmer,
Hoskins, Carrie Elsie,
Hostetter, Ross Barber,
Hough, Helen Elizabeth,
Hoult, Bessie Busey,
Hoult, Geneva Frances,
Howe, Earl William,
Huffman, Fuller Reeves,
Hughes, Edward Patrick,
Hull, Frederick Davis,
Hull, Homer Boys,
Hull, William Henry,
Hunter, Charles Madison,
Peoria, General, L. and A.
Lombard, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Vincennes, Ind.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Eau Claire, Wis.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Muscatine, la., General, L. and A.
Blue Island, Electrical Eng'g.
Bloomington, General, L. and A.
Sullivan, Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
St. Louis, Mo., Chemistry.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Kansas City, Mo.,
Municipal Eng'g.
Marshall, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Racine, Wis.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Champaign, Architecture.
St. Louis, Mo., Agriculture.
Chicago, Medical.
Atlanta, Mechanical Eng'g.
Norris City,
Household Science, Agr.
Mt. Carroll, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chrisman, General, L. and A.
Chrisman, General, L. and A.
Miles City, Mont.,
General, L. and A.
Tuscola, General, L. and A.
Wilmington, Civil Eng'g.
Morris, Electrical Eng'g.
Saunemin, Agriculture.
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g.
Abingdon, Agriculture.
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Hunter, Harold Stevens,
Hunter, Russell Field,
Hurford, Frances,
Hutchins, William Adelbert,
Huxmann, Richard,
Hyde, Hallie Walker,
Ide, Arthur William,
Imlay, Hugh Anthony,
Ingalls, Ross Darwin,
Ingersoll, Harold Bennett,
Ingram, Henry Jerome,
Ingram, William Verity,
Irwin, Stephen,
Israel, Arthur Lylc,
Jackson, Charles Rawlins,
Jackson, Eva Jane,
Jahn, Harry Frank.
Jenkins, Lauren Briggs,
Jenner, Louise May,
Jennings, Charles Spencer,
Jennings, George Thornton,
Jewett, Roy Ernest,
Jinguji, Geryiro,
Johnson, Clarence Scott,
Johnson, Harvey Judd,
Johnston, Thomas William,
Jones, Herbert Milton,
Jones, Jesse Karl,
Jurgcns, Emmett Henry,
Kane, Kent Kintzing,
Karcher, Frank Joseph,
Kastrup, Homer,
JCecfcr. Ruth Farwell,
Henry, General, L. and A
Chillicothe, General Science
Glencoe,
Household Science, L. and A
Freeport, Medical
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Brookings, S. Dak.,
Household Science, Agr
Mineral, Civil Eng'g
Zanesville, O., Agriculture
Brownville, N. Y.,
Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Wyoming, General, L. and A
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Keokuk, la., General, L. and A.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g
Wyinore, Nebr.,
i
General, L. and A
Champaign,
Household Science, L. and A
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Delavan, Electrical Eng'g
Evansvillc, hid.,
Household Science, Agr
Little Rock, Ark.,
Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Piano, Electrical Eng'g
Chflshi, Japan, Electrical Eng'g,
Clinton, Ind., General, L. and A
Sycamore, Electrical Eng'g
Normal, Electrical Eng'g
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Dewey, Civil Eng'g
Petersburg, Mechanical Eng'g
Pinckncyville, Mechanical Eng'g
Hersher, Medical
Oak Park, Chemical Eng'g
Ainboy, General, L. and A
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Keelcr, William PcU, Jr..
Keglcy. Mary Mulock,
Kell, Charles Nelson,
Kelley, Arthur Caryl,
Kellj", Christmas,
Kendall, Abner Fred,
Kendall, John Thomas,
Kennedy, Kathryn Beatrice,
Kent, Lee Carson,
Kerndt, Alfred Henry,
Keys, Louesa Jane,
Kienzle, Clair Lillian,
King, Nellie Cecelia,
Kirkwood, Frances,
Kivel, Ulysses Silas,
Klein, Austa Faith,
Klein, Thomas,
Klooster, Clarence Abel,
Knox, Raymond Kenneth,
Kobylanski, Joseph Ludwick,
Kohout, Jerome Francis,
Kraeger, John Franklin,
Krannert, Herman Charles,
Kratz, Elwin Valentine,
Krause, Emma Augusta,
Kricke, Alice,
Krieger, Augusta !May,
Ladd, Florence Marguerite,
Laing, George Driver,
Lake, Arthur Howard,
Lally, Francis James,
Lamb, Charles Augustus,
Lamb, Nellie Bly,
Lamborn, Brown,
Landahl, Bessie Arline,
Landahl, Blanche lolean,
Chicago, Agriculture
Colfax, la.. General, L. and A
Centralia, Electrical Eng'g
Urhana, General, L. and A
Milwaukee, IVis.,
General Science
Watseka, General, L. and A
Farmer City, Business, L. and A
Urbatta, General, L. and A
Gridlcy, Electrical Eng'g
Salida, Col., Mechanical Eng'g
Normal, Household Science, Agr
St. Joseph,
Household Science, Agr
Sheffield, General, L. and A
Urhana, General, L. and A
Padticah, Ky., General, L. and A
Amhoy,
Household Science, L. and A
Hoopeston, Chemistry
Oak Park, Mechanical Eng'g
Pittsfield, Architecture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Chemistry
Pekin, Chemical Eng'g
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Champaign, Architectural Eng'g
Secor, General, L. and A
Beardstoivn, General, L. and A
Peoria, General, L. and A
Morrison,
Household Science, Agr
River Forest, Agriculture
Leland, Civil Eng'g
Lockport, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, Business, L. and A
Champaign, General, L. and A
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Princeton, General, L. and A
Princeton, General, L. and A
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Landgrebe, Gilbert Conrad,
Landsea, Albert Fabian,
LaRash, Lucile Winifred,
Larson, Roy Harold,
Lasswell, William Sturgis,
Lattin, Robert Thomas,
Laudemann, Harry Mohn,
Lauher, Paul Bliss,
Laurence, Guy Loftus,
Lawrence, Mildred,
Lawrence, William Arthur,
Leake, Fred William,
Leffel, Kittie May,
Leggett, Raymond George,
Lemley, Robert,
Leo, Herbert Thai,
Leonard, Florence Ethel,
Leonard, Frank Bonner, Jr.,
Leonard, Ruth,
Letts, Warren Springer,
Lewis, Ethel Jessie,
Lewis, Fred Dickerson,
Lewis, Phillip Howard,
Lewis, Ralph Rice,
Lighthall, Clarence,
Lincoln, Lewis Leigh,
Linn, Julius Herman,
Litchfield, Beulah Glendale,
Lively, Truman Goodwin,
Livingston, Lionel Lyman,
Logan, John Althen, Jr.,
Lorimer, Leonard Joseph,
Loutzenhiser, David Alonzo,
Loutzenhiser, Sarah Eula,
Love, Florence Deborah,
Huntingburg, Ind.,
General, L. and A.
Chicago Heights,
Electrical Eng'g.
Rushville, General, L. and A.
Pecatonica, Electrical Eng'g.
SpringHeld, Electrical Eng'g.
Akron, O., Electrical Eng'g.
IVarsaiv, Ind., Medical.
Paris, Business, L. and A.
Libertyville, Electrical Eng'g.
Sterling, General, L. and A.
Beliefontai)ic, O.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Amboy, Business, L. and A.
Kankakee, General, L. and A.
Canton, O., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
St. Louis, Mo., Chemistry.
Woodstock, General, L. and A.
Metropolis, General, L. and A.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Columbus Junction, la.,
j
Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Wheaton, Agriculture.
Lan;r-encez'ille,
General, L. and A.
Fremont, Mich., Ceramics.
Orange, Cal., Electrical Eng'g.
York, Nebr., Electrical Eng'g.
Sterling, Agriculture.
Flanagan, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Fillmore, Civil Eng'g.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Railway Eng'g.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Decatur, General, L. and A.
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Love, Mary lilizabcth,
Lowry, Merrill Fainnan,
Lowry, Thomas Kirkpatrick,
Lucas, Frank Blackburn,
Lucas, Leigh Willard,
Lund, Everett Samuel,
Luntz, Darwin Samuel,
Luther, Caroline,
Lydon, John Coyle,
McCall, Thomas,
McCleery, Ben Harrison,
McConncl, Andrew Henry,
McCoy, Dwight Wesley,
McDermet, Rudolph,
McDonald, Herbert William,
McElroy, Thurman Eric,
McFarland, Eugene Harris,
McFarland, Freeman Chester,
McFarren, Benjamin Warren,
McGill, Elizabeth Roberts,
McGrath, Francis Xavier,
MacGregor, Halbert P,
McHarry, Liesette Jane,
Mclntire, William Raphael,
Mclntyre, Otto Everett,
Mack, Ida Rose,
Mackay, Robert Partello,
McKee, Paul Harmon,
McKee, Paul Sloan,
McKelvey, Willard Frederick,
McKenzie, Edith Edna,
Mackh, Carl August,
McKim, James Lloyd,
Mackin, Marie,
McKown, James Isaiah,
Urbaiia,
Household Science, L. and A.
IVoodliull, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Elgin, Chemical Eng'g.
Mt. Pulaski, Agriculture.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Canton, 0., Architecture.
Savoy, General, L. and A.
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Cherokee, la., General, L. and A.
Hagerman, N. Mcx.,
General, L. and A.
Versailles, General, L. and A.
Seattle, Wash., Railway Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Bardolph, Agriculture.
Valley City, N. D., Architecture.
Camp Point, Architectural Eng'g.
Massillon, O., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Jerseyville, Ceramics.
Estes Park, Col.,
Chemical Eng'g.
Rantoul, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Benton, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Mt. Carroll, Agriculture.
Mason City, la..
General, L. and A-
Tuscola, General, L. and A.
Sparta, Agriculture.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Elgin, Business, L. and A.
Tokio, Japan, General, L. and A.
Omaha, Ncbr., Arch. Decoration.
Atlanta, Business, L. and A.
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McKown, Robert Dale,
McLarty, Ray Clark,
McMackin, Mary Gertrude,
McNary, Forrest C,
McQuaid, John Joseph,
Magee, Elon Charles,
Major, Margaret,
Maki, Itsu,
Mallary, Ernest Noel,
Mann, Jessie Rebecca,
Manspeaker, Welsh Walker,
Marbach, Henry Adam Lewis,
Mark, Clayton, Jr.,
Mathews, Charles Willard,
Matsuyama, Motoyoshi,
Matter, Raymond Ernest,
Matthews, Leigh Meryl,
Mattoon, Charlotte Mae,
Mattson, Earl Nels,
Maxey, Charles Lester,
Maxwell, Carl,
Mayes, Corwin Spencer,
Merriman, John Riley,
Miles, James Shelby, Jr.,
Miles, Paul Keiter,
Miller, Arthur LeRobert,
Miller, Earl Franklin,
Miller, Floyd Emmet,
Miller, Josiah Albert,
Miller, Milo Kirk,
Millizen, John Edson,
Miner, Mary Ethel,
Misenhimer, Alice Irene,
Mix, Jessie Clair,
Mize, Robert Charles,
Mojonnicr, Julius John,
Montgomery, Harry Edgar,
Montgomery, I\Iax Alfred,
Moore, Claribel Burton,
Atlanta, General, L. and A.
Rockford, Business, L. and A.
Roanoke, General, L. and A.
Martinsville, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
Geneseo, Agriculture.
Austin, Household Science, Agr.
Shimodate, Japan,
General, L. and A.
Pontiac, Electrical Eng'g.
DeKalb, General Science.
Champaign, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Lake Forest, Mechanical Eng'g.
Marissa, Civil Eng'g.
Kyoto, Japan, Agriculture.
Wheaton, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urhana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Mt. Vernon, General, L. and A.
Lawrenceville, Civil Eng'g.
IlliopoUs, Medical.
Springfield, Business, L. and A.
Petersburg Agriculture.
Savanna, Mechanical Eng'g.
Areola, General, L. and A.
Manitowoc, Wis., Architecture.
Seymour, Mechanical Eng'g.
Mattoon, General Science.
Urhana, Medical.
Sullivan, Electrical Eng'g.
Adair, Household Science, Agr.
Oak Park, General Science.
Vernon, Ind., General, L. and A.
Monticello, General, L. and A.
Highland, Chemistry.
Blue Mound, Electrical Eng'g.
Urhana, Arcliitecturc.
Indianapolis, Ind..
General, L. .nnd A
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Moore, John Carbart,
Moore, Philip Aylesworth,
Morgan, Alfred Clarence,
Morgan, Benjamin Franklin,
Morgan, Frederic Lindley,
Morrill, Guy Lyman,
Morris, Arthur Marvin,
Morris, George William,
Moser, Lee Elwood,
Mosey, Orrin Quam,
Mountjoy, Earl Logan,
Mourning, Nellie Irene,
Mulfinger, Carl Wesley,
Mull, Emmalccn Irene,
Murdock, Louise ]\I,
Murphy, Frank Dwyer,
Murphy, Kendall Tuttic,
Murray, Ellen,
Murray, Norris Fay,
Myers, Howard Dimick,
Myers, Leon Goodbrake,
Myers, Sarah Helen,
Myers, Thomas Barker,
Nau, Robert Harold,
Nay, Joseph Raymond,
Needham, Carrie Isabel,
Neil, Edwin Hall,
Nelson, Carl Ray,
Nelson, Ralph Augustus,
Neu, Elbert,
Nevins, Joseph Allan,
Newburn, Francis Earl,
Newlin, Charles Ivan,
Nicki, Francis Stanley,
Niehaus, William, Jr.,
Nilsson, Martin Morritz,
Riverside, General, L. and A
Champaign, Chemical Eng'g
Mt. Vernon, Mechanical Eng'g
Monticello, Architecture
Loda, Architecture
Kezvance, Mechanical Eng'g
Oskaloosa, la., General, L. and A
Indianapolis, Ind.,
General, L. and A
Sigel, Electrical Eng'g
Lcland, General, L. and A
Atlanta, Mechanical Eng'g
Plymouth, General, L. and A
Chicago, Medical
Pana,
Household Science, L. and A
Clinton, Household Science, Sci
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Sterling, Civil Eng'g,
Champaign, General, L. and A
Mazon, Electrical Eng'g
Lockport, Civil Eng'g
Clinton, General, L. and A
Chicago,
Household Science, L. and A
Clinton, General, L. and A
Mayzvood, Civil Eng'g
Kansas, Architectural Eng'g
Urhana,
Household Science, L. and A
Kansas City, Mo., Civil Eng'g,
Galesburg, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g
Taylorville, Mechanical Eng'g
Camp Point, Business, L. and A
Hoopeston, Agriculture
Indianapolis, Ind., Agriculture
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Sioux Falls, S. D., Medical
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Nixon, Sarah Louise,
Norton, George Laurence,
Null, Rodney Earl,
Nymeyer, Fred Henry,
O'Beirne, William Francis,
O'Connor, Nicholas Duncan,
Ogden, Philip Langworthy,
Oliver, Chauncey Bristol,
Orcutt, Albert Washburn,
Otis, Harold Anthony,
Otis, Spencer, Jr.,
Overland, Amy Marie,
Owen, Gay,
Pace, Ole Ely,
Pagels, Irving Edward,
Palmer, Cyrus Edmund,
Palmer, Eckels,
Palmer, Mary Lois,
Palmquist, Robert Eric,
Parish, Carrie Marie,
Parker, -Hale Giddings, Jr.,
Parker, Helen Lucy,
Parker, Howard Kelly,
Parker, Jennie,
Parkhurst, Matthew Simpson,
Parks, Albert Henry,
Parks, Thomas Lewis,
Parsons, Harry McLauchlan,
Peck, Anna Lorine,
Percival, Marion Louise,
Perry, Howard Samuel,
Perry, Josephine,
Perry, Nellie,
Peters, Mary Jewell,
Peterson, Harold,
Petrea, John Nelson,
Phares, Mary Josephine,
Philleo, George West,
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Neponset, Agriculture.
Sayhrook, Civil Eng'g.
Goshen, Ind., Business, L. and A.
Tolono, General, L. and A.
Ottawa, General, L. and A.
Tiskilwa, Electrical Eng'g.
Morgan Park, Mechanical Eng'g.
Areola, Agriculture.
LaGrange, Electrical Eng'g.
Chieago, Agriculture.
St. Louis, Mo.,
General, L. and A.
Carthage, General Science.
Farmer City, General, L. and A.
Dwight, Civil Eng'g.
Augusta, Architectural Eng'g.
Prineeton, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Momence, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Medical.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Taylorville, Business, L. and A.
Taylorville, General, L. and A.
Evanston, Agriculture.
Ottawa, Electrical Eng'g.
Louisville, Ky., Chemistry.
Chicago,
.
Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L and A.
Joliet, Medical.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Music.
Ridgcfarm, General, L. and A.
Monticello^
Household Science, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Centralia, Electrical Eng'g.
5"/. Joseph, General, L. and A.
Pueblo, Col., Mechanical Eng'g.
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Piepcr, John,
Pierce, Charles Burton,
Pierson, Stephen Norton,
Pollock, Albert David,
Pollock, Harry Robb,
Ponder, Wilbur Ilonicr,
Ponder, Wilma Edith,
Poor, Hattie Mildred,
Potter, Ellis J,
Potter, Matthew Bonar,
Potts, Phyllis Cora,
Powers, Earl Warren,
Prickett, Elva LeRoy,
Purcell, Charles Alexander,
Putnam, Dorothy,
Quinn, Audrey,
Quinn, Robert John,
Raffin, Isador,
Rahe, Oscar Henry,
Railsback, Edna Lucille,
Randolph, Otto Coffeen Fitz,
Rapp, Lawrence Mortz,
Ratekin, Otis Benjamin,
Rathfon, Sydney Clen,
Ray, Julian David,
Redborg, Carl Eric,
Reeves, Walter Irving,
Reid, Mollie,
Reigle, Earl Vinton,
Rein, Fritz,
Reinhardt, Ruth Gladys,
Renfrew, Carlos Dickson,
Renz, Myrtle Anna,
Retz, Stella Mae,
Rexwinkle, Daphne Margaret,
Rexwinkle, Fred DeLong,
Rich, Ernest Albert,
Granite City, Electrical Eng'g.
Wavcrly, Ncbr., Architecture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Cambridge, Mechanical Eng'g.
Clinton, Electrical Eng'g.
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Strcator, General, L. and A.
Morrison, Electrical Eng'g.
Morrison, Mechanical Eng'g.
Lovington,
Household Science, Agr.
Barrington, Electrical Eng'g.
Litchfield, Business, L. and A.
Evanston, Agriculture.
Oak Park, General, L. and A.
Woodstock, General Science.
Chicago, Chemistry.
JVaukcgan, Civil Eng'g.
Madison, Ind., General, L. and A.
Billings, Mont.,
General, L. and A.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Swan Creek, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Hagarstoxvn, Agriculture.
Batavia, General, L. and A.
Moline, Mechanical Eng'g.
Ozark, General, L. and A.
Canton, Mechanical Eng'g.
Gihnan, Agriculture.
Kansas City, Mo.,
Arch. Decoration.
Urbana, Medical.
Hcnning, General, L. and A.
Ottazva, Art and Design.
Vandalia, General, L. and A.
Vandalia, Electrical Eng'g.
Washington, Architectural Eng'g.
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Richards, Keene,
Richardson, Eugene Wright,
Richie, Wilson Leaverton,
*Ricketts, Claude Merrill,
Ricketts, Lee Hartley,
Riddle, Lillian,
Ridgely, Temple Elliot,
Rietz, Nelle Melissa,
Ritchey, Mary Baldwin,
Robinson, Florence Elinor,
Robinson, Grace May,
Robinson, Paul Thomas,
Robinson, Thomas Leo,
Rockwell, Van,
Rockwood, Roscoe,
Roman, Walter,
Roosa, Miller S,
Rosenberg, Ira,
Rossback, Ernest Jerome,
Runk, Oliver,
Rusher, Floyd Elza,
Ryan, William Asa,
Sandall, Ernest Eugene,
Sangdahl, George Stanley,
Satterfield, Raymond Pool,
Saunders, Harry Ogden,
Savage, Arthur Dale,
Schaefer, George Charles,
Schance, Theodore James,
Schlink, Frederick John,
Schmidt, Edward Kraft,
Schmidt, George John,
Scholz, Alexander Louis,
Schoolcraft, Plascie Lafayette,
Schrodt, John Robert,
Schroeder, John Henry,
Schueler, Julian Louis,
Schundner, Leo Vincent,
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Rentchler, Electrical Eng'g
Georgetown, Business, L. and A
Forrest, General, L. and A
Forrest, Electrical Eng'g
Mattoon, General, L. and A
Springfield, Business, L. and A
Port Washington, O.,
General Science
Chicago, Music
Urbana, General, L. and A
Oilman, General, L. and A
Springfield, Agriculture
Streator, Mechanical Eng'g
St. Charles, General, L. and A
Gibson City, General, L. and A
Granite City, General, L. and A
Pitts-Held, Agriculture
Evanston, Business, L. and A
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Sterling, Mechanical Eng'g
Sullivan, Ind., Agriculture
Fairmount, Electrical Eng'g
Burlington, Agriculture
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Mt. Vernon, Civil Eng'g
Springfield, Electrical Eng'g
Champaign, General, L. and A
Quincy, Electrical Eng'g
Cherry Point, Electrical Eng'g
Peoria, Mechanical Eng'g
Aurora, Agriculture
Peoria, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chester, General, L. and A
Kennsbitrg, Agriculture
Belleville, Electrical Eng'g
Peoria, Chemical Eng'g
Savanna, Electrical Eng'g
*Deceasfil.
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Schutt, Frances Angeline,
Schwartzc, Erich Wilhclrri,
Scott, Ralph Cleland,
Seaman, Katherine,
Sears, Louis A,
Secley, Esther Beulah,
Scese, Robert St. Clare,
Seifried, John Francis,
Sciler, Otto Erwm,
Sense, William Joseph,
Seyster, Mildred Clayton,
Shapiro, Isidore Max,
Shapland, Cecil James,
Sharp, Clara Belle,
Shcay, John Patrick,
Shields, Dominic Harold,
Shipley, Pearl Elnora,
Shippy, Henry Best,
Shirk, Joseph Raymond,
Shockley, Clyde Arthur,
Shumway, Nona Emma,
ShurtleflF, Howard Freeman,
Simons, Alexander McDougall,
Simons, George Augustine,
Sisco, Frank Thayer,
Sivertson, William F,
Skiles, Frank Chambers,
Skoog, Paul Leonard,
Sladek, Victor Robert,
Slonncger, Willis Daniel,
Smith, Charles Archie,
Smith, Cloyd Clayton,
Smith, Cosmo James,
Smith, Gerald Clark,
Smith, Herbert Austin,
Smith, K. Taliaferro,
Smith, Lloyd Gaston,
Smith, Marion,
Smith, Myrle Edwin,
Peru, hid., General, L. and A.
Cairo, General, L. and A.
Berwyn, Business, L. and A.
Oak Park, General, L. and A.
Piano, Agriculture.
Normal, General, L. and A.
Petersburg, Electrical Eng'g.
Mayivood, Civil Eng'g.
Woodstock, General, L. and A.
IVatseka, Architecture.
Kcnipton, General Science.
Chicago, ChemicaJ Eng'g.
Sauncmin, Civil Eng'g.
Elgin, General, L. and A.
Bemcnt, Medical.
Harvard, Civil Eng'g.
Petersburg, Music.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Champaign, Business, L. and A*
Kansas City, Mo., Civil Eng'g.
Denver, Col., Music.
Wilmctte, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Chaska, Minn., Architecture.
Clinton, la.. Chemistry.
Coatsburg, , Agriculture.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Springfield, Chemistry.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
IVashington, General Science.
Winchester, Electrical Eng'g.
Mt. Carroll, Electrical Eng'g.
Tacoma, Wash., Architecture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Electrical Eng'g.
Fayette, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Clinton, Architecture.
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Smith, Robert, Jr.,
Smith, Samuel LeRoy,
Smith, Townscnd Beverley,
Snell, Rolland Clark,
Snow, Dolly Anna Ruth,
Sohn, Frank Albert,
Soto, Rafael Arcangel,
Sparks, Richard Davenport,
Spaulding, Charles Herbert,
Spencer, Edwin Rollin,
Sperry, Harriet Mary,
Sperry, Ralph Samuel,
Sponsler, John McClure,
Springe, Otto,
Staehling, Edwin Helwig,
Stafford, Gordon,
Stahl, Ambrose Carl,
Staley, Anne Harwood,
Starr, Esther Marie,
Stebbins, Don Meade,
Steen, Elmer Richard,
Stein, Henry, Jr.,
Stephens, Carl,
Stephens, Samuel Joseph,
Stephenson, Dwight Tredway,
Sterenberg, John Frederick,
Stevenson, Dana Hugh,
Stevenson, James Vail,
Stevenson, Mary Elizabeth,
Stewart, Homer Willis,
Stiefel, Ira Brokaw,
Stinnette, Emma Eloise,
Stitzel, Clarence Miller,
Stokes, Alfred Edward,
Stone, Romaine Wilkinson,
Stophlet, Anna Clare,
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g,
Sparta, Electrical Eng'g
EvanstOH, Architectural Eng'g
Moweaqua, Electrical Eng'g,
Sugar Grove,
Household Science, Agr
Columbus, Ind., Architecture
Sahana Grande, Porto Rico,
Mechanical Eng'g,
Alton, General, L. and A
Springfield, Chemical Eng'g
Rusliville, General, L. and A
Denver, Col., Arch. Decoration
Clarinda, la.. Mechanical Eng'g
Alcdo, Mechanical Eng'g
St. Louis, Mo., Ceramics
Danforth, Architectural Eng'g
Woodstock, Electrical Eng'g
Galena, Mechanical Eng'g
Champaign, General, L. and A
Crete, General, L. and A
Davenport, la..
Architectural Eng'g
Wenona, Agriculture
Murphysboro, Architecture
Champaign, Business, L. and A
Sycamore, General, L. and A
Carlylc, Electrical Eng'g
Fulton, Agriculture
Elvaston, Agriculture
Streator, General Science
Monticello, General, L. and A
Princeton, Electrical Eng'g
Litchfield, Electrical Eng'g,
Champaign, General, L. and A
Dixon, Chemical Eng'g
Chicago, Civil Eng'g
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g
Kansas City, Mo.,
General. L. and A.
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Streuber, Emma Wilhelmina,
Strong, Edwin Raymond,
Sturm, Milton Leo,
Styles, Edward,
Sullivan, Charles Michael,
Swanberg, Florence Pearl,
Swarthout, Elizabeth,
Swartzell, John Naylor,
Swasey, Arthur Morton,
Sweitzer, Fred Earl,
Swent, James Waterman,
Talbot, Mildred Virginia,
Taylor, Ellis Roscoe,
Taylor, Garvin Porter,
Taylor, Gertrude,
Taylor, Raymond Arthur,
Taylor, Scott Champlin,
Taylor, Ward Hastings,
Terrill, Earl Bert,
Thomas, Ray Goodloe,
Thomas, Raymond Rogers,
Thomas, William Race,
Thompson, Herbert Percy,
Thompson, Horace Osmond,
Thrasher, Charles Orval,
Tibbetts, Robert Keith,
Tilton, George Francis,
Timberlake, Erwin Bateman,
Todd, John Nelson,
Tolman, Hugh Harrison,
Torgerson, Edward Fritchoff,
Torrey, Arthur George,
Tourtelot, John Hopkins,
Traverso, Carlos Luis,
Treat, Margaret Jane,
Greenville,
Household Science, Agr.
Champaign, Medical.
Decatur, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Freeport, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, Music.
Danville, General, L. and A.
Chevy Chase, Md.,
Railway Eng'g.
DeKalb, Civil Eng'g.
Morton, Agriculture.
Oakland, Cat., Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Princcville, General, L. and A.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Aurora, Household Science, Agr.
Burlington, la.. Electrical Eng'g.
Bement, Chemical Eng'g.
Avon, General, L. and A.
Colchester, Mechanical Eng'g.
Ft. Worth, Texas, Architecture.
Rockford, General, L. and A.
Decatur, Electrical Eng'g.
Plainiield, Mechanical Eng'g.
Mooresville, Ind.,
Business, L. and A.
Paxton, Electrical Eng'g.
Highland, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Tabor, la., Mechanical Eng'g.
Red Oak, la..
Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Palos Park, Electrical Eng'g.
Cajaniarca, Peru,
General, L. and A.
Harvard, General, L. and A.
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Truitt, Henry,
Tubbs, Frances Edna,
Tupper, Henry Andrew,
Tupper, James Oliver,
Turner, Emery Adell,
Turner, Ernest DeWitt,
Tyler, Frank Joseph,
Tyler, Irvin Francis,
Vance, Joseph Wampler, Jr.,
Van Cleve, Charles McCabe,
Van Cleve, Edith Joy,
Van Cleve, Laura Lillian,
Van Deusen, Archibald Beebe,
Vandeveer, Harrie Earl,
Van Gundy. Claude,
Vaniman, Roy L,
Van Kirk, John Albert,
Vantuyle, Robert,
Varney, Charles Howard,
Vernon, Will^tt Blayney,
Vigeant, Gregory, Jr.,
Voodry, Earl Corbey,
Voss, Daniel Ernest,
Wade, John Oscar,
Wagner, Harvey Franklin,
Wagner, Loraine Stewart,
Walker, Robert Allyn,
Walter, Frederick Louis,
Walworth, Edward Harvey,
Wangelin, Herman Grover,
Wansbrough, Charles Robert,
Warnock, Charles Howard,
Warren, Francis Eugene,
V/arren, George Edward,
Warrington, Chester Henry,
Washburn, Fred Philor,
Washburn, Ralph Harden,
Wassell, Lela Evelyn,
ChilUcothe, Agriculture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Bethel, Vt., Business, L. and A.
Woodstock, Agriculture.
Wenona, Agriculture.
Wenona, Agriculture.
Savanna, General, L. and A.
Savanna, Civil Eng'g.
Springfield, Civil Eng'g.
Olney, General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Miirphyshoro, General, L. and A.
Evanston, Railway Eng'g.
Edinburg, Electrical Eng'g.
Ellsworth, Electrical Eng'g.
Girard, Electrical Eng'g.
Leiters, Ind., Medical.
Manchester, Agriculture.
Delavan, Agriculture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Architecture.
Champaign, Railway Eng'g.
Freeport, Business, L. and A.
Oregon, Civil Eng'g.
Virden, Civil Eng'g.
Belleville, Mechanical Eng'g.
Herrin, General, L. and A.
Carrollton, Chemical Eng'g.
Morris, Agriculture.
Belleville, Business, L. and A.
Peoria, Architectural Eng'g.
Onarga, Business, L. and A.
Washington, D. C,
Architectural Eng'g.
Pazv Paw, Civil Eng'g.
Washington, D. C,
Railway Eng'g.
Burlington, la., Architecture.
Nezv Berlin, Civil Eng'g.
New Hartford, Music.
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VVaterous, Willard,
Watson, Alice Erwin,
Watson, Chauncey Browne,
Watson, Grover W,
Watson, Harry Francis,
Webb, Blanche Marion,
Webb, Clara Lee,
Webb, Ruth Chase,
Weber, Walter Harry,
*Weborg, Oscar Leonard,
Weed, Woolsey Waterbury,
Weeks, Hugh Arnoldia,
Weil, Melvin Eichberg,
Weinberg, Simon Palmer,
Weir, Rachel Myra,
Weisfeld, Leo Harold,
Welden, Edmund Amos,
Wells, John Richard,
Wetzel, Earvey Herman,
Wham, Charles,
Wheaton, Jesse Raymond,
Wheeler, Frank Don,
Whitaker, Ruth Lincoln,
White, Alexander Paul,
White, Courtland Kirke,
White, Edna Edith,
White, Lyde Evangeline,
White, Mary Louise,
Whitmire, James Sidney,
Whittaker, Malinda,
Wilbourn, Asa J,
Wilkins, John Floyd,
Wilkins, Raymond Harvey,
Williams, Arthur Edwards,
Williams, Lloyd Garrison,
Williamson, Belle,
Galva, Medical.
Mt. Vernon, General, L. and A.
DeKalb, Agriculture.
Farmer City, General, L. and A.
Medora, Chemical Eng'g.
Elgin, Household Science, Agr.
Kansas City, Mo., Music.
Evanston,
Household Science, Sci.
Tower Hill, Business, L. and A.
Cambridge,
Railway Ad., L. and A.
Albany, N. Y., Railway Eng'g.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Rushville, Electrical Eng'g.
Sparta, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Wheaton, Civil Eng'g.
Harvard, Agriculture.
Mt. Carmel, Civil Eng'g.
Cartter, General, L. and A.
Wheaton, Architectural Eng'g.
Sterling, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Fairmount, Architecture.
Rockford, General, L. & A.
Champaign, General, L. & A.
Urbana, Music.
Chrisman, General, L. and A.
Forrest, Medical.
Cortland, General, L. and A.
Olive Branch, Civil Eng'g.
Suiiimitvillc, Ind., Agriculture.
Champaign, Ceramics.
Cleveland, O., Ceramics.
Elgin, General, L. and A.
Houston, Tex.,
General. L. and A.
'Deceased.
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Willis, Benjamin Chestnut,
Willis, Roy Barnes,
Wilson, Ben J,
Wilson, Frank Harland,
Wing, Claude Pierce,
Witcher, Edward Kitchell,
Withers, Lora,
Witt, William Paxton,
Wittenberg, Frank, Jr.,
Woleben, Dean Parkhurst,
Wolfe, Philip Addes,
Woltmann, Jesse John,
Woolman, Collett Everman,
Wright, Barnard Edwin,
Wright, Ethel West,
Wright, George Caleb,
Wright, George Ellery,
Wright, John Edward,
Wyeth, Elizabeth Anne,
Wyman, Wallace,
Yakel, Ralph,
Yates, Margaret Duff,
Yates, Samuel,
Yorks, Warner Rayen,
Young, Benjamin Carey,
Young, Henry,
Young, Robert Gardner,
Young, Ruth Adoline,
Zerbee, Leigh Francis,
Zimmerman, George John,
Toledo, Business, L. and A.
Mt. Carmel, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Electrical Eng'g.
Elgin, Civil Eng'g.
Olney, Business, L. and A.
Lexington, General, L. and A.
Kane, Civil Eng'g.
Little Rock, Ark., Civil Eng'g.
Chicago Heights, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Chemical Eng'g.
Nokomis, Civil Eng'g.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Wenona, Agriculture.
Urbana, Library, L. and A.
Libertyville, Electrical Eng'g.
Streator, Architecture.
Herscher, Electrical Eng'.g
Charleston, Music.
Mansfield, General, L. and A.
Rantoul, General, L. and A.
Rockford, General, L. and A.
Savanna, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g
Keokuk, la., Mechanical Eng'g.
Harvard, Electrical Eng'g.
Batavia, N. Y.,
General, L. and A.
Beliefontaine, O., Railway Eng'g.
Peoria, General, L. and A.
Abraham, Sane Frye,
Abrams, Samuel,
Adams, Augustus Earl,
Ahlgrin, Fred Hector,
Alberts, Dorothy Alvena,
SPEaALS
Muncie, Ind., Architecture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Atlanta, Agriculture.
Michigan City, Ind.,
Architecture.
Champaign, Music.
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Albright, Roscoe Harrison,
Allyn, Howard Oliver,
Allyn, Orr,
Anderson, Adam Hamilton,
Anderson, Elma Myrtle,
Anderson, Georgia Victoria,
Anderson, Irving,
Anderson, Joshua Clayton,
Anderson, Nelson Russell,
Anderson, Randall,
Anderson, Wilfred Mitchell,
Andrade, Donate,
Andrews, James Burton,
Angarola, Michael Louis,
Angell, Arnold Arthur,
Argenbright, Glennon Forrest,
Armstrong, Ernest Bain,
Armstrong, Winfield Scott,
Arnold, Elsie Gold,
Arnold, William Henry, Jr.,
Arnold, William Price,
Baker, George Willard,
Baker, Pearl Rawson,
Baker, Ray Churchill,
Ball, Jonas Hamilton,
Barlow, Harry Dales,
Barnes, Oma,
Barnhart, Mabel Olive,
Barton, Loren Earl,
Bascome, Bartow Strang,
Bauman, Louis Peter,
Beck, Donald Wight,
Benitz, William Agar,
Black, Robert Quincy,
Boggs, Cassandra Armstrong,
B. L. 1802.
Minier,
Modesto,
Urbana,
Roberts,
Champaign,
Civil Eng'g.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Music.
Cairo, Household Science, Agr.
Galesburg, Civil Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Granville, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Millbrook, N. Y
.,
Agriculture.
Oliveira, Brazil, S. A.,
Agriculture.
Walnut, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Chicago, Architectural Eng'g.
Blandinsville, Agriculture,
Hume, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architecture.
Bloomington, Neb.,
General, L. and A.
Clyde, N. Y., Agriculture.
Beach, N. Dak.,
Business, L and A.
Goodenow, Agriculture.
Irving, Agriculture.
River Forest, Agriculture.
Toluca, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Harrisburg, Art and Design.
Urbana, Music.
Homer, Agriculture.
Elmira, N. Y., Civil Eng'g.
Springfield, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Las Rosas, Argentine,
Agriculture.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
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Boggs, Mrs. Grace Lindley,
Bolend, Rex George,
Bond, Luella Mabel,
Borden, Leslie Frank,
Boughton, David Webster,
Braeuninger, Ella Christine,
Brantingham, Raymond Brice,
Brasfield, Bryant Lester,
Brooks, Fannie Maria,
Brougham, Maude Victoria,
Brown, George Burdine,
Brown, Jesse Leroy,
Brown, Paul Donald,
Brown, Reuben Springer,
Brown, Ross Manlius,
Budan, Marcus Bernard,
Burnett, Edith Elizabeth,
Burill, Irene Elsa,
Canterbury, Emma Martha,
Cantrall, John Harry,
Carlson, Charles Algot,
Case, Harold Clayton M,
Catlett, Shirley Tilton,
Catto, Keith Angus,
Chamberlain, Edith Mae,
Charles, Alta Achsah,
A. B., 1907,
Christ, George Henry,
Clark, Mrs. Alice Virginia
Broaddus, B. S., 1891,
Clark, Jason Mortimer,
Clarke, Dan Leavitt,
Coffey, Joel Simmons,
Cole, Horace Bruce,
Collier, Robert James,
Colton, Ellis Burr,
Constant, Clarence R,
Urbana, Art and Design.
Sulphur, Okla.,
General, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Lawrenceville, Music.
Plainflcld, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Eureka, Agriculture.
Saunemin, General, L. and A.
Toronto, Ontario,
General, L. and A.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Wyoming, Agriculture.
Glencoe, Agriculture.
Divernon, Agriculture.
Valparaiso, Ind., Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Urbana, Household Science, Agr.
Urbana, Music.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Springfield, Agriculture.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Dunlap, Agriculture.
Fairmount, Agriculture.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Rogers Park, General, L. and A.
Bcardstown,
Household Science, Agr.
Cabery, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
LaGrange, Agriculture.
Jacksonville, Agriculture.
Hartsville, Ind., Agriculture.
Geneseo, Business, L. and A.
Nokomis, Agriculture.
Marengo, Agriculture.
IVilliamsville, Agriculture.
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Craig, David Wesley,
Craig, Edwin James,
Crawford, Mayme Blair,
Crawford, Nelle Florence,
Crinigan, Gertrude Ella,
Culp, Wilmer Edgar,
Daehler, Oscar,
Daggett, John Birney,
Dalbey, Will Edward,
Dale, Newton,
Davis, Andrew Jackson,
Davis, Ida Belle,
Davis, Richard Earl,
Dayton, Cleve Henry,
Detroy, Benjamin,
Dilling, Mary Margaret,
Dittmer, Harry Leroy,
Doyle, Frank Lockwood,
Echols, Elmer Allen,
Elliot, Carl Francis,
Elliot, James Mansfield,
Ellis, Clarence Lincoln,
Emmerson, Ethel Mae,
Essley, Earl Craig,
Etling, Walter Peter,
Evans, Besse Bonbrake,
Everett, Orelle Ina,
Feind, Frances Marguerite,
B. L. S., 1907,
Finkenbinder, Royal Ray,
Fiske, Kenneth Bailey,
Forrest, Elizabeth,
B. L. S., 1906,
Fritz, Ward Raymond,
Frost, James Grivy,
Fuchs, Albert George, Jr.,
Gage, Helen Louise,
Galbraith, Alonzo Bowers,
Gallivan, Lilian Margaret,
Elvi'ood, Agriculture.
Ncpousct, Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Champaign, Music.
Ivcsdale, General Science.
IVarrcnsburg, Agriculture.
Chadwick, Agriculture.
LaGrange, Agriculture.
Taylorville, Agriculture.
Donncllson, Agriculture.
Stronghurst, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Long View, Agriculture.
Paris, Civil Eng'g.
Carmi, Agriculture.
St. Joseph, Music.
Spokane, IVash., Architecture.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
McLeanshoro, Agriculture.
Chebanse, Agriculture.
Chebanse, Agriculture.
Winslow, General Science.
Lincoln, General, L. and A.
New Boston, Agriculture.
Millstadt, Agriculture.
Taylorville, General, L. and A.
Roseville,
Household Science, Agr.
Chicago Heights, Music.
Kent, Agriculture.
Helena, Mont.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Mt. Carroll, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
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Gait, Donald Alexander,
Gangstad, John Otis,
Garrett, Elnora,
Gebhart, Elmer Franklin,
Georg, Victor Emil, Jr.,
Giffin, Merritt Hayward,
Glenn, Grace,
Glotfelty, Henry Tyner,
Goldberg, Rose Alice,
Goldencrown, Myrtle Agnes,
Good, Bertie,
Goodman, Ezra,
Gorham, Margaret Dresser,
Goulding, Mrs. Helen Lancaster
Plummer,
Gracie, Helen Black,
Green, Joseph Donald Arbuckle,
Green, Roy Ezra,
Gregg, Samuel Elza,
Grosfield, Gabriel,
Gustafson, Benjamin Franklin,
Hales, John Lincoln,
Hall, William Turnbull.
Hamacher, James Albert,
Hamilton, John Robert,
Hanley, Thomas Francis, Jr.,
Hanson, Dayton William,
Hanson, Earl Patton,
Happer, James Harrison,
Harper, Fred Clayton,
Hawkins, Morton Wells,
Hayes, Cole Lawrence,
Henderson, Elmer J,
Henline, Leslie Ray,
Herbert, Benjamin Sweney,
Hill, Lucy Belle,
Hirstein, Samuel August,
Hitt, John Wesley.
Hodge, Emerit William,
Sterling, Agriculture.
Deeriield, Wis., Agriculture.
Momencc,
Household Science, Agr.
Stonington, Agriculture.
Springfield, Arch. Decoration.
Lockport, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
DuQuoin, Agriculture.
Chicago, Music.
Gardner, General, L. and A.
Urhana, Music.
Chicago, Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, Art and Design.
Urbana, Music.
Germanto'iVn, Pa.,
General, L. and A.
Oakland, Agriculture.
Oakwood, Agriculture.
Rantoul, Mechanical Egn'g.
Willis, Kan., Architecture.
Orion, Agriculture
Hinsdale, Business, L. and A.
Wilmette, Agriculture.
Princeton, Agriculture.
Bardolph, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Hayes, Agriculture.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Farmingdale, Agriculture.
Terre Haute, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Seattle, Wash., Architecture.
Rankin, Architecture.
Leland, Agriculture.
Towanda, Agriculture.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Urbana, Music.
SummerHeld, Agriculture.
Koshkonong, Mo., Agriculture.
Kewanee, Agriculture.
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Hong, Mun Sun,
Hooker, Orval N,
Hoover, Jacob Floyd Nelson,
Horine, Karl,
Hostler, Sidney Marvin,
Hoyle, John Joseph,
Hsiich, Ching-piao,
Hubbart, Edith Pauline,
HufFaker, James Cornelius,
Huffaker, Wellington Birther,
Hutchinson, James Bumphry,
Hyde, Rosa Kate,
Isham, Helen, Ph.D.,
{Cornell Univ.), 1906,
Jacob, Ernst Otto, B. S., 1907,
Jones, Ebon Clark,
Jutton, Emma Reed,
B. L. S , 1899,
Kable, Nellie Amelia,
Keeler, Rufus Bradley,
Kelley, William Ernest,
Kelso, Herschel,
Kemman, Herbert Fred,
Kerr, Grace Alice,
Kimball, Ruth Shearer,
King, Grant Emery,
King, Merton Ellis,
Kingsbury, Theodore Marshall,
Kinzel, Frank Martin,
Kinzer, Arthur,
Kirby, Carl Augustus,
Kirby, Mary Arietta,
Kirk, Charles Ambrose,
Knapp, Jacob William,
Koehler, John Gustavus,
Kolmer, Richard Emil,
Koontz, Alph George,
Kraus, May Beatrice,
Krueger, Arthur Frederick,
Labahn, Albert Lewis,
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Urhana, Civil Eng'g.
Harlem, Agriculture.
Urbaua, Electrical Eng'g.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Dixon, Agriculture.
Tientsin, Ch ina,
General, L. and A.
Monticello, General, L. and A.
New Berlin, Agriculture.
Nezv Berlin, Agriculture.
Ncponset, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
Buffalo, N..y., Music.
Chicago, General, L and A.
Bloomington, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
Virden, Art and Design.
Alameda, Cai, Ceramics.
Muskegon, Mich., Agriculture.
Thomasboro, Agriculture.
LaGrange, Agriculture.
Loami, General, L. and A.
Waterloo, la.. General, L. and A.
PlainHeld, Agriculture.
Potwin, Kan., Agriculture.
Indianapolis, Ind., Agriculture.
Mattoon, Civil Eng'g.
Utica, Agriculture.
Petersburg, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
Decatur, Agriculture.
Plainfield, Electrical Eng'g.
Chatsworth, Agriculture.
Waterloo, Agriculture.
Champaign, Business, L. and A.
Henry, Music.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
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Labahn, Charles John,
Lange, Sophie,
Laughlin, Logan,
Lawless, Loyd Lorenzo,
Layden, Ted Edmond,
Leifheit, William Ferd,
Lessley, James Vernon,-
Lindley, Randal Cloyd,
Lindley, Russell Lloyd,
Little, Stella Daisy,
Lobdell, John Randolph,
Lockwood, Opal Daisy,
Loudon, Ross Childs,
Lounsbury, Herbert Harley,
Lovett, Pearl,
Luedke, Gustav Paul,
McCaskill, Kenneth Alexander,
McClintock, Katherine,
McClory, Joseph William,
McCloskey, Charles Ray,
McCord, James Drish,
McCray, James Daniel,
*Mack, F D,
McMillen, John Huston,
McMinds, Ira Frank,
McNutt, George Leonard,
Malnburg, Carl Oscar,
Marshall, Paul Andrew,
Martin, Reese Sargent,
Martinez, Jorge,
Masley, Jacob Jay,
Matthews, Stanley Grant,
Maxwell, Mabel,
Miller, Joseph Chester,
Miller, Lyman James,
Millholland, Ernest,
Moburg, Cornelius Frederick,
Agriculture.
Music.
Agriculture.
General Science.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Chicago,
Champaign,
Paris,
Quincy,
Cheneyville,
Hinckley,
Houston,
Hutsonville,
Hutsonville,
Blairstown, Mo.,
General, L. and A.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Wilmington, Business, L. and A.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Chatham, Agriculture.
Taylorville, Agriculture.
PittsHeld, Music.
Trowbridge, Agriculture.
Taylorville, Agriculture.
Vincennes, Ind., Agriculture.
Earlville, Agriculture.
St. Paul, Minn.,
General, L. and A.
Mlimine. Agriculture.
Urbana, Architecture.
Charleston, Agriculture.
Chicago, Architecture.
Chillicothe, Agriculture.
Oakland, Agriculture.
Sallillo, Me.v..
Architectural Eng'g.
LaCrange, Agriculture.
Urbana, Agriculture.
Laivrenccvillc, General, L. and A.
Fillmore, Agriculture.
Neponsct, Agriculture.
Indianapolis, Ind., Agriculture.
Cameron, Agriculture.
Deceased.
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Moore, Charles Lawrence,
Moore, Edgar Tower,
MuUins, Etta,
Murphey, Fay Blanche,
Neely, John Lynde,
Negley, Laurel Angle,
Newburn, Mary Ellen,
Nichols, Harland Tucker,
Nordwall, Samuel Victor,
O'Donnell, Pierre James,
Olson, Walter Nathaniel,
Osborn, Frank Jay,
Otter, William Dan,
Patchin, Mary Amoret, A. B.,
{Wellesley Coll.), 1906,
Patrick, Harry Evans,
Patterson, Austin McDowell,
Patton, Harriet Eliza,
Peasley, John Hunt,
Peck, Gertrude Lila,
Penter, Benton Johnson,
Percival, Avis Hortense,
A. B., 1906,
Perez, Carlos Santiago,
Perry, Lloyd Goodspeed,
Philleo, Mrs. Eleanor Blanche,
Phillips, Roy Selam,
Pickels, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Robinson,
Porter, Albert Renfrew,
Porter, Joseph Richard,
Puster, Dumas Eugene,
Quayle, Wilfred Russell,
Quinton, Walter Russum,
Rathbun, Robert Wiltshire,
Reeves, Charles Fowler,
Rein, Lillian,
Riggs, Ray Vere,
Ringler, Raymond Theodore,
Music.
Agriculture.
Music.
Music.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Music.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Civil Eng'g.
Music.
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
General, L. and A.
Agriculture.
Art and Design.
Champaign,
Mendota,
Champaign,
Urbana,
Seward,
Cuba,
Hoopestoii,
Delevan,
Abingdon,
Medina, N. Y
.,
Chicago,
Pecatonica,
Chicago,
Chardon, O.,
Sunft,
Xenia, O.,
Palestine,
Stronghurst,
Chicago,
Ashland, Mo., General Science.
Urbana, General Science.
Saltillo, Mex.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Mt. Sterling, Agriculture.
Pueblo, Colo., General, L. and A.
Aurora, Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Chicago, General, L. and A.
Circleville, O., Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Agriculture.
Heyworth, Agriculture.
Preemption, Agriculture.
Chicago, Ceramics.
Oglesby, Household Science, Agr.
Jerseyville, Agriculture.
Cullom, Agriculture.
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Ritcher, Henry Adelbert,
Roark, Peter Daniel,
Roberts, Chester Corwin,
Rodgers, Charles Henry,
Roessler, Ira Philip,
Rolfe, Amy Lucile, A. B., 1908,
Rose, Daniel Treat,
«
Royer, Mrs. Adelaide,
Rue, Harold Dale,
Rundles, Don Cameron,
Rundles, Earl,
Rundles, Guy,
Russell, Robert Avery,
Ryan, William E,
Sailor, Ira Carl,
Sanders, Mabel Alberta,
Sandusky, Will Josiah,
Saravia, Ricardo,
Sayers, Gilbert Arthur,
Schertz, Louis John,
Schmidt, Lorentz,
Schuettler, Arthur Frederick,
Schulze, Stella Catharine,
Scott, Elmo Carlisle,
Seebach, Marie,
Shapland, George Thomas,
Shaw, Lottie Jeanette,
Shearer, Andrew Willis,
Shepard, Karl Joseph,
Shepherd, Blanche,
Shippert, Henry Frank,
Shupe, Chester Benton,
Simcox, Minnie Theresa,
Smith, Lawrence,
Smith, Mrs. Mary Chamberlain,
Smith, William Carroll,
Snider, Howard John,
Sparks, Marion Emeline,
B. L. S., 1899., A. M., 1900,
Speer, John Leslie,
Urbana, Mechanical Eng'g
Hoopeston, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Brownsville, Agriculture.
Shclbyville, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
Windsor, Agriculture.
Urbana, Art and Design.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Huntertomn, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Himtertown, Ind.,
General, L. and A.
LaPorte, Ind., Agriculture.
Delavan, Agriculture.
Cissna Park, Agriculture.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Indianola, Agriculture.
Solta, Argentine, Agriculture.
Orland, Agriculture.
Deer Creek, Agriculture.
Clyde, Kan., Architecture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Bowen, Music.
O'Fallon, Agriculture.
Peru, General, L. and A.
Saunemin, 'Electrical Eng'g.
Champaign, General, L. and A.
Henry, Agriculture.
LaFox, Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Dixon, Agriculture.
Paloma, Agriculture.
St. Joseph, Music.
Alexis, Agriculture.
Urbana, Chemistry.
Rankin, Agriculture.
Richmond, O., Agriculture.
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Hanover, Agriculture.
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Stark, John Edwin,
Stevenson, Leonard John,
Stokes, John VVilham,
Stoner, Mabel Edith,
Sundby, John,
Swan, Grace Vernelle,
Swanson, Sven Gustav,
Swezey, Anne Davies,
B. L. S., 1903,
Swift, Ross Hamilton,
Swingle, Earl Houghton,
Taddcy, Alfred Carl,
Tanner, Clarence,
Taylor, Harry Yates,
Terry, Harry Lincoln,
Thomas, Lester Posey,
Thomas, Melvin,
Thompson, Mrs Beatrice RogerS;
Thomson, Mrs. Presson Waverly;
A.B., (Knox Coll.), 1902,
Throne, Edna Hazel,
Tooke, Roscoe Conkling,
Turnbull, Robert Noel,
Turner, David Adolph,
Tyson, Roy Ulysses,
Vail, Frank Miller, Jr.,
Vogt, Joseph Henry,
Walker, Myron Jordan,
Walsh, Walter James,
Watkins, Nora Gertrude,
Watkins, William Wynne,
Weatherford, Margaret Ora,
Wells, Arthur Milton,
Wells, John Kenneth,
deWerff, Henry August,
West, Harold,
West, John Ralph,
Wicklein, Elmer Frank,
Williams, Charles E,
Williams, Everett,
Urbana, General, L. and A.
Framingham, Mass. Civil Eng'g.
Norris City, Electrical Eng'g.
Burnside, Music.
Vcstlcy, Norway, Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
Potomac, • Agriculture.
Urbana, Music.
Waterman, Agriculture^
Athens, Agriculture.
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Architectural Eng'g.
Aurora, Agriculture.
New Berlin, Agriculture.
Aurora, Architecture.
Lawrenceburg, Ky., Chemistry.
Charleston, Agriculture.
,Urbana, Music.
Urbana, Music.
Chicago, Music.
Charleston, General, L. and A.
Speer, Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Peoria, Civil Eng'g.
Fairbury, Agriculture.
Chicago, Civil Eng'g.
Mason, Agriculture.
IVest McHenry, Agriculture.
Fithian, Music.
Highland Park Agriculture.
Champaign, Music.
St. Joseph, General, L. and A.
Riverside, Agriculture.
Farina, Agriculture.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Loda, Mechanical Eng'g.
Evansville, Agriculture.
Vincennes, Ind., Civil Eng'g.
Vermilion Grove,
General Science.
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Williamson, Mrs. Albert
St. John,
Wilson, Addie Florence,
Wilson, Harry Ward,
Winn, Chester Vernon,
Wolff, Victor Anthony,
Womacks, Peter Clay,
Wood, Lewis Robert,
Woodrow, Richard Lewis,
Woodward, Warren Crook,
Wyatt, Mrs. Lillian Toler,
Yoke, John Jonathan,
Youle, Clifford Tear,
Zillmer, Frank Gottfried,
Zimmerman, Edward Carbys,
Champaign, Music.
Champaign,
Household Science, Agr.
Michigan City., Ind., Agriculture.
Chicago, Agriculture.
Evansville, Agriculture.
Champaign, Agriculture.
Pekin, Mechanical Eng'g.
Green Valley, Agriculture.
Evanston, General, L. and A.
Salem,
Household Science, L. and A.
Acton, Ind., Agriculture.
Delevan, Agriculture.
Chicago, Mechanical Eng'g.
Chicago, Business, L. and A.
Summer Session
Aguirre, Matias,
Allen, Frank Phoenix,
Allison, Carl Walter,
Alverson, Grace Margaret,
Alvis, Bennett Young,
Anderson, Eulalia,
Anderson, Martin Joel,
Anderson, Mary Frances,
Anderson, Russell Adams McCurdy,
Andrews, Margaret Effie,
Andrews, Samuel Washington, Jr.,
Anthony, Charles Henry,
Arguelles, Angel Severo,
Arnold, Ross Harper,
Ayres, Laura Belle, B.L., iSSr..
Bach, Beulah Winifred,
Bacon, Francis Miller, A. P.., (Univ. of
Mich.), 1902.
Bailey, Thomas Marshall,
Bainum, Glenn Cliffe,
Baker, James Chamberlain, S.T.B..
(Boston Univ.),
Manclova, Coaliu'li, Mex.
Nezv Windsor.
Olncy.
Champaign.
Kell.
Galesburg.
Champaign.
Pinckneyville.
Bloomington.
Lebanon, O.
Greenville.
Greenville.
Batangas, P. I.
Oregon.
Chicago.
Urbana.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Madison, Ala.
Paxton.
Urbana.
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Eakcr, Ruth Marsh,
Barnes, Callie Irene,
Barnes, Orlin Miner.
Barr, Oren Augustus,
Barrett, Agnes,
Bartlctt, Richard Sylvester,
Bartlett, Sue Herron,
Bashen, George Bergen,
Beatty, Albert James,
Becker, Wayne Augustus,
Beckett, Henry Louis,
Beecher, Howard Benjamin,
Beinlich, Bernhard Augustus,
Bell, James Brown,
Bellershcim, Kathryn Hermine,
Benefiel, Eva Marion.
Benitz, William Agar,
Benson, Oliver Richard,
Bentz, George William,
Berninger, Harriett Josephine,
Bernreuter, Walter,
Biddlecomh, Thomas Meade,
Biebcl, Walter Risdon,
Bland, Eugene,
Bland, Rose,
Boggs, Cassandra Armstrong, B. L.,
1892.
Bookwalter, Robert R,
Boomer, Simeon E,
Booz, Archie Charles,
Bose, Pavitra Kumar,
Bost, Ernest Lesley,
Bott, Margaret Adeline,
Bowles, Ida Huston,
Bowyer, Earl William.
Brackenbury, Benjamin Almond,
Bradley, Carol,
Bradley, Eugenia.
Braeuninger, Ella Christine,
Brittln, Charles Henry,
Brode, Laurence Partridge,
Savoy.
Clarks, Neb.
Springfield.
Assumption.
Mattoon.
Quincy.
Peoria.
Bowen.
Farmington.
Bernharts, Pa.
Springdale, Ky.
Peoria.
Barrington.
Sumner.
Springfield.
Mattoon.
Las Rosas, Argentine.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Mt. Carmel.
Mt. Olive.
Macomb.
Belleville.
Findlay.
Normal.
Urbana.
Danville.
Rutland.
Roseville.
Mynensingh, India.
Champaign.
Hume.
Paris.
Bement.
Algonquin.
Hume.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Contrail.
Santa Anna, Cal.
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Brougham, Maude Victoria,
Brown, Elmer Jay,
Brown, Mrs. Evelyn Charlotte,
Brown, Harry Gilbert,
Brown, Horace Trowbridge,
Brown, Lelah,
Brownson, Howard Gray, A. B. 1906,
Brownson, Winnina Ella,
Brubaker, Lewis Allen,
Buckler, Carl William,
Buellesfield, Henry, A. B., 1906,
Burgener, Claude Emanuel,
Burgess, Frank M,
Busey, Lettie,
Butler, Roland Glenn,
Butzer, Glen Douglas.
Butzer, Verna Viola,
Carlson, Charles Algot,
Carter, Roy Rudy,
Chapin, Nellie Mary,
Chapman, Gideon P,
Charles, Alta Achsah.
Chichester, Emily,
Christensen, Thomas Peter,
Clark, Richard Wagner,
Cleavinger, John Simeon,
Cline, Marguerite Arabelle,
Clinite, Raymond Grover,
Clow, Raymond Delos,
Coale, Elizabeth Fairleigh,
Coffin, Francis Albert,
Cole, Francis William,
Collett, Ernest Benjamin, B.S., 1906,
Condit, Charles,
Condit, Roy Willoughby,
Cordon, Mary Margaret,
Connelly, Martin Francis,
Converse, Edward Chapman, A. B.
1904.
Cook, Thomas Ece,
Cooper, Agnes Bouton,
Toronto, Canada.
Greenville.
Gardner.
Gardner.
St. Louis, Mo.
Hillsboro.
Centralia.
CentraUa.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Metcalf.
Nokomis.
Mowequa.
Tonica.
Urhana.
Urbana.
Hillsdale.
Hillsdale.
Chicago.
Jacksonville.
Chicago.
Chatham.
Bcardstozvn.
Brim field.
Tripoli, la.
Carthage.
Springfield.
Urbana.
Cherry Valley.
Crystal Lake.
Hillsboro.
Salem.
Oswego.
Ottatva, Kan.
St. Joseph.
Urbana.
Lexington.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Sullivan.
Kansas Citv. Mo.
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Cooper, Edward Carlton,
Corboy, William Joseph,
Cottingham, Jesse Bernays,
Cox, Henry Lee,
Coyle, John Frank.
Crawford Mayme Blair,
Crone, Charles Thomas,
Cross, Lyman Goodrich,
Crow, Barbara,
Crow, William Leslie,
Crum, Lena May,
Cutler, Reed Floyd,
Daggett, John Birney,
Daily, Paul,
Datu, Mauro M,
Davis, Joel Thomas,
Davison, Margaret W,
Dean, Jessie Luella,
Dee, Norman Bliss,
Dee, Paul Simpson,
DeMott, Irving Polhcmus,
Demmer, John Edward,
Dick, Harry Kimball,
Diener, Wayne Rufus,
Doherty I\Iary Gertrude, A.B.
Dollahan, Herman Leander,
Dolph, Arthur H,
Dolson, Neva Ethel,
Downard, Anna Clay,
Downey, Elzy Franklin,
Drake, Martin Bogarte,
Drennan, Walter R,
Drew, Joseph Allen,
DuBois, Chase Orlin,
Dunlap, Nora Betz,
Dunn. Wir ur Lawrence,
Eckhardt, Erwin William,
Egglestcn, Harriet Myrtle,
Ekblaw, Walter Elmer,
Elfmann, William Henry,
1908,
Homer.
Chicago.
Aurora, Mo.
New Btirnside.
Pcnfteld.
Urbana.
Lafayette.
Mt. Auburn.
Springfield.
Chatham.
Clinton.
Avon.
LaGrange.
ChiUicothc.
S. Fernando, Pampanga,
P. I.
St. Joseph.
Monticello.
Champaign.
Nezvton.
Newton.
Crookston, Minn.
Pinckneyvillc.
Bloomington.
Harvard.
LaGrange.
Mt. Carmel.
Fisher.
Sparta, Wis.
Bement.
Clyde.
Boiven.
Chicago.
Watseka.
Mascoutah.
Savoy.
Peoria.
Belleville.
Urbana.
RantOld.
IVilson, Minn.
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Elliott, Hazel Morris,
Ellis, Arthur Jackson,
Elmendorf, (Miss) Lawrence,
Emmons, Clyde W, A.B., (Albion Col-
lege), 1903,
Engel, Lloyd Edwin, A.B., 1904,
Epstein, Abraham Solomon,
Erbes, Clara,
Everhart, Leon Ulysses,
Ewing, Henry Ellsworth, A.B., 1906,
Eynian, Joe,
Eager, Daniel Baldwin,
Eager, Daniel Frank,
Faris, Stephen Douglas,
Farr, Alvin Isaac,
Fast, Byron Meredith,
Finkenbinder, Walter Edison,
Finn, Samuel Norris,
Fisher, Laura Estelle,
Fisher, William Arthur,
Fitzpatrick, Ulysses Simon,
Flanders, Harvey Harrison,
Flatt, Harrison Obiah,
Foran, Patrick Henry,
Forth, Fannie Robert,
Forth, Walter Edward,
Foster, Joseph Kyle,
Francia, Julio,
Francis, Mrs. Alma Lindner,
Francis, Charles Kenworthy, A.M.,
1904,
Fuentes, Armando,
Gangstadt, Julius Siverine,
Garabedian, Garabed Arshag Zacar,
Garlough, Carl D, A.M., (Hillsdale
Coll.), 1900,
Garnett, Percie Ellen,
Garrett, Florence Ethel,
Garza, Juan Jesus,
Gash, Charles Milbourne,
Gavin, Isabel Booth,
Urbana.
Chicago Heights.
New York, N. Y.
Champaign.
Mctamora.
Chicago.
Centralia.
Urbana.
Areola.
Graymont.
Vandalia.
Vandalia.
Augusta.
Saunemin.
Princeville.
Kent.
Cartter.
Kinmtindy.
Ogden.
Orange, Cal.
Glencoe.
Carrollton.
Granville.
Peso turn.
Peso turn.
Mt. Carmel.
Pagsanjan, Laguna. P. I.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Havana, Cuba.
Deerficld, Wis.
Constantinople, Turkey.
Stanford.
Plymouth.
Plana.
Saltillo, Mex.
Macomb.
Oak Park.
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Gibbs, Clark Lee,
Gibbs, Mrs. Edith McCord,
Gingc.ich, Elmer George,
Girhard, Antoinette,
Glenn, Eleanor Mae, A.B , 1907,
Glenn, Laurence Arthur,
Gochnaur, Orlando Merrill,
Good, Verna Mae,
Gooding, Charles Wesley,
Goodman, Ezra,
Goodspeed, Nathan Lee,
Gorman, Timothy,
Gould, Elna Stillman,
Grabbe, Florence Harriet,
Graff, Zella Margaret,
Graham, Charles Wallace,
Green, Cella Genevieve,
Greening, Alfred Henry,
Griffin, Dwight,
Griffith, Mabel Frances,
Grigsby, Marion William,
Groener, Emil Carl,
Grossberg. Arthur Sariah,
Grove, Pearl Forest,
Grove, San ford Lackey,
Groves, Donald Karel,
Guerrero, Angel Cuesta,
Gullett, Noah,
Gustin, Alpheus,
Gwinn, Edith,
Hadley, Homer Langdon,
Hammer, Raymond Franklin,
Handlin, William Clyde,
Harbert, Hazel Gertrude,
Hardwicke, John Ogden,
Harkness, Columbus Loren,
Harnsberger, Bertha Sawyer,
Harrison, Donald Frederic,
Hartleb, Ferdinand Orrington
Hawkes, William,
Hay, Henry Collins,
Ezving.
Urbana.
Normal.
Newton.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Freeport.
Neoga.
Savoy.
Chicago.
Joliei.
Chicago.
Galva.
Philo.
Dixon.
Springfield.
Ivesdale.
Cornland.
Clinton.
Rankin.
Peoria.
Batavia.
Chicago.
Armstrong.
Cerro Gordo.
Chicago.
Lavag, I. N., P. I.
Elisabethtown.
Cave-in-Rock.
Urbana.
Maroa.
Champaign.
Lake Fork.
Hoopeston.
Chicago.
Adams.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Bradley.
Minonk.
Urbana.
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Hay, Howard Ridgeh',
Hayes, Dale Irwin,
Hays, Lillie Mae,
Hedgcock, William Everett,
Heidinger, Karl Barnikol,
Heimermann, Florence Teresa,
Heller, Gertrude Viola,
Hemphill, Joseph Clyde,
Henry, Donald Alison,
Henry, Elma Leona,
Hensclmeier, Frederick William,
Hesselbaum, Caroline Elizabeth,
Hill, Alva Jay, A.B., (Univ. of Ohio),
1906,
Hill, Charles Nelson,
Hill, Harry S,
Hilsabeck. Hugh Rudolph,
Hirtzel, Clara Lilly,
Hitch, Dorris Nelson,
Hoagland, Henry Elmer,
Hoffman, Paul Alexander.
Holch, Frederic Leidy, A.B., 1904,
Holderby, Robert Andrew Parker,
Horns, Jose Maria,
Hopkins, Harry Ward,
Horine, Karl,
Horner, Harry Sterling,
Horst, Anton Edward,
Hoskinson, Bruce Quin,
Howe, Harvey William,
Howe, Paul Edward, A.B , 1906,
Hubbart, Curtis Clay.
Hubbart Gurth Searle,
Huff, James Orton,
Huffman, Eva Ellen,
Hull, Walker Francis,
Hunsaker, Andrew Franklin,
Hussey, Alfred Thompson,
Huston, Joseph Alfred.
Hutchinson, Ethel Katherine,
Ibalio, Esteban,
Urbana.
Rock Island.
Champaign.
Plymouth.
Belleville.
Peoria.
Normal.
Paris.
Urbana.
Carpentersville.
St. Louis, Mo.
Aurora.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Paxton.
Windsor.
Effingham.
Champaign.
Prairie City.
Chicago.
Gilman.
Cairo.
Farragona, Spain.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Rockford.
Rock Island.
West York.
Chicago.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Philo.
Ruslwillc.
Charleston.
Martinsville.
Cobden.
JVilliamsville.
Gibson City.
Urbana.
Pasuquiu. Ilocos Horte,
P. I.
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Irwin, William Wright,
Isaacson, Huldah Christine.
Jackson, George Rhine,
Jackson, Loretta Margaret,
Jaeck, Emma Gertrude, A.M., iqo8,
Janda, James Frank,
Janssen, Danelia,
Jasper, Thomas McLean,
Jenkins, Edwin Milton,
Jervis, Katherine Belle, A. B., 1907,
Jett, Harry Theodore,
Johanning, Paul Martin,
Johnson, Alfred Edward,
Johnson, Antonia,
Johnson, Mrs. Etta Mary,
Johnson, Preston King,
Johnson, William Chance,
Johnston, James Arthur,
Johnstone, Arthur Lea,
Jones, Alba Allen,
Jones, Blanche,
Jones, Opal Rodgers,
Joyce, Cathryn Cecelia,
Kagy, John Larimer,
Kanzler, Herman Adams, A.M.,
(Christian Bros. Coll.), 1903.
Karmazin, John,
Kell, Sherman Little,
Kelley, Truman Lee,
Kelso, Herschel,
Keltner, Charles Henry,
Kennan, Charles Marshall,
Kennedy, Clayton Franklin,
Kennedy, John Riley,
Kenney, Helen Todd,
Kent, Lee Carson,
Kerr, Grace Alice,
Kessler, Harvey Lameck,
Kcttlekamp, Frederick Oscar,
King, Bruce Adams,
King, Mabel Anne,
Danville.
LaFox.
Chicago.
Streator.
Omro, Wis.
Belci, Bohemia.
Peoria.
HeUigan Bodmin, Eng.
Vermont.
Champaign.
Greenville.
Champaign.
Woodstock.
Chicago.
WalshviUe.
Salem.
Champaign.
Beardstovm.
Alton.
Decatur.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Peru.
Salem.
Belleville.
Champaign.
Kell.
Muskegon, Mich.
Thomasboro.
Union Bridge, Md.
Maysville, Ky.
Elgin.
Colchester.
Tiskilwa.
Gridley.
Loami.
Chatsworth.
Nokomis.
Plymouth.
Mt. Carm el.
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King, Nellie Cecilia,
Kingsbury, Howard Baker,
Kirk, Bonum Lee,
Kirk, Donald Dee,
Kirk, Elizabeth,
Kirk, James Thornton,
Knox, Samuel Miles, Jr.,
Koch, Flora Maria,
Koerper, Herman William,
Kost, John Clinton,
Kraker, Anna,
Kramer, Gustave August,
Krueger, Ernst Theodore,
Kyger, Roy Jay,
Lagniton, Isabelo,
Landau, Julius,
Landgrebe, Gilbert Conrad,
Lane, Bertenna,
Lane, Clyde Clarence,
Langdon, Roy Monroe,
Lange, LeRoy.
Lange, Sophie,
Larson, Harry Peter,
Larson, Martha Serena,
Lasswell, \\'illiam Sturgis,
Laubenheim, Livonia Lena,
Laughlin, Ely Vail,
Layden, John Emmett,
Lehman, Ruel Forrest,
Lentz, Eli Gilbert,
Lester, Bert,
Le Sure, Charles Samuel,
Lewis, Byron R, A.R., 1907,
Licup, Roman,
IJeurance, Lcota,
Light, John Henry,
Lighthall, Clarence,
Lindley, Fleetwood Herndon,
Lindstrom, Arthur William,
Litchfield. Frank Earl,
ShcMeld.
Gardner.
Carbondale.
Carbondale.
Decatur.
Neponset.
Sheffield.
Beardstozuii.
Mendota.
Bushnell.
Minonk.
Blackstone.
Blue Island.
Danville.
E. Lope::, Jaro, Iloilii.
P. I.
Chicago.
Huntingburg, bid.
Rochelle.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Mouticello, la.
Champaign.
Paxton.
Macon.
Springfield.
Belle Rive.
Pittsfield.
Chcneyville.
Sidney.
Marion.
Mahomet.
Olney.
Bridgeport.
Angeles, P. I.
Gas, Kan.
Mt. Morris.
Orange, Cal.
Springfield.
Varna.
Astoria.
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Little, Roger Frank, A.B., 1907,
Littler, Sherman Henry,
Littler, Tudie,
Livingston, Eva,
Loehr, Theodore Edwin,
Lyon, Earl Wallace,
Lyons, James,
McAdow, Eugene Finley,
McCarthy, Carolyn Yeager,
McQelland, Charles Benjamin,
McCorkle, Cecilia Laura,
McCoy, Dvvight Wesley,
McDaniel, Fannie May,
McDaniel, Lillie,
McDowell, Samuel Kline,
McGinnis, Mary Ola, A.B., 1902,
McKean, Leonard Albert,
McKim, James Lloyd,
McKim, Wilson Moran,
McKittrick, Finley Douglas,
McNally, Mary Cecilia,
McNichols, Kate,
Madden, Irwin Arthur,
Magill, Leslie Paul,
Maguire, William Chester,
Majumdar, Santosh Chandra,
Mallory, Burton Leroy,
Mandler, Harry Emil,
Mansfield, Howard Amos,
Mansfield, Warren Moore,
Marshall, Olive,
Martin, Cecil Clive,
Martin, Luta,
Martin, Oscar Ross,
Martinez, Rufus Jallorina,
ATaryatt, Elmer Fauntleroy,
Massey, Esther, A.B., 1905,
Mathis, Victor Alvin,
Mautz, Charlie Bail,
May, Anna Estelle,
May, Harry Oscar,
Tolono.
Mackinaw.
Urbana.
Carpcntersville.
Carlinville.
Yorkvillc.
Danville.
Chicago.
Alton.
WilliamsviUc.
Mounds.
Versailles.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Leroy.
Springfield.
Woodson.
Tokio, Japan.
Tokio, Japan.
Hillshoro.
Pueblo, Col.
Carlinville.
Freeport.
Cornell.
Urbana.
Bolcpur, Bengal, India.
East Branch, Nezv York.
Bloomington.
Woodhull.
Woodhull.
Paris.
Latham.
Oakland.
Granite City.
Iloilo, Panay, P. I.
South Haven, Mich.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Watson.
Chrisman.
Chicago.
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Maynard, Julia Louise,
Merrill, Amos Newlove, B.S., (Agr.
Coll. of Utah.), 1896,
Messick, Joseph Breckenridge,
Michael, Harry,
Miller, Chester Branch, A.B., 1907,
Miller, J Grace,
Miller, William Henry Harrison,
Mills, Guy,
Mills, James Leonard,
Mitchell, Eva,
Mojonnier, Oliver William,
'Moon, Ida Mae,
Moore, Ellsworth,
Moore, Mrs. Flora Powell,
Moore, Harry Albert,
Moore, James Gregory,
Moore, Ruby Frances,
Morgan, Clarence William,
Alorris, Minnie E,
Mosby, Benjamin Harrison,
Moss, Myrtle,
Mourning, Mary Katherine,
Muckelroy, Renzo,
Mulen, Cirilo Joseph,
Myres, Jacob William,
Myers, Jesse J., B.S., 1901,
Neubauer, Ella Cora,
Neuhalfen, Mathias,
New, George Raymond,
Newman, Mills LeRoy,
Nichol, Catherine Louise,
Nichols, Edgar Fremont,
Nickell, Lloyd Francis,
Niederman, Gertrude, A.B., 1908,
Nihan, Robert Edward Joseph,
Nixon, Eugene White,
Nuckolls, Mary Elizabeth,
Nuttall, John Tilden, B.S., (Noith-
7vestcni Uiih'.), 1905,
O'Brien, Margaret Helen,
Greenville.
Logan, U.
East St. Louis.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Canton.
Bushnell.
Palestine.
Chicago.
Campbellsville.
Highland.
Lexington.
Augusta.
Lexington.
Oneida.
Lexington.
Urhana.
Chicago.
Carlyle.
Carlinville.
Champaign.
Plymouth.
Mt. Vernon.
Buenos Ayres, Argentine.
Harrisburg.
Green River.
Highland.
Grand Island, Neb.
Howard, Kan.
Rising Sun, Ind.
Urhana.
DeKalb.
White Heath.
Chicago.
Harvard.
Marissa.
Urhana.
Urhana.
Champaign.
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O'Byrne, Katie Jeannette,
Oldham, Clyde Carleton,
Olson, Florence Armina,
O'Neil, Laurence Winall,
Ordonez, Benito,
Orosa, Vincenta Ylazan,
Osborn, John Milton,
Osborne, Edna Pearl,
Ou, Hua Ching,
Owens, Bertha Bernadine,
Paddock, William Beardslee,
Palmer, George Merit, A.B., 1908,
Parcel, Herbert Leonard,
Parker, Gilbert Walter, Jr.,
Parkinson, Ethel ^Morton,
Paul, Mary Josephine,
Pegram, William Alexander,
Penter, Eli Everett,
Perez, Carlos Santiago,
Perkins, Reba,
Perrin, Harry Ambrose,
Perry, Lorinda,
Peterson, Alvin Ray,
Pfingsten, Henry Frederic,
Philips, Ellen Thomas,
Philips, Wilson Alexander,
Phillips, Paul Christer, A.B., {Univ.
of Ind.) 1906,
Pickering, John Lyle, Jr„
Piper, Clark Culbertson,
Ponder, Ray Boyd,
Ponder, Wilbur Homer,
Ponder, Wilma Edith,
Ponzer, Ernest William, B.S., 1900,
Popperfuss, Henry John,
Poston, Emmett Vincent,
Powers Mark Elmer,
Preston, Janet Mary,
Pruitt, Glenn James,
Pruyn, Murray K,
Quayle, Robert Harwood,
Champaign.
Urbana.
Deland.
St. Louis, Mo.
Saltillo, Mex.
Banan, Bantaugas, P. I.
Butler.
Belvidere.
Canton, China.
Mound City.
Monmouth.
Champaign.
IVest field.
Champaign.
Centralia.
Jerseyville.
Lincoln.
Champaign.
Saltillo, Mex.
Champaign.
Pazvnee,
Melvin.
Cerro Gordo.
Stewardson.
Walnut.
Urbana.
Bloomfield, Ind.
Springfield.
Sumner.
Hammond.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Champaign.
Napanee, Ontario.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Oak Park.
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Ramage, Robert I\Iuir,
Ramaso, Armestro,
Rathjens, George William,
Ray, Robert Daniel,
Ray, Robert William,
Rebman, Gail,
Reeder, John Carwin,
Rein, Lillian,
Remick, Andrew Bernard,
Renner, Ivan Edgar,
Renner, Wendell Phillips,
Retz, Rosalie Mary,
Rhetta, Henry,
Rich, Daniel Homer, A.B., 1907,
Richie, James King,
Roark, Raymond Jeflferson,
Roberts, Ethel Verona,
Robinson, Florence Elinor,
Rogers, Jerome Stanley, B.S., (Syra-
cuse Univ.), 1907,
Rogers, Margaret Lillian,
Rom-g, Frank G,
Root Susie Verne,
Rooth, Carrie Lee,
Roth, Jay Frederick,
Rubens, Harry, Jr.,
Rugg, Daniel Maltby,
Rundles, Guy,
Runkel, Homer,
Rutledge, George,
Sackett, Clark Harold,
Samson, Bernardo Tablante,
Sater, Carl DeWolfe,
Sch id. Jacob Philip,
Schmidt, Henry Galen.
Schoeppel, Irving Wilson,
Scholes, Walter Payson,
Schureman, Alliene,
Schwackhamer, Chester Ray,
Schwietzka, Anna E,
Bloomington.
San Isidro, P. I.
St. Paul, Minn.
Chicago.
Blue Mound.
Frederick.
Hoopcston.
Oglesby.
Trenton.
Laiifrcncc, Kan.
Urbana.
Ottawa.
East St. Louis.
JVashington.
Georgetown.
Richmond, Ky.
Naiivoo.
Urbana.
Honeoyc Falls, N. I
Chicago.
Coffeyvillc, J<Can.
Versailles.
Joy.
Henry.
Glencoe.
Champaign.
Huntertozam, Ind.
Greenup.
Chester.
Talhnadge.
Candaha, Pazvpagno,
P. I.
Columbus, O.
Whitehall.
Belleville.
Ellis Grove.
Champaign.
Saybrook.
Union, Ore.
Pana.
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Sears, Arthur Lewis.
Secgar, Nellie Sarah,
Seeley, Esther Beulah,
Sciler, Alice Faye,
Shaviro, Nathan,
Shaw, Lou Trell,
Sheridan, Julia Marian,
Shinker, Rose Elizabeth,
Shirk, Joseph Raymond,
Shirk, William Andrew,
Showalter, Nora,
Sibbett, James Harrison,
Simms, Fred Shepard,
Simonini, Paul Charles,
Simonson, Anna Rebecca,
Sinclair, Clara,
Sinnett, Thomas Patrick,
Skiles, Mrs. Florence Marie,
Skiles, James Roy,
Skinner, Adah,
Skinner, John Knox,
Slemmons, Ella Reid,
Sloan, William Finlay,
Smith, Marion,
Smith, Paul McCorkle,
Smith, Rose,
Smith, W Don,
Snell, Rolland Gark,
Snider, Ferdinand Peter,
Snodgrass, William, A. B., {Butler
Coll.), 1902,
Snyder, Leslie,
Solfisburg, Christian Harrison,
Southgate. Helen Anderson,
Southwick, Joe Dare,
Sparks, Mrs. Myrtle Eva, A.M., 1890,
Sparks, Ray Carlisle,
Sparks, Richard Davenport,
Spaulding, Charles Herbert,
Specht, Arthur Leo,
Speedie, William Warren,
Tiskihva.
Nokomis.
Normal.
Washington, P. C.
Champaign.
Rushville.
Chicago.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Tuscola.
Girard.
Hoopeston.
Peoria.
Chicago.
Smithshire.
Ashland.
Crescent City.
Capron.
Capron.
Champaign.
luka.
Paris.
Urbana.
Danville.
Normal.
Gibson City.
Des Plaines.
Mowequa.
Charleston.
Springfield.
Galesburg.
Aurora.
Champaign.
Flora.
O tlawa.
Champaign.
Alton.
Springfield.
Washington.
Gibson City.
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Spencer, Charles Blakely,
Spencer, Emma Luella,
Spengler, Lewis Wilmer,
Stadler, Arno Carl,
Stebbins, Don Meade,
Stedman, William Henry, Jr.,
Stempel, Waldemar Mattheau?, A.B..
(Univ. of Ind.). 1905,
Stephens, Carl,
Stephenson, Edward Beattie, M.S..
{Knox Coll.), 1907,
Stevenson, John Alfred,
Stevenson, Milton Leonard,
Stewart, Harold Wilson,
Stice, Henry Sylvester,
Stifler, William Warren, A.B., (Shurt-
leff Coll.), 1902,
Stines, Harriette Lenore,
Stocker, Cornelius,
Stolte •, Jennie Florence,
Stout, Elizabeth Ten Eyck, B.L.S., 1908,
Straley, Edwin Everett,
Stromquist, Walter Gottfrid,
Strong, Edwin Raymond,
Strowd, Earl Adams,
Sumay, Felix Jose,
Sunderland, Emily Kingman,
Sutherland, Edwin Marion,
Sutton, George Washington,
Swannell, Horace Conrad,
Swearingen, William Roy,
Swift Elizabeth Andrews,
Tagore, Rathindra Nath,
Tanquary, Maurice Cole, A.B., 1907,
Taylor, Dalla Alice.
Taylor, Elise Mae, A.B., 1904.
Taylor Ethel Nichols,
Taylor, Harry Yates,
Taylor, Margaret,
Taylor, Raymond Artlnir,
Taylor, William Lincoln,
Champaign.
Canton.
Roby.
Bement.
Davenport, la.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Sparta.
Cobden.
Mason City.
Hebron.
Litchfield.
Upper Alton.
Capron.
Highland.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Clay City.
Lindsborg, Kan.
Champaign.
Maroa.
Chascomis B., Argentine.
Delavan.
Escanaba, Mich.
Oakland.
Kankakee.
Paris, Ky.
Bordentozvn, N. J.
Balpore, India.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Olney.
New Berlin.
Chicago.
Burlington, la.
Milzvaukee, Wis.
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Tear, Herbert Lloyd,
Thai, Otto Samuel,
Thomas, Minnie Etta,
Thompson, Charles Manford,
Thompson Francis,
Thompson, Frank Arthur,
Thompson, Malcolm Everett,
Thompson, Milton Winfield,
Thompson, Olive Cornelia,
Thoren, Joseph Nathaniel,
Tilton, Nellie Edith,
Tinen, John Victor,
Trammell. Samuel Ellis,
Trees, Charles Emmett,
Tregellas, Ida,
Trimble, Clara Eugenia, A.B., 1904,
Trotter, Clinton P,
Truman, Edna,
Tu, Tinph Weitsen,
Tubbs, Myrtle Laura,
Tull, Allison Lee,
Turner, Herbert Michael,
Vance, Sidney Burman,
Van Zandt, Arthur Cyrus,
Varga, Hugo Eugene,
Vautrin, Minnie,
Vawter, John Terrell, R.S., 1904,
Veirs, Dean Mooman,
Villanueva, Vincente Pio,
Wacaser, Franklin Edgar,
Waggoner, Harry Dwight,
Wagner, Claude Levern,
Wagner, Loraine S'ewart.
Waits, Harmon Ebert,
Walker, Joseph Robert,
Wallace, William Arthur,
Walters, Rose Kathyrne.
Walworth, Lena Althea,
Wangelin, Herman Grover,
Ward, William Harold,
Warrick, Theron Lloyd,
Chicago.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Greenup.
Pinckneyvillc,
Fort Wayne, Ind,
Chicago.
Ogdcn.
Chicago.
Lockport.
Urbana.
Chicago.
Birmingham, Ala.
Frankfort, Ind.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Kansas.
Urbana.
Shanghai, China.
Kirkivood.
Farmer City.
Hillsboro.
Brozvnstozvn.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Secor.
Vernon, Ind.
Urbana.
Batangas, P. I.
Hammond.
Granite City.
Pontiac.
Belleville.
Petersburg.
Watertoiun.
Jackson, O.
Grayvillc.
Morris.
Belleville.
Michigan City, Ind.
Utica.
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Watson, Carl Page,
Watson, Ray Carl,
Watt, Lynn Andre,
Webster, Roy Franklin,
Weeks, Robert Ellsworth, Jr.,
Wellman, Orpha I\Iay,
Wellman, Viola Maude,
Wenholz, Walter William,
Wernsing, Harry John,
West, Emma IMary,
Western, Lea Miron,
Wetzel, Ira Azel,
Wheatlake, Burton Cyrenons Job,
White, Burt F,
White, Earle Archibald,
Whitehead, Otis Gunn,
Whitney, Elizabeth Ann,
Whitten, John Hamilton,
Wicoflf, John Philip,
Wiley, James Elmo,
Wilkins, John Floyd,
Williams, Arthur Edwards,
Williams, Elmer Howard, A.M., (Univ.
of Wis.), 1906,
Williams, Lawrence Harmon,
Wills, Frank.
Wilson, Grover C,
Wilson, Isaac Edgar,
Wiseman, Matthew Joseph,
Wissing, Clement Bernard,
Withycombe, Robert. B.S., (Oregon
Agr. Coll.), 1901,
Wood, Margaret Crowell,
Woodbridge, Mary Emily,
Woodford, Harriet Louise,
Woodham, Harry, A.B., 1907,
Woolson, Harry Orvillc,
Wooters, James Ellsworth,
Wright, John Byron,
Wright, Sidney Barber,
Wriglit, Sidney Walters, A.B., igor.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Pontiac.
Nokomis.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Dana, Ind.
Algonquin.
Greenvtew.
Jerseyville.
Dundee.
Stonington.
Urbana.
Longvieiv.
Antioch.
LaGrange.
Independence, la.
Onarga.
Oreana.
Colfax.
Summittville, Ind.
Cleveland, 0.
Urbana.
Elgin.
Mackinaw.
Champaign.
Auburn.
Danville.
Vincennes, Ind.
Corvallis, Ore.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Albion.
Aurora.
Carlinville.
Tallula.
Rock Falls.
Bcment.
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Wu, Hei Lui, Canton, China.
Wj-att, Roscoe D, Salem.
Yanochowski, George Albert, Henry.
Yarnell, Lena Seville, Bozven.
Young, Arthur Edwin, Princeton.
Young, Thomas Earl, Lewistown.
Zeller, Sanford Myron, Greenville.
Zimmerman, George Fulton Daniel, Mason City.
COLLEGE OF LAW
THIRD YEAR
Barth, Oris,
Beardsley, George Davis,
Bookwalter, Robert R,
Braden, Clarence Arthur, B.S., 1905,
Carrell, Charles Gashen,
Dewey, Chester Robert, A.B., 1908.
Dietrich, Rufus Samuel,
Everhart, Leon Ulysses,
Fillmore, James Gurney
Finn, Samuel Norris,
Herbstman, Julius Charles, A.B., {Mc-
Kendree Coll.), 1901,
Hu, Wenfu Yiko,
Hutchin, Claire Elwood, A.B., 1907,
Irwin, William Wright,
Johnson, Preston King,
Johnston, James Milton,
Kost, John Clinton,
Kelley, Louis Ralph,
Little, Roger Frank, A.B., 1907,
Long, George Durward,
McLaughlin, Joseph Lyons,
Messick, Joseph Breckcnridge, Jr.,
Mills, Will Alonzo,
Prather, Clytus Ilus,
Pruitt, Glenn James,
Pursifull, Joseph Henry,
Rose, Earl Eli,
Shaefcr, Paul Vincent,
Chrisman.
Kansas City, Mo.
Danville.
Sparta.
Greenup.
Morris.
Black River Falls, Wis.
Urbana.
Woodstock.
Cartter.
SummerHeld.
Shanghai, China.
Decatur.
Danville.
Salem.
Milan.
Biishnell.
DuQuoin.
Champaign.
Fulton.
Salem.
East St. Louis.
Salem.
Claremont.
Urbana.
Newton.
Olney.
Carlyle.
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Snider, Ferdinand Peter,
Thomson, Presson Waverly, A. B.,
{Knox Coll.), 1897,
Tice, Evert Homer,
Tygett, Roscoe,
Vanneman, Harry Walter, A.B., 1907,
Walker, Clyde Hildebrand,
Wham, Fred Louis,
Wilson, Frederick Alexander,
Wilson, Hugh Edward,
Wineman, Earl,
Wyatt, Roscoe D,
Second Year.
Anderson, Alphon Lester,
Angerstein, Thomas Chester,
Barnett, William Floyd, A.B., 1907,
Benjamin, Fred Parker, A.B., 1908,
Blaine, Charles Edmund,
Brewer, Claude Harold,
Bridenthal, Cyrus William,
Fasmer, Harry Bernard,
Frederick, Otto,
Frederick, Roscoe Charles,
Fullerton, Charles Bushnell,
Furrow, Elmer Otis,
Gum, Percy Eli,
Harris, John Woodman,
Hayes, Rollin Moulton,
Hoberg, Oscar William,
Hubbart, Gurth Searle,
Johnson Grant,
Jones, Alba Allen,
Juul, Herbert Victor,
Knight, Bradley Jay,
Lane, Fletcher, A.B., (Univ. of Neb.).
1905,
Layden, John Emmett,
Maguire, William Chester,
Mamer, Christopher, Jr.,
Mangas, Lyman Samuel, A.B., 1908,
Charleston.
Urbana.
Greenview.
Carbondale.
Urbana.
St. Joseph.
Cartter.
Gibson City.
Mason City.
Auburn.
Salem.
Farminglon.
Hillsboro.
Barnett.
Watseka.
Champaign.
Danville.
Monmouth.
Yorkville.
Sullivan.
Sullivan.
Ottawa.
Potomac.
Petersburg.
Champaign.
Rankin.
Peru.
Urbana.
Tozver Hill.
Decatur.
Chicago.
Roche lie.
Lincoln, Neb.
Cheneyville.
Urbana.
Chicago.
Lincoln.
-10
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Morgan, Clarence William, Chicago.
Palmer, John William, Neligh, Neb.
Railsbeck, Fred Harold, Hopedale.
Remick, Andrew Bernard, Trenton.
Rentfro, Percie Cobbs, Monticello.
Reynolds, John Joseph, Jr., Rochelle.
Rickard, Harry Lewis, Oswego.
Rockwell, Louis, St. Charles.
Shipley, Henry Ellis, Petersburg.
Stansbury, William Morris, Joliet.
Strauch, Bernard Andrew, A.B., 1908, Chadzvick.
Sutherland, Leon Eugene, Chillicothe, Mo.
Warnock, Arthur Ray, A.B., 1905, Mason City.
Wilson, Edwin Leonard, Joliet.
Wood, George Vernon, Rantoul.
Zimmerman, George Fulton Daniel, Mason City.
First Year.
Albrecht, Arthur Joseph,
Bremer, Lawrence Harlan,
Burns, William Edmund,
Butler, Comfort Straight,
Cassidy, Holland Mullikin,
Clement, Harry Alvin,
Collins, Homer Arthur Otto,
Condit, Roy Willoughby,
Ellison, Charles Courtney.
Erskine, Robert Newman,
Fetheroff, David,
Fitzwatcr, Dai-y Ann Rebecca,
Fridrichs, Augustus Henry,
Glenn, Laurence Arthur,
Griffith, Logan Glassgow,
Henderson, William Thomas,
Hershey, Harry Bryant.
Hiett, Harold C
Huff, Roger Grant,
Hull, Walker Fran-'is
^
1
Ireland, Grant Robbins,
Jones, Charles Eugene,
Johnson, William Bluford,
Tiskilwa.
Chicago.
Ashland.
Cairo.
Flora.
Chicago.
Terre Haute, hid.
Urbana.
Alton.
Oak Park.
Camargo.
Champaign.
Waterloo.
Champaign.
Pana.
Georgetown.
Taylorville.
Virginia.
Sulliz'an.
Urbana.
Washburn.
Robinson.
Thompsonville.
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Kegley, Max W,
Kastel, Thomas Jefferson,
Lawler, Orrin Hugh,
Lehner, John Conrad, A.B., 1902,
Littlefield, William Edward,
Lyman, Henry Pratt,
Mcintosh, Raymond Donald,
Messick, William Stanley,
Monroe, Ralph,
Munich, Anton Harry,
Newlin, Frank Enoch,
Partridge, Hugh Richard,
Real, Raymond George,
Renard, George Albert,
Roberts, Charles Simeon,
Rowland, Claude Kerlin,
Schafer, Fred Bismark,
Sesler, Philip Ray,
Shobe, Frank Billing,
Smith, Lawrence Mills,
Sparks, Ray Carlisle,
Springer, Jonas Robert,
Stephenson, Roger Addison,
Stewart, LeRoy,
Taylor, George Alexander,
Tear, Harry Clark,
Thompson, Samuels Matthew,
VanCleve, Arthur,
Vinson, Clarence Chauncey,
Wagner, Gilbert Frederick John,
Walter, Cheslcy Mathew,
Webster, Roy Emerson,
Weisiger, George Bates,
Wilbourn, Leslie Leroy,
Willmore. Cyrus Crane,
Wright, Homer Webster,
Zearing, Louis Andrew,
Specials
Barber, Frederick Alfred,
Biggs, John David,
Bland, Eug ne.
Urbana.
Monticello.
Rushville.
Stockton.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
Duxbury, Mass.
Monmouth.
Sullivan.
Kankakee.
Robinson.
Effingham.
Sterling.
East St. Louts.
Chicago,
Martinsville.
Clyde.
Pontiac.
Urbana.
Pana.
Macomb.
Robinson.
Carlyle.
Ava.
St. Louis, Mo.
Warren.
Harrisburg.
Champaign.
Webb City, Mo.
Princeton.
Savanna.
Atlanta.
Catlin.
Olive Branch.
Union Grove, Wis.
Sullivan.
Princeton.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Greenville.
Findlcy.
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Boley, Roy Edward,
Bouseman, Francis Marion,
Bushnell, Allen Bynner,
Clayton, John Herman,
Conrad, John Edwin,
Crawford, Harlan Marion,
Davis, Joel Thomas,
Davis, Robert Henry,
Douglas, Clarence Hebert,
Dyer, Charles Furness,
Esselborn, William,
Faulkner, James \\'illiam,
Flood, John Peter,
Gilbert, Charles Henry,
Graham, Charles Wallace,
Gullett, Noah,
Gustin, Alpheus,
Hadley, Thomas Alva,
Harriss, Judson Emery,
Hemsen, Christian Nicholas,
Hickman, Wilber Henry,
Hill, Lem Heath,
Hippard, George Girard,
Hsii, Showin Wetzen,
Lane, Clyde Clarence,
Lewis, Howard Lester,
Nichols, Edd Melancthon,
Norman, Elisha Powell,
O'Neil, Laurence Winall,
Parrish, John Russell,
Perry, Victor Eben,
Powers, James Michael,
Rubens, Harry, Jr.,
Schnur, Benjamin Harrison,
Swisher, Jacob Armstrong,
Williamson, Earl Buell,
Olncy.
Urbana.
LaGrauge.
Johnston City.
Highland Park.
Urbana.
St. Joseph.
Omaha.
Blunt, S. D.
Hoopeston.
Pearl City.
Jdiet.
Loami.
Armstrong.
Spring-field.
Elizabethtown.
Cave-in-Rock.
Champaign.
DuQuoin.
Mansfield.
Dudley.
Omaha, Neb.
Springfield.
Shanghai, China.
Champaign.
Lake Forrest.
Princeton.
Tamalco.
St. Louis, Mo.
Carbondale.
Urbana.
Mackinazv.
Glencoe.
Glencoe.
Wellington.
Canton.
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
(College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago.)
Seniors
Alderson, Starling Peters,
Aschauer, Albert George,
Bassler, Carl Richard,
Becker, Hedwin H,
Beltzer, Charles Eugene,
Bennett, Myron Elroy,
Boland, Arthur Edward,
Boudreau, Haydee,
Braham, Julian Alfred,
Bresee, Charles John, M.D., (Hahne-
mann Med. Coll., Chicago), 1908,
Buehler, Emil Albert, M.D., (Chicago
Honieo. Med. Coll.), 1904,
Bundy, Clyde Talbot,
Burnett, Wesley Edward,
Burke, Alexander,
Byers, Earle John,
Byrd, Austin George,
Clark, Samuel Nye
Cleverdon, Kate, M.D., (Harvey Med.
Coll.), 1905,
Coleman, George Thomas,
Cook, Wilber Daniel, M.D., (Hahne-
mann Med. Coll., Chicago), 1900,
Cooperstein, Joseph,
Cox, Frank McCallen,
Daley, William Henry, Ph.G., (Chicago
Coll. of Pharmacy), 1900, M.D.,
(Harvey Med. Coll.), 1903,
Damkroeger, Henrietta,
Davis, Arthur Earl,
Davis, Olga,
Doan, Deborah,
Doerann, August Frederick,
Drake, William M,
Eck, Gustav Elmer,
Russellville, Ky.
Springfield.
Lima.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Osciata, Neb.
Pontiac.
Williamsburg, la.
Beaverville.
Farniington, Mo.
Mat to on.
Spencer, la.
Iroquois,
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago.
Belvidere.
Boise, Idaho.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Hcdrick, la.
Chicago.
Trenton, Mo.
Chicago.
Marshall, Tex.
Geneva.
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Eliason, Pehr Wilhclm,
Elliston, Leroy Bertram,
Elward, Lawrence Richard,
Ely, William Ray,
Erickson, Elmer,
Erwin, Harry George,
Evertz, Matthew,
Fairfax, Aaron Grant, A.B., (Virgima
Univ.), 1903,
Fimpel, Mary,
Fisher, Roy Gavin,
Fouts, Roy W,
Foote, Austin Alfred,
Formis, John Kirk,
Freemmel, Isaac Frank,
Freese, Arthur William,
Furman, Raymond,
Gearon, Frank Einmctt,
Gregg, Arthur W, Ph.G., (A^. W.
School of Pharmacy), 1904,
Gregg, Robert Scott, M.D., (Harvey
Med. Coll.), 1903,
Gregg, William Lee,
Griffith, E. H. M, Jr.,
Grober, George Buntin,
Hammerstrand, Fra- k Leonard,
Hanson, Martin Warner, A.B., {Univ.
of Mich.), 1902,
Harriman, Leonard,
Harrison, Bruce Ashton,
Hatch, Ernest Downng,
Heacock, Edward Morton,
Herbert, Gavin Shearer,
Herrick, Allen D,
?Iickman, George Lester,
Hines, Lester LeMoyne,
Hirschberg, Frieda,
HofTnian, Ira E,
Hofman, Andrew,
Hosman, Sarah Longworth,
Moroni, Utah.
Princeton.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Arapahoe, Neb.
Decatur.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Hartington, Neb.
Chicago.
Bloomfield, la.
Clay Center, Kan.
Florence, Italy.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Larsen, Wis.
Chicago.
Bloomington.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Covington, Ky.
Rankin.
Chicago.
Chili, Wis.
Bryant,
Chicago.
Topeka, Kan.
Keokuk, la.
Chicago.
Leola, S. D.
Woodstock, Wis.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Chicago.
Wibaux, Mont.
Newberg, Ind.
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Hubeny, Maxmilian John, M.D.,
(Hahnemann Med. Coll., Chicago),
1906, Chicago.
Huber, Joseph, Myers, Chicago.
Hughes, Allen Pettit, M.D., (Hahne-
mann Med. Coll., Chicago), 1907, Spokane, Wash.
Hummeland, Karl S., (Graduate Uni-
versity Christiana, Norivay), 1881, Mayzvood.
Hurlbut, Edward Franklin, Chandler, Okla.
Hurley, George Ira, Milton, Wis.
Ingold, John George, Riga, Mich.
Jindra, Frank F, Chicago.
Johnson, Charles Warren, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Johnson, Ellen Marie, Chicago.
Joyce, Eduard, Dunlap, la.
Kane, Patrick Augustine, Chicago.
Kapsa, Pauline Rose, Chicago.
Kjandal, Alf Magnus, Chicago.
Krafft, Henry Louis, Chicago.
Kramer, Carl Frederick Conrad, Chicago.
Kraut, Elgie, North Andover, Wis.
King, Alphonsus Vincent, Chicago.
Kipp, Cora Irene, Mineral.
Kirby, Oliver Cromwell, Peniield.
Krudiner, Albert Brown, Pella, la.
Lathrop, William C, Norton, Kan.
Layton, Edwin Aid, Austin,
Leavy, Cuthbert Joseph, Oshkosh, Wis.
Lee, Milo, Aledo.
Lee, Walter, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Leeiihecr, Cornelius A, Longwood.
Leviton, Henry Isaac, Chicago.
Link, Claude Allen, Chicago.
MacDiarmi 1, Leslie F, Omaha, Neb.
Mace, John Lawrence, Eldorado.
McEachern, Thomas, Chicago.
McTntyrc, William Russel, Mendota.
McLallcn, Robert Roy, Aurora.
Marietta, Shelley Uriah, D.D.S.,
(Drake Univ.), 1902, Dcs Moines, la.
Matthaei, Daniel William, Wathena, Kan.
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Metcoff, Samuel, M.D.,
Miller, Louis Henry,
Mills, Claude J,
Mills, Lewis Delaware,
Minke, Jacob John.
Moje, Herm n Albertus,
Moran, James llenrj',
Mortensen, Oscar Nicholas,
Moulding, DeCon Carpenter,
Muirhead, Walter Scott,
Munro, John Donald,
Murphy, James Orvil,
Murphey, Walter Thomas,
Musselman George,
Nassar, Na if Isa,
Newman, John Lewis,
Nicolai, John Leonard,
Niemeyer, George Beekman,
Nugent, Oscar Benton,
Ochsner, Emil,
Post, George Washington, B.S.,
(Milton Coll.), 1905,
Puflfer, Maurice L,
Pugh, Bernard McCarthy,
Quinn, Leonard Cardinal,
Richmond, Claude Everett,
Rose, Wallace Edson,
Ruus, Canute Walter,
Ryan, Charles Fay,
Ryan, John Charles,
Salzman, Samuel,
Sexton, Ira J,
Shapiro, Nettie Phillips,
Shorts, Fred Henry,
Smith, William Poison,
Stromberg, Gustavus Emanuel,
Summerfeld, Otto,
Thompson, James E,
Tiffin, Edwin Raymond, Ph.G., (Wash-
ington State Coll.), 1904,
Torrens, Aaron Samuel,
Chicago.
Pana.
Sabina.
Sabina.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Waupaca, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Detroit, Mich.
Bloomiield, la.
Lima.
Dana, Ind.
Munsif, Syria.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Waumandee, Wis.
Chicago.
Downers Grove.
Lincoln.
GoldHeld, Neb.
Doniphan, Mo.
Mukwonago, W''^.
Chicago.
Bloomington.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Northland, Mich
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Elkton, Mich.
Spokane, Wash.
Austin, Minn.
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Townsley, Frank Livingston,
Turner, John Arthur, Ph.G., (N. W.
Univ. School of Pharmacy) , 1903,
Tyler, William F,
Tyrrell, Adelaide Mary,
Van Hoesen, Elizabeth,
Watkins, Raymond Edward,
Weinburgh, Harry B,
Wheeler, Mary Margaret, A.B., {Univ.
of III), 1907,
Willard, Clarence,
Wilson, Frederick Riley,
Wood, Thomas Henry,
Yocom, Albert Lee, Jr.,
Juniors
Athon, Lewis Harlan,
Bantug, Jose Policarpia,
Benson, Axil Ferdinand,
Bentzien, Emil William,
Borchert, Robert Lambert,
Boren, Ethel Louvier,
Bradley, William Horrace,
Callahan, Herbert William,
Carpenter, William Thomas,
Carroll, Elizabeth D,
Cary, Lee Winfield,
Charbonneau, Arthur Arnes,
Clegg, Earl George,
Cohn, Joseph Samuel,
Crouch, David Proudfit,
Cullen, Clement Joseph,
Currer, Paul McAllister
Czeslawski, Edward Felix, A.B., [St.
Stanislaus Coll.), 1906,
Dale, Edna Valeria,
Davis, John Franklin,
Dela Paz, Daniel,
Donahue, James Ignatius,
Idaville, Ind.
Chicago.
Morgan Park.
Chicago.
IVilmette.
Chenoa.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Grant Park.
Masomanie, Wis.
Richland, Ore.
Detroit, Mich.
Chariton, la.
Anna.
San Isidro, Nucrva
Eeija, P. I.
Batavia.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago.
Stillwell.
White Heath.
Garden City, Kan.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Ishpcming, Mich.
Ainszvorth, la.
Chicago.
Belle Prairie.
Chicago.
LaSneiir, Minn.
Chicago.
Versailles, Mo.
Eardin.
Gapan, Nucva Eeija,
P. I.
Chicago.
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Donlon, Thomas Henry,
Douglass, Frank Gerald,
Epley, Clarence Oscar,
Epstein, William George,
Farbar, Marian Eleanor,
Firey, Walter Irving,
Foronda, Manuel Directo,
Foster, Mabel Gray,
Frazier, Frank V,
Furno. John P,
Gabby, Lee,
Gallardo, Marcclino Mendoza,
Gillispie, James Charles,
Gindelc, George \\'illiam,
Glasier, William Francis,
Graner, Leonard Henry,
Gross, William August,
Grove, Arthur Francis,
Hedrick, William Roy,
Heim, Russell Rulo,
Hercik, William Louis,
Hughes, Joseph Walter,
Jackson, Gordon,
Jacobson, Harris,
Jeffs, Milton Dominick William,
Johnson, Arthur Greene,
Johnson, Grover Erman,
Johnson, John Arnason,
Johnston, Cecil James,
Johnston, Frederick Victor,
Jordan, Alvin Thomas,
Juvinall, James Matthew,
Kara, John,
Kunny, Bartholomew,
Kyle, Ernest Haskell,
Largent, Benjamin Franklin,
Laybourne, Ethel Mae,
LeBcau, Albert Arthur,
LeBeau, Philip Max,
Chicago.
Chicago.
Waverly, la.
Chicago.
Beatrice, Neb.
Aberdeen, S. D.
Santa Maria, Ilocos Sur.
P. I.
Chicago.
Gallatin, Mo.
Chicago.
Pawnee City, Neb.
San Isidio, Nueva Eeija,
Luzon, P. I.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Whittemore, la.
Green Bay, Wis.
Elgin.
Plainview, Minn.
Noble.
Plymouth, Ind.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Cincinnati, O.
Chicago.
Rockland, Mich.
Thompsonville.
McLeansboro,
Valley City, N. D.
Fostorio, O.
Chrisman.
Pliny, IV. Va.
Potomac.
Chicago.
Fredaria, Wis.
Hammond, Mo.
McKinney, Tex.
Greencastle, Ind.
Ch icago.
Chicago.
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Leviton, Max J,
Lewis, Will Berry,
Loomis, Western Cass,
Lyon, William Tracy,
McElvain, Robert Childers,
McGarry, Charles Patrick,
McKee, Walter Caraway,
McLin, Thomas Garfield,
McNealy, Ray William,
Mast, Bernard William,
Meacham, William Charles,
Meany, Daniel Edward,
Meyer, Julius Felix,
Moore, Otis Andrew,
Murfin, Walter Dean,
Nelson, William Henry,
Nickel, Frank William,
O'Donnell, Dennis Michael,
O'Sullivan, Helen Amelia,
Ostrowski, Florian George, A.B., {St.
Stansilaus Coll.), 1905,
Packard, James Wright,
Parker, Frederick Charles,
Pascoe, L J,
Pearson, Albert,
Pettepiece, Thomas Arthur,
Pitt, Harvey,
Pulley, Louis Ammon,
Reedy, Phillip Graham,
Reyes, Carmelo Ma,
Rich, Homer Erastus,
Righeimer, John William,
Roemisch, Albert John,
Rogers, Jay Clifford,
Rothwell, William Thomas,
Santos, Gervasio y Cuyugan.
Schafer, William Daniel,
Siegler, William Joseph,
Smith, Sidney Albert,
Chicago.
Colchester.
Chicago.
Naples, N. Y.
DuQuoin.
Chicago.
Chrisman.
Fairfield.
Burlington, la.
Tomah, Wis.
Oak Park.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Columbia, Mo.
Patoka.
Superior, Neb.
Charles City, la.
Aberdeen, S. D.
Crystal, S. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Oak Park.
Albia, la.
Chicago.
Freeport.
Dixons Corners, Ont.
Chicago.
Fort Yates, N. D.
Lipa Batangas, Luzon,
P. I.
Salt Lake City Utah.
Chicago.
Blue Island.
White Lake, S. D.
Belle Plaine, Kan.
San Fernando,
Pampanga, P. /.
Franklin Furnace, O.
Chicago.
Chillicothe.
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Soelberg, Paul Arthur,
Stanley, Zei h,
Stone, Frank Lee,
Stubenrauch, George Jacob,
Sword, Howard Russell,
Thomas, Frank,
Thompson, Gordon Graham,
Thompson, James Malcolm,
Tolentino, Mariono,
Treadwell, Glenn F,
Trockey, Sidney N,
Valiancy, John Hubert,
Vitullo, John Marinelli,
Voigt, Benjamin John,
Wakefield, Orin Russell,
Walsh, John Emmett,
Weber, Daniel E,
Wedig, John Harrison Cha=e,
Weissbreuner, Richard Frederick,
White, Edward William,
Wilson, William H,
Sophomores
Allen, Joseph Strong,
Aycock, Everett R.,
Baccus, Clyde Franklin,
Barding, Lewis D,
Bashur, Zerefeh E,
Bishkow, Isadore Edward,
Boone, Cornelius Edward,
Boyden, Wesley Lewis,
Brines, Fred Harrison,
Brown, Mamie Isabel,
Burt, Clarence Edward.
Caddick, Earl,
Carter, Franklin Harvick,
Cragun, Wiley Moroni,
Currie, Albert Harlan, A.M.
Chicago), 1905,
Czaja, Leon Matthew,
(Univ. of
Granite Falls, Minn.
Crossville.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Lanark.
Canton.
St. Croix Falls, Wis.
San Francisco, Cal.
Magsingal, Ilocos Sur,
Luzon, P. L
Kilbourn, Wis.
Chicago.
Gracevillc, Minn.
Chicago.
Kankakee,
Chicago.
Richland Center, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Granite City.
Chicago.
Dayton, O.
Murray, Ky.
Mendota.
Little Rock, Ark.
Lewistoimt.
Pana.
Tripoli, Syria.
Chicago.
Zeeland, Mich.
Seymour, Wis.
West Salem.
Iroquois.
Henry.
Qtiincy.
Vienna.
Ogden, Utah.
Wyandotte, Mich.
Chicago.
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Czekala, Henry Joseph,
Dooley, Harry Joseph,
Doyle, Nicholas Murray,
Duffy, Hugh John,
Egermayer, George Washington,
Elliott, Loyd Albert,
Epstein, Joseph William,
Fox, Edward F,
French, Robert Loyal,
Freyling, Robert Conrad N,
Frogner, Guy Samuel,
Fuchsmann, Murry Maury,
Goodman, Charles,
Gratzek, Thomas,
Hagie, Franklin Eugene,
Hall, William Henry,
Hallberg, Charles Albert,
Halloway, Isaac H,
Hammond, Walter Charles,
Hart, John Franklin,
Hass, George Albert,
Hess, Edward,
Huyser, William C,
Ihland, Leonard,
Jones, David Jimson,
Kelleher, George Franci?,
Kistinger, William Frederick,
Kittelson, Emil C,
Knott, Harry,
Lambert, Marion Jessie,
Lane, Harold Clifford,
Lapham, Elah A,
Levinson, Abraham,
Leviton, Nathan David,
McCarthy, Ralph Rowland,
McCornack, Alexander Edwin,
Maher, Loretta Katherinc,
Manoogian, Krikore Manoogian,
Millard, Browning J,
Mosley, Elmer W,
O'Brien, Wavne Paul.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Freelton, Ont.
Chicago.
Cliicago.
Elkhart, Ind.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Grand Rapids, Mich,
Waupaca, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Florian, Minn.
Elizabeth.
Kittrell, N. C.
Stockholm, N. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Qiiincy.
Chicago.
Cliicago.
Zeeland, Mich.
Deforest, Wis.
Chicago.
Elkader, la.
Ransom.
Rochellc.
Plymouth, Ind.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Mayivood.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Elgin.
Chicago.
Choonkoosh, Armenia.
Gladstone, N. D.
Chicago.
Wiprud, N. D.
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Orzechowski, Victor,
Packard, Rollo K,
Parke, Edward Ray,
Peterson, Thorvold,
Popper, Hugo,
Pratt, Roscoe Wellington,
Riach, Thomas J,
Ricker, Charles Graver,
Rutkus, Susan Aldona,
Sanders, Robert Quirk, A.B.,
Millikin Univ.),
Schloenleber, Alvin,
Schwar.z, Harriet Cecilia,
Shaynin, James,
Smith, Charles Edward,
Sochat, Leon,
Spitler, Frank Perry,
Sullivan, Norman Ross,
Squire, Charles Milton,
Supinger, Nova Isaac,
Sutter, Rose Irene,
Thomas, Colin G,
Urdang, Ruth Anna,
Valentine, James Andrew,
Vilna, Bretislav Lidumil,
Wilson, Franklin Samuel,
Wilson, Henry Mason,
Zimmerman, Goldie Eleonara,
{James
Chicago.
Albion, Mich.
Richland Center, Wis.
Tyler, Minn.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Hebron, Col.
Harvey.
Grassville, Ind.
Decatur.
Rockport, Mo.
Bessemer, Mich.
Oak Park.
Farina.
Chicago.
Dayton.
Aspen, Col.
Rockport, Ind.
Fillmore.
Crookston, Minn.
Monticello, la.
Chicago.
Conrad, la.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Magnolia.
Aberdeen, S. D.
Freshmen
Allen, Albert,
Aides, Harry,
Aisenstadt, Essex Albert,
Armstrong, J. Frank, B.S.,
(Cornell Coll.), 1900,
Androp, Serge,
Baldirrey, Frank Cornelius,
Barrett, Orley Glenn.
Blair, Charles Patton, B.A.,
(Monmouth Coll.), 1905,
Breeden, Roy Fred,
Chicago.
St. Paul, Minn.
Chicago.
Marion, la.
Chicago.
Colon, Mich.
Hudson, Mich.
Monmouth.
Richland Center, Wis.
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Belzig, Frederick Carl,
Beilin, Aron M,
Beyerlein, Arthur Lewis,
Briggs, Bayard Earl,
Bloom, Julius,
Boyer, Eugene Radford,
Brown, Robert Ellsworth,
Brzozowski, Walter,
Butterfield, Edwin Rutherford,
Christofiferson, Edward Albert,
Carlson, Mabel Rosina,
Chanania, Benjamin,
Crapple, William,
Conerty, James Matthew,
Czolbe, Selma Ogla,
Crooks, Raymond F,
Crosby, Milward,
Crouch, Warner L,
Dwyer, Harry J,
Delzell, David Deronda,
DiCosola, Frank,
Donahoe, Stephen A,
Donahoe, W. E,
Engesather, John,
Ferguson, Alexander Donald,
Fertik, Anton,
Fischer, Clement,
Fisk, Roscoe Roby,
Fleeger, Robert Benoni,
Flexer, Howard,
Franken, Ewell Gerdes,
Franklin, James Garfield,
Freedman, Abe,
Freeman, Harvey Lamartine,
Freemmel, Harry Joseph,
Gage, Alan,
Gish, Edson F,
Glassman, Leon,
Goebel, Gustavus Adolph, A.B., (Har-
vard Univ.), 1888, LL.B., (North-
zvestern Univ.), 1893,
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Sun Prairie, Wis.
New York, N. Y.
Pontiac.
Danville.
Chicago.
Seneca.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Harvard.
Chicago.
Gilman.
Glencoe.
Belle Prairie.
Chicago.
Logansport, Ind.
Chicago.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Brocket, N. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Fort Recovery, O.
Plainview, Minn.
Elzvood, Ind.
Jolict.
Chandlerville.
Chicago.
Chicago.
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago.
Montrose, S. D.
LeSucur, Minn.
Chicago.
Ch icago.
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Gordon, John Simpson,
Gould, Harold Vogt,
Gradolph, Ernst Franck,
Greeninan, Ernest Nelson,
Grotowski, Leon,
Harris, Lyndon Denny,
Haskett, Paul Edwin,
Hayes, Clara Edna,
Hazlett, William Henry,
Hoge, Hildegarde M,
Horn, Max Amandus,
Hrabrik, John H,
Hurka, Robert,
Inks, Frank Emerson, A.B.,
(Univ. of III.), 1903,
Ishmael, Raleigh Preston,
Jaros, Joseph F,
Janes, Walter Raymond,
Joyce, Paul Vincent,
Kalinowski, Nicholas,
Kane, Louis Matthew,
Karch, Arthur William,
Kibe, John Earl,
Kohn, Isadore E,
Koursoumis, Constantine John,
Kraft, Sigurd H,
Kratzenstein, Louis R,
Laireri, Jack R,
Lenart, Frank,
Lobraico, Roco V,
Loewe, Gilbert Martin,
Logan, Ray Evan,
Lorenz, Lynn L,
Lynn, John Harrison,
"McMullen, Clarence J,
Martin, Harry Watson,
Maltby, Harrison W,
Mershon, Joseph Ingram,
Michel, Carl,
Miller, Charles Edward,
Miller, Edwin Morton,
Waupaca, Wis.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Sheldon.
Chicago.
Ch icago.
Ba.vter Springs, Kan.
Culver, Ind.
DePue.
Morris.
Winnetka.
Murphyshoro.
Cedar Rapids, la.
Ohio.
Cassvillc, Wis.
Chicago.
Rcdmon.
Chicago.
Zagroff, Russia.
Minot, N. D.
Blue Island.
Rockford, la.
Chicago.
Sparta, Greece.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chippezva Falls, Wis.
Elizabeth.
Rockford, la.
Barric, Ont.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Kirksville, Mo.
Mt. Carroll.
Chicago.
Princcville.
Geneva.
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Miller, Paul Morton,
Minnis, Lawrence Hawthorne,
Mitchell, Ralph Ray,
Moore, Luther Remi,
Murphy, Ralph Dollahan,
Oldenquist, Eskil Olaf Andrew,
O'Herrin, Neal Lawrence,
Olsen, Oliver S,
O'Malley, John G,
Ostrowski, Leonard Joseph, Ph G.,
(Chicago Coll. of Pharmacy), 1905,
Parker, Bernard B,
Parks, Johanna Fredericks,
Peattie, James Frarcis,
Pedott, Meyer S,
Perlstein, Morris Max,
Rategan, Edward Harold,
Raub, James Bernard, Ph.G.,
{State Coll. of Wash.),
Reagan, Thomas Harold,
Riley, William John,
Rhine, Arthur C,
Robbins, Budd,
Rowland, Delta Eulilla,
Ruddick, Hobart C,
Rupert. Richard R.
Salzman, Martha,
Sarvela, Henry Lewis,
Schram, Frank Edward,
Spalding, Oliver Rufus,
Sasko, Martin P,
Steeit, Charles Moore, B.S
,
{Univ. of Chicago), 1904,
Stein, Emil James,
Seifarth, F. George,
Shchensnovich, Edward,
Schiele, William Christnpher,
Shepard, Chester O,
Sima, Charles A,
Smith, Floyd Albert,
Stigman, Charles W,
Polo.
Chicago.
Joliet.
McLeansboro.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Guttenberg, Sweden
Chicago.
Duluth, Minn.
Chicago.
Hammond, Ind.
Numa, la.
Chicago.
Ottawa.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Spokane, Wash,
Canton.
Darlington, Wis.
Chicago.
Kalispell, Mont.
Sunnyside, Wash.
Sandoval.
Nampa, Idaho.
Switzerland.
Waukegan.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Oak Park.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Schtichin, Poland.
Joliet.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Banner.
Miller, S. D.
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Shipman, Frank Edmund, Ph.G.,
(Univ. of III.),
Smith, James Royal
Snook, Oscar R,
Stone, Clara,
Sorley, Walter Vining,
Sullivan, Ralph Charles, A.B.,
(St. Ignatius Coll.), 1908,
Stusscr, Samuel,
Taylor, Ross O,
Thompson, Alvin,
Van Grundy, Clyde Rogers,
Watkins, Mrs. May Gowen,
Wagner, Cliarle^ John, A.B.,
(Monmouth Coll.), 1905,
Wall, Raymond Lawrence,
Wanderer, Arthur Emil August,
Weber, Henry Ralph,
Weldy, Frank M,
Wermuth, Arthur William,
Wieneke, Clarence Henry,
Wilson, Roy Hitchcn,
Paris.
Canton.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Weyauwega, Wis.
Chicago.
Tacoma, Wash.
Havana.
Chicago.
RockMd, h\d.
Victoria, B. C.
Belle Center, 0.
Sycamore,
Chicago.
Ransom.
Muscoda, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Ogden, Utah.
Specials
Albrecht, Charles A, M.D.,
(P. and S., Chicago), 1899,
Alger, Maude,
Amussen, Joseph Smith, DO.,
(Brigham Young Coll.),
Borland, Leonard Clifford, M.D.,
(Lake Forest Univ.), 1884,
Colby, Ralph Ivan,
Conroy, Francis James,
Hinckley, Don H,
Hirschberg, S. N,
Hunt, Carl W,
Kennedy, James G,
Olsen, Frederick A H, D.D.S., (Norlli-
western Coll. of Dentistry), 1904,
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
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Peterson, Oscar F, 'M.D.,
(P. and S. Coll), 1895,
Redmon, Andrew Jackson, A.B.,
(Indiana Univ.), 1901,
Serritella, Michael,
Torney, Samuel J, M.D.,
(P. and S. Coll.), 1900,
Tullis, Alexander,
Welborn, James W, IM.D.,
(Marion Sims Med. Coll.), 189
Wettslein, John Charles Robert,
Northwood, N. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Bellingham, Wash.
Chicago.
Evansville, Ind.
Chicazo.
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Seniors
Aron, Rose,
Bailey, Orpha Clark,
Berlin, Benjamin I,
Breyer, Paul Michael,
Brown, Willard L,
Browne, Alexander Cecil, A.B.,
Brumfield, Richard Mclvin,
Chute, Joseph H,
Coffey, Charles James,
Cooper, Frank L,
Crawford, Arthur Blaine,
Droberg, Walter W,
Feiok, Richard F,
Games, Harry W,
Halferty Irwin H,
Hager, Winfield Leo,
Heinz, Edward,
Johnson, Henry Cliftcn,
Kubitz, Harvey H,
Kunninaga, Masaomi, D.D.S.,
Lerche, Thorleif I,
Lewis, Dean Stanley,
McCarthy, William J,
Meadow, Marie,
Mosee, Theodore R,
Chicago.
Leesbtirg, 0.
Chicago.
Fargo, N. D.
Rochester, Mo.
Chicago.
Owensvillc, Ind.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Chicago.
Gibson City,
Stenbenville, O.
LaPorte, Ind.
Freeman, S. D.
Columbus, O.
New Florence, Pa.
Aurora.
Chicago.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Oak Park.
Tokio, Japan.
Chicago.
Hozvard, Kan.
Bloomingxon.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago.
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Newman, Louis,
Orlow, Elios,
Schnell, Theodore William
Seidel, Julius H,
Shaver, Maitland Victor,
Shunk, Bernice Bcntley,
Stuart, Herbert Hanson,
Teeling, Matthew A,
Waterhouse, James E,
Williams, John Caldwell,
Chicago.
Berlin, Germany.
Wabash, Ind.
Quincy.
Chicago.
Sharon, Wis.
Chicago.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Farley, la.
Jacksonville, Ala.
Juniors
Andrews, William Hayworth.
Brock, Alphonsum Strother, A.B.,
Coghlin, William Perry,
Jacobstein William Benjamin,
Larkin, Hugh Alfred,
Lathan, Lloyd W,
Lee. Victor L,
McNulty, James Anthony,
Mercer, Samuel Osburn,
Miller, Paul E,
Moomey, Medil Lloyd,
Nordeen, Emil Ludwig,
O'Hora, James Anthony,
Russakov, Samuel I,
Rotzoll, Albert M,
Shafer, Harry Burns,
Smith, Frank J,
Taft, Walter Leonard,
Vann, George H,
Freshmen
Ashley, Guy Irving,
Barowsky, Aron,
Bellows, Hjalman Nicholas H,
Bott, Mrs. Carrie,
Brumfield, Cecil Wilfred,
Castiglia, Napoleon Leo,
Collins, Walter F,
Oak Park.
Louisville, Ky.
Kankakee.
Chicago.
North-field, Minn.
Pekin.
Chicago.
Spring Green, Wis.
Mt. Pleasant.
Chicago.
Blue Mound.
Colo ma, Mich.
Avoca, Wis.
Chicago.
Menominee, Mich.
Anna.
Chicago.
Woodhull.
Clinton, N. Y.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Chicago.
Ozvcnsville, Ind.
Chicago.
Elgin.
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Dierks, George W,
Eisenger, Harr}',
Farber, Abe Jacob,
Finlay, Gilbert Christopher,
Griffin, Wilber Charles,
Guggis, Marcell,
Handleman, Edward David,
Handleman, Henry L,
Hepworth, George C,
Horowitz, S. Adolphe,
Hyman, Benjamin H,
Hyman, Samuel J,
Jolly, David,
Johnson, Benjamin Edwin,
Joice, John Leo,
Kasen, Herman,
Kreher, Rudolph A,
Krejci, Frank J,
Lager Victor E,
Lewis, Roy James,
Lubs, Kerwin Charles,
Larsen, Christian Peter,
Lindhe, Berthil M,
Mennell, Alfred,
Martin, Carl David,
Mindlin, Barnett,
IMendelsohn, P. I,
Miles, John Isaeoh,
Moore, Max Hewitt,
Mulholland, Richard C,
Murphy, Frank J,
Nicolassen, Harry G,
Porath, Fred Edward,
Porter, Charles Alexander,
Rubenstein, John B,
Schoolman, Harry M,
Schroeder, Louis August,
Shaflfner, Herman Harold,
Shere, John,
Sutherland, Lee C.
Starr, Solomon Perry,
Toledo.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Battle Creek, Mich.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Bucharest, Rouniania.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
St. Paul, Minn.
Waterloo, Wis.
Felch, Mich.
Arcadia, Wis.
LaPorte, Ind.
Chicago.
Chicago.
A rcadia, Wis.
Albert Lea, Minn.
Rockford,
Chicago.
Chicago.
Nezu York, N. Y.
Chicago.
Savannah, Ga.
Fanlkton, S. D.
Chicago.
New London, Wis.
Chicago.
Hayes, S. D.
Calvin, N. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Tarkio, Mo.
Bismark.
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Thomson, John F,
Urbanek, Joseph,
Urbanck, Mamie,
Wieland, Henry J,
Beaulin, N. D.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Arcadia, Wis.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Seniors
Anderson, Gustav Adolph,
Anderson, Mary Leinbaugh,
Annibale. Frank,
Arkins, James Elmer,
Baker, Luther,
Beyermann, Hugo Frank,
Bock, William,
Buresch, Louis Albert,
Carthan, William Arthur, A.B.,
(Morris Brown Coll.), 1902,
Cheleski, John Kosmer,
Comes, Urban Volpert,
Conners, Harry,
Cover, Augustus Fringer,
Cropper, Pearl Arthur,
Dahlin, Horace Otto,
Davies, Byron Lake,
Eck, Charles Patt,
Eicher, Anna,
Ekstrom, Carl David,
Fingl, Edward George,
Ford, Robert Emmett,
Frauenhoff, Frederick Louis,
Frish, Frank Lawrence,
Golombiewski, John Peter,
Gross, Schuyler Van Rensselaer,
Hafifner, Edward John,
Halperin, Louis Evan,
Hibbe, Charles,
Howell, Julian Bulmer,
Howly, John George,
Josenhans, Paul Reinhold,
Kobylanski, John Francis,
Rockford.
Dallas City.
Chicago.
LaSalle.
Astoria.
Chicago.
Smithton.
Chicago.
East Macon, Ga.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Bellevue, 0.
Toulon.
Chicago.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Denver, Colo.
Aurora.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Lake Mills, Wis.
Farmer City.
Chicago.
Chicago.
DuQuoin.
LaCrosse, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
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Kowalski, Czeslaw Martin,
Kremer, Victor A,
Leinhardt, Theodore Gustave,
Leininger, Otto William,
Lindstrum, Charles Edward,
Luckenbach, Walter Conrad,
Lukasek, Otto William,
Lutz, Carl William,
Marks, Leon Arthur,
McNamara, Thomas Joseph,
Merrill, Joseph Alfred,
Michalak, John Joseph,
Montgomery, Grover Cleveland,
Mrazek, Charles Joseph,
Mueller, John Fred,
Myerson, Edwin Sidney,
Niedzwiccki, Leo Joseph,
Niemeyer, Frank H,
Oberg, Clarence Julius,
Osborne, Thomas,
Peska, Alexander Casimer,
Pisani, Vito,
Ploetz, William Ernst,
Prentice, Samuel George,
Propp, Charles,
Raetz, Clarence Edward,
Rambo, John Myron,
Ratajik, Felix James,
Rosenbaum, Frank Albert,
Rosenstone, Rutherford Gustavus,
Rouleau, Francis Joseph,
Rummerfield, Larry Lewis,
Rnth, Grove Helmer,
Shipsman, Charles,
Sisk. John Edgar,
Smith, Ellis Glen,
Smith, Halley Ambrose,
Smith, Herbert William,
Stahlfcld. Matthew Gu'^tave,
Staman, William Jennings,
Starshak, Alphonse Leon,
Cli icago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Oconto, Wis.
Chicago.
Ottazva.
Chicago.
Ottazva.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Birds.
Chicago.
Quincy.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Dakota City, Neb.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Applcton, Wis.
LaMoille.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Cambridge.
Mantcno.
Rockport, Mo.
LakeHeld, Minn.
Chicago.
Marion.
Bloomington.
Antioch.
Quincy.
Chicago.
St. Joe, Ind.
Chicago.
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Stulik, Charles,
Swanson, David Emanuel,
Terrell, Edward,
Thompson, Milton White,
Trachman, Charles,
Underriner, Harry Aloys,
Van Duscn, Richard,
Voss, George Kimmel,
Waterman, Ben Colby,
Webb, Thomas Edward,
Wester, Gustav Adolph,
Winborn, Elmer Norris,
Wirth, George Carl,
Juniors
Alford, James Bell,
Allegretti, Joseph,
Anderson, John Berger,
Armstrong, Leonard Knowles,
Bagge, Arthur Frederick,
Baker, Roy Ernest,
Ball, Raleigh Dudley,
Bazner, Gustav,
Beard, Eugene Truman,
Beck, John,
Benson, John Simon,
Bolinger, La Rue,
Brenner, James,
Brown, Rush Arthur,
Caldwell, Robert Henry,
Carlisle, Harley Med,
Cholewinski, Andrew Francis,
Cole, Arvelle Richard,
Coleman, T Edmond,
Colson, Henry William,
Cool, B. Ross,
Corbin, Arthur Chester,
Cummings, Charles Clifford,
Custer, Everett Josiah Lynn Brown,
Cutshaw, George William,
Dees, Theodore William,
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Ransom.
EfUngham.
Allegan, Mich.
DuQuoin.
Kilbouni City, IV is.
Warren, O.
Chicago.
Detroit, Mich.
Duhith, Minn.
Columbus, Miss.
Chicago.
Peoria.
Peoria.
Aurora.
Chicago.
Toluca.
Chicago.
Columbus, Miss.
DuQuoin.
Joliet.
SpringHeld.
Rensselaer, Ind.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Caledonia, Miss.
Eldorado.
Chicago.
St. Louis, Mo.
Oneida.
Cliicago.
Farmer City.
Canton.
Lena.
Decatur.
JVilmington.
Evanston.
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DeMers, Octave Jay,
Durling, Raymond Kellam,
Ewing, Theodore Madison,
Flynn, Edgar Andrew,
Franke, George Edward,
Gilden, Charles Francis,
Glandon, John Herbert,
Goveia, Lloyd Dace,
Grififin, Edward Daniel,
Haines, John Francis,
Hatch, Leona Miles,
Hayes, Mark Bruno,
Herrick, William Albert,
Herter, Henry Anthony,
Hooper, Bertram John,
Hutton, Malcolm Lee,
James, Benjamin Justus,
Kaufifman, Albert Clinton,
Kelly, Michael James,
Kimmel, Charles Henderson,
King, Charles Aaron,
Kissinger, Franklin Morley,
Kitowski, Isador Edward.
Klucker, Albert Christ,
Lee, Solomon,
Lewman, Everet Andrew, B.S.,
(Purdue Univ.), 1902.
Liska, John Joseph,
Lyons, Lucian DeWayne.
Maloney, Thomas Raymond,
Marshall, Jacob Clayton,
Marzano, James Vincenzo,
Matey, Charles,
McCracken, Louis Logan,
McVay, Roy Halvre,
Mester, Arthur Albert Frank,
Miller, Irving Henry,
Mottar, Samuel Mayo,
Neis, Adelbert Dale,
Palmer, Frank Henry,
Partridge, Vaughn Leroy,
Assumption.
Chicago.
Neoga.
Bloomington.
Newton.
Portland, Mich.
Brooklyn.
Springfield.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Bloomington.
Beaver Dam, Wis.
Springfield.
Antioch.
Elizabeth.
Litchfield.
Waterman.
Hokah, Minn.
Peoria.
Chicago.
Peoria.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Montezuma, Ind.
Chicago.
Cuba.
Livingston, Mont.
Nokomis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Greenville.
Cuba.
Quincy.
Shazvano, Wis.
Chicago.
Ohio.
Pentivatcr, Mich.
Chicago.
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Patterson, Millar,
Pellettieri, John,
Perkins, William Albert,
Pfaff, Jerome Henry,
Phillips, Roscoe Conklin,
Pirofalo, Joseph,
Purcell, Edmund,
Rains, Ernest Kingdom,
Reilly, Charles James,
Roberts, William Lee,
Rogers, Oscar Wild,
San ford, Jacob Louis,
Sawyer, Brewer Correll,
SchfFarzick, Frederick William,
Scharf, Charles Edward,
Schmid, Rose,
Schnitzler, Stcphan,
Scott, John Forest,
Seibert, Walter Christopher,
Setz, Edwin Joseph,
Sherman, Lewis John,
Sommers, Robert,
Speckhart, Carl,
Steinkraus, Otto,
Stieber, Edwin H,
Streit, Joseph Clemence,
Strzoda, Robert Aloysius,
Thesen, Ben,
Vance, Arthur,
Walker, Daniel Tedford,
Walker, Ralph Henry,
Williams, Benjamin Harrison,
Williams, George Albert,
Woltersdorf, Oscar.
Zellinger, John William,
Zito, Rocco,
Zur, Victor Edward,
Toulon.
Chicago.
DeerHeld.
Centralia.
Lostant.
Chicago.
Eldorado.
Chicago.
Aurora.
Pleasant Plains.
Bellingham, Wash.
DuQuoin.
Springfield.
Jefferson, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Toulon.
Tamaroa.
Lake Mills, Wis.
Chicago.
Springfield.
Quincy.
Bloomington.
Peoria.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Quincy.
Quincy.
Dongola.
Kankakee.
Putnam.
Gardner.
Chicago.
Medford, Wis.
Chicago.
Chicago.
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Special Students
Arnes, Fred Wilson,
Bellezza, Edgard,
Bengtson, Einer Emanuel,
Cramer, Arthur William,
Delabar, Henry Urban,
Edlund, Arthur,
Forrester, Earl D,
Franzman, Peter Joseph,
Feciura, Peter,
Guinsberg, Morris Isadore,
Harvey, John William,
Hobart, Freedom E,
Horowitz, Solomon Samuel,
Jansky, Frank Walter,
Janssen, Martin Louis,
Kahanovske, Isadore M,
Kochler, Gilbert Fred,
Langdon, Arthur Daniel Difenbaugh,
Lebin, William,
Robins, Max,
Serritella, Alfonso Michael,
Sister, Mary Benigna,
Spongberg, Harry Siegfried,
Terris, Henry,
Trimble, Truman James,
Weihe, Henry,
Werth, William A,
Wittenberg, Harry Levy,
Aurora.
Chicago.
Bloomingtoii.
Chicago.
Hull.
Chicago.
Hastings, Neb.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Gihnan.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Sterling.
Chicago.
Huntingherg, hid.
Peoria.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Rockford.
Chicago.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Fort Wayne, lud.
Oconto, JVis.
New York, N. Y.
COURSE FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST
Seniors
Brown, Charles Wesley, Ruthville, Va.
Cassin, Elmer Eldorado, Ph.G., {Uni-
versity of Illinois), 1907, Ogden, Utah.
Gunning, Delancy Thomas, Wilmington.
Langenhan, Henry August, Ph.G.,
(University of HHnnis), igoS, Ableman, Wis.
Venn, Henry Leonard, A.B., (St. Ig-
nalius College). 1906, Chicago.
Zimmermann, Clemence, Peoria.
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Juniors
[1909-10
Annenberg, Samuel Charles,
Boutte, Matthew Virgil, B.S., {F'lsk
University), 1908,
Carpenter, Jesse Bryce,
Proffitt, William,
Rose, Francis Oscar,
Snyder, Leslie,
Aurora.
Neio Iberia, La.
Cuba.
Hastings, Neb.
Grand Forks, N. D.
Galesburg.
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS, 1908-9.
Men Women Total
Graduate School 219 53 2^2
Undergraduate Colleges—
Seniors 355 I43 498
Juniors 407 85 492
Sophomores 569 124 693
Freshmen 765 209 974
Specials • 267 85 352
. 2363 646 3009
Summer Session 477 187 664
Remained, counted above 274 51 325
203 136 339
College of Law—
Third j'ear 39 .... 39
Second year 42 .... 42
First year 59 i 60
Specials 39 39
179 I 180
College of Medicine—
Seniors 141 12 153
Juniors 112 8 120
Sophomores 75 9 84
Freshmen 135 10 145
Unclassified 17 i 18
480 40 520
College of Dentistry—
Seniors 33 2 35
Juniors 19 .... 19
Freshmen 50 2 52
102 4 106
School of Pharmacy—
In Pharmacy. Seniors 84 2 86
In Pharmacy, Juniors 102 i 103
In Pharmacy, Specials 27 i 28
Pharmaceutical Chemists, Seniors ... 6 .... 6
Pharmaceutical Chemists, Juniors ... 6 .... 6
225 4 229
3771 884 4655
Deduct counted twice 17 .... 17
Total in University 3754 884 4638
Academy* 269 85 354
Deduct duplicates 10 5 15
259 80 339
Total in University and Academy 4013 964 4977
See Appendi.^
.
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Undergraduates by Colleges, Schools, and Classes.
Sen. Jun. So|ili. Fresb. Sp. Total
Lit. and Arts 148 147 177 309 57 838
Science S3 51 74 106 10 294
Engineering 198 240 351 418 43 1250
Agriculture 61 51 85 128 201 526
Library 36 36
Music 2 3 6 13 41 65
Total 498 492 693 974 352 30O«)
DEGREES
Commencement Day, June i6, 1909, degrees were conferred as
follows
:
A.B.
James Edward Ackert.
Maud Lena Alverson.
Helen Anderson.
Ruth Marsh Baker.
Robert Cousins Bardwell.
Mary Andrews Bickel.
Katherine May Blake.
Rose Bland.
Simeon E Boomer.
Gail Leslie Borton.
Jessie Delight Brakensick.
Lydia Marie Brauer.
Gladys Sinclair Breckenridge.
Mabel Armena Bredehoft.
Verna Brooks.
Leonard Buck.
Ruth Irene Buffum.
Agnes Irene Bullock.
Edith Ray Bullock.
Lela May Bullock.
Irma Marie Bumgarner.
Josephine Elizabeth Burns.
Comfort Straight Butler.
Earl Chester Cary,
Emily Ellis Chichester.
Faith Angeline Clark.
Carrie Louise Clarke.
Frances Emma Clarke.
Amos Townsend Claycomb.
John Simeon Cleavinger.
Paul McKinney Clendenen.
Raymond Grover Clinite.
Grace Miranda Clow.
Myrtle Rose Coker.
Barbara Crow.
Susan LaRue Dayton.
Clarence Martin DeLany.
Benjamin Henry Dietrich.
Lee Amos Dillon.
Hazel Dell Dollinger.
Dean Stanley Dorman.
Elzy Franklin Downey.
Walter R Drennan.
Nora Betz Dunlap.
Otis Miles Eastman.
Frances Marilla Eaton.
Bessie Josephine Eiszner.
Clara Erbes.
Robert Newman Erskinc.
Leon Ulysses Everhart.
Erna Marie Elizabeth Fink.
William Murphy Fishback.
Junius Aiken Flanders.
Joseph Kyle Foster.
Mary Caniille Fruin.
Elmer Otis Furrow.
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Clarence Oran Gardner.
Percie Ellen Garnctt.
Clark Lee Gibbs.
Mary Gibson.
Lutie Azuba Goff.
Inez Dorothy Gordon.
Mary Jane Gourley.
Margaret Travis Gourley.
Mary Adelaide Graham.
Lenna Mabel Gregory.
Madge Katherine Gundy.
Franklin Eugene Hagie.
Joseph William Hake.
Ethel Lottie Hall.
William Clyde Handlin.
De Alton Hayward.
Harry Bryant Hershey.
Lucy Virginia Hoff.
Franklin Roscoe Huckin.
Jessie Frances Huffman.
Seaver Sanford Humphreys.
Andrew Franklin Hunsaker.
George Rhine Jackson.
Zita Elizabeth Jackson.
McNeal Cole James.
Blanche Jones.
Truman Nathaniel Jones.
John Larimer Kagy.
Lucile Emma Kays.
Victor C Kays.
Truman Lee Kelley.
Mercedes Kilner.
Howard Baker Kingsbury.
Elizabeth Kirk.
Ely Vail Laughlin.
Gertrude Ann Lee.
Fleetwood Herndon Lindley.
James Howard Linn.
Margie Linton.
Nell Evelyn Lloyd.
Maurice Frank Lord.
John Elliott Lynn.
Clare Parsons McCaskey.
John Verne Mclntyre.
Arthur Wilson McKelvey.
Sarah Grace McMillen.
Jessie Valentine Mann.
Mary Elizabeth Mann.
Warren Moore Mansfield.
Luta Martin.
Bessie Glenn Matthews.
Williams Wyman May.
Harold PTanson Mitchell.
Mary Loduska Morris.
Benjamin Harrison Mosby.
Harold Larrance Myers.
Lloyd Francis Nickcll.
Isabel Mary Osborne.
Audrie May Palmer.
Walter Harrah Parkin.
Harvey Alvah Parks.
Lura Elizabeth Parsons.
Leigh Klumb Patton.
Elva Maude Pease.
Vera Dorothy Perring.
Eleanor Farrand Perry.
Edna Maude Perry.
Lorinda Perry.
Lawrence Clifford Phillips.
Emma Ponzer.
George Earl Post.
Julius Postel, Class of 1883.
Edward Cleveland Rainey.
Gail Rebman.
Lois Antoinnette Reed.
Rosalie Mary Retz.
Edith Marion Richardson.
Clara Agnes Ricketts.
Minnie Genevieve Rohrer.
Claude Kerlin Rowland.
Ralph Leslie Rusk.
Wilvan Jesse Russell.
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Thomas Walter Samuels.
Florence Antoinette Schwarzkopf
Berenice Scoggin.
Essie May Seed.
Alice Faye Seiler.
Edith Olga Shively.
Frank K Shrader.
Thomas Patrick Sinnett.
Helen Anderson Southgate.
Joe Dare Southwick.
Ray Carlisle Sparks.
Mae Knight Steele.
Elizabeth Ten Eyck Stout,
B.L.S., 1908.
Clara Marie Strauch.
Elizabeth Andrews Swift.
Charles Lee Swisher.
Ethel Nichols Taylor.
B
Henry Conrad Ackemann.
Lloyd Huber Almy.
Albert Wilson Ames.
Florence Elizabeth Anderson.
Howard Eraser Anderson.
Martin Joel Anderson.
Angel Severo Arguelles.
Ross Harper Arnold.
Harry Edward Ashdown.
John Henry Baird.
Frank Boyd Baldwin.
Frederick Charles Bauer.
Bayard Macknet Beach.
Ralph Osborne Beck.
Rodney Linton Bell.
Eva Marion Benefiel
Harvey Childs Bennett.
Daily George Bevis.
William Herbert Bcyrer.
Walter Emerson Billings.
Napoleon Hiram Boynton.
Otto Samuel Thai.
Charles Manfred Thompson.
Samuel Matthew Thompson.
Andrew Thomson.
Mabel B Tobias.
Allison Lee Tull.
Josephine Van Dorsten.
Forest Clyde Van Hook.
Kathryn Craig Voorhees.
Harry Dwight Waggoner.
Rosa Waugh.
Maud Weaver.
Harry John Wernsing.
Maude Williamson.
Roscoe D Wyatt.
Joseph Hazen Zearing.
Marie Louise Zilly.
S.
Benjamin Almond Brackenbury.
John Jay Bradley.
Howard Dixon Braley.
Royden Earl Brand.
Charles Emery Bressler, Jr.
Avery Brundage.
Clark Wesley Bullard.
George Francis Burch.
William Harrison Burch.
Frank M Burgess.
Harry Holdridge Burgess.
Paul Burke.
William Arthur Butler.
Richard McPherren Caljeen.
Allan Berry Campbell.
Carl Bernhardt Carlson.
John Fisher Carper.
Hervey Richey Cawood.
Carl Christopher.
Francis Albert Coffin.
Ray Arthur Collins.
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Frank Samuel Cook.
Cloyd Ellorne Corrington.
George Delvvin Corwine.
Ollison Craig.
Harold E Cristy.
Fred Dwight Danford.
Frank Loren Davis, Class of
1 888.
Harold Churchill Dean.
Homer Roscoe DeWitt.
Ira Wilmer Dickerson.
William Philip Doerr.
Robert Ernest Doherty.
Joseph Allen Drew.
Wilbur Lawrence Dunn.
Charles Elmer Durst.
Karl John Theodore Ekblaw.
Hal Edmund Ercanbrack.
Martin Edward Evans.
Roy Newton Fargo.
Paul Melville Farmer.
Arvin William Fischer.
Ira William Fisk.
Chester Charles Fowler.
John Daniel William Froehlich.
Julius Siverine Gangstad.
Lion Gardiner.
Miles Otto Gibson.
Frank Goodspeed.
Mabel Alberta Gridley.
Leland Stanford Griffith.
San ford Lackey Grove.
Homer Langdon Hadley.
William Everett Hedgcock.
Donald Alison Henry.
George Albert Herrmann.
Francis Craig Hersman.
Clarence Agnew Hertel.
Franklin Theodore Heyle.
Harry S Hill.
Norman Hadcn Hill.
Oscar George Hively.
Ncls Reuben Hjort.
Paul Alexander Hoffman.
Carl Henry Hoge.
Fred Nelson Holmquist.
Harry Stirling Horner.
Ezekiel Edward Hoskins.
John Vernon Houston.
Mary Howe.
Curtis Clay Hubbart.
Stella Evangeline Hutson.
George Martin Aloysius Ilg.
Ernest Thompson Ingold.
Edward Franklin Irving.
Charles Austin James.
Delos Lawrence James.
McNeal Cole James.
George Leonard Jensen.
Paul Martin Johanning.
William Chance Johnson.
Bruce Leroy Jones.
Frank Schall Jones.
John Lloyd Jones.
Myron Kendall Jordan.
Bartlett Martin Kerr.
John Kennedy Kincaid.
Bruce Adams King.
Warren Emerson Knapp.
Samuel Miles Knox.
Amund Marius Korsmo.
Eugene William Kraft.
Chris Herman Kreiling.
Fred William Kressman.
LeRoy Lang.
George Pence Large.
Charles Bopes Lee.
Edward Ferdinand Jacob Lind-
berg.
Walter Coutant Locke.
Harry Stephen Lofquist.
Frederick Ayres Lorenz, Jr.,
1909-10] Degrees i:i:)
James Charles Lund.
William Thompson McClenahan.
Hugh Allen McCrea.
Harvey McGinnis.
Eugene Campbell McMillan.
Santosh Chandra Majumdar.
Warren Moore Mansfield.
Lewis Vinton Manspeaker, Jr.,
Albert LeRoy Marsh.
Daniel Marsh.
William Christoph Marti.
Arselia Bessie Martin.
Elmer Fauntleroy Maryatt.
John Warne ]\Iathewson.
James Leslie Melton.
Charles Ernest Millar.
Alvin Charles Miller.
John J IMiller.
Clifford Pusey Mills.
Frank Stanley Musser.
Thomas Douglas Mylrea.
Charles Anson Nash.
William Conrad Nein.
Frederick Bowman Nicodemus.
Charles Beach Nolte.
Mary Elizabeth Nuckolls.
John Ira Parcel, A.B.,
{Westiield Coll.), 1903.
Walter Coffman Paton.
Ira Pearce.
Louise Josephine Pellens.
Albert Penn.
James Quinton Pettigrcw.
Francis Elmore Pinkerton, Jr.
Henry Pollard.
Amy Poorman.
Charles Samuel Pope.
Charles Pruitt Potter.
Clure Morris Powell.
Mark Elmer Powers.
Fay Dillon Railsback.
Charles Ernest Ramser.
William Horace Rayner.
Wade W Reece.
Ralph Howard Regan.
Percy McClure Richards.
Robert Herman Riesche.
Charles Trescott Ripley.
Ralph Granville Risser.
Glen Lewis Robbins.
John Alcide Robert.
Charles Jason Robinson.
Carl David Robson.
Robert Beam Rodgers.
Jay Frederick Roth.
Forrest Seller Rusk.
George Silas Russell.
William Henry Schulzke.
Ramon Schumacker.
John Gordon Seely.
Robert Ross Seymour.
Walter Alfred Seymour.
Guy Ray Shaw.
Harold Hoyt Simmons.
Francis Marion Simpson.
Fred Shepard Simms.
Pomeroy Sinnock.
Theodore Meade Smith.
Irvin Sherwood Sprecher.
Otto Charles Stanger.
Milton Frederick Stein.
Charles Sumner Stewart.
Harold Wilson Stewart.
James Samuel Stewart.
Cornelius Stocker.
John Philemon Stout.
Hilda Louise Strauch.
Albert Paul Streff.
Oscar Jose Sumay.
William Claude Swett.
Rathindra Nath Tagore.
Kenneth Hammet Talbot.
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Sadakichi Taniyama.
Clinton P Trotter.
Tinph Weitsen Tu.
Frank Jones Vosburgh.
Robert Charles Wagner, Jr.
Jesse Jacobson Walledom.
William Joseph Walsh.
Theron Lloyd Warrick.
John Frank Weiss.
Burt F White.
Frank White.
Warren Stephen Williams.
John Emerson Wolf.
Harry Clark Woodworth.
Robert Charles Wray.
Samuel Ross Wreath.
Sidney Barber Wright.
Thomas Judson Wright, Jr.
Augustus Frank Daniel Wussow.
Albert Charles Yehling.
Thomas Earl Young.
Edward Forde Zahrobsky.
LL.B.
Oris Barth.
George Davis Beardslcy.
Robert R Bookwalter.
Clarence Arthur Bradcn, B.S.,
1905.
Charles Gashen Carrell.
Chester Robert Dewey, A.B.,
1908.
Leon Ulysses Everhart.
James Gurney Fillmore.
Samuel Norris Finn.
Julius Charles Herbstman, A.B.,
{McKcndrce Coll.), 1901.
Wenfu Yiko Hu.
Claire Elwood Hutchin, A.B.,
1907.
William Wright Irwin.
Preston King Johnson.
James Milton Johnston.
John Clinton Kost.
Louis Ralph Kelley.
Roger Frank Little, A.B., 1907.
George Durward Long.
Joseph Lyons McLaughlin.
Joseph Breckenridge Messick.
Will Alonzo Mills.
Claytus Ilus Prather.
Glenn James Pruitt.
Joseph Henry Pursifull.
Earl Eli Rose.
Paul Vincent Schaefer.
Ferdinand Peter Snider.
Presson Waverly Thomson, A.R
{Knox Coll.), 1897. •
Evert Homer Tice.
Roscoe Tygett.
Harry Walter Vanncman, A.B.,
1907.
Fred Louis Wham.
Frederick Alexander Wilson.
Hugh Edward Wilson.
Earl Wineman.
Roscoe D Wyatt.
B.Mus.
Jennie Wilson Papworth.
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B.L.S.
Jennie Adah Craig, A.B., 1906.
Helen Elaine Ervin, A.B.,
(Maryville Coll.), 1902.
Roxana Galletly Johnson, A.B.,
(Ind. Univ.), 1903.
Mabel Jones, B.L., 1891.
Ella Elliott Alclntyre, A.B., 1908
Norah McNeill, A.B.,
(Univ. of Mich.), 1907.
Leonora Naomi Perry, A.B., 1908.
Elizabeth Prophet Ritchie, A.B.,
(Coiner Univ.), 1900.
Inez Floyance Sachs, A.B.,
(Westfield Coll.), 1903.
iNIabel Oletta Saemann, A.B.,
(Univ. of Wis.), 1905.
Elizabeth Smith.
Clara Belle Touzalin.
Ph.D.
Frederick August Braun, A.B., Ernest Shaw Reynolds, A.M.,'^
(Univ. of Mo.), 1902; A.M., (Brown Univ.), 1907.
(Harvard Univ.), 1907. Robert Stewart, B.S.,
V • Howard Gray Brownson, AB., (Agr. Coll of Utah), 1902.
1906.
A.M.
Darwin Orlando Clark, A.B.,Edwina Eunice Abbott, A.B.,
1908.
Annie Mary Applegate, A.B.,
1908.
Irwin Woodward Bach, A.B.,
1908.
George John Balzer, A.B.,
(Univ. of Mich.), 1902.
Lewis Isaac Birdsall, A.B.,
(Willams Coll.), 1907.
Charles King Bliss, A.B.,
(Univ. of Chicago), 1897.
Sudhindra Bose, A.B., 1907.
Ernest Lesley Bost, Ph.B.,
(Greenville Coll.), 1908.
Bernice Margaret Bradford,
A.B., (Univ. of Mich.), 1907
Elmer Jay Brown, B.S.,
(Greenville Coll.), 1908.
Opal Burres, A.B., 19C8.
Minnie May Bush, A.B.,
(Cornell Coll.), 1905.
(Drury Coll.), 1896.
Samuel C Clark, B.S.,
(Univ. of Chicago), 1900.
Edward Chapman Converse,
,A..B., 1904.
William Wells Denton, A.B.,
(Univ. of Mich.), 1907.
Mary Gertrude Doherty, A.B.,
1908.
Clyde Wilbur Emmons, A.B.,
(Albion Coll.), 1903.
Lloyd Edwin Engel, A.B., 1904.
Inez Josephine English, A.B.,
(///. Wesleyan Univ.), 1908.
Mary Elizabeth Fawcett, A.B.,
(Ohio State Univ.), 1907.
Carlton D Garlough, A.M.,
(Hillsdale Coll.), 1900.
Roliert Murray Haig, A.B.,
(Ohio Weseyan Univ.), 1908.
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Katharine Caroline Halsey, A.B
{Lake Forest Coll.), 1908.
Howard Spurr Hammond, A.B.,
{Ohio State Univ.), 1908.
Sada Annis Harbarger, A.B.,
{Ohio State Univ.), 1906.
Annabel Ruth Harrison, A.B.,
{Knox Coll.), 1908.
Alva Jay Hill, A.B.,
{Ohio State Univ.), 1906.
Margarethe Caroline Hochdoe-
fer, A.B., {IVittenberg Coll.),
1906.
John Wesley Hornbeak, B.S.,
(///. IVcsleyan Univ.), 1906.
Andrew Franklin Hunsaker,
A.B. 1909.
Cora Anna Jacobs, A.B., 1908.
Rachel Marian Jarrold, A.B.,
{Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1906.
Hugh Pratt Kean, A.B.,
{Albion Coll.), 1906.
Ruth Kelso, AB., 1908.
Thomas Erwin Latimer, A.B.,
{Univ. of Wash.), 1908.
Martha Elizabeth Littleton, A.B..
{Southern Univ.), 1905.
John Marshall Lowrie, A.B.,
{Knox Coll.), 1908.
Hazel Hope MacGregor, B.S.,
{Yankton Coll.), 1906; A.M.,
1907.
Hazel Mary Elizabeth Mitchell,
A.B., {Shurtleff Coll.), 1908.
Joel Roscoe Moore, A.B.,
{Albion Coll.), 1908.
Nettie Elizabeth Myers, A.B.,
{Augustana Coll.), 1906.
.Harry Thomas Nightingale,
Ph.B., {Univ. of Mich.), 1895.
Arthur Leslie Owen, A.B.,
{Univ of Vt.), 1906.
George Merit Palmer, A.B., 1908.
Harriet Beckwith Rinaker, A.B.,
{Blackburn Coll.), 1904; A.D.,
E., {Lezvis Inst.), 1905.
Ethel Juanita Robison, A.B.,
{Blackburn Coll.), 1908.
Susan Farley Rolfe, A.B., 1903.
Verne Ralph Ross, A.B.,
{James Millikin Univ), 1908.
Claude Williamson Sandifur,
A.B., {Ind. Univ.), 1906.
Mark Skidmore, A.B., {Univ. of
Mo.), 1905; B.S., {Univ. of
Mo.), 1906.
Irvin Webster Smith, A.B., 1908.
Orrin Harold Smith, A.B.,
{Knox Coll.), 1908.
Fannie Grace Clara Spencer, B.S.,
1908.
Gwendolyn Stewart, A.B.,
{Leland Stanford Junior
Univ.), 1900.
Otto Stuhlman, Jr., A.B.,
{Univ. of Cincinnati), 1907.
Arthur Emil Swanson, A.B.,
{Augustana Coll.), 1908.
George Athol VanBrunt, B.S.,
1908.
Ching-Chun Wang, Ph.B.,
{Yale Univ.), 1908.
Wilfred Forrest Wheeler, B.S.,
{Univ. of Kan.), 1906.
John Harrison Wilson, A.B.,
{Knox Coll.), 19C9.
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Jonas Ewing Hite, B.S.,
{Univ. of Tenn.), 1904. •
Sadocie Connellee Jones, B.Agr.
(State Coll. of Ky.), 1906.
Josephine Ellrod Kerr, B.S.,
1907.
Alonzo Plumsted Kratz, B.S.,
1907.
Duncan Arthur Mclnnes, B.S.,
(Univ. of Utah), 1907.
Wilbur Clinton Maddox, B.S.,
1907.
John Harland Nelson, B.S.,
(S. Dak. State Coll. of Agr.
and Mechanic Arts), 1905.
John Tilden Nuttall, B.S.,
(Northwestern Univ.), 1905.
Raymond Elder Robinson, B.S.,
1908.
Jerome Stanley Rogers, B.S.,
(Syracuse Univ.), 1907.
Drury Lee Weatherhead, B.S.,
IQ08.
Ernest Winfield Bailey, B.S.,
(Mass. Agr. Coll.), 1908.
Frank Walker Bliss, B.S.,
(Univ. of Mich.), 1908.
James Howard Brown, B.S.,
(///. Coll.), 1906.
Eugene Vernon Camp, B.S.,
(Ala. Poly. Inst.), 1908.
Walter Castella Coffey, B.S.,
1906.
Grant Train Davis, A.B.,
(Univ. of Mich.), 1903.
Clarence George Derick, B.S.,
(Worcester Poly. Inst.), 1906.
Willard Leo Egy, B.S., 1907.
Walter Byron Gernert, B.S.,
(Kan. State Agr. Coll.), 1907.
Henry William Hachmeister,
B.S., 1906.
George Clark Haines, B.S.,
(Beloit Coll.), 1908.
Cassius Clay Hayden, B.S.,
(Ohio State Univ.), 1901.
Carl August Hellmann, B.S.,
1906.
M.Arch.
Clarence Eugene Noerenberg, Loring Harvey
B.S., 1907. 1903.
C.E.
Duff Andrew Abrams, B.S., 1905.Ward Reid Robinson, B.S., 1906.
John Needels Chester, B.S., i89i.James Elmo Smith, B.S.,
Clarence Leroy Eddy, B.S., 1900. (Univ. of Wis.), 1902.
Frank William Hillman, B.S., John Truesdale Stewart, B.S.,
1905. 1893.
Frank Alfred Randall, B.S.,
1905.
E.E.
John Lee Buchanan, B.S., 1904. Peter Junkersfeld, B.S., 1895.
William Sumner Thayer, B.S., 1905.
Provine, B.S.,
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Edwin Cressy Briggs, B.S., 1903. Franklin Wales Marquis, B.S.,
William Van Dunkin, BS., 1903. 1905.
Teruo Kishi, B.S., (Tokio Tech-Thomas Alfred Marsh, B.S.,
nological Coll.), 1899. 1904.
Homer Roberts Linn, B.S., 1856. Theodore Weinshenk, B.S., 1896.
DEGREES CONFERRED JUNE 5, 1909, IN CHICAGO
Doctor of Medicine and Surgery-
Starling Peters Alderson.
Albert George Aschaurer.
Carl Richard Bassler.
Hedwin H Becker.
Charles Eugene Beltzer.
Myron Elroy Bennett.
Arthur Edward Boland.
Haydee Ursula Boudrcau.
Julian Alfred Braham.
Emil Albert Buehler, M.D.
Clyde Talbot Bundy.
Alexander William Burke.
Earle John Byers.
Austin George Byrd.
Samuel Nye Clark, M.D.
George Thomas Coleman, M.D.
Wilbur Daniel Cook, M.D.
Joseph Cooperstein.
Frank McCullom Cox, M.D.
William Henry Daley, Ph.G.,
M.D.
Henrietta Damkroeder.
Arthur Earl Davis.
Olga Davis.
Deborah Doan.
William Marccllus Drake, ]\I.D.
Gustav Elmer Eck.
LeRoy Bertram Elliston.
Lawrence Richard Elward.
William Ray Ely.
Elmer Erickson.
Harry George Erwin.
Matthew Everetz, M.D.
Mary Fimpel.
Roy Gavin Fisher, M.D.
Austin Alfred Foote.
Roy W Fonts.
Isaac Frank Freemmel.
Arthur William Freese.
Frank Emmett Gearson.
Arthur William Gregg, Ph.G.
Evan Henry Montgomery Grif-
fith.
George Buntin Grober.
Frank Leonard Hammerstrand.
Martin Warner Hanson, A.B.,
M.D.
Leonard Harriman.
Bruce Ashton Harrison.
Ernest Downing Hatch, Ph.D.
Edward Morton Heacock.
George Lester Hickman.
Lester LeMoyne Hines.
Frieda Hirschberg.
Ira Elmer Hoffman.
Andrew Hofmann, B.S., Ph.G.
Maximilian John Hubeny, M.D.
Allen Pettit Hughes, M.D.
Edward Franklin Hurlbut.
George Ira Hurley, B.L.
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John George IngoM.
Charles Warren Johnson.
Ellen Marie Johr.son, M.D.
Edward Joyce.
Pauline Rosa Kapsa.
Alphonsus Vincent King.
Cora Irene Kipp.
Oliver Cromwell Kirby.
Af Magnus Kjandal.
Henry Louis Kraft.
Carl Frederick Conrad Kramer.
Elgie Kraut.
Albert Brown Kruidenier.
William Cumback Lathrop, M.D,
Edwin Aid Layton, M.D.
Cuthbert Joseph Leavy.
Mylo Lee.
Walter Nordal Lee.
Cornelius A. Leenheer, Ph.G.,
M.D.
Henry Isaac Leviton.
Claude Allen Link.
Leslie Frederick MacDiarmid.
Shelley Uriah Marietta, D.D.S.
Daniel William Matthaei.
Thomas McEachern, M.D.
William Russell Mclntyre.
Robert Roy McLallen.
Samuel Metcoff, M.D.
Louis Henry Miller.
Claude J Mills.
Lewis Delaware Mills.
Jacob John Minke, B.S.
Oscar Nicholas Mortensen.
De Con Carpenter Moulding.
Walter Scott Muirhead.
James Orvil Murphy, B.S.
"Walter Thomas Murphy.
George Henry Musselman.
Naif Isa Nassar.
George Beekman Neimeyer.
John Lewis Newman.
John Leonard Nicolai.
Oscar Benton Nugent M.D.
Emil Ochsner.
George Washington Post, Jr.,
B.S.
I\Liurice L Pufifner, M.D.
Bernard McCarthy Pugh.
Leonard Cardinal Quinn.
Wallace Edson Rose.
Canute Walter Runs.
Charles Fay Ryan.
John Charles Ryan.
Samuel Salzman.
Nettie Phillips Shapiro.
Fred Henry Shorts.
William Poison Smith.
Gustavus Emanuel Stromberg.
Otto Charles Summerfeld.
James Elliott Thompson, M.D.
Edwin Raymond Tiffin, Ph.G.
Aaron Samuel Torrens.
Frank Livingston Townsley, Ph.G_
John Arthur Turner, Ph.G.
William F Tyler, M.D.
Adelaide Mary Tyrrell.
Elizabeth Nell Van Hoesen.
Raymond Edward Watkins.
Harry Bennett Weinburgh.
Mary Margaret Wheeler, A.B.
Clarence James Willard.
Frederick Riley Wilson.
Thomas Henry Wood, M.D.
Albert Lee Yocum, Jr.
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DEGREES CONFERRED APRIL 29, 1909, IN CHICAGO
Graduate in Pharmacy
Gustav Adolph Anderson.
Luther Baker.
Hugo Frank Beyermann.
John Kosmer Cheleski.
H Harry Conners.
Augustus F Cover.
Horace Otto Dahlin.
Anna Eicher.
Carl David Ekstrom.
Frederick Louis Frauenhoflf.
Schuyler Van Renesselaer Gross
Julian Bulmer Howell.
John George Howly.
Otto William Leininger.
Otto William Lukasek.
Thomas Joseph McNamara.
John Joseph Michalak.
Grover Cleveland Montgomery.
Frank H Niemeyer.
Thomas Osborne.
Alexander Casimir Peska.
William Ernst Ploetz.
Samuel George Prentice.
Clarence Edward Raetz.
John Myron Rambo.
Harry Lewis Rummerfield.
Charles Shipsman.
John Edgar Sisk.
Herbert William Smith.
Matthew Gustave Stahlfeld.
William J. Staman.
David Emanuel Swanson.
Milton White Thompson.
Harry Aloys Underriner.
Richard Van Dusen.
Henry Venn.
George Kimmell Voss.
George Carl Wirth.
Clemence Zimmerman.
Winfield Scott Hubbard,
(Class of '04).
George Lee Detrick,
(Class of '05).
Frank Edmund Blake,
(Class of '07).
Floyd Falconer Bunch,
(Class of '07).
•Dee Earl Ellsworth,
(Class of 07).
Jacob Goodman,
(Class of '07).
Andrew Vern Plummer,
(Class of '07).
Bertha Rcisman,
(Class of '07).
Frederick Henry Ruicker,
(Class of '07).
Jesse F. N. Buerkett,
(Class of '07).
Walter William Doerr,
(Class of '08).
Otto August Fett,
(Class of '08).
Otto John Lorenz,
(Class of '08).
Edward Emil Luken,
(Class of '08).
Frederick James Lyons,
(Class of '08)
Eugene Lester Miles,
(Gass of '08).
James Strachen Miller,
(Class of '08).
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Herman Lawrence Rauschert, John Staszak,
(Class of '08). (Class of '08).
Harry Garrison Skinner, John Joseph Urban,
(Class of '08). (Class of '08).
Pharmaceutical Chemist.
Charles Wesley Brown.
DeLancey Thomas Gunning.
Elmer Aldorado Cassin.
Henry August Langenhan.
Degrees Conferred June 4, 1909, in Chicago.
Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Rose Aron.
Orpha Clark Bailey.
Paul M. Breyer.
Willard L. Brown.
Richard Melvin Brumfield, A.B.
Joseph H. Chute.
Charles James Coffey.
Frank L. Cooper.
Arthur Blaine Crawford.
Walter W. Droberg.
Richard F. Feick.
Harry W. Games.
Irwin H. Halferty.
Henry Clifton Johnson.
Masaomi Kuninaga, D.D.S.
Austin Cain Kingsley.
Thorleif I. Lerche.
Dean Stanley Lewis.
William J. McCarthy.
Theodore R. Mozee.
Louis Newman.
Elios Orlow.
Theodore William Schnell.
Julius H. Seidel.
Maitland Victor Shaver.
Herbert Hanson Stuart.
Matthew A. Teeling.
James E. Waterhouse.
John Caldwell Williams.
SCHOLARSHIPS, HONORS, AND
COMMISSIONS
Tazewell
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Alexander,
Bond,
Boone,
Boone,
Boone,
Brown,
Brown,
Bureau,
Bureau,
Bureau,
Calhoun,
Calhoun,
Carroll,
Cass,
Cass,
Cass,
Champaign,
Champaign,
Champaign,
Champaign,
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIP
Witte, Hulda C,
COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS
Harkness, Columbus L
Brownfield, Leiah,
Brakensiek, Jessie D.,
Hewes, Charles K.,
Schwartze, Erich W.,
Barry, Mary C,
Bailey, Ernest H.,
Schickedanz, Simon A.,
Biester, Alice,
Hersman, Francis C,
Egy, Bessie,
Knox, Samuel M., Jr,
Nelson, Saidee E.,
Ernest, Ruth,
Bollman, Minnie J.,
Bartells, Henry H.,
Smith, Cloyd C,
Franken, Ewell G.,
Mohlman, Floyd W.,
Ilarrison, Bernice,
Pearce, Ira,
White, Florence L.,
Heater, Elmer F.,
Kratz, Elwin V.,
Pekin.
Adams.
Champaign.
Quincy.
Quincy.
Cairo.
Champaign.
Geneva.
Pontiac.
Garden Prairie.
Hersman.
Urbana.
Sheffield.
Manlius.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Camp Point.
Mt. Carroll.
Chandlervllle.
Beardstown.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Rantoul.
Champaign.
Champaign
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Christian, Fizzell, Robert B., TaylorvUle.
Christian, Hollis, James G., Champaign.
Clark, Fishback, William M., Marshall
Clark, Hubbart, Curtis C, Champaign.
Clark, Gordon, Willis 0., Paris.
Clark, Honderich, Francis I., Marshall.
Clay, Doherty, R. E.. Clay City.
Clinton, Putnam, William J., Patia.
Clinton, McNary, Forrest C, Martinsville.
Coles, Stewart, Charles S., Charleston.
Coles, Bouscher, Nelle G., Champaign.
Coles, Kelley, Arthur C, Urbana.
2nd Senatorial District, Carper, John F., Buda.
3rd Senatorial District. Hill, Harry S., Paxion.
4th Senatorial District. Coleman, William F., Chicago.
5th Senatorial District, Dean, Harold C, Chicago.
6th Senatorial District, Krcssman, Fred W., Chicago.
7th Senatorial District, Pettigrew, James Q., Harvey.
9th Senatorial District, Krueger, Ernst T., Chicago.
nth Senatorial District, Brundage, Avery, Chicago.
13th Senatorial District, Weston, Frederick W., Chicago.
iSth Senatorial District, Alverson, Maude L., Urbana.
2ist Senatorial District, Boynton, Napoleon H., Chicago.
23rd Senatorial District, Fink, Erna M. E., Chicago.
25th Senatorial District, Hjort, Nels R., Chicago.
29th Senatorial District, Jordan, Myron K., Savoy.
31st Senatorial District, Chinlund, Joseph F., Chicago.
Cook, Maucl, Leonard, Chicago.
Cook, Froelich, Milton H., Chicago.
Cook, Smith, Lloyd G., Chicago.
Crawford, Hull, Anna L., Martinsville.
Crawford, Boon, Elvin E., Chrisvian.
Crawford, Luther, Caroline, Savoy.
Cumberland, Lord, Maurice F., Piano.
Cumberland, Hill, Fanny W., Champaign.
Cumberland, Fisher, Forest A., Greenup.
Cumberland, Peck, Anna L., Champaign.
DeKalb, Lund, James C, Paxton.
DeKalb, Pond, Ethel C, Sycamore.
DeKalb, Bardwell, Robert C, Aurora.
DeKalb, Luney, Ellzey ' H., DeKalb.
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DeKalb,
DeVVitt,
DcWitt,
DeWitt.
DeWitt,
Douglas,
Douglas,
Douglas,
DuPage,
DuPage,
DuPage,
Edgar,
Edgar,
Edgar,
Edgar,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Eflfingham,
Effingham,
Effingham,
Effingham,
Fayette,
Fayette,
Fayette,
Ford,
Ford,
Franklin,
Fulton.
Fulton,
Fulton,
Gallatin.
Gallatin,
Greene,
Grundy,
Grundy,
Hancock,
Hancock,
Hancock,
Henry,
Henry,
.Henrv,
Whittakcr, Malinda, Cortland.
Holmquist, Fred N., IVeldon.
Marsh, D., Weldon.
Burwash, Arthur E., Savoy.
Finnell, Claude W., Wapella.
Hitch, Dorris N., Champaign.
Wascher, Frederich M. W., Champaign.
Huffman, Fuller R., Tuscola.
Thompson, George B., JVheaton.
Lewis, Goodrich Q., JVheaton.
Lewis, Fred D., Wheaton.
Potter, Charles P., Hcopeston.
Shirley, Orin E., Paris.
Rogers, William T., Hume.
White, Mary L., Chrisman.
Evans, Martin E., Chehanse.
Rice, Charles C, Bone Gap.
Poorman, Amy, Altamont.
Conrad, Alma B., Altamont.
Dawson, Drexel L., Scottland.
Jones, Bertha M., Champaign.
Boardman, Harry C, Plainficld.
Davis, Howard S., Vandalia.
Gordon, Fred G.. Vandalia.
Lindblom, Ernest F., Paxton.
Lamb, Charles A., Paxton.
Garber, Ralph J., Gibson.
Young, Thomas E., Lewistotcv.
Linton, Margie, Lewislown.
W'^son, Frank H., Champaign.
Hcrrom, Robert E., Atlanta.
Brakefield, William W., Chrisman
Allen, George B., Roodhouse.
Moss, Royal R., Morris.
Walworth, Lena A., Morris.
Powell, Clure M.. Boxven.
Preston, Frank D., Carthage.
Baxter, Florence G., Nauvoo.
Cummings, Preston W., Sheffield.
Williams, Grace A., Galva.
Swanson, Elder L., Paxton.
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Henry,
Henry,
Iroquois,
Iroquois,
Iroquois,
Jasper,
Jackson,
Jasper,
Jasper,
Jasper,
Jefferson,
Jo Daviess,
Jo Daviess,
Kane,
Kane,
Kane,
Kankakee,
Kankakee,
Kankakee,
Kankakee,
Knox,
Kendall,
Kendall,
Knox,
Lake,
LaSalle,
LaSalle,
LaSalle,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Lee,
Lee,
Livingston,
Livington,
Livingston,
Logan,
Logan,
McDonough,
McHenry,
McHenry,
Randall, Arthur E.,
Staehling, Edwin H.,
Dillon, Lee A.,
Pierce, Donald A.,
Morgan, Frederic L.,
Barker, Raymond L.,
Stein, Henry, Jr.,
Ramser, Charles E.,
Connor, Charles J.,
Leslie, Elmer A.,
Maxey, Charles L.,
Shackell, Bessie,
Stahl, Ambrose C,
Miller, John J.,
Deuchler, Walter E.,
Bagley, Glen D.,
Clarke, Carrie L.,
Park, Vance \V.,
Whittum, Fred H.,
Wright, John E.,
Mansfield, Warren M.,
Snook, Vera J.,
Apgar, Leo M.,
Shrader, Frank K.,
Van Duyn, Paul,
Shute, Robert L.,
Watson, William S.,
Abbott, Seth D.,
Redhed, William S.,
Jasper, Edward M.,
Kirkwood, Frances,
Miller, Edwin M.,
James, Louise A.,
Moschel, Herman.
Foersterling, Fred J.,
Ellis, Orland I.,
Howser, James C,
Applegate, Vern,
Burns, Ruth M.,
Slawson, Harry II.,
Stevens, Grace E.,
Cambridge.
Danforth.
Sheldon.
Watseka.
Loda.
Newton.
Miirphysboro.
Newton.
Newton.
Tolono.
Mt. Vernon.
Galena.
Galena.
Geneva.
Aurora.
Elgin.
Momence.
Champaign.
Hersher.
Herscher.
Abingdon.
Ottawa.
Elgin.
Kno.wille.
Highland Park.
Ottazva.
Ottawa.
Sheridan.
Tolono.
Nezvton.
Lazi.rencev.lle.
Geneva.
Amhoy.
Pontiac.
Dzvight.
Dzvight.
Lincoln.
Atlanta.
Macomb.
Harvard.
Marengo.
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McHenry, Hood, Joseph D., Chicago.
McHenry, Woleben, Dean P., Chicago Heights.
IMcLean, Turk, Bella S., Litchfield.
McLean, Hicks, Roscoe H., Colfax.
Alacon, Hadley, Homer L., Maroa.
Macon, Sterling, James D., Maroa.
Macon, Purnell, Vern, Champaign.
Macoupin, Braley, Howard D., Virden.
Macoupin, East, Warren E., Maroa.
Afadison, Matheny, Lee V., Chenoa.
Madison, Mojonnier, Julius J., Highland.
Marion, Gross, Meda F., Atwood.
Mason, Kreiling, Chris H., Forest City.
Mason, Petrie, David, Mason City.
Massac, Helm, Lloyd L, Metropolis.
Menard, Neff, Edna, Petersburg.
Mercer, Lee, Charles B., Aledo.
Mercer, Simmons, John W., Keithsburg.
Alonroe, Stahl, Clark B., Galena
Montgomery, Turk, Elkan, Litchfield.
Montgomery, Prickett, Alva L., Litchfield.
Morgan, Johnston, Paul E., Jacksonville.
Moultrie, Craig, Ollison, Sullivan.
Moultrie, Peadro, Earl D., Sullivan.
Moultrie, '"* Millizen, John E., Sullivan.
Ogle, McRobie, Jessie B., Chicago.
Ogle, Booze, Ralph W., Sullivan.
Perry, Bell, Charles M., Champaign.
Peoria, Chichester, Emily, Brimfield.
Peoria, Daily, Francis L., Chillicothe.
Piatt, Taylor, Scott C, Bement.
Pike, Blair, Alice L., Barry.
Pike, Gay, Amelia, L., Rock Port.
Pope, Cox, Rex W., Bement.
Pulaski, Manock, Wilbur R., Farmer City.
Putnam, Hatten, Frank W., Delavan.
Putnam. Berolzheimer, Hannah B..
Chicago Heights.
Randolph, Yehling, Albert C, Sparta.
Randolph, Zahn, Fred R., Chester.
Randolph, Gerlach, Miriam, Chester.
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Randolph,
Richland,
Rock Island,
Rock Island,
Saline,
Schuyler,
Shelby,
Shelby,
Shelby,
Shelby,
Stark,
Tazewell,
Tazewell,
Tazewell,
Tazewell,
Union,
Vermilion,
Vermilion,
Vermilion,
Wabash,
Wabash,
Warren,
Wayne,
Wayne,
White,
White,
Whiteside,
Whiteside,
Whiteside,
Will,
Will,
Williamson,
Winneljago,
Winnebago,
Woodford,
Schoolcraft, Plascie,
Witcher, Edward K.,
Miller, Bert A.,
Hagedorn, Frederick A.,
Morgan, Charles L.,
Weinberg, Simon P.,
Gregory, Lenna M.,
Corrington, Cloyd E.,
Webber, Lois R.,
Tietje, Ralph E.,
Stewart, James S.,
Albright, Roscoe H.,
Corwine, George D.,
Cook, Frank S.,
Hight, Eugene S.,
Clendenen, Paul M.,
White, Alexander P.,
Ferris, Charles F.,
Loutzenhiser, Sarah E.,
Foster, J Kyle,
WilHs, Ray B.,
Colvin, Albert A.,
Pierce, Laura E.,
Jones, Walter R.,
Melrose, Mary H..
Worsham, Walter B.,
Almy, Lloyd H.,
Abbott, Frances D.,
Potter, Ellis J.,
Larson, William H.,
Gray, Plarry M.,
Runk, Oliver,
Chaney, Harold B.,
Thayer, Henry S.,
Fruin, Mary C,
Chester.
Olney.
Forrest.
Rock Island.
Cliampaign.
Rushville.
Moweaqua.
Mozveaqua.
Shelhyville.
Urbana.
Toulon.
Minier.
Delavan.
Mackinaw.
Delavan.
Cairo.
Fainnou)if.
Danville.
Danville.
Mt. Carmcl.
Mf. Carmel.
JVhcaton.
Gifford.
Rcdmon.
Grayvillc.
Paris.
Sterling.
Morrison.
Morrison.
Paxton.
Joliet.
Sterling.
Bloomington.
Chicago.
El Paso.
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2nd District, Jacobson, Seymour A., Chicago
4th District, Holmes, Walter E., Chicago
6th District, Gates, Frank C., Chicago
6th District, Knowles, C. H., Chicago
6th District, Dupuy, Margaret, Ch 'cago
6th District, Kircher, Paul C. H., Chicago
7th District, Myers, Arthur L., Harvey
8th District, Beck, Herbert C, Harvard
8th District, Jones, Edward W., Ravin ia
8th District, Rosecrans, Fred B., Waukegan
8th District, Raffin, Isador, Waukegan
loth District, Bear, John L., Rockford
loth District, Robinson, Kendall E., Rockford
loth District, Swits, Francis H., Rockford
i2th District, Arnold, Charles N., Galena
13th District, Penn, Henry, Chicago
13th District, Aleshire, Merlin C, Chicago
13th District, Way, Clyde L.. Chicago
14th District, Bardwell, Richard W., Aurora
15th District, Kircher, Edward A. T., Chicago
i6th District, Burns, Cyril A., Fairbury
i6th District, Ponzer, Karl L., Henry
i6th District, Righter, Edwin B., Saunernin
i6th District, Wells, Ralph R.. IVenona
1 6th District, Wilcox, George E., Minonk.
16th District, Hull, Homer B., Saunernin.
i6th District, Krause, Emma, Secor.
17th District, Gordon, Charles, CIII cago.
18th District, Christensen, Camillo C, Peoria.
i8th District, Cullings, Ross E., Ehnzvood.
1 8th District, Schlink, Frederic J., Peoria.
i8th District, Zimmerman, George J., Peoria.
19th District, Seifried, John F., Maywood.
19th District, Fick, Clarence W., Berzvyn.
19th District, Israel, Arthur L., Chicago.
20th District, Whittum, Samuel H., Herscher.
20th District, Courts, Joseph B., Sheldon.
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20tli District,
20th District,
22x16. District,
22nd District,
22nd District,
22nd District,
22nd District,
22nd District,
24th District,
24th District,
24th District,
24th District,
24th District,
25th District,
26th District,
26th District,
26th District,
26th District,
28th District.
28th District.
28th District.
30th District,
30th District,
32nd District,
32nd District,
32nd District,
33rd District,
33rd District,
33rd District,
33rd District,
34th District,
34th District,
34th District,
34th District,
35th District.
36th District,
36th District,
36th District,
37tli District,
37th District.
37th D-strict,
Leffel, Kittie M.,
Sense, William J.,
Jeter, George G.,
Burton, Earl K.,
Thompson, Milton W.,
Hoult, Geneva F.,
Loiitzenhiser, David A.,
Perry, Nelle,
Rugg, Daniel M.,
O'Beirne, William F.,
Hollingsworth, Jay F.,
Manspeaker, Welsh W.,
Sheay, John P.,
Henderson, G. Byron,
Speedie, William W.,
Lundahl, Raymond R.,
Nielsen, Gordon F.,
Seyster, Mildred C.,
Foley, J. Warner,
Kendall, John T.,
Myers, Thomas B.,
Weinberg, Margaret,
Rich, Ernest A.,
Miles, Lois M.,
Rogers, A. Sophie.
Frank, William L.,
Nelson, James R.,
Graham, Paul J.,
Carlson, Morton R.,
Reeves, Walter I..
Cockrell, Francis M.,
Mclntyre, John V.,
Brydon. Joseph C,
Fishbeck. Hamilton R.,
Miller, William C.
Bornmann, John IT., Jr.,
Dunham, Nathaniel K.,
Nevins, J. .Mien,
Kaar, W;i]tcr J,
Mason, Mayno S..
Ogden, Philip L.,
Kankakee.
JVatseka.
Paris
Isabel
Danville.
Chrisman.
Danville.
Ridgefarni.
Champaign.
Tolono.
Sullivan.
Champaign.
Bement.
Chicago.
Gibson City.
Gibson City.
Paxton.
Kemp ton.
Clinton.
Farmer City.
Clinton.
Ruslivillc.
Wasliington.
Bushncll.
BushncU.
Carthage.
Molinc.
Aledo.
Moline.
Molinc.
Marshall.
Newman.
Martins7'illc.
Marshall.
Sycamore.
Quincy.
Pittsficld.
Camp Point
Princeton.
Buda.
Tishihva.
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37th District, Palmer, Eckles, Princeton.
37th District, Watcrous, Willard, Galva.
38th District, Brown, Ralph E., Hillsbcro.
38th District, Fletcher, Elizabeth B., Bunker Hill.
38th District, Mosby, Ben H., Carlinville.
39th District, Parks, Albert H., Ottawa
39th District. Stevenson, James V.. Streator.
40th District, Barth, George A. C, Pana.
40th District, Overmier, Melvern D., Mt. Auburn.
40th District, Anderson, Charles T., Taylorville.
40th District, Tate, Harry L., Vandalia.
40th District, Neu, Elbert, Taylorville.
40th District, Runkel, Homer, Champaign.
40th District, Vandeveer, Harry E., Edinburg.
41st District, Prout, Harold B., Wheaton.
41st District, Welden, Edmund A., Wheaton.
42nd District, Gaston, Omar, Kell.
4^nd District, McGinnis, Archibald, EiHngham.
42nd District, Mautz, Charlie B., Watson.
43rd District, O'Hern, Charles V., Vermont.
44th District, Brands, Edgar G., Prairie du Rocher.
44th District, Kane, Kent K., Pinckneyvillc.
45th District, Gourley, Louis H., Springfield.
46th District, Allison, Carl W., Olncy.
46th District, Morgan, A. Clarence, Mt. Vernon
47th District, Eisenmayer, Arthur \\\, Jr.,
Granite City.
47th District, Griffith, Rollard \V., Grar.ite City.
47th District, Roman, Walter, Jr., Granite City.
47th District, Ryan, William A., Greenville.
50th District, Hudelson, Charles L., Benton.
50th District, Benson, Joe P., Herrin.
50th District, Walker, Robert A.. Herrin.
51st District, Myers, Jacob W., Harrisburg.
Sist District, Leonard, Frank B., Jr.,
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Metropolis.
Adams, Shupe, Chester B., Paloma.
Adams, Hicks, Rees G., Bloomington.
Alexander, Wells, John R., Harvard.
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Bond,
Bond,
Boone,
Boone,
Brown,
Bureau,
Bureau,
Calhoun,
Calhoun,
Calhoun,
Carroll,
Cass,
Champaign,
Champaign,
Christian,
Clark,
Clark,
Clark,
Clay,
Clinton,
Coles,
Coles,
1st Cong.
1st Cong.
2nd Cong.
2nd Cong.
2nd Cong.
3rd Cong.
3rd Cong.
3rd Cong.
4th Cong.
Sth Cong.
5th Cong.
6th Cong.
6th Cong.
7th Cong.
Sth Cong.
Sth Cong.
Sth Cong.
gth Cong.
9th Cong.
Abrams, Samuel,
Colton, Ellis B.,
Q'Donnell, Hugh,
Hamacher, James A.,
Perry, Lloyd G.,
Burnett, Fred W.,
Norton, George L.,
Keller, Roy H. L.,
Love, Howard F.,
McElroy, Thurman E.,
Hostetter, Ross B.,
Steen, Elmer R.,
Potter, John W.,
Woolman, C. Everman,
Urhana.
Marengo.
Belvidere.
Princeton.
Mt. Sterling.
Longview.
Noponset.
Quincy.
Sidney.
Bardolph.
Mt. Carroll.
Wenona.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Chambers, Chester R., Pierson Station.
LeSure, Charles S., Olney.
Gebhart, Elmer F., Stonington.
McNutt, George L., Charleston.
Tupper, James O., Woodstock.
Rathbun, Robert W., Preemption.
Bond, George T., Charleston.
Bond, Harry L., Charleston.
District, Shearer, Andrew W., Henry.
District, Brown, Robert A., Morton Park.
District, Stewart, Myron B., Englezvood.
District, Leonard, Harold R., Chicago.
District, Parsons, Harry M., Chicago.
District, Waldie, James R. R., Chicago.
District, Sawtell, William A., Chicago.
District, Keeler, William P., Jr., Chicago.
District, Torgerson, Edward F., Chicago.
District, Wray, Robert C, Quincy.
District, Budan, Marcus B., Chicago.
District, Grannis, F. C, Chicago.
District. Davies, Harold E., Maywood.
District, Farr, Forrest G., Chicago.
District, Griffith, Leland S., McNabb.
District, Hoffman. Paul A., Chicago.
District, Shippy, Henry B., Ch'cago
District, Mason, Ralph G., Doxi'ners Grove.
District, Gunderson, Alfred J., Chicago.
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gth Cong. District,
loth Cong. District,
loth Cong. District,
Crawford,
Cumberland,
Cumberland,
DeKalb,
DeKalb,
DeKalb,
DeWitt,
DeWitt,
Douglas,
DuPage,
DuPage,
Edgar,
Edgar,
Edgar,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Effingham,
•Fayette,
Fayette,
Ford,
Ford,
Ford,
Franklin,
Fulton,
Fulton,
Gallatin,
Gallatin.
Greene,
Greene,
Grundy,
Grundy,
Hamilton,
Hancock,
Hancock,
Hardin,
Hardin,
Henderson.
Henderson,
Bright, Orville T., Jr.,
Flanders, Paul A.,
Parkhurst. Matthew S.,
Lindley, Randal C,
Wakeley, Leslie M.,
Puster, Dumar E.,
Baird, John H.,
Masley, Jacob J.,
Watson, Chauncey B..
Ruehe, Harrison A.,
Davis, Richard E.,
Orcutt, Albert W.,
Fischer, Arvin W.,
Beers, Cyrenius, Jr.,
Trotter, Clinton P.,
Smittkamp, Chester A.,
Laughlin, Logan,
Rohrer, Carl J.,
Lund, Everett S.,
Baird, DeForest E,
Depler, J. Dean,
Ray, Julian D.,
Arends, Fred G.,
Brown, Ferrel M.,
Anderson, Adam H.,
Turner, David A.,
Negley, Laurel A..
Gentle, George E..
Turner, Emery A.,
Detroy, Benjamin,
Meek, Alva B.,
Kerchner, Wilbur M.,
Happer, J. Harrison,
Walworth, Edward H.,
Echols, Elmer A.,
Hedgcock, William E.,
Stevenson. Dana H..
Rogers, Clarence A.,
Schmidt, Edward K.,
Stewart. Harold W..
King, Bruce A.,
Chicago.
Glencoe.
Evanston.
Hutsonv.lle.
Harvard.
Chicago.
DeKalb.
Shcnnerville.
DeKalb.
Waukegan.
Longview.
Areola.
Bensenville.
Chicago.
Kansas.
Paris.
Paris.
Canton.
Urbana.
Bethany.
Letvistown.
Hagarstown.
Melvin.
Robinson.
Roberts.
Chicago.
Cuba.
Farmington.
Wenona.
Carmi.
Carrollton.
Walnut.
Farmington.
Morris.
McLeansboro.
Plymout'i.
Elvaston.
Wyoming.
Aurora.
Hebron.
Plvmouth.
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Henderson,
Henderson,
Henry,
Henry,
Iroquois,
Iroquois,
Jackson,
Jackson,
Jasper,
Jasper,
Jasper,
Jefferson,
Jefferson,
Jersey,
Jersey,
Jersey,
Jo Daviess,
Jo Daviess,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Kane,
Kane,
Kankakee,
Kankakee,
Kendall,
Kendal],
Kendall,
Knox,
LaSalle,
Lawrence,
Lee.
Livingston,
Livingston,
Logan,
Logan,
Logan,
McDonough,
McDonough,
McDonough,
McDonough,
Peasley, John H.,
Davis, Andrew J.,
Tracy, Glenn K.,
Magee, Elon C,
Rein, Fritz,
Sailor, Ira C,
Lobdell, John R.,
Glotfehy, H. Tyner,
Seymour, Robert R.,
Elliot, James M.,
Krueger, Arthur F.,
Riggs, Ray V.,
Bauman, Louis P.,
Drew, Joseph A.,
Rives, Oakley B.,
Osborn, Frank J.,
Hart, William E.,
Hutchison, James B.,
Simpson, F. M.,
Galeener. William K.,
Frost, James G.,
Balis, William H.,
Phillips, Roy S.,
Fellows, James P.,
Eliot, Carl F.,
Seely, John G.,
Cutter, Watts C,
Mackay, Robert P.,
Hunter, Charles M.,
Kinzer, Arthur,
Walker, Myron J.,
Hoyle, John J.,
James, McNeal C,
Vail, Frank M., Jr.,
Tilson, Delbert M.,
Miller, Charles M.,
Adams, Augustus E.,
Walker, Ernest D.,
Miner, Paul I.,
Jones, Ebon C,
Hamilton. John R.,
Stronghurst.
Stronghurst.
Osco.
Geneseo.
Gilinan.
Cissna Park.
Carbondale.
DuQuoin.
Hcnning.
Chebansc.
Chicago.
Jevseyvillc.
Springfield.
Watseka.
Rock Bridge.
Pecatonica.
Brighton.
Neponset.
Vienna.
Vienna.
Chicago.
St, Charles.
Aurora.
Kankakee.
Chebansc.
Oszvego.
Oszvego.
Mt. Carroll.
Abingdon.
Uiica.
Mason.
Dixon.
Ancona.
Fairbury.
Williamsv'llc.
Atlanta.
Atlanta.
Tennessee.
Adair.
Bloomington.
Bardolph.
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McHenry,
McHenry,
McHenry,
McLean,
Macon,
2^1acoupin,
Alacoupm,
Madison,
Madison,
Clarion,
Marion,
^larshall,
Marshall,
Mason,
Mason,
Massac,
]Menard,
Menard,
Menard,
Mercer,
I^Iercer,
^lonroe,
Monroe,
Monroe,
Montgomery,
Montgomery,
Morgan,
^Morgan,
Morgan,
Moultrie,
Moultrie,
Ogle,
Perry,
Peoria,
Peoria,
Piatt,
Piatt,
Pike,
Pope,
Pope,
Pulaski,
James, Delos L.,
Cash, Irlarold S.,
Chase, Frank M.,
Henline, Leslie R.,
Kirk, Charles A.,
Allyn, Howard O.,
Allyn, Orr,
Thompson, Elmer J.,
Attebery, Charles W.,
Whitchurch, John E,
Shepard, Karl J.,
Turner, Ernest D.,
Wright, Bernard E.,
Cress, James W.,
Marshall, Paul A.,
Hirstein, Samuel A.,
Kincaid, John K.,
Swingle, Earl H.,
Cantrall, John H.,
Lee, Otis H.,
Crapnell, Clay E.,
Railsback, Fay D.,
Fullenwider, Wilfred T.,
Essley, Earl C,
Baker, Pearl Ransom,
Collier, Robert J.,
Smith, Theodore M.,
Ellsberry, Lloyd K.,
Dale, Newton,
Freeland, Chesley B.,
Anderson, Guy V.,
Frisbie, Leigh A.,
Lindley, Russell L.,
Constant, Clarence R.,
Case, Harold C. M.,
Davies, Edmund C,
McMillen, John H.,
Roosa, Miller S.,
Turner, Arthur L.,
Nichols, Harland,
Tanner, Clarence,
Crystal Lake.
Harvard.
Harvard.
Towanda.
Decatur.
Modesto.
Modesto.
Nameoki.
Hillsboro.
Salem.
LaFox.
Wenona.
Wenona.
Hillsboro.
Chillicothe.
Summeriield.
Athens.
Athens.
Springfield.
Hamlet.
Joy.
Normal.
Mecltanisburg.
New Boston.
Irving.
Nokomis.
Auburn.
Mason City.
Donnellson.
Dalton City.
Chicago.
Rockford.
Hutsonville.
Williamsville.
Dunlap.
Bement.
Milmine.
Pitts£eld.
Wenona.
Delavan.
Aurora.
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Putnam,
Putnam,
Randolph,
Richland,
Rock Island,
St. Clair,
Saline,
Sangamon,
Sangamon,
Sangamon,
Sangamon,
Schuyler,
Scott,
Scott,
Shelby,
Shelby,
Shelby,
Stark,
Stark,
Stephenson,
Tazewell,
Tazewell,
Union,
Vermilion,
Vermilion,
Vermilion,
Wabash,
Wabash,
Warren,
Washington,
Washington,
White,
White,
Whiteside,
Whiteside,
Will.
Will,
Will,
Williamson,
Winnebago,
Woodford,
Woodford,
Mills, Clififord P.,
Hodge, E. W.,
Lessley, J. Vernon,
Miller, Joseph C,
Clark, W. Gladstone,
Scott, Elmo Carlisle,
McClory, Joseph W.,
Christopher, Carl,
Stout, John P..
Stout, Frank L.,
Robinson, Paul T.,
Patrick, Harry E.,
Van Duyn, Charles A.,
Woodrow, Richard L.,
White, Frank,
Swanson, Sven G.,
Roessler, Ira P.,
Brown, Jesse L..
Turnbrll, Robert N.,
Craig, Edwin J.,
Ryan, William E.,
Allen, Ralph, Jr.,
Karrakcr, Perry E.,
Seymour, Walter A.,
Green, Roy E.,
Newbnrn, Francis E.,
Corrie, James R.,
Schrodt, J. R..
Ratekin, Otis Tl.,
Cooper, Mark A.,
Hanson, Earl P.,
Rodgers, Charles H.,
Stcrenberg, John F.,
Abbott. Bayard T.,
Linn, Julius Herman,
Boughton, David W.,
Woodworth, Harry C.
King, Grant F.,
Neely, Jolin L..
Hoover, J Floyd N.,
Brasfield. Bryant L.,
Folter, J Frank,
McNabb.
Keivanee.
Houston.
Fillmore.
Carthage.
O'Fallon.
Troivhirdge.
Auburn.
Glenarm.
Glenarm.
Springfield.
Swift.
Pawnee.
Dongola.
Shelbyville.
Potomac.
Shelbyville.
Wyoming.
Speer.
Neponset.
Delavan.
Delavan.
Dongola.
Henning.
Oakzvood.
Hoopeston.
St. Francisville.
Keensbttrg.
Swan Creek.
Farmiugdale.
Urbana.
Brozvnsville.
Fulton.
Morrison.
Sterling.
PlainHcld.
Chicago.
Plain field.
Sezvard.
Harlem.
Eureka.
Eureka.
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SCHOLARSHIPS IX HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
Adams, Wilson, Addie P., Champaign.
Alexander, Anderson, Georgia V., Cairo.
Bond, Needham, Carrie L, Urbana.
Boone, Bennett, Nettie, Belvidere.
Brown, Hersman, Bess Edna, Hersman.
Bureau, Pervier, Mabel I., SheMeld.
Champaign, Nuckolls, Mary E., Urbana.
Champaign, Genung, Ivaloo, Rantoul.
Champaign, McKenzie, Edith E., Urbana.
Christian, Evans, Besse B., Taylorville.
Clark, Mull, E. Irene, Pana.
Coles, Benefiel, Eva M., Mattoon.
I St Cong. District, Hurford. Frances, Glencoe.
2nd Cong. District, Pease, Elva M., Harvey.
2nd Cong. District, Bebb, Mabel F., Chicago.
3rd Cong. District, Armstrong, Grace C,
Washi•ngton Heights.
4th Cong. District, Myers, Sarah H., Chicago.
6th Cong. District, Major, ]\Iargaret, Austin.
loth Cong. District, Smith, Mabel C, Rogers Park.
loth Cong. District. Gould, Irene E., IVilmetfe.
DeWitt, Murdock, Louise M., Clinton.
Douglas, Bunch, Mamie. Areola.
Douglas, Busey, Catherine M., Champaign.
DuPage, Kienzle, Clair L., St. Joseph.
Greene, Haven, Mabel H., Grecniield.
Hancock, Garnett, Harriet E., Plymouth.
Henderson. Glasgow, Ruth, Tennessee.
Iroquois, Matthews. Martha M., Onarga.
Iroquois, Rein, Lillian, Gilman.
Jo Daviess, Hunt, Ada E., Ridott.
T-.hnson, Snow, Dolly A. R., Sugar Oreve.
Kane, Webb, Blanche M., Elgin.
Kankakee, Garrett, EInora, Momence.
Kendah, Waddell, Mary L., Princeton.
Lawrence, Baldwin, Ada L., Dixon.
Lee, Klein, Austa F.. Amboy.
Livingston, Holland, Leila, Pontiac
McDonough
,
Glasgow, Grace, Tennessee.
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McDonough,
McHenry,
McLean,
Macoupin,
Madison,
Marion,
Marshall,
Mercer,
Montgomery,
Morgan,
Moultrie,
Ogle,
Peoria,
Piatt,
Piatt,
Putnam,
Rock Island,
Sangamon,
Stephenson,
Vermilion,
Wabash,
Warren,
White,
Whiteside,
Will,
Winnebago,
Miner, Mary E., Adair.
Renich, Katharine L., Woodstock.
Berg, Hazel H., Bloomington.
Showalter, Nora, Girard.
Bohn, Elizabeth H., Centralia.
Erbes, Bertha, Centralia.
Wyatt, IMrs. Lillian T., Salem.
Morgan, Alta H., Aledo.
Attebery, Clara M., Hillshoro.
Blair, Eva L., Arthur.
Chipps, Alta P., Sullivan.
Potts, Phyllis C, Lovington.
Graham, Bertha L., Elnnvood.
Hawbaker, I\L Julia, Mansfield.
McClurg, Nellie L, Urbana.
Broaddus, Elizabeth M., Urbana.
Eckhardt, Eva M., Illinois City.
Barker, Helen B., Springfield.
Eells, Zelma L., Frecport.
Brown, Mrs. Mae C. Willis, Danville.
Goben, Pearl H., Danville.
Everett, Orell L, Roseville.
Hoskins, Carrie, Carmi.
Ladd. Florence M., Morrison.
Sprague, Villa M., Lockport.
Taylor, Gertrude, Aurora.
SCHOLARSHIPS IN CERAMICS
Champaign, Garland, Frank D., Champaign.
Champaign, Wilkins. Raymond H., Champaign.
Cook, Smith, Raymond R., Chicago.
Jersey, McGrath, Francis X., Jerseyvillc.
Logan, Dowdy, James M., Atlanta.
Sangamon, Stuart, Earl K., Springfield.
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UNIVERSITY HONORS
Honors were awarded by the Faculty for scholarship in 1908-9
as follows
:
J
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE AND ARTS
PRSLIMINARY HONORS
Joe Pope Benson. Lilian Mess.
Ruth Mitchell Burns. Lawrence Hursh Miles.
Flora Margaret Case. Lloyd Morey.
Elizabeth Blair Fletcher. Lola DeWitt McClurg.
George Bratten Lear. Jessie McHarry.
Ruth Llewellyn. Eva Lyle Mclntyre.
Harry Maxwell Thrasher.
FINAL HONORS
Jessie Delight Brakensiek. Clarence Oran Gardner.
Lydia Marie Brauer. Mary Adelaide Graham.
Ruth Irene Bufifum. ]\Iary Elizabeth Mann.
Josephine Burns. Lorinda Perrj'.
John Simeon Cleavinger. Emma Ponzer.
Robert Newman Erskine. George Earl Post.
Frank K Shrader.
SPECIAL HONORS
George Earl Post, in Economics. Frank K. Shrader, in Economics.
Lydia Marie Brauer, in History.
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
PRELIMINARY HONORS
Edward Dewalt Allen. Richard Fleetwood Herndon.
Walter Elmer Ekblaw. Carl John Lauter.
Margaret Hope Hallett. Floyd William Mohlmann.
Edith Irene Hatch. Genevieve Moore.
FINAL HONORS
Harvey Childs Bennett. Lloyd Francis Nickell.
Fred William Kressman. Lura Elizabeth Parsons.
Essie May Seed.
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SPECIAL HONORS
Chester Charles Fowler, Lura Elizabeth Parsons,
in Chemical Engineering. in Botany.
Truman Lee Kellej', Charles Lee Swisher,
in Mathematics. in Physics.
Fred William Kressman, August Frank Daniel Wussow,
in Chemical Engineering. in Chemistry.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Arvid Robert Anderson.
Brj-ant Bannister.
Elmer Frederick Blakeslee.
Raymond Wentworth Brooks.
Charles Findlay Cartwright.
Arthur Barrett Dunham.
Willard Clark Fells.
Arthur Ludvig Enger.
Frederick John Foersterling.
John Warner Foley.
Frederick Arthur Hagedorn.
Wayne Harshman.
Henry Richardson Helmle.
Ernest Arthur Herrcke.
Herbert Kay Humphrey.
Seymour Alexander Jacobscn.
Hudson Marchant King.
Jameson
N.\RY HONORS
Charles Harrison Knowles.
Edward Oswald Korsmo.
Richard Walter Leutwiler.
George Robert Lyman.
Alban Whitford Mann.
Mayne Sequin Mason.
John George Mench.
Pierre Joseph Peloquin.
Barnhard Henry Pistorius.
Arthur Edwin Randall.
Raymond Jefferson Roark.
William Henry Ruskamp.
Jack Addison Scanlan.
Edward John Schell.
Robert Lyon Slosson.
Lawrence Martin Wenter.
Albert Frank Westlund.
VanDervoort.
FINAL HONORS
Ai'chitccfurc—
William Herbert Bcyrer. Richard McPherren Cabeen.
Ramon Schumacher.
.'Ircliitcctural Drmratinii—
Arselia Bessie Martin.
Ck'il Engineering—
•
Rodney Linton Bell. John Tra Parcel.
William Chance Johnson. Charles Ernest Ramser.
George Silas Russell.
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Electrical Engineering—
Robert Ernest Doherty. Harry Stephen Lofquist.
Charles Pruitt Potter.
M cchaniciil Engineering—
Paul Burke.
Munici[<al and Sanitary Engineering—
William Thompson McClenahan. Milton Frederick Stein.
Railway Engineering—
Charles Trescott Ripley.
SPECIAL HONORS
Municipal and Sanitary Engineering—
-Milton Frederick Stein.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
PRELIMINARY HONORS
George Christian Edler. James Lewis Gardner.
Charles Francis Ferris. Frank Lewis Stout.
Leslie Marion Wakeley.
FINAL HONORS
F. C. ITersman. C. J. Robinson.
M. C. James. H. W. Stewart.
J. P. Stout.
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
FINAL HONORS
Inez Floyd Sachs.
COLLEGE OF LAW
PRELIMINARY HONORS
Walker Francis Hull. George Bates Weisiger.
William Bluford Johnson. Louis Andrew Zearing.
COMMISSIONS AS BREVET CAPTAINS. ILLINOIS NA-
TIONAL GUARD, ISSUED BY THE GOVERNOR
IN 1909
Hal Edmund Ercanbrack, Francis Marion Simpson, John Phile-
mon Stout, Charles Bopes Lee, Hervey Richey Cawood, Wal-
ter Harrah Parkin, Lloyd Huber Almy, Curtis Clay Hubbart,
Raymond Glover Clinite. Harold Churchill Dean. John Ken-
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nedy Kincaid, Fleetwood Herndon Lindley, Robert Herman
Riesche, Ray Arthur Collins, Kenneth Hammett Talbot, Frank
White, Jesse Jacobsen Walledom, Howard Fraser Anderson,
Harry Edward Ashdown, Edwin Victor Lawrence, Ralph
Howard Regan, William Henry Schulzke, Allison Lee TuU,
Henry Conrad Ackemann.
Reported to the Adjutant General, United States Army, as Distin-
guished Cadets, for the purpose of having their names pub-
lished in the register of the United States Army: Hal Ed-
mund Ercanbrack, Francis IMarion Simpson, John Philemon
Stout, Charles Bopes Lee, Hervey Richey Cawood, Lloyd Hu-
ber Almy, Walter Harrah Parkin.
ROSTER OF OFFICERS AND NON-COMMISSIONED OF-
FICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY CORPS
OF CADETS IN 1909-10
Field and Staff—
Colonel E. K. Stuart
Lieutenant Colonel F. W. Weston
Major 1st Battalion E. S. Hight
Major 2nd Battalion
Major 3rd Battalion O. E. Pence
Captain and Adjutant J. D. Hood
Battalion Adjutant (ist B.) (ist Lieut.) M. C. Aleshire
Battalion Adjutant (2nd B.) (ist Lieut.) L. F. Zerbce
Battalion Adjutant (3rd B.) (ist Lieut.) H. S. Fielder
Sergeant Major F. H. Nymeyer
Chief Trumpeter
Sergeant Major (ist B.) R. S. Spcrry
Sergeant Major (2nd B.) A. L. Israel
Sergeant INIajor (3rd B.)
Color Sergeant C. J. Levey
Color Sergeant W. B. Slaughter
Company "A", ist B.—Captain, E. Turk; First Lieutenant, J. Ze-
tek ; Second Lieutenant, W. O. Rife ; First Sergeant, L. M.
Matthews ; Sergeants, A. L. Prickett, F. E. Sweitzer, C. M.
Sullivan.
Company "B", ist B.—Captain, A. G. Hughes; First Lieutenant,
D. R. Palmquist ; Second Lieutenant, J. T. Russell ; First Ser-
geant, P. Kirchcr; Sergeants, A. W. Abbott, O. C. Randolph,
W. R. Mclntire, W. Nichaus, Jr.
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Company "C", ist B.—Captain, A. C. Stadler; First Lieutenant,
; Second Lieutenant, ; First Sergeant, C. M.
Kennan ; Sergeants, F. D. Lewis, J. R. Wells.
Company "D", ist B.—Captain, C. E. J. Erikson ; First Lieuten-
ant, O. H. Lee ; Second Lieutenant, C. O. Reed ; First Ser-
geant, H. RL Laudemann; Sergeants, C. \V. Fick, E. R. Kent.
Company "E", ist B.—Captain, L. G. Jones ; First Lieutenant, F.
E. Lindblom ; Second Lieutenant, G. Mills ; First Sergeant,
L. E. Dallenbach ; Sergeants, H. B. Hull, H. C. Krannert,
H. H. Herbert, J. S. Woltmann.
Co. "A", 2nd B.—Captain, W. W. Day ; First Lieutenant, E. F.
Blakeslee; Second Lieutenant, E. A. Randall; First Sergeant,
R. L. Vaniman ; Sergeants, R.D. Ingalls.
Co. "B", 2nd B.—Captain, ; First Lieutenant, P. W.
Swern ; Second Lieutenant, O. W. R. Wanderer ; First Ser-
geant, W. Watcrous ; Sergeants, H. H. Crawford, E. J. Pot-
ter.
Co. "C", 2nd B.—Captain, F. R. Tate ; Fir.st Lieutenant, H. C
Swannell; Second Lieutenant, A. W. Wheeler; First Sergeant
E. H. McFarland; Sergeants, A. W. Erskine, E. A. T. Kir-
cher.
Co. "D", 2nd B.—Captain F. D. Preston ; First Lieutenant, J. P.
Fellows ; Second Lieutenant, G. H. Mueller ; First Sergeant,
; Sergeants, C. S. Johnson, B. Lamborn, E. H. Wal-
worth.
Co. "E", 2nd B.—Captain, I\L B. Stewart ; First Lieutenant, M.
S. Mason; Second Lieutenant, E. F. Heater; First Sergeant,
L. H. Graves; Sergeants, A. F. Cahoon, A. McB. Simmons,
R. W. Cox.
Co. "A", 3rd B.—Captain, H. D. Easterbrook; First Lieutenant.
L. V. Burton; Second Lieutenant, E. A. Herrcke ; First Ser-
geant, M. S. Parkhurst; Sergeants, L. Green, H. V. Hill, P.
H. McKee, R. C. Scott.
Co. "B", 3rd B.—Captain, A. E. J. Wanderer; First Lieutenant,
J. W. Myers ; Second Lieutenant, ; First Sergeant,
O. T. Bright; Sergeants, M. W. Grigsby, R. R. Lewis.
Co. "C", 3rd B.—Captain, ; First Lieutenant, F. L. Stout;
Second Lieutenant, ; First Sergeant, V. R. Sladek;
Sergeants, H. Atwood, K. T. Murphy, R. C. McLarty.
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Co. "D", 3rd B.—Captain, ; First Lieutenant, T. W. Wal-
ton; Second Lieutenant, ; First Sergeant, H. T. Leo;
Sergeants, T. M. Pittman, H. J. Johnson, P. T. Robinson.
Co. "E", 3rd B.—Captain, D. C. Patton; First Lieutenant, H. R.
Helmle ; Second Lieutenant, F. D. Larkin ; First Sergeant,
J. P. Green ; Sergeants, C. S. Gedney, M. F. Lowry, H. L.
Bond, W. R. Chambers.
Battery—Captain, D. T. Hoskins; First Lieutenant, W. R. Camp;
Second Lieutenant, E. O. Korsmo; First Sergeant, E. A.
Rich; Gunners, H. B. IngersoU, R. D. Sparks.
Signal Company—Captain, ; First Lieutenant, J. D. Fra-
zee ; Second Lieutenant, D. L. Smith ; First Sergeant, C. L.
Gustafson; Sergeants, C. A. Hammill, E. R. Math, R. H.
Nau, H. A. Otis, A. T. Evans, T. F. Hanley.
Headquarters Detachment—Trumpeters, C. G. Browne, H. Kas-
trup, R. Burkhart, L. M. Wooters, N. L. Bunn, J. C. Knight.
WINNING ORGANIZATIONS, 1909—ANNUAL
COMPETITIVE DRILL
INDIVIDUALS
University Gold Medal
Cadet Sergeant G. K. Tracy.
Hazleton Gold Medal
Cadet Private F. D. Dunn.
ARTILLERY
University Bronze Medals
Captain, A. Thomson. Cadet Private, E. M. Jasper.
Gunner, E. O. Korsmo. Cadet Private, S. A. Jacobson.
Cadet Private, J. Thoren. Cadet Private, C. F. Kennedy.
Cadet Private, F. B. Rosecrans. Cadet Private, W. L. Buchanan.
Cadet Private, K. A. Burnell.
INFANTRY
University Bronze Medals
COMPANY COMPETITIVE, I9O9
Company "C" 2nd Battalion, University Regiment
Captain, .
First Lieutenant, F. W. Weston ; Second Lieutenant, R. A. M.
Anderson ; First Sergeant, J. Zetek
-21
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SERGEANTS
J. W. Myers, II. J. Bandy, W. V. Turner, H. F. Love
CORPORALS
F. J. Gray, V. Hansen
LANCE CORPORALS
J. S. Woltmann, E. J. Potter, R. W. Horlick, H. T. Leo, L. P.
Bauman, H. D. Barlow
Abbott, S. D.
Albright, R. H.
Allen, R. C.
Anderson, C. E.
Bagley, G. D.
Boyd, E. L.
Daehler, O.
DeSwarte, C. G.
Dewson, J. R.
Eakin, M. S.
Fager, D. F.
Foley, J. W.
Froehde, F. C.
Gates, C. W.
Gates, R. P.
Geist, H. F.
George, V. E.
Giddings, A. S.
Henry, C. D.
Hart, W. E.
Hollman, E. E.
Honderich, F. L
Hong, S. M.
Karcher, F. J.
PRIVATES
Levey, C. J.
Lucas, L. W.
Loutzenheiser, D. i
Mathews, C. W.
Moser, L. E.
Myers, A. L.
McConnell, A. H.
McGregor, H. P.
Pieper, J.
Rogers, C. A.
Rowley, A. K.
Runk, O.
Sinclair, J. G.
Slaughter, W. B.
Smith, C. A.
Steinbreder, W. J.
Treuthart, L. S.
Vandeusen, A. B.
Vogt, J. A.
Walker, R. A.
Warnock, C. H.
Warren, G. E.
Williams, G. R.
Williams, L. G.
SIGNAL COMPANY
University Bronze Medals
Sergeant Smith, D. L. Corporal Jackson, R. N.
Sergeant Walton, T. W. Corporal Weitzenfeld, D. H.
Corporal Lundahl, R. R. Corporal Wheatlake, B. C. J.
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Private Bashen, G. B.
Private Bardwell, R. C.
Private Burgener, H. T.
Private Erickson, C. E.
Private Hammill, C. A.
Private New, G. R.
Private Otis, H. A.
Private Pletcher, E. B.
Private Rutledge, W. A.
Private Shrader, W.
Private Van Pappelendam,
Private Livingston, L. L.
B. C.
Private Nielson, G. F.
RIFLE COMPETITION
University Bronze Medals
Company "A" ist Battalion, Team
Sergeant Dickenson, R. W. Private Fames, M. J.
Private Burgener, C. E. Private Eckhardt, E. W.
Private, Taylor, A. B.

APPENDIX
THE ACADEMY

THE ACADEMY
FACULTY
Charles Maxwell McConn, A. I\I., Principal
In English—
Celia Anne Drevv^ Ph. B., English Literature
George Merit Palmer, A. M., English Literature and Rhetoric
AvA D. Steele, A. M., English Literature and Rhetoric
In Mathematics—
Howard Baker Kingsbury, A. B., Algebra and Geometry
Simeon E. Boomer, A. B., Algebra and Geometry
Newton Edward Ensign, A. B., Algebra and Geometry
In Foreign Language—
Frank Waters Thomas, A. B., Latin and Greek
Margaret Annie Scott, French and German
In History—
Harry Thomas Nightingale, A. ]\L, English History, Civics
and Economics
Charles Manfred Thompson, A. B., Ancient, Modern, and
American History
In Commerce—
Oscar Ross Martin, A. B., Bookkeeping, Commercial Geog-
raphy, and Physiography
In Science—
Claude Williamson Sandifur, A. M., Physics
John Philo Gilbert, A. M., Biology
Daniel Otis Barto, B. S., Agriculture
Helena Maude Pincomb, B. S., Household Science
In Music—
Sophie Mary Voss, Mus. B., Piano
THE PURPOSE OF THE ACADEMY
The Academy of tlie University of Illinois affords to students
who do not have access to other accredited secondary schools of
the State an opportunity to prepare for college.
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It exists to meet the needs of the following classes:
(i) Students from rural districts who have no high school
facilities at home;
(2) Students whose high school at home offers a course of
but two or three years;
(3) Students who have been delayed in their education and
are too old to return to the high school to prepare for college.
The Academy has no desire to attract students from toivns that
support good high schools.
Because of its special purpose and its close relationship with
the University, the Academy offers to students who must go away
from home to prepare for college peculiar advantages.
(i) The course of study includes only those subjects which
may be offered for entrance ; students are not required to take
any course that will not count for admission to the college which
they wish to enter.
(2) It is of no little advantage to a student that while he is
preparing for college he may at the same time be learning much
about the various departments of the University and what they
offer. When he is ready to enter upon his college work, he is in
a much better position to know definitely what course he wishes
to pursue.
ADMISSION
(l) FROM GRADED SCHOOLS
Graduates of the eighth grade of city public schools, or of
graded country schools, will be admitted to the Academy without
examination on the presentation of a diploma or certificate of
graduation. Other applicants must pass examinations in arithme-
tic, grammar, and American history.
(2) FROM ACCREDITED .^ND CORRELATED HIGH SCHOOLS
Students who come from accredited schools of the University,
or from smaller high schools with which agreements for correlation
have been made, will be admitted to advanced standing, receiving
full credit for work already done. Blanks for reports from the
principals of such schools will be sent upon application.
(3) FROM UNACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS
Students who have been in attendance at other than accredited
schools, will be admitted on presenting a certificate showing the
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kind, amount, and grade of work already completed. A blank form
for this statement will be sent on application. Upon the basis of
this statement, the student will be assigned to such classes as he
seems prepared for. At the end of the first semester, if the stu-
dent's work has been satisfactory, the credits from the former
school will be accepted in those subjects that have been continued
in the Academy. For advanced credit in other subjects examina-
tions must be passed. Those who wish to take examinations for
advanced credit in physics, chemistry, botany, or zoology must pre-
sent a note-book.
(4) STUDENTS OF ADVANCED AGE
With students over eighteen years of age who do not come
under any one of the three classes described above, special arrange-
ment for admission will be made upon application to the Principal.
CORRELATED SCHOOLS
In accordance with the "Scheme for the More Complete Cor-
relation of the Two and Three Year High Schools with Accred-
ited High Schools and Academies," proposed by the High School
Conference which met at the University of Illinois in November,
1907, the Principal of the Academy will be glad to correspond
with any superintendent or principal of a two or three year high
school with a view to making an arrangement for a transfer of
credits. Every such arrangement will involve an inspection by
the Principal of the Academy, and must be approved by the High
School Visitor of the University.
An agreement of this sort will in many cases make it possible
for the Academy to accept good work which it cannot now rec-
ognize, and will often encourage students to continue their edu-
cation who might otherwise feel themselves debarred from
doing so.
Copies of a bulletin issued by the University, giving full de-
tails in regard to this plan, will be sent upon request by the
Principal of the Academy or the High School Visitor.
LIST OF CORRELATED SCHOOLS
(Correct to December i, 1909)
The zvork of the foUozving high schools is accredited by the
Academy, either as a whole or in part, under arrangements made
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tM accordance zcith the plan referred to in tlie preceding para-
graphs :
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Findlay Charles B. Giiin
Ohio J. R. Walker
Pecatonica B. F. Kepner
Pcotone Walter S. Baker
Piper City George INI. Pettet
For the admission and crediting of students from unaccred-
ited schools with which no such arrangement as that described
above has been made, see paragraph 3 under the heading "Admis-
sion", above.
TIME OF ENTERING—EXAMINATIONS
The Academy course is so arranged that students may enter at
the beginning of either semester. Students are received at other
times, but those who enter irregularly generally find themselves at
a disadvantage.
Examinations for admission, and for advanced credit, will be
held in the rooms of the school in University Hall, September 14-
17, 1910. Admission examinations at the beginning of the second
semester will be arranged with applicants.
COURSE OF STUDY
The course of study consists of the subjects included in the
entrance requirements of the University. A general statement of
the aim and scope of the work undertaken in the various branches
may be found on page 26, under the heading "Description of sub-
jects accepted for admission".
Following is a list of the courses offered in each semester. As
there are several sections in most of the subjects, it is generally
possible to get any combination desired. The figures i, 2, etc., fol-
lowing names of studies indicate the semester of work in the
subject. Thus English i means beginning English; and English
3, third semester (i. e., first semester of second year) English.
Where no numeral is given, the course is completed in one semester.
FIRST SEMESTER
English—English i (classics and themes) ; English 3 (classics and
themes) ; English 5 (history of English literature).
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Mathematics—Algebra i; Algebra 2; Review algebra (or Algebra
3); Plane geometry i; Plane geometry 2; Solid geometry.
Foreign Language—Latin i ; Latin 3 (Caesar) ; Latin 5 (Cicero) ;
Greek i ; French i ; German i ; German 3.
History—Ancient history ; English history ; American history
;
Civics.
Commerce—Commercial geography ; Bookkeeping i.
Science—Physiography ; Physiology ; Zoology ; Physics i ; Agri-
culture *i and 2; Agriculture *5 and 6; Household science *l
and 2 ; Household science *5 and 6.
Music—Piano.
SECOND SEMESTER
English—English 2 (classics and themes) ; English 4 (classics and
themes) ; English 6 (history of English literature).
Mathematics—Algebra i; Algebra 2; Algebra 3; Plane geometry
I ; Plane geometry 2 ; Solid geometry.
Foreign Language—Latin 2; Latin 4 (Caesar); Latin 6 (Vergil);
Greek 2 ; French 2 ; German 2 ; German 4.
History—Modern history; English history; American history;
Economics.
Commerce—Commercial geography; Bookkeeping 2.
Science—Physiography; Physiology; Botany; Physics 2; Agri-
culture *3 and 4; Agriculture *7 and 8; Agriculture *9 and
10; Household science *3 and 4; Household science 7.
Music—Piano.
OVERSIGHT OF STUDENTS
The organization of the Academy classes is like that of the
classes in the University; the students come and go between their
recitation periods without surveillance. A strict supervision of
their work is nevertheless maintained. Explanations of all ab-
sences are required, and reports of the work in all classes are
received by the Principal at the end of each month. A systematic
effort is made to assist every student who is found to be falling
below the passing grade. Parents will be promptly informed in
any case where the student's work is seriously delinquent. They
will receive full reports each month upon application to the
Principal.
*In AcricuUure and Household Science, tlip courses are each one-half semes-
ter in length, except Household Science 7, which extends throughout the second
semester.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The Academy Athletic Association supports foot ball, basket
ball, base ball, and track teams, which play the class teams of the
University and the teams of neighboring high schools and acad-
emies.
The Hcrmcan Literary Society has for its object training in
writing and public speaking, and meets weekly for the presenta-
tion of programs, consisting of essays, stories, recitations, orations,
debates, and the like ; it takes charge of the interscholastic debates
of the school.
The Lincoln Debating Club (membership limit, sixteen) has as
its special purpose training in parliamentary procedure and in de-
bating.
The Hcrmcan Glee Club, the Academy Orchestra, and the
Thalian Society prepare musical and dramatic numbers for the
programs of the Hermean Literary Society.
FEES
Academy students pay each semester, in advance, and inci-
dental fee of $12.00, and a tuition fee of $7.50.
For an estimate of average annual expenses, see page 63.
FURTHER INFORMATION
The Calendar of the Academy is the same as that of the Uni-
versity.
For a special bulletin giving additional information about the
Academy, address C. M. McConn, Principal, Urbana, Illinois.
LIST OF ACADEMY STUDENTS
1908-9
Acer, Herbert Augustus,
Aberly, John,
Allen, William Alvis,
Alsfelder, Ferd,
Alvis, Julian Weems,
Alvord, Genevieve,
Anderson, Earl Wing,
Angerstein, George William,
Medina, N. ]
Chicago.
Pana.
Urbana.
Diirant, Miss.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Hillsboro.
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Arnold, Rufus Earl,
Arthur, Ross Conklin,
Aschauer, Frank Henrj^
Barbour, Waldo Emerson,
Barrera, Federico Alimurung,
Bauer, Stanley Albert,
Bauer, Walter,
Baum, Mark Winchester,
Beal, Glen Irving,
Becker, Walter Charles,
Bell, Neva Frances,
Bennett, George Garman,
Berger, Wallace,
Bierfield, Sidney,
Birkel, Lloyd Otto,
Birks, William Alfred,
Blim, Warren Caldwell,
Boorde, John R,
Boyd, Edward Elmer,
Boyd, Taylor Jett,
Bradley, Eugene Patrick,
Bradley, Eugenia,
Braumiller, Edna,
Brennan, Wintress,
Brooks, Frances,
Brooks, Frederick Augustus,
Brotherton, Roy Earl,
Brown, Harry Eugene,
Brown, James Fearon,
Brown, Cyril,
Budina, Adolph Otto,
Buenger, William George,
Burling, Harold Dodge,
Burnett, Birch Wesley,
Busey, Frances,
Cade, Virgil Boyd.
Gallery, Frank,
Carnihan, William Ernest,
Casserly, Joseph Bernard,
Cassingham, Roy Burns,
Castle, Ora Blanche,
Beech, N. D.
Streator.
Springfield.
Decatur.
Manila, P. I.
Golconda.
GoIcon da.
Champaign.
Brazil, Ind.
Quincy.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Rock Island.
Cornland.
Crete.
Hoopeston.
Htitsonville.
Edinburg.
St. Louis, Mo.
Loda.
Deland.
Ogden.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Guthrie.
Wyoming.
Urbana.
JVaukegan.
O'Fallon.
Edzvardsville.
Chicago.
St. Paul, Minn.
Urbana.
Seymour.
Princeville.
Bonaparte, la.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Urbana.
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Cathcart, Robert Irl,
Caughlin, Ralph,
Christ, Charles Edward,
Clark, Lawrence Everett,
Clarke, David Roland,
Clifton, Mary \'irginia,
Combe, Ella Marie,
Couchman, Andrew Boyd,
Crawford, Elmo Will,
Cross, Lyman,
Crowder, Benjamin Harrison,
Cryder, Lewis Sherrill,
Dalbey, Everett Leslie,
Daly, Samuel Lester,
Dang, Jat Yen,
Darden, Jesse,
Davidson, Benjamin Franklin,
Davis, MalHe Leona,
Dawson, Clarence Walter,
Dean, John,
Decker, Ben Harry,
DeMott, Roy Van Liew,
Dempster, Robert, Jr.,
Derry, Herbert Glenn,
Diebold, Ralph Edgar,
Dobbins, Verne,
Donovan, James Leslie,
Downs, Walter James,
Dunn, Orley Oliver,
Duval. I^Ierritt Henry,
Eels, Leon Franklin,
Elsesser, Oscar Jacob,
Engelhardt, John Henry August,
Eninger, Frederick Burton,
English, Fred Walter,
EoflF. Earl.
Espinosa, Miguel Elcnes,
Farnam, Earl LeRoy,
Farnam, Eva May,
Foran. Patrick Henry,
Deland.
East St. Louis.
Cabcry.
Rushville.
Cham{>aign.
Madison, Ind.
Highland.
Sumner.
Danville.
Mt. Auburn.
Bethany.
Minoka.
Mnncie.
Metropolis.
Tokio, Japan.
Memphis, Tenn.
Danville.
Fairmount.
Bement.
Champaign.
Brazil, Ind.
Croohston, Minn.
Venice.
Vermont.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Normal.
St. Joseph.
Elgin.
Winsloiv.
Red Oak.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Greenup.
Fopio, Mexico.
Pawnee.
Pawnee.
Granville.
Deceased.
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Fox, Elizabeth Lucile,
Gabbert, Glen Andrew,
Gage, William John, Jr.,
Gallivan, Lillian,
Gangstad, Morton Edgar,
Gardner, Harvey Adolph,
Gehrig, Arthur,
Gibbs, Paul Hedges,
Giles, George Leroy,
Gillespie, Wilbur,
Goebel, Irma,
Goodman, Charles Francis,
Gordon, Ernest Bragmon,
Gossett, Irene,
Grr.ham, Charles Wallace,
Graham, Henry Hugh.
Griesbaum, Irwin,
Griftner, James Howard,
Hampton, Amy Irwin,
Hammant, John Ray,
Harschbarger, Ernest Mason,
Hart, Byron Edwin,
Haskett, Clarence Raymond,
Hassler, Herbert Deveille,
Hastings, Ralph Cecil,
Hay, Henry Collins,
Heap, William Colby,
Heath, Harold Thayer,
Hedges, Guy Otis,
Henderson, Hugh,
Hendricks, Harold Hopkins,
Herb. Harry Blaine,
Herndon, John Carroll,
Herndon, Ted Dwight,
Herzig, Jacob Ferdinand,
Hicks, Ora Franklin,
Hilgard, Benjamin Waldo,
Hill, Charles Ncl'^on.
Hill Frederick Alfred. Jr.,
Hirtzel, Clara Lillian,
Hixon, William Wason,
Dana.
Taylorville.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Deer Field, Wis.
Grifton, N. C.
New Douglas.
Westfield, Mass.
Waterman.
Lawrcnceville.
Urbana.
DeLand.
Hamilton.
Champaign.
Springfield.
Evanston.
New Baden.
Champaign.
Muscatine, la.
Perry.
Ivesdale.
Hartsville.
Baxter Springs, Kan.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Chicago.
Rockford.
Colfa.v.
Ridge Farm.
Chicago.
Alton.
Rochester.
Rochester.
Danville.
Blandinsvillc.
Belhille.
Ca7'e-iii-Rock.
Austin.
Effingham.
Urbana.
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Hogge, John Edwin,
Holt, Emery Eord,
Holtzman, Wilfred David,
Horn, Charles Frederick,
Horn, Walter Leop Id,
Howard, Leola Chl^e,
Howard, Mary Miranda,
Hoy, Harry Russell,
Hubbcll, I':stella Pearl,
Hughes, James Fleniken,
Irwin, Ernestine Rhena,
Jeffrey, George Edward,
Jenkins, Griffith Aebli,
Johanning, Nora Bertha,
Johnson, Malcolm,
Johnston, Harry Wilson,
Jolly, Wesley Parvin,
Jones, Margaret,
Jones, Rupert Forest,
Karkow, Waldemar,
Kegley, Mamie E.,
Keighin, Clarence Byron,
Kcmpf, George Arthur,
Kessler, Clarence Henry,
Kienzle, Paul Charles,
Kienzie, Marion Tanguy,
Kirkwood, Roger,
Kirkwood, Tom,
Konantz, Ralph PTarris,
Kraft, ^^'altcr Charles,
Kuder, Frank Chalmers,
Lamb, Wilbur Edward,
Lancaster, Elsie May,
Lancaster, Raymond,
Landor, Harry,
Lantz, Etta Mable,
Leas, Frank,
Lciscrowitz, Benjamin Simon,
Leonard, Herman Thomas,
Lewis, Harry Norval,
Locke, Harry Ross,
Kansas City, Mo.
Sliazi'iicetoum.
Little Rock, Ark.
Crete.
Crete.
Tozvanda.
Cliainpaign.
Freeport.
Urbaiia.
Champaign.
Utica.
Clinton.
Grand Tower.
Champaign.
Bcrxinck.
Danvers.
Lake, Ind.
Urbana.
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago.
Urbana.
Kcmpton.
Chicago.
Kirkivood.
St. Joseph.
Hoover, Ind.
Lau^rcnceville.
Laivrcnccville.
Quincy.
Champaign.
St. Joseph.
Gibson City.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Canton, O.
Carlock.
Urbana.
Herscher.
Champaign.
Golconda.
Blandinsville.
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Lopez, Ascuncion,
Love, Myra Anna,
Lowell, Joseph Reed,
Lukins, Charles Frederick,
Lundblad, Claus,
Lytle, Paxton Lee,
McClurg, Vane,
McConnel, Isaac Marion,
McCord, John Merle,
McCown, Walter Blaine,
McCuskey, Winifred E.,
McKee, Thomas William,
McKim, Wilson Moran,
Mathers, Leslie,
]\Iathers, Manly,
Mattoon, Whittaker,
Maus, Harry Albert,
Meneely, Frank Lawrence,
Merigold, Frank Albert,
Merner, Arthur Frederick,
Merrills, Marsliall,
Merry, Dean Stone,
Michener, Harry J.,
Miller, Harry James,
Miller, James Kenneth,
Mills, Buren O.,
Montague, Albert Richardson,
Moore, Landon Lloyd,
Morrisey, Edward Henry,
Morrow' Irwin Gealy,
Moser, Olga,
Mulconery, Maurice John,
Murduck, Elizabeth Adams,
Murphy, William Ignatus,
Nelson, Peter,
Newhalfen, Mathias,
Norfolk, Harold Wyeth,
O'Hern, Guy,
Oldham, Clyde Carbeton,
Ordones, Benito, Jr.,
Parkinson, Frederick Edward,
Durango, Mexico.
Urbana.
Washington, D. C.
CIdeago.
Urbana.
Oak Park.
Urbana.
Reynolds.
Farmer City.
St. Joseph.
Varna.
St. Claire, Mo.
Tokio, Japan.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Morris.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Belleville.
Urbana.
Homer.
Ivesdale.
Chicago.
Champaign.
Chicago.
Reynolds,
Champaign.
Rapides, La.
Siegel.
Golconda.
Champaign.
Champaign.
DeKalb.
Grand Island, Neb.
Charleston.
Ft. Augustine.
Urbana.
Saltillo. Mex.
Mt. Carmcl.
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Parr, Harold Lucien, Urbana.
Parsons, Lorena, Homer.
Penn, Victor Hugo, Champaign.
Phares, Bertha, St. Joseph.
Phares, George Alfred, St. Joseph.
Phillips, Fay Mills, Urbana.
Piper, Clark Culbertson, Sumner.
Piper, Harry Bruce, Sutnner.
Pogue, Paul Wright, Findlay.
Poston, Edmond Didlake, Springfield.
Powell, Stanley Noyce, Bowen.
Rankin, Earle, Vermont.
Rayburn, Cecil Christian, Bondville.
Reed, Oran Wilson, Robinson.
Rennhack, Edward Charles, Jr., Chicago.
Rest, Sara, Chicago.
Rich, Roy, Springfield.
Robertson, Joseph Doughs, Barrington.
Ropp, Pearl lola, Carlock.
Rooth, Carrie Lee, Joy.
Ross, Marion Anise, Breckenridge.
Russell, Virgil Roy, Urbana.
Sabel, Walter, Evansville, Ind.
Sangdahl, George Stanley, Chicago.
Sargent, Chester Frederick, Chicago.
Schaller, Robert Herman, Mendota.
Schoormnker, Martin Fay, Reynolds.
Schroeder, George Fell, Peotone.
Schroder, Maurine, Peotone.
Schurnaker, Shirley Chris, Rockport, Ind.
Schweizer, Walter Oscar, Urbana.
Seed, Harry, Billett.
Seed, Oscar Vernon, Lawrenceville.
Seller, Jacob Oliver, Mt. Carmel.
Seip, Ernest Walter Joseph, Woodstock.
Seyster, Ernest Wilford, Kempton.
Shapland, Earl Page, Saitnemin.
Shaviro, Nathan, Chicago.
Shinker, Rose Elizabeth, Des Moines, la.
Shinn, Elmer Barklow, Mattoon.
Shu, Seng Kah, Tokio, Japan.
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Sibbitt, James Harrison, Hoopeston.
Skaife, Alice Stockhan, Chicago.
Smith, Howard Allen, Urbana.
Smith, Mabel Julia, Urbana.
Smith, jMilton David, Chicago.
Smith, Taliaferro, Fayette.
Smock, Waverly, Mowequa.
Snyder, Alden Eugene, Kankakee.
Stafiford, James Clyde, Champaign.
Stark, Frank Bernard, Chicago.
Stanbitz, Louis Pierce, Golconda.
Stearns, Albert Frank, Farnam, Neb.
Steven, Fannie Laura, Sadorus.
Steven, Fred Carl, Sadorus.
Stewart, Charles Hoagland, Godfrey.
Stewart, Mary Isabel, Urbana.
Stine, Clarence Jefferson, Edelstein.
Straight, Ina, Freda, la.
Sutton, Clarence John, Bowen.
Swearingen, Lellia Fern, Champaign.
Talbot, Robert Maitlar.d, Chicago.
Tasaka, Hidiji, Oaska, Japan.
Taylor, Paul, EMngham.
Thornburg, Richard Lawrent, Elgin.
Todd, Arthur Lee, Owen, Wis.
Trimble, Robert Halcolm, Urbana.
Trotter, William John, Coal City.
Tucker, William Benjamin, Boston, Mo.
Unrirker, Earl, Urbana.
Utsurikawa, Nenozo, Asaska, Japan.
Volden, Edward Orville, Elliott.
Wacaser, Edmund Emmett, Hammond.
Wacaser, Edwin Emery, Hammond.
Wahlfeld, Otto William Henry, Peoria.
Walters, William Jcihn, Chicago.
Wand, Anthony William, Elizabeth.
Warne, Maud, Tuscola.
Watson, Minton William, Champaign.
Watts, George Raymond. Larurenccville.
Wellman, Viola Maud, Champaign.
Weydell, Arthur Theodore, Chicago.
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White, Herman Tilton,
White, John Wilson,
Whittakcr, Harry,
Wild, Harry,
Wildman, Harry,
Wiley, James Elmo,
Willey, Fred,
Williams, Earl Clinton,
Williams, Blanclie Sarah,
Wilson, Ashbel Ray,
Wilson, Harry Ward,
Wilson, Marion Morris,
Wilson, Page Hurlburt,
Winn, Norman Emory,
Wiseman, Matthew Joseph,
Wolfe, William Sidney,
Wood, Asher Giles,
Worrell, Laura Alice,
Wyeth, William Edward,
Youngman, Wilbur Bernard,
Zilly, Agnes Elizabeth,
Salem.
Salem.
Lawrenccville.
GiUnan.
Wmiietka.
Colfax.
Norris.
Gardener.
Auburn.
HutsonvilU
Michigan tity, I ltd.
Argenta.
Metamora.
Urbana.
Danville.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Bowen.
Tuscola.
Peso turn.
Champaign.
SPECIALS KM MUSIC
(Classified with Academy Students)
Amsbary, Harriet Cordelia,
Amsbary, Helen Adelia,
Baird, Ethel May,
Black, Blanche Clara,
Brady, Geneva Wood,
Braman, Olive Ruth,
Brewer, Chester Wellington,
Brooks, Edith,
Brooks, Roger,
Broomfield, Georgia,
Buchanan, Loretta May,
Castle, Ora Blanche,
Castle, Richard Lloyd,
Davenport, Margaret,
Dodson, Mattie May,
Champaign.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Urbana.
CJiampaign.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Urbana.
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Epps, Jessie Belle,
Evans, Harriet,
Everhart, Susie,
Fisher, Earnest Monroe,
Fitzwater, Imogene Fern,
Hesse, Julia Jane,
Hottes, Flora Emily,
Jerauld, Lura Dean,
Long, Mamie,
Michael, Beatrice Anna,
Patten, Daisy Delpha,
Privott, Linda Isabelle,
Pruitt, Florence Maude,
Richter, Bert Irvin,
Rock, Pauline Joy,
Rompf, Trean lone,
Servis, Alary Ellen,
Smith, David Mervin,
Snyder, Cora Ethel,
Waldo, John Hardenbergh,
Watson, Frances Edith,
Wehrman, Effie Lucile,
Winn, Maude Eilsen,
Wood, Dorothy Ann,
Ziegler, Mila,
Ottumzva, la.
Urbana.
Toledo.
Greenup.
Shelbyville.
Homer.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Urbana.
Taylorville.
Urbana.
Champaign.
Champaign.
Aurora.
Philo.
Urbana.
Philo.
Urbana.
Tolono.
Fairmount.
Urbana.
Urbana.
Urbana.
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AND STAFFS
(Does not include the Board of Trustees, the President, and the Advisory Boards.)
Abrams, D. A.; xxiv, liv, 398
Ackert, J. IS..; xxxii, 72
Adams, C. C. ; xxiv, xlii, 72, 332,
334, 335. 336, 337
Aldrich, M. A.; 182, 183, 196
Alexander, D.; xlvi
Alger, A. K. ; xxx, 103, 346, 347
Allen, W. G. ; xliii, 214
Allison, F. G. ; xxxv
Allison, H. O. ; xxvii, Hi, 131, 374,
375. 396
Alrutz, L. F. ; xlii
Alt, G. L.; xliii
Alvord, C. W. ; xx, 69, 324, 326, 327
Amrine, T. H.; xxiv, liv, 398
Anderson, L. F. ; xxiii, 70, 298, 300
Angerstein, T. C. ; 1
Armstrong, A.; 1
Atkinson, E. ; xvi
Atkinson, Miss E. E. ; 194
Aumer, J. P.; li, 395
Bachelle, C. V.; xli, 218
Bachmann, F. ; Iv, 402
Bacon, C. S. ; xxxviii, 218
Bagg, R. M.; xxviii, 71, 277, 278, 279
Bagley, W. C. ; xviii, xlviii, 70, 178,
183, 184, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301
Bailey, E. W.; xxxii, liii, 132, 397
Bailey, G. L.; xliii
Baird, J. W. ; xxi, xli, 69, 303, 304,
30s
Bake, E. L. ; xlvi
Raker, C. J.; xxxvi
Baker, I. O.; xvi, 103, 344, 347
Baldwin, E. C; xx, 68, 184, 185, 263,
264, 265, 266
Baldwin, Miss J. E.; xxxii, 72, 241,
243
Balkc, C. W.; xxiv, 71, 181, 249, 251,
253. 257. 258
Ballonger, VV. L.; xxxviii, 216, 217
Ballinger, J. R.; xli
Rarnhart, C. A.; xxxiii, 70, 290
Barnliart, J. M. ; xxxi, liii, 396
Barrett, C. W.; xxxix, 216, 218, 219
Barto, D. O. ; xxxvi, 133, 179, 386, 591
Barton, H. J.; xvii, xlvii, xlviii, 67,
^77t 178. 189. 261, 262
Bartow, E- ; xviii, Iv, 71, 251, 257,
258, 259, 402, 403
Baumann, F. ; xlii
Bayley, VV. S.; xx, xlviii, 71, 276.
277, 278, 279, 280, 281
Beck, C. ; xxxviii, 216
Beck, J.; xl, 217
Becker, F. C. ; xxix, 69, 301, 302, 329
Bench, A. K.; xxvi, 104, 353, 355,
356
Benson, E. O. ; xl, 218
Berg, E. J.; xix, 104
Bernart, W. F.; xliii
Bevier, Miss I.; xvii, 72, 132, 287,
288, 289
Birdsall, L. I.; Iv, 402
Blair, J. C.; xvii, xlviii, liii, 132, 381,
382, 396
Blaisdell, Mis? D. L-; xxv, 67, 281,
282
Blatchley, R. S. ; Ivi, 403
Blayney, F. H.; xliii
Bleininger, A. V.; 71, 247, 248
Bode, B. H.; xix, xlviii, 69, 301, 302,
303
Bogart, E. L.; XX, 69, 315, 316, 317,
321
Boomer, S. E.; 591
Boomsliter, G. P.; xxx, 105, 359, 360
Biirger, R. 1..; xxv, 70, 191, 290, 291,
293 •
Bradford, W. C.; xxxi, 104, 353
Bradsher, E. I,.; xxxviii, 68, 263
I'rand, R. E.; xxxix, liii, 132, 378,
379. 396
Briscoe, C. F. ; xxv, 72, 242, 363
Brooks, I. S. ; liii, 132, 380, 383, 396
Brooks, J. P.; xx, xlviii, 103, 344,
346, 348
Brooks, M.; xvii, 104
Brooks, N. C.; xx, xlvii, 67, 281, 282,
284. 285
Brooks, Miss V.; xxxiii
Brothers, E. D.; xxxviii, 216
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Rrown, E. M.; xxxix
Brown, K. H.; xxxix, 217
Hrown, S. ; xxxix
Brownson, H. G. ; 182, 183
Brumback, A. H.; xl, 216
Brundage, Miss F. L. ; 1
Bryant, J. M.; xxii, 104, 350, 351.
352
Buchanan, K. S. ; 40S
Buck, T.; XXX, 70, 290, 291, 292
Burgess, L. L.; xxix, 71, 249, 251
Burghardt, L. M.; xxxvi
Burkholder, J. F.; xlv
Burrill, J. A; xlv
Burrill, T. J.; xv, xxxviii, li, Im, Iv,
72, 154, 242, 243, 245, 363. 381,
384. 395. 402
Burroughs, Miss B. A.; xhx
Burroughs, W. M.; xli
Buscy, F. L.; liv, 398
Byford, H. T.; xxxvii, 218, 219
Canter, H. V.; xxv, 67, 259, 261, 262
Carman, A. t^.; xvii, xxxix, xlviii, 70,
105, 154, 306, 307. 308, 309
Carnahan, D. H.; xix, xlviii, 68, 311.
312
Carothers, G. E.; Ivi, 403
Carpenter, F. W.; xxiv, xlii, 72, 332.
333. 336, 337
Carr, R. H.; xli
Carr, J. G.; xliii
Carscallen, G. E.; xxxi, 70, 290
Carter, J. M. G.; xxxvii
Case, J W.; xxi, 103, 339. 340, 34'
.
342
Casper, O. S.; xxvi, 104, i93. 3S2
Center, 6. D.; xxv, li, 131, 368, 369.
395
Chambers, C. O.; xxxiii, 72, 241, 243
Chamberlin, T. C; Iv, 4"3
Charles, F. L.; xxiii, 133
Chase, W. A.; 405
Chiles, J. A.; xxvi, 67, 187, 281, 282
Clark, A. H.; xlvii
Clark, C. C; xliv
Clark, C. K.; xxiii, 103, 287, 337.
338, 340, 341
Clark, S. C; 71
Clark, T. A.; xv, xlvii, xlviii, 68, 177.
267, 268, 391
Clcavinger, J. S.; 1
Cleveland, C. ; xlvi
Coffey, W. C; xxiv. Hi, 131, 37'..
374. 396
Collins, Miss V. L.; xxxi. 68, 267
Colvin, S. S.; xviii, xlvii, 69, 178,
196, 303. 304. 305
Conger, J. L.; 188
Conley, 13. M.; xlii
Cook, G. W.; xxvi, xlv
Cook, J. B.; xxxi, 104, 352, 356
Corcoran, E. A.; xliv
Corper. H. J.; xxxv, 72, 309, 310
Cort, W. W.; xxxiii, 72
Corwin, A. M.; xxxviii, 216
Cosgrove, T. B.; xxxviii, xlviii, 190,
203, 387, 388
Coss, J. A.; xxxi, 71
Craig, Miss J. A.; xxxv, xlix
Crandall, C. S.; xx, liii, 132, 381, 382,
384. 396
Cratliorne, A. R.; xxiv, xlvii, 70, 290,
291, 292, 294
Crawshaw, F. D.; xxii, xlviii, 103
Crcde, W. H.; xliii
Crigler, Miss N. B.; xxxiii, 72, 132,
286
Crow, Miss B. ; 194
Curtis, Miss F. R. ; xxxviii, 1, 164,
388, 389, 390
Curtiss, R. S.; xxi, xl, xlvii, 71.
250, 251, 253, 257, 258
Dahl, S.; xliv
Dallcnbach, K. M.
; 70
Danck, E. J.; xliii
Daniels, A. H.; xvii, 69, 302, 303
Darling, U. G.; xl, 217
Davenport, E.; xv, li, 131, 178, 371,
385. 395
Davis, H. I.; xli, 217, 218
Davis, J. J.; Iv, 400
Davis, T. A.; xxxvii, 219
Davison, C. ; xxxviii, 216, 219
Day, W. B.; xlvii
Deacon, F. ; xliii, 214
Decker, E. II.; xxx, 203, 387, 388
Denio, H. W. ; 1, 164
Denton, W. \V. ; xxxi, 70, 191, 290
Denton, G. B.; xxxiii, 68, 267
Derick, C. G. ; xxxi, 71, 181, 250, 251,
253
DeNault, A. N.; xli
DeWolf, F. W.; Iv, Ivi, 403, 406
Dewsnup, E. R.; xviii, 69, 175, 317,
319. 320
Dexter, E. G. ; xvii
Dickerson, I. W.; xxxiii, 131, 368,
371
Dietrick, \V.; xxi, lii, 131, 373, 374,
376, 396
Dirks, H. B.; xxvii, 104, 353, 356,
358
Dittmar, G. \V. ; xlv
Dodge, D. K.; xvii, 68, 178, 185, 264,
265, 266
Dorner, H. B.; xxv, liii, 132, 380,
382, 383. 384. 396
Drew, Miss C. A.; 501
Drury, F. K. W. ; xviii, xlix, 12, 164,
Dreyer, G. P.; xxxviii, 214
Duff, R. R.; xlvi
Dufour, F. O.; xxi, 103, 345, 346,
347
Duncan, J. C. ; xxii, 69, 175, 314.
321, 322, 323
Duncan, J. M.; xxxi, 104, 352
Dunkin, W. V.; xxvi, 104, 353, 355
Dunn, J. A.; xlvi
Durst, C. E. ; ; xxxiii, liii, 397
Earle, F. B.; xxxvii, 218
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Earle, E. G. ; xxxix, 215, 218
Eberhardt, W.; xli
Eckhardt, W. G.; xxxii, li, 131, 370,
395
Eddy, I. H.; xlii
Edgecomb, J. H.; xlvi
Egan, J. E. ; xxxi, 71
Eisendrath, D. N.; xxxix, 217, 218
Eisenstaedt, S.; xlii
Ekblaw, K. J. T. ; xxxiii, 131, 368,
371
Ellis, F. ; xxvi, 104, 193, 352, 356
Emig, E.; 1
Emmett, A. D.; xxiv, lii, 258, 377, 396
Emmons, C. W. ; xxx, 70, 290, 291
Enger, M. L.; xxv, 105, 192, 359.
360, 362, 364
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aminations for admission to, 594;
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inations for, 34; in Dentistry, 227;
to advanced standing, 43; see also
under Separate Colleges and Schools.
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course for teachers in, 153; outlined
course in general agriculture, 142,
144; in animal husbandry, 145; in
dairy husbandry, 146; in horticul-
ture, 147; household science in, 140,
149; facilities for instruction, 135;
faculty in, 131; requirements for
graduation in, 141; in landscape
gardening, 151; methods of work
in, 135; purposes, 133; in second-
ary schools, 153; in Summer ses-
sion, 179.
Agriculture and Household Science:
scholarships in, see Scholarships.
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Agronomy: courses in, 368; facilities
and methods, 136; faculty in, 131.
Aid for students, 53.
Algebra for admission, 26.
American Chemical Society, University
Section, 56.
American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, 55.
Animal husbandry: courses in, 373;
facilities and methods, 136; faculty
in, 131; suggested course in, 145.
Applied mechanics laboratory, see Lab-
oratories.
Appointments as teachers: committee,
xlvii, 174.
Architect's Club, 55.
Architectural collections, 15.
Architectural decoration: course of
study in, 119.
Architectural engineering: course of
study in, 118.
Architecture: courses in, 337; out-
line of courses in, 119; department
of, 108; equipment in, 108; faculty
in, 103.
Armory, 7.
Art collections, 13.
Art and l)esign: courses in, 271; fac-
ulty in, 67.
Assistants: laboratory and other, xxx.
Associates: list of, xxiii.
Associations, societies and clubs: 54;
oratorical, 49; musical, 57; in the
Academy, 596
Astronomical Observ'atory, 7.
Astronomy: courses in, 240; faculty
in, 70; tor admission, 26.
Athletic affairs: committee on, xlviii.
Attendance: committees on, xlvii.
Auditing committee, xlviii.
Auditorium, 7.
Auxiliary scientific bureaus, 395.
Bachelor's degree: requirements for,
45 ; see also under separate colleges
and schools.
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Band: military, 170; credit for serv-
ice in, 201.
Banking: outline of course in, 81.
Beneficiary aid, 53.
Biological Theory Club, 56.
Boards: advisory, xii; of control of
mini, xlviii; Trustees, xi; commit-
tees of, xii; of examiners in ac-
countancy. 405.
Botanical collections, 15.
Botany: courses in, 241; faculty in,
72; for admission, zy; in summer
session, 179.
Bryan Prize, 50.
Buildings and grounds: 7; College of
Dentistry, 227; College of Aledi-
cine, 208.
Business administration: 23; outlines
of courses in, 79.
Cadets: roster of officers, 583; win-
ners of contests, 585.
Calendar: x; of the University, vii.
Catalog: committee on, xlviii.
Central debating circle of America, 49.
Ceramic Club, 56.
Ceramics: outline of course in, 98;
courses in, 245; engineering course
in, 99; faculty in, 71; scholarships
in, 51.
Chemical Club, 56.
Chemical engineering: outline of
course in, 102.
Chemistry: courses in, 248; faculty
in, 71; for admission, 27; in sum-
mer session, 180; outline of course
in, 100.
Choral and Orchestral Society, 170.
Christian associations, 54.
Civics for admission, 27.
Civil engineering: department and
equipment of, 109; courses in, 344;
faculty in, 103; outline of course
in, 121.
Civil Engineers' Club, 56.
Class of 1895 Loan Fund, 53.
Classics: courses in, 259; faculty in,
67.
Clinical facilities in College of Medi-
cine, see Medicine.
Clubs: alphabetical list of, 55-58; in
Academy, 596.
Collections, 14.
College of Agriculture, sec Agriculture.
College of Dentistry, see Dentistry.
College of Engineering, see Engineer-
ing.
College of Law, see Law.
College of Literature and Arts, see
Literature and Arts.
College of Medicine, see Medicine.
College of Science, see Science.
Colleges of Liberal Arts, 67.
Commercial Club, 56.
Committees: of Council, xlvii; ot
senate, xlviii; trustee, xii.
Contents, iii.
Contests and prizes: 48; oratorical,
49-
Council of Administration: duties of,
19; committees of, xlvii; members
of, XV.
County scholarships, 50.
Courses of study, outline of: in the
Academy, 594; in schools and col-
leges, see under separate colleges
and schools.
Courses, general description of: 239;
in accountancy, 321; in agricultural
extension, 386; in agronomy, 368;
in animal husbandry, T,y:i; in archi-
tecture, 337; in art and design, 271;
in astronomy, 240; in botany, 241;
in ceramics, 245; in chemistry, 248;
in civil engineering, 344; in class-
ics, 259; in commercial law, 323; in
dairy husbandry, 377; in econom-
ics, 314; in education, 297; in
electrical engineering, 349; in Eng-
lish, 263; in entomology, 269; irt
ethics, 301; in fine arts, 271; in
French, 311; in general engineering
drawing, 348; in geology, 275; in
German, 28:; in Greek, 259; in
history, 323; in horticulture, 380;
in household science, 286; in Ital-
ian, 312; in Latin, 261; in law,
387; in library science, 388; in
mathematics, 289; in mechanical en-
gineering, 352; in mechanics, 359;
in military science, 390; in mining
engineering, 361 j^ in municipal and
sanitary engincermg, 362; in music,
273; in philosophy, 301; in phys-
ical geography, 277; in physical
training, 391; in physics, 305; in
physiology, 309; in political science.
327; in psychology, 303; in public
speaking, 268; in railway adminis-
tration, 319; in railway engineering,
364; in rhetoric, 267; in Romance
languages, 311; in sanitary engi-
neering, 362; in Scandinavian, 285;
in social sciences, 314; in sociology,
330; in Spanish, 313; in theoret-
ical and applied mechanics, 359; in
thremmatology, 385; in veterinary
science, 305; in zoology, 331.
Credit hour: definition of, 239.
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Dairy husbandry: courses in, 377; fa-
cilities and methods, 137; faculty
in, i3j; outline of course in, 146.
Debating circle of America, 49.
Debating league of state universities,
49-
Degrees and graduation: 45; A.B. in
College of Science, 91; A.B. in
College of Literature and Arts, 74;
B.S. in College of Science, 98; B.S.
in College of Engineering, 117;
Master's, 156; Doctor's, 159; LL.H.
and J.D. in College of Law, 206;
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 2;;8; B.
S. in College of Agriculture, 142;
in Graduate School, 156, 159. See
also under separate colleges and
schools.
Delta Sigma Rho, 50.
Dentistry, college of: 22; admission
to, 227; advanced standing in, 228;
buildings and equipment, 227; de-
grees conferred in, 228; faculty of,
xlv; fees in, 62; methods of in-
struction, 229; requirements for
graduation in, 228.
Description of courses, general, 239.
Diploma fee, 60.
Discipline: committees on, xlviii.
Doctor of Philosophy: degree of, 159;
thesis for, 161.
Drawing: for admission, 28; general
engineering, 348; faculty in, 106;
in summer session, 182.
Economics: courses in, 314; faculty
in, 69; in summer session, 182.
Education, School of: 22; courses
in, 171; faculty in, 70; in summer
session, 183; equipment, 173; pur-
pose of, 171; special lectures, 172;
practice teaching in, 172; a])point-
ment of teachers, 174.
Edward Snyder Fund, 53.
Electric Test Car, 115.
Electrical engineering: courses In,
349; department and equipment of,
109; faculty in, 104; outline of
course in, 122; society, 56.
Electrical Engineers, American Insti-
tute of, 55; society of, 58.
Engineering: chemical, 102.
Engineering, college of: 103; electives
in, 116; admission, 106; special
students in, 107; architecttire in,
108; civil engineering in, 109; col-
lections, 15; courses of study out-
lined: in architecture, 117; in
architectural decoration, 119; in
architectural engineering, 118; in
civil engineering, 121; in electrical
engineering, 122; in mechanical en-
gineering, 123; in mining engiiuer-
ing, 125; in municipal and sanitary
engineering, 126; in railway civil
engineering, 127; in railway elec-
trical engineering, 128; in railway
mechanical engineering, 129; depart-
ments in, 107; description of
courses, 337; faculty in, 103.
Engineering Experiment Station: 398;
fellowships in, 163; history of, 399.
English: courses in, 263; faculty in,
68; in summer session, 184; Club,
56; English composition and litera-
ture for admission, 28. See also
under Rhetoric.
Entomologist, state: ofTice of, 400;
statf of, Iv, 400.
Entomology: courses in, 269; faculty
in, 72; in summer session, 186.
Entrance requirements: general, 24.
See also under separate colleges and
schools.
Ekjuipmcnt: in agriculture, 135; in
architecture, 108; in civil engineer-
ing, 109; in dentistry, 227; in elec-
trical engineering, no; in library
science, 166; in mechanical engi-
neering, II I ; in medicine, 208; in
military science, 200; in pharmacy,
231; in physical training, 202; in
physics, 113; in railway engineer-
ing, IIS-
Ethics: course in, 301.
Examinations: for admission, 34; to
Academy, 594; for tlie doctor's de-
gree, 160; for undergraduate schol-
arships, 51; for certified public ac-
countant, 405.
Expenses: 60; average annual, 63.
Experiment stations: agricultural, staff
of, li; see also under Agriculture.
Engineering, staff of, liv; see also
under Engineering.
Faculty: general, xix; in the Acad-
emy, 591; in architecture, 103; in
agricultural extension, 133; in ag.on-
W"y> 131; in animal husbandry,
131; in art and design, 67; in as-
tronomy, 70; in botany, 72; in cer-
amics, 71; in chemistry, 71; in civil
engineering, 103; in classics, 67; in
dairy husbandry, 132; in dentistry,
xlv; in economics. 69; in educa-
tion, 70; in electrical engineering,
104; in mining engineering. 104; in
English, 68; in entomnlogy, 72; in
general engineering drawing, 106;
in German. 67; in Graduate School
(executive), 154; in geology, 71; in
history, 6q; in household science, 72,
132; in horticulture, 132; in law,
203; in Liberal Arts, 67; in Li-
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brary, School 164; in mathematics,
70; in mechanical engineering, 104;
in medicine, xxxvii; in municipal
and sanitary engineering and theo-
retical and applied mechanics, 104;
in music, 167; in pharmacy, xlvii;
in philosophy, 69; in physics, 70,
105; in physiology, 72; in politi-
cal science, 69; in psychology, 69;
in railway engineering and adminis-
tration, 175; in railway engineer-
ing, 105; in romance languages, 68;
in sociology, 69; in thremmatology,
132; in veterinary science, 132; in
zoology, 72.
Fees: 60; in summer session, 177;
in Academy, 596.
Fellowships: in Engineering Experi-
ment Station, 163; in Graduate
School, 161.
Final honors, 47.
Fine arts: courses in, 271.
French Club, 56.
French: courses in, 311; for admis-
sion, 30; in summer session, 186.
General Assembly scholarships, 50.
General faculty, xix.
General information, 3.
General engineering drawing: courses
in, 348; in summer session, 182.
Geological collections, 16.
Geological Journal Club, 57.
Geological Survey, State: staff of, Iv.
Geology: courses in, 275; faculty in,
71; for admission, 30.
Geometry for admission, 31.
German Club, 57.
German: courses in, 281; faculty in,
67; for admission, 31; in summer
session, 187.
Germanics: courses in, 281.
Gold medal: in military, 48.
Graduate School: 22; admission, 155;
degrees conferred in, i!;7; doctor's
degree in, 159; examination for doc-
tor's degree in, 160; thesis for doc-
tor's degree in 161; faculty in, 154;
fellowships and scholarships in, 161;
master's degree in, 156; examina-
tion and thesis for master's degree
in, 157; residence requirements,
156; work in absentia in, 156; or-
ganization of, 154; registration in,
155-
Graduation: requirements for, 45; in
agriculture, 141; in dentistry, 228;
in engineering, 117; in law, 206;
in library science, 165; in liberal
arts, 74, 91; in medicine, 226; in
music, 168; in pharmacy, 233.
Graduation and degrees, 45.
Greek: courses in, 259; for admis-
sion, 31.
Grounds and buildings, 7.
Gymnasium, 10.
Hazelton Prize Medal, 48.
History: of the University, 4; courses
in, 323; faculty in, 69; for admis-
sion, 32; m summer session, 188.
History Club, 57.
Honors, 47.
Horticulture: courses in, 380; faculty
in, 132; methods in, 138; outline
of course in, 147.
Hour: definition of, 239.
Household Science: Club, 57; courses
in, 286; faculty in, 72; outline of
course in, 85, 149; in summer ses-
sion, 189; scholarships in, 52, 135.
mini: board of control of, xlviii.
Illinois College and University Suf-
frage contests, 49.
Incidental fee, 60.
Information: general, 3.
Instructors: list of, xxv.
Intercollegiate Peace Association, 50.
Interurban electric test car, 115.
Interscholastic oratorical prize, 50.
Italian: courses in, 312.
Ivrim Society, 59.
Journalism: course in, 84.
Komenian Society, 57.
Laboratories: fees, 60; list of, 14.
Land grant: income from, 4.
Landscape gardening: course in, 381;
graduation in, 151.
Latin: courses in, 261; for admission,
32; in summer session, 189.
Law, College of: 22; advanced stand-
ing in, 204; outline of course in,
205; admission to, 203; faculty of,"
203; fees in, 62; special students
in, 204; legal study and university
work in, 205; library of, 204; meth-
ods of instruction in, 204; practice
court in, 204; graduation in, 206;
in summer session, 190; J. D. de-
gree in, 206.
Liberal Arts colleges: faculty of, 67;
see under Literature and Arts and
Science.
Libraries: 12; law, 204; pedagogical,
173; Quine medical, 225; State Lab-
oratory of Natural History, 401;
special collections in, 13; staff of,
xlix.
Library Club, 57.
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Library administration: committee on,
xlviii.
Library School: 22; admission to,
164; aims and scope, 165; outline
of course in, 165; equipment, :66;
faculty of, 164; methods of instruc-
tion in, 166; graduation and de-
gree in, 165; collections, 17.
Literature and Arts, college of: 20,
73; admission to, 73; special stu-
dents in, 74; outline of course in,
77; electives in, 76; groups of sub-
jects in, 75; outline of courses: in
household science and administra-
tion, 84; in arts and engineering,
88; in banking, 81; in business ad-
ministration, 79; in journalism, 84;
in preparation for law, 86; in rail-
way transportation, 83; in traffic and
accounting, 82; for consular serv-
ice, 80; graduation in, 74; theses
in, 77; honorary societies in, 88.
Loan fund: Class of 1895, 53; Ed-
ward Snyder, 53.
Manual training for admission, 32.
Mathematical Club, 57.
Mathematics: courses in, 289; fac-
ulty in, 70; in summer session, 191.
Matriculation fee, 60.
Mechanical engineering: courses in,
352; outline of course in, 123; de-
partment and equipment, no; fac-
ulty in, 104; in summer session,
193-
Mechanical Engineering Club, 57.
Mechanics, theoretical and applied:
courses in, 359; department of, m;
faculty in, 104; in summer session,
192.
Medals in military, 48.
Medical course in College of Science,
96.
Medicine, college of: 22; admission
to, 209; to advanced standing, 210;
as special students, 210; clinics in,
223; buildings and equipment, 208;
courses in. 211, 214; degrees in,
211; faculty of, xxxvii; fees in,
62; history of, 208; library, 225;
methods of instruction in, 213; reg-
istration, 211; required and elective
subjects in, 220; scholarships in,
225; six-year course in, 212; grad-
uation in, 226.
Military Band: 170; credit for serv-
ice in, 201.
Military decorations: 48; scholar-
ships, 52.
Military science: appointments in, 582:
courses in, 390; equipment in, 2ro:
uniform for, 201; requirements for
enrollment in, 200; scholarsliips in,
52; instructors in, xxxvi.
Mine Rescue Station: staff of, Ivi,
406; work of, I J 2, 406.
Municipal and sanitary engineering:
courses in, 362; faculty in, 104;
outline of course in, 126.
Museums and collections: 14; peda-
gogical, 173.
Music, School of: admission, 167;
aims and scope, 168; arrangement
of subjects in, 169; faculty of, 167;
fees in, 60; graduation in, 168; or-
ganizations in, 170.
Musical Clubs, 57, 170.
Natural History, State Laboratory of:
staff of, uv, 401; work of, 401.
Northern Oratorical League, 49.
Observatory, 7.
Officers of administration: xv; du-
ties of, 19.
Oratorical Association: 49, 58; con-
tests, 48.
Organizations, clubs, etc.: 55; mu-
sical, 170.
Pedagogical: collections, 17; library
and museum, 173; Institute, 58.
Pen and Brush Club, 58.
Pharmacy, School of: 22; admission
and graauation, 233; course of in-
struction in, 232; equipment, 231;
faculty, xlvii; fees, 63; history,
230; state registration as pharma-
cist, 234.
Phi Beta Kappa, 88.
Philosophical group: courses in, 297.
Philosophy: courses in, 301; faculty
in, 69.
Physical geography: course in, 277;
for admission, 33.
Physical training: department of, 202;
courses in, 391; in summer session,
193; gymnasium regulations, 202.
Physics: courses in, 305; faculty in,
70, 105; tor admission, 32; in sum-
mer session, 194; laboratory and
equipment, 113.
Physiology: courses in, 309; faculty
in, 72; for admission, 33.
Political science: courses in, 327; fac-
ulty in, 69; in summer session, 195.
Preliminary honors, see Honors.
Practice court, in College of Law, 204.
Prizes and contests, 48.
Psychology: courses in, 303; faculty
in, 69; in summer session, 196.
Public speaking: courses in, 268,
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Quine library of medicine, see Medi-
cine.
Railway administration: courses in,
82, 319.
Railway engineering: courses in, civil,
366; electrical, 366; mechanical,
364; equipment in, 115; faculty in,'
105. 175-
Railway engineering and administra-
tion, school of: 175; faculty in,
175; purpose of, 176.
Railways, co-operation with, 115.
Requirements for admission: general,
24; see also under Separate Col-
leges and Schools.
Requirements for graduation: general,
45; see also under Separate Col-
leges and Schools.
Residence requirements in Graduate
School, see Graduate School.
Rhetoric: courses in, 267; for admis-
sion, 28; iiu summer session, 185.
Romance languages: courses in, 311;
faculty in, 68.
Roster of cadet officers, 583.
Sanitary engineering: courses in, 362
Scandinavian Club, 58.
Scholarships: county, 50; in agri-
culture and household science, 52,
135; in ceramics, 51; in College
of Medicine, 225; general assem-
bly, 51; in Graduate School, 161;
military, 52; in summer session, 178.
School: of Education, see Education;
of Music, see Music; of Pharmacy,
see Pharmacy; of Railway Engi-
neering and Administration, see
Railway Engineering and Adminis-
tration.
Science, college of: 21; admission to,
89; special students in, 90; chem-
istry in, 100; electives in, 93;
household science in, 94; general
course in, 91; library science in, 95;
ceramics and ceramic engineering in,
98; chemical engineering in, loi;
science and engineering, 96; A.B.
degree in, 91; B.S. degree in, 98;
preparation of teachers in, 96; grad-
uation, 91; six-year medical course,
96; theses in, 93; course of instruc-
tion in, 93.
Scientific Bureaus, 393.
Secondary school agriculture, 153.
Semester hour: defined, 239.
Senate: duties of, 20; members of,
xvi; committees of, xlviii.
Sigma Xi, 88.
Snyder fund, 53.
Social sciences: courses in, 314.
Sociology: courses in, 330; faculty in,
69; in summer session, 196.
Societies: list of, 54, 170.
Spanish: Club, 58; courses in, 313;
in summer session, 197.
Special honors, 47.
Special students: admission as, in ag-
riculture, 134; in engineering. 107;
in literature and arts, 74; in law,
204; in science, 90; see also under
Separate Colleges and Schools.
Staffs: Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, li, 395; Engineering Experi-
ment Station, liv, 398; State En-
tomologist's office, Iv, 400; State
Laboratory of Natural History, liv,
401; State Water Survey, Iv, 402;
State Geological Survey, Iv, 403;
Mine Rescue Station, Ivi, 406; li-
brary, xlix.
State Entomologist's office: staff of,
Iv; work of, 400.
State Geological Survey: staff of, Iv;
work of, 404.
State Laboratory of Natural History:
staff of, liv; history and work of,
401.
State Library School, see Library
School.
State University Debating League, 49.
State Water Survey: staff of, Iv;
work of, 402.
Students: lists of, 409.
Suffrage contest, the Illinois College
and University, 49.
Summer reading in College of Engi-
neering, 116.
Summer session: courses in, 179; dean
of, 177; genera! statement. 177;
lectures in, 178; scholarships in,
178.
Teachers, preparation of: in science,
96; in music, 109; in education,
172; in agricultural extension, 141.
Test car: in railway engineering, 115.
Theoretical and applied mechanics:
department of, iii; courses in, 359;
faculty in, 104; in summer session,
192.
Theses: for advanced degrees, 157,
161; for first degrees, 46.
Thremmatology; courses in, 385; fac-
ulty in, 132.
Traffic and accounting: course in
railway, 82.
Training for business: courses in, 79.
Transfer of credits: admission by,
43; committee on, xlvii.
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Transportation: course in, 83.
Trustees: board of, xi.
Tuition fees, 60.
Unit of credit, defined, 24.
University: Administration of, 19;
calendar, vii; congn-ssional appro-
priations for, s; gold medal in mil-
itary, 48; honors, 47; history of,
4; location of, 3; name changed,
5; organization of, 20.
Veterinary science: courses in, 383;
faculty in, 132.
Water Survey, State, see State Water
Survey.
Woman's League, 59.
Women, first admitted to University, 5.
Zoological Club, 58.
Zoology: collections in, 17; courses
in, 331; faculty in, 72; for admis-
sion, 34; in summer session, 197.
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